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COMPARATIVE GRAMMAR. 
_..- 

PART 11. 

PRONOUNS. 
MST AND MOND PERSONS. 

326. IN these pronouns the genders are not distinguished 
in any of the Indo-European languages; and all the sister 
dialects agree with one another surprisingly in this point, 
that the nominative singular first person is from a diffe-
rent base from that from which the oblique cases come. 
It is, Sanscrit mink ahans. Zend ies. (LTA. Greek 44, La- 
tin ego, Gothic ik, Lithuanian axx, Old Selavonie oz. 	The 
oat 	of wirt ahem is a termination like 'that in 	loom, 

A
thou," yea. "this," and Images*  " self ;" 	and in the 
ural. Dow, "we," yiiyarn, "ye." 	The Rolle hike an- 

swers better than eye to sham; but I would prefer kylov, in 
order to explain the lengthening of the vowel in 176 ass com- 
pensation for the loss of the nasal. 	The abbreviated eyit 
may. however, have reacted on the more complete iyuir, and 
may have imparted to it the length of its voweL 	In the 
other European languages, except the Latin, the entire 
termination has disappeared, as is also the case in Greek 
and Latin in etI. To, ta, answering to the Sanserit-Zend irate 
(from is-anA 	6,co trim (I. 42.). 	To the latter, 	however, 
answers the Et...ot..rot',.., and the ,, of the Doric and Lam]. 
Tin,q, roma; is, perhaps, an unorganic addition, as, in Gothic, 
the a in pronominal accusatives (tha-na for than, from 

it a 

   
  



958 	 PRONOUNS. 

thaw, (8. 149.): if not, eq must be regarded as an Ilene 
particle. 	The oblique cases, in Sanscrit, have in the 
person ma, and in the second tea, as theme, whiii 
lengthened, however, in some cases, by the admixture o 
i (compare 8. 158.); hence enS, /wt. 	On the other hand, 
in the dative, abbreviates itself to fu(tu-Skyans), from wh 
also, the nominative ts-ant: in the genitive lawn the t 
to receives the Gana, or the a of toe is transposed. 
the base ma answers the Greek MO, which forms the has 
the genitive µo 1, and dative pot. 	The e of 'EMO rests on 
prevailing disposition of the Greek to prefix a vow 
forms beginning with a consonant, as Oirome, Sao's, It 
&taxi's., answering to 'Amos, dente-s, Sari-s, laghu-s, " lig 
The o of MO, 'EMO is interchanged with e (see §. 3.): hen 
Simi°, 4(68es for ismio, 8sdnees (compare rrOes, liftfto-Oes, and 
others); 	&Ado for aluio;. ene0, 'pet for Spoil, µoil. 	In the 
tEolic-Dorie forms ip.e5r. 4µaiic, as in refs, reoiir. the 2 is 
a later addition, introduced by the necessity for a S as a geni-
tive character, after the old genitive S—which, according to 
§..:Ga., in the 0 declension did not stand at the end but in the 
middle—bad been long lost. 	Compare, in this respect, the 
regained genitive sibilants in New German forms like 
Herzens (p. 161.). 	In the uninflected accusativwd, atti, the 
case parallel with that of a final e for o, which latter might have 
been expected, as in 8. 204., with the e of the vocative Vase. 
As to the dispensing with the accusative nasal, however, it is 
important to remark, that, in Sanserit, for man., " me," and 
holm "thee," are also used mr), HA, without the sign of the 
ease; and the rejectign of the m has, perhaps, next given 
occasion to the lengthening of the a; so that here that 
would hold good with regard to nalta and tadm that was 

n The form acwre would have, according to the usual roles of con-
traction, to he compared with Ito., after loss of the , through an inter-
vening ‘,....,. 
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onjectured above of Cyclic for i-y6/..• 	The Latin supltorts in 
ike manner, by its accusatives me and If. the ancient loss 
of eye inflexion. 

327. The theme of the second person too divides itself in 
ilreek, after the vowel or semi-vowel has been lost, into 
he forms ZY and 20, for 5F0, and the o is exchanged 

I

ith e, as in the first person, orb. treffev, Sm. 	II. VIII. 37. 
le a of Icolb—xco-(w)o—stands, as it appears, as a melt-. 
g of the F, or thinning of the o (at xixe-soy for Mro-o(); 

and a pre-supposed of 	or root. would correspond ex- 
cellently to the Zend (1..-44, to which a Sauserit tro-
op would answer, in case tkaohyd, which formerly ap-
heared to me to he an instrumental, is really a genitive, 
as, according to p.283, Rent. 3., ean scarcely be doubted. 
The Gothic has weakened the a of the base Ina to i, and 
contracted the termination 	 co of 	the Al 	person to o; 
hence MI, THU, dative oil, thu-s, accusative mi-k, thu-k. 

he genitive is, in Sanserit, in departure from all other ge- 
t itices, mono, form 	The former appears to have arisen 
I 	 / 	reduplication; the Zend, however, substitutes 	for 	it 

none ; 	and, in the Gothic, no has attained so much the 
character of an inflexion, that it has made its way also into 
,12. 2(1 person and the 3d person, which is void of gender; 
wei-na, 	thei-na, ere-no. 	Theina I  regard as an abbrevim 
lion of  I hoei-no, as eri-no from snei-nn. for Morn must have 
sprung from THU. 	As, however, a too has, in Gothic, 
become MI, and from this h+u been formed, by lengthen-
ing it, MEl; so might also m Mu become THVI and 
THVEI. 	According to this, the genitive theina—rts the M- 

I  breviation of thrtino—in respect to its We, has the same 
relation to (ha, that, in Greek, wail (front a Fort) has to aU, or 
that xch (from oFeb) has to li; . 

.  The lemon of the lengthening might In looked for, also, in the wonla 
being monosyllabic; which, however, takes place also in the ablative 

ilt, twit. 
w R 2 

   
  



i0 	 PRONOUNS. 

328. In Latin, as in Gothic, the a of the Indian ma loul 
en weakened to i, and this, in a measure, has changed the 
clension of the pronoun from the second, which, according 
I. l It., was to have been expected, into the third: dative 
'11 far mill'k  too-hymn (ll. 215.); accusative Sc. for mete 
s beete-te from HOSTS), not ere for noon; ablative me 
cm toed, not me from mod —Sanscrit sat coal. 	The g 
live met rests, according to I. 203., on the locative 
ky-i (euphonic 	for tali), and belongs, therefore, to th 
igthened theme 4 me. 	In the second person, according 
e analogy of mei, the form hid might have been ca-
nted from Wu tvoy-i, which may originally have existed, 
t in the actual condition of the language is impossible' 
r v cannot consist with a preceding consonant, but in this 
sition is either resolved into Is and at 	times, indeed, 
ith the sacrifice of the vowel following, as in swim, an-
mring to ft -A avid, " to sweat"; or has itself disappeared, 
in cents, answering to iron, "a dog," amass for avenue, 

swering to seanem, " a tone";*  or has dislodged the pr 
ding consonant, as above (p. 424), in Lis, as a hardenin 
xis, from debt. 	We• should hence have to expect fo 

i, together with some other form;, also tei (for treih ai 
so ti-ti may be taken as an abbreviation of tei-ti: fa 
lough the dative in Sanserit is bt-bhyens, and the trans-
nn from u to i in Latin is not unusual (fourth declension 
two for se-bat), still the Sanscrit contraction of teerellyetra 

fa-bAyant is scarcely of so old a date as to serve for a 
tint of departure for the Latin ti-Li; and ! therefore pee-
r considering stet, eibi, as abbreviations of toi-bi, soi-ti, 
an  as corruptions of fir-bi, so-Li. 
329. In Sanserit, tae, t6, exist as co-forms for the geni-

re and dative (manse, into, mayor's, tabkone), it, how- 

u The Greek duel is, probably, an analogous word, seal would, accord-' 
fly, sand for spro4. 

   
  



PRONOUNS. 	 461 

ver, is clearly an abbreviation of lot, and I have found 
a opinion, which I have expressed before, supported by 

osen's Veda-specimen (p. 26). And by the 7,nd. 	The 
tier gives .4ad6'lloodi for the Veda red; but at the same 

e, also, the abbreviated forms 4to thi and 	ti; by 
deb, as it were, the way of corruption is pointed out to 
e Latin ti-6i and Gothic thei-no. 	Although, according to 
326., h me and *let lie at the bottom of several cases as 
to theme, still, perhaps, these forms, together with the ab-
reviated If, where they Appear as genitives or datives, are 
of to be regarded as naked bases, as it is contrary to the 
emus of the language to introduce such a theme as the 
ne spoken of;' but they may be explained as locatives, 
ecording to the principle of the common a bases (4. 196.), 
a in Sanscrit, the locative 	very frequently supplies the  1  

place of the dative, and the dative relation is expressed 
by the genitive even more commonly than by the dative. 
But if d tee and il ft, A' twl, and the corresponding Zead 
forms, are really locatives, they are then, according to 
.196., identical with the Greek datives poi,, 0.04 or 1.04 whirl,. 
owever, must be compared with the actual locatives Kw 
oRdi rffsl troy.; by mating out the seini-vowel, if hare and 
to should pass as uninflected themes, extended only me-

1

h  aniailly. 
330. The genitives RR mom, mpg mane, and lace 

nerve the Lithuanian, and, with the exception of the abla-
tive and genitive, also the Old SOIllV011ie, as the groundwork 
of the oblique singular eases. 	They are recognised with 
a weakening of the final a to i most distinctly in the Li-
thuanian instrumental and locative toortinti, toontye,torvinii, 
tom*. 	The genitive, dative, and aeons/give are mama- 

s The ease is different when a word, by tubbing off the termina-
ion, sinks back again into the condition of s theme; besides, only neuters 

exhibit the pure theme in the nominative, ablative and vocative singular. 

   
  



462 	 PRONOUNS. 

lous—mapens, towns, mon, tam, massed, tareen,--but have, in 
like manner, proceeded from the old genitive. 	In Old 
Sclavonie, the accusative soya, iya, still remains upon the 
old footing, and answers torn snit "me," as tad," thee," ac-
cording to 1.255. n., with loss of the v in the second perso 
The genitive mote," of me," answers' exactly to the Zen 
mane (see k. 255. a.) and tebe, "  of thee," to the Indo-Zen 
Moen 	Considered from a Sclavonic point of view, howeve 
MEN, TEB must be regarded as themes, and a for e 
as 	the common genitive termination (I. 269.). 	MNO, 
TEBO, and TOBO, clearly lie as themes at the bottom of 
the dative-locative muye, febye. 

331. The plural in the pronoun first person is, in most 
of the Indo-European languages, distinct in base from the 
singular. 	I have already elsewhere endeavoured to ex- 
plain this*  on the ground that "I" is properly incapable 
of a plural, for there is but one " I " ; and the notion 
" we" comprehends "me " and an indefinite number of 
other individuals, each of which may even belong to a 
different species; while by leonee a plurality of individual 
is represented, of which each is a lion. 	And the case i. 
shnilar with the plurals of all other substantives, adjec 
tives, and pronouns; for "they" is a multiplying, of "he 
and " ye" may be rather regarded as the plural of " thou,' 
than " we" as the plural of " I." 	Where, however, the 
idea " we" is expressed by the pluml of " I," it there hap-
pens on account of the preponderating feeling of our own 
personality, in which the "not I" is drowned, and is left 
unnoticed, or is supplied by the custom of the language. 
Hence one might seek to adjust the Sanscrit nominative 
'MI tatyant (from tee + am) by the frequent interchange of 
ni and o (/. as.) with the lengthened singular base S net 

o fikt. Pla Have. of the Ac. of Litt. for the year 1824. p.134. 	• 

   
  



PRONOUNS. 	 463 

4581 an interchange which must, however, be very old, 
nee the German, scarcely by accident, partakes in it, 
ad which may be favoured by the circumstance that 
ere exists actually an internal motive for a difference in 
e base syllable. 
332. In the Vedas occurs also awnse for Ivan,; and this 

cal in according to §. 228., formed from the theme as,. 
m which also, in the common Sanscrit, all the oblique 

nes proceed, and to which the Greek attaches itself in the 
tomative ; for the most genuine "Folio form amass stands, 
,ya

m
ssimilation, for ciaper (see §. 170.), as epul from idol, 

nsotit demi, "I am." 	For clatter, however. cimist ought to 
c the corresponding word to the Vedwassd ; as the theme 
me, according to §.116, would, in the Greek, sound 42M0 : 
cover, by' dropping the final vowel, the Greek form has 

vaadered into the department of another declension. 	The 
:true is the case with rq.qms., answering to the Veda yushm6 
euphonic for 	 osme). 	On the other hand, nyeis., intik, pro- 
oppose a theme 'HMI, 'I MI, the e of which is to he taken as 

I weakening of the Indian a of anna, yealama ; as, in Gothic, 
NSI, 'ZVI (I. 167.) with UNSA, IZVA. 	The genitives 

'mad-m,t1m,6-00, also—for wµ0-ow,inmi-wp, and in the com-
on language Sake, imiw--shew that they are deduced from 
acs in c : just so the datives imis, (mix, for thit-w, Spew, 
1th ,c for the Indian termination lohyam in asmahrim, 

yushmanhyam (1.222). 	The accusatives ;nag, ildis are con- 
tractions of an unusual kind from inu-in., evens, for which 
might be expected *lac, iqu's, or Stasis., ionnic. 	The /Folic 
forms aims, iinne are uninfected, as in the singular  uf, 04 l 
and in case they are, in respect to their termination, older 
than ,plc, Otrfic. they admit of derivation us direct from the 
Sanscrit tannin, yeah/min (for onna-ny, yushwa-ns, I. 230.), by 
abrasion of the case suffix, without intervention of a theme 
'AIM, 'TMMI. 

333. In came, &'µµe(, the simple vowel a is the character- 

   
  



464 	 PRONOUNS. 

istic element of the first person, for the rest occurs also ii 
the second person—rd yoshta, e putt. 	If, then, this a i, 
also connected with the singular base ma, it would be requi. 
site to assume on aphseresis of the In, which, however, woult 
appear to be very old, from the coincidence of the Sanscrif 
Zend, &e. with the Greek and German; for the Gothic bast 
UNSA or UNSI has been regarded by us, in §.166., as 
transposition of onna—Pali and Prakrit conk° ; the u fora i 
to be explained by the influence of the transposed nos: 
(6. 66.). 	But if the a of vim amen is an abbreviation 
ma, in the opposite case it would be identical with thd 
demonstrative base a; and if, therefore, in this plural base) 
the "I" is actually formally expressed, I would then place 
great stress on the fact, that, in Snnscrit and Greek, th 
appended pronoun sue, or that which' it has become i 
Greek, in the pronouns of the 1st and 2d person only 
occurs in the plural. 	For as one, which also occurs, 
isolated,*  can be nothing else than a pronoun of the third 
person,t so would a-snd, as a copulative compound (Gramm. 
Crit. 6. 6513.), signify " I" and " they "; but yushota," thou" 
and "they"; so that the singular "I" and " thou " wouk 
be expressed by a and yu ; the plural " they,". by sod 
and 	this would 	be the most natural 	as well as th 
clearest and most perfect designation of the compound ide 
" we" and " ye." 	The ingress of the appended pronoun 
into the singular of the first and second persons, in Zend, 

u Either with imperceptible meaning, or referring the action of the 
present to the further side of the past. 

t Pott may be right in explaining (Berl. Ann. 1833. Vol. I. p.324) 
ma from wow. 	I should, however, then hold " the same" to be the an- 
cient meaning of mum, and the idea of similarity as a derived one; and 
also no longer explain cone, as  in my Glossary, from not," to mow," lout 
regard it as the combination of the pronominal bases ea and ma (compare 
ime, " this," from i o- ma). 

   
  



PRONOUNS. 	 465 

all, Prakrit, and German (I. 174.), must then be ascribed 
, an abuse of later introduction. 	In the pronouns of the 
lied person, howeter, the analogy of which may have had 
n effect on the abuse cited in the declension of the two first 
oceans, the union of two, nay, even of three pronouns of 
he same person into one whole is extraordinarily frequent, 
ad originally, it seems, betokened only increase of emphasis 

334. The syllable 3 me of 30 yushred, "ye," is probably 
softening of tab which extends itself also to the dual, to 

lieh mate serves as the theme.. 	The Greek erdece (erseiei), 
owever, is more complete, and represents the Sanscrit 	i 
ngular base toe, with r for t, and 4, for v. 	In the latter 
repeat, compare also creheIr and erstalc with the Sanscrit sea- 	' 
7111,  " self," and are-s, sues, regarding which hereafter.} 	. 
he Prakrit and Pali, and several other Indian dialects, have 	1 
stained the t in the plural unaltered,. or restored; hence, 
ali-Prakrit IQ tunen for twang. 	In Gothic, however, by 	1 
jecting the u, and exchanging the no for u, rpisma baa 	I 
'come I-ZIA, and by weakening the a to 1, I-ZVI 0.107.). 
he Lithuanian gives YU as the theme of the majority of 	, 
wee in the dual and plural, and in the first person Ml 	to 	1  
hich, however, the nominative safe does not correspond. 
he appended pronoun seer seta has been distinctly retained 
sly in the genitive dual and locative plural—although it 

s From am + a, with change of the u into us, according toe universal 
phonic law (Gramm. Crit. 1. 51.). 
t As I formerly took the e, in forms like ;reef, (see §.218.), for a 
phonic addition, I thought also (Hist. Phil. Trans. of the As. of Litt 
r the year 1825. p. 106) that I might explain apt, answering to the 
nin cos and Sanscrit vilm, vaa, as corrupted by prefixing a a allied to 
e a. 	This opinion, however, stands in no further need of support, from 
e information which I have since then gained reganling the a of fount 
0.-01; and I accede so much the more willingly to the abovementioned 
inion, which was first expressed by Mex. Schmidt (De Pron. Greek et 
din, p.8). 
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is:;originally foreign to the dual, but, in the former CAS( 

t4 which the numeral is annexed, the a, and in the latte 

Ose the vs, has fallen out; hence natfmla dmieyd, "of u 
two"; ya-mia draiayd, " of you two"*; atumase," in us" 
yaelhe," in you." 

335. It is, however, also very probable that the a it 
the Lithuanian nominative ride, "we,' yde, "ye," as "1 
m the a of the Gothic Leis, yss, is not the sign of tli 
nominative, as it appears to be in the actual condition 
of the 	language, 	but 	the abbreviation of the 	syllabi 
anoa. 	This 	conjecture 	is raised 	almost to certainty 	li: 
the Lend, 	in which, together with the 	9Etlaft,C.,94sItIr 
(a., 	.§. 59.), 	which 	rests 	on 	the 	&merit 	last ydyar 
(from yd + am, vdth euphonic ,y, I. 43.), occurs also au, 
yilx; the a of which is represented by Burnouf (Yal 
Notes, p. 121), in which he is clearly right, as identico 
with the Sanserit ik ah of Tuf- yushatut (ablative, and, in 
the beginning of compounds, representing the theme, se 
a. his.). 	avy,C‘ yde, therefore, is an abbreviation of th, 
iiddit ittlyushate; and the c ents in nowise- pass for thi 
sigh of the nominative; as from a theme ma, accordin 
to the usual declension in the nominative vocative plural 

t come either yard or yed. 	According to the proncl 
I declension, however, we have already seen 9Eda,LC 

Ora developed from the 	ganscrit garb yayam. 	I, 
huanian, tar, if a, were the sign of case, would Mani 

t*Mpletely isolated as the masculine plural nominativei 
1
.

1 as to the German, that language has, from the mis. le 
riod, lost the sign of the case in the nominative plural ,.. 

-I 
' 	According to Mieleke, also mania dtoiegil and gamma eholeya, tl. 

I~Iter with doubled m; the first of which is to be explained by assimilatio 
:Attie a, as in the /Relic, deem 

Although in thit monoun there is no obvious distinction of geode 
the Sanscrit declension forms, viz. amid, amin, are masculine. 
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file the r of wir, iar, which corresponds to the Gothic s 
mit, gut, has remained to this day, which, with other 

eighty reasons, awards to this r likewise a destination 
her than that of denoting the relation of case. 
336. According to the principle of the Zend-Lithuanian- 

'ethic giN, pm, I explain also the Sanscrit ,nt nos, mak cm, 
hick are used as co-forms in the accusative, dative, and 
nitive of the two first persons ; the a of which, however, 

sould not find any legitimate place in such different easel, 
1. by its origin, it was destined to denote a case con- 
cation. 	In the same way, however, that the Zend yds is 

. abbreviation of yiismO,  so may Ifik nos and ‘1., 	rot be 
aced the accusative, from nuswan, manuln, in the dative 
I genitive, from nsmobhgron, notwilkona rasmobllyont, 
ntelkom ; and the an  therefore suits nil the three cases, 

oetly because it expresses none of them. 	There re- 
tina, after the dissolution of the rest of the appended pro- 
II1l, nu and no, as the chief elements of personal definition, 
In which have proceeded the dual secondary forms Wu 

nd in (for ode). 	The n of nu, however is a weakening 
the so, the high antiquity of which may be traced from 

coincidence of the Greek, Latin, and Moronic : ea, 
owever, is . abbreviation of Leo, as, rinioli," twenty," 

from doiliiali. 
337. The bases w nn, a en would lead us to expect in 
tin NU, 1.  (.1 (no, ra, §.116.), as theme.; ni, ri, as plural 

ominatiyes; and nos, ens, as accusatives. 	The eircum- 
tame, however, that not, roe, stand iu the nominative, 
nd that the final s is retained also in the pmsessiv 
os-Lee, res-ter (for tot-ter), must muse the os of nos,  
Inc accusative, to appear to us in an entire' 
ight from that of lopos ; and the expinnat  
ove given of the sof the indisputably kind 

Rs( nos, ntt ,..., must therefore exte 
v-s, objectionable as it may appear 
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of the self-restricted Latin Grammar, when we seek in n 
and roe a remnant of the appended pronoun ema, treated 
in §. 166. &e., which we also recognise robbed of its 8*  i 
the appended syllable met (egoneet, mew& Newt, mewl, en 
others), 	which refers itself most closely to the Sneer 
plural ablative 5-smut, yee.ented, which is also employed b 
the language instead of the theme for all cases and numbe 
(6:112), on which account the like free use of the Lati 
met cannot appear surprising. 	Moreover, I have else 
where endeavoured to explain the Latin intmo by assimi 
lotion from i-ento, and so to apportion the first part to th 
demonstrative base i, and the last to our ems. 

339. We now turn to the Old Sclavonie, where true 
vae  as genitive and locative, are completely identical w' 
the wo, and Ink MT of Sanserit, which in that language a 
indeed, 	excluded from the locative, 	but still 	hold t 
place of genitives. 	The monosyllabic nature of the 
forms has, in Solavonic, protected the old a as well as tl 
final a (h. 255. a. f); but here, also, this  a  cannot be look 
upon as a case character, as, without exception, the termin, 
bons srut cart and v su have, in Old Sclavonic, become 
(p. 355, fi.). 	The concurrent disinclination of so many la 
gauges to consider the a in the common forms under di 
mission, as a sign of case, strengthens the evidence for eat 
single individual language. 	As to the Sanscrit, howeve 
applying in the dual the forms Wise, vibes (for vde, p.47. 
Item. L), in eases to which dodoes not belong as the inflexion 
in this point it is not supported by any of the Enropea 
'later languages: 	we 	might still, however, admit th 

ure, that here, also, the du is not a case-termination 
ived from a different origin, and, in fact, to be s 

that Mite ran (corrupted to vane) are eaten 

lor with &merit 'mar ; so, too, Pott (I. c.) 
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as of the plural nas, vas, by lengthening the a, and by 
°lying the  9 to an according to the analogy of 9. 206. 
r if a case termination ds has become aft ha—and in 
rid every final ds, without distinction, has become ao—it 
anot be surprising that nde, also, has become fain; and 
m in ndu a dual case termination is just as little con- 
ned as in nos 	a 	plural. 	The dual, 	however, loves 
order forms than the plural (compare 	9. 206.); and 
this inclination may the lengthening of the a of nose 

s, be ascribed. 	But mils may, however—and this I 
nob prefer—bc regarded as a copulative compound from 

so that it would stand in the accusative for isa-each, 
lie genitive for nd-smaybs, according to the principle of 

r

; 

Veda Otani-malaria,.  " father and mother," verbatim 
mo fathers, two mothers." 	According to this, min would 
operly mean, as accusative, " me and him," as above 
333.) astn@, for massib, "1 and they"; and Win for ada— 
md 	z..u.d4 eflo--would deniae, as accusative, "thee and 
m." 	According to this principle of copulative composi- 
m is probably, also, d-edna (foe d-vdn), "we two,' to be 
garded ; so that, with a more retiring designation of the 
ird person, it would literally mean " he and I"; for a is 
demonstrative base, which is here lengthened to the 

ml form d (9. 208.), and edn (genitive and locative vaytts) 
Iswers, in respect to its base, to rayon, "  we" p. 462).1
339. At the base of the two first persons of the Greek 

all HAG, DPIE, as themes, which support the opinion, that 
*Wu, MP( ram (for isis), to which they bear the same 

lation that lifT9) does to ashplii, the da is not a case fermi- 

. 
. See pp. 228, 229, and shorter Sannerit Grammar §.0130. Rem. 
t I formerly thought (1. e. 1.274) the a of dadm might be regarded ae 
dreagthening prefix, as in the middle of the 2d and 3tI dual persom 
at the above view answers better to the analysis which was given, 
333, date plant'. 
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nation. 	For if NB, 24)11 were the themes in Greek, 
genitive and dative would necessarily be von, irdiono as 
would be unnatural that the long vowel, which, in the n 
miaative and accusative, would be explicable according 
the analogy of AZ.), from AYKO, should be retained befo 
the termination to. 	It would, it seems, be rightly assum 
that in the nominative and accusative, vc7r1; cr4u741, are the or 
ginal forms, and vu, Crik5 (for vcc, 409), abbreviations of the 
From rill, crs6i711 spring, also, the possessives vcdrepoc, el, 
Tem.. 	But how stands it with the very isolated Greek du 
form raj, a4iCai? 	Max. Schmidt (I. c. p. 94) supposes therei 
a remnant of the Sanserit neater dual termination i (1.2 
It would not be necessary, if this be so, to assume tha 
IQ, frapai, a masculine and neuter dual termination 
united, as NO and 24,S1 have already been made to 
as themes, from which viol, irdiar, would be very satisfitetor 
explained by the addition of a single termination. 	Obser 
however, that the pronouns of the first and second persons 
not originally distinguish any genders, and occur in Sansei 
only with masculine terminations; that therefore a remna 
of the lost neuter termination is less to be expected in th 
very pronouns in Greek than in any other word whathv 
Hence I prefer recognising in the t el of viii; irix7ii, a weakenin 
of the dual-ending a, which originally pertained to the mascu 
line and feminine, and which, in the common declension, ha 
become e (0. 209.). 	According to this, the i has the sam 
relation to this e and the Zend a that the 4F.olie witkpec ha 
to 444crapec and 	 7.1.edtd.tir ehathmard. 	This opinion find 
particular support from the fact that wile actually occurs fo 
147.4 as in the third person cr4,wi., not mprof ; and in the secon 
person, also, the Grammarians assume alone together wit 
4441,7,1 (Bnttmann Lex. I.52). 

340. We give here a connected general view of the d 
clension of the pronouns of the two first persons, with th 
remark that the compared languages do not every wher 
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with one another in regard of inflexion. 	We select 
a the Greek, where it is desirable for the sake of corn- 
son, 	the dialect forms which come nearest to the 
writ or the Zend. 	 . 

SINGULAR. 

or. 	SEND. 	01ASSIL LAGS. aerate. 	trra. 	OLD SNAIL 
II,NSA 	Gil.. 	embo, 	ego,  

tg„, 	 dm, 	to, 	ent, 	54, 	ty. 
lobo, oat. magnemd, 	01, 	tab 	mik,, 	motets, mg.. 
,a, M a G, 	main, 	 M. 	M Iced, of, 	11, 	. 	meb, 	ego. 	• 

booSa, 	• • • • 
,egb,,,,, 	. . . . 	Opt,. 	milli, 	,His,' 	son, 	mole, mi. 

Mellyant, 	. . . . 	g,' 	Nei, 	Mob, 	too, 	telme, ti. m 

mat, 	flame, 
tontine 	. . • • 

, mama, 	maw, 	cog, 	mei, 	mina, manorio, moue. 
rod, 	me, 'obi 	. . . . 	• • • 	. . . 	. . . 	. 	. 	. 	. 

, tat,a, 	tam, 	gog, 	tut, 	alai, Anomie, Mee. 

„,,,t, 	. . . . 	. . . . 	met,. 	. . . 	mentiy1, 	tong. 
forty{ 	WOW,* 	. . . . 	MI° 	. . . 	tneigh, 	tebye. 

' .e.e  §§. 170. 174. 	'  See 4.222. 	. See §. 174. 	. See 
). 	'  At the base of the forms matte., Mattes, lies the proper ob. 
mat, teat, as theme (compare Gramm. Crit. §.280.), to which hes 

added the suffix too, which signifies the same as the ablative tenni-
n  t, and is also formally connected with it, and to which the Greek 
rreaponds. 	° See §.200. 	' See §.174. 

• DUAL. 

BASING, 	LEND 	DRAM 	ammo. 	LILs. 	OLD acLay. 

ambb,' 	... 	tel? 	vie,' 	ntaddtt,' 	m. to, f. try,' 
1/1050,' 	• • • 	elZi.. 	.... 	lade,. 	. . . . 
god& 	. . . 	.  . 	veto,* 	mud% 	m. ca, b eye' 
ege, 
yreofina,. 	. . . 	. . . 	091,18,' 	robs 	. . 	. . 
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SAN... 	213.. 	'aces. 001,11, 	LIT. 	
mow 

 
, 

1 y.aano.., 	... 	... 	.... 	. . . . 	,„.„,„, 
as,b, 	• • • 	vine,' 	?wide, 	mum  choke., 	moue" 

	

M i
ROW,  

 ytlb  hoten, ... 	o,peire," 	pen We., 	vow.° 
earn, 	ode, 	room'." 	. . . . 	 wenn," 

ee 	,rerkelly,int 	.. . 	 ..1 
mime dwieye . 'ewe,: 

,zr. 	. . . . 	,..i, awiuya, 	eve': 
6 1 Ilsw,YOS 	 """PL' 

van, 	arse, 	rgmiro, 	 wog,' 
fivaydr, 	 tray., ' ' " two fi, 

I regard the termination am  as a hardening of the common d 
natation du (before vowels de); and I would call attention to the fre 
interchange of o and 111 (§.63., compare p.114). 	This hardening ho 
in the let gprson, taiended into the secondary form; and in the 2, 
son the Zend tato speaks for an older Sanserit form ode for Odra. 

Zen.' form ode occurs in the 94th chapter of the lusher, and op 
also, to standee nominative. 	However, the Zend knot wanting in az 
logoue form to the Sansorit dual base yam; for that which Angue 
his Glossary, writes ieewileem, and renders by tons deux, ought pro 

to be 6 04.144.C.... Yeeds.a, ond is clearly an =divans dual ge 
(p.473 Rem.) to the plural gee. c a mu q....,,,Z,Osruelettni, which An 

likewise considers en nominative. 	e See §.339. 	1  The t el 
belongs to the number two (theme TVA), which, in Lithuanian, 
tabled through ell the eases. 	1 Feminine muddwi. 	,, Tb 
tinction of the genders has been introduced, contrary to the original 
ciple, through the analogy of the common' dual (me (.273.), as du 
Sclavonle, too, in the dual personal terminations, which, in San 
Zend, and Greek, mark the genders just as little  se  the other our 
distinguish the feminine from the masculine by the termination ye 
l, §.146. e.). 	. Feminine yudwi. 	, See S. 169. 
comparison with the Sanscrit principal form regards the case termini 
that with the eeoeudery form the theme. 
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IE 

PLURAL. 
anneltil, 	mt.. 	oltamc. 	LArrn.00n110. 	11. 	01.1,  avida. 

rayaul, 

4./.., 	nat,. 	Ms; 	mi66 	my. 
' g 	7,-,y4':,,'  ,. 	ynalmm, 	. . . 	„ . 	. . . 	. . 	. 

mtioe,, 	V., 	44.10 	ra.. 	y6s6 	rye 

‘..4̂ . 
g f ::,. 

	

	

Spnm 	. . , 	tom.; ms, 	nY. 
n6, 

• 
n, 

	ma . 	• • 	. 

, annelb.,  
i yushoulDhle, 

annnobynm, 	. . . . 	iinm(,), . . . 	'inns, 	moose, nam. 
04, 

1 	 2664., 	 m. 16.6 	66.66, 66m. ynelmmlAymn, 11.6.&666, 	. . . 
6.• 

, 0 	,..a.ers, 	s, 	• - • 	cos., 	• A. 	. • . 	• • • 
annikam6, 	n,m,6 	, 	,664,   	youtar ' nt6 

,,4, 	
a  C 	' ma' 	• 	' 	v • 	• s 	• • • ynakm6Artno, 	Y. 	.", 	.6.,  • • • 	f66.  , 6.• • { 

0., 	ml, vessel. 	. 

A 	1,",:,.'„,",,,,.. 	::: 	::: 	::: 	;„7::,„.": 
Sue f.332. 	2  See §.170. 	2  Se0412*. 	•  See. §.333. 
Bee §. 174. 	 a- 	.2  

ea 	 . 
" Remark. — M., Behmidt rightly takes the 	forms 

asm4kam, 	yeehnelkove, 	for possessives; 	and Rosen 	has 

7: since confirmed his 4-Ive(Jou'rnal of Education, July—Oct. 
2  ISM. p. ais) by t10 Leda dialect 3turerdri. Ishfir: 40,0304- 

lolbhir Otibhis. ' vesicle ausiliis'). 	We 	must -therefore 	re- 
gard asaidki. yushmelkam, as singular neuters, which are, 

h':as it were, 	petrified, and have thus iput the power 	of 
, 	being governed according to the gender, number, and 
' 	case 	of 	their 	substantive. 	In 	the 	two 	first 	rekects 

. 	they may be compared with numeral expressions like 
W panelm, 	'  five' 	which, 	in 	the 	Greek 7141,TE and a

i 

Latin 	if/tingle, has become completely indeclinable,. and 
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therefore exactly like nsmdkom, yushottlkons, 
kim, yilsmakrm, and the dual form mentioned at R472, 
Rem. I., ricalchn' I. 	It is clear that the Latin forms, also, 	4 
nostri, nostrum, vestri, ',strum, belong to the possessive; sad for 
nostrum, nestrum, are used also nostroru tn, vestroment (Schmidt, 
p. 10.) 	As, then, unsisra, Lacuna stand altogether isolated in 
Gothic as genitives, it is, in my opinion. much more na-
tural to derive them from the possessive bases of the same 
sound—which form, in the 	nominative singular mascu- 
line, unarm, iceor (see §. 292. Rem.)—than. on the contrary, 
to deduce the possessives from the unexplained princes of 
the personal pronoun, so that they would be withdta any: 
derivative suffix whatever, which is opposed to the common 	l... 
laws for the derivation of words. 	I most prefer regarding 
annum, L.:Mho. and: the analogous dual forma as singular  1,  
and dual.siel, like the Sanscrit onndkam, yushmtlkant, 	..' 
and 	with an 	titillated retention of the a of the base, 
which in dour' for dawn (I. ISA) has disappeared. 	Ought, 
also, the singular genitives to be viewed in this light? for 
wino, theina, yenta, are possessive bases as well as the geni-
tives of the 'anvil pronouns; and if the former had 
proceeded from tliti lateens the addition of a suffix might 
Live been expected. 	Perhaps even ins Fssiascrit the ex-
pressions mama, lava, which are fat removed from all the 
forms of genitives, are origipally

e
poarssives, from which, 	i: 

after they were no longer recognme. as such, sprang the 
secondary forms mdmaka, taroks, as bilpho comes, without 	- 
alteration of meaning, from Mkt, "a boy." 	Observe, 
also, the surprising accordance between the Gilisisk posses- 
sive base TEO, flaw TEFO, nod the Sanscrit genitive tars. 
The f.orm ed-c,  however, has scarcely proceeded from soil, but 
frenathe more entire ink, by syncope and exchange of the e 1 
with e. 

	

	In regard to the replacing of the genitive of pronouns 
without gender by the corremmnding possessAtit deserves 

re further to be 	marked, that, in Hindastani, 	' 	rms, which 
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arc represented in both numbers of all declinable words 
us genitives, are shown to he unmistakeable possessives, 
by being governed by the gender of the following substan- 
tive. 	The prdhouns of the first and second person have 
in the masculine  rd,  in the feminine ri, as the possessive 
suffix; other words, in the masculine ha, feminine hi; and 
the latter answers to the Sanscrit ha in  rianulka, yushmdka. 
nulmok. blanks. 	In Hindustani, therefore. users' and, airs' mil. 
is literally, not '  owl muter: 	' lui muter,' but 'rasa miler: 
tun maser; 	and the feminine termination t' answers to the 
Sainserit. feminine formation (k. Ga.). 	In the masculine 
the possessives under discussion are sounded stied, lied, 
plural homdel, tunthdrd. 	In this it is remarkable that the 
formative suffix rd agrees with the Gothic ra of  unuara, 
i.roore, dual uykora irpara. 	In respect, aLso,ato the trans- 

position of the nasal,  famlidrit for fuhnulrol,lroal tuunutril, is 

similar to the Gothic  upkars. unsure, iguoideco. 

PRONOUNS OP TRIR ratan  PERSON. 

341. The Sanserit is deficient in a 	 nple substantive 
pronoun of the third person. devoid.,  or  gender: that it, 
however, originally possessed each a pronoun is proved, not 
only by the unanimous evidence of the European x 	. 
languages, 	but especially by 	the 	eircutustance that, in 
'Lend. Lute  hi  and ,,i4o. hill (also 1tt.e  eil, acconling to }. au.), 
and, in Prakait. * ;4 ait'usixi as the genitive and dative of 
the third person ifs all genders.•  and indeed in the direct 
sense. and in form analogous to the secondary forms of 

ti• NI- 
tt 

• In Trail I remember only examples of the kind where the pronoun 
mentioned refers to masculine.; but in Praline i  sE is often foudd femi- 
nine; e.g.  Urea.' by Lens, pp. 46. 86 twice. 	Still I have not yet met 
with examples for *A se  dative, numerous as the examples of  the genitive 
are. 	In 'Limit both owes onto, end the dative, Milos], mom freattentl, 

than the geuilive. 
1 	1 	2 
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the first and second person ; &merit I ,oA I be * t,,, 
Qc ..g or 49 mai, v) If or .4(0 nil, 40116 'thlsoii (1. 3294 
In Sanscrit sun, lengthened to suck must be •eonsidered as the 
theme of this pronoun, as, according to 9. 326.. ma, me, leo, 
tod, are the singular bases of the two first persons. 	From 
4$ svg, in combination with the nominative termination 
am, (1. &M.) comes Trap4 stayam, which means "self,-  and in 
the 	present 	state 	of the 	language 	is 	indeclinable in 
all cases, numbers, and genders. 	The form sea prevails 
as the possessive, but 	is used not 	only 	for coos, 	but 
for mats and loos, in which it is to 	he observ?d, that 
in the majority 	of the European cognate languages the 
possessive of the third person may be also used for the two 
first, and the Done aslak corresponds as exactly as possible 
with the Sanacrit arcs, while ICI lies as theme at the base of 
the plural of the personal pronoun ("skis, o95(-m), with the old 
a weakend to i,ei in the plum) of the two first persons (1.332.). 
The apparent agreement of the base with the second per- 
son in the dual is, then, to be explained thus, that in the latter 
the a has proceed 	from an older 4., but in the third person is 
primitive. 	In ou,•et. il,' for unhoh, cryboi, 444—of which only 
the latter has been retained—from efob, &e., the digamma, 
Ala may remain after a in the form of 4, has been 
necessarily suppressed after the o; has become a rough 
breathing. 	Thus of is similar to the Zend 4n. hdi and 
v). hi (for hell, hod), and the Prakrit * si,for so@ 	A 
similar rejection of the v, together with a weakening of the 
old a to i, shews itself in the Gothic sehne, si-a, si-k, for 
sosi-na, 	sot-. 	sui-k 	(see 1. 327.). 	On 	the 	otter 	hand, 
the ro has remained in the adverb SA us mentioned at 
9.150., which evidently belongs to a theme SVA, esthud from 
HVA, Ad from TIIA. 	As 0, according 101. 69., stands some- 
times for the long a, so these forms are, 1. c., explained as 
instrumentals. 	They might, however, be regarded as loca- 
tives, which have been pointed out at I. 204. 	ith 
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n d termination, 	The Lithuanian and Old Sclavonie 
this pronoun follow exactly the analogy of the second 

person, and distinguish it from the latter only by the initial 
t for t; 	but, like the Latin. Greek, and German, dispense 
with the nominative as they are only used reflectively, 
and use the singular, also, instead of the plural. 	From 
the Latin, besides sat, suns, perhaps also speak sponte, 
from SPONT, are to be adduced here, since, according to all 
probability, the meaning "self," or "the self, selfness," is 
the primitive: sp, however, may be regarded as the modi-
fication of se (tromp. I. 50.), as spew, in my opinion, is con- 
nected with seas, " to breathe." 	The Doric 44, for a,ble, 
and the Latin pse, of i-pre, which should be declined &s-
pine, ei-psi, &c., for ipsius, ipsi, are formed, in like man- 
ner, by traneposition. 	As regards the termination .r of 
SPONT it might be carried back to the Sanserit suffix rant, 
regarding which see I. 324. 	It may 	here be further 
remarked that, in Prakrit, the pronoun of the second person 
occurs, amongst other 	forms, 	in that of n pai and 
VIIT  pa n i (Urvasi, pp. 61. 69), so that th4 t of  ten  is sup- 
pressed, but the v hardened to p. 	Compare, in the former 
respect, the Doric ,pie for mph, vas, ws, for teas, tees (§. 336); 
and, in both respects, the Latin porta, which in this way lathy 
be compared with wil, theta," a door" (06pc). 

342. We here give a connected view of the declension 
of the pronoun of the third person, devoid of gender, in the 
singular, which, excepting in the case of the Greek, sup-
plies also the place of the plural. 

HAN. 	MEND. 	ORIMN. 	1...1, 00Til. 	1.1111. 	01.0 	LAV. 
Accusative. 	.. 	.... 	reV,

E 
 g. ae,

1 	
sik, 	sawen,. 	eye 

SO  
, 

Instrunat. 	. , 	.... 	.... 	.. 	. . . 	sawbui,. soboyall  
Dative, 	ad, ltd. In,  at 	sibi, sis. 	saw,. 	sebye, si.' 
Genitive, 	ad, lid, htli, oil, 	sui, 	seine, &amens,. ache.' 
Locative. 	.. 	.... 	.... 	, , 	.... . 	smoiye,' 	aebye.' 

Compare 6. Imo. 	It is not, however, nuceauary to osaame, that, in the 
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second pepsin, the Litlivanimi thlMIC turn and the Solavonie td have arisen 
from the Sanserit genitive tam; 	but these forms may be regarded as 	. 
t nmspositions of the how R /m. 	Both explanations agme in the main, as 	' 
the syllable tar belongs to the bane in the Indian genitive .flw ram also, 
whether we derive it by Guns from tu, whence Tam tu-thyanr, "to 
thee," or regard 	it as the transposed form of N tea. 	In the reflective 
forms given above, sum end eeb are based on the same principle as the tan 
and Mb just mentioned, and hence they may be derived, by transposition, 
from the Indian base ma; or we may suppose a genitive men to have ex-
istod in Sanwa also, which language, it may be concluded, originally  
posses sod a complete declension of this pronoun. 	The Gothic eft, 	1  
"kinsman," theme sityan, Old High German, sippi:a, "relationship," 
"kith," agrees, in a striking manner, with the Sclavenic bane ea; and it 
would not be surprising if the "kinsman.  has been designated as" the man 
belonging to him,'.a hiss" and that, therefore, the miginaloof these Gothic 	' 
forms hen been hardened, as in Selavonic, to b. 	The Gothic sae, theme 	'. 
sutra," property," is also a derivative from this pronoun. 

343. The base a to, feminine frt to, signifies, in Sanscrit, 
"he," "this; and "that" 	The Zend form is identical 
with the Sanscrit: the medial, however, frequently occurs 
instead of the tennis, as in the accusative singular mom- 
line, in which the place of cgo Ore is commonly supplied by . 
4V/re or, still more frequently, by dim. 	In Greek and Ger- 	. 
man this pronoun has assumed the functions of the article, 
which is not found in the Sanscrit and Zend, nor in the 
Latin, Lithuanian, and Sclavonic. 	The bases TO, Gothic . 
THA (I. 07.), feminine TA, TH, Gothic THO (3.69.), corre- 
spond regularly with the Sanserit-Zend to, 10, with which .r  
the Lithuanian demonstrative base TA. nominative maseu- 
line tom " this," feminine hi, is completely identical. 	The 
Old Selavonie base is, as in Greek, in the masculine and 
neuter to, in the feminine to (fi 255. a.), but in the nonnina- 	, 
tive masculine drops the vowel; hence 1, ta, to "  this.- 
This pronoun does not occur, in its simple state, in Latin, 
with the exception of the adverbial accusative forms ban. 
tune (like hum), feet, tan-dent, and totem. 	The latter re- 	l

i 
 

sembles surprisingly the Sanserit locative ORS td-4,"'". 
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"in this" (9. tot.). only that the s is dropped, as in the 
Lithuanian tame (p. in); on which account I am inclined 
to replace the derivation I formerly gave of it by trans-
position from the Greek aktrot, by that which I now offer, 
and which is less remote. 	Moreover, in Latin, the deri- 
vative forms folio, Matas, lot, totidem, toties, totes, spring 
from this pronoun, and will be treated of hereafter. 	It 
appears, however, to be declined in the compound isle, of 
which the first member is is either to be regarded as a 
petrified nominative masculine, the case-sign of which, un-
conscious of its derivation, is retained in the oblique eases 
—istins for quatine, compare our jedermasn's—or, which 
seems to me less probable, the s is a pure phonetic affix, 
adopted on account of the favourite combination of a with t 
(compare ff. 95. 190. 

344. In the same way that isle is compounded in Latin, 
so, also, in Sansmit and Zend, the base to combines with 
another pronoun prefixed to it, in fact, with .4. and thus 
forms Pff 4to," this," "that," Zend AKOMA. agia (9. 29). 	The 
nominative singular is, in Sanscrit, 44 geho, VII Oshrl, Effir, 
flat; 	in Zend 	;t3ioc.1 akhd, 	mcwo.t, a@sha, 	loAstomm °Pat. 
In.Greek an* is a similar compound, the first syllable of 
which, an. will subsequently be remarked upon. 	This admit 
is again combined with the article as a prefix to it, and forms 
onion carry, TOO TO, for ii-ancror. n-an-rn, To-awro. 	There are 
several ways in which 01r0g, extra may be supposed to have 
arisen ;  in the first place as h'-oirree, r'-oiiro, by suppressing 
the vowel of the article and weakening the a of the diphthong 
an to o, both changes being made to prevent the whole 
word from being too ponderous, far a is the heaviest of the 
three representatives of the Indian w a (a, e, o); and for 
this reason an appears to be especially the representative of 
the Vriddhi diphthong la du," while for 99 6 - -.a + te, is 

. See Vocalionms, Rom. 2. p.193, &e. 
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found either m er on. 	In the feminine form at/re, if we dis- 
tribute it thus, le-aihli, 	the diphthong remains unweak- 
ened, as in rairrO. 	But arm,  may also be derived from 

a'rre, and the loss of the first element of the diphthong may 
be assumed; the gender would then be expressed in both 
members of the compound, and a better distinction would be 
made from the masculine and neuter base ram. 	But if, as 
appears to me preferable, we make the latter accord with 
the explanation, which has just been given of the feminine' 
form, the o of on will then he ascribed to the article, and'ive, 
shall likewise assume that the a of an is dropped; thus, 
O-fxos, re-i)ro. 	Maz Schmidt (Pe Prolamine Gr. et Lat. p. 38) 
sees in oitrot only the article compounded with itself, and 
assumes that n 	 inserted ; 	thus oVenS for free, afi're for 
are. 	He adduces,

is 
  in support of his view, Ocrorpror, roto;res, 

rIltimiiroc, which he supposes to have admitted a similar 
insertion. 	I am of opinion, on the contrary, that these forms 
do not contain the simple base of the article TO as the bat 
element of their composition, bat'AYTO; for why should not 
this pronoun, though itself already a compound, admit, just 
as well as the article, of being combined with words pre- 
ceding it? 	I do not agree with Max. Schmidt in explain- 
ing the adverbs kvociii8a, evrenTiev, for eatlanea, eveeheee, 
tonic evOMme, btOehrev, by the simple duplication of the suf-
fixes Ott, Bev, but I consider them to be compounded of two 
adverbs of similar formation. Though ah'ita, atteev, from the 
pronominal base 'AY, of which more hereafter, have not been 
retained in use by themselves, still I look upon &ra68a as 
the 	combination of dna' + at',8a, and Mwell Oen as that of 
tvem i-ctilfee. 	In order to avoid the concurrence of two 
breathings in the two syllables which meet one another, the 
breathing of the former syllable is suppressed, or, us in the 
Ionic dialect, that of the latter is dropped. 	It may remain 
a question, whether the e of ei3Oev is the thin sound of the 
a of aftlee, in which ease the penaaaling :aired; has lost 
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not only its v, but its e also, or whether aifiev has been 
weakened by the loss of its a. 	In the latter case evrafoest 
may be divided into 	inioi..ilOn. 	It is at least more natural 
to 	suppose 	the 	combination 	of two 	adverbs, and 	the 
weakening of the latter, on account of the ponderous nature 
of the compound, than to assume the mere doubling of the 
formative suffix and the insertion of a redundant it  for neither 
part of this assumption can be supported by analogous phe-
nomena elsewhere. 

345. In the nominative singular masculine and feminine 
the Sanserit substitutes—and in this the Gothic remarkably 
coincide. with it—for the T sound of the pronoun under dis- 
cussion 	which in Zend, according to §.53., becomes 

S. and in Greek the rough breathing, hence Sanscrit 
an, ad, tat, Gothic an, ad, Mate, Zend ha, Ad, fah Greek 
O, 'ci, TO. 	The Old Latin has introduced into the accusative 
this originally purely subjective pronominal base; sum for 
man, and earn for earn, also sapea as nominative for sa-ipaa.. 
As this a is excluded from the neuter, we have found 
in it (5. 134) a satisfactory explanation of the nominative 
sign, the s of which is likewise foreign to the neuter. 	A 
remnant of the old s of the base is still preserved by the 
Greek in the adverbs iiiiiepov and afirer, though as these 
compounds express an accusative relation, not that of a 
nominative, they accord with the use of the Sanscrit  lan-
guage less than the Attic farms ailiaepov.- aires, as It to is 
the  general theme, but sr ea only that of the nominative. 
The first member of the said compounds occurs in the 
primary form or theme, the final o of which (=et  a) has 
been changed into e, having been melted down with the fol-
lowing e and s; thus viires, oii'rec from re-eves, ae-ores for 
TO-CTCS, co-esee; 	aijitepos, asiiiepos from ae-ryitepos, ae-spepov 

a  Accusative plural are, cf. Max. Schmidt "De Pionomine Gr. et Lat." 
pp. 11,12. 	, 
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I' ro-waspop, cro-rypepov. 	These adverbs correspond to the 
nscrit adverbial compounds (eftwayi-66/lord, which coo-
n a substantive, assuming an accusative neuter form 

their 	last 	member; 	e.g. erm 	yalha-shrarldhats, 
according to troth," from um.  sAroddhd, feminine " troth." 
346. The Greek falls into an abuse, in extending the 

bstitution of the rough breathing for the T sound also 
the nominative plural, an in oh ai, while the cognate lan-
ages preserve the Doric-epic forms not, vol as the original, 
merit 8 in wR fds, Zend 	Id, 	pstito Ida, Gothic Mai, 

(compare 8. 228.). 
347. With reference to the masculine nominative sin-

gular, we have, moreover, to remark the remarkable coinci-
dence of the Greek, Gothic, and Sanscrit in retaining the 

-sign, so that 6 for 6c corresponds to the Sanscrit-Gothic 
for ass. 	The latter appears analogous to the interro- 

Itam 

tive hens, " who ?" in Gothic (8 135.). 	In Sanscrit, 
viever, the suppression of the ease-sign is not quite 

imiversal ; for before a stop we find in sad euphonic for 
see (§. 22. and Gramm. Crit. 8. 75. a.); and before words 
beginning with a shad, according to a general principle of 

irrnd from ass, by melting down the a to a, and regularly 
tmeting the a + u to 6 (4.2.). 	On the form ad is based 

the Zend 	,A. hd, the il of which is retained ; so that on ha 
which 	might be 	expected 	for w sa, does not 	occur. 

I, though, then, low hil is strikingly similar to the Greek 
still the relationship of the two forms cannot be looked for 
the o-sound, ns the Greek 6 rests on the suppression of 

case-sign and usual substitution of o fora a O. 4.), 
bile the Zend old is to be referred to the existence of a 

_ 	case-sign (a for ), and its contraction with the a of the 
base to d. 

"'th the usual nominative sign s may be, partly. because Ilk
, 	 348. The reason why this pronoun gladly dispenses 

said case-sign has itself proceeded frommthe base Cu, 
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and 	that . does not admit of being re-combined with 
itself; 	and, partly—and this perhaps is the surer ground 
—that the pronouns, in 	general, are so strongly and 
vividly personified by themselves, that they are not in 
need of a very energetic and animated sign of personality; 
for which reason, although Nark sham "I," Fink tvam," thou." 
want 'wain, " this," Trask srayairt, " self," have n termina-
tion. it is not that of the usual nominative, but they ap: 
pear as neuters in the more objective or accusative garb;  • 
while I./ astir", m. f. "that," if its final diphthong is corn-  - 
bind with the u of the oblique case vti aunt (compare _ 
8. 156.), is completely devoid of termination, and merely 
adopts the Vriddhi augment of the final vowel of the base.. 
The Latin obeys the same principle in the pronouns hi-c, 
ills, isle, ipso, which are deprived of the nominative sign, 
and for which we might have expected his-c (compare 
hun-c from Int-mc), illits, Talus, and ipsus, which latter actually 
occurs; and in the same language the relative qui is dis-
tinguished from the more energetic interrogative quis by 
the absence of the nominative sign. 	In ag. 	cement with this 
p 	' 	•iple stands also the circumstance, that in Sanscrit the 
masculine pronominal bases in e, in the plural nominative 
have not, like other words, as for their termination, but, in 
like manner, suppress the mac suffix, and extend the a of 
the base to ‘• 0, by the admixture of a purely phonetic 

hence it t‘, from which the dative and ablative le-bhyas, 
genitive 	is-shlits, locative 	til-slai. 	It has 	been 	before 
pointed out (8. 228.) what relation the cognate languages 
bear to Sanscrit in this respect. 	And it may be observed, 
further, that the pronouns of the first and second person 
do 	not 	admit, in 	the 	plural, the 	termination as, but 

. The belief in this actually being the case is supported by the Pali, in 
• which do fotel am, mahout VOddhi, corresponds to the Sauscrit asap. 
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employ lins( nay-am, risk yii-y-am, with a neuter singular 
form, and in the Veda dialect erp81 ttSPIg. r) yushntd, after 
the usage of pronouns of the third person. 	The Greek 
forms ibmer, tippet ;loaf, sipniv appear, therefore, so much 
the more to be a more recent adaptation to the ordinary 
mode of formation ; 	and what (Ik. 3.35. 337.) has been said 
regarding the s of the Lithuanian mix'. yeb, the Gothic rein 
'pa, and the Latin nos, no obtains additional confirmation 
from the present remark. 	The pronominal base Trff antn, 
"that." also avoids, in the masculine, the nominative-ter-
mination as, and forms ma, illi, which serves as a theme to 
the oblique plural cases, with the exception of the accusa- 
tive ; hence mrsflfiii4 anii-bhis, w*so 	ami-lohyos, w#wis mai- 
sham, eathj ami-shu. 	These forms confirm 	the opinion 
that the nominative /4 also, and the like, are void of 
inflexion. 

349. We here give a general view of the entire declen- 
sion of the pronoun under discussion. 	From the Latin 
we adduce the compound is-te, as the simple form does not 
occur. 	The Zend forms in brackets I have not met with, 
but have formed them according to the analogy of the 
compound Moms ad-ta, and other pronouns of the third 
person, with which we may suppose the 'base cap to to 
have originally, agreed in inflexion. 	Observe, also, the 
occasional weakening of the I to A mentioned in /. 343. 
Those cases of the Lithuanian and Sclavonie to which * 
is prefixed, etymologically do not belong to this place, but 
to the compound sr /ye, mentioned in 9.353. 

SINGULAR. 

elASOULIZOL 

Sawa*. 	Zeneg. 	Greek. 	Latin. 	Gothic. 	LOS. 	oil Solar. 
N. an, sat, 80, lot, 	' 6, 	is-TL, 	so, 	tao, 
Ac. tom, 	16n, 	roe, 	is-TUM, 	llama, 	bit, 
L 	Ohm, 	• 	(lit), 	 ' ' ' ' 	thqr.II, "lye., 
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SINGILIT,E. 

ASCULINE. 

tVenerell. 	Zoe]. 	Greek. 	Laths. 	Gothic. 	Lith. 	Old Set. 
D.  &tomtit,' 	(Ialondi),' Tip-, 	is-T71,' 	thammo,3  lam! 	tome 
Ab. &unroll, 	(tahnol!), 	. . . 	is-TO(D), 	. . . . 	. . . . 	. . . 
G. 	'Goya, 	(tahe)," 	ola,' is- TTUS,' thio, 	to, 	1050.0. L. 	tarrnin.. 	(1ahmi),. 	. . . 	tomen?'"• 	• . . . 	, 	tame," tom.° 

NEUTER. 

N. Ar.  &di° 	lat.'s 	ioTCJI),''' 	tholo,“ 	tai,'. 	M.'. 
The rest like the Masculine. 

PEMINTNE. 

N. 	es), 	04, 	'a, ,), 	• 	h-TA, 	/r4, 	IS, 	M. 
Ac.  lam, 	(Milo), 	ohm 	 o, is-TAIlf, 	104, 	fah, • 14.”' 
L 	toys). 	(lahmsen),m  . . . . 	. . • • 	• • . . 	ta, 	toys). 	• 
D. 	tosylli,'. 	(taphlii),m 	ref', Ty", 	to-TT, 	llama,91 tat, 	lot. 
Ab.loarls,.. 	(tatiluit),. 	. . . . 	is-TA(D), 	. .. . 	. . . 	. . . 
G. tasyils;° 	(lettallio),.. oar, ,is, is-TTUS,. IltiMs,. Ms, 	tom.. 
L. 	Marlin.. (tahmyr),. . . . . 	. . . . 	. . . . 	toyr,"Ert. 

. am  4.166. 	t Teti, and similar pronominal forms, differ from the 
common second declension, to which they belong, in this particular, that 
they preserve the case-termination in preference to the final vowel of the 
base; thus, iJitt for istei, opposed to lope focjupoi. 	1 Regarding tom 
Rom ern, eeo 4. 170., arid with reference to the domination §. Sek. 
Rem. 3. 	.. §.176. 	s 4.267. enblmem. 	^  We might, also, 
expect 	..p 3.o(0 moot and 1 se.,S,g.asto (akar, accouling to tit/analogy of 

~tjey,r.• anted,  which often mews na well as old (from the base a), and 
vse.scd.0 Wade, and similar forms (44. 91. and 56. a.). 	. 	' 4.180. 
s §.266. 	9  §.126. 	's §.393. 	9  §§. 170. 197. 	o The 

comes from the appended pronoun mm (comp. §.267. end): in the 
instilumental Mons-on the contrery, it belongs to the case-sign (4.266.). 
's §§. len. 156. 	° 4.105. and 251. 	'5  §.167. 	o The 
Sclavonic to, end eimilor pronominal neuters, are to be explained, like the 
Greek, through the nuppretwion of a Tetound ; while sabstantive nnd ad-
jertive forma in o--with the exception of those from luises in s (es nele 
from  NE II ES)—have lost  a final nasal, which the Greek retain, both 
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according to the euphonic Low in §. 266. I. 	a §. 	 L71:
u. 

  
. §.172. 	w §.172. Note 0. 	0  §.350. Roma. 	0  If we 
ALADDle that the termination mu, peculiar to the pronouns, which in 	7 
§. 103. is considered as the transposed form of the Sauserit termination 	,.: 
Oyu, belonged originally to the feminine, and from that gender has been  
unorganically  transferred to the others, then (is)tins—from (ia)ti-yas, for 
(V)lo-yoe—would agree tolentbly well with the Sanscrit lavas, with the 
loss of thus preceding yft-in this resembling the 8clavonic toys for Veva, 

0 

§:271., and shortening Oho lost d but one; 	after which from the short a, 
as is so frequently done before a final s,  an unorga, nie n is formed. 
" From Ivey., §.271. 	04  §. 202. 	" §. 268. Rem. 0 

DUAL. 

DIANOULINE. 
Sveseril. 	Zand. 	Grath. 	Lilt. 	Old &lay. 

'N. Ac. 	tlila,64.,` 	(MO, IA), 	74 	IA, 	to. 
I.D.A. GlAhrint, (lailibia), D. rob,' D.  "Iiem,3  I.D..1ye a. 
G.L. 	tarls, 	(tay0),' 	G. -ray. 	G. td, 	toyel.. 

[M .D. 

N.Ac. 	M.' 	(t4). 	-r6, 
The rest like the Masculine. 

P.1711411. 
N.Ae. 	14,0 	(td),  . 	,a, 	lie, 	lye." 
I.D.Ab. 01/49.  04440, D. rain, torn,. 	*tyranai, 
G.L. 	MO., 	^ .  8. . 	G. rear, 0.14, 	toyA. 	.. 

Vdda tvin, see § 200. 	4 §.221. 	4  §.216. 	4  §. 2718,, 
where, hmTever, the reason for the ye, instead of the to be antieipated o, 	1 
was incense& assigned. 	The truth is, cbgema is founded on the Sanscrit 	, 
hose ,trg thriga, nom. abhayant, " both"; and with regard to the designs. 	', 
tion of the number two, we most observe, that the Lithuanian, also, forme 	', 
some rases from an extended theme in io, euphonic Is ; yk. tho goo. dvdey-a, 	a' 
and the dative dale-m; the former, with regard to its ybefore the case-ter- 
mination, agrees with the Sclavonic dopy-6 and &merit dray-6e (§. 273. 
Note 0); the theme of both cases is dale, from dada, and is founded, in 	4 
my opinion, on the Sanserit yrt d v eye, "e pair,. with the suppression of 	' 
the a preceding the y. 	On this, then, is based, also, 	Otto Selavonic 
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deyem, as oleo Vern, mo Mo compound pronominal base 1,14r,  (§. 343.'. 
5  §.254. Rem. I. 	c S, 273. Note a. 	* §. 212. 	r §. 213.- 
' §. 213. 

PLURAL. 

MASCULINP- 
• Sansertt. 	Zeta. 	Grad, 	Latin. 	. ` 	qyaie..., 	Lith. 	0109 Solar. 

Ni  - 	to 	ti, 	sot, at,,' 	is-7'/,' 	tthai:. 	*tie: 	Ii.' 
Ac. 	hIn, 	(lac),' 	rests, 	is-TTIS, 	thane, 	tut.t.ets,• 	ty.3  
L 	Nis,' 	(Ilia), 	. . . . 	. . . . 	, . . . 	tale,' 	-.Venni.' 
D. AbOtalshyas, tatibyd, 	fl. Loc. 	is-TIS,. 	thaint,. "lion(u)s; .tyent.' 
G. 	.ttshtlm,. (tatshatint),'t si:ss, 	is-Tali1h11,91hist,. 	tit. 	tyekh," 
L. 	 fah. 	(tdshva), 	D. roicrt, 	... • 	.... 	Cite, 	Is tyekh.. 

., 
near 	• 

N. Ae. lelni,f4'''td,” 	Tri," 	is-KA,'3. 	* thd,.... 	. 0 ...- 	la." 
The rest like the Masculine.  

1 	 UMININIO. 

N. 	his, 	(Me), 	rut, an 	it-TAE,' 	Mt, 	toe. 	ty.'s 
Au. 	Ms, 	(blo), 	rat, 	is-TITS, 	thda, 	 fee, 	ty.. 
,1. 	irlishis, 	(ttlbis), 	. . . . 	. . . . 	. . . . 	lanais, 	.1yem 
D. Ali. Whys.. (80b24), 	s. L. 	is-TTS, 	thaint,. tont(u)s,' 	"Iyetn 
G. 	ttlsitra,. (Moultarrn),7  rciont, rise, is-TARUM,. thize 	ttl, 	tyekh.' 
L 	trim, 	Whoa, 	D. Tale,, 	. . . As 	. .  ". 	tom, 	tyukh.' 

§§.228.348. 	Regarding the Lithuanian tiAtee, also, §.236.Note. 
and for the &laconic II §.274. 	' §.239. 	' §. 275. 	• §. 219. 

• The surprising agreement between the &merit twr Mrs and Apthuanian 
tots is so far fortuitous, as that the Sanserit has rejected its bli and the 
Lithuanian them derived from I, independently of eactsjither. 	The 
&laconic tytyni, from tyemia It. 277.), points to a Lithuanian to-nab, and 
is analogous to the VMa forms like witerK urea., mentioned in §.219., 
and to the cornrow prononiinal.instrumental vforn 6-bhis, "through 
this," from the base q a. 	It is, however, doubtful whether the ye of 
kenti is founded on the corruption of the Sanscrit p l of a Veda form 
which may be supposed to have existed, emir, according to §.200. e., or 
whether, as I am mom inclined to think, this case, like several others, 
belongs to the compound hose Wigs, to which, also, is to be assigned the 
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singular instrumental tarn, as frets the base to only tam coulti.proceed, 
accinling to the analogy of robot, from the base raho. 	On the other 
hand, the locative kern, is not In be referred hare, as all 0 bases in this 
case have ye corresponding 18 the Sanscrit d; as, rabyekh, from the theme 
rah°. 	Concurrent forms are. westing is the common decletisionloitoehh, 
it answers, however, to illfltkpahtnn, just as the locidive of similar sound 
does to i4.  tek ka t  weld tot it also, therefort, we do not have recourse to 
the promo alllig/eunt(ed with try e, !wester natural it might appettr 
fro; thhoint of view of the Grammar, which is limited to the Sclavonie 
alone, that all the r,. which occur in this pronoun, are of tho same 
origin. 	5 From Wilms for itiolaia, see §. 244. 	§§.213. and 
288. Rem.4. 	' §§. 215.11nd 235. Note .. 	. §.278. 	+§.2-12. 
'1Comp. flrscon.,,,ahhafltn, "harem," from the base a, Vend. S. p. 2. 
and alarm 4*re Ceru***owdy *,** for of,, see g.01. 52.). 	" §. 28.4. 
Row 0. 	. §. 23‘Nple f. 	• . §. 231. 	'. §.274. 	. §. 271. 
. tylmthas ffAnd,its lay.  feint The other genders into the feminine, 
wham We'shoeld expect thdlit, wattle in the masculine and neuter the ai 
has its ancient fixed position (§.288. Rem. 4.). 	In Sclavonic, all oblique 
plural cases are borrowed from the masculine, hence ',demi, tarn, 1,,,k1, 
for tdatni, (yam, tyakh, or tarsi, tarn, !aka. 	" Compare the often-ow 
curring fl,seevizatt daahantn, "harlan" (§.68,,), Sam erit Wm, from the 
base el 	Polysyllabic bases in Zend shorten the feminine a in the genitive 
plural ; hence, not attaanhaann, but flosp?arcona, adtatthaim (according 
to §.004.) answers to the Banscrit Otat'airn. 

350. The weakening of the t to of, mentioned in §. 343., 
wbish measisnally ,ais into the pronominal base ki, 
coincides witrahat‘trigh takes place in Greek in the ap-
pended particle PI, which, when isolated, is used as a con-
junctiotkand to which no more suitable origin can be assigned 
than the pronominal base TO. 	The weakening of the vowel 
o toe resembles that which occurs in the uninflected vocative 
of bases in o (2. 204.), as also in the equally uninflected 
accusatives at, a4 t, (2. 326.) 	The descent of the tenuis to 
the medial occurs also in Sanserit, in the isolated neuter 
form i-drim, "ihis" and a-dos, " that" inasmuch as, in my 
opinion, 	this 	is 	the proper distribution* 	whisit 	with 

a Cf. influence of Pronouns in the Formation of Words, p.13. 
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reference to i-dom in supported, also, by the Latin i-den, 
qui-dom. 	In Sanserit gffik i-dam and mg a-doe are limited 
to the nominative and accusative neuter, which are the same 

	

in sound, and are deficient in the formation of the other 	% 

	

eases, which originally may have belopged to them, as the 	! 
Greek Pe has still left behind it, in ErOrner, the visral-dative  
fire,, feet (TacOmon ,doeol), which, aceording,to Viet was 
said in §. 253. Rem., regarding the dative in ecr-o4 sounds 
very homogenous to the Sanscrit neuter dos, probably a 	0  
weakened form of dot. 	As to the proof of the relation 
of the idea of the conjunction Si to tat of our pronoun, it 
is sufficient to remark, genetally, that all genuine conjunc-
tions in the Indo-European family of languages. C.-4 far as 
their origin can be traced, are derived from. pronouns, Site 1 
meaning of which frequently lies more or less obscured. 
Those from aft. and Pd age contrasted with one another like 	I: 
"this " and "that," or "the other ;" and the connection of  
our German ober, Old High German afar, with the Indian 
snusk oporu-s, " the other," has been already shew,n else- 
where," and in the same manner the Gothic ith, " but," of 	' 
which more hereafter, is of pronominal origin, just as the 
Latin 011-IPIR. 

351. A descent from the tennis to the medial, similar  ..1  
to that which we have observe& sin the Greek SA and 	!, 
in Sava, which will be discussed hereafter, is exhibited in 
Latin in the adverbs dom, demn, donee, deniqua which 	$ 
all, with snore or less certainty, belong to our demon- 
strative base. 	Perhaps &dm, also, is to be referred to 
this class, and is to be regarded as the doubling of the 
base du for tu, to, as tutus, which has retained the old 
tennis. 	In Snnscrit, the doubling of pronouns, in which 	t  
both are 	nevertheless 	declined, 	expresses . multiplicity; 
p0 you signifies "whoever," "Taconite," and pad yam, 

. Vocaliamus, p.100. 
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" Trawling.," &a., and 	sa 	Bali, for lain, &c. answers 
to them. 	Tutus is properly "this and this," "the one and 
the other half," hence the 	whole. 	The case is the 
same with quisguis. 	In duchnn, "long ago," the notion of 
multiplicity is equally clear; and for this reason I prefer 
viewing it as the combination of two similar elements 
rather than 	as 	din 	and dam. 	The same relation, in 
a phonetic respect, that duduni has to tat., dun has to 
tuna, which latter has been marked above (f. 34a) as the 
accusative. 	The circumstance, that in these pronominal 
adverbs the accusative inflexion does not stand in its cus-
tomary sense, ought not to divert us from this mode of 
derivation; 	for in adverbs the case-inflexions very fre- 
quently overstep their ordinary signification. 	Notwith- 
standing, 	it cannot be denied that, 	in all 	pronominal 
adverbs of this kind, or at leash in some of them, the  na 
might also belong to the appended pronoun sma, which is 
so widely diffused in Sanscrit and its kindred languages, 
and 	has 	been 	conjectured 	to 	exist 	in 	ta-men 	as 
analogous 	to 	the 	Sanscrit 	locative 	tasmin, 	and 	in 
if MO by assimilation 	from ismo.. 	According 	to 	this 
mode of explanation, in the Latin forms dun, tiara lam, 
Ina, &c., there would be exactly as much left of the 
appended pronoun, and the ease-terminations combined 
with it, as in our German datives, as deco, seem, and the 
Sclavonic locatives, as tans. 	The locative would be very 
suitable for dum, " since," " while," (in which time), and 
rap in the meaning n" then," and consequently dubs and 
fu-ns would be -Sanscrit wfluf‘ la-satin, Old Sclavonic tom. 
For the meaning, "hereupon," which in Sanscrit is expressed 
by walk lutes, (literally "from there "), it might be better to 
refer to the ablative wffifik ta-datit, for it is not necessary 
that tum, in all its meanings, should belong to one and the 

a In the author's Essay on Domonstratir saunas, p. 2, 
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same case-form. as the in approaches very closely to the 
terminations *snuff, Turk mar, and forq amis. 

352. Dent m, considered as a demonstrative form, agrees 
exceedingly well, apart from the weakening of the con-
sonants, with the Greek Timor, with respect to which the 
obsolete form denies is to be remarked. 	In riper, however, 
to which the relative rilior corresponds, there is no necessity 
to follow Buttmann in regarding the latter portion of it as 
the substantive ripap, notwithstanding the apparent induce-
ment for so doing contained in arriiiap ; but I prefer divid-
ing thus, ri-isiv, iplior, and I consider ry, ii, to be merely 
the lengthening of the base TO, as according to §9. 3.4., 
o—RI a, and i=ll! d. 	Thus this r; coincides with the 
cognate Sanscrit 6, in several pronominal derivations, with 
the base-vowel lengthened, as an 	 yd-rat, "how much," 
" how long," "  while," &c., and with the word answering to 
it, mot hi-eat. 	Nay, 	we might not perhaps venture 
too far 	if we 	were to recognise in pot a corruption 
of iff rat, the o being 	hardened to p. as we perceiye 
happens among other 	words in apgiiis =Tarsi draribni, 
" I rim," (p. 114), the r being changed to f, which is ne-
cessary at the end of words if the T sound is not to 
be entirely dropped, modifications which 	have aided us 
in explaining several forms of importance in Gram- 
mar (3§.152103.). 	In &isms, demur, however, the de- 
monstrative force is not so clearly perceptible as in the 
cognate Greek expression, and it lies concealed under 
the usual translation, 	" then first," or 	" at last," which 
does not affect the geneced sense of the sentence. 	Still 
sate dement reni s? means, properly, "now contest thou at 
this (so late a time)2" 	The time is doubly denoted ; and in 
this lies the emphasis, first by sane, from the pronominal 
base nu, and next by denims. 	In such adverbs, however, 
of place and time, it is not required to express the place 
and time formally, and this is done very rarely. 	In 
general, the mind has to understand these categories in the 

K  a 2 
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interior, as it were, of the verbal form. 	It is the property 
of the pronouns that they convey the secondary notion of 
space, which then admits of being transferred to time. 
Thus our 1.00, "where," 	has reference to place; 	wenn, 
" when," to time; da, "then" or "there," to both; but the 
pronominal ides alone is formally represented in all three. 
When it is 	required to 	denote adverbially 	absolutely 
definite divisions of time, a pronoun is naturally combined 
with the designation of time in question, as in hodie, 
aljnepoe, and heute," to-day," (Old High German, hiutu,§. 162). 
But if, in these expressions, one of the ideas combined in 
them were to lose its formal designation, that of time 
would most easily be 	dispensed with; 	the 	important 
matter being "on this" and not " on that (day);" and 
the language therefore adheres more tenaciously to the 
pronominal element than to that of time, which is very 
faintly seen in our heute, and even in the Old High 
German hiutu. 	Hence I cannot believe that the adverbs 
dam, demam, dorm, dengue, are connected with the term 
for "day" (I. 122.), which is common to the Latin and the 
Sanscrit, to which Hartung (Gr. Particles, I. 230), besides 
the forms which have been mentioned, refers, among 
others, pans and the Gothic ye, " now," " already," and 
yuthan, "already," as also the appended dam in qui-dam. 
regarding which see above (k.350.). 	In the first place, in 
the dam of goon-dam, and in the dent of tandem, we might 
admit the term denoting "day" without being compelled, 
from the reason given above, to, this explanation, still less 
to the inference that qui-dam, qui-dent, and i-dens, also 
have arisen in this manner. 	If quondam contains the 
name of "day," then, its dam approaches most nearly to 
the Sanscrit accusative Ira( dydm from 4ft tlyd, "heaven," 
which, like other appellations of heaven, may also have 
signified "day," as a 	shoot from the root 	l 	die, "m 
shine," (k. 122.). 	With this accusative yrs dI/40,  agrees, 
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also, the Greek SY,r, "long," if, as Hartung conjectures, it 
is taken from an appellation of "day: like the Latin diu 
(Sanserit %dye, " day.")* 	On the other hand, I prefer 
referring the particle bri to our demonstrative base, the signifi-
cant and animating force of which is evinced clearly enough 
in the way in which it is used. 	We return to the Latin 
donee—the more complete form of which, donicunx,t has 
been already, in another place, divided into do-nicusr—since 
I see in it a connection, in formation and base, with the 
Greek rnaxix. 	"So long as is the time in which," or "in 
which time," "how long a time," and do here represents the 
pronominal idea, and vac, Mown, that of time, as it also 
actually expresses, which will be therm hereafter, a division 

a Perhaps wo should also class under this head eneeo, and divide it into 
,l,ne,,a, considering it . "day-time." 	The first member of the compound 
would lava lost the T sound of the Sanscrit ham wrtlya, as, in §.122., we 
have seen /a proceed from Dyu:and the rough Loathing would, as fre-
quently happens in Gluck—. 9. in >ira,, answering to jecur and rt-k 
yakril—supply the place of the , 	As regards the second portion of 
e.etea, we might easily suppose it connected with eieot. 	If this Idea be 
well founded, then e.aepo would mean " day's-eide" or "light-side" (of 
time). 	But pea, admits, oleo, of comparison with a wool which, in San- 
a.it, mems time in general and day of the week, for by assuming the fro-
quentlymentioned hardening of a o to 'la (cf. p. 425), and a shortening of 
the middle rowel, are arrive at the &wait 'wean, which has been before 
the subject of discussion (*. 000.), and with which, too, our mal, Gothic ma 
(theme mila), is connected. 	According to this view, e-n . would, there- 
fore, eignify "day's.time," in which case m etymological connection be-
tween ay. and a4,e, might still exist, inasmuch as ed.', from the base 
MAP (jeep,...), is probably connected with the 4,mmrit ha. oar (vet)," to 
cover" and"to choose"; whence won (nominative voron,),"thegift,leMby 
a god. a Brahman," " grace"; and whence is derived, also, rem," opportu. 
mity,""time," Sm. 	For further particulara regarding the base 7A ear (1 
eri) and its branches in the European cognate languages, see my Penns, 
mos, p.766. 

t influence of the Pronouns in the Formation of Words, p.12. 
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of time. 	In the Sanscrit 11111‘.  pled, on the other hand 
from the relative base ya, which signifies both "so long" 
and "until," the pronominal idea is alone represented; add 
we have hereby a fresh proof of the existence of a de- 
monstrative element in donee, danieum. 	Dialyse, in like 
manner, with regard to its origin, appears to be related to 
ravisa, to which it bears a surprising resemblance, with Is 
for k, as in yais, quid, corresponding to um( hoe, fipr kin, 
oar, gain, &c. 

353. The pronominal base w to is combined, in Sanscrit, 
With the relative base ye, for the formation of a new 
pronoun of similar signification, which belongs especially 
to the Veda dialect, and, like many other Veda words, has 
found more frequent use in the European cognate languages 
than in the common Sanserit. 	The a of Eta is suppressed 
in this compound, hence vt tya ; and in the nominative of 
the personal genders, as in the simple E ta., the T sound 
i 	replaced by s; hence xunq oyes, TEiT syd, N‘ tyal ; accusa- 
tive 	An4 tyam, WITstyilm, 	Mk (yid, &c. 	The base sya, 
which is limited to the nominative, with its feminine form 
syd, possesses a complete declension in several 	cognate 
languages, and in the Selavonic has found its way into 
the neuter also. 	The Gothic has adhered most closely 
to 	the 	Sanscrit, 	and 	does 	not 	permit 	this 	pronoun 
to extend 	beyond the singular nominative. 	Moreover,' 
only the feminine form si remains; and one could wish 
that a masculine syi-s, for xya-x (according to 5. 135) oc- 
curred with it. 	Most of the forms, however, which express, 
in Gothic, the idea "he," and its feminine, have proceeded 
from 	the demonstrative base i, among which ci, though, 
as it were, an alien, has found its place. 	This si, from 
the base xyd=Sanscrit syll, is an abbreviation of sya, ac-
cording to the analogy of the substantive declension of 
like termination (Grimm's second strong declensions, as 
thin for (Stays, from the base thiuyel. 
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354. The Old High German siu is more exactly retained 	. 
then the Gothic si. 	We will leave it undecided whether - 
it should be written sr,. which has not entirely dropped 
the Sanscrit It d, of Tut syd, but has first shortened it to 
a, and then weakened it to a.1- 	U, however, in Old High 
German, is a favourite letter after i or y (Vocalism., 
p. 296. Rem. 80.). 	The form aim in Old High German, is 
not so isolated as si in Gothic; 	but from the base aid 
springs also an accusative sio, and in the plural the form 
eio, which is common to the nominative and accusative, 
and, 	in 	a 	Gothic 	dress, would 	be 	syds, 	in 	Sanscrit 
wrsi, ryas. 	Contrasted 	with the 	singular 	nominative 
siu, the accusative sic may appear remarkable, 	for in 
both cases 	similar 	forms 	might 	have 	been expected. 
The difference, however, consists in this, that the nomina-
tive form, at the oldest period to which we can arrive by 
the history of the language, terminated in a vowel without 
any case-sign whatever, while in the accusative the vowel of 
the base was protected by a nasal. 	This nasal, then, may 
have preserved the old quantity of a, just as, in Greek, a final 
a frequently occurs in places where a nasal was permitted 
to follow it by the old Grammar; while;where a short a sound 
is found originally unprotected, or accompanied by consonants 
not canal, it is usually changed into e or o; hence ewes, Seeds 
Vim, answering to the Sanserit saptan 9461,671, dada,,, though 
from these likewise in the nominative and accusative, ac- 
cording to §§. 139. 313., sapta, &c.; 	gacita 	answering to 
wifkatin adikshani, Trace to sr quxdarn, but Gents to tutlffir, 
aclikshat, kiss) to r crika, Cacilaso to etkans adikshaia. 

355. While the Gothic article, like that in Greek, is to 	• 
•. 	. 

s See p. 367, Rem. 6.; and Voealiemus p. 239, Rem. 31. 	9 
t Respecting ig, as lighter than a and heavier than i, see Vocslismus 

T,. 227, Rein. Rt. 
,c. 
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be referred to the bases discussed in 9. 343., 11 so, /IT 8d, 11 fe,  . 
r Id, the High German, as has been before remarked (4. 288. 
Rem. 5.), attaches itself chiefly to the compound w lye. fern. 
tya, and introduces this into the nominative also; hence, 
in the feminine, diu (or perhaps dya), as above sin, accusa-
tive dia, answering to the Sanscrit wfw /Om, and in the 
nominative and accusative plural die =Wis. 	With regard to 
the masculine, compare, with the &merit nominative W tyd, 
the form die. which in High German has found its way 
also into the accusative, which in this language is every- 
where the same as the nominative. 	In the neuter, dia 
agrees with similar Old High German forms, from sub- 
stantive bases in ia, as khunniu. 	In the masculine singular, 
and in those cases of the neuter which are the same as the 
masculine, the compound nature of our pronominal base is 
less palpable; and taking it as our starting point, or restrict-
ing our views to it, we should have classed the forms dir. 
8/2o, dean!, den, not under tya, but, like the Gothic forms of kin- 
dred signification, under the simple base w to. 	But if denden, 
be compared with the corresponding feminine eases diu, 
dia, and with the masculine plural die, without the suppo- 
sition—which is refuted by the Sanscrit, Lithuanian, and 
Sclavonic--that in the latter word a redundant i is inserted, 
which never occurs in other parts of the Old High Ger-
man Grammar,*  then the assumption becomes necessary 
that der, des. dem, den, have had their originfrom older 
Panne, as dyne, dyers (=wfwlyas, wee tyasya), so that, as 
very frequently happens in Gothic (9. 72.), in the syllable 
yn the a is dropped, and the y changed into a vend ; 
just as, above, we have seen si and thiei spring from .rya 
and thiaiya. 	The Old High German, however, very coin- 
manly employs 11 for the Gothic i. 

illa  Sec Vocalism., 1,.247. 
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356. 	The distribution 	of forms with ii and i (or y) 
and a 	following vowel is .not fortuitous, but rests on 
an historical basis, so that the contraction 	to if occurs 
universally where the Sansmit has a short a after s  y;' 
but the more full form is found only when a long 4, or 
the diphthong I, accompanies the Indian semivowel, though 
this circumstance does not, in every case, ensure the more 
complete form in Old High German; for in the genitive 
plural we find decd (masculine, feminine, and neuter), not- 
withstanding the Indian 	itir4 tyeshibri in the masculine 
and neuter, and /nrisk ty4xlia in the feminine ; and in the 
dative, together with diem—according to Notker, dim—
occurs, also, dem or din, and this, too, in most authorities. 
The neuter instrumental din is based on the instrumental 
xitt.id thye which may be supposed to exist in Zend, and 
where, therefore, we have, in like manner, the i or y retained 
with original long vowels following that letter. 	Compare 

MASCIA.I.. 
sINGULAB. 	

L  Sonsorie 	Old H. G. 	8000,4E. 	Old N.G. 
Nominative, 	vox, 	der, 	tyi, 	die. 
Accusative, 	tyani, 	den, 	tylte, 	die. 
Dative, 	turaindi, 	dimu, 	tyilthyria, 	diim. 
Genitive, 	tyasym 	dis, 	tyishilm, 	dire 

NEUTER.  
Nom. Ace. 	Nal, 	doe, 	' 	tylni, tyil', 	din. 
Instrumental, 	tying, thyle, 	din, 	tyilthis, 	. . . 

The rest like the masculine. 

. Respecting the neater doe, sec §.366. Rem. 2. 
O I cannot, however, quote this pronoun in Pond, except in the nomi-

native plural masculine in combination with the relative, §.62. 
The latter is the Veda and Pend form, see §.231. and 9. 230. Note *. 

2  The latter the Pend form pre-supposed above. 
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FEMININE. 
ENGEL... 	. 	 PLURAL. 

Santo*. 	Old H. 0. 	Samerd. 	Old 71. G. 
Nominative, 	syd, 	oil?, din, 	ty4s, 	die. 
Accusative, 	Ogden, 	din, 	ty4t, 	die 
Dative, 	',rival., 	dint 	tydidira 	&dot 
Genitive, 	tyasydo, 	dente, 	Warta, 	Jere 

"Remark 1.—I differ from Grimm, whom, I.28.9. Rem. b., 
I have followed, as I here give die, not did, and in the 
feminine plural die, not did, in the genitive plural dire and 
in the genitive and dative singular dent devil, without a eir-
comfier ; since the circumstance that theory, and the history 
of language, would lead us to expect a long vowel, does 
not appear sufficient ground for the inference that the 
original long quantity, which has been retained in Gothic, 
was not shortened in the three centuries and a half which 
elapsed 	between Ulfilas 	and 	the oldest 	High German 
authorities. 	Where a long vowel is not shewn by Kero's 
doubling the vowel, or Notker's accenting it with acircumflex, 
which is not the ease in the examples before us, we have 
there to assume that the vowel, in the course of centuries, 
has undergone a weakening change. 	To this, final vowels 
are, for the most part, subject; hence, also, the subjunctive 
present preserves the 5, which corresponds to the Sanscrit 
v @ and Gothic ai only in persons in which the vowel 
is protected by a 	

only 
termination following it; but 

in the first and third persons singular, which have lost the 
personal signs, the organic length of quantity is also lost.' 

"Remark 2.—It is very probable that the simple base 

.  See §.354. 
u Grimm appears to have committed a mistake in referring, 1.748., to 

the third p. conj. foe support of the supposed length of the e in the nomi-
native plural, as at p.960 he ascribes to it a short e. 
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W to, was,,in Old High German, originally more fully de- 
clined, and that remains of that declension still exist. 	The 
neuter doe has the strongest claim to be viewed as such, 
which, contrary to 4.288. Rem. 5.,1 now prefer referring to 
the Sanscrit tot, rather than to tyal, as the syllable ea tya 
has elsewhere, in Old High German, universally become d0 
(4.271.). 	Perhaps, too, the de which occurs in the nomi- 
native plural masculine, together with die (Grimm. 1.791.), 
is not an abbreviation of the latter by the rejection of the 
i, but a remnant of the simple pronoun, and therefore akin 
to the Sanscrit W t2 and Gothic that 	On the other hand, 
in Old Sclavonic, in the declension of the simple pronoun 
given at 4.349., several remains of the compound .10 tya 
have become intermingled, which are there 	explained. 
But the forms tot, toe, toga, which occur in the nominative 
and accusative, together with t' (masculine), to (neuter), la 
(feminine), though they contain the same elements as the 
Sanscrit w tya, grr tyd, 	were first formed in 	Sclavonic, 
in the sense of 9. 264., otherwise they would not have re-
stored the vowel of the first pronoun, which the Sanscrit 
has suppressed (9. 353.); thus, ti for tot, to or /ye for toe, 
and tya for toys (compare 9. 292.). 	The same is the case 
with the compound plural forms of the nominative and 
accusative; masculine tit, neuter lays, feminine tyya. 

"Remark a—In 9. 160. I have made the assertion that 
the German dative is based on the old instrumental, as it 
often occurs with an instrumental signification. 	I was, 
however, particularly impelled to thisview by the dative 
form of bases in i, as pasta from the theme gash. 	But if 
we make the division grit-a and regard the a as the case-
termination, there is nothing left as but to refer this form 
to the Indo-Zend instrumental. 	There is, however, a way 
of comparing this form with the Sanscrit dative, which 
I now 	prefer, as the Lithuanian and Sclavonic, which 
are so near akin to the German, hove retained the dative, 
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together with the instrumental ; and the Old High Ger-
man has preserved a particular form for the instrumental. 
the generic difference of which from the dative is especially 
observable in the pronoun, in which demo answers to ask 
tyasmeli; but the instrumental deo, and the Gothic thl 0.159.i 
no more exhibit the appended pronoun sma, mentioned 
in 0. 165. &e., titan 	does the Sanscrit-Zend instrumental. 
Diu agrees best with the Zend lhyd, supposed above, and 
the Gothic lid with the simple Id.° 	The form rtima, and the 
Gothic thomme, compared with 7TA tyasseli and yak lama, 
have lost the i element of the 	Sanscrit diphthong i di 
(=d+ G ; and the long 4 has been shortened in Gothic, 
otherwise it would have been supplied by 4 or e 	The 
short Gothic a has, however, in Old High German Wes 
still further weakened to a. 	But to return to the Gothic 
guada from the theme gasti; I do not now regard the final 
a of this word as a ease-suffix, but as a Guns-vowel, after 
which the i of the base has been dropped, together with 
the case-eharaeter, while all bases in 11, and feminine bases 
in i, have lost only the inflexion, and not a portion of the 
base with 	it. 	The same relation that sweat has to the 
dative W5 	silev-0, from siine—whieh in Sanscrit also re- 
ceives the Guno—the feminine sushi, from the theme uedi, 
has to the Sansorit matey-0, from mati. 	The masculine 
genie, however, has not only lost the inflexion of yealort, 
as it must originally have 	been pronounced, but also tie 
y, which ought to have reverted to i. 	In the a declension 
nutlet is readily made to accord with the Sanscrit rol 
nriblya, and Zend xxogolf? rihrlatli ; to the latter it boos 
the same relation that thomma above does to if* /roma. 
The feminine giber; from the theme gibe!, is as easily 

. The Sanacrit toe-tem has, according to §.100., a euphonic n in 
and the o of the haw changed into ,< by the blend'', of fill I. 

t l'ho latter actually Odic. place in hemene-h, harayanonc-t. 
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rivable, in regard to form, from the dative ftunajihrdy-tli, 
as from the instrumental fsrgat jihnati-d. 	In both ways 
the inflexion has been lost, and the semivowel preceding it 
changed to a vowel. 	But if we are to believe that a 
genuine dative character is retained in German, we should 
find it in the declension of the pronouns, inasmuch as, 
for instance, the feminine form rat, in thi-zai, is directly 
derivable from the Sanscrit sydi, from stay-di, by merely 
dropping the semivowel ; 	so that thizai and ?ea tasydi 
stand historically near to one another, as we have repre-
sented in 5. 172., where we expressed our belief that ai, in 
Mixed, may be explained on the same principle as that of 
gehai ; and thus thizai must be considered as an abbrevia- 
tion of thizay-ai, and, therefore, as indeclinable. 	But 	if 
thizai stands for thizy-ai, and di is, therefore, in this and 
similar pronominal forms, a remnant of the Sanserit femi-
nine dative termination di, then the Gothic al abovemen- 
Boned is essentially distinguished from the similar termi-
nation in gibed," dano," and ansfyi, " gratice," as these two, 
also, are diverse from one another, since the i of mutat be-
longs to the theme ansti, while an i  is foreign to the theme 
of gibai, viz. gibil, and accompanies the base in the dative 
only , while in the corresponding class of words in Sanscrit 
it is added in several cases, after which is annexed the 
true inflexion, which is omitted in Gothic. 	But if the ai 
of thizai is identical with the Sanscrit k di of Irkit Java 
then 	we 	cannot distribute the genitive Mixon, into thi- 
z4e, and this must be considered as an abbreviation of 
thi-ry-ds =wystiVa-sy-ds; and we should have in this, and 
similar pronominal forms," a feminine genitive termina-
tion di, while elsewhere in all genders the genitive sign 
consists in a mere s. 

« To these belong tho (strong) adjectives combined With a pronoun. 
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357. It has been already remarked, that our dieser be com-
pound pronoun (k. 288. Rem. a.), the first member of which is 
founded on the Sanserit base nitre. and our article 0 ace) 
It is not, however, requisite to assume that its ie presup- 
poses an older ia, 	but it may be 	regarded, which nos 
appears to me preferable. as the inorganic lengthening of 
the di-ser of Notker. 	As regards the second part of this 
demonstrative, its declension might be assigned partly to 
the simple Sanscrit base a so, partly to the compound aye; 
to the latter evidently belongs the feminine nominative 
rkiSTU (=TO aya, 	dicer, "this,") and the neuter plural 
nominative of the same sound. 	But if the (ennoble accu- 
sative is dem, not ddsia, 	and the masculine &tam, Oct 
&elan, or &sin, according to the analogy of din (p. 356) 
then, instead of regarding these and other analogous forms 
as remains of the simple 	base a so, at vi, 	it may be 
assumed that the i (or y) has been stropped, as occurs is 
most cases of the declension of hirti (theme Italia or hirlye); 
so that in the plural, hats, hirlo, hirlent, and in the dative 
singular hid. answers to the Gothic hyirdyds, hainiye, 
hairdyant, hairdya. 	If this is, as I believe it is, the proper 
view of the declension of deed, the declensional dilferrow 
between der and a@r then lies in this, that it has bees 
necessary to lighten the latter, owing to the incumbranee 
of the base of the article which is prefixed to it, and that 
therefore, i is rejected ; hence desa,"hang' but without the 
article sic, "calm" 	It is remarkable that the Lithuanian 
presents us with what appears to be the transposed fors 
of -our compound dicser. 	As such, at least, I regard the 
so-termed emphatic demonstrative exiltas, 	in which the 
Sanserit, subjective but compounded pronoun as Sr, ow 
copies the first place, and the objective and simple a la 
the second. 	The first t of mitt., which I divide thus, 
reit-tos, is, in my opinion, a remnant of the neuter case-
sign 1 (4.155.), and presupposes a Sansorit ani vat, which 
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ego would form in the neuter, if it was used in that gender. 
It may be observed, that in Sanscrit, also, the neuter case-
sign t, at the beginning of compounds, is drawn into the 
theme, and tot-putrus, " his son," is used, not to 

358. The sr (=sh) in the Lithuanian cads and aright 
is founded on the form assumed by the Senscrit base iii 
the Vedas 	under 	certain 	 circumstances 	(§. SS.), 	which 
change its r into 1k eh. 	For otherwise the Lithuanian ax 
does not agree with the Sanserit w e, but perhaps, under 
other conditions, with w eh, e.g. in asessit..gtk Shaul, " 
With regard to the declension of echo, it is to be remarked, 
that it exhibits several cases, in which the i of the base 
ash, feminine arid, has been rejected, or which belong—
and this view is the one I prefer—to the simple pronominal 
base w sa, feminine sit aft, which completes the compound 
nit; as, p.486, among the eases of the simple Selavonic 
base to, we have seen remains of the compound la kga. 
We here annex the complete declension of the Lithuanian 
pronoun under discussion, accompanied by the kindred 
form in Old Sclavonic, regarding which reference may be 
made to Rem. 1. 

SINGULAR. 

MAPOULINE. 	 FIMININIS. 
Lithuanian. 	Old Sofas. 	LAM. 	Old Peter. 

Nominative, 	szis, 	op • 	sst, 	st. 
Accusative, 	ens, 	sy,  , 	nen, 	sly. 
Instrumental, *art,„ edits, 	aim, 	we, 	sagg 
Dative, 	ssiam," 	song 	 shish 	sei. 
Genitive, 	ssio, 	sego, 	mith, 	ergo. 
Locative, 	Ssiaine, creme, 	aem, 	snaps 	sel. 

The' agreement with the Gothic 6.1 (N.M.), and, in Schwenk, the 
complete identity with it, should not be overlooked. 	With respect to the• 
contraction of the Selavonio theme ego sometimes to et, at other times to 
es, compare N. 202. 
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114 DOA, 

ALAPAJLINIC. 	 EMININE. 

Lithuanian. 	011 Soho.LOA. 	014 
Nominative, 	*azie, 	%lye, 	szi, 
Accusative, 	szf an, 	"six, 	azin, 	., 
Dative, 	STie0l, 	I. D. sham, 	szioni, 	aima. 
Genitive, 	* red, 	seyd, 	sent,. 	sip.). 

PLURAL. 

Nominative, 	sole, 	si, 	solos, 	*sir. 
Accusative, 	* sans, 	*air, 	sees, 	* sir,. 
Instrumental, :mei, 	kilrzi, 	$2071di. 	8E90, 

Dative, 	sziems, 	8ill, 	* seams, 	si 	1 
Genitive, 	arid, 	sieh, 	sold, 	s 

Si Locative, 	* szase, 	rich, 	 Si 
N¢11.11. 

Nom. Ace. sg. 	. . . . 	Sc. 
Nom. Ace. du. 	. . . .  
Nom. Ace. pl. 	. . . . 	*siya.  

"Remark 1.—The composition of the Sclavonic base aye, 
which occurred in the ancient period of the language, and  , 
by which it is shown to be identical with the Sanscrit me .  ym 1 
having been forgotten, it need not appear surprising that this 
base, winch, in Selavonic, passes as a simple one, should y 
be again combined with the pronoun which forms the  I 
definite declension, and which, from the first, forms its last 

ember; hence, in the nominative singular, together with 
sy is used also sii, and in the feminine with si also .vivo 
(compare §. 284.). 	In some cases the ancient compound 
only is used, e.g. in the feminine accusative singular only 
slim is used, not syd. 

"Remark 2.—In the light of the 	Sclavonie modern .; 
compounds just mentioned, as si-i, si-ye, must be regarded 
the Old High German sir (of Gash), if the i of this form 
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is 	a contraction of a + i, as in so many other places. 
While, therefore, the' feminine siu is to be referred direct 
to the &merit ttrt xyd, and is, as it were, its continuation, 
ser has been formed first in the German language, by com-
bining the base sa, which has been retained in Gothic in 
the nominative of the article, with the defining element i 
(from ya). 	Compare what has been before remarked 
(1. 295. Rem. 3.) regarding analog°us adjective-nominatives, 
as pant& from plintmir. 	As a corroboration of this dis- 
tribution it may be here further observed, that each of 
the elements a and i, which are united in the 4 of plinigs 
also occurs separately," each having, on different occasions, 
divested itself of the other. 	Thus plistar and plinlir may 
occur ;--a clear proof that Ant& has been contracted from 
plinfa-ir ; 	for diphthongs are frequently subject to abbre- 
viations, in which one of the elements combined in them 
is lost; 	as, in the Gothic, 	haba, "I have," and habanh 
" we have," are used instead of habah &Maim, as is sheen 
by the analogy of the other persons and the Old High 
German habew, habfalfs.1 	The Old High German fur- 
nishes examples of forms in which only the latter element 
of ai is retained ; as anal, answering to the Gothic dative 
anstai and genitive anstais. 	It is not surprising, therefore, 
that, in the nominative of the definite adjective, together 
with Or ( 	air) ar and ir also occur. 	Of these three forms 
(dr, ar, ir), the first appears to be the original, since it best 
admits of comparison with the two others. 	But if plintar, 
from Antos, was the original form, the a in this place could 
not have been preserved beyond the fourth century, not to 
mention the eighth; us a in polysyllabic words in Gothic 
before a final s, which has from the first held this place, is 

a Graf', 11.346. 
t Cf. Vocalism., p.203. 
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regularly suppressed, or, after y, weakened to 1,0  while ai 
is retained before a final a. 	Hence; in the second person 
singular, compare cis, Old High German de, answering to 
the Sanscrit Ink do (from ors), Latin Xs, dot, and Greek 

359. The Lithuanian ssit-ta-s has been mentioned above 
(0.35,.), which, with regard to its last portion, is identical 
with the Greek adT0-2, and with the Sanserit rrt 1Tel 
(9.314.). 	But the demonstrative base at tya, also, which is 
formed of to + ye, occurs in Lithuanian at the end of a 
compound pronoun. 	As such I regard patio (pat'-a)," ipse," 
which I distribute thus, pa-tis : 	lie stands, according to 
rule, for fyis from los, as yannikkis, "bridegroom,' for 
yannikkyis from yannilekyas (4. 135.). 	But in Lithuanian,  1 
before two vowels, ie excepted, is changed into es (-=eh);: 
hence dative pa-esia-m, locative paezia-ma or patina instru- 
mental paesiu 	In the genitive pacsio might be expected, 
according to the analogy of solo and yannikkia : 	we find, 
however, pants, according to the analogy of south (0. 193.); 
the feminine genitive Foul& agrees, however, with data 
and similar genitives from bases in a feminine a (ana). 	As 
regards the first member of pa-tis, I consider it to be 
identical with the Sanscrit base sea, sa, whence wsR 
so yam, " self." 	Sea becomes pa by the loss of the initial 
letter, and the hardening of the a to p, as, in Prakrit, 1.1 
pani," thou," proceeds from met team; so in the Bohemian or 
Gipsey language pgn, "sister," comes 	from 	WI. cusses 
(isilasayi). 	Indeed, in the pronoun under discussion, the 
Lithuanian admits of comparison with the Gipsey lan-
guage, as in the latter, as has been already pointed out in 

• it is to be observed that the a of moos, from sadfas, "fipi," is not an 
original final, as follows from the Sanacrit oriloi-eym and Greek anagafin 
t Legde for kyaia, Vocaliamns, p. 201. 
l Written also eh, see p. I aa. 
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another place," ye has been formed from yr sits whence 
lie-s, pe-n, the former 	as singular, the latter 	as plural 
aceusative.t 

360. We turn to a pronominal base consisting of a 
simple vowel, viz. i, which, in Latin and German, expresses 
the idea " be," and in Sanserit and Zend signifies " this," and 
which has left, in those languages, no proper declension, but 
only adverbs ; as Kg‘ itas, "from this," " from that place," 
and 7 iha, Zend .0.4 idha, and Aigl ithra, which supply 
the place of the ablative after comparatives, and signify 
" here," i.e. " at this," with an inherent notion of place ;  ;ft 
iti, Zend xid.s itha, Latin its, " so,' =rids 	t iddniin, "now," 
analogous with tadthifm, "then'; and also roan it-tham, 
"  so," at the bottom of which lies the obsolete neuter it as the 
theme,: and which occurs in the Vedas also, as an enclitic par- 
ticle. 	I regard this {6 it as the last portion of i- chPt " if - 
(from cha + it), and Air n4t, "if not" (from na ÷ it), which 
latter is in Zend re.% adi0§. 33.), and does not merely 
mean " not "; since, like our German nicht, it has been for-
gotten that its initial element alone is negative, while its 
latter portion signifies something real—in Zend "this," and 
in German " thing," (ni-cht, from ni-isiht, Gothic ni-railits). 
From the pronominal root i proceed, also, the derivatives 
pin itara-s, " the other," with the comparative suffix; the 
accusative 	of which, item-m, coincides with 	the Latin 
Serum trs edriier, and similar forms, which signify " such," 
and {aft iyat, "so many.- 	Notwithstanding these nume- 
rous offshoots, which have survived the declension of the 
pronoun under discussion, its base has been entirely over-
looked by the Indian grammarians ; and I believe I am 

. Berlin Tahrb. Feb.1838. p. 311. 
6 Perhaps, also, the syllable pen of ttalopen, "heaven," is identical with 

the Sanscrit soar of the same meaning. 
0 Compare what is said at §. 357. respecting the Lithuanian esitdes. 

L. T. 2 
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the first who brought it to light.. 	The Indian gnat& 
merlons, hOwever, 	give 	extraordinary etymologies for 
some 	of 	the 	abovementioned 	words, 	and derive iti. 
"so," from 	i, 'to go "; itara-s. " the other," from i. "to 
wish" (8. Wilson). 	III some, recourse is had to x'eat idea, 
" this "; 	and one would 	not be entirely in error in de- 
riving from this word iton, "from here," though there is 
a difficulty in seeing how from idant as the theme tan 
spring the form ilas by a suffix has. 	We should expect 
iclutdas or idatas. 

361. In Latin the theme of is is lengthened in several 
cases by an unorganic u or o, in the feminine by a, and 
it is thus brought into the second and first declension, in 
which i is liable to be corrupted to e, especially before 
vowels. As from the verbal root i," to go," come en and sun!, 
in opposition to is, it, imus, it is, ibam ; so from our pronoun 

' 	come sum, m, swum, ear, and the feminine forms en, ma 
eae, mum, all from the base which has been subsequently 

	

-  engthened, to which the obsolete ea-bus also belongs. 	To 
.e old type belong only is, id, the obsolete forms ha ibus, 
th which agrees the Gothic i-m," him," i-m, " to them," 

	

m i-i, §. 215.), and the genitive 	and 	dative e-jus, 	et, 
ich are common to the three genders, nod also the hea- 

ve ibi—in form a dative, according to the analogy of liter, 
(m. 215.)—and probably the word immo, which bas been 
dy mentioned (b. 301.), which we may suppose formerly 

have been pronounced immod, and which corresponds to c 
e Sanscrit pronominal ablatives in south but by assimilation 

1 
proaches very closely the Gothic dative imma, " to hiss." 
e dative ei stands isolated in Latin Grammar, inasmuch 

as all other bases in i have permitted this vowel to be 
melted into one with the case-termination; 	thus 	kali, 

	

m hosti-i: the pronominal base i, however, escape. 	•  ' 

. Ileidol. Jarhb. 1010. p. 472. 
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combination by being changed into e. 	In my Vocalismus 
(p. 204), I have derived the length of quantity in the dative 
character from the combination of the i of the theme with 
the I of the inflexion, which is properly short; and I have 
assumed that bases terminating in a consonant lengthen 
the base in the dative singular, as in most of the other 
cases, by an unorganie i; thus pedi from pedi-i. 	As, then, 
in this way a long i must be found almost universally in 
the dative, this would come to be regarded as the true 
sign of this ease, and el, and the whole fourth and fifth 
declensions follow the prevailing example of the more 
numerous class of words. 	Cui alone retains the proper 
short quantity. 	It cannot be objected to the Latin lan- 
guage generally that it she ws any undue inclination 
towards terminations with n long i, and thereby lengthens 
unnecessarily that letter when originally short ; for univer-
sally where a long final i is found, there is also a reason 
for its length, as in the genitive singular and nominative 
plural of the second declension it is the suppression of the 
final vowel of the base, which has induced the lengthening 
of the termination as a compensation; thus lap-I, in both 
cases, for lopoi ; while in the dative Alpo for topoi the ter- 
mination has been merged in the vowel of the base. 	We 
have already discussed (0. 349. Rem. 2) pronominal datives 
like isti for idol, which would be analog°us to the Greek 

1.101, eel, di. 
362. The Gothic pronominal base i has two points of 

superiority over the Latin base which has been just men- 
tioned : 	in the first 	place it has never admitted the 
corruption of the original vowel to e, as generally this 
comparatively recent vowel is as completely foreign to 
the Gothic as to the Sanscrit ; 	and secondly, the theme i 
in the masculine and neuter is preserved free from that 
unorganic admixture which transfers the Latin kindred 
form from the third to the second declension, and has 
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produced von for ice, eo for e or i, ii or ci for es, eonum for 
The Gothic pronoun, by the side of which are gives 

in parentheses the forms, which have been most probably 
drawn from the corresponding Sanscrit base at the time 
when it was declined, are as follows:— 

MASCULINE. 

SINGULAR. 

&owl*. 	Gothic. 	Sanacrit. 	&Me.,  _, 
Nominative, 	(i-.0, 	i- s, 	(ay-as), 	ei-s.._ 
Accusative, 	t-LE.,‘ 	i-mw 	(/'-ii), 	 . 	i 
Dative, 	(i-allinsli).' 	i-nimet, 	(i-bhytts), 	i-nt. 
Genitive, 	(i-shya),3 	i-s, 	(i-sham). 	i-h.0. 

NEUTER. 

Nom. Ace. 	i-t,' 	i-ta, 	(1,11--0, 	iyo,-.5 ifil 

'this form actually occurs in the Vedas., see Rosen's Specimen, 
p. 10. 	We should have anticipated in (with short 5), neconling to the 
common declension; but the 	sabstantivo and adjective declension has 
no monosyllabic bases in ', and other monosyllabic bases—with the ex- , 
eeption of those in d—use on,  as their termination; hence bhikost for Mi.se; 
and so, also, item might be expected from i, as in monosyllabic words both 
short and long taro changed before vowels into iy. 	The Veda dialect in 	1 
the foregoing ease, however, los preferred strengthening the vowel of the ; 
base tom extension of the termination, or, which is more probable, it has 
contracted an existing iron to in, according to the analogy of the lend 
(§. 42.) ; and thus, perhaps, also the Veda attn,"eant," cited by Roma 
I. c., is a contraction of sydni, otherwise we must assume, that instead d 
the feminine base e, mentioned in f. 346., et orred, according to trhe 
analogy of the Zend hmi from icon (ch. 172.). 	It iscertainly remarkable 
that the e, which is especially subjective, has hem found its way into the 
accusative, like the Old High German ein and Old Latin sum, "ma," ' 
811111," 

	

e 	 t 

 046.). 	 ' Comp. anu-ehmii, from emu, §.21. 
3  Compare onnt-ehyo, from emu, whence it appears that all pronouns, 
with whatsoever vowel their theme ends, have, in tho genitive, ant, or, 
euphonically, shoo (i. Pl.) 	a §. 107. 	' §. 003. 
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. 363. Although in Gothic, as in Sanscrit, 'Lend, Greek, 
and Lntin, the vowel 	i in substantives is appropriated 
equally well to the feminine theme-termination as to the 
masculine; still in our pronoun of the third person, where 
the idea is essentially based on the distinction of sex, so 
that that which signifies " he " cannot mean "she," the 
necessity for this distinction has produced an extension of 
the base X in cases which, without such an extension, would 
be fully identical with the masculine.. 	In the nominative 
singular a totally different pronoun is employed, which, in 
High German, is used throughout all those cases which 
are formed in Gothic from the extended base : Gothic si, 
Old High German six, &c. (5. 354.) 	The affix which is 
used in Gothic to extend the base consists in the vowel 
which, from a time far prior to the formation of the Ger-
man language, was especially employed as the fulcrum of 
feminine bases, but which in Gothic appears in the form 
of 0 instead of d (5.04.); thus, iyei from i + d, with the 
euphonic change of the i to iy, as in the plural neuter 
forms iy-a, thriy-a (5. 233.). 	From the base iyo is formed, 
however, in the uninfiected acensative—as final vowels are 
for the most part liable to abbreviation—iyo, an analogous 
form to the Latin ea, mut (for ia, itint), and 	in the no- 
minative and accusative plural iyda, which are likewise 
shortened.t 	In the dative plural the identity with the 
masculine and neuter is not avoided, and this case is, as 
might be conjectured, from the Old High German im, with 

a The accusative singular would, indeed, be distinguished from the 
masculine, cane the feminine has completely lost the accusative charac- 
ter; but it was there originally, and therefore the necessity for a mark 
of distinction from the masculine also existed. 

t The accusative alone occurs, yet it is probable that tho nominative 
was exactly the same (Grimm I.785), in case it did not come from the 
soar  base m the singular nominative, and it would, therefore, he ryas. 
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regard to which we must observe, that in Dar; elfin, •in 
several of the oblique cases, the distinction of gender is 
less attended to (firm, ei, old sae). 	All the cases which 
distinguish the feminine by the inflexion spring from the 
original theme; thus 	irs8s, 	i-aai, genitive plural it& op:  
posed to is, inirna, isd. 	In Latin, also, the extension of the 
base i may have been commenced in the feminine, and  ' 
thus an analogous masculine rum have been made to cor-
respond to earn, and may have superseded the more ancient 
im. 	Similar corruptions have been adopted by the lan- 
guage in the same manner; thus crown would have been 
placed beside serum, and thus the lam, which probably 
esisted, would have fallen into disuse : rebus, its, cis, were 
followed by the masculine and neuter iis, six, which sup-
planted the older thus. 

364. If the singular nominative of the reflective pro-
noun given by the old grammarians was 7 and not 7, it might  ' 
be regbrded as the kindred form of the pronoun under dis-
cussion; and in this view it would be of importance that the 
Veda accusative bit mentioned above (p. 510. Rem. 1.), has 
a reflective meaning in the passage quoted, and is rendered 
by Rosen semel ipsam. 	But if 7 is the right form, then it 
probably belongs to the Sanscrit base* sea, se', whence 
sanyean, " self" (§. 341.), and is connected with 07,, at t and 
olicie, &c., the latter from the lone 2,14. 	As in this wond 
an t stands for au original a, which would lead us to expect 
o, so also in 7; and it deserves notice, that, so early as the 
Sanscrit, together with sea is found a weakened form set 
from which I think may be formed the 	interrogative 

Not necessarily so, as the rough breathing occurs also in words 
which originally begin with a pure vowel, as g.4,,, answering to 
vine dollar... 	On the other haul the form I v...id not peremptorily 
conduct us to a base 	I, an initial a has sometimes been entirely lost in 
Greek. 
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',article fit 	suit, as neuter, and analogous to x-ir it and 
firk chit. 	In favour of the opinion that r belongs to the 
old reflective base, may be adduced the circumstance, that, 
like the two other pronouns in which there is no distinction 
of gender (Zsris, r6), it is without a nominative sign. 	If it 
belonged to the base x i, it would most probably have hod 
the same sound as the Latino-Gothic is, unless we prefer 
regarding i as the neuter. 	The dative re, from its termi- 
nation, fulls under the pronouns devoid of gender (§. 22P), 
and would, therefore, likewise belong to the reflective base. 
The accusative re. however, considered independently, would 
not furnish any objection to the opinion that it is identical 
with the Latin.ini and the Gothic inn.* 

365. We have already mentioned the inseparable demon- 
strative i (§. 157.). 	There is, however (and this creates a 
difficulty), another mode of derivation, according to which 
that f would be identical with the ei ( --.1), which is attached 
in Gothic, in a similar 	manner, to other pronouns, not 
to strengthen their demonstrative meaning, but to give 
them a relative signification: 	Gel, from is + ei, means 
" qui," and set, a contraction of ri-l-ei, signifies "  (pue," in 
accordance with a law of sound universally followed in 
Sanscrit (Gramm. Crit. §. 35.). 	It is most frequently com- 
bined with the article; 	saei, Wei, thritei, "pi," "qua,' 
"good"; thizei, feminine thizezei, "raffia"; only in the fe-
minine genitive plural Ihirdei has as yet not been found 
to occur (Grimm III. 15.). 	If the first or second person 
is referred to, ei is attached to ik and Mu : thus ikei,lhoei; 
for the Gothic relative requires that the person to which 
it refers should be incorporated with it; and as it is itself 
indeclinable, the relations of case are denoted by the pro-
noun preceding it, which is then merged in the meaning 

a Compare Hartung on the Cases, p.116; Itl. Schmidt Dc Pron., p.12. 
tee.; Kellner, p.4382. 
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of its attendant. 	Alone, ei signifies "that,' like the Latin 
good and the Sanscrit relative neuter IR yet. 	And I have 
no doubt that the Gothic et, in its origin, belongs to the 
Sanscrit-Zend relative base ye, which in Gothic has become 
ei, just as, in many other parts of Gothic Grammar, ei 
( m.i) answers to the Sanscrit ye, 	as in the nominative 
singular hairdeie from the base hairdytt." 	With respect to 
form, therefore, the derivation of the Gothic ei from the 
Sanscrit a pa, admits of no doubt; and since the signifies-
tions of the two words are identical, we must rest satisfied 
with this mode of deducing it, and abandon Grimm's con- 
jecture that el is intimately connected with 	is, "he," or 
only allow it a very distant relationship to it, in as far as 
the derivation of the Sanscrit relative base ye, from the de- 
monstratife base i, is admitted. 	The relationship, however. 
of these two is not susceptible of proof; for as an. fa, we, 
na, are simple primary bases, why should not such a one 
have originated in the semi-vowel y also? 	But if the 
Greek demonstrative i is akin to the Gothic appended pro-
noun of similar sound, it likewise would proceed from the 
Sanscrit .relative 	base, 	which 	appears 	to be especially 
destined for combination with other pronouns (see h. an); 
and 	this disposition is especially observable in Sclavooie 
in which language that base, when isolated, has laid aside 
the relative signification (I. 282.). 	Hence, before entering 
deeply into the Sclavonic system of declension, I mistook 
this 	base, and 	thought I saw in its abbreviation to i 
(i, "eam," ini," ail the Sanscrit base i. 

386. We return to the Sanscrit ideal., "this," in order 
to notice the bases from which its declension is completed 
and of which each is used only in certain cases. 	The 
most simple, and the one most largely employed, is er ii, 
vilience ammdt, "hale," a-smill, "hoe," a-smin. "is hoe.-  in 

• §.13a. 	compere Vocalialnu, P.M. 
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the dual d-bbythn, and in the plural 0-fibis--analogous to 
Veda forms like rdn4-bhis from odor (I.21.9.)—g-bnyas, &sham, 
g-shu, exactly like ti-bhyan 8re, from ren vie,  by the com-
mingling of an i, as is usual in the common declension in 
many cases. 	There is no necessity, therefore, to have 
recourse to a distinct base 8, but this is only a phonetic 
lengthening of a, and from it comes also the masculine 
nominative ertrk ayant from g+ am, as m7K sva*mn," self ," 
from ard (for roa)+ ant (I. 341.), 	Max. Schmidt is disposed 
to compare with this 0 the Latin e of cum, ea, &c. 0. c. p. 10.), 
and to regard the latter as an abbreviation of an origi-
nally long 'e ; for support of which opinion he relies prin-
cipally on the form erei, in an inscription to be found in 
Orelli, and on the circumstance that, in the older poets, 
the dative ei has a long e. 	But we do not think it right 
to infer from this dative that every a of the pronoun is 
is originally long; 	and we 	adhere to the opinion ex- 
pressed at 5. 361., which is, moreover, confirmed by the 
circumstance that i also occurs before vowels; and even 
in the plural ii, ibi, is more common than ci, els. 	As re- 
gards, however, the obsolete dative singular with. a long e. 
it may be looked upon as the Guna form of i; as i in San-
scrit, according to the common declension, would form 
ay-i =i + g. 	From this 0, however, which is formed by 
Gana from i, that which we have seen formed from a by 
the addition of an  i is different; and therefore the Latin 
dative, even if it had an originally long e, would still have 
nothing in common with Summit forms like 0-this, &c. 
The e in the genitive qua is long through the euphonic 
influence of the j, and for it occurs, also, the form titian in 
an inscription given by Orelli (N'. 2886.). 	When, through 
the influence of a j, the preceding vowel is long, it should 
not be termed long by position:" j is not a double con- 

. The length of the vowel preceding the j may sometimes be differently 
amounted 
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sonant, but the weakest of all simple consonants, and ap- 
proximates in its nature closely to that of a vowel. 	This 
weakness may have occasioned 	the lengthening of the 
preceding vowel, in remarkable coincidence with the San-
snit, in which i and a, where they stand before a suffix 
commencing with sk y (P, are always either lengthened 
or strengthened by the addition of a t: hence the bases 
fir ji and n  du form, 	in the passive, 	InI4 ji'yg, t I II ilayi, 
but in the gerund in yo, jilyn, dtityn.* 	The ease is diffe- 
rent where g i or t i in monosyllabic forms are changed. 
before a vowel following them, into get fy : the y which 
arises from i, 4 has no lengthening power. 	Ills scarcely 
possible to give any decided explanation of the entho- 
graphiml doubling of the i for j in Latin. 	When Cill'r. 
wrote Mafia, niio, he may have pronounced these words 
as 	Mai.yrt. 	ai-yo 	(Schneider, p. 2s1); 	and 	we 	cannot 
hence infer that 	every initial y was described in writing 
by ii. 	If this were the case, we should be compelled 
to the conclusion, that by doubling the i the distinguishing 
the semi-vowel from the vowel i was intended, as, in Zend6 
the medial y is expressed by double i (a); and as double. 
a denotes, in Old German, We tr, though a single o, espe-
cially after initial consonants, occurs as the representative 
of us 	But if Cicero meant a double:, by his double i, it 
would not follow that, in all cases, the language intended 
the same. 	The Indian grammarians admit the &sub' of 
of a consonant after r, as sarppa for carps. "snake,-  cod 

accounted for; ea major has been derived from invior, where the soma 
may love been lengthened owing to the g being dropped. 	And a leal, 
fitment must originally have preceded even the/ of the genitive in A 
if this termination is akin to the feminine Sanacrit rain  roir (4. 
Rem. 22). 

r Compere what lies been said in my Vocalism... li.213, nminling 
Wink hey of the i to be preceded by it long vowel. 
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they admit, also, of many other still mom extraordinary 
accumulations of consonants, 	with which 	the language 
cannot he actually encumbered. 	But if the doubling of 
a consonant following r has any real foundation, the r 
would be assimilated to the consonant which followed it—
as, in the Plakrit, sanva from sarum—and then the simul-
taneous continuation of the r in writing would only be 
in order to retain the recollection of its originally having 
existed.* 

367. From the demonstrative base m.  a, mentioned in 
the preceding paragraph, a feminine base I might have 
arisen (see 1. 175.), whence, by the addition of the termi-
nation am, so common in pronouns, the nominative singular 
Task iyam (euphonic for i- m, Gram. Grit. I.51.) may be 
derived. 	As, however, a short i with am might become 
gam iyam, it is uncertain if the feminine of our pronoun 
should be referred to the masculine base a, or to i; the 
former, however, appears to me the more probable, since 
thus the masculine nominative NPR ayam, and its feminine 
Task iyam, would be of the same origin, while the base i 
does not occur uncompounded in the whole masculine and 
neuter declension. 	The Gothic iya, "sans," cannot, there- 
fore, be compared with xtm iyam, particularly as, in I. 363., 
we have seen the Gothic arrive, in a way peculiar to itself, 
but still in accordance with the Latin, at a theme iy4 
lengthened from i ; but the am of the Sanserit Irm is 
merely the nominative termination. 

368. In Zend vrask arm becomes Cuss dm (I. 42.), and 
Task iyam becomes 67  An. 	The neuter gym &am, however, 
is replaced by ,r.5., imat, from the base ima, which, in 
Sanscrit, is one of those which supply the declension of 
Wan.. 	Hence, for example, come the accusative mascu- 

u Compare the Imsimilation of m, and its simultaneous snlphionl repre- 
sentation by W. 	(Gramm. Crit. §.70.) 
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line 711‘ intern, feminine pirr,  imam.; 	Zend 	cec., it g. 
61} 6s inattiln. 	Ought we, then, to compare with it the Old 
Latin amens for eundem, or, with Max. Schmidt (I. e. p. 19, 
consider it as the doubling of em for ins 5' 	It need not 
seem surprising that the base inter, which, in the singular, 
occurs only in this case, and which is principally limited 
to the accusative, should be found in Latin in the scenes- 
five only. 	I regard inns as the union of two pronominal 
bases, via. i and era (I. lea.): the latter does not occur in 
Sanscrit uncompounded, but is most probably connected with 
the Greek pie, and the latter, therefore, with the Old Latin 
0114911. 

369. As i with ma has formed the combination inter, in 
like manner I regard the base ww arm, which likewise 
enters into the declension of Warn as the combination of w a 
with another demonstrative base, which does not occur in 
Zend and Sanscrit in isolated use, but perhaps in Pali, in 
several-oblique cases of.the three genders* in the plural, also 
in the nominative, and in that of the neuter singular, which. 
like the masculine accusative, is W nen.t 	Clough gives the 
eases in which this pronoun occurs to the base If to, as 
secondary forms, as, in Sanscrit, in several eases, a pro-
noun is found with the compound pa.  eta, which has no 
instead of La for its last portion.1 	We will here give the 
compound Sanscrit pronoun over against the Pali simple 
pronoun. 

* In the feminine netundly produced to ml, the a of which, however, 
is shortened in the accusative * nen "eam." 4 

t I write nail, not mars, as a final ni in Pali, as in Prakrit, becomes an 
anuavkra, which is pronounced like a stilled n (ff. 9.10.). 	The original 
oi in Pali has been retained only Infer(' initial sounds commencing with 
a vowel. 	(Remold and Lassen, pp. 81, 82.) 	Final a is likewise co, 
rupted in Pali to anusvara, or is lost entirely. 1 

In Zend observe the feminine 	genitive 	pa.u..opeas cancoMs 
(cianarguloicha, Vend. S. p.47), which presupposes a Sauscrit inagyaa. 
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MASCLITIN, 

smoul.NR. 
FIO.'''' 	• &Writ. 	Pali.

S.4',it. 	raj.; 
zo, 	=a, 	 Old, 	tg, vr' 

.flnirt,enam. 	tat, non, 	
"4".  '''''''' 	

14 
14;  Mondavi, ten, nhata, 	Oldie, 	{ or  ;obi, ohhi. 

D. Platouti, 	. 	Maya, 	' 	. . taanf, nand, 	t 	 ot str. 	1 .--- 	for tamhd, namhthjeldkk.krls, 	like  ., 
4tasytt, 	town, noun, 	 ,..., 	a 0  ' 	 '. 	''' •--  L. 	Montan 	'''''''in' ''''''''''' 	 :('' '''I  ;14'4 	16.'4'  

	

' 	or !amid. tuorthi, j 	''' ''' 	1'5'6 .#1".  

NEUTER. 

N. Ola, 	ton, ot eit. 	dani, 	ittoi,  "'bd.  
(OM  9 

Ac. Nat, @nal, 	lei, nen, 	/MA enelni 	e • lor l , 
The rest like the masculine. 

FEMININE. 
rift F.  

N. eshd, 	ad., 	 Nett, 	lor tdyei, MO. 

Ae.M.Int,Vollnt, ten, sees,8" and"' 	
ul, ul 

 tor MO My& 
1 Iribbi. ntlbhi, 

1. 	Nayelatitaytt, ttlya, oilya,' 	"'hi'. 	 or Idhi, 'AN. 
D. 	Nasylk 	' 	. • • • 	tlilbhymi, 	' 	• • • • 
All titasytie, 	loss& flan, 	8d6hyna, 	like the Instr. 
G. Otasyds, 	lama, flout' 	klectst. 	Ural, id.tillutti. 

&myth", 	Instati, limait, 	dam, 	tilso. 	
1 

.  Is replaced by the genitive. 	Or tt.tinee, nadnes, es the old 
'aye is taken as theme, oiler suppressing the nasal, and from it a new 
formed accenting to the analogy of the common declension. 

1

t' 
. 
 , 	(Theorve the tnumposition of the long vowel. 	' in the 	OW 
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the Pali coincides in a remarkable manner with the Mathis thie 4, since, 
like it, it has wmikemod the old a to i. 	Tise.i, howeve, is inferior to tic 
Gothic kindred form, in having dropped the final air  and in this mint 
ranks with the Old High German, in which the Gothic el. has Income 
ra (p.498). 	The l'ali, however, has abandoned all final e, without escep. 
don. 	The older form Mud (by assintilation from mash), which ii no, 
given by Clough, is supplied by Barnouf and Lassen, with whom, bow. 
ever, the form time( is winding, though they furnish an madogous on, 

(mind (Emai, p.117). 	Clough gives, moreover, the forms lies's e 
and &saltily. 	The former, like the plural genitive, appears to be 
formed by the addition of a new genitive form, according to the cameos 
declension, to the pronominal genitive form. 	From the form ...Sep 
we might be led to an obsolete ablative, which, in Sanaerit, must here 
been taeleit—still earlier easskyat—which is proved by Zcn,t forms like 
soardelt, '' es ice" (b.110.). 	But if we aro to give to restaltdp not an abla- 
tive sense, but a genitive and dative one, I then prefer dividing it dm: 
taxed-Glyn,  so that the feminine base :a would be contained in it twice—
once with the prom mint, and again with the common genitivetermina- 
tion. 	But it is probable that the form anamha, whieh is given by Bur. 
nouf and Lamm (Easel, p.117) as an anomalous feminine instrumental, 
is originally an ablative; for 	this case, in its significations, borders on 
the instrumental, and to it belongs the appended pronoun ems. 	But if 
imarnAd is an ablative, it is, in one respect, more perfect that the Zeta' 
forms, like rf A. 1.0. 1 »AS ameocto, since the Pali form has retained elm 
the ni of the appended pronoun eras—transpmed to mho,—white the a of 

ho.1  330,3.0 »AS acesh,4 is only an euphonic aflix 0.56'.). 	The final h 
wever, in Pali, must, accenting to a universal law of sound, be removed, 

as in the masculine; and thus the ablative nature of imanahl might the 
mortonsily lie hid before the discovery of the Zend form. 

370. I have already, in my review of Forster's Grainman* 
and before I became acquainted, through the Pali, with the 
isolated pronoun, considered the Latin conjunction tram as 

an accusative to he classed here; and I have there also repre-
sented the Sanscrit Ow as a compound, and compared the 
Latin point with its accusative krwsk Pnenn. 	It will, however, 
be better to refer mien, as also awn, to the feminine emu- 

. Heiden,. Jahrbaelter, 1818. p.473. 
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native—P. *nun, Sans. Ems( endm—as the short masculine a 
in Latin has elsewhere become a, among other words, in 
nune, i.e. "at this (time)," which (Lc.) I have explained like 
lone, as analogous to hunt. 	But if tune and mine are not 
accusatives, their nc would appear to he akin to the Greek 
arra, and tune might be compared to anat., of which 
more hereafter. 	With respect to nam and mini, we may 
refer to §.351 with regard to the possibility, in similar pro-
nominal formations, of their an being a  remnant of the 
appended pronoun =a. 	There is no doubt, however, of the 
pronominal derivation of all these adverbs. We may remark, 
in this respect, our German dens, and the Latin guip-pc from 
quid-pe, to which with regard to its last syllable, nempe from 
nant-pe (compare §. 6.) is analogous. 	The Sanscrit kinda, 
omoreover"(euphonie forkinicha), maybe regarded as the pro-
totype of guippe, for it consists of Pim " what?" and cha (com-
monly "and"), which takes from it the interrogative meaning, 
and is in form the same as  gue, which also, in guiague, removes 
the interrogative signification. 	The syllable pe, however, of 
guippe is, in its origin, identical with qua, and has the same re- 
lation to it that the.Eolic Moire has to guingue. 	As regards 
the relation of the i of mini to the a of sass, we may refer to 
that of cowling° to tango, and similar phenomena, as also to the 
Pali find compared with Laced (see Table, 5). 369.Y. 	The Greek 
ri,like Au% has a weakened vowel, which appears also in the 
Sanscrit inseparable prepositionni,° down," whence has arisen 
our German nieder, Old High German ni-dar (p. 382), which 
bears the same relation to so that the neuter interrogative 
kiln does to the masculine Rae. 	A u also, in analogy 
with inn ke-law,  "  whence ?" Titlaadra, "  where 6" has 
been developed in our demonstrative, and appears in the in-
terrogative particle n  on, with which we compare the 
Latin scans, and the Greek of, winch, in form, and partly 
in use, is identical with 3 nu.. 	On the other hand, in 

o Compare Hartung, Greek Particles, IL 99. 
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vilv, nun, "now," which likewise belongs to the base tog or nu, 
the original demonstrative signification is retained more 
truly. 	Are we to suppose in the v of this word, . being 
a necessary corruption of final 1.1, n remnant of the appendal 
pronoun am, and that the vowel preceding has been 
lengthened in compensation for the loss of the rest? 	Theo 
vale would perhaps admit of comparison with the Pali locative 
nosniii, or sanild, and the change of a to u would have first 
taken place in Greek through the influence of the liquids, as 
ofie answers to the Sanscrit list can,,  "  with." 	Our non, 

- Gothic nu, is likewise related, as is also nosh, as analogous 
to dock. 	The Gothic forms are nosh, Gosh, to the final par- 
ticle of which, uh, we shall recur hereafter. 

371. The Sanscrit negative particle IT no, which appears 
in Gothic in the weakened form nk comes next to be con- 
sidered ; 	in Old Sclavonie it is Sc, ni, the latter only as 
a prefix.* 	So in Lithuanian, in nigkos, " none," (ni-bkos, 
compare Sanscrit anis, " one,") and kindred compounds; but 
elsewhere it is found as ne : in Greek it is lengthened to sob 
but only at the beginning of compounds, as vhsephic, sosod.lit, 
in Latin it is found only as a prefix t in the form of el, ni, nC, 
ni (sofas, nejondom, segue, nisi. niistruin). This negative par-
ticle occurs in the Vedas with the signification cleat, which 
points at its pronominal derivation:I 	At least I think that 
we cannot assume a different origin for the particle in the 
two signification which are apparently so distinct: 	for if 
tho id. ya, "yes," is denoted by a pronominal expression—
in Latin by i-to, in Sanscrit by to-thil, in Gothic by yai, of 
which hereafter—its opposite may be contrasted with it, as 
dies., "this," to yen., "that," and at ne would therefore 

v See Kopitais GlogoUta, p.77. 
t 1 regard the conjunction no as a corruption of me ---,,,, if f mil, et 

narro, probably, from macro (see Vocalismus, p. 108). 
.t Compare my Review of Rosen's Vida Specimen in the Reel. Jahrb. 

Dec. 1830. p. MM. 
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simply direct to what is distant; for to say that a quality or 
thing does not belong to an individual, is not to remove it 
entirely, or to deny its existence. but to take it away from 
the vicinity, from the individuality of a person, or to place 
the person on the other side of the quality or thing designated, 
and represent it as somewhat different. 	But that which, in 
Sanserit, signifies "this," means also, for the most part, 
" that," the mind supplying the place, whether near or remote, 
and the idea of personality alone is actually expressed by the 
pronouns. 	The inseparable negative particle ar a, too—in 
Greek the a privative—is identical with a demonstrative base 
(§.326.), and the prohibitive particle at ma= it& belongs to 

e base ma, (k. 368.), and the Greek negation ad admits of 
'rig compared with a demonstrative, as will be shown here-

r. Observe, farther, that as w na in the Vedas unites the 
tive meaning " as " with the negative, so the corm-

nding ne in Latin appears both as interrogative and 
gative ; in the former sense affixed, in the latter prefixed. 
is further to be observed of the Sanscrit na, that when 
binedivith itself, but both times lengthened—thus mIT 
— it signifies "much,"." of many kinds," as it were, 

this and that"; as fetus also has been formed by redupli- 
tion (§. 3514 . 	The Sanscrit expression, however, is inde- 

linable, and is found only in the beginning of compounds. 
We may here mention, also, the interrogative and asseverative 
particle mss( ninam, which I agree with Hartung (Le. 11.25.) 
• distributing 	into 	nd-nom, since I regard ral as the 

gthened form of the nu mentioned above, 	without, • 
wever, comparing earn with On 	names, " name," as the 
nominal base no appears to me to be sufficient for the 

planation of this Indian nom, as well as that in Latin; which 
tter, likewise, Hartung endeavoursto compare with mals  

372. We return to the compound 1151 ova, the last element 
which has been considered by us in §.369. 	From ana 

re sr 2 
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come=, in &merit, the instrumental masculine neater veal 
anima, 	Zend 	mind ana 	(fi. 138.), 	feminine 	settee (amyl.. 
Selavonie anvil (b. 266.), and the genitive and locative dual 
of the three genders Guayas, which, in Sclavonic, has become 
onti for onoyd 04273.). 	In Lithuanian, ene-o, or on'-a, sig- 
nifies "that," feminine ana, and, like the Selavonie on, ono, 
0110, of the same signification, is fully declined, according to 
the analogy of tan, la, I', to„ to,• being, in this respect, superior 
to the corresponding words in Sanserit and Zen& 	To this 
pronoun belong the Latin and Greek en, eels as also the 
Gothic interrogative particle en (Grimm. III. 736.), though 
elsewhere in the three sister languages the n is thematic, 
which is especially evident in Gothic, where, from a theme 
ana in the accusative masculine, only an could be formed, 
and the same in the neuter or mode. 	For the Greek and 
Latin we should assume that ww non had lest its final 
vowel, as we have before 	seen 	IRK Ins 	abbreviated to 
`EN (4.308.). 	But if the n belonged to the inflexion, or to 
the appended pronoun as ems, which appears to me less 
probable, then the simple base in a (4.306.) would suffice 
for the derivation of an, ay. 

373. As the Latin preposition inter is evidently identical 
with the &merit ontor and the Gothic under, our leder 
(§§. 293. 294.), and i is a very common weakening of u, we 
mud dad also the preposition in and the kitalred Greek iv 
with the demonstrative base sew ana, although hi and nv, con-
sidered by themselves, admit of being referred to the base 
it i, and the relation of ;pea to the Zend ..ve‘t idha, .. here," 
might be deduced through the unorganic commixture of a 
nasal, as in amino, ombo, answering to -the Sanscrit Wide and 
Sclavonic ob. 	I now, however, prefer regarding the e of 
ge-ea, tv-Bev, which bear the relation of locative and ablative 
to one another, as originally belonging to the base, and iv 

.0. pee  KopitaSa Ulagolito, P. CO. 
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therefore, and the Latin in, the pronominal nature of which 
is opporent in hide, are connected with the Sanscrit ww use. 
The 2 of dc, from e.r, appears to me an abbreviation of the 
suffix cc, which, in forms like micre,tvloce, expresses direc-
tion 

 
to a place, just as el-c is an abbreviation of ca-el, itiv of 

5.58,, wjsk of vpovi. 	There would then be a fittibg reason 
why sir should express direction to a place: it is opposed iu 
meaning to iv, just as our him.' towards," to tier. "here," only 
that the Greek expressions have lost their independent sig- 
131.60A1011. and only precede the particular place denoted of 
rest. or to which motion is implied; like no artiefe the 
meaning of which is merged in that of its substantive. 	The 
preposition eat, like the Gothic ana, our an, has preserved 
more perfectly the pronominal base under discussion: &de is • 
opposed to Sara, as this side to that side.. 	TheGothir anaks, 

suddenly," may likewise, in all probability, be classed here, 
and would therefore originally mean "in this" (moment). 
Its formation recalls that of clw4, the t of which is perhaps 
an abbreviation of the suffix ow (§. 324:). 	If the Gothic ks is 
connected with the suffix of such numeral adverbs, then the 
removal of the k has been prevented by the close vicinity of 
the s, though elsewhere the Gothic is not indisposed to the 
combination ha. 	In Lithuanian, on-doy, from the base ono. 
points to past time, and signifies "that time," "lately," while 
today refers to the future, and means " then." 

374.. TLC base vs ana forms, with the relative tit ya, the 
combination war ono, and, with the comparative suffix wt. 
lane  Nava, enters; both expressions signify alias, and hays 
dropped the final vowel of the demonstrative base; for which 
reason the Indian grammarians do not admit Nam says to be 
a compound, any more than the previously discussed bases 

n Compare §.10S. and Demonstrative Rases and their connection with 
different Pnpositione end Conjonetion, P. 0, M.O.. 
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R rya, Tr' rya; nor do they see in enters any comparative 
suffix,. particularly as, besides the irregularity of its forma-
tion,t it is removed, by its signification also, from the common 
pronominal derivatives (6. 292.), and expresses, not "the ono," 
or "the other," of two, but, like rm. tiara, " the other" 
generally! 	In Gothic corresponds anther, theme anthem, 
which has the same meaning; in Lithuanian antra-s, " tin 
other," "the second "; in Latin, alter, the ri being exchanged 
for 1 (6. 20.), on which also is founded the relation of aline to 
want anya-s, the base of which is preserved complete in the 
Gothic elLJA.t 	The Greek 'cilolor is removed one step 
further than aline from the original form, and, like the 
Prokrit w 	aria, and the Old High German adverb alley 
"otherwise," has assimilated the y to the consonant preceding 
it (compare p. 401.). 	On the other hand, arm anya exists in 
a truer form, but with a somewhat altered meaning, in Greek, 
viz. as emit, "some," which may be well contrasted with the 
Sanscrit-Zend, anyd, "alii." From the base 'ENIO comes also 
&lose, " sometimes," as analogous to iieViose, enciasrere, tac., 
for the derivation of which, therefore, we need not have 
recourse to Pi o 'Ore, or toms O'se. 	In Old Sclavonic, in 
signifies "the other," and its theme is ino, and thus the y 
of the Sanserit-Zend anya has been lost. 	The feminine 
nominative in Selavonic is ins, the neuter ino. 

975. Together with anya, antara, and itoro, the Sanscrit 
has also two other words for the idea of "another," via. 
'NW opera, ..d ‘Ii pare, 	The former may have sprung 
from the preposition apa, "from,' as ape itself from the 
demonstrative base nt a. 	With it is connected, as has Imen 

n Anya is derived from an, "to /ire," and antara from ante," end." 
t The regular form would be animas. 
I Alya-kunde, "alienigenue," alyni mildai, " other things," ate'  thr. 

"elsewhere" (p.084 et a). 	In the nominative masculine I conjecture 
ayis, not alit, (p. Pap Rem. 7). 
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already observed (§.350.), our ober, Gothic and Old High 
Germ. afar (§. 87.), the original meaning of which is still 
evident in ober:nods," once more," abergloolien," superstition," ' 
aberwitz, 0  false wit." 	In Old High German afar means, 
also, "again," like the Latin denim, opposed to volt itara-s, 
"the other." 	rtr, para, is derived by apocope from agora : 
it is more used than the latter; and if it has derivatives in 
the European cogitate languages also, the Latin perendie may 
be among the first to be referred to a word which signifies 
- another." 	It should properly signify " the morrow," but the 
use of language often steps beyond the limits of what the 
actual form expresses; and thus, in the word alluded to, by 
"on the other day," not the next following is implied, but the 
day after to-morrow. 	The language, therefore, proceeds 
from "this day "  (hodie) to crass—inaellich  an appellation of 
day is not easily perceived—and thence to "the other day," 
pereadk, the first member of which I regard as an adverbial 
accusative, with n for w, as in modem. 	In the Sanserit 
pare-dye*, " morrow;" por4, on the contrary, is apparently in 
the locative, and the lost member in the accusative, if we 
regard it as the contraction of a neuter dime ;" but in par4- 
dy.i both are in the locative. 	The Latin peren occurs also 
in perendino, perendioolio, the lost member of which guides 
us to another Sanserit appellation of day, viz: to lititt dine. 
But to dwell for a moment on f8-417 divas and alipara, I 
am of opinion that these two expressions are united in ers-per, 
ves-perus, . and girelpa, as it were fcgtat divas-peso, which, 
if we look upon pore as a neuter substantive, would signify 

a I prefer this derivation to that I formerly gave (Kleiner° Gramm. 
p. 32.3) from dyu with m irregular a; for from dims the step is as easy to 
fig *  as  hum dis to dyu. 	Divas, however, does not occur alone, but in- 

stead of it divans : still the compounds dituraltuti, "  Lord of Heaven," or 
"of day," and diumprithioydu); heaven and earth," chew the trace of it; 
for in the latter it is impossible to regard as  as a genitive termination. • 
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e the lust, latest part of the day," and pars, used adjectively, 
and prefixed to another appellation of day, actually occurs with 
this meaning; for imrethria (from pars }<shar) signifies the 
later, or after part of the day (see Glossar.) as ptirt,Ihne does 
the former, or earlier part. 	Consequently reaper would stand 
for dives-per; and this abbreviation of the appellation of day 
will not appear more remarkable than that of firs( dris to 
bis. 	With respect to the loss of a whole initial syllable, I 
may refer to the relation of the Greek petpa. geepciattrtt 
ynut krandra-a " boy," which, by the suppression of its 
middle syllable, but with the retention of the initial one, has 
been corrupted to wipoc, adapot. 	We turn now to another 
trace of slt.pera, " the other," in Lains which we find in 
the first portion of pereger and peregrines, and which we 
could not well suppose to be the preposition per. 	Pereyer 
would consequently signify " being in another land," like the 
Old High German elm-lenri, and peregrines," who from another 
land." 	We might also refer per-perus to the same touter, as 
the reduplication of penis =qv( poro-a, in which the "had 
and wrong" is opposed to "the right," as the other. 	In the 
cognate Greek 7reprepor the fundamental meaning Las taken 
a more special direction. 	Lastly, the particle trip remains to 
be mentioned, the use of which is more of a pronominal than 
a prepositional nature. 	A word, which originally signifies 
"other,' was well adapted to give particular emphasis to a 
relative, so as to bring prominently forward the persons or 
things denoted by it as other than those excluded. 	In this 
light let the French notes metres, votes mares, and our German 
wenn enders, "provided that," be considered, which is more 
energetic than the simple wenn, "if.". 	From Sikrara comes 

n Remark, also., the apparently pleonastic use of doo,,; and similar phe-
nomena in Sanserit, as Nal. 1.14, in which men are opposed to the gods 
and to other beings not human, as Mere: "Nowhere among the gods or 
Yekshas exists melt beauty, nor amongtVothers) men sons met, ever 
before seen or heard of.' 
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in Sanscrit, Om" the further shore," and from thispdroydmi, 
" I complete": to the former answers wiper, to the latter 
trepoto.• 	In German, in the word under discussion the idea 
of " other " hes been changed to that of "far," Gothic jairra, 
" far," the second r of which seems to have sprang from n by 
assimilation. 	In Sancrit, even pars occurs in the sense of 
"far," in the compound pardsu, "dead," having life removed. 

276. The Gothic pains, (theme yenta) your, " that," Greek 
trams, &El., (Rol. aivos) and Doric river, correspond, in 
respect to their last element, with the bases in the cognate 
languages which are compounded with no, no; among which 
we may especially notice ono-s (an's) "on," which has the 
same meaning in Lithuanian and Selavonic. 	In the Doric, 
river, like rryidaor, -mines, the 	vowel 	of the 	article 	is 
lengthened (comp. 9.352.), and the ,Kolic /divar has the same 
relation to the interrogative base KO, that river has to TO. 
But in Keiser, to which Oocipor bears the same relation that 
Sped does to poi: (9. 326), instead of the base-vowel being 
lengthened an , is introduced, add the o is weakened to e: 
compare, in the former respect, the Sanscrit 2 and. the com- 
pound Ka ena (9. 369). 	So, also, in the Gothic yain(a)s, 
"that," an i has been blended with the Sanscrit relative base 
K yo. 	But if in German, as in Sclavonic, a y preceded the 
old initial vowel, as in yesmy =ads asmi, Lithuanian corm, 
"I am" (9. 255. n.), pains would then chew itself to be a 
cognate form to Est Pea, "this," the real countertype of 
which we have, however, already found in the -numeral 
sins, theme eine (9.309.). 	In Greek, the 'word beim theme 
AKIN, may also he classed here. 	It is a plural neuter, 
which has been peculiarly dealt with by the language : its a 
has the same relation to the o of the article that IcEIVOr has 
to KO (a6re, senepov), and the tennis has been removed, as in 
St beforementioned (9. 350.). 	The v, however, of 4,EIN can 

v Compare Vocalismea, p.177, ea. 
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scarcely be connected with the appended pronoun ti so 
but is more probably a mere phonetic affix, as in TIN, d 
which hereafter, and in many words of our somalled weak 
declension (§. la) 

377. The 7mnd demonstrative base muss ara,"this," has 
been already repeatedly mentioned. 	In it we find a new 
and powerful confirmation of the proposition—which is one 
of importance for the history of language—that pronoun' 
and genuine prepositions are originally one ; for in the 
Sanscrit, in which era has been lost as a pronoun, it hat 
remained as a preposition, with the signification "from." 
"down"; as orropiti, ova. I ar (st tii), " to spring from," "to 
descend," but the original meaning of which is "to alight doss 
or at this (place)." 	In Sclavonic, era has been changed, so- 
eeedlog to role (§. 255. a), to coo. which signifies " this" and 
"that": its fem. nom. ova is almost identical with the same 
case in Zend—.41.1 ova. With this form is connected theGreek 
ad of airretc," in which. after the suppression of the final vowel. 
the elms been changed ton vowel. 	When used alone the pro- 
nominal nature of this base is most apparent in on 	h. "here," 
which, therefore, is not to be regarded as an abbreviation of 
airnith, for it is quite as natural for the locative suffix to he 
attached to ai) as to other pronominal bases. 	With the same 
signification as at1(4 we might expect to find arffia, as analo-
gous to L'sda and to the Zend me.,umst nradho, which cent" 
spends in its base, suffix, and signification. 	Bat the Greek 
expression does not occur alone, but only in combination 
with S'velos in 4roalart for rreari:Ocit; and so, also, the ablative 
adverb aL8sv is retained only in the compound birciiOrt 
(p. 480). 	The indeclinable at), the use of which is not opposed 
to its pronominal origin, halt probably lost some Suffix of 

h Compare p. 387, Rem., 
t §. 349. p.480. 	The derivation of ivra.70a gieeo a P.337 mast to,  

correct.] amonlingly. 
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ease or of another kind. 	If it were a neuter for adz or ad? 

	

the suppression of the T sound would accord with a universal 	5 
phonetic law (comp. §. 155.). 	Perhaps it is an abbreviation 	f'. 

	

of efts, whichhas the same meaning, or of alive, which latter 	1  
agrees in its formation with the pronominal adverbs rare, Ire, 
'TOTE, though the signification has diverged. 

378. Through a combination with the comparative suffix 
is formed ad r dp, " but," with reference to which we must 
again advert to our German aber (Old High German afar, 	. 
" but," "again") with the Sanscrit apace, "alias." 	The suffix 
of atirlip is distinguished from the customary repo( by the 
preservation of the original a sound, and in this manner cor- 
responds exactly to the Sanscrit, radar (I. 253.). 	The Latin 
au-tern, on the other hand, appears to contain the superlative 
suffix, as i-tern in opposition to i-ternin.5 	The i of limos 
might easily be corrupted to e in a word terminating with a 
consonant. 	I now, however, prefer regarding the suffix tern 	' 
of i-tern and au-tem as not originating in the Latin language, 
but as identical with the suffix stu them, which, in Sanscrit, 
likewise occurs only in two pronominal adverbs, viz. in 
vim it-tham, " so," and top( ka-thaw, " how 0" with regard 
to which it may be left undecided whether their them is con- 
nected with the superlative suffix with a phonetic alteration, 	... 
PA 55  thaw. in 1lViIi prathama-s, "the first" (p. 379). 	The 
Latin au-t appears to me an abbreviation of au-ti, so that it 
agrees in its formation with oti, ut, and iii in Went, as also 
with the Sanscrit kfr iti, "six"? 	With regard to the au of 	- 
aufagio, aufero, I see no adequate reason for dissenting from 
the common opinion which regards it as a weakened form of 

a Compare Heidelb. Jahrb. 1810, p. 470, and Demonstrative Bases, 
p.14.  

t The i of itbdem might also be regarded as the weakening of tho a of 
Os, calmed by the addition of weight through flu door. 
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ob.. 	On the other hand, the Sanserit inseparable preposition 
nue, mentioned above (b. 377.), evidently re-appears in the 
Homeric adepiaat without the ancient connection between 
thin prepositional ad and the particle ad being -thereby re-
moved, as, as has been remarked above, the Sanscrit preposi-
tion ova and the Zend demonstrative base of similar sound, 
are cognate forms. 

379. It has been elsewhere pointed out) that of the Om 
forms into which the originally short a in Greek has been 
distributed (e, o, ii), most frequently e occurs in places where 
a Sanserit a is combined with et; more rarely the weightier 
0; and the still heavier a neirr.k 	The Greek diphthong be. 
however, corresponds to the Vriddhi diphthong *du, as 
vans-.=N/N ndua : 	its a is therefore long, and is found as 
such in 	.ids, &c., for vfiFOe  =  wpm, navas. 	If, then, the 
final vowel of the Indo-Zend ova, Sclavonie ova, he removed, 
and then the u, formed by the melting down of the ii, be 
combined in a diphthong with the initial vowel, we should 
have cu or 00. 	As, however, no has arisen, we must regard 
the lengthening of the initial vowel as compensation for the 
final vowel, which has been suppressed. 	This compensation, 
however, does not take place universally; for as odv is plainly 
shown, by its use, to be of pronominal origin,11 it may be beet 
compared with our demonstrative base awe, of which it is ,i 

1 
n IVithout this weakening, effero, from abjero, would be identical with 

retro, from adiere, and the change of the b into the cognate vowel may 
have taken place in order to avoid this identity, as, vice  twee, the a of 
duo (originally a v) seems to have been hardened into bin bis. 	If, for 
this mason, au has orison from co ca one occasion, it might be still Births,  
adopted without its being occasioned from a view to perspicuity. 

t Compare A. Henry in the Berl. Jahr], May 1010, p. 764. 
'1 Vocalism., p.193, ho. 
§ This combination produces 4,0 6 (§.2.), which, before vowels, is re. 

solved into an, as, gatbent,"bovenb" from gO. 
II Compare Hartung 11.13, &o. 
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155., it forms the nominative and accusative neuter, not  .: 
y rr ! but by tn. 	For averse, according to I. 42., odes must 

employed ; but in its place Nvo have the irregular form cku 
and the same in the masculine accusative.* 	I agree 

ith Hartung (I. c.) in considering the Greek oi', likewise as' 
an accusative, whether it be masculine, or, ns we may assume 

' 	from the Zen(' an 	neuter. 	The negative particle od is 
also to be cleaned here, according to what has been said in 
§. 371., and before, in my Review of Rosen 's Veda Specimen 
regarding the derivation of negative particles from pronouns , 
it has the same relation to ado which, owing to its termina- t'ug with a consonant, is used before vowels, that, in Latin,  4  

e prefix ne has to nee, an abbreviation of risque. 	Ws is, 
erefore, an abbreviation of Odes (with the change of the 
nein, niX!), the xi of which is, perhaps, connected with the 

Sanscrit enclitic pronominal base It chi, of which more 
hereafter. 	To this NI °Jai the at chi, which is likewise en-
clitically used, and with which the Latin gun is identical, 
bears the same relation that vat kens ",who," does to its nett- 

. 	ter falw, him ' If, then, the syllable el Of oval is connected 
pith the Indian ik; chi, it is also related to the Latin qua of .  . 
' .ague (compare 5. 380., auk finest.) 	• 

	

380. It remains for us to skew that an offshoot of the pro- 	1 
ominal base ova exists in German also. 	Such is our ouch, 
e demonstrative signification of which is easily discoverable 

	

sentences like er id blind, and midi lahin, " he is blind 	I 
d also lame," in which the ouch adds to the quality "blind," 
"that,' pnother " this :" he is lame and this " blind." 	The 
eh performs the same service for a single quality that the 	. 
njunction dans, "that," doesfor an entire member of a sea- 
nce ; for in sentences like "I am not willing (dans) that 	' 

the should come," the conjunction dose expresses generally, .' , , 
5 Compare Burnouts Wenn, Notes p.5. 
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or only grammatically, the subject of my will, and "he 
should come" expresses it particularly and logically. 	In 
Old High German, auk (ouh, one, &c.) has other meanings 
besides ouch, also, which are elsewhere expressed only by 
derivatives from 	pronouns, 	as sleuth ether, sondem, "for,'' 
"but," &c. (see Graff I. tat), and the Gothic auk occurs only 
with the meaning "for."* 	If ouch, also, were the only 
meaning of the conjunction under discussion, in all German 
dialects, we might suppose it to be connected with the 
Gothic aukan, "to increase."1. 	But what connection have 
dean and sondern (" for" and "but") with the verb "to in- 
crease?" 	Moreover, verbal ideas and verbal roots are 
the last to which I should be inclined to refer the deriva- 
tion of a conjunction. 	All genuine conjunctions spring 
from pronouns (§. 105.), as I have endeavoured to chew in 
a particular instance in my Review of Forster's Gramnasrl 
But whence comes the ch of our catch? 	I do not think 
that it can be regarded in the same light as that of dock 
and noel, which have been likewise 	explained 	an pro- 
nominal formations,11 but, in Gothic, terminate with h (rash. 
(haul); 	while our ouch bears the 	some relation to the 
Gothic auk that snick, dialh'sielt, do to nub, (huh, sik. 	The 
k, therefore, of auk may perhaps, in its origin, coincide with 
that of the so-called pronominal accusative, and, like the 
latter, belong to the appended pronoun nsi eras (§§. 174, 1/5.) 
which, in Zend, becomes Imo, but in Prakrit and Pali is 
transposed to mho. 	But if the pronoun ana were used in 

• The meanings "bat" sad "also; which I have, in accordance with 
Fulda, given elsewhere (Demenstrativo Bum, p.14), rod on no authority, 
ns Miss gives auk only when answering to the Greek sdp  (Grimm M. 
272). 

t Compare Samerit 44,"to collect,. whence sannirm, "crowd." 
f. tleidelb. Juhrb. NM, p.473. 
T §.370 and Demonstrative Bases, F. 10. 
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Pali, its ablative would be avaishil and locative avanthi (comp. 
9. 369. Table). 	In the Gothic auk the sounds which surround 
the h is these forms are lost, and the final vowel of the base 
is suppressed, as in the Greek <intik. 	With regard to the 
guttural, however, ask bears the same relation to asamhd, 
avaishi, that ik, " I" does to v0 ann. 	If, of the forms of 
negation mentioned at p. 533, the last were the original 
one, we might suppose the xi to be related to the Pali 
pronominal locatives in fs-c 'ski, as x usually represents 
the Sanscrit and Pali T h (I. 23.). 

391. As regards the etymology of the base aye, the 
first member of it is easily perceived to be the demon-
strative a, and the latter portion appears to be analogous to 
&a, "as," from the base i, as also to Ova "also," "merely," 
&c., and :with the accusative termination @vane " so,' from 
the base 4 (I. 266.). 	..d-pa and &ea, therefore, would be 
as closely connected as a-na and &no; and as from the 
latter has arisen the Gothic term for the numeral, "one," 
(theme able, 9.399.), so from Pots would come the Zend 
numeral for " one," ages, with a prefixed, according to I: 38. 
In Gothic corresponds aiv (theme aka), which, however, as 
" all timei.e. eternity, answers to the cognate form 
in Zend as logical antithesis, or as " another " to "this." 
It may be observed, that it is highly probable that oar all, 
Gothic ells, "tennis" (theme alla), has been formed by assimi-
lation from the base alga, "alias," and has therefore expe-
rienced the same fate as the Greek &Niter, Old High 
German ail., " else," and the Latin ills, o& 	In Sanscrit, 
from the energetic subjective demonstrative base sa, " he," 
"this," " that," (9.345.), arises the general term "all," via, 
Sek sar-va, " every," plural iii( serve," all," and the adverbs 
of time 'set sada, and am sand. " ever ": 	from the latter 
comes the adjective MAWR sandlana, "perpetual." 	The 
final member of serve is identical with that of our WV sea, 
VI fed, and g.o it -a; and, with respect to the r, analogous 
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forms to carve occur in glar-hi," then," and kar-hi,"when?"" 
the h of which I consider as an abbreviation of dh, and 
the whole dhi as a cognate suffix to the Greek B. (compare 
I.23.). 	Th. ?tarhi, exclusive of the prefixed pronoun 8, 
"green with Me, and kar-hi with with, from oat. 	In the 
Gothic, the-r, " there," in our day in immerdar, 	(always) 
darbringen, "to offer," dare/ellen, " to represent," fice., and 
hvo-r, " where ?" (compare tearoon, " wherefore," tror-aux 
" whence," &e.) the syllable hi or dhi of the Indian pro- 
totype is wanting. 	We may notice, also, the compound 
hear-yis, " which ?" the last member of which belongs to 
the Sanserit relative base a pa. 	In Lithuanian we have 
in kilfur (kit.tur), " somewhere else," a form analogous to 
the Gothic locative adverbs in r. 	With the Sanserit seer, 
"every," may be compared the Old High German Ai, 
"omnino," our seh, " much." 	Gut to return to the Gothic 
base aim, we see clearly enough the pronominal origin of , 
this word in expressions ike ni aim. "nunquam," ni afro deruk . 
"on no day whatever; and still more in our ye Old nigh 
German do, to, which latter has been formed from aits by s 
suppressing the a, and changing the ro into a vowel ; and by 
this alteration it has become estranged from free, "eter- 
nity." 	A word, however, signifying merely eternity or 
time, would scarcely have entered into combinations like 
do-man, " aliquis," our "jemand," in which do may be re-
garded as equivalent to the Zend ra4uro "  ono;" so, also, in 
go-toint, 	"aliquid," 	literally 	 " one 	thing," or "any one 
thing": iongr means "anywhere," and, with respect to its 
r, agrees with the ahovementioned locative adverbs (char, 
hear), and, in regard to its entire final syllable, with pro-
nouns compounded with nn. , no (fi. 370.); and this affords a ' ' 
striking proof that the preceding io cannot, from its origin. . 

a The Indian grammarians assume, without cause or reason, a suffix 
chi for both Chem expression., and distribute them thus, me-chi, ho-rht. 	. 
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be a term for denoting time: 	Perhaps, however, the Old 
High German is is not in all places the corruption 'of the 
Gothic cur, fora short way. of arriving at it is through 
the old 	relative 	base m ye. 	It 	is 	certain 	that 	the 
Lithuanian yh belongs to it, which, in its use before com- 

in sentences like 	boyothaii 	uykottlisnis. paratives 	 ya 	 yit 
"the richer the more niggardly," corresponds exactly to the 
use of the German language, only that the same expression 
is always retained in the corresponding sentence, which 
may he done in German also, as, in Sanscrit, the idea of 
one* is expressed by attraction, after relative. by go, and 
after 	interrogatives by ha (see §. 308.). 	The Lithuanian 
ph, however, is clearly the instrumental of the base ye, 
which elsewhere signifies "he," but, in this kind of ex- 
pression, retains the old relative meaning. 	In Lithuanian, 
yo may be used for yA; and if this is not merely an ab-
breviation of yii (yan) it is the genitive of the pronoun 
referred to; for yis (for red, "he," forms, in the genitive, 
yo. 	Rubig renders "the sooner the better," by yo Firm- 
was yo gemus.' 	Graff (L 517.) rightly compares the Old 
High German is with this Lithuanian yo, and the former 
must therefore be distinguished from the to, which are 

s The meaning of this is, that if, in Sanscrit, n sentence be interroga-
tive, the object of the verb likewise becomes interrogative,  ea it were by 
attraction, instead of being, as in English, indefinite. 	Thus, in the passage 
referred to §. 308., SO It WC ter Ink Imrafir wfiw i:,( WM... 
parushoti earths Ann ylkitoyati hand boo, " flow, 0 Partha, can that 
spirit cause to be killed whom, can it kill whoa?" 	The same attraction 
takes place in a relative sentence. 	Thus, in the Second Book of the Hilo. 
padeis, ttkt( t•r* zra wilr avrgr rcrk smarm  r'ichaf,  Soma. Mona 
tat Maya eundorom,  "  Whatever is agreeable to whomsoever (in English it 
would be ' to any one soever), that to him will be beautiful."— Traced:- 
ter's Note. 

t As addenda to §. MIL may be noticed the uninflected comparatives, 
which accord with the superlatives in mans (§. (107.). 
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corruptions of the Gothic aiv. 	In Latin we find a form 
corresponding to this air (theme aim) in avant which has 
quite lost a pronominal signification. 	It 	may 	be left 
undecided whether the Greek shim should he referred to 
this class. 	But we must remark that the syllable m of 
WI ova, irtt Ova, and Tr ice, is, as it appears to me, of itself 
a pronoun, 	and connected with the 	enclitic 	vat, "as." 
Perhaps the v is a weakened form of m (I. 63.). and toss 
therefore connected with the demonstrative ima. 	Observe 
that -.the derivative suffixes vat and mat, in the strong 
cases mint, want, are completely identical in meaning, as 
are also min and vim 

382. We come now to the relative, the base of which 
is, in Sanscrit and Zend, ya, feminine p; l; and the off-
shoots of which, in the European cognate languages, have 
been already frequently mentioned. 	With respect to the 
Greek tft, rj, 3, answering to the Sanscrit yas, yd, yat, we 
may notice how frequently the Indian sl y is represented 
by the Greek spiritus riper. 	And ffs- has the same rela- 
tion to yas that tipas bas to the Vida Tit yushme, " ye,-
tiopirn to pe yudhoza "  etrife." ;neap to tryu yakril and 
jecur, &Cis to IR yaj," to honour," "adore," rlitepot to IR 
yam, " to restrain." 	The circumstance, that the relative 
is dialectically 	replaced by the article, is as little proof 
of the connection of the two, as our German trek!" 
" which," being replaced by the demonstrative der," the," is 
that it is cognate to it in form. 	Since, as early as Homer. 
the use of the true relative is very common, and the 
relative expressions ffirot, otos, iSlanc, 77i8n, answer to the 
demonstrative derivatives mkror, robe, TIAIKOc r  Tinto, we 
may find in this alone sufficient evidence, exclusive of 
proofs drawn from the Sanscrit and other cognate lan- 
guages, 	of the original existence of a 	distinct relative 
base in Greek. 

383. In Zend the relative occurs also with a demonstra- 
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tive meaning . 	thus we frequently find the accusative 	1 
IJ.C. yim in the sense of hone. 	This guides us to the 
Lithuanian yin,  "  he " (euphonic for yue. §. 135.),*  accu- 
sative yin. 	The dative yam corresponds with the Sanscrit 	1 
yasneli, Zend yahmdi ; 	as does the locative yams (5.176.) 	; 
with yannim yahmi. 	In Selavonic, ye is the most perfect 	1 
form that has been retained in the masculine and neuter 
singular of this pronominal base (see p. 353): in the neuter 	., 
plural ya agrees most exactly with the Zend and VCda yd , 
(5.255. a.), just as, in the nominative singular femitthre, yd 
(ya-she, "which")eorresponds to the Sanscrit-Zend yd. 	The 
masculine form i is derived, as has been already remarked, 	11 
by suppressing the vowel of the base, and vocalising the y, 
and thus resembles tolerably closely the Gothic relative 
particle ei (-_ a 	In. Gothic, however, there exist deriva- 
tives from the base under discussion, which are even yet 	f; 
more similar. 	For instance, the conjunction ya-bai, "if," 
springs from it as the cognate form of the Sanscrit wfq ya-di, 	i 
which signifies the same. 	The suffixes alone differ. 	The 
Gothic bat is a eorruption of ha, and appears in this form 	i 
in the compound thauh-yaba. 	There is an analogous form 
to yabai, yalia, yin. ilia, ibai." which 	is used particularly 	1.  
as an interrogative particle, and proceeds from the prono- 
minal base i. 	Combined, also, with the negative particle 
ni, 	ilia means " if ;" thus niba (for ni ilia, as Hitt, "he is 
not," for ni is/), "if not," where we must remark that the 	" 
Sanscrit qs  it connected 	with ilia, as regards ire base, 
likewise means " if "; and, 	indeed, in like manner only 

c In Rend the i of yint is not produced by the euphonic influence of the 
y, for we 8180 find din, for ent (§. 343.), and denehen for drughen, from 
drugh,"  a demon." 	 . 

t Compare Demonstrative Bases, p.16, and Graff (1.76), who assents 
to ray opinion, but designates the pronominal bases as adverbs of place, or 
locative particles. 

N N 4 
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in combination with particles preceding it; so that aft 
(no+ it), " if not," is, as it were, the prototype of the Gothic 
al-iba (see 0. MO.). 	It can hardly be that the suffix, also, 
does not contain somewhat of Sanscrit. 	I conjecture a 
connection 	between 	the 	syllables va 	in 	km, ' as," Se-a, 
"also,' &c., 	and 	that 	of 	o.vant, " so," or what almost 
amounts to the same thing with the enclitic IR vat, "as." 
And thus the derivation of the Gothic adverbs in ba may 
be shewn.* 	It cannot appear surprising that the v is 
hardened to 6, for in Bengfili every Sanscrit v is pro- 
nounced as 6, and in New German, 	also, 	we have b 
for 	v 	in the older dialects. 	In Lithuanian the 	v of 
the Sanscrit iva, "as," is altered to p, as we have before 
seen pa formed from szt gun (0. 359.). 	No more satisfactory 
derivation, therefore, can, in my opinion, be given for pro-
nominal adverbs terminating in ipo or ip, than from. the 
rt iva above mentioned, particularly as the latter is con- 
stantly 	subjoined, 	as 7f1.  Ka tad 	 fat, "as 	this." 	So, in 
Lithuanian, taipo or taip," so," i.e. "as this," from the base 
ta + ipo ; 	kaipo 	or 	kaip, "how"? 	killaipa 	kiltair, and 
antraipo, anfraip, " else." 	Another view of these impres- 
sions might be taken, according to which i would be 
allotted to the principal pronoun, which would he regarded 
as neuter (0, 157); thus tai-po, kai-po, Stc. 	In this case 
the vowel of the Sanscrit ?fit iva would be lost in Lithu-
anian; but I prefer  the former opinion, and believe that 
the Gothic hostiva, " how "? 	taken as hva-iva, must I, 

a Not abs, for the a belongs to the adjective base; hence those in u 
have, not tnabo but ti-a,, hut these in ye, for the most part, lay aside 
their final vowel, and form i-In for ye-lie. 	Examples: frede-na, "intuit. 
gent," from FRODA (mum/coins); Intrda-ba," hard," from HARDU t 
andeughtia, " evident," perhaps from the substantive base A NDAUGYA 
(nominative andoupi)," visage." 	The full form is wen in gabourytubs, 
6' willing." 
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referred to this class ; for it cannot appear remarkable that 
the termination no, in Gothic, should not have been every-
where hardened to ba, but that a trace of the original 
form should be still left. 	But if the nu, "so," answering 
to hvaina, does not, as has been before conjectured, belong 
to the Sanscrit reflective base wf ma (I. 341.),  I  should then 
regard it as analogous to livaina, and divide it thus, sh-ra, 
so that it would contain the demonstrative base as, men-
tioned in §. 546., from which, in Sanscrit, comes, among 
other words, arm sa-driia, "similar," literally "appearing 
like this." 	But to 	return to the Sanscrit yadi," if," its 
di is probably a weakened form of the suffix, which we 
have seen above in kfa hi, "  thus," and elsewhere, also, in 
ark di, "over,' and altered to fa dhi in arra adlii, " to," 
"towards." 	The Prakrit wk jai (§. 19.) has quite dropped the 
T sound, just as the Lithuanian yey: through both languages 
the Greek ci is, as it were, prepared; as to the connection of 
which with our relative base I have no longer any doubt, 
as all is regular as far as the suppression of the semi-
vowel in the initial sound ; and by a similar suppression 
we have not been prevented from recognising the Veda 
Tilt yushme." ye" in the /Folic ;wan. 

384. The Gothic particle you, which in the signification 
" whether" coincides with the &merit ulk yadi, which to- 
gether with " if" means also " whether," supports the 
derivation of ba from va, given above; for you is, for the 
most part, in the same relation to yd.. that, in Lithuanian, 
taip hears to the more full taipo. 	The form you, however, 
probably owes its origin to a time when, in more perfect 
accordance With the Sanscrit, yaba for yava was still used, 
whence, after suppressing the a, yava must be formed, as 
e.y. the base thine, 	"servant," in the nominative thins, 
accusative Wu. 	But if you arose at a time when yaha 
was already in use for yava, we should have to notice the 
relation of the Latin 	au  (aofugio, coffee') to ob. 	The 
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Lithuanian has likewise a particle yea, which is connected, 
in its base at least, with the Gothic : it signifies " already," 
i.e. " at this" (time), and 	therefore reminds 	us of join, 
which. in Latin, is the only remnant of the pronominal base 
under discussion, 	Perhaps the u in the Lithuanian form 
is the dissolution of a nasal, by which you. and you would 
be brought still closer, and the latter would be related to 
the former, as balms, "I was," to the Sanserit walk 
abhateds (compare 4.2.55. g.). 	With the Latin jam and 
Lithuanian you must be classed, also. the Gothic yu," now." 
" already," which, in 	respect to 	its 	tt, is an analogous 
form to the on, "now," mentioned above (I. 370.). and, with 
than, forms the combination yothan," already." 	This fur- 
nishes a new proof that ye is probably but an abbreviation 
of the Sanscrit la dra " day ;" 	for if this were the ease, 
it would follow that the demonstrative. and Mandl or Mays 
would be used, as in Latin bathe. and Old High German 
Mats, in Sanserit a-dya, in Greek adaispos. 	The Old High 
German ie in ie zuo, whence our jet., jetzt, is probably a 
weakened form of the Gothic ye, and literally signifies 
"to this," with a preposition subjoined. 	It first occurs in 
an inscription of the twelfth century (Graff I. 516.), (Or 
which reason it cannot be matter of surprise that the u is 
corrupted to , 

385. There remain to be noticed, in order to complete 
the list of the remnants of the Sanscrit relative base, the 
affirmative particle ya, yai, (compare I. 371,) and the copu- 
lative yah, " and,' "also." 	The form ya may be taken as 
neuter, analogous to the interrogative boa, "what," and. 
like the latter, it is indeclinable. 	The more usual form 
yai may have sprung from ya, through the inclination. 
which the a manifests, even in Sanscrit, to form a diph- 
thong with the addition of an i (h. 158.). 	Hence there 
arises an apparent affinity of declension with the sole pro- 
nominal neuter in Lithuanian, vie. tat 	The copulative 
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particle yah is identical in its final h with the Latin hue 
and &merit zi cha, which is likewise subjoined, and which 
owes its origin to the interrogative base ka, on which 
we will bestow a closer examination in the following 
paragraphs. 

380. The interrogative bases in Satimerit are three, ac- 
cording to the three primary vowels, viz, Ica, ka, Id. 	The 
two latter may be looked upon as weakened forms of the 
first and principal one, for which reason I shall take them 
in the order of the diminution of the weight of the a.*  
From la ka springs the whole declension of the masculine, 
as also that of the neuter, with the exception of the singular 
nominative and accusative fart kiln. 	The neuter art kat, 
which is obsolete as far as regards its isolated use, and on 
which the Latin form peed is founded, is easily recognised 
in the interrogative particle wf,tt-  kach-chit, euphonic for 

'kat-chit: 	it also appears as the prefix in expressions like 
agor 	kad-ndhvan.t 	"a 	bad 	street," 	literally "what a 
street!" 	Other interrogative expressions are similarly 
prefixed, in order to represent a person or thing as bad or 
contemptible, as I have already previously noticed.4 	But 
since then my conjecture regarding the cognate form in 
Sanserit has been still more confirmed by the Zend, where 
rem, kat is actually the common neuter of the interrogative. 
From the masculine and neuter base lee springs, in Sanscrit 
and Zcnd, the feminine base led, which, according to 4. 137., 
appears in 	the nominative 	singular 	without 	inflexion. 

. Vocalismus, p.227, Rem. to. 
1 Karl for kat, according to §.113s. 
t Gitting Auseig.1021, p.322. Wilson, on the other hand, follows the 

native grammarians in derivilig both the interrogative particle latehrAit and 
lead-ortheam and similar compounds from kat for kart," " bad'; and it ap-
pears that the connection of the prefixes kat and /en with the interrogative 
has quite escaped the Indian irammarians. 
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None of the European cognate languages agrees better 
with the twin Asiatic sisters than the Lithuanian, in which 
the masculine nominative kas is completely identical with 
the Sanscrit an bus, over which, too, it maintains this 
superiority in the retention of the original form, Etat its s 
remains unalterable, and is not liable to suppression, while 
the Sanscrit Ias is changed into kali, ka, end ko, according 
to the quantity of the initial sound following, or before a 
pause, and retains the original sibilant, according to a 
universal law 	of sound, only before it I and xr, th, and 
changes it before s‘ eh sk Alt, or fl,  /, 	th, into the sibilant 
of the corresponding organ. 	In the corresponding Zend 
form there is this remarkable peculiarity, that, if followed 
by the singular of the pronoun of the second person, the 
latter combines with the preceding interrogative, and forms 
one word—a combination which is of course only phonetic,. 
and has no influence on the sense. 	Though I have no 
doubt this combination has been occasioned simply by the 
tendency in several languages to unite s and t, or th, still 
in the case before us a conjunctive vowel has been, in the 
course of time, introduced in Zend; and indeed, according 
to the oldest MSS., an I,*  in the sense of 4. 30. 	As, however, 
in the edited codex of the V. S., in two out of four passages 
in which cr04Ess.s, IcaIethimim„ "who thee'.  should be 
read, we find instead kaki thzraim ; and in one passage, 
indeed, these words occur combined, but still with a long I, 
kakEhlearim; and, in the fourth case, there is an erroneous 
reading. kaiithwatim ; I was therefore formerly of opinion 
Gramm. Crit. p. 327), that we might consider the t or i, 
combined with had, as analogous to the Greek demon-
strative i; a conjecture which must be withdrawn, owing to 
the various readings since published by Burnout, and the 
inference (I. e. p. loS) thence deduced. 	With the dative 

t Burnout's Verna, Note. R. p.199. 
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auto 14, and with nil tul, "man," 43.U3 kid forms, without 
an auxiliary vowel, the combination 	toia.u, kat& os/axa, 
hand (Burnout 1. c. p. 409.). 

387. According to I. 116., from the Sanserit.Zend-Li-
thuanian interrogative base HA must come the Greek 
KO, which, retained in Ionic, has elsewhere become 110, from 
the easy interchange of gutturals and labial. 	The declension, 
however, of this KO or 110 is disused in favour of that of 
Tit, and the only remains of it are adverbs and derivatives, 
as mire, =ire, out,  strrepos, sairepor (see writ( liataras," whe-
ther of the two 7"), wicroc, =Door, adios, was, which are clear 
enough proofs of the original existence of a ads, cal, sli. 
These form the foundation of those eases of the Latin 
interrogative and relative, which belong to the second 
declension, viz. quad (=tom) ka1), qua and, in the plural, 
qui, quorum, pos. 	The plural of the neuter qua differs 
from the common declension, according to which it should 
he qua. 	The form quiz, however, may have remained 
from the dual, which is otherwise lost in Latin, and may 
have assumed a generally plural signification; for qua 
agrees, as has been already remarked (b. 234.), exactly 
with the Sanscrit dual i 04. 	The Latin feminine is 
founded, in the cases peculiar to it, on the Indo-Zend 
feminine base RI: compare, for instance, gnaw with 	ff( 
kdm, rain= with wank kilsdni, deals with A7 kils. 	The 
singular nominative qua, however, is remarkable, stand-
ing isolated in Latin grammar as the neuter plural no-
minative just mentioned; for the demonstrative hie (of 
which hereafter), is, in its origin, identical with the pronoun 
under 	discussion, 	the 	feminine 	nominative 	of which 
should be 100, which it actually is in the compound ali- 
qua, &e. 	Whence. then, the forms quo and hie-el 	TO 
they are not corruptions of qua, for which no reason can 
be assigned, or weakened forms of the originally long qua 
(§. 137), by the last element d (=d+ ii) becoming i, there 
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is no course left but to regard the vs of goes, het, as a 
remnant of the feminine clmraeter fi f, mentioned in 1.110 
As, however, in Sanserit and Zend, the masculine and 
neuter a of the primitive is dropped before this feminine 
f, and from 61 ka might be formed, in the feminine base, ki 
(compare 5.172.), but not IA I now prefer, contrary to my 
former opinion,' the explanation pointed out above—that 
the long A which should be found in the uninflected no-
minative of bases in 0., has for once been weakened, as is 
usual in the vocative of the corresponding Sanscrit class 
of words, in which IS sot!. (= auto:) "daughter,' bears 
the same relation to mild that gum does to lit 14 ; and, 
secondly, with the complete abbreviation of the 4. which, in 
Smserit, is the ease only in a small number of vocatives, 
e.g. sms ammo, " mother,' from amend. 

dEIS. In Gothic, according to a universal law of permuta-
tion, the old tennis of the interrogative base has passed iota 
h; and as gutturals freely combine with r, with this h a o 
has been joined us euphonic; hence HIA from v ka, and, in 
the feminine, HVO (according to 5.69.) from WT Id. 	The c 
has remained alone in our leer," who ?" 	We have before 
drawn attention to the masculine nominative hva-s, with re-
spect to its grammatical importance (5. 135.), and have re-
marked that the feminine nominative had, as also ad, "this," has 
not admitted, owing to its being monosyllabic, the shortening 
of the 0 to a, which takes place elsewhere in this case (5. 137.). 
In the neuter kw the inflection to is wanting, in which re-
spect the Old High German hoar (Old Saxon hoot) is more 
perfect. 	In Old Saxon, according to 5. 255. a., a masculine 
and neuter base ko and a feminine ha might be looked for; 
but the simple declension of the interrogative does not occur, 
but only that compounded with the definitive, originally 

a Influence of the Pronouns in the Formation of Words, P. it. 
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relative pronoun (§. 282.): hence, nom. ky-I (ko-i, §.655. d.), 
ka-ye, ko-e, genitive masculine and neuter ko-ego, feminine 
ko-eyn, &a 	The same principle is followed in Old High 
German, only the cases do not occur in which the combina-
tion of the interrogative base and old relative base would be 
most perceptible, with the exception of the instrumental 
/min (= hwiti), our ale, the simple form of which would be 
huu (him). 	It is a question whether /ruin be really an in- 
strumental, and not from the Gothic !maims " as" (p. 540). 
The feminine, if it were used, would be, in the singular nomi- 
native, huhu and, in the plural, halo (Grimm, 796). 	The mas- 
culine singular forms hoer, hags, h..% huun (or huOnan); and 
the case is the same here with regard to the more concealed 
appended pronoun, as above with dOr, des, demo, den (§. 356.). 
The Old Saxon, on the other hand, has, in the masculine nomi-
native singular huie, clearly the old relative base, just as in the 
demonstrative (hie, which latter forms the truest countertype 
of the Sanscrit base it tyrs (§. 353.). 	The Middle Nether- 
landish chews, in the whole masculine singular of the inter-
rogative, the appended relative 4 yo, the semivowel being 
corrupted to i and then to e; but the guttural of the inter-
rogative bone has disappeared, and only the euphonic dim Sc 
has remained; thus, w-ie, +e-ies, w-ien, to-ien. 	With respect 
to the latter portion of the word compare the Sanscrit yes, 
yasya, yasmIli, yam; the Lithuanian yis, go, yam, yid; and the 
Gothic yis, yis, yammer, yr., contained in hoar-yis (p. 536). 
The Old High German yendr is also to be viewed in the 
same light, the base of the old relative being added, that is to 
say, to the Gothic base yaina; and what has been said above 
(p. 504) of &dr applies to the long 2. 	Perhaps, too, the 0 of 
the locative adverb long, "anywhere" (p. 536), which has 
been before mentioned, is to be viewed in the same light, as 
from ions-ir. 	The feminine of yOrdr is rim, with i suppressed 
(compare §. 288. Rem. 5.); on the other hand, in the Middle 
High German jeniu and, according to Notker, eniu, and in 
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the masculine, en@r. 	If these forms, in which the initial y is 
wanting, are not abbreviated from yent,e, yeniu, but genuine, 
then they would belong to the Sanserit ens, "this," and 
Lithuanian ono-r, Solavonio on, 	that" (comp. Graff, 1.398). 

389. We turn to the second interrogative base men-
tioned in 8.356., viz. It ku, from which spring only the ad- 
verbs r  Int-Ira," where?" 	and rat km-los, " whither?" 
perhaps, also, a kre, " where ?" if it is to be distributed 
into ho-u, not into It'-va ; further in the Zend oast, , Who, 
" how ?" which would lead us to expect a Sanscrit iv 
had, for which, however, 101.44a/ham is used; for si 
/on is prefixed in 	a 	deteriorating, 	derisive sense, as in 
19 kutamt, " having an ugly body," properly " having a 
what sort of body ?" a title of Kuvera. 	In Zend this ku 
occurs as a prefix to verbs, where it gives additional emphasis 
to the negative expressed by rf..4, oft), and signifies "any 
one." 	Thus we read in the beginning of the Vendidad, 
Gvaaed...11, cum ,, eco 4/ .s .1eAKI,t.. 	G,KOJAWO V291) T-41 
noi t bide( sdilent 	ydirlhi zi nit( seem daidhymint, &e.,' no 
one could have created them if I had not created them." 
Under this elms might be brought the Latin genitive cu-jut 
and the dative cai, which in a measure belong to the fourth 
declension, as the obsolete forms quojus, gaol, from the base 
QVO = KO, 1 it kat do to the second. 	It is not requisite, 
therefore, to consider the classical forms cujus and cui as 
corruptions of que-jus, quo-i , for us the base en,  as is apparent 
from the Sanserit and Zend, is in its origin equally old with 
QVO, from it may have proceeded cujus, cui, cujos, or KGs, 

& This appears to me an  abbreviation of eaawitim, and presupposes & 
Sanscrit fah-dvat together with etivat (from Ole, $.944.). 	The initial 0 
has been dropped, but has left its influence on the sibilant following: 
hence &Reim for shaitim (§g. 61. 60.), not haiihn. 	Remark the Zend 
.1.141 ehjuonentioned before,  as  compared with the Sanserit oadu, unless 
the conjecture mentioned §. M. is well grounded. 
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which may have existed together with quojus, quoi, quojos, as 
quid, from the base QV I, together with quod from QUO. 
Considering, however, that, in Sanscrit, the whole interroga-
tive declension, with the exception only of kiss, comes from 
the base ka—on which the Latin QUO is founded justas in 
Lithuanian it all comes from KA, and in Gothic from HI' A; 
and that the rarely-occurring base On has, in the European 
cognate languages in particular, left us traces which can be 
relied upon ;—under these considerations I now prefer, con-
trary to my former opinion,• deriving cujux, cui, from quojus, 
quid; so that, after rejecting the o, the semi-vowel preceding 
has been changed into a vowel, as, in Sanscrit, u frequently 
appears as the abbreviation of the syllable va, as skin spoken 
for yobbo, and even in the Latin nitro (coneutio) from quail°. 
Qs, however, =km if the u in this place be pronounced like 
the English or German w—and the Latin like the Gothic 
(§. 86. I.), loves the euphonic addition of a o after gutturals; 
hence the forms QUO and H/A, in the interrogative, corre-
spond in their difference from the Sanscrit, Zend, and Lithu-
nian KA, and thus qVa, and the Gothic akva, "river," show an 
agreement when contrasted with the Sanscrit wttap, "water," 
with the common interchange between gutturals and labials. 
We must observe, also, the relation of angVis to the Sanscrit 
weer obi- a," snake," and Greek krt. 	If, then, as I doubt not, 
cujus, cujes, cad, spring from quo jus, quojos, quoi,  as cum, 
" since," from punt, cur from guars, then we must also derive 
titer, di, ut, ubi, and node, from lost forms like quotes, &e., and 
the latter would correspond tolerably well with the Gothic 
houthor (1.292.). 	It is certain that uter, and the other inter- 
rogative and relative expressions commencing with th have 
lost a preceding guttural, as scan hos, compared with Wantlfti 
kibuoythul, "I love," and noaco, tumor, from gnoseo, gnome. 
The more perfect cubi, cunde, is still preserved in the cam- 

} Miasma of Pronouns in the Formation of:Words, p. a. 
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pounds ali.euki, ali-eunde ;. as the root of the verb substan-
tive is retained more truly in the compound participles ab-sans 
and pres-sens, than in the simple ens, answering to the Sanscrit 
sat, nominative can, accusative curium. 	Under this head are 
to be classed, also, unguent, usquani, vispison, usque i the in 
terrogative meaning, however, is removed by their lost ele- 
ment, just as in quisquam, quispiani, and quisque. 	In abbre- 
viating cu (from QVO) to u all these forms agree, in some 
measure, with our German wee, “ who ?" in which only the 
element which has been added for the sake of euphony. 
according to 0.06. I., has remained of the consonants which 
belonged originally to the base. 	It might, indeed, be as- 
serted, that the ii of uter, and other interrogative expressions 
beginning with u, has nothing in common with the euphonic 
v of the base QVO, but that it is the original a of In ka weak-
ened, and that thus sier is a corruption of swot keitnras, by 
simply dropping the k and changing the a to u. 	To this it 
may be objected that it in Latin does, indeed, often enough 
correspond to an Indian a. but still principally only before 
liquids and before a final s : thew a of stoat katara-s, how-
ever, it might be expected. would, under the most favourable 
circumstances, remain unchanged, or. more probably, he 
altered to 5, as in stivepor. or toe or 5. 

390. The third interrogative base fn ki is more fertile 
of derivatives than is du, both in Sunscrit and in the cog- 
nate languages. 	From it comes the word kiln, " what ?" 
(as nominative and accusative) which has been frequently 
mentioned, which is so far isolated in Grammar, as other-
wise substantive and adjective neuters in a alone make a 
the sign of the nominative and accusative singular (0. 152.), 

v I do not think that these words can be distributed thus, aliauSi, die-
unde, and that we can assume a compound of ALIQUI with ubi, unde ; 
but as alt., m the abbreviation of ALIO, is the first member of the com-
pound ali-quie, so it is also that of ali-cubi and ali-ounde. 
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and bases in  i use the simple theme. 	We should have 
looked, therefore, for ki, or, according to the pronominal 
declension, fwd kit, before sonant letters few, kid. 	Of the 
prior existence of this form there can be scarce any doubt, 
after what has been before said of the neuter did it and 
ford, chit i it is, however, confirmed by the Latin quid and 
the Lithuanian killur elsewhere, which I regard 	as a 
compound, and distribute thus kit-tur, with regard to which 
the aril-tae before cited (§. 357.), may be again brought to 
'notice, which, with reference to its lost portion, is identical 
with that of kit-tur, of which mention has been before 

. 	made as locative adverb. 	That, in Sanscrit also, there 
existed a masculine nominative find kis, as prototype to 
the Latin pais, perhaps with a more full declension, is 
proved by the compounds arfind mokis and wrewd nakis, 
which wenn perhaps, only in the Vedas, and the former 

0 
 of which probably signifies the same as the corresponding 
tiaras (from ntlynis, §. 371.), and Zend Deltaic,*  while the 
latter agrees in meaning with the Zend AUVOJJ, nagehis, 
" not any one," " no one." Grammarians, however; include 
both expressions among the indeclinables, and write them 
newt mdkir, Wad nokir, which Colebrooke renders, together 
with infaat nullibm and al* nakint, by " no," " except,st 
without signifying that they are masculine nominatives, 

14  which might be very easily understood without the aid of 
the Zend. 

391. Other derivatives from the interrogative base ii5 

s Gramm. Crit. p.328. 
t Sanscrit Grammar, p. 121. 	On account of the mutual transitions of 

final e and r, and the uniformity of the phonetic laws to which they are 
subject after vowels other than a, 0, it might remain undecided in the ex- 
pressions given above, whether a or r is the orighml final letter. 	As, 
however, with reference to mains and noki m, they are shown to be nine. 
online nominatives, it is matter of aatoniehment that cid,' ir and sokir 
could over be taken for the original foram. 
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ki are lifitrisha, " similar to whom ?" and analogous forms, 
of which more hereafter, and fitark kiyal. " how much?" 
in the strong cases (5. 129.) fastsis kiyant, hence nominative 
masculine kiydn, accusative kiyantast 	As k easily passes 
into 4, and, in Germanic, the old tonnes are almost always 
changed into aspirates, and e. y. k to h; and as 	hold and 
hridaya, " heart." correspond to the Latin ear and Greek 
sip and sapaia ; 	so, perhaps, also hi, "for," may he re- 
garded as the weakened form of Ps ki, with the transition 
of the interrogative signification into the demonstrative, 
which is easily intelligible, and which occurs also in the 
Greek. yap, which, with regard to its formation, appears 
analogous to the Gothic hoar, thar, and Sans. kar-hi. 	As to 
the change of the tennis to the medial, it cannot be more a 
matter of difficulty than in Si and Sellat (4§.350. 3764. 	We 
may here mention, as derivatives from the interrogative, the 	- 
particles as (Doric sa), oar, ye (Doric 7a). 	The Sanacrit hi, 
however, occurs in stra hyra, " yesterday," which I think 
may be distributed into hi + as, and considered as "that 
day ;" 	far words which signify " yesterday," " to-day," 
"to-morrow," as far as the elements concealed in them :. 
and which are often so altered as to be quite undistin- 
guishable, admit of any derivation at all, can be traced 
only to pronouns and terms denoting " day." 	The es 
therefore, of hy-as may be a weak remnant of divas, "day," 
as in our er of heuer—Middle High German him, from 
hiti-jetrat—is concealed the word fah, " year," which is in 
Zend EZu,C, ydie, a remnant of which is to be found, also,  *: 

in the Latin hernia, with nu, no, derivative. 	In the Greek 	l 
x0St, the 0 appears to have arisen by a kind of semi-assimila- 
tion 

	

	
... 

from the older semi-vowel (compare 5. 300.), by which 
its etymology is still more obscured. 	In the Latin heri, 
from hesi (compare hes-ternus, Sanscrit hyas-Lana-s), a de- 
monstrative element is more perceptible than in xffit., from 	. 
the partial retention of hie. 	The y of our yestern, "yes- 

igid 
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terday," Gothic Odra," is a consequence of the regular 
transition of old aspirates into medials, but otherwise the 
gis, to which the Ire is affixed as mark of derivation, 
resembles the Sanscrit wit hyas tolerably well. 

392. From gestern we proceed to merger; but we must 
first settle the derivation of a word, which, in Sanscrit, sig-
nifies "all," "every,' and in which I recognise an affinity 
to tay( duos, " morrow"; I mean fin/IA.4n, which, in Zend, 
according to §. 50., becomes .09.0,4 veep°, and in Lithu-
anian is changed by assimilation into mime, whence 
missur, " everywhere," analogous to the abovementioned 
kittur, " elsewhere," 	The first portion of the Sanscrit 
NV video, I believe to be the preposition vi, which ex-
presses "separation," " dissipation," " diffusion," and, with 
the aid of a pronoun, may be well adapted to express the 
idea "all." 	There remains sy inch as a pronoun, in which 
it may be observed, that y( i is of guttural origin, and 
represented, in the classical languages, by k, c (4.21.); so 
that sy ina appears to be related to the interrogative base, 
with a euphonic v. as in the Gothic EWA and Latin 
QV°. 	Observe farther. that, in Lithuanian, ka-s, com- 
bined with the appended particle gi, which is probably a 
softened ki, signifies both "who then ?" 	and "every." 
And without ni, kaadign% means "all days," and ditn- 
iaskay, 	with 	the 	interrogative appended, 	signifies 	the 
same. 	But to return to the Sanscrit Om vi 	a, "all," I 
consider 	its latter 	portion 	as derived 	from ww Ana, 
"morrow," with which the Latin eras is connected (4.20.). 
We should, however, probably distribute thus divas, so 
that the pronominal base is represented only by its conso- 
nant, as in the Sclavonie k-to, "guisP" (4. 297.). 	The syl- 
lable Int W. however, we refer to foixt divas, an appella- 

. Gistra.deiyis ocean, Matt. vi. SO. in the sense of "morrow." 
00 
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tion of "day," which would therefore be less altered by 
one letter than in IR by-as, " yesterday," and agrees with 
the Latin on in nes-per (9. 375.). 

393. We return to the interrogative base fa ki, which 
has led us to its corruption Pc hi, and thence to the deri- 
vation of ursk by-as, "  yesterday," and nisi, coos,  " morrov" 	I 
In Zend I have hitherto found the base 45 ki, unchanged 
only in the neuter plural nominative, asa” ky-a (from 
ki-o) (9.233); with which may be compared the Latin 
qui-a, which Max. Schmidt (De Pron. p. 34) has rightly 
taken as the plural neuter. 	The 	Sanscrit 	and 	Zeud, 
therefore, mutually complete the declension of the inter-
rogative, so that the former admits the base hi only in 
the nominative and accusative singular; the latter in the 
plural; while in Latin the corresponding QVI enters more 
largely into the declension; so that pas and yam have 
quite dislodged the gnus and mann, which might have been 
expected from the base QPO, on as in the ease of the 
latter word, have restricted it to its use as a conjunction. 
And in the dative plural, Tabus has abolished the use of 	: 
quis, guess, which spring 	from QPO. 	In 	the ablative 	1 
singular, however, qui, from QVI, has been superseded by  il 
quo, from QPO, or its use has been much diminished by 
it; just as, in the plural, the obsolete ques is supplied by 
qui and cum 	I have elsewhere noticed, that four declen- 
sions (the first in the feminine), enter into the declension 	, 
of the Latin relative interrogative 	and 	hi-c, 	which is 
identical with it in origin.* 	The use of the fourth is, 	_ 
however, only specious, as ceo-i above has been shown to 	- 
be a contraction of quoi, which belongs to the second 	- 
declension, and, with respect to the more true retention of 

• reticence of Pronouns in the Formation of Words, pp. 3, 4. 	Max. 	, 
Schmidt (De Pron. Gr. et Lat. p.33) has discussed this subject almost 
simultaneously with myself, and viewing it in the 6600 light. 
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the case-termination, agrees with other obsolete forms, as 
popolot Romani (I. 200.). 

394. That hie is identical in origin with pis, qui, is 
shewn by its sharing 	in the peculiarities 	and 	mixed 
declension of the latter,—peculiarities which belong exclu-
sively to hi-c and qui, pis, viz. the feminine ha-c, and the 
plural neuter of the same sound. 	The reason of the non- 
existence of h6-c, together with the form given above, as 
might have been expected from the analogy of ulique. 
Sir/a, &C., is that hoot does not occur at the end of com- 
pounds; 	for it seems not to admit of any doubt that qua 
is reduced to quis on account of the increased weight of 
the compound, which has occasioned the lightening of its 
latter part. 	Though si quis, ne pis, may be written sepa- 
rately, and a word may sometimes be interposed between 
them; still, where they occur together, they really belong 
to one another, and form a compound, as, in &merit, the 
corresponding qTrig( naileis, Wfsst nakis, 	and, 	in Zend, 
-.sting cnelchis, Amass,/ nokhis. 	Contrary 	to 	the con- 
jecture expressed at I. 387., I now prefer regarding the 
neuter-plural forms qua and lue-c, not as remains of a 
dual, and thus corresponding to the Sanscrit ii *P, but as 
exhibiting in their a a weakening of the older d, which 
originally belongs to the nominative and accusative plural of 
the neuter of bases in el (from 2); but which in Zend, ac-
cording to I. 231., is retained only in monosyllabic themes, 
just as, in the nominative singular feminine, its being mono-
syllabic is the cause of the retention of the original length 
of a (4. 137.). 	This principle is observed in Gothic in 
both places; thus ad (from s4), lace, hod, qua? and, in the 
neuter plural, in which the interrogative cannot be cited, 
Md. 	This ihd, then, being the only monosyllabic form of 
its kind, and remarkable for its d (=fl), for a, as has been 
noticed by Grimm (I. 220.), coincides with the Latin qua 
and loo-c, which, both in the singular nominative feminine 

002 
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and neuter plural, are the only monosyllabic forms of 
their kind; and as, for this reason, they are qualified to 
retain the long a, that letter is not only entirely shortened, 
but changed to .e (=a +1), and afterwards, in compounds, 
reduced to short a, which is more suitable to polysyllabic 
forms: thus we have gliqua, both in the feminine and in 
the neuter plural. 

395. Hi-c resembles 	the Sanserit f-4 hi before men-
tioned in the irregular change of the old tennis to the 
aspirate. 	This change, however, is not admitted An ti-s and  7 
ti-tTa, which is likewise demonstrative, and akin to I% Id ;* ., 
and, in hit, may be promoted or occasioned by the reces- 
sion of c, in order that like initial and final sounds may  
be avoided ; as in Sanscrit, to prevent the recurrence of 
gutturals, these, in the syllable of reduplication, are wi.dt- • 
ened to palatals; hence min, choking, " he made," for An- 	i 
kdra ; and, according to the same principle, though ano. 	i.  
maims, wffijahi, "kill ye," for hahl, from the root gs  has. 	 ., 
Thus, 	in Latin, hit, lure, hoc, for the less euphonious eie, 	' 
cre n ton 	The final c is, I doubt not, an abbreviation of 
es, which is again combined with itself in hirer; but ce, an 
also pe in quip-pr (from quidgpe), is only another form of 
fun by abandoning the euphonic affix r 	As, then, pie, pc, 
foam and pima, which are all originally interrogative, when  • 
they are attached to an interrogative destroy its inter- 
rogative meaning, and give a different sense to the pronoun;  --
o also the t of hie makes a similar change in it, and i 

should therefore' accompany this pronoun through all its I 
crises, as it perhaps originally did. 	In the neuter lot the 
case-sign makes way for the e, as bode would be pro- 	- 

c Mira is analogous with al-fro, from ilk, olk, suppressing k, and el-s 
with oh-s, the a of which may bo connected with the Greek locative suffix 
St (w6-0., Sm.), to which it bears the mme relation that ad, does to sect. 
Remark, that final i la suppressed in Latin almost universally. 	. 

:. 	.... 	,.. 
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nounced with difficulty. 	The interrogative meaning is simi-
larly destroyed by the enclitic uh in Gothic, which is also 
identical in its origin with the c of hie or the gus of pis- 
Tie.° 	And hroasole (euphonic for hvasuli, 4.86. 6.) actually 
signifies "quince"; and after verbs uh means "and,' e.g. 
goggith guithiduh, "Sc dieitsgus" (Marc. xvi. 7.); jab Mean 
ina grathont.h, "et insensrunt sum &Tenn:Nue (Joh. vi. 24 
In yoh, "and," therefore (f. 385.), the copulative force may 
lie principally in the uh, which is abbreviated to h, and to 
which the preceding relative base serves only as the fulcrum; 
as, in Sanscrit, the particle tried," or " (comp. Latin Iv), which 
is generally subjoined, is attached, when prefixed, to alit 
godi," if," or wi Who, "then," which then lose their signi- 
fication, like the Latin si in sive. 	As to the abbreviation, 
however, of uh to h, this regularly occurs in monosyllabic 
words terminating in a vowel; hence heal-h, "Toyota," is 
the formal eountertype of ha-c, just as sea -h, " so," from 
si-c, and si-h ("and not," mai-rah, "nor not "), from nec. 
Nash, " yet," and than& " but," form an exception, inas-
much as they ought to be divided na-uh, tha-uh, not nan-h, 
thou-h. 	It is clear, however, that, in Gothic, in these ex- 
pressions the composition with uh has been lost tight of: 
they are obscurely transmitted from an ancient period of the 
language, and the separate elements of composition are no 
longer perceived in them. 	But regarded from the Gothic 
point of view, how is uh to be derived? 	I agree with 
Grimm in considering it as hu transposed, and connected 
with Inn, which is likewise enclitic (III. 33.), and occurs 
almost only in negative sentences ; so that ni ainshun and 
ni hvashun signify "not any one whatever." 	Hun, like 
the Latin pant, may be an accusative, but of the mascu-
line gender. as feminine in Gothic have generally lost the 

• Compare Grimm III. 23, where uh and the Latin toe (-.,,) are for 
the first time shewn to be identical. 
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accusative sign. 	➢ut if Min be the accusative masculine 
it has lost the final a, which is added in Gothic to the 
original final nasal (h. 145.); in this respect it agrees with 
the adverbial pronominal accusatives than, " then.' he, and 
true,  " when ?" " how ?" 	Perhaps, however, hun is only a 
contraction of the latter, by suppressing the a, and changing 
the v into a vowel, just like the Latin eajus, cui, from 
474., gYei (. 3155.), and like cum from grurn. 	But in 
the Gothic there was greater ground for this abbreviation, 
as hun occurs only in composition, and must not therefore 
be too broad. 	The same applies to uh as the transposition 
of hu, inasmuch as this 	is actually a contraction of the 
base $1,,I. 	The possibility, however, of a different deri- 
vation of uh and hint will be shewn subsequently (0.393.) 

396. To the Sanscrit-Zend interrogative base ki, and 
the Latin Q1,7, HI, and CI, corresponds the Gothic de-
monstrative base HI; of which, however, as of the Latin 
CI, from which it is only distinguished by the legitimate 
transposition of sounds, but few derivatives remain, viz. 
the dative hiuna, and the accusative hills, as also the ad-
verbial neuter accusative hitch which are used only with 
referente to time; Manna and hits in the  sense of "now," 
and himmadaga, "on this day," "to-day," hinadag. "this 
day." 	The adverb hi-dr@, "hither," is also a derivative 
from HI; and Mr, " here," is likewise irregularly con-
nected with it, which, with respect to its r, is analogous to 
the thar and hoar mentioned at 0.361. 	The regular and 
undoubted derivative of the base HI, viz. hir, occurs in 
the compound hir-jan, "to descend"; in which, however, 
the pronominal expression has an accusative meaning, sig- 
nifying direction to a place. 	On the Gothic accusative 
hinu is based our hits properly "to this or that (place)," 
which supplies the place of a preposition in compounds like 
hingehou, "airs" 	Instead of the Gothic dative in Noma- 
doge, the Old High German uses the instrumental his, 
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contained in 	hint% our 	heute, "to-day"—according to 
Grimm's very satisfactory derivation, an abbreviated form 
of hiutagte—and which is found also in the Middle High 
German hiure, our hewer, "this year," which presupposes 
an Old High German hiuru, and is evidently an abbrevia-
tion of Itiudrei ; for the Latin hornets cannot be considered 
as the root, but must itself be compounded of a demon-
strative and an appellation of "year," the age of which is 
shorn by the Zend (compare 3.391.). 	In Old High Ger- 
man, in combination with naht, " night," we find the form 
hinaht. Middle High German Mudd, and Hate, our heunt , for 
!mint. 	I agree with Grimm in considering 14 as an ab- 
breviation of hia, which must be supposed as the accusa-
tive feminine; so that the suppression of the a is com-
pensated by lengthening the i, which is short of itself. 
The base HZ therefore, is lengthened in the feminine in 
the same manner as, in Gothic, the base i (5.363.), the femi-
nine accusative of which, iya (euphonic for in), coincides 
with the presupposed Old High German Ida, the °brains-
tive of which was probably Ida, in analogy with sin, accu- 
sative eio (S. 354). 	This opinion is supported by the 
Anglo-Saxon and Old Frisian, which express "he" by 
this pronoun, but, in the feminine, lengthen the base hi by 
the tmorganic affix mentioned; thus, Old Frisian, hiu, "ea," 
his, "rant"; and for the former, in Anglo-Saxon, hen, and 
in the accusative hi, abbreviated from his. 	As, then, as 
appears from what has been said, the base HI refers prin-
cipally to appellations of time, it may be observed that the 
Sanscrit had already famished the example for this by its 
vs( hyas, "yesterday," from hi + as. 

397. The Latin iii-hil is also to be mentioned here, the 1 
of which springs perhaps from the frequent corruption of d 
to 1, a weakening which takes place in compounds espe-
cially, to prevent the whole word from becoming too pon- 
derous. 	In this respect we may adduce the instance of 
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the member ten (4g1( damn, Sloe), the d of which becomes r 
in Hindastani and Bengali, in the compound numerals eleven. 
twelve, &c. (p. 442), and l in Germanic and Lithuanian. 	g 
then, nihil is a corruption of nihid, it then literally means 
" not something"; and may thus be compared with the 
Zend .45-1VOIJi natchis, " none," " not any one," mentioned 
at 4.390., the neuter of which, which I am unable to cite, 
can scarce be any thing but tr.iptiexii natchit. 	From siait 
as in its change to 1 the inflexion is no longer perceived 
to be the ease-sign, might easily come the lengthened form 
nihilum, and hilum, after removing the negation, and length- 
ening the vowel. 	The Sanscrit intensitive particle fie 
kiln must also be mentioned, which has also probably 
proceeded from the pronominal base fis ki. 	And from 
this quarter must be further adduced fitresk khila-s, " et-
cuum," the negative of which, wfsrg sahib:4 signifies "all,"  l  
" whole," literally " having nothing empty "; whence, by 
assimilation, may have arisen our "all," Gothic ells, theme 
ALLA, since it has not been formed by a reverse assimi- 
lation from ALMA, "alias." 	With regard to the Latin 
amnia, the conjecture has been already elsewhere expressed, . 
that its o is a particular modification of the negative a. and 
mnis may be an abbreviation of minus; so that o-mnis would 
properly mean " having no minus," and would be based on 
the same ideal process as the Indian wrra ukhiln. 

308. The reason that the Sanscrit Walt militia, 'Kant 
nakis, 	mentioned at fi. 390., are, in 	Zend, 	corrupted to 
-..exeixic mdchis, ..e.,p,sil nadehiu may be this, that oh, as 
softer and weaker than k, is more suitable in forms en- 
cumbered by composition. 	The same explanation may be 
applied to the Sanscrit appended particle 	ode (for kit,  ; 
4. 390.), the use of which, in Zend, is more extensive, and i 
is there combined, amongst other words, with .L C3.) 
&tam 	" uter," 	whence, in 	the 	nominative 	masculine, 
tr.itsiak1VAl, kataraichq (V. S. p.49.) which, 	when 	con 
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trasted with the Latin utergue for cutergue, and the Gothic 
hualaruh, 	is 	clearly seen to be cognate in form, as in 
meaning. 	In Sanscrit, also, fir chit removes from the 
interrogative expression preceding it its interrogative force, 
and forms kaschit," any one," "one," from n, ka-s," who?" 
and similarly in the other genders; and so kaddehit, " at 
any time," kathanchit, "in any manner," kerichit, "any 
where," from hark!, " when ?" kathana, " how ?" and kaa, 
"  where?" 	And as the base chi has proceeded from hi, 
in the same manner the enclitic ue cha, which signifies 
"and," "but,' and "for," springs from the principal base 
ha, which therefore appears more corrupted in cha, than 
the Latin QVO in the enclitic que. 	The .Sanscrit ut clue 
is further combined with mu, and forms .r4 than, which 
is likewise enclitic, and occurs principally, if not solely, in 
negative sentences like the Gothic him mentioned above: 
no kaichana signifies "nidlus," na kaddchana, " uunguarn," 
and no kathanchana, "Indio mode." 	Hence the appended 
na may be regarded both as the negation, and as increasing 
the indefiniteness of the expression. 	But by this um charm 
a derivation may be given to the Gothic hun, different 
from that furnished above (p. 558). 	It is certain that if 
the u of hum is not the vocalised v of hvas, it can only 
have proceeded from an older a, whether from the influ-
ence of the liquid (6. 66), or from the weight of the vowel 
of the appended particle being lessened on account of the 
composition. 	But if hun be identical with  ahem from 
kola, I should also prefer regarding the u of the appended 
particle oh (p. 557), not as the solution of an older u hut as 
the weakened form of a prior a; and thus idi from hu 
might be compared with the Sanserit cha from ka. 

399. As expressions, which occur chiefly in negative sen-
tences, readily adopt, as it were, a negative nature, so that, even 
when the true element of negation is omitted, they obtain an 
independent negative force, as e.g. the French rien by itself 
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signifies " nothing," and the Old High German nih-ein," rd-
lue," has, in our kein, lost precisely that which is the element 
of negation; so we may suppose that, in the Old Northern 
expressions with the enclitic lei or gi (Grimm IlL gala particle 
of negation originally existed. 	In the present state of the 
language, however, the said particle is of itself negative: 
e.g. eingi, "null.," einskie, . nultine," niongi, "'lento," maruki; 
"neminis," inetki, '. nihil." 	I consider this particle to be a 
derivative of the old and widely-diffused interrogative bane 
ki, which, by its being always subjoined to some other word, 
has been protected from the usual alteration of sound; so that 
in the sense of §. 99., the old tennis has been left unchanged 
after e, but the medial has been introduced after vowels 
and r. 

400. With regrind to what has been observed of the Old 
&laconic, 0. 388., that its interrogative base ko occurs only 
in combination with the definite and originally relative pro- 	

i noun, it must, however, be understood that ICO, after the o is 	i 
dropped, is combined also with the demonstrative base TO, 
since kto signifies '. guts," though to by itself is only neuter; 
and in the masculine nominative and accusative, as in all 
bases in o, this vowel is suppressed. 	In the oblique cases' 
Feb abandons the demonstrative element, and appears as the 
simple base Ifa 	Compare the genitive ko-go and dative 	',! 
ko-m4 with the Sanserit ka-eyo (5.269.), ka-sindt. 	The in- 
strumental kynt follows the declension of the definite adjec- 
tive (5. 284.), and is, therefore, not simple. 	The neuter is 
attached to the Sanscrit-Zend softened interrogative base chi, 
and is, in the nominative, chto, with the vowel of the base 
suppressed, as in the masculine kb. 	The oblique cases like- 
wise drop the demonstrative element: the genitive is che-go 

a With the exception of the accusative, which is the same es the nomi- 
native. 	This pronoun does not appear to be used in the plural, and Me 
feminine, also, fa wanting. 	Compare Kopitaia Glagolita, p.09. 
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and cite-so,* 	dative the-mil, 	locative ohs-en, instrumental 
old-m. 	These forms may be explained in two ways : either 
the e of the-go, &e., is a corruption of the i of the Sanscrit- 
Zend base chi, as the bases yogi and kosti (6. 280.) form, in 
the dative and locative plural, genie-vs goste-Ith, korte-re, 
koste-kh ; or the original base chi has assumed, in Sclavonic, a 
second unorganic affix, and been lengthened to CliY0 (com-
pare 6. 259.), from which, according to 6. 255. n., must be 
formed chye or che, and then, by rejecting the final vowel, 
chi, as, 6. 282., we have seen the base ye in several  cases  con- 
tracted to i. 	Compare, also, 6. 280., the declension of the 
bases KNYAZYO and MORYO. 

401. There remains to be mentioned the Greek interroga- 
tive Tic, Timis, and the indefinite rfe, rwOr. 	The origin of 
both .is, I have no doubt, similar, and they are derived from 
the bases ki and old, which, in Sanserit and Zend, have not 
only an interrogative signification, but, under certain cir- 
cumstances, an indefinite one also. 	In Greek the old theme 
ins has been lengthened by the affix of a v; but in regard to 
its r, TIN has the same relation to chi and to the Latin QVI 
that reacraps4 has to ,IPITKik chatedras and poison and that 
wecTE has to simpancha and quinOVE. 	Still I am not of 
opinion that the Greek r in these forms has arisen from the 
ch of the cognate Asiatic languages, but that it has sprung 
directly from the original k, from which, at the time of the 
unity of language, ch had not as yet been developed, as this 
letter has, in the classical languages also, no existence, but was 
first formed in Italian from the Latin  c  (always =k) before e 
and 9. 	But if 1c has been frequently changed into the labial 
tennis, and thus 110 has been formed from KO, sense 

,. This form, which formerly escaped m 	importer; import.; as testifying 
that the g of the common pronominal termination go has sprung from the 
8, and not from the semi-vowel of the &merit termination ego (see 
§.209.). 
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from the to-be-supposed whae, we may also see no diffi-
culty in its occasional transition into the lingual tennis 
particularly as t is the primary element of the Indian ch. 
But if rtr comes from dr, and is akin to the Latin qua and 
Sanscrit ki-s and chi-4 then perhaps, also, the particle re is 
connected with qne and the corresponding 91 eha (b. 398.), and 
has therefore sprung from no, and is alien to the base of the 
article, which would be at variance with my former conjec-
ture." 

402. Here may be mentioned, also, the Old Sclavonie en-
clitic particle she (clue), which signifies "but," and has the 
effect of restoring to the pronoun i, " he," its original rela- 
tive signification (§. 282.), for i-she signifies " which." 	On 1 
the other hand, when combined with interrogatives, it re- " 
moves, like the Latin qne, their interrogative meaning; 
hence, ni ehesoshe, "rtihil," " not of any thing."t 	I consider 
this particle as identical with the &merit tr eho," and," "hut," 
"for," and with the Latin que, and therefore as a derivative 1 
from the interrogative base, the tennis of which appears in 	. 
this particle, as in the Greek ye and yap (§.391.), to hone 	' 
descended to a medial. 	G in Sclavonic, however, is regularly 	I 
changed, in several parts of grammar, into sh; as in the 
vocative singular, where, in bases in o, this vowel is weak- 
ened, as in Greek, to e (a); but by the influence of this e the 
g preceding becomes sh, hence, boshe," Gad," from the base 
BOGO, nominative bog, whence, also, boshii, "godlike." 	I 
intentionally select this word as an example, since it is im-
portant to me to be able to compare it with on Indian appel-
lation of the highest divinities: I think, that is to say, that  g 
the Solavonic base BOGO is identical with the Sanscrit 	i 
Mprik bhogavot, " the exalted, worthy of veneration," lite- 

. Influence of Pronouns in the Formation of Words, P-6- 
t Kepitat's Glossary, p.86. 	Regardiag Mow see above, p.063. 
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rally "gifted with happiness, 	power, 	splendour." 	This 
bhagarot, nominative bhagavils, occurs 	principally as an 
appellation of Vishnu, e. g. in the episode of Sunda and 
Upasunda (IIL 23), and in the title of an episode of the 
Mababharata, Bliagavad-Gibl, i. e. "Song of the exalted," 
because it refers to Krishna, an incarnation of Vishnu. 
Referring to Brahma and Vishnu, bhagavat is only used ad-
jectively ; thus Sunda and Upasimda III. 24, and IV. 23: it 
comes from Shags, with the suffix vat, in the strong cases 
vent; but bhaga comes from the root 04, "to venerate." 
The Sclavonic base BOGO has dropped the derivative suffix 
of the Sanserit bhagavat ; but this appears in an abbreviated 
form, and with au unorganie sifts in bogat (theme bajato). 
" rich," which might he the meaning of ztu9-4 bliagavat, as 
"gifted with fortune." 

403. The same relation that, in an etymological respect. 
the Sclavolik ch has to g, oh has to k, and springs from 
the latter according to the same rule by which g becomes sh, 
viz. before e; hence, tekd, "I run," in the second and third 
persons forms techeshi, techet, on the same principle by which 
moshechi and mothet come from Inapt "I can." 	Although, 
then, above at 5. 400., we have seen the Sanscrit-Zend inter-
rogative chi in the same form in Sclavonk, or in that of the 
—che-go, "of whom?" china, "by which ?" chto, " what?" for 
che-to or chi-to—it is not requisite to assume that these 
forms brought the sound ch with them from the East, bemuse 
there exists an interrogative chi there also; but in the Solo-
vonic and its Asiatic cognate idioms the weakened oh might 
have arisen independently from the old guttural, which, per 

alone existed at the time of their identity; and in the 
Solavonie, according to a phonetic law which has been given, 
an interrogative form the would have proceeeded from ki or 
kya, though in Sanscrit and Zend a base chi never existed. 
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DERIVATIVE PRONOMINAL ADJECTIVES. 

404. By the suffix ka are formed, in Sanscrit, mdmalea, 
" mem," and tavaka, "tuns," from the genitives of the 
personal pronouns, mama, taw, with the vowel of the first 
syllable lengthened. 	To these the Veda plural possessives 
are analogous; 	asnulka, " our," yushmdka 	" your," from 
which we have seen the plural genitives of the personal 
pronouns asmdkam, yushmdkam, formed. 	Perhaps, as Roses 
conjectured,*  these forms spring from the personal abla-
tives asmtd, yushonat, so that the suppression of the t is 
made up by lengthening the preceding vowel. 	It must 
here be observed, that, as has been already repeatedly 
remarked, the t of the nominative and accusative singular 
neuter of pronouns of the third person, as also that of the 
ablative singular and plural of pronouns of the first and 
second persons, is so far used as a theme by the language, 
that it is retained at the beginning of compounds, where 
otherwise we find the mere base (compare 1. 357.); and that 
several derivative words have proceeded from the form RI 

t, whether the 	T sound has been actually retained is 
them, or replaced by lengthening the vowel preceding. 
On the Veda asmdka is based the Zend asysucwas ahnsdka 
whence V. S. p. 30, the Instrumental .as.o.ts94u0s0.e ahnulkdis. 
I am unable to cite the possessive of the singular, and of 
the second person, as the use of possessives in Zend, as 
in Sanscrit, is very rare, because they are generally sup-
plied by the genitives of the personal pronouns. 

405. In 	Sanscrit, possessives 	are formed 	from the 
ablative singular and plural of pronouns of the first and 
second person, and from the neuter tat of the third person; 
also from tit sans, "each," the a of which is rejected 
before the suffix Eye., while t is changed before it into d; 

a In the place quoted at y. 473. 
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hence madeytt, "mine," from mat; 	teadlya, "thine," from 
twat; ammaaya, " our," from asmat ; yuchmod(ya, " your," 
from yushmat ; todiya, " belonging to him," "to this man," 
or "to her," "to this woman," from tal." 	An analogous 
formation is, I think, to be found in the Greek tam, whether 
it belongs to the demonstrative base i,t and the t8 pre-
ceding( the lOf be identical with the Sanscrit (before sonnet 
letters id) ii, contained in *ak at and 't  chg ; or whether 
—and this conjecture I prefer—the breathing has been 
softened, and Mot. for Moe belong to the reflective (5. 384.); 
with regard to which it may be remarked, that the cognate 
Sanscrit xa sag, " his." signifies, also, "own," and can be 
applied to all three persons. 	There does not, indeed, 
exist, in &merit, a pronoun of the third person devoid of 
gender, with a perfect declension, but only the remains of 
one, waist avayam, "self," and, in Prakrit, 4 ad (for st,4) "mi" 
(§. 34i.). 	There is, however, every reason for supposing that 
gg spa, as a personal pronominal base, did possess a complete 
declension analogous to the pronouns of the first and 
second person. 	Its ablative must, therefore, be wit, soot; 
and thence might have arisen soadiya, " sues," analogous 
to madir, tuadiya, and a cognate form to Mot for Mot, 
from trf 18,oc; like rflpeac, from of tapcht, corresponding to the 
Sanserit itITI crab and our &Weiss, " sweat "; and haris, 
Ohio, from arkittecc=Sanserit wt ykt awaits. 	In regard 	to 
form, the correlatives vatic, rag, mon, which appear to have 
lost a middle 8, agree with the possessives in k 	Oa: 	in 
other respects, nig answers tolerably well to Maya-s, which 
has not only a possessive, but also a clear demonstrative 
meaning. 

. Tadka occurs, also, in the sense of its primitive ; so Raghovanss, ac- 
cording to Stenzler 1.81., and Brockhans's Pittiliputra, 81.2. 	The pow 
waive signification occurs at Rhogbuvansa 11.20. 

t Compare Hartung On the Cases, p. 117. 
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406. The Sclavonic possessives ore boned on she &merit 
in (ya, but have dropped the i o'this outfit, and the T 
sound' of the primitive pronoug. 	According to 4. 037. 1 !in 
must becbme yo, and according to 1.235. n., yn Ix-conies 
ye or e: the latter is the form assumed; and in those eases 
which are uninflected, and at the admit tinie deprived of 
the final vowel of the base, the y has become i, as always 
takes place after vowels: hence mol, "monis," mar," nen," 
num, "melon," corresponding to the Sanscrit modiyam, ma- 
&lye!, madiya-rn. 	And 	in the second person, evoi. bye. 
hoe bears the same relation to frodiya-s, loadiyel,tendirmt; 
and the possessive third person, amid, sroya, woe pre-sup-
poses, like the Greek fatos—if this is to be taken for ra.,—a 
Sanscrit snadiya. 	It appears that these possessives have 
been transmitted to the Sclavonic from the ancient period 
of the language, and are, as it were, the continuanee of 
the Sanxrit forms; for if they were originally Sclavonie 
we should then find in them the same corruption of the 
base of the primitive pronouns that we have before re- 
marked in those pronouns. 	The possessives would then 
most probably be, in the nominative masculine, navy& 
may, leby, achy or loby, cony ; but no case of the persowd 
pronouns would lead us to expect moi, still less leaf, son 
In Lithuanian, on the contrary, the possessive wise, 
fden-s, santa-s, are comparatively of quite recent date, for 
they agree with the particular modification of personal 
bases in the oblique canes singular (see 44. 340. 346): thus, 
in Latin, mews, taus, sues, probably from mei, tai, tai; and 
in Greek, 4.4, cdt, fit. are, in their theme, identical with that 
from which proceed &poi% Ipe!, cot, col, a', of. 	On the other 
hand, agate. crefifi, eratfir, is the exact countertype of the Sanscrit 
sea-x ant sea-m, which affords the oldest example of pos-
sessives without any affix expressing the possession; for 
aro is purely personal in its form, and, as has been already 
observed, the theme of uaretat senyunt. " self " (4. 34t.). 	The 
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formation  of possessives in' tin. RlaraL numbers by the 
comparative. suffix 'iv pevuliite ,to the Greek and 	Latin; 
but this suffix is not extpordinary in possessives, which 
prominently contra0 the resets or persons possessing with 
those not possessing, and thus contain a duality, whirls the 
comparative oaths in pronouns is adapted to express. 

407. The Lithuanian plural possessives are 	musis,kis, 
'our,” yasisokis," your," the theme of which terminates in 
Isla (§. 135.), and remindsMs of the Sanserit possessives in 
ka ; via ormikei, yushm9ka. 	It is certain that the syllable si 
is muSliskis, yuSlaukis, is connected with the appended pro-
noun T. ania (compare I. 335.); but we shall leave unde-
cided the origin of the so (=u0) which precedes the I. 
The Old Sclavonic forms the plural possessives nos. VIM 

from the genitive. of the personal pronouns, by the same 
suffix, which we have noted in too/ tvoi, sroi, only with 
the necessary phonetic 	difference; 	hence, nasty, "our.' 
vasty, "  your,"" genitive slasher, rashego. 	With this suffix, 
the interrogative forms, in Sclavonic, 	also a possessive, 
viz. dif, "belonging to whom ?" feminine ehiya, neuter 
ekie. 	It belongs to the Sanserit weaker base kb which we 
have already noticed in ehego, chin, &e. (5. 400.). 	As to 
the weakening of the k to eh, we must observe what has 
been said on this subject at 5. 403. 

400. The Germanic possessives are most 	intimately 
connected with the genitives of the personal pronouns, and 
are identical with them in their theme (p. 474). 	if it be 
assumed that, in the genitive plural, the 	forms matfett, 
ionara, 	like the 	Latin nostri, restri, nostrum, restrum, and 
the Sanscrit asmdkom, yushoulkam, are of possessive origin, 
the r may then be very satisfactorily explained as the 

. Written also without y, nael 1., mat. 	The change of the e to sls is the 
consequence of the euphonic influence of the y, or, in the oblique ewes, of 
the e (Dobrowsky, pp. 39, 41). 
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weakening 	of the d of the 	Sanscrit 	warmth:ye, 	"our," 
ynahmadiya, " your." 	Observe what has been remarked 
at p. 441 regarding an original d becoming r in a similar 
case, and, moreover, the circumstance that, in Hindustani 
also, the d of the possessives under discussion has become 
r ; 	hence, mem,*  snMi, " men." "mea," for Ilta madiya. 
WthrT madeyd. 	The dual genitives, laikara, iyquara, and 
the dual possessive bases of the same sound, the singular 
nominative 	masculine of which are ngkar, iy9rar. are. 
according to what has been remarked at §. 169.. originally 
only different modifications of plural forms, and their r. 
therefore, is founded on the same principle with that of 
the plural number. 	If we are to suppose that the singular 
genitives incino, theina, Willa, have proceeded 	from pos- 
sessive bases of the same sound, we should then have to 
assume a weakening of the medial to the nasal of the 
same 	organ, 	as, 	in 	general, 	an 	interchange 	between 
medials and nasals of the same organ is not unusual. 
But as to the formation, in New High German, of no un- 
organic 	possessive, foreign to the old dialect—viz. Mr, 
"Ous (famine) proprius," and "eorion or earam proprium" 
from the feminine genitive 	singular and 	the 	genitive 
plural of the pronoun of the third person, which is com-
mon to all the genders—this circumstance affords no proof 
that the genuine and original possessives also have sprung 
from the genitive of the personal pronouns ; but only shows 
that it is agreeable to the use of language to form pos-
sessive adjectives from the personal genitives. 

409. The forms corresponding in sense to the Greek cor-
relatives NO-Tor, TO-o-or, 3.-cror, are, in Sanserit and Zend, those 
with the derivative suffix vast, in 	the weak 	cases oat 
(I. 129.), before which an a final of the primitive base is 

.  Thus In Bohemian mire," mine," Mitt "mine" (fem.); see Berl. 
Jahrb. Feb.1838. p. vo. 
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lengthened.*  perhaps as compensation for the dropping of 
the T sound of the neuter, which probably forms the 
foundation and theme of these forms (compare P. 404.); 
hence irrr-  ttluant, nominative masculine Alarr 	tkvan, 'Maur 
AMR( yeleant, nominative masculine sn-qr- yaktin, Door. From 
the interrogative base ka, or the lost neuter kat, we might 
expect khoont, which would serve as prototype to the Latin 
garnet's, and would bear that relation to it, which imfgk 
(drool does to tontas. 	In the Latin tantos, quantus, there- 
fore, a whole syllable is rejected, as in mato, from numoto ; 
but externally the theme is lengthened in analogy with the 
Pali participial forms mentioned at pp. 300, 301; thus lamina 
for tilwintus, and the latter for tam.. 	'  The quantity of 
the a of quanta, tantua, on account of its position, cannot 
be discovered: the a, however, appears to spring from an 
originally long 0, inasmuch as from a short et a would be 
evolved for 6,  as in tot, gnat, answering to silt tali, int 
kali, of which hereafter. 	In Gothic, the suffix r•( van/ 
is 	corrupted in 	three 	ways; 	first 	in 	consequence of 
the easy mutation and interchange of the semi-vowels ;t 
secondly through the no-less-frequent vocalization of the 
nasal to a ;I and lastly by extending the theme with a, 

• In 7.end the long has relapsed into the short vowel, as very frequently 
occurs in the antepenultimate. 

'I' §. 20. 	Compare, also, the Gothic aleph"! sleep," with the Sanserit 
vferfq.napkui; the Latin kotto with WsVsnad, "to praise"; and the 
Lithuanian mild-e, Old *laconic sadok (p.  412, Rem. •), "sweet," with 
the Sanscrit xtrfr suldu.s. 	With respect to the interchange of e  and , 
in which the Old High Germ. (drum% as contrasted with the &merit 
sreisrw blaaminme," we are," affords ns a very interesting comparison, and 
one which has been since established by the' (11.3251, we will here re-
mind the reader of the relation of the Gothic roan," house" (theme room, 
with a euphonic for e, according to 3.80.6.), to the Sanscrit root IR  cat' 
" to inhabit," whence ate  °Iwo, " house," which Pictet reeogniso in the 
1rislifbrest (Journ. As. Ill. T.11. p. 443). 

1 See §§. 230. 255., and 307. 
eel 
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which, however, in accordance with §. 135., is 
in the nominative. 	In the first and last respect LetlIDA 
coincides very remarkably with the form which, in Latin, 
the suffix mit, vent assumes, or may assume, where it does 
not form pronominal correlatives, but possessive adjectives, 
as cryslentus (with the more organic opidera),oirulentia,*  he. 
The long vowel required in Sanserit before the suffix roll, 
where it forms 	correlatives, 	is retained 	in the Gothic 
!Iceland. "guanine," the old it (§. ,39.) being supplied by th 
whence it appears that in hoe-lauds the instrumental fie  s 
is contained. 	We should expect a demonstrative ttcfouth, 
rduos, as corresponding to &Wreak sedeoc; analogous to the 
Sanserit VIT,r4( levant and Latin touters: this thelands, how-
ever, is rendered superfluous by a conlends, formed from 
the original base of the genderless pronoun of the 
person (comp. §. 341.), which, however, has not p 
the original long vowel. 

4th The derivative !Audi, from the Sanserit interrog 
tive base ka, which is wanting, is supplied by kiyent, from 
the base ki: analogous to which is xxr- 	iyant, " so much," 
from the demonstrative base i. 	I conjecture floss t kiyant 
and xtrffi,  iyant to be abbreviations of leivont and ivanl, 
formed by suppressing the v; after which, in accordance 
With a universal phonetic law,f the preceding i must become 
iy. 	This conjecture is supported by the Zend, in so far 
as the interrogative form under discussion has retained 
the full suffix want: 	instead of this, however, an abbre- 
viation has taken place in the base, by suppressing the i 
and weakening the k to tt ch, hence, in the nominative 

tt We must avoid referring the u to the suffix : it it, clearly the final 
vowel of the primitive word, which, however, throng!, the influence of 
the liquid, appears in the form of n (compare Vocalism., p.162, Rem.e). 

1' Game en. Gra. §. 61. 
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masculine zini»?; chvaibi, accusative ;Event,  chennika,*  
neuter frOPti  ChUrl6t 	To the Sanscrit relative  yd vent cor- 
responds 	irq.u»...i.C. yavnieZ, of which, however, I am 
unable to quote any case in the masculine, and only the 
neuter  yam,  and the feminine yamiti. 	The former occurs 
tolerably often; the latter I am acquainted with only 
through a passage given by Burnouf,t- where, in the litho-
graphed codex (V. S. p. 53), amiti occurs, through an error, 
for  yanaili.4 	The Want which answers to the above in- 
terrogative,and relative expressions, appears to be wanting 
in Zend, as in Gothic, and is supplied by analogous deri-
vatives from other demonstrative bases; viz by regzi»enzs 
utuvant  from ate, and /ay.'s,. ancog  from a. 	The latter 
forms, in the masculine nominative, not avani, according to 

' 	the analogy of chvaini, "how much?" and thedvaiii, "as 
,thou," but Ewen mina which I agree with Burnout II in 
:explaining by supposing that the rd has given place before 
; 

1,t •  „ 
1 	' cEjeezi ezzexyee0 6Eftwzinti ehoentdmpoi-chadto sraindm, 
. after how much time?" (Vend. S. p.229). 	The nominative ohoarii oe. 
!ems Vend. S. p.86. 	From the primitive  ham aid  I  have still to mention 
1  here the neuter eo.50 &it, of which only the enclitic and anti-interrogative 

use has bem mmtioned before. 	But ea representing the more common 
Oaf. it occurs I. e. p. 80, 	,,..1.,, 1....,.; .r.Nv dat  am, vaa6O, " what (is) 
that word ?" 

U Often ocenrs adverbially, a 9. .45.,e2,,f ElsKoka, eoamt, cht,of an. 
MI,  ',arca*, "among how many men?" (Vend. S. p.20). 

$ Tacna, Note A., p. 12. 
§ We should notice also here the expression 	6..,S /rotted (with 
rt.  aq,  T.v.....d.,,S1frathoi-rh4),  since  it shows that the xi, which 
is retained full in the Sansmit pruhu, is an abbreviation of the syllable ra 
which appears, also, in the Greek xXevd, 	I  think I have sufficiently 
proved, in my Ye...118mm (Rem.l. p.156, Sze.), tint the Sanmrit vowel 
ri is, in all places, an abbreviation of a syllable, which contains the cone, 
nant r boron, or after a vowel. 

II Tacna, Note A., p.11. 
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the 	nominative 	sign n, and 	has been supplied by the 
lengthening of the a to 4; which latter, with the final sibi-
lant, must produce the diphthong do (b. 56.'.). 

III. The Lithuanian idant, which signifies " that" and 
"thoroughly," is most probably a remnant of the forms 
which terminate, in Sanserit and Zend, in rant, and in Latin 
in nta-a ; and, indeed, in the d of iDan f, the neuter ease-tee 
mintition appears to be retained, which is replaced in the 
cognate Asiatic languages by lengthening the preceding 
vowel : the syllable ya of the relative base has, then, been 
contracted to i. 	The pronominal origin of this hien( is sheen 
by its signification " that," and also particularly by the cir-
cumstance that other terms also for this conjunction have 
sprung, both in Lithuanian itself and in the cognate languages, 
from the relative base under discussion ; viz. yeib (P. 393.), in 
the some of at, &merit ya-1h6, Greek lux, Gothic ei (15.365h 
and y6g, in the sense of gaorl, Sanserit yet, Greek or,. 	The 
secondary idea of multitude, expressed in Sanscrit, Zend, and 
Latin, by the formations in tank is represented in idant by 
the signification "thoroughly." 	From the particular one 
of the Lithuanian language, however, we could scarcely 
argue the possibility of a connection between the sum ant 
of id-ant, and that of kiell, " bow many P" 	Klett in a mas- 
culine plural nominative, necording to the analogy of peri 
from GERA t the theme, therefore, is RIELA, and, for a 
few eases, KIELIA (see p. 251, Rem. t); and la the deriva-
tive suffix, which admits of being regarded as an abbreviation 
of va-nt, with a similar exchange of o and k as we have seen 
above in the Gothic heehaw& 	This conjecture is strongly 
supported by killets, which likewise means "how.much?" 
but is so limited in its use that it can only be applied to 
living beings. 	Every letter of the Sanserit sulfa rat (the 
theme of the weak cases) is represented in this kieLETt 
and we even find  an interrogative expression, in which the 
n also of the strong form ws( midis contained ;—I mean 
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kolinio-s, "der toie vielste?" " the how manyeth?"e with to 
as ordinal suffix (§. 321.), probably, therefore, for kolint-tas ; 
so that kolint, "how many ?" by adding ta-s, becomes the 
"how manyeth?" 	But to return to id-ant, its suffix ant has 
lost only the v of the original vont; but /a, the sulfur of kielt, 
has retained the v in the form of 1, and lost, in place of it, the 
final nt. 	There is, however, no demonstrative tieli corre- 
sponding to kieli, but "so many  "  is expressed by tiek or 
tiekaat which has also a corresponding interrogative kick. 
The suffix of these forms appears connected with that of tokis 
or toks (theme tokia), "  such," and kat " what kind of one ?" 

412. Though at §. 409. we commenced with the comparison 
of the Greek correlatives noses, Moos, &roc, we must not, 
therefore, suppose that the Greek suffix 20 is identical with 
the Sanscrit vont, and those related to it in the cognate 
languages. 	The transition of T into 2, as also the increment 
of an 0, would not be extraordinary; but as the vowel of 
the pronominal base is originally long in this derivative, 
the retention of this long vowel would be to be expected So 
Greek; and the rather, as most probably the dropping of the 
initial sound of the suffix vont would have found a compen-
satien in the preceding syllable, even if this bad not been 
naturally long from the first. 	A form like moans might be 
regarded as identical with the Sanscrit tauant ; but moos 
appears to me, with reference to its final element, as of a 
different origin, and I would rather recognise in it the Zend 
shorn which forms words She ionw.03' thrishra " a third," 
ainciiiVay chathrashoo, " a quarter," acid is identical with 
the Sanscrit sus-s, "suss." 	From .21 	sea-s, which, when 
uncompounded, has become & or eapiic, in the preceding corn- 

. It seers surprising that there should be no word in English for 
televiekle. 	"Who of the numberi" expresso. quite a different idea. 	I 
have been obliged, therefore, to coin a word.— Tronotater'e Note. 
t nek, substantive end indeclinable tiaka-a adjective, feminine !Wm 
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pounds, cold hardly come any thing but oat; and *deaf 
would, aecoMing to this view, originally signify "  what part?' 
or, as possessive compound," having what part?" from which 
the meaning "bow much ?" is not far removed.' 	Never- 
theless, if what has been before said (I. 352.) regarding the 
origin of Mikan. ;par, is well founded. there ore not wanting 
in Greek points of comparison with the pronominal forme 
tions in vent or rot. 	In Sanscrit the adverbial neuter ac- 
cusative srefk taped signifies, amongst other things. also 

"at this time "; 	and the 	relative adverb RIR 
yikot, also, which serves as prototype to the Greek ;eon is 
used principally with reference to time, and signifies "how 
long?" " while," "how often ?" "how far ?" "up to," and , 
"that" 	ft may be cited in the first sense from a passage 
in the Nalus (V. 23.):— 

yilvachehe and dharishyanti Fraud NIA guchismite, 
tared tvayi bhavishydati ; satyam kid brendmi IA 

" quam diuque mei constabunt Spiritus in compore, sereno-risu 
pandits 1 tam diutecum ero ; veritatem hone duo IVA" 

As it frequently happens that one and the same word is 
divided into several forms, of which each represents one of 
the meanings which formerly co-existed in the one original 
form, so may also re'cot and ens be identical with Meat and 
yard ; so that the digamma, which has been hardened 
above to g, has been here, as usually happens, entirely 
dropped, but the vantities have been transposed; thus 64 

o To these formations belongs, also, most probably r‘us, which srill,  
flatly must have signified "so great," whence the meaning "like' might 
easily arise. 	I formerly thought it might be assigned to the demonstra- 
tive base i (Demonstrative Bases, p.0): as, however (which was there 
overlooked), it has a digamma, it would be better referred to the reflective 
base, and compared with the Sanserit lad (§.364.; and see Pat's Etymol. 
Forsch. p.272). 	4 
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for 	(F)ot, real for vit(F)oc. 	But it is probablmffiat the first 
syllable has been shortened through the influence of the 
vowel following; and this reduction, and the abbreviation 
caused by dropping the digamma, have been compensated 
by lengthening the syllable following. 	The common adverbs 
in cat, also, of which an account has been given at k. 183., 
have operated by their example on gcac, Teas.. 	For the rest 
there exists a form riot, as well as Was, retest. 

413. Perhaps the &laconic pronominal adverbs in mo 
may also be classed here, which express direction to a 
place (Dobr. p.430): 	ka-ino, " whither ?" ta-mo, "thither." 
The relative yamo is wanting, which would coincide with 
the Sanscrit sow yduat, " how far ?" in the signification 
"therein," since the former word likewise expresses the 

_ direction to which movement is made. 	As to the relation 
-in form of the suffix nio to wt( vat, the tin Slavonic, like 
all original final conionants. must necessarily disappear 
(f. 255. 1), and a in Slavonic becomes o or e almost uni- 
versally; but to the long d, 	which, in Sanserit, precedes 
Abe derivative suffix, the Slavonic a corresponds according 
do rule (4. 253. a.): 	thus, ta-wto answers to the 	Indian 
.std-cal, with in for u, as in the Greet adverbs of time 
. &tot, rim, above mentioned. 	If an origin for the Slavonic 
suffix me, different from that-here assigned, be sought for, 
the appended pronoun W uma might be next adduced, 
which drops the 8 in Sclavonic. 	But to take the demon- 

sitmtive as an example, to the Sanscrit dative tawindi, and 
.  locative to-coin, correspond, in Selavonic, to-mil torn; and 

all that is left to find is an analogous form in &laconic 
to the ablative Trilffir, to-rairlt. 	But the ablative is 	most 
opposed in meaning to the adverbs in ma, expressing direc-
tion to a place ; and, as regards the form for monk to-anted, 
could only be expected a form toma or loam, and not ta- 

h.
e. 	For as the Sanscrit short * at the end 	of old 
•Selavonie bases always becomes o (i. 257.), an unweakened 
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a, in this sole case, cannot but appear surprising; and there 
appears no reason why ta-mo should 	differ from the 
analogy of to-ned and to-m. 	There only remains one other 
possible means of deriving adverbs in MO, viz. by supposing 
mo to be a more full form of the plural dative termination; 
so that, of the Sanscrit termination nal nhyas, Latin nu 
Lithuanian mus or ma (see 8. 010.), which elsewhere, in 
Sclavonie, has become mere nt, in the case before us a  i  
vowel also is retained. 	If this opinion be the true one. 
A-moo, " whither ?" tamo, " thither," iroam, " to mutewbere 
else," mum. " to that quarter," and similar forms, must 
be assigned to the feminine gender. 	Tomo, therefore, 	I 
would correspond 	to the Sanscrit tabhyas ; while tyro, 
which is identical with the masculine and neuter, belongs 
to the compound base it tya (p. 499). 	This last derivation 
appears particularly supported by the consideration, that, 
in all probability, the adverbs of quantity in ma or mi. 
(Dobr. p.430) contain plural case-terminations, and those 
in mi the instrumental; those in mo an unusual 'and 
full form of the dative termination, in which the 
the Myra above mentioned is retained, by which it 
similar 	to 	the 	dual-termination 	given 	at 	8. 273. 	It 
appears to me, however, inadmissible to look for a red 
dual inflexion in the adverbs under discussion. 	Examples 
are: kolyma or kolymi, "how much?" folynter or tolysil,*  
"so much." 	All these adverbs, however, have the syl- 
lable ly (from di) in the middle; 	and this, in my opinion, 
expresses the secondary idea of multitude, and is an ab-
breviation of the suffix Rh, nominative masculine lik, e g• 
kolik, " pantos," of which more 	hereafter. 	From 	this 
KOLIKO come,I imagine, the adverbs kolyma and kolmoi, 
as, in Saneerit, the plural instrumental stedx4 Moth, expresses 

n See Kopitais Glossary to the Glegolite. 	Dobrowsky gives  merely 
,e1.4... 
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the adverb "slowly,' but does not occur in its own pro- 
per signification, i.e. " through the 	slow." 	There 	are 
also adverbs of quantity in Sclavonic which end in ly, 
without the case-terminations ,on or mi ; thus, koly, " bow 
much ?" toly, " so much." 	With these are also probably 
connected the adverbs of time in lye, which prefix to the 
pronoun the preposition do or of, e.g. do-kolye," bow long?" 
ol-tolye, " so long." 

414. By the suffix flt ti is formed, in Sanscrit, udir kali, 
"how much ?" from ka ; efir tali, " so much," from la; and 
the relative aft yeti, " as much," from yo. 	The first two 
expressions are easily recognised in the Latin quot and tot, 
which, like the personal terminations of verbs, have lost 
the final i. 	The full form is preserved, however, in com- 
pounds with dem, die, diems; thus, ton-dens (not from ta- 
ndem), quoti-die, quoit-diem. 	The length of the i of 
goon-die, and of its derivative quotidianas, is unorganic, 
and perhaps occasioned by Tian appearing, by a misap- 
prehension, as an ablative. 	But to return to the Sauserit 
kali, tali, yeti, these expressions, in a certain measure, 
prepare the way for the indeclinable cognate forms in 
Latin, as in the nominative and accusative they have no 
case-termination, but a singular neuter form, while in the 
other cases they exhibit the regular plural inflexions. 	In 
this respect they agree with the numerals from "Five" to 
" Ten," which have become quite indeclinable in Greek and 
Latin likewise, as is, in the latter language, the number "Four" 
also, pastor (§. 313.). 	In Zend, kali frequently occurs after 
the masculine relative plural, and with a regular plural 
termination, via. ;03.tio1sl9 .1..c,... ydi katayd, which signifies 
quieunpe. 

415. Nearly all pronouns are combined in Sanscrit with 
the adjectives IR dri4, IV dries, Tai driksha, which spring 
from the root drill. "to see," and signify "appearing," 
"like"; but, as they do not occur either isolated or in combi- 
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nation, have completely assumed the character of derivative 
suffixes. 	The final vowels of the pronominal bases, and of 
the compound plural themes asma and yoshma, are length-
ened before them, probably to make up for the loss ofa T 
sound of the neuter of pronouns of the third person sad of 
the ablative of the first .d second person singular and pla- 
ral (comp. 0. 404.); 	hence, 	14-qriii (nominative Iddrik), or 
td-dyiio, or td-r1rikehrt, "like to this," "such," "tolls," for 
tad-dries 	Sic.; 	ki-dries 	let-dpi/o, ki-driksho, "quails"9 for 
kid-dila, &e.; 	yd-r1ri4 	pd-driers, yel-rtrilohn, "quails" (rela- 

tive); 	and-dill; 	md-dyike, nol-driksha, "like to me," "my 
equal"; tronddri, &e., "like to us"; yushruldrii, the., "like 
to you." 	From the demonstrative base i, or rather from 
the neuter it, whirls is not used uncompounded, comes 
Menlo, 	&e., "folio": 	from the subjective 	demonstrative 
base sot comes redid, &e., which, according to its origin, 
signifies "resembling this," "appearing like this," but is 
used to express in general what is "similar." 	But the rea- 
son-that there is no form oldril, according to the .alogy 
of fddybi, the., is clearly this—that this form springs from 
the real base art, and a neuter sal 	was not used. 	It is not, 
therefore, requisite to assume, with the Indian grammarians, 
that redid is an abbreviation of samil-drib, though, perhaps. 
from same a form sentrodri1 might proceed, as from so the 
form sodyief. 	The European cognate languages have, in 
remarkable agreement with one another, exchanged the old 
d for 1 in these combinations; independently, however, of i 
each other, and simply because the interchange of d and 1 or 
r is much used,• and weakened sounds in forms encumbered 

r Bee 0.17., where, amongst others, the Gothic kik in compared with 
the Sanserit Ohs. 	If the Gothic expression also means "flesh," it may 
be observed here, that a word which, in Sanserit, means simply "Ilesb," 
appears in Old High Germ. nsa term for tho body; while in Lithunnian 
and Masonic the " flesh " has become "blood." 	In them the nearest 

eP 
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by composition are readily introduced. 	In this way -Men0 
has become so far estranged from the verb npair. that we 
should have failed to perceive their common origin without 
the means of comparison afforded by the cognate Sanserit. 
We must here again notice a similar fate which has befallen 
the old d of the number " Ten" in several Asiatic and Euro-
pecu-Sanserit languages at the end of compounds (p. 442). 
And in the preceding case we meet with a concurrent phe-
nomenon in the East; for in Prakrit, in the compound under 
discus ion, we frequently find r—which, according to §.20., 
is often the precursor of (— instead of the Sanacrit d; e.g. 

111001 Ittriva, together with ?areal tddisa, for maw tddraa.*  
The Durk rahisoc closely resembles thrice. 	The i of both 
languages, however, springs, not from the Sanserit ri, for this 
is an abbreviation of ant the a of which, in Prakrit and 
Greek, has been weakened to i, but the r is dislodged en- 
tirely. 	While Thins is based on the Sanserit fill driia, nomi- 
native masculine drika-s, the pure radical IT deli, nomina-
tive masculine, feminine, and neuter drik, is also represented 
in Greek, via. by ;?4 and eitiPue. 	The Prakrit kerisa re- 
sembles the interrogative Ithhittoc very closely ; but it must 

approach to the Sanscrit krat,ya-m, " flesh," is the Lithuanian krauy,,e, 
Sclavonic kravy, "blood"; nest comes the Old High German base 
HICETVA, nominative hreo, "body," which preserves the original form 
more truly than the Greek actor and Latin taro. 

. In my first discussion on this subject  I  was unacquainted with the 
resemblance of the Prakrit to its cognate European languages (see Influ- 
ence of Pronouns in the Formation of Words, pp. 13 and 27). 	Since then 
3Ias. Schmidt, also (De Pron. Gr. et Lat. p.72), has ,hewn the agreement 
of the Sanserit formations in dri;ex-e with the Greek, Gothic, and Latin, 
in Vaos, leile-e, and li-c. 	But he overlooks, in the &merit forms, the long 
vowel of the pronominal base, on which is based the Greek r, more an. 
ciently i, and Latin a, whence it is not requisite to make the adverbs d', 
,ii, ad, the basis of the said formations. 

f §.L and Vocalismus, Rem. I. 
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not be overlooked, that the Prnkrit 6 is a corruption of /,' 
while wcAlsoc stands for rrilhlsor, and is based, not on the Sao. 
scrit kirtrira-s, but on a kticiliia-s to be expected from the 
base ka, and which probably originally existed, to whisk 
also, the Gothic hsrleiks belongs. 

416. In the hurleiks (theme hurteika) just mentioned, with 
join our wekher. " which," is connected, as also in huilm,d1 
.109.). the Gothic has retained the vowel length, which it 
•mends of years old, with this difference only, that el it 

aced by 0, a circumstance of rare occurrence (§.66). 
ere is no demonstrative theleiks corresponding to hvilsiil 

instead of it snaleiks, our Botcher, " such," like minds 
r thilands (9. 409.) ; but the Anglo Saxon and Old Northern 

'ploy thylic, thriller, corresponding to the Greek repVr6 
Sanscrit trldrila-s (Grimm III. 40). 	The Gothic leas 

milar," however, occurs also in combinations other that 
ancient pronominal ones; never, however, by itself, but 
ad of it is used ga-leiks, one gleich, from ge-kick. which 

y be looked upon as the' continuation of the Sunsuit 
ria-s mentioned above : for as the inseparable preposi-
n srsa, str( sam, has, in Gothic, become ga (Grimm I. 
18), so may also the pronominal base, from which there 
positions have sprung, be expected as prefix in the fens 

ga. 	In anadeiks,t our iihnlich, "like," ana, in my opinion 
ds, in like manner, as a pronoun, not as a preposition, and 
wers to the Sanscrit-Lithuanian demonstrative base ono 

372.) : analeiks therefore signifies " like to this." 	In the 
er compounds, also, of this kind, with the exception of 
n/eika (theme -leikan), " likeness," literally " man-resem-
ng," the first member of the word corresponds more o 

to a pronominal idea. 	These compounds arc, antharkil 
riety," which pre-supposes an adjective, antharleiks, , 

• Hoefer Do Procrita Dialect., p.29. 
• t To be deduced from the adverb onaleika, 
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connected in sense with the Sanscrit anyd-ffrida-s, "like to 
another," "of a different kind," whence alyaleiks, deducing it 
from alyaleik4s, erdpeer, is the countertype in form: samaleikd, 
low, which pre-supposes an adjective samaleile(a)s," like to 
the same," analogous to the Greek Stojhfe and Latin similis :. 
ibnaleiles, " equal;" like the simple ihn(a), ; according to its 
origin, the former signifies "seeming equal ": missaleiks, 
"various." 	I cannot avoid, expressing here the conjecture 
that the Gothic prefix mina, our miss, may be of pronominal 
origin, and connected with the Lithuanian base WISSA, 
nominative wissa-s, "all," and therefore also with the San-
scrit Arc viiva, by the very common exchange of v for en 
(§. 63.). 	According to the explanation given above (I. 392.) 
of NW video, this word, through the signification of the 
preposition fir vi, would be very well adapted to express 
the idea of variety. 	And the Gothic missa (the bare theme) 
might originally have signified alba, and still be identical 
with the San:writ-Lithuanian term for "all"; at least its in-
fluence in composition is similar to our sober, which is akin 
to the Sanscrit opera, "alias" (see fi. 350.), in compounds 
like aberwits, " delirium," aberglaube, "superstition." 	Our 
miesethat, therefore, Gothic missaddels, "misdeed," would be 
= Aber-That, "a deed different from the right"; and Miss-
ganef, "ill-will," would be Aber-guest, " wrong-will"; and the 
missaleiks given above would originally signify "like to 
another." 	This conjecture is powerfully supported, and con- 
firmed almost beyond doubt, by the adverb miswl, which 
springs from the theme MISSA (compare p. 354), which 
signifies "one 	another": 	gdleith 	ieois wised, 	doweiaeuree 

o The simple soma (theme samar)meene" the same," and corresponds 
to the Sanscrit eamoqi, "equal," "similar," and Greek loo.e, the theme 
being lengthened by an n. 	To this head, also, must be referred sums 
(theme inna), "my one," which has introduced a u on account of the 
liquid, but to make up for this has dropped the a. 
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470,4houg (I Cor. xvi. 20). 	The original meaning "all" it 
still perceptible in this, an mined, in one word, expresses 'the 
one and the other." 	In German, the bet, which is based on 
the Gothic leiks, and which in welcher and sukher hoe dropped 
the i, and in gleich gives ei as answering to the old I, is 
much more extensively diffused, and has completely assumed 
the character of a derivative suffix in Words like jiihrlieh, 
"yearly," fimmer, fief', " lamentable," gfeek/ich, " fortunate," 
sehmerzlieh," painful," &c.• 	The occurrence of the simple 
word in Northern, Anglo-Saxon, and English, may be ex-
plained by its being formed by abbreviating the Gothic 
galeiks, our gleiet, by removing the entire prefix. 

WI. An objection against the identity of the Gothic suffix 
leika and Greek ?Does could hardly be raised from the non-
mutation of sound in the middle tends. I refer the reader, 
on this bend, to I.89., for example to the connection of the 	I 
Gothic .aldpa and Old High German insuephs with the San-
scrit sverpimi, Latin sepia, and Greek &toe, in spite of the 
retention of the old tennis. 	The long i (in Gothic written 	:. 
ei) in the Germanic formation, answering to the short in 
the Greek Tigoe, and Prakrit rim or dies, will still less be 
a ground for rejecting the identity of the suffix under dis-
cussion in the three languages; for as the original form is 
darks (see p. 598), the rejection of the r may well have been 
compensated by lengthening the preceding vow-el; and the  • 
Germanic, therefore, in this respect, approaches the original 
form one degree closer 	than the cognate Hellenic and 1 
Prakrit idiom.  

410. The Old Sclavouic exhibits our suffix exactly in the  1  
same form as the Greek, in the masculine and neuter like,  I 
nominative masculine lik (according to t. 257.), neuter like; 
hence tolik, toliko, "hilts," "tale," or " hiatus," "tuntum,"= 
Greek rryAlsot, rryhficor, and Prakrit Metal, little ail, Sanscrit 

e See the Old High German compounds of this kind in  Gruff/1.11j 
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tddrilas. tddritorn: kolik, kolike, "goalie," d voile," "guanitte," 
"quantum lii"=- Greek eroltioor,vokloott Prakrit kdritol, ;dried', 
Sanscrit ifdritas, Wiliam: 	 yelik, yeliko, relative =Greek 
87akor. 	Wan, 	Prakrit ydriett, portend, 	Sanscrit rielrreas, 
Writtenm. 	With respect to the relative expression, it is 
important to remark, that, is this derivative, the base ye 
(euphonic for yo), 'Which commonly signifies "he" (8. 282.), 
has preserved the original relative signification without the 
elsewhere necessary enclitic she. 	Dobrowsky, 	however 
(p. 344), in assuming ik alone in this derivative as suffix 
"interposito Semen I," appears not to have noticed the sur-
prising similarity of the Greek forms in Than, otherwise he 
would have assigned to the I a more important share in the 
work of derivation. 	The &layout° forms differ from those 
of the cognate languages in this, that they do not lengthen 
the final vowel of the primitive pronoun, or replace o by a: 
for, according to §. 255. a., the Sclavonie o corresponds to the 
Sanscrit short a, and a to the long d. 	We should therefore 
look for tolik as answering to the Sanscrit bleltilove, and 
Prakrit (dried. 	It cannot, however, be matter of surprise, 
that, in the course of thousands of years, which separate the 
Schtvonic from identity with its cognate idioms, a weakening 
of the vowel should have taken place in the preceding case; 
as shortenings, weakenings, and abrasions of sounds, are the 
most common alterations which time introduces into the 
original form of a language. 	There are, however, in Sala- 
vouic, other formations of cognate moaning, in which the 
base syllable has retained the old weight of the vowels, but 
the suffix has been abbreviated by dropping tlie syllable Ii, 
and appears in combination with the affix of the definite 
declension: 	hence takyi, 	"tulle," kaki); "goalie?" 	yakyi, 	• 
"goalie" (relative).* 	The 	simple 	neuters, that is, those 

a Dobrowsky (F343) incorrectly regard. ak as derivative, since in 
0 0 	

7214 
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divested of the definite affix I ako, kako, occur as ativeitis;ihe 	, 
former with the signification "so." the latter with that of 
" how ?" 	By the rejection of the syllable li, takyi and its 
correlatives, in respect to their last element, become identical 
with the interrogative kyi, "gars?" which is likewise de-
clined definitely; and therefore we cannot entirely net aside 
the objection, that (sky! is a compound oT the demonstrative 
with the interrogative. 	The explanation given alcove is to 
be preferred, because by it the a of the first member of the 
compound, as also the signification of the whole, is sheen 
to have a very ancient foundation ; while by the second mode 
we should not be able to see why tokyl, yekyf, kokyr, should 
not be used, or tkyr,. ikyi; and why the mere accusative of 
the interrogative to the pronoun preceding should have the 
some effect as the suffix under discussion has in the cognate 
language. 

419. But if the Old Sclavonic correlatives takyl, kokyi, 
yokyl, are abbreviations 	of tarzky 1, the., then the ana- 
logous and mqui-significant Lithuanian forms token "tali,- 
koks, " qualis" (theme tokia, kakis, see §.411.), must also he 	• 
viewed in this light, and the agreement of the former 	' 
with the 	tockin (Grimm. III. 40.), which 	exists 	in Old 	l,l 
Swedish, together with fidik and talkie, would consequently 
not 	be fortuitous. 	The Latin suffix li in tails, prolix 
remitilis,t exhibits s contrary abbreviation, 	since 	it 	Ins 
retained the full extent of the original adjective of shin- 

respect to the primitive pronoun he proceeds from the abbreviated itemise- 	1 
tive masculine 1', k', 4, and, in general, is very obscure regarding the theme 	1 
of the base words, and the historical relation of the o to a, rvhich, in §.245.e., 
is developed though the Sanscrit, ea also its length. 

u According to Um analogy of !do, ato, §.400. 
I Airaidis is, probably, with regard to its Last element, identical with 

radio, inasmuch as  aquas is most probably connected with the &merit 	.; 
VIrli a..a, "sow," and the latter is, in its final syllable, identical with 	s 
the interrogative base ka (§. 300.). 
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larity, as also the long vowel of the pronominal base, but 
has lost the last syllable, or the guttural only, of urs. 
tddrik, ate‘ kialrik (4. 415.), ;Mx-r, .spn`A.,.. 	The identity of 
the formation lies beyond all doubt, and Voss has already 
shown that tans is identical with rdhiaet. 	To the constant 
occurrence of a long a in these ancient forms may be 
ascribed the fact, that, in more modern formations of this 
sort, particularly belonging to the Latin, an a is inserted 
before the suffix, or added to the primitive base, in ease 
it terminates with 	a 	consonant; 	hence, regalia, lesalia, 
eonjugatin hiemalis, carntilin ouguralia, &e. 	On the other 
hand, in bases with a short final vowel this is merely 
lengthened, and the u (o) of the second declension is 
changed into a long i instead of the short i, which is else- 
where introduced 	before suffix.; hence, 	ciri-lie, 	koala- 
lie, juveni-lie, from civi, hosti, forma ,.0  and so, also, vial-lie 
from rim pueri-lis from poem, semi-lie from wren, she.: 
aof-lie, also, from the organic a of the fourth declension, 
which is no less subject to be weakened to i, as is proved 
by the dative ablatives in i-bus. 	Here, perhaps, may be 
classed, also, though with a short i, words in ii-liS or si-fis, 
which spring either from lost abstracts in ii-8, si-s,' or 
passive participles, the u of which must be weakened 
before the new suffix to i; thus, fieti-lis, missi-lis, either 
from the obsolete abstracts .fidi-s, 	inissi-s—whence 	the 
secondary formsfictio, missio—or from pails (weakened from 
foetus, §. 6.), miscue. 	So, also, Simi-lie, with short i, from 
the 	lost 	primitive 	aims-s.--Sanscrit 	sama-in 	"similar," 
Gothic mina (theme mass), and Greek ibtarti and humi-lis, 

a From the primitive base nom -Sanserit yams, comes junendis, 
errata comes from a hese genet (compare Lahunnione, ntis,"kinamon"), 
the i of which, and consequently the t also, are suppressed in the nomi-
native gene. 

t Compare Influence of Pronouns in the Formation of Words, p.24. 
0 02 
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from humu-s. 	The a of the first declension, which is ori- 
ginally long (8. 118.), has preserved its length before this 
suffix; 	hence, ?Willis, 	bestially, 	amplioralis. 	As 	the u of 
the second declension, according to its 	derivation, repre-  
sents a short a (8. 116.), and, in the feminine, passes into a, 
it is not extraordinary that, in this class of words also, 
adjectives in li-lie occur, instead of i-lie, as fala-lie, inferno-lie, 
libera-lie. 	So, also, enirifolin from esurie.s, where it is to 
be observed that the i of the fifth declension springs from 
a ((8. 151. and IV.): on the other hand, in fido,lis, the i is 
retained. 	Fame-lion stands alone, and is remarkable, as  
it has preserved our suffix entire, and its noes corresponds 
exactly to the Greek Vans, 	If, as I readily assume with M. 
Schmidt (I. e. p.73), filie-s. also, should be classed here, as 
analogous to n`-7u(•, Init-Ate.. still I do not look for its primi-
tive element in the root fe, from which come fedus, fe-Ittro, 
fe-mina, &c., but in a lost substantive base, which is, in 
Sanserit, All bhdj, and signifies " fortune."t 	Felix, there- 
fore, would have lost a guttural, as ful-men for fulg.men, 
In-men for lue-roars; and in respect to its last element, sod 
the signification of its first member, it would agree excel- 
lently with our gliiek-lidi, " fortunate." 	Here it is to be 
observed, that the•  suffix under discussion does not form, 
in the cognate languages, any primitive words direct from 
the root, but only derivatives or compounds. 	Contrary, 
therefore, to my former conjecture, I can no longer class 	; 
words like agilis, fragilis, docilie, in respect to their suffix, 	; 
with words like the abovementioned, dais, virilis. semi& 	̀.. 
In the former, the I is, perhaps, primitive, and not, as in 
the latter, a corruption of d. 	In this case, a suffix is or 
iln, in 	Sanserit, 	presents 	itself for 	comparison, 	as 	in 

* But with bog i like the Gothic idirs (8.417). 
t Compare nuoidatiley,  " having bed fortune," "unfortunate." 	The 

cognate 60405 ie mom med. 
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an-ilcros, "wind," from or, "to blow," to which we shall 
return when treating of the formation of words. 	I am 
unable to 'cite, in Zend, an adjective in combination with 
pronominal 	bases, corresponding to 	the 	Sanscrit 	(Iris', 
drik i, or driksha ; 	but I find, V. S. p. 39, 	the expression 
asoiE7e.imiiv hearkdarbra, "like the sun "; and by it the 
opinion is confirmed, that the r of the Sanscrit forms is an 
abbreviation of ar. 

anONOMMML A O VERBS 

420. Locative adverbs are formed, in Sauscrit, by the 
suffix Era, which is attached directly to the true theme; 	p 

hence, a-fro, " here," ta-tra " there," rnau.dra, "  yonder," 	 ! 
ku-tro, "where?" ya-tra,  " where " (relative). 	This  Ira, I  
which is, in Zend, according to 1.47., .tiV thra (i1hr. 
"here," seethes, " there," yathra, " where') is probably a 
contraction of the comparative suffix ram and, with regard 
to its termination, perhaps an instrumental (see p. 390. 
The Latin pronominal adverbs si-tra and u/-fro, therefore, 
are 	of the same class, excluding the difference of the 
case-forms, 	and also 	the Gothic ablative 	adverbs in 
rhea, mentioned at p. 394; 	compare, ilia-tied, 	" thence,' 
with at ta-fra, " there'; hvathrd," whence?" with ija him, 	i 
" where ?" and alyaihrd"alitinde," with aram anyrdra, "alibi." 	1 
Locative pronominal adverbs are also formed in Zend by 
the suffix ise,dita (see p. 386, &c.), which, in Sanscrit, is 
abbreviated to ha, but is found only in i-he, "here," and 
sa-ha, " with" (Veda sa-dlia). 	In Greek corresponds, as has 
been remarked, the suffix Ba of 4v9a, evrabBst;• and probably, 
also, xo in rarraxo-Ber, &e., as well as we (p. 388), which 
expresses direction to a place, unless the latter has been 

a Page 387. 	With respect to the conjecture there ea-premed regarding 
a possible thematic identity between roe, asjidho, and Tg Ma, refer to 
§.373. 
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abbreviated from • tro, by rejecting the r and weakening 
the t to s. 	In Gothic, the suffix th or d most certainly 
corresponds, in 	forms 	like 	bro-th or hoe.-d, "whither,' 
olymth, diahocre, yoin-d (for gains-d), endion. 	The conjunction 
WI, " but," "if." "for," is completely identical with ass 
idha, vit.." 	The a of c-is and td-s in Latin has been 
already compared with & (9. 395. Note). 

421. In Sanserit, adverbs are formed by the suffix wa 
tea, not only from pronominal bases, but also from sub-
stantives and adjectives, which express removal from, and 
frequently supply the place of the ablative. 	The salts 
tar, as has been before remarked (p. 471, Rem. 5.), is con- 
nected also in 	form 	with the ablative character, and 
appears only a continuation of it, or an abbreviation. 
In Latin, the suffix tar corresponds regularly; compare 
esehTUS with avorgraf,IS, " from heaven." 	The syllable 
tar of Mitur, may also 	be 	related 	to it, the s being 
exchanged 	for r. 	The 	preceding igi would then, as 
has been elsewhere remarked (Demonstrative Bases, p.8), 
admit of comparison with T{ /ha, " here "; to which, with 
regard to the g, it bears the same relation that ego does 
to vat?  ohne. 	Igitur, therefore, would originally signify 
"hence," or "from this" (ground). 	In Sanscrit there is 
a modification of the suffix under discussion, formed by 
changing the tennis to the meant aspirate in w 	a-alma, 
"beneath," and on this is based the Greek Oar and &la- 
conic dot (see pp. 379, 380)1 	Compare, 

a Pp. 386, 3138. 	The Same,* Is dh requires the Greek 9; but, accord- 
ing to the rules for the permutation of sounds, the Gothic d corresponds 
to the Greek e: at the end of a word, however, a is preferred to d (§.81.) 

1-  I wish to limit what has hem said at §.203. Rem. in this particular, that 

	

though onolidd and made, are  compounds of Adis, the 8 of onfid,ye and eddy, 	. 
has been developed from the o of the bases ONO, TO, precisely as the 13 

of Add, or Odd, and gap (for vado) from YO. 	I therefore consider the 
forms 
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ku
SOR 	GILIEK. 	OLD III. ORM.. 

-loon 	no-Bev, 	at-kg-dal. 
la-las, 	roi-Bev, 	al-td-dl. 
yatas, 	3--Bev, 	yd-chl-she. 

The Latin offers for comparison unde, for conde (ali-cunde) 
and lade, the de of which 'have no doubt is connected with the 
Sanscrit suffix tar or dhas, the Greek Bev, and Sclavonic del. 
Uncle has, in addition, received a nasal, which is not to be 
explained by transposition from the Greek Ore, as the blend-
ing of nasal sounds, which are governed by the organ of the 
consonant following, is very common. 	Remark the fre- 
quently-mentioned relation of mho, alpha, to the Sanscrit 
Tait abbia, and Sclavonic aba. 	Aliunde, answering to the 
Sansmit anyutus, .. elsewhere," need not be regarded as a 
compound of node; but it is probable that the a of aliwnde 
belongs to the theme of ali,a, and corresponds, therefore, to 
the Indian a of anya-tus. 	So, also, ali-bi and alicrbi are 
scarcely compounds of ihi and nbi, but combinations of the 
dative termination hi, which is contained in ti-hi, abbe, bbi, 
and  u-hi, with the base ALIU, either suppressing the final 
vowel—whence ali-hi—or retaining it as in ofin-hi. Whether, 
however, a nasal has been inserted in in& depends upon 
whether it springs from the base i—whence is, ibi, Re.— 
or from in =Sunset-it mut (9.273.). 	The very isolated pre- 
position de, in Latin, is, perhaps, an abbreviation of the San-
writ um( adhas, "below," and therefore, in origin, identical 
with the requi-sonant suffix of rode, uncle, and aliunde. 	A 
form hi-ode or hu-ode, isti-ode or islu-ride, and illi-nde or 
illu-ode, might also be expected. 	But instead of these we 

forms tai, " theme," and kith; " whencel" which occur only in combi-
nation with the preposition et, sa simple. 

. From the weakened base ice ((.382.), for kat., to be expected from 
SA, on which arc based tho Greek oil, from ,,,i, , and Schwenk. lath?. 
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fad hint, Wine, Wine, regarding which it is unknown whence 
comes their meaning of separation from a place, unless the 
syllable de, as exponent of this direction, loss been removed 
from them, and the enclitic c has assumed its place, which 
would surprise us least in hint. 	Hint may, perhaps, be an 
abbreviation of hinde, as the neuter hoc of bode (§.395). 
The locative- adverbs hie, illio, istic, I regard as datives, of 
which the character, .cording to §. 200., has been taken 
from the Sanscrit locative; and which, in curb also Ilia 
retained the original meaning. 	/sac and Wie are, for the 
use of language, sufficiently distinguished from the forms 	' 
isti and illi, which are used for the dative relation ; while for 
Sic a distinction from the proper dative must be differently 
sought in the dropping the euphonic u (from r).. 	Bic 
thereforq, is, in this respect, distinguished from kik, as the 
nominative hit, for which hula might be expected, from 911 

422. Adverbs of time are formed in Sanscrit by the suffix 
A, dd, hence kodal, " when?" /add, " then "; yudd, "when 1" 
"at which time"; 4kadd, “ once "; sada, "always": the latter 
springs from the energetic demonstrative base . (§. 345.). 
whence also ...a.,  " °very " (I. 38 l.). 	Perhaps the Greek 
re is, in an anomalous manner, connected with this dd, by a 
permutation of sound, which has become a principle in Ger-
manic, since nearly all old medials, as far as they have not 
experienced a second modification in High Germ., become 
tenues. 	In Sclavouic corresponds the suffix gds, which I 
think must be divided into g-do, since I regard it as a deri- 
votive of the interrogative base, which has ceased to be used 	' 
alone, and which may have signified "when," or "once on 	11 
a time"; and the guttural tennis has given place to a medial, 	i 
on account of the d following, according to the analogy of 	, 
gdge, "aliere?" (§. 293. Rem.). 	This gds, unconscious of its 
derivation, in combined with the interrogative itself; hence 

. See p. 349 and §§. 304.393. 	 I 
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kogde," when?" and togda,"then." 	But in MSS. is found for 	.; 
inagdo,"at another time," also the simple inda, as a more 

	

exact couutertype of the Sanscrit anya-dd, but with the a of 	- 
the base INO suppressed, which is retained in inogda and 

	

similar forms, to avoid the great accumulation of consonant. 	i 
Together with yegdo, ore, occurs, also, the simple yeda, but 
with a change of signification, via. as an interrogative par- 	- 
ticle (Dobr. p. 432). 	In Lithuanian the simple suffix appears 	.- 
both in the unweakened interrogative base, and in other 
pronouns and words, the nature of which borders on that of 
pronouns, and which, in Sanscrit, are declined like pronouns. 
Thus, niekada," never," after withdrawing the negative de- 
ment, corresponds 	to the Sanscrit dkadd, "once"; kat/2, 
"when," and tad's, "then," are identical with the Sanscrit 
expressions of the same sound and signification; wissada 
means "always," and onday (for onada),"at that time." 	It 	''' 
may be allowed here to mention two other Lithuanian ad- 	,. 
verbs of time, which are not, indeed, connected with the 	• 
suffix dd, but required previous mention on other accounts;— 
I mean dabar, "now," and loimet," when?" 	In the first part 
of da-bfir I believe may be seen a weakened form of the 	, 
demonstrative base to; in the latter, a remnant of the term 
for " time," mentioned at p 425 ; viz. ,ni.vdra. Bengali Inh., 
and therefore a word akin to the syllable -ber in the Latin 
name for months. 	As regards, however, the final portion 
of kat...et, it recalls, on account of the frequent interchange 
of a and tn, the suffix vat in the Sanscrit adverbs of time, 
Meat, "now," yard, "at which time" (§. 412), with which we 

'have endeavoured to compare the Greek rimer, iliaot. 	We 
return to the suffix WI, in order to remark, that, by a perver- 
sion of the language, it is so regarded as though the adverbs 	' 
formed with it were substantives or adjectives capable of 	• 
declension. 	Thus arise the forms in dds, dai, and dais; 
the two first with feminine genitive and dative termina-
tion, the last with the masculine plural instrumental ter-  .;,j 

...la 
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mination. 	For the niekodis mentioned above mean, there- 
fore, also niekathis, niekadei, and niekadais. 	For del is also 
written day; •hence Imlay as well as Jodi,'  and the form 
tad occurs with a suppressed, and taddk, tadday, with d 
doubled, just as 	kad, kaddh, keddey, for hulk. 	To the 
latter, and to the Sanscrit :sr kodd, corresponds, perhaps, 
the Latin rondo ; no that a nasal would have been inserted 
before the T sound, as above in nude (p. 501), 	The cor- 
relative lando, however, is swotting. 	The following table 
may serve as a general view of the points of comparison 
obtained: 

IIANSORIT. 	ITN. 	OLT SOL. 	GAELIC 	LATIN. 

Ina 	kadk, 	koyda, 	akre, 	yuando. 
tad& 	tadk, 	togda. 	wlre. 	. . . 
yadd, 	. . 	yryda, 	'are, 	. . . 
=yodel, 	. . 	inch, 	&Mare, 	. . . 

423. The suffix dd is combined in Sanscrit with aim, • 
which appears to me to be an accusative form of a femi- 
nine pronominal base at that the masculine and neuter se 	, 
(p. 335) might easily form in the feminine, as well 118 ad 	.,, 
(see 9. 172.). 	 nits 	arise taddlaim, "then,' and iddnim, 	' 
"now." 	As, however, the simple form idd has become ob-
solete, the Indian grammarians assume a suffix skinks. 
As regards the origin of the time-defining dd, it appears 
to be an abbreviation of Ann dint, " by day," by the re-  
jection of iv; as, in Latin, au is rejected nolo (from nerdy). 	i 
I recognise a different kind of abbreviation of this died 	, 
in my a-dye, "today,' "now," where the /7 only of ding 
is removed, and the final d shortened, and the Vaceording 	' 
to a universal phonetic law, changed into al. 

424. There is nothing similar in the cognate language. to 	1 
the Greek correlatives in daa--traviaa, ravine, kaaa—be- 
sides the Latin donee, donky',e 	before mentioned, unless it be 
the Sancerit adverb erfagak mama, "eternal." " perpetual." 
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Buttinann is inclined to see in lee an accusative termination 
from an ii:, to be conjectured from the Latin vi 	vices 
(Lexil. II. p. 227). 	I assent to this explanation only

a, 
 in so 

far as the recognition of a substantive accusative in the con- 
cluding part of these formations. 	I do not, however, divide 
aryv-isa, Ste., but tot-vice, and thus make them genuine com-
pounds, of which the first member does not contain a case-
termination, but the bare theme. We may regard, therefore, 
an, Ts, and ;), as feminine bases, or, as above, in ticot, 
;ikon, lengthened forms of the masculine and neuter.. 	The 
latter would be more agreeable to the original principle of 
the formation of compounds; according to which, pronouns 
and adjectives, at the beginning of compounds, express no 
distinction of sex, and therefore never appear in the form of 
the theme, which is peculiar to the feminine, but in that 
which is common to the masculine and neuter, in which, pro-
perly, there is no sex expressed, and from which the femi- 
nine theme is a derivative. 	In the preceding case, however, 
the final substantive is really feminine, if, as I conjecture, 
it is akin to the Sanscrit NIT...  vii, 	nominative fw-1 talk, 
"night"; the accusative of which, niiam, is contained in 
the abovementioned anikin., " eternal," literally " without 
night." 	It is certain that the Sanserit accusative natty. 
could, in Greek, take no other form than visa, as R i pro-
ceeds from 1 k, and, in Greek, always appears as K (3. 21.). 
The Greek base envy, the Latin noel, and the Gothic nalei 
(nominative sable), are, in Sanscrit, represented by 'mkt, of 
which only the accusative naktam c--noeletn, vincra, remains 
an um as an adverb (a by night"), and in the unorganic com- 
pound wfint. naktan-chord, "night-walker." 	We might 
therefore derive nekton., also, from a theme nakta. 	If, 
the, in Smiscrit, in disadvantageous comparison with its 
cognate languages, only an obscure remnant of this nokt is 

. See §.352. 
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left in the accusative just mentioned, the reverse ease cannot 
be surprising, that the Greek should have retained of eat, 
nik, which is most probably akin to mkt, only the accusative 
in the compounds under discussion. 	As, then, in IR, MA, 
and similar formations, if the explanation of the suffix given 
above be well founded (§. 423.), there is only a formal ex-
pression of " day," and yet time in general is understood in 
it; so, according to the view here proposed, in 711,1143,  ..  night" 
would be selected as the representative of time in general, or 
of a particular point of time, which might easily take place 
through the dimming of the primary meaning of the con- 
cluding element. 	So the Sanserit odya, "to-day," "on this 
day"—its original meaning being lost eight of—is not unfre- 
quently used in the sense of " 	in this moment" If 
otilvtaa is based on the same principle of formation as maw, 
&e., it is then an abbreviation of arra-vise, which is also 
Buttmann's conjecture, since he derives it from Ms colic 
/on, and the omission of the ep would resemble that of the 
Latin es in nolo, and that of is in the Sanscrit suffix di, from 
die& 	But if we follow C. G. Schmidt (Quiest. Gramm. de 
Pimp. Gr. p. 49) in taking calsisa as an  unabbreviated form, 
we might then, by the same analogy, derive istvisa from "'ins; 
which we would not, however, do, as there is no form sir. 
whence we might derive arysisa, nor ices, whence isixe. 

425. Adverbs of kind and manner are formed in Sanscrit 
by addition of the suffixes sisk Mons and of Mi. 	The former 
ow urs only in mew leathern, "how?" and kwas1 Wham, "era 
and it has been before compared with the Latin tens in 
i-term and au-tam (5. 378.). 	To th4 answers the Latin is in 
its and relieda, 	which latter corresponds to the Sanscrn 
atattst onyothd, "in another manner." 	Besides these are 
formed, in Sanscrit, by this suffix, tatted, "so," yalliti, "how?" 
(relative) and sorsothd, "in every way." 	A suffix ti, of 
the same signification, forms with the demonstrative base 
i the adverb iti, " so,' the only analogous form to which is 
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the preposition erfr ati, "over,' which springs from the 
pronominal base wi o.* 	In Latin, all, "as,' and, with the 
i abraded, at, correspond in regard to the suffix. 	The i of 
ilidern may first have arisen in Latin as a weakening of 
its, in Zend Jets itha, occasioned by the incumbrance of 
the dem (§. t.). 	The suffixes vk dam nod en thd are re- 
lated to one another as accusative and instrumental; the 
latter according to the principle of the Zend language 
(I. I58.), and which, contrary to a conjecture given at fi. 378., 
I now believe must be token in this sense. 	The Zend, 
which generally shortens ti:e long d at the end 0f poly-
syllabic words, owes the suffix under discussion like the 
Latin, with a short final vowel; hence sods itha like its, 
I have not met with the suffix them in Zend, for Ado, 
baths is used for n 	katheern, and for rook Whale the m6 
itha just mentioned. 

• Berlin Jahrb. Nov. 1830, p. 702. 
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THE. VERB. 

.i.,  426. The 	Snnserit 	has 	two forms 	for the active, of 
hieh the one is appointed 	for the transitive and out- 

wardly-operating direction 	of its 	powers, 	nod is called 
by the Indian grammarians parasoloi-podron, equivalent to 
" stranger form";*  the other, which is called riltnal4padols, 
i.e. " self form,"t serves, whet 	it stands in its primitive 
signification, for reflective or intransitive purposes, or chews 
that the action is to be placed to the credit of the subject 
or stands in some near relation thereto. 	For instance, 
rid, " give," in the cliatougpodom, in conjunction with the pre- 
position 	4, 	has 	the force of " take," i.e. "  give oneself": 
the causative dor iayfloti, "to make to see," "to shew," 
acquires, through the terminations of the fitmanenadam, the 
signification 	" shew itself "; 	;.i, 	" lie " ON —seital) els, 
"sit" (A.91d=ierral, p. 118), 	nand. "to 	be pleased," "  please 
oneself." rude, " to shine," "please," "please oneself," are 
only used in the dlenonepadom ; VIA " to require," " pray," has 
both forms, but the reflective prevails, as we most generally 
require or pray for our own advantage. 	In general, how- 
ever, the language, as it at present exists, disposes of both 
forms in rather 'an arbitrary manner. 	But few verbs have 
retained the two; and where this happens, the primitive in- 
tention of both seldom shows itself distinctly. 	Of the cognate 
languages, only the Zend, the Greek, and the Gothic have 
retained this primitive form ; for that the Gothic passive is 

• tmikporasouli is the dative anent, "the other." 
't 'INTPT 	&man, " soul," of which the dative, atmane, is used above, in 

oblique eases often fills the place of a pronoun of the Mini parses, 
generally with a reflective signification. 
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identical in construction with the Indo-Greek middle has 
been already shewn in my Conjugation-system.. 	Grimm 
has since directed attention to two expressions which have 
remained uftnoticed in former Grammars, and which are of 
the greatest importance, as having preserved the old medial 
form also in a medial signification. 	171filas, namely, twice 
(Matt. xxvii 43. and Mark xv. 32.) translates xaxaRibno by 
"otsteignslan," and once (Matt. xxvii. 43.) pwdagw by " lam- 
pd.." 	Lately, also, v. Gabelents and Lobe, in their valu- 
able edition of Ulfilas (pp. 187 and 225), have justly as-
signed the following forms to one lately brought to light, by 
Castiglione's edition of St. Paul's Epistles, to the middle: 
ufkunnondo, yer5overen (John siii. 35.) ;  /Okada, "vitaperant" 
(Rom. ix. 19.); gavasyada undivancin, kvat'grgnel dOecepiav 
(1 Cor. xv. 54.); istorkyado, dpyritsxm (2 Cor. iv. 17.); ustinhodo, 
saren6Cerat (2 Cor. vii. 10.); and Jinni:ad., yaropreireeros 
(1 Cor. vii. 9.). 	Grimm, in the first edition of his Grammar 
(p. 444), gives the forms otateigadou and inusyndou, as I doubt 
not, justly. as imperatives, but considers them as erroneous 
transferences of the Greek expressions into the passive 
form. 	What, however, could induce Ulfilas to translate the 
middle insicialbs, not to mention the active Kora/jet-rex by a 
passive, having so many other opportunities for exchanging 
Greek middles for passives ? 	In the second edition (I. 855) 
Grimm asks, "Have we here the third conjugation of a 
Gothic middle?" 	Were they, however, conjunotiva media, 
they must then have retained the characteristic i of this 
word, and. in this respect, have answered to the Indo-Greek 
media, such as bhargla (from bharoda), 04porso. 	The middle 
and passive could not be distinguished by the insertion or 
suppression of the exponent of the conjunctive relation. 
I explain. therefore, atsteigadan and lousyndon, as well as 
the later hugandau (Taturrtiroxrac), without hesitation, as 

s 4,. 122. 	Compare Vocalismus, p.79, and Grimm LBW. 
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imperatives of the middle voice; as they answer excellently 
well to the Sanscrit medial imperatives, as bher-aqin, "he 
should bear or receive"; bher-a-nt4in, "they should bear or  •' 
receive." 	The Gothic au has the same relutku here to 
the Sanscrit dat, as, in the first conjunctive person active, 
where, for instance tripes, "ieh set," "I may be," answers 	' 
to the Sanscrit sy4m. 	The old m has merged into a, and 
formed a diphthong with the preceding a (compare §. 255. p.). 
In respect to form, however, aluteigedau, leusyudeu, and /is- 
gandau are passive ; and Ulfilas would probably have also ;, 
rendered "he should be freed" by laueyadeu. 	In the transla- 
lion of the Bible, however, an occasion for the use of the pas-
sive imperative rarely occurs. 

427. While the Greek and Gothic have carried over ,  
the medial form into the passive, so that the passive and 
middle, with the exception of the Greek aorist and future,' 
are perfectly identical; in the Sanscrit and Zend the pas-

indeed, exhibits the more important terminations of 
the middle, through which the symbolical retro-operation 
of the action on the subject is expressed, but a practical 
distinction occurs in the special tenses (§. 102'.), in that 
the syllable ya—of which more hereafter—is appended to 
the root, but the characteristic additions and other pecu-
liarities, by which the different dames are distinguished 
in the two active forms, are resumed. 	In Greek, Sulu-Yu-rag 
is as well passive as medial, but in Sanserit fw  chi-nu-td 
from fst chi, "collect," is only medial, and the passive is 
chi-ya-tg : in Greek, Worst, fo-rarai, are as well passive as 
medial ; in Sanscrit the kindred forms 0 dal-ti, anomalous 
for dada-ti, fa* tislylia-IP only medial, and their passive 
becomes di-ye:A uthi-yat4.* 	As the Sanscrit and Z,end pas- 	i 
sive, except that with the omission of the class peculiarities 

s Some of the roots in 4 weaken that vowel to i before the passive 
charaoteristio cc. 
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it is formed immediately from the root, answers to other de-
rivative verbs, the causal, desiderative, and intensitive, we, 
in treating of them, shall return to it. 	The middle, how- 
ever, we shall treat puri pews with the transitive-  active 
form, as it is distinguished from this latter, in nearly every 
case, only by the extension of the personal terminations. 

428. The moods in Sanscrit are five, if we include the 
indicative, in which, in fact, no mood, but only mere re- 
lations of time, are expressed. 	The absence of modal 
accessary notions is its characteristic. 	The other moods 
are, the potential, imperative, precative, and conditional. 
Besides these, eve find in the Vedas fragments of a mood, 
which, in the principle of its formation, corresponds to the 
Greek subjunctive, and by the grammarians is called ke 
The same moods, even to the conjunctive, or Mt, exist in 
Zend, only I am not able to lay down the conditional, 
which stands in nearest connection with the future, and 
which in Sanscrit, also, is very rare. 	The infinitive and par- 
ticiple belong to the noun. 	The indicative has six tenses, 
viz. one present, three preterites, and two futures. 	The pre- 
terites, in form, correspond to the Greek imperfect, aorist, 
and perfect. 	With their use, however, the language, in its 
present condition, deals very capriciously ; for which reason, 
in 

 
my Grammar, I have named them only with reference 

to their form : the first, single-formed augmented pretmite ; 
the second, multiform augmented preterite; and the third, 
reduplicated preterite. 	Both futures are likewise indis- 
tinguishable in their use, and I name them according to 
their composition: the one, which answers to the Greek 

. The Indian grammarians name the tenses and moods after vowels, 
which, for the names of the principal tenses, arc ineerted between 
I and f f, md, for the names of the secondary, between 	I and ‘ 
n. 	Thus the names run, let., 14, lu!, Ir*, 0,00, Ion, fin, tun, Iris. 	Bee 
Colehrooke's Grammar, pp. 132.181. ' 

It 	li 

47958 
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and Lithuanian future, and is most used, the auxiliary 
future; the other, the participial future, as its first ele-
ment is a participle which answers to the Latin in tuna. 
In the Zend I have not yet detected this tense, but all 
the other Sanscrit tenses I have, and have given proofs of 
this 	in 	the 	reviews 	mentioned 	in the preface (p. xi). 
The moods which stand opposed to the indicative have, in 
Sanscrit and Zend, only one tense; yet the potential and 
prertttive have, in 	fact, such a relation 	to each other, 
as, in Greek, the present and second aortst of the optative; 
and Pfinini embraces both of these modal forms under 
the name lin. 	The some relation between wishing and 
praying may also be expressed by the potential, which is 
in far more general use, though the latter be strictly re- 
presented by the 	precative. 	In the Vedas traces are 
apparent of a farther elaboration of the moods into melons 
tenses, and it may hence be inferred, that what the Eu-
ropean languages, in their developement of the moods, 
have in excess over the Sanscrit and Zend, dates, at least 
in its origin, from the period of the unity of the language. 

429. The numbers of the verb are three in most of the 
languages here treated of. 	The Latin verb has, like its 
noun, lost the dual ; but the German has preserved the 
verbal dual in its oldest dialect, the Gothic, in preference 
to that of the noun; the Old Sclavonic retains it in both; 
and so has the Lithuanian to the present day. 	The Pali 
and Prakrit, otherwise an near to the Sanscrit, have, like 
the Latin, parted 	with both the dual and the middle 
mood of the active. 	In opposition to the Semitic, there 
is no distinction of gender in the personal signs of the 
Sanscrit family; which is not surprising, as the two first 
persons, even in their simple condition, are without the 
distinction, while the Semitic dispenses with it only in the 
first person, as well simple as in the verb, 	but, in the 
second 	and third, in both 	conditions 	distinguishes the 
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masculine from the feminine. 	The Old Selavonic has gained 
a feminine in an inorganic fashion, and by a divergence 
from the primary type of its class, as well in its simple 
pronoun of the first person, as in the three persons of the 
verb. 	As, namely, tin "we two," has the force of a mas- 
culine substantive dual, to which the feminine in t ye corre-
sponds (4. 213.); so, by the power of analogy, out of that so 
La  has been developed a feminine st eye, and, in accordance 
with this, in the verb also; for instance, KCBS yearn "we two 
are" (masculine), gist yearye (feminine), as opposed to the 
Sanscrit sons (contracted from asvas), and the Lithuanian 
e550. 	In the same manner, in the second and third dual 
persons, which, in the masculine, are both rata, answering 
to the Sanserit (u)silias, (antes, and the Greek so-roe, a 
female yeelye RPM has been formed; for as, in virtue of the 
law by which the terminating sibilant of the Sanscrit form 
is necessarily rejected (see I. 255. 1.), the verbal dual ending 
became identical with that of the noun, and as, moreover, 
the termination to has precisely the same sound with the in-
dependent Ea," these two" (men): the way was thus opened 
to the formation of a feminine personal termination 'it Eye, 
which is also identical with the independent Eye, "them 
two" (women). 	These feminine verbal terminations are in 
any case worthy of observation, as they rest on the feeling 
of the grammatical identity of the verb with the noun, 
and chew that the spirit of the language was vitally im-
bued with the principle of dose connection, which had of 
old arisen between the simple pronoun and that which is 
joined with the verbal bases. 

430. With respect to the personal signs, the tenses and 
moods fall most evidently in Sanscrit, Zend, and Greek, into 
two classes. 	The one is fuller, the other more contracted 
in its termination. 	To the first class belong those tenses 
which, in Greek, we are accustomed to call the chief, 
namely, the present, future, Ad perfect or reduplicated 

v a 2 
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preterite, whose terminations, however, have undergone 
serious 	mutilations in the three sister languages, which 
clearly have their foundation in the incumbmnee of the 
commencement by the reduplication syllable. 	To the se- 
cond class belong the augmented preterites, and, in Sin- 
serit and Zend, 	all the moods not indicative, with the 
exception of the present of the hit or conjunctive, and of 
those terminations of the imperative which are peculiar to 
this mood, and are rather full than contracted. 	In Greek 
the conjunctive has the full, but the optative, which an- 
swers to the Sanserit potential, the contracted. 	The ter- 
mination pa of re/arrow: is, as we have elsewhere observed.' 
inorganic, as appears from a comparison with the ran-raw 
which has sprung from the original form mares and the 
conjugation in in (Stadmi). 

431. In Latin, this double form of the personal termi- 
nation, although in 	an 	inverted 	relation, 	makes itself 
observable in this, that where the fuller form rat stood, the 
termination, excepting in the cones of man and tapers, has 
vanished altogether. 	On the other 	hand, the original 
termination 	en, 	by 	itself, 	has 	everywhere 	maintnined 
itself. 	Hence, man ameba; but osiers, erten, Am amiss, 
as, in &merit, a-bliassini and dean, "I was," sytha, "I may 
be," kttnanytiyam, "I might love." 	In the other persons 
an uniformity of terminations has crept in by the abrasion 
of the 	i 	of the primary 	forms; 	thus, leyis(i) legittil 
legiint(i), as /Tab legal, (twat. 

432. In the Gothic, the aboriginal separation into the 
full and 	mutilated terminations makes itself principally 
conspicuous in, that 	the terminations Ii and sti of the 
primary forms have retained the 7' sound, because it was 
protected by a following vowel, but have lost the is 	on 
the other hand, the concluding I of the secondary forms, 

' Bodin Jahr!). Feb. ISE?, p. 170, or Vocalismus, p.44. 
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as 	in the Greek, 	has 	vanished: 	hence, for example, 
baimi-th, bair-a-nd, answering to 511 	Shar-a-ti, infm Shoe- 
a-nti (q1kp-o-vri), but bair-ai, like Opob answering to i0tt 
Shar-t-t, (from bharai0 fer-a-f. 	In the first person singular, 
the full termination mi has, in remarkable accordance with 
the Latin, quite disappeared: on the other hand, the con-
cluding m of the secondary forms has not, indeed, as in 
the Latin, been retained unaltered, but yet has kept its 
place in the solution into u (compare 5. 246.): that bair-a, 
answering to safer hhar-d-mi, but bair-a-u (from bairam for 
bairain),*  answering to isbisis  bhar-ty-ant, fora-m. 	In the 
second person singular, as in the Latin, an identity between 
the primary and secondary forms has introduced itself, 
since the first have lost the concluding i, and the latter 
have not brought one from the Asiatic seat of their class; 
hence bair-i, answering to infer hhar-a-si, and also bair- 
ai-s to s 	bliar-f-a, fen-d-s, itiep-ore. • 

433, In the Old Sclavonic, the secondary forms have, 
in the singular, been compelled entirely to abandon the 
personal consonant (see §. 255. L), on account of its being 
final; 	hence, in the imperative, which is identical with 
the Sanserit potential, the Greek optative, and Roman- 
German conjunctive, the second person singular ends with 
the modal-vowel i, and, in the preterite, answering to the 
Sanserit-Greek aorist, the second and third persons have 
the same sound, because the concluding a. like I. was ne- 
cessarily dropped. 	Compare, in the preterite iterative, the 
termination um she, MI ehe, with the Sanserit lig aim ;On nit. 
On the other hand, the primary forms give the expression 
of the second person singular with wonderful accuracy, as 
mu shi, or Cu, Si; and out of the iir 6 of the third we have 
'e, and, in the plural an from anti. 	We now proceed to a 
closer consideration of the personal signs. 

o Compare Vocalitmeo, p.203. 
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row. PERSON. 

434. The character of the first person is, in the singular 
as well as plural, in its original shape m; but in the dual 
the languages which possess a first dual person in the 
transitive active form have softened the m to r, as we have 
also found sm  rayain for Rstsk inayam, in the simple pro-
noun " we," and similar phenomena in several cognate 
languages. 	The full characteristic of the first person 
singular is, in the primary form of the transitive active, 
mi, and spreads itself, in Sanscrit and Zeod, over all verbs 
without exception : 	in Greek, however—peculiarities of 
dialect excepted—only over such as answer to the second 
chief Sanscrit conjugation, which embraces the classes two, 
three, five, seven, eight, and nine (4. 109.), but altogether 
comprises but a small proportion of the verbs (about 200 
The other Greek verbs have quite suppressed the personal 
termination, and their so (omega), like the Latin e, answers to 
the Sanscrit 8, which, in forms like bfklli-d-ini, "I know," 
tud-thqni, "I wound," belongs neither to the root nor the 
personal termination, but is the character of the class, which, 
when it consists of a short a, or of syllables ended by d, 
lengthens that letter before to and v followed by a vowel: 
hence, b4dh-d-ini, 	bildh-d-ras, 68A-el-mos, in contrast to 
boa-a-al, 	UkIli-a-li ; 	bildh-a-thus, 	bodh-a-tas ; 	bildli-a-ht 
bottli-n-nfi. 	The Greek has no participation in this length- 
ening, and makes iipir-olier answer to the Sanscrit farp-a- 
mos. 	It is possible, however, that, in the singular, rIpx-aria 
may have once stood; and if so, we might conjecture that 
this su may have been shortened in the plural sad dual 
(medial) by the influence of the increased weight of the ter-
nsinations, of which more hereafter; thus, also, in the inetlio- 
passive. 	The supposed vdpdr-ori.ii has, in effect, the same 
relation to ript-o-liee and r€pino-itai, as Siam-µr to Siaollet 
and 818-oiActi. 	If, however, We prefer, which I should not, to 
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assume ripe-o-µt as the primitive form, the length of nnprao 
may then be considered as a compensation for the lose of the 
termination. 	In any case the mediat passive pat, which 
spreads itself over all classes of verbs, proves that they all 
have had apt in the active ; for pat has sprung from gt, as 
oat, Tea, veal, from as, it, vrt; and without the presence 
either of a raprauku or a "-narrow we could have had 110 n4mto- 
pat. 	With regard to the all-prevalent conservation of the 
character of the first person in the media-passives, the Greek 
maintains a conspicuous advantage over its Asiatic cognates, 
which, in the singular of the middle, as well in the primary 
as in the secondary forms, has suffered the wi to vanish with- 
out leaving a trace. 	If -r4rarta be, as it were, amended from 
the Sanserit form tarp-a-nth the mutilated Sanscrit form 
farpd .  may be, in like manner, brought back from the Greek 

rcipir-o-pm to its original form tarp-dme, or tarp-a-m@. 
435. We find, in what has been mid above, a very re-

markable confirmation of the maxim, that the various 
members of the great family of language now under dis-
cussion must of necessity mutually illustrate and explain 
each other, since the most perfect among them have been 
handed down to us uncorrupted in every part of their 
rich organism. 	For while the ending pat is still extant 
in all its splendour in the Modern-Greek passive, the cor-
responding Sanscrit form lay in ruins at that period when 
the oldest existing sample of Indian literature, the Vedas, 
was composed, the antiquated language of which has con-
veyed to no so many other remnants of the primeval 
type of the family. 	On the other hand, Homer, in all the 
variety of his present and future forms, was compelled to 
forego the terminating pi, which was the mother of his pat, 
which is the only existing termination in the Sanserit, and 

a Such would he the form of Mriximi in the middle voice, in which, 
however, it is not used. 
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which to this day the Lithuanian utters in the folloaing 
verbs. 

trruArnen. 	 HA WRIT. 	 0116E. 

	

I am," —omit 	 ii,P4 tilu 
einti, " I go," 	emi, 	 S. 
dattii, "I give," 	=dridiiiiii, 	 Mop. 
dgliii, "I lay," 	= dadhdmi, 	 ',IOW". 
do:mil, "I stand," 	--tislqh,ibrii, 	 lirrrytit 
edrii, "I eat," 	-. admi, 
sednii, "I sit," 	_....Iti-,thiddrni, "I sit down," 	• • • • 
gifidatii, "I sing," 	=- gaddmi, "I say," 	.... 
g@lbmi, " I help,"" 	. kalpaydmi," make, prepare ?•'s  . ... 
t@rgtiti, "I guard," 	 • • • • 
adligmi, "I preserve," 	 • ... 
miemni, "I sleep," 	 . • . • 
tiebrd, "I leave," 	=-ralidnii, " forsake ?'"1. 	• . • . 

436. We must take into account that in all these verbs 
the termination m, as in the Sanscrit second class (I. In'. 3.) 
and in the verbs which answer to it, such as Ovid, e4u, is 
combined directly With the root. 	The Old Selavonie also 
has rescued, in some verbs of this kind, which we would 
name the Archaic conjugation, the termination mi, not 
indeed, in its original purity, but under the shape of my. 
Before this my, however, as also in the first person plural 
before my, and before the sibilant of the second person 
singular, a radical d is suppressed, which d, before termi-
nations beginning with I, in analogy with the Zend and 
Greek (§. too.), passes into a.' 	Compare, 

. Saipayan,i, on which the Gothic root help, "to help" (present hi/pa, 
preterite halp), is probably based, is, in all likelihood, akin to the root her 
(Sri), " to make." 

t Compare p.441. 
$ Jad alma forms an exception, that, in the second and third peon 

dual 
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- 	OLD SOLAVON10. 	 SaNSORIT. 

Himb yesmy, "I am," 	 vifol asmi. 
stran ryemy, "I know," 	 Wu rddmi. 
htmvrt, ryedrdy, " they know," 	fa-efts widanti. 
Mo. damy, "I give,"° 	 rtfa duddini. 
....,,AATI,  dadyaty, " they give," 	71d dadati. 
lAntb yamy, "I eat," 	 Veit admi. 
balm 	 yadttly, " they eat," 	WO* adanti. 

Thus also the compound "Aran nn-yemy for on-yamy, " es- 
medo," " mandyco,"" and WWII, imunty, "I have." 	The 
Krainisch deserves special attention in respect of the first 
person singular, as, without exception, it has preserved the 
personal In, although with entire renunciation of the i; 
for instance, Map, "I labour ": thus, in Polish, in the 
first conjugation, as Bandtke has it, 	stye., " I read." 
In Old Sclavonic, however, we find everywhere in the 
usual conjugation a, and we have already remarked that we 
recognise, in the latter part of this diphthong, the melting 
of this personal sign ot into a short u sound, which, with 
the preceding conjugation-vowel, has resolved itself into a, 
as in Greek Tirrrovrt from sirmtovrt (I. 255. g.). 	In the same 
light is to be regarded the Lithuanian it in Mielcke's first 
and second conjugation; compare sail, "I turn," and peat, 
"I feed," with the plural aule.a-rtte, pen-a-mS. 	On the other 
hand, in verbs like laikatt,"I hold," yestkaty "I seek," my/iii, 
"I love," the u only belongs to the personal sign. 	It is 
otherwise with the Old High German u in Grimm'astrong 
and first weak conjugation:' in these, u is a weakening of the 
Gothic a (Vocalismus, p. 227, ff.), and this is itself a shorten- 

duel it inserts an e as a connecting vowel; hense,joa-e-ta in contrast to 
ass-to, ogee-to. 	See Kopitsis Glagolita, p.0.5. 
• Is generally used with a future signification. 
t The &merit preposition sum, Greek et, has usually lost the nasal, 

but has preserved it in the above instances. 
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ing of theSanscrit 8 , and so far corresponding to the Greet 
at and Latin o (see 0. 434.). Compare the Gothic hair-o--',Old 
High German bins-)  (pint), with wok bharal-mi 4,dme4ta). 
feitat. 	The only verb which, in Gothic. has preserved a 
remnant of the termination µ,, is im, "I am," --..wfat and, 
&e. 	In High German, however, the remains of this old 
termination are more numerous: in our German bin it 
has to this day rescued itself from total suppression. 	The 
Old High German form is bim, or pint, a contraction of 
the Sanscrit bhatdInti, the n of which reappears in the 
shape of r in the plural biromds. 	Besides these, the per. 
sonal sign in Old High German fastens on some other 
isolated verbs, as on Om, " I go,-  =w s if s jogdmi, pow. 
(p.111); slam, "I stand," =Mr* tinhOdmi, Zend 44.tottmar .  
histanti, Greek rerrmu (p. III); 	room, "I do," 	= &merit 
‘11494 dadhami, "I plane," Greek e!frpa, Blanes( vi 8m/lalmi, 
"I make"; and, further, on those classes of verbs which ex-
hibit the Sanscrit form aye in the shape of 6 or d (Grimm's 
second and third conjugations of the weak form, see 0. lob'. I.) 
Hence habdm (Gothic hobo), dantadm, and phlanzdtn, are 
more perfect than the corresponding Latin forms babes 
damn, plant°. 	Yet it is only the oldest monuments which 
exhibit the m termination : the more modem substitute a. 

437. In the secondary forms the expression of the first 
person singular, in Sanserit and Zend, is terminated by e.  
without a vowel ; and this mutilated ending, which has 
maintained itself in Latin in preference to the fuller Ira 
(0. 431:), has been forced in 	Greek, 	by 	a universal law 
of sound, to become v; just as we have seen, in the Old 
High German, the final m of the most ancient examples 
degenerate 	into n. 	Compare treps-otr with atarpatan, 
ebiant-s and gasio,  with odadd-nt and odd-=; and further, 
baba-hst and ho-irp with dodh-rInt and ddtydm. 	In the first 
Greek florist the personal sign has vanished ; hence, Ide,/a 
contrasted with erfesset adikshom. 	The older amen, from 
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a still older form AmEam, presents itself, however, as out of 

	

the resulting medial form Samedµ-11,. 	With respect to the 
Gothic u for vs, we refer the raider to 4.432. 

Remark.—If we have, in the above, dissected atarp-a-m 
after the fashion of the Greek crepe-o-e, we must yet observe, 
that, according to the Indian grammarians, the full termina-
tion of the first person singular of the secondary form is not 
a simple so, but am: it would stand, accordingly, otaPpom for 
dorplm, from otorp-omms, and we should have to assume an 
elision of the intermediate syllable a. 	In fact, we find the 
termination am in places where the a cannot, as in atarp-u-m, 
seas-ya-m, adarS-aya-m, be assigned to the class characters 
(k.109.. 1. 2. 6.); for we form, for instance, out of i, "go," 
ely-am, not ti-m, "I went"; from brt1, "speak; abms-am 
or abrus-am, not ubrd-m, "I spoke"; and from the syllables 
nu and at, which are appended to the roots of the fifth and 
eighth class (P. 109". 4.), in the special tenses spring, not 
nd-m, 8-la as we might expect from the present all-mi, 
d-tai, but nevem, roam; and thus, for instance, we find 
INTI M astriFruarn, plural wantat cal Tilsumm answering to 
eirrOperiv. acroipavater. 	As the second person in Sonscrit has 
a simple a, the third a simple t for its sign, and, for instance, 
astrima-s,astrim8t-, answer to the Gr. icrwip-r6-c, Scrnip-v6(i); 
from thence, as well as from the fact that the Greek also, in 
the first person, has a simple a, we may deduce that the a of 
astriaorom is inorganic, and imported from the first conjuga-
tion, just as, in Greek, we find for ilralmal, also &rmlmm-o-v;. 
and so, in the third person, together with SerrOps6 also Zonlp- 
mr-e, to which a Sanserit oslrivorm-1 would correspond. 	The 
verbs which unite the personal terminations immediately 
with roots ending in consonants may have particularly fa-
voured the introduction of an a into the first person; thus, 
for instance, to the present uhloa, "I know," no avddm could 
be opposed; the personal character must have vanished en-
tirely—as in the second and third person, where, instead of 
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cell-s, arelbt, by §. 94. an& (for arId) is usedv—or else the 
aid of an intermediate vowel must have been sought, as the 
nominal bases terminating in a consonant use am instead of 
simple yn, from whence this termination has passed also over 
to monosyllabic bases terminating with a vowel; so that 
nehram, for °dam, and blyruu-ayn for bhrtint, have the same ela- 
tion to the Greek vaii- 	lsbpicr, as we have seen aylrisanam 
(for astrindny) bear to &

v,
red/avid-v. 	In any case, however, rhea 

has acquired a firm establishment in the first person singular 
of the secondary forms; and we, perhaps, practically as well 
as theoretically, best lay down the rule, that where a or II 
does not precede the terminating en as the property either 
of a class, a mood, or a root, that letter 	is introduced: 
hence we find olorp-a-m, "placably.-  adadybm, "dabs." 
ayd-m, " Won" (from the root yd), ays-nd-ns "ligabars," 
(e1.9. see k. 109'. IQ, dadylbrn," don"; but also as(ri-nanos 
"sternebany," for asIri-O-in ; and tarp-4-any,"placon"(§ 43.) 
for tarpdm; lishlhby-any, "gem," for tisherdm, which last 
would accord more closely with tiskthda, "Ws"; tielSatt, 
"stet'; tishlhoima, “ sigma", 	lish Agfa, " Whs." 

438. In the Gothic, as we have before remarked (k 434 
the m of the secondary forms has resolved itself into a. 
This termination, however, has entirely vanished from the 
Old High German, with the exception of a solitary exam-
ple, winch has preserved the original m in preference to 
the Gothic a; namely, &nem, "diatom," in %giro. 	In the 
Lithuanian, both the mutilated m and the fuller ending rai 
have degenerated into a, and therefore just as Mikan, "I 
hold," is related to the to be presupposed &limns from laiinmi, 
so is human to the Sanserit a-bhavann "Ions," 	With respect 
to the Mayorga, I may refer the reader to what has been 

n In the second person the form sec, six, holds good with the radical 
content.rot suppressed and the termination wanted, an in the Latin nomt. 
native pe.r for PM-. 
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said generally on the singular secondary termination% and 
to what will follow hereafter on the preterite in particular. 

439. With regard to the origin of the termination of 
the first person, I consider mi to be a weakened form of 
the syllable NM (compare p. liv2), which, in Sanscrit and 
Zend, lies at the foundation of the oblique case of the sim- 
ple pronoun as its theme. 	In the word daddmi, mi has the 
same relation to the ma in which it originates, as the 
Latin i bears in compounds like tubiCIN(-rinia), to the 
true radical form CAN. 	The secondary form rests on a 
further weakening of or/ to en, which, if it be of most re-
mote antiquity, as would appear from its striking accord-
ance with the sister languages of Europe, still does not be-
long to those times when the organization of the language 
was yet flourishing in all its parts, and in full vigour. 	I 
do not, at least, believe, that in the youth of our family of 
languages there was already a double series of personal 
terminations; but I entertain the conjecture, that, in the 
course of time, the terminations underwent a po 
process in those places where an accession to the 
rior part (in the augment preterites), or an insertio 
the interior (in the potential or optative), had given 
occasion for such a process.* 	The gradual prevale 
the mutilated terminations is illustrated by the fact; 
in Latin, all the plurals end in mos, in Greek in per 
while in Sanscrit the corresponding form sok mos only 
mains in the primary forms, and even in these chews 
itself not unfrequently in the mutilated form two, which. in 
the secondary terminations, has become the rule : hence 
we have, indeed, tarp-a-maa, carp-d-max, and occasionally 
tamp-d-ma, &e., 	corresponding to ripmoilen, 	sere-i-nam 
(I. 209'. 14; 	but constantly atarp•d-ma, asarp-a-ma, con- 
trasted with 4r4p,o-µec, serpebamus; constantly do-ma with 

r Compare Vocalism., Rem. la. 
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:;(e)-µee, enimns, dadv4-ma with 8t8oll-pee, and tish11/4411iiiith  
stbms. 	To pass. however, to the explanation of the termi- 
nation mas, we might conjecture that it should be divided 
into mas; that the 7R should stand as theme, but the as as 
a plural nominative termination; for mas ends like sis.‘ 	.. 
pada., 'me like srOaer, and the personal endings always ex- 
press a nominative relation. 	It is, however, also possible 	.4 
that the s of mas rests on the same principle as the s of the 
Zend ss.44ys, yds, "you," for y1,10, and the s of the San- 
scrit nos, vas, and Latin nos, vas.. 	Then would IntE 
ad-mas signify "1 and they eat," as we have seen that cosh' ' 
a-smg was considered a copulative compound with the sense 	` 
of " I and they" (6. 333.). 	In this view the Veda termi- 	1  
nation maxi, on which rests the Zend mohi—for instance, 
•srfaT dadmasi, ...s.uf pi...2.0 dacremahi, " we give"—would ap-
pear 

 
to be a mutilation and weakening of the dependent 

pronoun ono or the i of maxi as a mutilation of g (=a + e); 
and maxi (for mood) would thus join itself to asm4 for masme. 	j  
The independent and would have lost the first, and the 	, 
termination maxi the second m. 	If, however, the first sup- 
position be the true one, the i of snag might be compared 
with the Greek demonstrative i, omitting reference to the 
difference of quantity. 

a §§. 333.33S. 337. 	 - 
t As in the expression "we" other companions are more usually attri. 

bated to the /than the person or persons addressed, to whom, in fact, things 
are usually recounted in which they have had no share; and as, mot cover, 	i 
for the idea "tee two," in its simple use, a special form is provided, which 	1 
perhaps existed before other duals; it seems to me little likely that Pottlg 	,, 
conjecture in correct, that the syllable MR! of the first person plural pm- 	... 
petty expressed " I and thou"; and that thus, through the e, the pronoun 	., 
of the second person was expressed, in the same form in which it appears 
in the singular of the verb, which in any cam we aro obliged to derive 
from the t of team, since, by the explanation above, the 8 is originally 	i 
given. 
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440. The Old High German exhibits the first person 
plural in the very full and perfect shape mls, as well in 
the primary as in the secondary forms—i. e. in the indica-
tive and conjunctive—while the Gothic has in the one 
merely in, ip the other em. 	In the Lithuanian we find 
everywhere mi ; in the Carniolan mu for instance, delamo, 
"we labour"; but the Old Sclavonic has a naked on or my 
—the latter, however, only in a few verbs, which have, in 
the singular, my (p. 600); for instance, ram. ya-my, " we 
eat," =Trim ad-mao ; BUM eye-my, "we know," —Jim:,  
vid-mss. 	This Sclavonic al y, fora e or o o, which, according 
to b. 250. a., we might expect would answer to the Sanscrit 
ni a, is, I believe, produced by the euphonic influence of the 
original termination of the form s (compare 5.271.). 	It is 
more difficult to account for the long e in Old High Ger-
man, unless Gra' (I. 21) be right in his conjecture, that the 
termination sob may rest upon the termination, peculiar to 
the Vedas, onaei. 	We should then have to assume, either 
that the i which had been dropped from the termination 
had been replaced by the lengthening of the antecedent 
vowel (thus Ids for nids, as in Gothic 4 =wi 6, 4.62.), or 
that the i had fallen back into the preceding syllable; for 
out of ai we have, in Old High German, as in Sanscrit, I. 
In Gothic, we may be surprised that the more mutilated 
termination In should answer, to the fuller Sanscrit termi- 
nation ink nine, while 	the shorter Ina of the secondary 
forms has remained unaltered; thus bair-a-m "ferimm," 
contrasted with toffisk bhar-d-mas and Bair-ai-mm ?memo," 
answering to 	42 bitar-E-ma. 	Probably the diphthong ai, 
and, in the preterite conjunctive, the long £ (written el, as 
in bar-el-ma), was found better able to bear the weight of 
the 	personal termination, after 	the same principle by 
which the reduplication syllable of the preterite, in the 
Gothic, has only maintained itself in the long syllabic roots, 
but has perished in the short. 	We must consider that the 
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Sanserit, in the reduplicated preteritehles, 	ma 
a nte, not was stair but - the Gothic, in this place, does not 
share the terminntlon eta with the SanscriC bat--as I be- 
liev%for the anke et the shortness apf the antecedent vowel—  • 
has n simple In ; hence, for instance, baajou-m,.i.' me bound," 
answering to Intfanat babandh-i-m,e. 

	

441. In the dual, the Sanserit has not in the primary 	, 
forms, and va in the secondary, in analogy with the plural '  , 
mos, nan. 	The difference between the dust and the plural 
is, however, so far an accidental one; in. than as hie hive  '-'''' 
before observed (I. 434.), 	the dna' ''Sa''‘ ' q .torruptign of 
a 	This 	difference 	is, 	neveinheleSa, 	of remote 	anti--:' 
quity, and existed before the individualization of the Ger' Z 
man, Lithuanian, and &laconic, which all participate in  1  
this peculiar dual form. The Lithuanian universally lass tea, 
the Old &laconic, together with as roa, an inorgranie,wh rye 
(p. 417): 	bait the Gothic' has three forms, and the most  1 
perfect in the conjunctive, where, for instanaeq bai r-ei-en  .,,, 
has the same relation to WIT bltar-gwa, as, ih the plural, 
bear-al-ma to ala bhar-e-ma. 	The reason why the dual 
ending, in this position: has maintained _itself molt ram-  .. 
pletely, plainly.lica, as its the case of tie plural, in the 	i 
antecedent diphthong, which has felt itself strong enough to  1 
bear the syllable art. 	In the indicative present, however,  4 
the 'long d which, in the Sonscrit bhar-d-vne, precedes the 	4 
personal termination, has, in the Gothic, shortened itself,  4 
in all probability, as. in the plural, bair-trat, and, in the 
Greek, yep-o-yec, contrasted with bhar-d-ialus a then, how- 	I 
ever, v has permitted itself to be extinguished, and out of  ), 
bairaWas, by a union of both the vowels, kiwis has been ge-  I,' 
nemted, as o, in Gothic, is the long form of a (1. 69.); and 	i 
hence, 'in the nominative plural masculine of the a clam,  I" 
in like manner ds is produced out of a + as, so that, for 	Il 
instance, wards, " men," 	answers to the Sanscrit virile, 
" heroes" (out of ara-as.) 	lit the indicative preterite we 
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'cannot expect to meet with ils, as this tense has for its 
'connecting vowel not ctbut a 	nor van Nvp expect to meet 
with u-vm.sinee ea, like the plural mw can be borne only 
lby diphthongs or long vowels.' 	The 'next In turn is u-v, 
as analogous," the pluratu-st. 	Ad the end of •a Ard, 

.however. v & subject, where preceded by a short vowel, 
'ta be xibanged into a. 	hence, for instance, thin, " 
.0,,,,," (for this), from the • bsX-es THIVel i 	and thus, also. 
'from u-ii, first Ira; and next long ik.may have been gene-
k.ated, by the compression of the two' short Arowels into one 
long.. I,therefore Ur*, the w of snags, "we two eau," sir, 
0.  we two are," the only tvielence for the form under discus- 
Aelon." to be long, and .write ningi2, sigh, as contractions 
_,:af soaps-a, siyu-ti, frdm snag-we, siy-u-n. 	Should, however, 
;the a of this termination be neither long nor the modern 
,contraction of an originally long n, it would then be identical 
with that which stands as a connecting vowel in snag-ii-ts, 

:Iiing-in-in, °Lit would be explainable as mays (aim magi, 
4iyii froin sion. 	Independently, however, of the phonetic 
impossibility of the last mentioned form, ti* immediate 
annexation of the personal ending to the root is incredible, 
4aecause the first dual person would thus presenta con- 
:ara.st scarcely to tie justified to the second, eilikl to all those 
of the plural, as well as to the most ancient practice 

'of this tense. 	In Zend I know no example of the first 
'person dual. 

442. Of the medial 	terminations I shall 	treat 	par- 
vticularly hereafter. 	The following is a summary view of 
the points of comparison we have obtained for the first 
.person of the transitive active form. 

iniks nog is throughout inflected as a preterits, and also the verb-sub- 
.slantive in both plurals, Grimm has, certainly with justice, deduced the 
form of the first dual person of ell the preterites from the foregoing in- 
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sINOULAA. 

BANSCIUT. 	261iD. 	GIMEC. 	 ATIN. 	..013811Att 	1.1711. 	OLO C., 

giachd, 	hurfarra, 	.,11. 	800 	.', 	 .0°0, 	.0')  
cladami. 	dadhana,0 	ar...p,. 	d. 	. 	 canti, 	dem, 
amid, 	rib., 	 4n,itia 	too, 	., 	amd , 	lic,”al• 
Maranit, 	..m ,,, 	Of. "

, 
	AM 	Ma, 	". • • • 	• • • • 

validina, 	teizanii, 	exit,. 	ado, 	eiga,4 	eoee6° 	sqii• 

&idyll', 	aaislkyanni,,  Maim 	stem, 	. . • • 	. . . . 	. 	•t- 
(a)eigin, 	hainan? 	h(o)rac, 	aim, 	siteau, 	. . . . 
bliartyani, 	• • . • 	(cVacis)," fasin, 	baicca, 	• • • • 
'lantana, 	vaziim, 	ajsos, 	caheliani, 	. . . . 	aiiiiiiiii, 	• • •• 

DUAL.  
tislitUsaa, 	- 
,,,,,,,,,,, 	 . . . . 	. . . . 	dtidenta.,  &ideas 
bhardcas, 
=Was, 	 .. . . 	vigas, 	 Iscinich, re{rim. 
blairdsa, 
sahetra, 
avahava, 

eLURAL. 

ttehthilinaa, 	. . . . 	Tercatics, 	stannie, 	aetdniet, 	etaininit, 	awn,.
''.fh,cicti,.' lastanialli, 	.... 	... , 	 .... 	. .. . 
datimat, 	. . .. 	gdoasi, 	data, 	. .  	 dlitianie,,  dewy.. 

0001a0, 	• • • • 	Oxalis, 	whams, 	riga, 	 taestanse, .{ica• 

tislitlacia, 	litstabna, 	tarattaisi,stennit, 	. .  	 . . . . 	stains 
&lapin., 	daidliyama, &Saito% demi., 	. .  	 . . . . 	&eclairs's,. 
Martina, 	lairainin, 	actpottai, jesdnius, 	Itairainia,a . . . . 	. . . . 
Wien., 	cazae ina, 	exoµst, 	veliannic, 	rigainas,“ 	. . . . 	scosiii.i 
asahanta, 	oilcan, 	alkoissc, 	ashstanias 	,,,,,,,,,,,,,,is . , , , 

' See §. 255. g. 	o See §. 30. 	' If dins, for F4co,, be related 
to hoe, then dx® also stands for F:x., and belonga to vehdmi and oaks. 
The signification, also, of movement in the compounds A.A., &ex, 
1.,,,k, &c., is plainly perceivable; then the f3anacrit root ash signifies, 

a &Ina and ehitnia belong to the Old Iligh German, the other forma 
to the Gothic. 
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also, " to bear," "Owen," from which we easily arrive et the idea of 
"hoeing." 	In the Greek, however, it seems that, in tide verb, two roots 
of distinct origin hove intermixed themselves, namely, 'Ng =,r 	oak and 
£o P. (rill) marr mh, d te bear," with transposition of the root vowel, 
as  M fileAr,a,  as related to Ma. 	If, however, ex. and cv./sos belong to 
one root, the first must then stand for eiv, with the lose of the m 
We must not, however, consider the Spiritus asper of 'eTa, and of simi-
lar foru3s, ass substitute for the o, as  it is very satisfactorily explained by 
§.104. 	' In p.213 of my Glossary I have made the Sanscrit ad 
correspond to the Gothic moan, " to set in motion"; but this woo be-
longs, like the Lithuanian mui-6-mt, to the causal viilsayanti (§.109e. 0.), 
the primitive of moo has weakened in the present the root vowel to 
i (p.1011), and only appears in connection with the preposite go (go-ri-gq 
go.vag). 	La the Lithuanian, the a of waioya," I ride in a carrisge," rests. 
the long a of the Sonsexit o.thoyanti .; time of wash on the short s of mkt.. 
. Though, at the beginning of the Vendidad, (01shausede edition,) the form 
daidgaim belong to the Sanmrit root dhd,"to place"—which, if not by itself, 
at least in conjunction with fa  vi, has the meaning "to make," "to create" 
—still we deduce this much front dai Iyoittn, that it is also derivable 
from chl, "to give": unless they has exorcised no aspirating power on the 
antecedent d, and thus would neeaemvdy come daidgairte. 	On the roots 
miq d‘1 mg, del, "to give," and .niq del =LIT did, "to place,' ampere BRI,  
uoufs pmgnant Note 217 to the Vacua (p.131), and Fr. Windischmaiie 
excellent critique lathe Jena Literar. Zeit. July 1034. p.141. 	, Sec 

' Or, without reduplication, tattoo, on  the analogue of the 
singular &led, together with which, also, a redoubled form, but wanting 
the mi termination, is extant. 	s See §.441. 	' See §. 266. e. 
w See blielcke, p.100.10 	' 	Vida dialect, see §.430. 	0 See 

" Euplionk for dadynty, see Dohrowsky, pp. 39 and 639. 
“ See §(. 440, 441. 	' 

SECOND PERSON. 

413. The Sanserit pronominal base tow or foe (k. 326) 
has. in its connection with 	verbal themes, 	split itself 
into various forms, the t either remaining unaltered, or 
being modified to /h or dit, or--as in Greek, oir has de-
generated into r—tbe o has either been maintained or 
removed, the a has either remained unaltered or been 
weakened to 4. or altogether displaced. 	The complete 

Nat 
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pronominal form shews itself in the middle voice, as this 
affects weightier terminations, and therefore has. guarded 
more carefully against the mutilation of the pronoun, upon 
the same principle as that in which, in Sanscrit, the verbal 
forms which take Guna admit no irregular mutilations of the 
roots. 	For it is natural that a form which loves strengthen-
ing phonic' at least, under . circumstances which prevent 
that process, repudiate the contrary extreme of mutilation. 
Hence we say, for example, stmt., "I am," with the root 
undiminished, because the latter would accept Guna in the 
singular, if a would admit of Gunn ;n  hut we my, in the 
dual sena, in the plural smart, in the potential ayam, because 
the two Plural numbers and the entire potential refuse all 
Gana exaltation, and hence, consistently, all radical mutila- 
tion. 	After the same principle, the pronoun of the mound 
person shews itself in its most complete shape in the 

e Upon Gana and Vriddhl see §§. 20. 29. 	I may here append, in justi- 
fication of §. 29., what I have already indicated in my Vocalisoms (p ix), 
that I no longer seek the reason why  a  is incapable of Guna, although it may 
be compounded into long a with en antecedent a, in the supposition that 
Guns and V Itiddhi were identical in the case of a 	a +a, as well as d +a, —for 
give a—but in this, that a, as the weightieit vowel, in mast of the cam 
in which i and a receive Gana, is sufficient of itself, and hence receives no 
increment, according to the same principle by which the hog vowels I 
and a in most plasm remain unaltered where an a precedes i or a (Gu‘mm. 
Grit. §.34.). 	It is, moreover, only en opinion of tho grammarians, Oat  a 
bee no Guna: the fact is, that a in the Glum, as in the Vriddhi degree, be- 
comes B., but  on  account of its weight seldom uses this capability. 	When, 
however, this happens, i and a for the most part, in the mine situation, 
have only Guna; for instance, diblieda, "he clime,. from bhid, together with 
jaganta, "he went," from gam. 	It is, however, natural, that where so 
great an elevation is required as that i and u become, not ,,, 6 (=-a -ti,. 
a li-u), but 01, du, in such a case  a should exert the only power of eleva-
tion of which it is capable: hence, for instance, we have mamma, " de-
scendant of Menu," from mans, as iiiive from diva, and kauraoya from 
Awes. 
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middle voice, namely, in the plural, where the primary forms 
end' in clhot, and the secondary in dhearn, and, in the 
imperative singular, where the termination era has indeed 
allowed the T sound to vanish into s, but has yet preserved 
the e of team,"thou." 	As we shall have hereafter to con- 
sider the medial forms in particular, we now turn to the 
transitive active form. 	This has nowhere completely 
preserved the semi-vowel of the base two yet I believe I 
recognise a remnant of it in the th, which stands in the 
primary forms, as well in the dual as in the plural, and, 
in the reduplicated preterite, also in the singular. 	On 
the other band, the secondary forms, as they generally 
have blunter terminations, so also they have, in the two 
plurals, the pure tennis; 	hence, for instance,• tishtht-ta, 
leenipre, opposed to tie/Oa-the, iieretee; and, in the dual, 
tishihdtain revaiirov, opposed to tisktathas, *rainy. 	We see 
from this, that, in Sanscrit, the aspirates are heavier than 
the tenues or the medials; 	for they are the union of the 
full 	tennis 	or medial, 	with an audible h (b. IX.), and 
tiehthathe must then be pronounced lishi-hat-ha; and I 
think that I recognise in the h of the termination the 
dying breath of the o of tram. 

444. The above examples sheet that the full termination 
of the second person, in the dual present, is thee, and, in 
the. plural, the: 	we have, however, seen the dual, in the 
nominative, arise from the strengthening of the plural 
terminations (§.206.). 	As, however, the personal termina- 
tions, being pronominal, stand in the closest connection 
with the noun, it might be assumed, that the second person 
plural in the verb was once thus, and that the dual termi-
nation this had developed itself from this; but that, in the 
lapse of time, the  s  had escaped from the thus, and the long 
vowel from the dual Eh& 	We mutt consider that even, 
in the first person, the  a  of swat has but a precarious tenure, 
as, even in the primary forms, we often meet with ma. 	If, 
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however, in the second person plural, thas originally stood, 
the Latin tie corresponds well to it, and it would confirm 
Thiersch's conjecture, derived from 	the hiatus, that in 
Homer, instead of re the termination tee may have stood as 
analogous to peer (Third Edition, I. 163.). 	As to the origin 
of the s of the termination thas, it is without doubt iden- 
tical with that of mar in the first person: 	it is thus either 
to be divided as th-as, and as to be explained as a plural 
nominative termination, or the s of the-s is a remnant of 
the 	dependent 	pronoun 	sees 	(§. 4.39); 	as 	also, in an 
isolated situation, ye-chest, " you," stands approximate to 
ri-sint, "we." 	If the latter assumption be correct, pos- 
sibly in the m of the secondary dual termination tam 
we may recognise the second consonant of saw; so that 
this dependent pronoun has suffered a twofold mutilation, 
surrendering at one time its m, at another its s. 	In this 
respect we may recur to a similar relation in the Lithu-
anian dual genitives mama, yomfi, opposed to the plural 
locatives musave, yonder (4.176.). 	As, however, the secon- 
dary forms, by rule, are deduced by mutilation from the 
primary, we might still—whether the first or the second 
theory be the true one of the termination Chas—deduce the 
duller fs 	from the 	livelier concluding 	a; 	as 	also in 
Greek, in the primary forms, we find toe, from trikthas; 
as, in the first person, sev from mss, pot, and, in the 
Prakrit, f 	hilt from the Sanserit fin[ bile 0. 97.). 	Thus, 
also, may the dual case-termination urn[ bhythe have arisen 
from the plural Myna originally by a mere lengthening 
of the vowel (see 4.215.). but later the concluding A may 
have degenerated into m. 

445. While the Greek already, in the primary form, has 
allowed the s of the dual ending ties to degenerate into o 
in the Gothic the ancient s has spread itself over primary 
and secondary forms; and we are able to deduce from 
this a new proof, that where, in San.rit, in the second 
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person dual, a nasal thews itself, this did not arise out of a 
till after the separation of languages. 	The a which pre- 
ceded the a has, however, escaped from the Gothic, and, 
in fact, in pursuance of an universal law, by which a 
before a terminating a of a polysyllable is either entirely 
extinguished, or weakened to i. 	The first of these alter- 
natives has occurred; and thus fa answers to the Sanscrit 
thou, an, in the nominative singular of the bases in a, oafs 
ans were to the 	Sanscrit via., and Lithuanian niiikaa 
Compare hair-a-ta with worqk hop-a-thaw, bbbp-e-rov, and fur- 
ther, bair-ai-ts with iagsk bhar.ii-tani, Obror-rov. 	The &la- 
vonian has been compelled, according to k. 225. I., to give 
up the, terminating comment of the termination in 
question ; the Lithuanian has been inclined to do so: both, 
in fact, make to correspond to the ere( thus of the Sanserit 
primary forms, as well as to the TR( tom of the secondary. 
Comp. the Selavonic Attie, das-to (sea k. 436.), the Lithuanian 
drie-ta or drala-ta, "you two give," with rag dat-thaw, 
8.8o-Tov ; AANiAlfrA darhdy-ta,v "you two should give;" 
Wrip( dadyri-tam, bibolgrov; and Lithuanian dlido-ta, " you 
two gave,' with vorik adat-tam, ino-rov. 

446. In the Zend, I know no example of the second 
dual person ; but that of the plural runs as in the &merit 
primary forms, use tha,l.  and in the secondary up ta. 	The 
Greek, Latin, and Sclavonic have everywhere rer le, te ; the 
Latin has in the imperative alone weakened its lie to to 

0 b. 442..1. 	Dobrowsky does not cite any dual: it is plain, how- 
ever, from the plural desclulyee, that the dual, if it be used, cannot sound 
otherwise than as given in the text. 

.1 In the Zend we might explain the aspiration, according to §. 47., as a 
remaining effect of the earlier v: as, however, in Senscrit, the semi-vowel 
is entirely free from this influence, we prefer for both Languages the con-
jecture put forward p. 612, that the I contained in to is the real represen-
tative of the v. 
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(I. 444.). 	The Gothic has everywhere Oh with the termi- 
nating vowel polished away : 	this th is, however, in my 	, 
opinion, neither to be identified with the Sanscrit-Zend th 
of the primary forms, nor to be explained by virtue of 
the usual law of displacement by which th is required for 
the older t; but very probably the Gothic personal termi- 
nation, before it lost the end vowel, was da. 	The Gothic, 
in fact affects, in grammatical terminations, or suffixes 
between two vowels, a d for the original b but willingly 
converts this 4, after the suppression of the concluding 
vowel, into th (see I. si.)..On the Gothic d here men- 	' 
tioned rests also the High German t (4.47.), by a dis-
placement which has thus brought back the original tennis: 
hence we find, for instance, Old High German, weg-a-t, 
answering to the Latin veli-i-tia, Greek gra-re (p. 618. 3.), 
Lithuanian wed-a-f2, Old Sclavonic a53sira wag,ede, Sanscrit 
Met oat-a-tha, Zend neAsni, tairrotho, and presupposing in 
Gothic an older rigid for legit& 

447. We now turn to the singular. The primary forms 
have here, in Sanscrit, the termination fa si, and the se- 
condary only it,  a. 	Out of at, however, under certain con- 	' 
ditions, frequently comes ithi 0.20, which has also been 
preserved in the Zend, which has changed the original si 
to hi; as kr ka al banahi and JaYAS ohi, " thou art," opposed 
to wee bhotwai,lrtkr rat (for as-si); but acomfb kerenitishi, 
" thou makest," opposed to rilfirkpindshi, as kri, according 
to the fifth class (I. 104'.4.), would form. 	In the secondary 
forms, accorcling to I. be., the concluding sibilant, with a 
preceding .o a, has become yl, ,i, and, with AU 4, fat do, but 
after other vowels has remained ; 	hence 	 t,t..uot....Zt.og 
frainduayd, "thou 

* 
spakest," opposed to RIWPRM, prda;q1.aya,  i 

but ..51.4 wrote," thou spakest," opposed to mark  abran 

e I  write Aoki% purposely, and render 	by d, because I now find 
nyaelf compelkol to slops the temarks of Litullout, founded on the bent 
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for which irregularly entsft‘ °braves (Gramm. Crit 1. 352.). 
Among the European cognate languages, the Old Selavonic 
takes decided precedence for the fidelity and consistency 
with which it has preserved the primary termination si or 
chi, and so distributed them that the first has remained in 
the archaic conjugation, the latter in all the others. 	I 

and oldest manuscripts (Yap., pp. lvii Iviii.), that 	as well as ly  stands 
for the Samara Ft; the first, however, only for the initial and medial, 
and always accompanied by the new Guns (I. 26.)—thus always Ix, 
for an initial and medial sak—and the latter only fora terminating 8ft 
and without the appendage of Ni  as also before 	i et the end of a word 
no as o is inserted. 	As a medial letter, lY  appeamsometimes as the repro- 
senMtire of the Sanscrit IS e, and is then produced by the influence either 
of an antecedent o or 6 4 ,,4„i, .660 fee Twtftsuthegyos, p. 277), or it 
represents is the diphthong 4 6i, the a element of the %merit 7 i 
(=a + 0. 	As, however, 4e  in the purest texts prefers a penultimate posi- 
tion, it would seem that, in point of origin, it is the solution of the syllable 
wt(as, as this terminating syllable, in Sanscrit, becomes 6 only before 
anent, in Zeinl always (1. 50,.). 	Yet 1.63 not believe that it has been 
the intention of the Zesd speech or writing to distinguish the Gun, 
+4,, e, i.e. the e which springs from sr u with a inserted before it, from 
that which springs from wakes, by vocalization of the a to u; for each 
6 consists of a + u, and upon the value and the pronunciation the question 
whether the u or the e element had precedence can have no influence, or 
whether an a was thrust before the tz or a u after the e. 	The position of 
a vowel in a word may, however, wet have an influence on its value; 
and it is conceivable that the concluding ti, kept puns from the Gone a, 
appeared mom important than that which, et the beginning or middle of a 
word, received the accesaion of an a. 	If the crude forms in to, in Zend as ilk 
Sanserit,bad Gana in the vocative (j. 205.), the concluding Gum reh would 
also, as I believe, be represented in Zend by 	and not by &o. 	I can, 
however, as it is, discover no reason why a concluding oh in Samara, pm-
duced by Gana out of u, should be represented in Zend in the ono way or 
the other. 
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subjoin the verbs of the archaic conjugation, with several 
examples 	of the more usual, for comparison with the 
Sanscrit. 

OLD OCLAVOLIKL 	 OVOICRL. 

KM yesi, "es," 	 New a.q. 
AArn clasi,' "das" 	 mils daddsi. 
min yasi,` "edit," 	 trf -or ahi. 
Bun syesh .  "novisti," 	 71-4r sNsi. 

UILIpieshi, "bibis," 	 fireg pirmi.2  
qiernn chieshi, "gaiescis," 	ti MA4. 
LWAIEMIrl smyeyeshi(sja), "rides," 	rarar4 smayast.3  
atmtum vyeyeshi, "flat," 	Mfg vast. 
314ALLUILI ?nayeshi, "novisti," 	Wrtirm jdneti.' 
8014111 boishi(sys), "times," 	fer4fat bibhAshi. 
AtKIIIII dyeyeshi, "facie," 	Tear dadhilsi.5 	' 
LkILOOLUIL SeiliVOAL "Vivid," 	.11q 	re jiDOSi. 

RAAE11141 padeshi, "midis," 	stew patash 
sa3mmn veCeshi, " whim" 	a-eg vahasi. 
Minim spishh .• &rads," 	Wf‘f ,f svapishi. 
e.11111111 recheshi, "dick." 	mess vachash°  
tefacesum tryaseshi(sja), "!remit," 7srfat tram', 
trsAman byedeshi, "aifiigis," 	flartfar vidhyasi. 
MULLIN neseshi," fess," 	7Lreff tarsi.' 
3otamm Obeshi, "Was''' . 	 '.f 51 hvayasi. 
nee.. dereshi, "extoris," 	rafffe clriylisi, "Imam."' 	1111 
neon:mums proshishi, "precarie," 	qmfa pricischhasi, " Mierrogas.'' 
1,A4111111 gadishi, "vitspems," 	Mrm gadasi, " logueris." 
L AblIMILLIN slyahishi, "mai," 	nth* 4rigdshi." 
3smann {senishi, "souse," 	i•Rfte craws/. 
nvatituit pudishi,"pellis," 	Orlaffsf pddayase.' 
saervium rartishi, "testis," 	*PA vartasi. 
ce,ammit badishi, "erpergefacis," atTlatfaf bodhayasi. 

ieb istuatumn amisch 	"Malaria," 	 fandia mishasi. 

' Sec

tu 

 ii. 438. 	' Compare "f 5.0  rico, "beer." 	' A  lid: : 
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form, which is replaced in &laconic by the appended reflective. 	. Ac. 
cording to the ninth class (h. 100". 5.), but with irregular suppression of 
the n of the root Ma, which in the second close would form j mlai, to which 
the Sclavonie form npproaches more closely. 	'  D04," to place," 
obtains, through the preposition vi, the meaning "to make" (compare 
§.442., Rem. 5). 	Perhaps the Carniolan root etHere, "I work," is based 
on this root, so that it would stand for dedam (7.17.), retaining the redu-
plication which is peculiar to the Sanscrit and Greek verb, as also the 
Lithuanian dedu and diesi. 	°  Observe the favourite interchange be- 
tween e and r or I (5.20. and 7.400., Rem. 1); on this perhaps rests 
the relation of the inseparable preposition e53 ro?—which in several 
compotmds corresponds in sense to the Latin dis (Doha. p.422, &c.)—to 
the &merit trkst robis, "outer," for TI. is frequently represented by the 
Selavonic 3 zo. in Rend byss  ;  e.g. in lezefe, vilulnii, .t.to.s.m(„t cavautt. 
0530 	te?d. 	The Sansetit adds, however, is found in &laconic in 
another form besides this, viz. with the 0 hardened to b; 	hence 0153 
Or(," without"; in verbal combinations 0) and 00) (Debt. p.410, &e.) 
' I have no doubt of the identity of the Sclavonic root nos and the Sao- 
scrit 	 ,which agree in the meaning "to bring"; and in many passages 
in the Episode of the Deluge the Sanserit ni may be very well rendered 
by "to carry." 	It'ith reference to the sibilant which is added in Sclavonic 
observe, also, the relation of the root stye, "to hear," to the Samscrit eau 
and Greek KAT. 	•  In the infinitive ?bad and preterite Net the 
Sclavonie form of the root resembles very strikingly the Zend 48..ka&ti 
ateyrial, a complex but legitimate monifiention of the 500roelt lionyron,  
(§§. 42. 57.). 	' The root is properly der, wording to the Gramma- 
rians i dri, and MT n0 (euphonic for nd) the ehnracter of the ninth 
class (b. 101C. 5 ). 	Compare Vocalismus, p.170. 	. Remark the 
lend form 0..yatarE7ea.1 yrleohi. 	In Russian s-prosity means "to carry." 
b Inegularly for irtg?,:shi, from the root era, with the clutracter of the 
fifth class (§. 1090. 4.), and n euphonic for a (comp. Rem. 7.). 	"The 
eamal form of pad, "to go." 	The Sclavonic has d for 0, accenting to 
§.255. h. 	The Latin nello appears to me to belong to this root, with ex- 
change of 0 for 1 (§. 17.), to which a following y may have assimilated 
h°81,— en, is Greek, abos from Are—ass remnant of the causal chameter 
IfII nye (3.374.). 

448. The Lithuanian has, in common with the Greek, pre-
served the full termination si only in the verb substantive, 
where re-si and the Doric ea-at hold out a sisterly hand to 
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each other. 	In other cases the two languages apPrepriste 
the syllable in question so that the Lithuanian retains every- 	, 
where the i, the Greek, in concordance with the Lotin and 
Gothic the s. 	Compare the Lithuanian dad-i with the Sao- 	-1 
emit dadfl-ti, &laconic do-ti, Greek SiSis-c, and Latin do-s. 
Just as d'efelh-i has suppressed its radical vowel before that of ' 
the termination, so in Mielcke's first and second conjugation 
is the connecting vowel removed, while the third and fourth 	, 
form a diphthong of it with I, as in the first person with the , 
u; hence wei-i for sere-i, opposed to the Sanscrit oeho-fi, 	'', 
Zend vex-o-hi, &laconic ree-osi, Latin rah-is, Gothic idg-is  ,li 
(8. 1091. 1.), Greek 	'dx-eit, and its own 	plural 	cd-e-te, se 
duds-te opposed to feedh-i; but yeerk-roi, .' thou seekest.  
analogous to the first person yeask-a-u. 	In the Greek, how- 	i 
ever, the i of the second person in the conjugation in is has 
hardly been lost entirely, but has very probably retired back 	., 
into the preceding syllable. 	As, for instance, yea-rope out of 	' 
yeverepla =Senseeit janitre; µAmmo out of pe7toria (5.119.). 
neircis,, xeipor, &peter., for peCom, &e. (8. 300.); so also 
repo-et-a out of repw-e-a/=Sanserit torp-a-si. 	Or are we 
to assume, that in Greek the i has exercised an attractive .1 
force similar to that in Zend (§. 41.), and accordingly the 	li 
antecedent syllable has assimilated itself by the insertion of 
an i, so that cdpireir is to be explained as arising from au 
older form 'reproof ? 	I think not, because of the i forms ex-  ,.. 
tant now in Greek, no one exhibits such a power of ossion. 
lotion, and, for instance, we find /ydrecric, re'pevf, pehave, not 
Tirmair, &c. 	The power which is not attached to the living 
i is hardly to be ascribed to the dead. 	 A 

449. The Lithuanian carries over the i of the primary I 
forms also to the secondary, at least to the preterite, or 	' 
has brought it back by an inorganic path to this place, 	' 
which it must have originally occupied; so that, for instance, 	4 
boa -ed corresponds to the Sanserit a-than-at, '. thou oast." 
On the other hood, in the &laconic the secondary  forms,

j 
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are without any personal sign of distinction, since the termi-
nating a of the cognate languages has been compelled to yield 
to the universal law of suppression of terminating consonants 
(0. 255. /.). 	Hence, for instance, the imperatives mtikatt 
dashdi, "  give," es3h rter, "drive," aring to the San-
crit dadyds, valid, Zend daidydo (b. 442.,

nswe 
 observ. 5, and §. 56°4, 

razois, Greek attladet, txtes, Latin deb %eh& Gothic vigais. 
450. There remain two isolated singular terminations 

which require our consideration, fq did and Atha. The first 
is found in Soneorit in the imperative of the second principal 
conjugation, which answers to the Greek conjugation in p,; 
the latter in the reduplicated preterite of verbs in general. 
The termination did has, however, split itself into two forms; 
inasmuch as, in ordinary language, consonants alone have 
the power to bear the full dhi, but behind vowels all that 
remains of the dh is the aspiration; hence, for instance, 
bhahi, .shine," ph-hi, "rule," in contrast to ad-dhi, "eat," 
rid-dhi, "know," ray-dhi, " speak," yung-dld, "  bind." 	That, 
however, dhi originally had universal prevalence, may he 
inferred from the fact, that in Greek the corresponding Es 
spreads itself over consonants and vowels, since we find not 
only re-( II, reepagei, &taxed, erhmeurei, but also 15,46/, it,, arid', 
&c.: furthermore from this, that in Sanserit, also, many 
other aspirates have so far undergone mutilation, that nothing 
but the breathing has remained; inasmuch as, for instance, the 
root dha, "to lay," forms Idle in the participle passive; and 
the dative termination Urea in the pronominal first person, 
although at an extremely remote period, has been mutilated 
to hyam (0.215.): finally from this that in more modern dia-
lects also, in many places, a mere h is found where the San-
mit still retains the full aspirated consonant, as also the 
Latin opposes its humus to the Sanscrit bhtlati. 	The opinion 
I have founded on other grounds, that it is not the ending hi 
which, as the original, has strengthened itself to dhi after 
consonants, but, conversely, dhi, which, after vowels, has mu- 
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tinted itself to his has been since confirmed by evidence 
drawn from the Vida dialect. which I hove brought to the tad 
of the discussion; inasmuch as in this it is true the muti-
lated form hi is already extant, but the older dhi has out 
retired so far to the rear as not to be permitted to con- 
nect itself also with vowels. 	Thus, in Rosette Specimen 
of the Rig Veda (p. 6) the form shro-dhi, ..hear thou," answers 
remarkably to the Greek altil/h.t 	The Zend also gives ex- 	I 
press confirmation to my theory, in that it never, as far as is 	II 
yet known, admits of the form hi, or its probable substitute 
as si (§.97.), but proves that at the period of its identity 
with the Sanscrit the T sound had never escaped from the 
ending dhi. 	In Zend, in fact, we find, wherever the personal 	.1  
ending is not altogether vanished, either dhi or di; for ito 
stance, 	se,.49cosi itaidhi, "praise thou," for the Sanscrit  • 
zuf-4 stohi i .sed,piez, lokrenilidhl," make thou," for the word, 
deprived of its personal ending, sing keias; aa„saj, dos-dhi, 
"give thou" (for 	t dehi), euphonic for dad-hi, inasmuch 
as T sounds before other T sounds puss into sibilants (cola-
pare we'reia-lh, §. 102.) : to soft consonants, however, as Bur- 
nout has shown, the soft sibilants s a and tio ach alone cor- 	1 
respond.l 	For se_s,ta dozdhi we find, also._tmaiy dilidil 	• 
for instance, Vend. S. p. 422; but I do not recollect to have 
met elsewhere with di for dhi. 

451. How much, in Sanscrit, the complete retention of 
the termination fa dhi depends on the preceding portion of 
the word, we see very clearly from this, that the character 
of the fifth class (nu, §. 109'. 4.) has preserved the mutilated 
form hi only in cases where the a rests against two antece-
dent consonants; for instance, in dpnithi, "obtain," from dp 

a See Gramm. Crit. §.104. and Addenda to §. MB. 
t Compare Rosen's Remark on this termination, I. c. p. 02.—B. 	The 

retention of Ar after a vowel is found also in the Maldbhirata as 'mei 
"put away," " diseard."—W. 

t Tacna LXXXVI. ff. and CXXI. ff. 
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(compare ad-ipiscor). 	Where, however, the s is preceded 
only by a simple consonant, it is become incapable of bearing 
the hi ending; hence, for instance, chino, " collect," from the 
root chi. 	In this mutilated form the Sanscrit goes along 
with the corresponding verbal class in tile Greek, where 
Much, according to appearance, is in like manner without 
personal ending. 	This coincidence is, however, fortuitous. 
as each of the languages has arrived independently at this 
mutilated form subsequently to their separation. •  Nor is the 
Greek Sei5aw entirely without termination, but, as I conjec-
ture, the i of the ending St lies concealed in the h; for instance, 
Steam. (II. xxiv. 665) from &SOW,' O. 	it is not requisite, there- 
fore, to derive acitivii from the to conjugation, and to consider 
it as a contraction from hdavve; and thus, also, rilki, not from 
niece but from rider, the r being rejected, as T6117 CI from 
rhorerr, followed out from rkrorai, and as xbpa, from itepari ; 
thus, also, tarp (for iorp) from rcora(0)e, as Moho?, from Mokai. 
?oily from Abyoi (compare ofuct). 	If, also, diTos be the con- 
traction of hike, we find near it, in Pindar, the dialectic form 
of Niko, which admits very well a derivation from 83o(8)1.. 

452. As the 3. u of the fifth class, where it is not pre-
ceded -by two consonants, has lost the capacity for sup-
porting the personal ending dbi or hi; thus, also, the short 
a of the first chief conjugation, both in &merit and Zend, 
has proved too weak to serve as a support to dhi or hi, 
and has laid them aside, as would appear, from the re-
motest period, as the corresponding Greek conjugation, 
namely, that in ci, and the Latin and Germanic conjuga- 

it The relation of mot to aato, is essentially different from that which 
exists between .r1,rroart, rtltrrotoa, and ..(nprotwt,.rGirrot,00 ; for here, ss in 
laws for pant, out of nika, and analogous cases, the i represents a 
nasal, which, in the ordinary language, has been molted down to ,,, but also, 
in .rid, for ,dti,t, has become i. 	On the other hand, gat.a and aiau do not 
rest on different modifications of n nasal. 
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Lions, collectively dispense with the personal termination. 
The Germanic simple (strong) conjugation also surremlere 
the connecting vowel ; hence sip for viya, Sanscrit vah-a. 	-- 
Zend roes-o, Latin veh-e, Greek /re. 

453. We now turn to the termination az Ma, of which 
it has already been remarked, that it is, in the singular, 
peculiar to the reduplicated 	preterite. 	In the Zend I 
know no certain evidence of this termination; yet I doubt 	- 
not that there, also, its prevalence is pervading, and that 
in a passage of the Iseslme (V. S. p. all), in which we 
expect a fuller explanation through Neriosenglis Seinen 
translation, the expression xid.stimati.el fen-dud/Atha can 
mean nothing else than "thou gayest," as the representative 
of the Sanscrit pra-daddla (4.47.); for in the second per-
son plural, after the analogy of the Sanserit and the Zend 
first person drecAntahi (4. 30.), the @ of the root must have 
been extinguished, and I expect here ntost.A.m dad-to tor 
.ss0.21$ dad-the, 	insomuch 	as 	in 	the 	root .uses khd, 
answering to the Sanscrit root ten  athd (compare p. III). 
so universally, in Zend, the Sanserit 15 th has laid aside 
its aspiration after as i.. 	Among the European cognate 
languages the Gothic comes the nearest to the aboriginal 	,.., 
grammatical condition, in so far that, in its simple (strong) 
preterite, it places a t as a personal sign, without excep- . 
tion, opposite to the Sanscrit the, which t remains exempt 
from suppression, because it is always sustained by an I 
antecedent consonant (compare 4.91.): we might otherwise 
expect to find a Gothic th answering to the Sanserit It. 
yet not as an unaltered continuation of the Sanscrit sound, 
but because vi th is a comparatively younger letter (com-
pare p. 621), to which the Greek T corresponds, and to this 

e Bement, in his able collection of the groimes of consonants essortsined 
to exist in iheZend, bee not admitted the composite di, itb (rttt), but only 
po it (0) (Vend. S. p.exxxviii). 
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latter the Gothic th. 	If, however, the Greek, in its ter- 
mination Oa, appears identical with the Sanscrit sa the, this 
appearance Is delusive, for iu an etymological point of 
view B=at dh O. M.). 	While, however, this rule holds 
good elsewhere, in the case above, 8 is generated by the 
antecedent a, on the same principle as that which, in the 
medio-passive, converts every r of an active personal termi- 
nation, after the pre-insertion of e, into O. 	As to the origin 
of the a which constantly precedes the ending Oa, I have 
now no hesitation, contrary to an earlier opinion,* in referring 
it to the root in ;ace and ohrOa, and in dividing them (a-Oct, 
ois-Os (for otl-Oct). 	The first answers to the Sanscrit da-i-the, 
for which we may expect dsdha, without the connecting 
vowel, which has perhaps remained in the Veda dialect. 	If 
this treatment and comparison, however, be unsound, then 
is (a-Oct also a remnant of the perfect, to which also belongs 
the first person ija for I'ea .-Sanserit Jan, and the ending Oct 
thus stands in (eOn in its true place: just so, also, in ole-Oa, 
answering to the 	Sanscrit ott-tha (for old-tha), 	"thou 
knowest," Gothic vain-t for vait-t (I.102.), and very probably 
to the Zend vadshdo (tee p. 2.1). 	The root far‘ rid has 
the peculiarity, demonstrated by comparison with the cognate 
languages to be of extreme antiquity, of placing the termina-
tions of the reduplicated preterites, but without reduplica-
tion, with a present signification: hence, in the first prceterite, 
tide (not viadda), answering to the Greek oTOn for FoiOe, and 
Gothic wit. 	In Petaikt or fiharOct, !recognise, as in all plus-
quam perfects, with Pott, a periphrastic construction, and 
consider, therefore, his eto-Oa or nada as identical with the 
simple laths 	"Hoods is, as to form, a plusquam perfect: 
nevertheless, to the Sanscrit first augmented preterite tlyam, 
dyne, correspond Iios, ljiet. 	In a'ahatrila, however, and in dia- 

. Annals of Oriental Literature, p.41. 	• 
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teetotal forms like MAutea, the termination On appears to 
me unconscious of its primitive destination, and, habituated by 
'vBa and ois.-Ost to an antecedent e, to have fallen back upon 

e personal sign 2, which was ready to its hand. 
454. In the Latin, et/ corresponds to the Sanserit termi-
on ths, with a weakening of the a to i, and the pre-in-

rtion of an e, which 1ms even intruded itself into the 
ural, where the n is less appropriate. 	On which account 

"consider it as a purely euphonic addition. 	Compare, 
r example— 

LATIN. 	 GANSC/IIT. 

dedi-sti, 	dadir-ths or dadtt-tha. 
steti-sti, 	tuathi-tha or tasthd-tha. 
montord.i.sti. 	ntantardsi-tha, " thou crushedst" 
htlud-i-sth 	httldsi-tha, " thou woundedst." 
psped-i-sti, 	papard-i-ths. 
propose-i-sti. 	paprachch-i-tha,. "thou askedst." 

e Latin has preserved the ancient condition of the hin-
ge more faithfully than the Greek in this respect, that 

has not allowed the termination in question to overstep 
limits of the perfect. 	The Lithuanian and Sclavonic 
e allowed the reduplicated preterite, and, with it, the 
urination, entirely to perish. 
455. We give here a general summary of the points of 

ison which we have established 	for 	the 	second 	- 
of the 	three numbers of the 	transitive 	active 

I 

Compare the Sclavonie rroehitt,"precari" (4. 447. Table). 	TheSaa 
t prod, whose terminating aspirate in the cane above steps before 

*.tennis, has split itself into three forms in the Loin, giving up the pin   
hence rogo, Inierrogn, the r in another, whence peace (§.14.),, and 

Mg both in MOM% 	 .". 
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SINGULAR. 
LeigeRti. 	uRrin. R.61‘. LATLN. GERMAN, 	LITE. 	OLD SCLAV. 

mei,' 	ahi, Mod, ea, iet, 	mai, 	yeti. 
tialmhasi, 	Mooed, 4,1+K. Lia, 1.shi, 	aqui. 	dasAL 
'laden, 	dadhdhi, afaw, da, . 	. . 	dadi,a 	demi. 
Marasi, 	&MM. 14P<,,* ft,' baiM, 	• . • - 	• • • • 
tahasi 	amhi, Om,' oehis, Opi.. 	• teeM 2 	oe?eald. 
(")M4, 	kla, .ka•Mo, 00, 4.0,, 	. . . . 	. . .. 
rid.o.,, 	lOSS,. lemarm, 11, . . . . 	stozraci, 	sto, 
dadmis, 	Miami°, Modem 54, . . . . 	altdki,7 	Meekly!' 
"..'''' 	.°,,,, MM., fe,,,,, Mimi*, 	. . . . 	. , . 	. 
004, 	moMe, ham, wham oiyaie, 	teelakie' 	.40°  
avahas, 	moo, grxes, whams, . . . . 	teaei,2 	... . 	. 

robe, 	mom 4p., aehe, vie. 	. . 	. 	. 	. . . 	. 

valha, 	,44( 
tateditha, 	. 	. 	. 	. 

M,  deem" 
. . 	. 

eidisli, 
toludieti, 

DUAL. 

yodel, 	. 	. . . 	. . 
staislam,2, 	. . . . 	. . 

. 	. 

. 	. 

Mlathathax, hiMath6 gm 1,irr, .... . . . . 	stevita, 	slam 

oalaMhae, 	omathe e. hemp, ..., vimme, 	evedata, 	mieM. 

valt,m, 	. . . 	. imomam . 	. 	. 	. MOM, 	mefokila, oe{yeta. 
mahatma, 	. . . . elxvv, . 	. 	. 	. . , . . 	wOes, 	. . . 	. 

PLURAL. 
1W001041. &Oath, icuaLL, W., W61, 	. . . . 	. • . 	. 
..'", M.U, 4400,  fedi,. dairith,. 	. . . . 	. . . 	. 
oalsalha, 	oanalha, herr, vela., MOM," 	emirate, 	reCele. 
tisheheta, 	hislaeta, imailme, WM . . . . 	etotakile, Mile. 
dadyata, 	daidhyata, Woo, &tie, . . . . 	MUM, 	damhdite. 
11ardta, 	Mometa, m4o,oe, .fer.Dir, bairaith,” 	.. . . 	. . . . 
vaheM, 	moat., i'mome, *MM. pima( 11,. 	MefahRe, oe1yele. 
amhata, 	rasata, A.,v. ve.0.0, .... 	milt, 	. . . 	. 

- — , - — —, 
* See §.442., Rem... 

T T 2 
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' A nuitilution from as.si. 	.  See §.448. 	3  Corrmponds, with 
regard to the immediate connection of the personal termination with the 
• root, to fwgTh hibharshi of the third class (§. 102, 3.). 	' See 
(.942. 3. 	0 This form is grounded on rig as its root; a is the natal 
cnecting vowel (p. 105), and i the modal expression. 	More of this 
hereafter. 	'..  Tiskhasids, or, with the d supprmscd, lisighyaewondd cor- 
respond with the Greek ie-rator: but the root ethii treats its radical vowel 
according to the analogy of the a of the first and sixth class (§.102'. I.), 
and contracts it, therefore, with i or f into 1,, as in Latin des out of risk. 
Afore of this hereafter. 	, The Lithuanian imperative, also, like the 
Sclavonic, rests on tho Sanscrit potential. 	The I is thus here not a per- 
sonal but a modal expression, but is generally suppressed in the mood 
person singular; and Ruhig declares the form with i to be absolute 
° Sco Dolor. p.530. 	0  See Dobr. p. 339, and the further remarks on 
the imperative of the Archaic conjugation. 	. See §§.256.1. and 421 
" Out of ed-d/a,md this euphonic for os-dhi,fs.th (Gramm. Colt. §.100.)i 
so, below, .08-hi out of 404.40,1. 	That, however, the form dthi has been 
preceded by an earlier dd-hi or aid-dhi, may be inferred from the 7.ead 
form deli-di (see §.. 400), the first i of which has hem brought in by the 
retro.activo influence of the last (§. 41.). 	In Sanserit, however, I M 
longer, as I once did, ascribe to the i of Uhl, dahi, en assimilating influence 
on the antecedent syllable, but I explain the ‘ out of a thus, that the  . 
latter element of a *a has weakened itself tot. 	I shall recur to this 	' 
hereafter, when I come to the reduplicated preterite. 	' As vs, 
am hoe sprung from 04.41.1 the latter leads us to expect a Zeal form 
.5s,..s.t., as,dhi, by the same law which has generated ,e....s.,.., das.dhi 
from dad-ai. 	0  The here supposed .1a4o4  cish-dhi, from 

vid-ala, distinguishes itself from ,e...s sj.1 daardhi, out of dael-dhi, through 
the influence of the antecedent vowel, for do ash ands se are, as sonnet 
(soft) sibilants, so related to each other as, in Sanscrit, 1/ a and us  at 
among the mute (hard), ore (.21., and compare Burnout's Yoe., psemi. 
." See §. 450., and above, NO. 11 and 12. 	,0  See (. 430. 	. Veda 
form, (.400. 	'' 1 have hew, and also §.032, given a short a to the 
ending tha, although the lithographed Codex, p.311, presents frerfadhiMJ 
with a long it; but in the passage cited of the 1.csiine there ore men, 
other instances of the short terminating o written long; for which reason 
I cannot draw Item-the fashion of writing this word the conclusion Mat 
the originally short ending the in Zend has lengthened itself, while in 	1 
other words the conveme has occurred : compare §.33.5. 	As to what 
concerns the mpposed form dolhflha I have elsewhere already cited the 	' 
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third person morizra aordor --..vnt ‘1.., and expect  ...lin* Ifififixl 

	

acid. to be answered by mdmpg.....3 (lockjaw. 	c. See pp. 630, 633. 
. See §. lot. 	28  The Gothic roots /Mut and Malt have permanently 
substituted the Gunn for the radical vowel, and thus saved the reduplica-
tion: their concluding t for a satisfies the law of substitution, but the first 
t of elect is retained on its original footing by the pre-insertion of the eupho- 
nic a (§.91.). 	With regard to the  to  of mail,  as corresponding to theta of 
bhid, look to §§. 62. end 916., and to the phenomenon, often before mem 
timed, that one and the same root in one and the same langnage has often 
spilt itself into various forms of various signification; for which reason I 
do not hesitate to consider as well hit," to bite" (buil, bait),  es  mit, 
"to cut off" with its petrified Gum, as corresponding to the Sanscrit Mad, 
"  to split." 	D The dual ending to, of which we have evidence for the 
third person, leave. scarcely room for doubt that 000 is adapted to the 
second pernon of the primary forma 	t,  Compare *fat baArt-iha of 
the Mini class, and above, No. b. 	. Upon to for d see §. 446. 

THIRD Dert60. 

456. The pronominal base to (5. 343.) has, after the 
analogy of the first and second person, weakened its vowel, 
in the singular primary forms, to i, and in the secondary 
laid it quite aside: the t, however, in Sanscrit and Zend, 
has, with the exception of the termination in us, nowhere 
suffered alteration, while, in the second person, we have 
seen the t of too divide itself into the forms t, th, dl, and 
s. 	The Greek, on the other hand, has left the t of the 
third person in ordinary language 	unaltered 	only in 
Mv1—_ We ash, -pant anti, 	but 	elsewhere 	substituted a 
T; so that, for instance, Saw. more resembles the Sanscrit 
second person &tart than the third daddti, and is only 
distinguished unorganically from its own second person 
SiSioir, by the circumstance that the latter has dropped the i, 
which naturally belonged to it. 	That, however, originally 
vi prevailed everywhere, even in the conjugation in m is 
proved by the medio-passive ending vat ; for as Sacrei is 
founded on &Iwo, so also is Thprent. on Ihph-e-Ti =Sanscrit 
tarp-a-ti. 	The form rgpret has, however, arisen from a 
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ection of r, as above (8 451), Wee, from rillev, Sidoi 
m amah, apq from Klp« , ;* as, also, in Pmkrit, Mutual, 

dicit," is used together with bhasodi.t 	In the secondary 
ms the Greek, according to the universal law of sound, 
s given up the concluding 7' sound, and goes hand is 

d, in this respect, with the Prakrit, which, with excep- 
'on of the Anuswitra (f. lo.), has repudiated all consonants 
t the end of words, as in the Gothic, 8.433., and the 
lavonic, 8. 455. i; 	hence 	txo/ 	answers 	better to the 
rakrit form vahg, and to the Gothic vigai and Sclavonie 
3u veri, than 'to the Sanscrit vahgt, Zend co.s.s,,,4 res64 
d Latin vehat, whet. 
457. While the concluding T sound—which in the se- 

'  ndary forms in Sanscrit,. Zend, and Latin, has survived 
injuries of time—has been abandoned by the  i  of Ii, 

e more complete termination 	of the primary forms, 
has itself been preserved to the present day in German 
d in Russian. 	Nor has the Old Sclavooic allowed the i 
escape entirely, but exhibits it in the form of a y.: 

mpare 
0. SCLAVONIC. 	 SASSMIli 

area yemly, "eat," 	aft .3-ti. 
IACTI, gas-ty,* "edit," 	vrfk of-ti. 
ultra vyeady.. " soil," 	iTW met-ti. 	• 
MALTY, das-ty,* "dal," 	mil' dadddi. 
ne3ehl, vee-edy, " vehit," 	N-4fc value-H. 

• Perhaps at,,, is also no antiquated dative form for srms, but a mut', 
n of A.M. 

I la the second imperative person, also, the Prakrit exhibit. an inks 
ing analogy to the Greek ,to.(,),, aa.(0,, in the form bitanai,  "  die; 
bhunehi from Dhanadhi. 

, 1 According to Dobrowsky, only in the Arehak conjugation; to Espi- 
al. in the ordinary. 	Ho notices, nmnely (Glagolitn, p. 02)," Terlit 

lione Mu lam ring, peon ph,. retteet, us not hey, pet vb teribetton. 
odierni per MM." 	§ 8 euphonic ford (p.00-0). 
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The Lithuanian has, in the ordinary conjugation, lost the 
sign of the third person in the three numbers; 	hence 
rar-a' 	 rresponding to the Sclavonic ve?-edy and Sanscrit 
vah-a-t

co
i ; the same, also, in the dual and plural. 	Those 

verbs only, which, in the first person, have preserved the 
ending rot (9.435.), have, in the third also, partially pre-
served the fella or the t, and, indeed, at the same time, in 
full connection with the root; hence, esti, "he is," dilate, or 
dhse "he gives," Osh" " he eats," gime " he sings," ddst,*  
"he places," miegt, "he 	sleeps," 	seiugt", "he preserves," 
gelbe, " he help." stage, "he protects," field', " he lets." 
This singular ending is also carried over to the dual and 
plural. 	The Gothic has, with the exception of het, where 
the ancient tennis has maintained itself under the protec-
tion of the antecedent a everywhere th in the third person 
of the primary form. 	This th, however, is not the usual 
dislodgement of t, but stands, as in the second plural person 
(see 9. 446.), euphonically for e4 because th, suits the ending 
better than d (6.91.). 	In the media-passive, on the other 
hand, the older medial has maintained itself in the ending 
da, which also agrees with the Prnkrit ending di. 	On 
these medials rests, also. the Old High German t, by a 
displacement which has again brought back the original 
form.t 

458. For the designation of plurality, 	n is inserted 
before the pronominal character which has been compared 
with the accusative plural (9. 236.). 	Behind this a, the 
Gothic, in contradistinction from the singular, has main-
tained the older medial, since nd is a favourite union. 
Compare chid with est santi, AoREss gnu, " swat," and 

r S euphonic for d, in harmony with §.IO2. and with the &Week. 
t In this sense is to be corrected what we have remarked on this heed 

in §. 90. 
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(a)evvi. 	The Sanscrit observes before the same n the same 
principle, which 	we 	have noticed 	above 0.437.), with 
respect to 	the vowel-less en of the best person of the 
seeondary forms. 	It pre-inserts, namely, an a when that 
letter or A does not already precede the pluraliaing a in a 
doss or root syllable: 	hence, tiara-nth like ripe-am, 
iishirt-nti like rirralari, kalif-nii, " they shine," like Oetivi; but 
chi-no-anti, 	" they collect," not chi-nu-111i from chi; y-anli 
"they go," not bete. from i. 	Thus the Greek dm out of am 
in Setae, art, tikr. ailM-hat, at8Z-au,, acquires a fair founda- 
tion ; 	for it in scarcely to be admitted that so striking a 
coincidence can be accidental. For even if the forms wham, 
SiSocivan lam, delvvvavv, ore not maintained in any dialect, 
yet we cannot doubt that the length of the a in rotas-,, &c„ as 
well as in ;Traci; and Tea-6064n, is a compensation for an en-
tinguished v, and that on, as everywhere in the third persoa 
stands for el. 	With regard, however, to the interpolated a 
Seaman and ram, coincide the moat closely with the abori-
ginal type of our family of language, as in aiMicri the a 
and in ailiihri the o, stand for the Sanscrit d ar a; for 
iaryia=dadhami and didwat-= dodihni. 	These twa Sanscrit 
ords must originally have formed, in the third plural 
mon, dadh4-n-ti, dedd-nli, or, with a shortened a, dadhanli, 

-nti ; and to this is related the Doric an Nara alaSarn as 
i to Ow santi. 	The forms raidam, a/doiim, however, have 
lowed the analogy of acinv6acri and ram, inasmuch as 

a The Indian grammarians adopt everywhere anti, and, in the 
forms, an, as the full ending of the third person plural, and lay dawn 

In the first person singular of the secondary forms, as a rule, that a of 
class syllable of the first chief conjugation is rejected before the a of 
ending; thus, alai-anti, for tarpasii, out of amp-a-anti. 	The cognate 

guars, however,'do not favour this view; for if the Gmek a of 04....r. 
',identical with that of nap"-Mao, and the Gothic  a  of hair-o.rad with that 

bar-a-m, the a also of the Sanscrit Macaw: 01110 he received in albs 
as the long a of bhor.d-niae and the short of Mar-a-tea. 
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have treated their root vowel as though it had not sprunv 
from II. 	Thus the Ionicisms, Dyads, I'ittri. 

459. The Sansorit verbs of the third dass (§.109. 3.), on 
account of the burthen occasioned by the reduplication, 
which they have to bear in the special tenses, strive after 
an alleviation of the weight of the terminations : 	they 
therefore 	give 	up the n 	of the third 	person 	plural, 
and shorten a long 8 of the root, whence wftr docketi, 
"they give," CVfrr dadha-ti, 	"they 	place," 	weir jaha-ii, 
"they leave." 	There is, however, no room to doubt that, 
in the earlier condition of the language, these forms were 
sounded 	dada-nti, 	dodigi-,di, jaha-vii, and 	that 	in 	this 
respect the Doricisms SeVerr, mfg.-m.4 have been handed 
down more faithful to the original type. 	The Zend also 
protects, in reduplicated verbs, the 	nasal; 	for in V. S., 
p. 213, we find votip_s. 	dattentg, "they give," perhaps 
erroneously for eladeati.* 	If, however. the reading he 
correct, it is a medial, and not the less bears witness to a 
transitive dasThreti. 	The Seiner% however, in the middle, 
not only•in reduplicated verbs, but in the entire second 
chief conjugation, which 	corresponds to the Greek in 
ist, on account of the weight of the personal terminations, 
abandons the plural nasal; hencerhierneate (for chi-nteastd) 
contrasted 	with the 	transitive chi-nv-anii. 	This also 
proves to be a disturbance of the original construction 
of the language, which dates from an epoch subsequent 
to its separation; for the Greek maintains in the medio-
passive, still more firmly than in the active, the nasal as 

a That, however, the suppression of the nasal is not foreign to the 
Zend is sheen in the form Awzitvital emhaiti," they teach," =Hansard 
rufst s'eseti from the root wrg:eart, which, probably on account of the 
double sibilant, follows the analogy of the reduplicated forms. 	In Zend, 
the nasal placed berme the h may have favoured the suppression of that 
of the termination. 	Upon the t s for F e see Humours Ya,  no, p.480. 
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033 expression of plurality, and 	op 
tarp-n-n10 not only repn•o-vra,, but also to the 
dadnI4, dadhat0, 8,10-vran, Title-run. 	Yet the Greek 
through another channel, found a means of lightening the 
excessive weight of the medial termination, by substituting 
vita/ where ocean would naturally occur; hence Usonoont, 
not honor-anew, which latter we might expect from Seactf,Sa, 
(out of Seises-am). 	The Sanscrit form stri-nr-aid, sod the 
Greek trreIp-es-eras keep their completeness respectively, 
since the one Inns preserved the o, the other the nasal. 	The 
extrusion of the a from crop-su(a)rrat resembles the I of the 
optative, inasmuch as, on account of the increasing weight 
of the personal terminations, in the medio passive, we ions 
from thaoltiv not ataonip.sv, but Siaoilisc. 	The Leninism lao 
however, in the third person plural, sacrificed the a to the n 
and in this particular, therefore, harmonizes most strictly 
with the Sanscrit ; in remarking which, we must not overlent 
thitt, both in their respective ways, but from the same motive, 
have generated their alP, arm, out of onid ; thus, reap-sl-
a(s)nx, as compared with ortip-ve-(a)vrat, the first being 
analogous to the Sa❑scrit stri-ns-n(n)te. 	We do not, therefore, 
require, contrary to p. 255, to assume that a of weadsrals 
and similar forms in the vowelisation of the v of whitlow 
but itetrao-vran and vrevrat't-arce are diverse mutilations of the 	r; 
lost aboriginal form srenrad-comai. 	 s 

460. The 	Old 	Sclavonic 	has 	dissolved 	the ❑  
Dobrowsky's first and second conjugation into a 
sound, as in the first person singular the to, and con 
the latter with the antecedent connecting vowel, which else-
where appears as a, but here is to be assumed as 0, to 4; SO dens 
BE3V71, veNly. from seCnnty has a surprising resemblance 
to the Greek "e'xonsr, from gxovot for 'Axecrt. 	The Bohemian 

a Dobrowsky writes 003tOS cubit, and gives, as In the singular, thug 
only in the Archaic conjugation (we p.1136. Item. ;1. 
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tra_au has, on the other hand, preserved the old a of the 
Sanscrit vah-a-nti, and the Gothic vigand, which, in the 
Latin reboot, by the influence of the liquids, has become . 
in contrast to the i of the other persons (reh-i-s, &e.). 	The 
a of the Bohemian ?pavan, however, like the last constituent 
of the diphthong 4 of ne3swo tweedy, is of nasal origin. In the 
Archaic conjugation the Old Sclavonie has, with the excep-
tion of oil y .=Xtfl. santi, "sant," JgwEtv kenti, had, abandoned 
entirely the nasal of the termination, but, in its stead, has 
maintained the a in its primary shape, yet with the pre-in-
sertion of an inorganic y (4.225.); otherwise dadaty, for 
which 10,1.11013 dadycdy, would be nearly identical with the 
Sanserit qqillt dadati : as reduplicated verbs have, in Sanscrit 
also, lost the nasal (1.459.) et.teet nyetlyaly, " they know," 
accords less with fergfg vid,anti, and attsora yadyaty, " they 
eat," with tnyft adanti. 	This analogy is followed, also, by 
these verbs, which correspond to the Sanscrit tenth class 
(fi. 109". 4.), 	namely, 	Dobrowsky's 	third 	conjugation, 	as 
bild-yady, 	"they make" _Sanserit 	whsrft. berdh-aya-nti. 
Here, however, as the division and recomposition chews, 
the a preceding the y is not inorganic, but belongs with 
the a to the character syllable of the conjugation, of which 
more hereafter. 

461. In the secondary forms the vowel has been 
dropped from the plural ending nti or anti, as from the 
singular ti, ai, mi, and with this in Sanscrit, after the law 
had established itself so destructive to many terminations. 
which forbids the union of two consonants at the end of a 

" .word (fl. 94.), the 	personal character I was obliged 	to 
,  relish, which in Greek, where a simple I is also excluded 
, 	a termination, had been already withdrawn from the 
'singular. 	If thus grapy. a finds itself at a disadvantage 

[ 

:opposed to atorp-ad —thus, in crepe-o-v, opposed to alavp-a-n 
for alarp-a-nt)—the two languages, if not from the same 
motives, stand on a similar footing of degeneracy. 	'lie-ac 
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accords still better with de-an, and aorists 
Sanscrit tenses like 	the equivalent Mardian, as it would 
seem that the sibilant of the verb substantive has protected 
the a of the ending an from degenerating to a; for the 
usual practice of the language would have given us to 
expect aeon like g Terror. or ;any like rdowei-er. 	The Zvi 
goes along with the cc of the latter in forms like Aanin 
anhan, " they were," and /03.7,,, barayen, "they might 
bear "= tgpoier. 	We see from this that the Zend oho me- 
net support the weight of the termination nt, although it 
condescends more than the Sanscrit to concluding sibilants 
sequent on r, c, f, and ri ; and has handed down tom limb 
natives such 	as ...o7tom dears,  " fire," ata4S22, drum. "s 
demon," atilep, kerafs, " body," 	aant7sti bared.. "hearing. 
From the Gothic have vanished all the T sounds which el. 	i 
isted in the previous periods of the German language (see  
§. 294. Rem. l.). 	Hence, if in the present indicative bair-a-sd 
answer to the Sanscrit bar-an-ti and Greek tirep-a-vrr, we on 
nevertheless look for no bairaind or bairaiand in the con- 	1  
junctive answering to sbeposer(r), Zend barayen(t); and we 	' 
find instead boi-rai-na, as would seem by transposition out 
of bairai-an, so that an corresponds to the Greek and Zend en 
en, out of an.. 	In the medio-passive the lost T sound of the 
active has preserved itself as in the Greek, because it did 
not stand at the end, but the vowel coming before, and, in 
Gothic, by transposition, after the to is removed on account. 
of the inereseenee of the ending; hence, bairaindan, as in 
Greek inepazero, not sneporearo (compare p. 642). 

462 The ending 	on of the Gothic preterite, ns in 
haihaitun," they were named," may be compared with the 

e Or might we maim, that, a in the accusative (§. 140.), an inorga- 
nic shad been appended to the originally terminating nasal I 	The snap.. 
eition of the text, however, accords better with the probabilities of the 
primitive grammar. 
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-Alexandrine we for avec ciut (glnwatv, elfol Kay, &c.) with the 
(collection that the Sanscrit also, in 	its 	reduplicated 
yreterite, although the primary ending. accrue to it, yet, 
lunder the pressure of the reduplication syllable, has been 
'unable to maintain the original anti uncorrupted, but puts 
'us in its stead. 	The a of this form is without doubt a 

.'  'weakening of the original t: with respect, however, to the 
a, it may remain undecided whether it is a vowelization of 
the nasal, and thus -the latter element of the Greek on of 
w'ntrown, or a weakening of the apf anti. 	The &merit uses 
the ending as also in the 	place 	of an : 	first, in the 
potential, corresponding to the Rend-Greek en, es, hence 

ii,tater, bh atlyus (with an euphonic y, 1. 43.), ipapdata barayren, 
' 04pot-ev; second, in the first augmented preterite of the redu-

plicated roots, thus, adadhus, "they placed," .dodos, "they 
gore." for adadhan (comp. &ie.), (Aldan; from which it is 
clear that us, since 	a 	is 	lighter than 	a (Vocalism's, 
p. 227. II,), is more easily borne by the language than an 
third, in the same tense, but at discretion together with 
11n, in roots of the second class in 4, for instance, oyus, 

.'  or aydn. "they went," from yd; 	fourth, in some forma- 
tions 	of the 	multiform preterite, for 	instance, calnift 
ashnlushus, " they heard." 

463. The Old Sclavonic could not, according to I. 255. 7, 
maintain unaltered either the t or the n of the secondary 

rm ant or nt : it sets in their place either a simple a or 4, 
which last is to be derived from on. 	These two endings 

however, so dealt with by the practice of the language, 
that a appears only after sh, er only after eh; for instance, 

4alsxo byechte or ntma byesha," they were " (I.255. tn.). 	The 
- 	ndary form of the Latin has been handed down in most 
,perfect condition, and has everywhere retained the pron. 

inal t after the nasal which expresses plurality ; thus cram 
outdoes the nbovementioned forms arti 	dean, 7it'ac, and 

mak; 	and jerant, in respect of the personal sign, 
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is more perfect than the Greek oSe'por-cv,. Zend  naall,  
&mph, Gothic buirui-ne, and Sanscrit wItsa, bharry-us 

464. In the dual of the Sanscrit the primary form is 
las, and the secondary tam: 	to the first corresponds, in 
Greek, TOR (§. 97.)—thus iArriee—ros= tarp-a-las ;—but the 
ending film has, according to the variety of the 4 repre-
sentation (5.4.) divided itself into the forms rnv and eon of 
which the former is the prevalent one, the latter limited 
to the imperative; hence trepsr4-ms, reps-ol-nis, against 
ocep-e-M,e, harp-A-film;  e8rtic-ircs--rns against adik-shcenh n ; 
but rope-f-con, against tarp-n-tam. 	From this remarkable 
coincidence with the Sanscrit, it is clear that the difference 
in Greek between TOR on the one hand and rav, TRW on the 
other has a foundation in remote antiquity, and woo not, as 
Buttmann conjectures (Gr. 5. 87. Ohs. 2.), a later formation of 
the more modern prose, albeit in four places of Homer (three 
of which are occasioned by the metre) ror is found for rip, The 
augment, however, cannot be considered as a recent forma-
tion merely because it is often suppressed in Homer, since 
it is common to the Greek and the Sanserit. 	In Zend the 
primary form is regular, 	U1,* 	for the secondary, how- 
ever, which will run 51sqe twin, we have as yet no instance. 
The Gothic has lost the third dual person, hut the Old 
Sclavonic has 4a to, feminine 'rt lye, as well for the primary 

. An instance is found in a passage of the lusher (p. 48), the sense 
of which has been much mistaken by Anquetil,—erie6Ete.u6 .56100150
ooy...OE&J 	t',...33.....sgiSa4 	c ErVevE,fv2N 	Avon 	merceuel,,  
p opZiiies  Au.) entail maagheineho oaramelio ya el keniyOni torawsai 
noraenue paili gairinanni, " I praise the clouds and the rain, which sustain 
thy body on the heights of the mountains." 	According to Ammetil, 
"Xodreese ma priere a fannle, a la pads, avarquellee vow nee. donne un 
coop* me le eoniniet den niontagnee." 	Vamp.; is either the future of 
am, with en inserted o—thm for oareyote =-Sanscrit vakehyatare—or a 
derivative from the root mentioned, in the present according to else tenth 
class; in either ruse, however, a third person dual.  	au 
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form ww tee (rot) as for the secondary 3tik him, re,. Too/ 
(compare §. 445.); hence BE3ETA vsCsta, " they two travel," 
=- W M:  onhates; 	us3ovra ve?ostrs, "they two travelled," 
sww6ww(audkidts, euphonic for artIlantelm, p.38; 3BeNICTA 

"they (rot/sato, 	two sounded," 	=w6tfmm astanishOw. 
As to what concerns the origin of the last letters  s  and IR 

1 

 

.  in the personal expressions TR las and mil lam, they rest, 
;without doubt, on a similar principle to those of the second 

, person we( thee, WI,  tom; and if one of the explanations 
given, I. 441. be valid, we must then abandon the conjec-
ture elsewhere expressed, that  m  of ides sprung indeed 
originally from e, but through the previous intervention 
of a e (for 16, after the analogy of ierfre dedes, "  we two," 
lerrlt yuuttm, " you two" (see §.340. Table, Dual, 1). 

465. The following comparative table presents a sit 

it  of the third person in the three numbers:- 
- 	 ' 	eINCULAR. 

wescam 	Z888. 	08.K. 	La. 	0318318, 	 ee. 	we 
asti, 	ashti, 	gwei. 	eat,

n 	
lot, 	esti, 	yesty., 

tisktati, 	histaii, 	twin, 	etat, 	l'stot, 	stow, 	stony. 
40414,, 	&Mali, 	game.. 	dal, 	. . . . 	dhali, 	&alb,. 
0111, 	. . . . 	. . . . 	eat, 	kith, 	lath, 	wig, 
barati, 	baresiti, 	oips(,),,,  fist,' 	bairith, 	. . . 	• • . , 

"  its& ti, 	vassaiti, 	txe(r),. 	shit, 	rigid., 	tom'a,' Went. 
,;(a).Yat, 	hYai, ' 	ii,011, 	04, 	69.,,' 	- • • 	• . 
7  tiahlhdt, 	histdit, 	is-rails, 	*tit 	• • . • 	• • . 	ea 

	

't, 	daidby,li, 0,44, 	elet, 	. . . . 	. . . 	at, 	, 

	

rlt, 	boron, 	oiPot, 	/era!, 	Mira, 	. . . 

	

ef  Wet, 	tram j, 	e?,,e, 	vehebat, 	. . . . 	meal, 	. . . . 

LUAL. 
(a)staa, 	01161, 	torus, 

, 	tishthataa, 	histat6,7 	:servo, 	. . . 	 . s 	stores. 
dare.'", 	• - • • 	9ePe'ree. 	• .. 

aweniehtem, 	.... - • • 	?...retw• 

I 

*See p.131% 14,, 
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PARRA, 

SAMMIE 	ERMA 	ant.. 	LAT. 	al... 	SIMI. 	OLT SCIA 

santi, 	hg.,, 	(a).,(, 	aunt,
IN 	

eind, 	. . " 	efity., 	
T. 

 
tiehflaanti, 	hiefenti, 	1,ra ,i, 	dant, 	lalaat, 	. . m 	*forty. 
dadati3 O 	donGoti," aacm, 	dm,t, 	. . . . 	. 	, 	&dye's,. 
bharanti, 	InnAti, 	44,,,,,, 	 farunt, 	bairand, 	. 	, 
aahangt, 	va.vgnti. 	$xon,, 	',chant, 	vigand, 	. . . 	i 
ties dyne," 	Aketaytn, 	la-ra?,,,, 	&era, 
bhartyna,,r 	barayan, 	ipepates., 	 farant, 	bairaina, 
dean, 	aph,n, 	 :,a-a,,, 	emnt, 

terprsha., . 
areanishuo, 	. . . . 	 ?,...5,,,,,.- 
alike/son, 	 P`•.(., 	• • • 	. . . 	lokaaha. 

' See §.460. 	% Agrees with fill,ill bibbarti, third class, p.0.'10, 3. 
• Without personal sign I see §. 457.' 	4  RIM p.1336, 6. 	' P.636, 0. 
° First person, aavaniyharn," I sounded." 	' See §.464. 	'  As 
in the singular: see §. 407. 	See §. 228.9. 	0  See §.4.59. 
o See §.489. 	See p. 84.5. 	% See p. 644. 	''. Tormeti 
is called "suffering," "bearings so that the original signification appears 
to be inverted: compare the Gothic thaarban, "to need" (Vocalism., 
p.170). 	The Sanscrit root top (trip) means, acconfing to the fifth class 
trimani, "to be content., satisfied"; 	according to the 	first (tarp hni), 
tenth (larposanti), and sixth (tripdmi)," to content," Sze. 

MEDIAL TERMINATIONS. 

466. The medial terminations, in which the passive parti- 
cipates, distinguish themselves throughout from those of the 
active form by a greater fulness of form, even though the 
mode of formation be not always the same. 	Sanscrit, Zend, 
and Greek accord together in this, that they extend a con- 
cluding i, in the primary forms, by the pre-insertion of a: 
hence, pan from la, oat from the an which remains uncor-
rupted only in acme of the second person (h. 488.), Tag from ri 
and, in the plural, vran from trrt. 	The Sanserit and Zend 
make their diphthong I correspond to the Greek at  ;  and this 
applies to the rare eases in which the I produced by a+ i is 
represented in Greek by an, as usually the' first element of 
the Indo-Zend diphthong appears, in Greek, in the shape of 
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e or o (see VocaRemus, p. 196). 	The weightier and original 
a seems, however, in the extant endings of the middle voice, 
where the expressive fullness of form of the language comes 
most into evidence. to have been purposely guanied. 	The 
Gothic has lost the i element of the diphthong ai ; hence, in the 
third person, da for dal; in the second, za (euphonic for ra. 
S. 86. 5.) for zui; and in the third person plural, nda for eclat 
The first person singular and the first and second of the plu-
ral have perished, and are replaced by the third, as our Ger-
man eiad, which pertains properly to the third person plural, 
has penetrated into the first. 	The o which precedes the per- 
sonal ending, as in hail-a-as, "encash," hail-a-da, "vomiter," 
as opposed to the i of haitis," yowls," hnitith, "anent," appeared 
formerly mysterious, but has since, to my mind, fully ex-
plained itself, by the assumption that all Gothic verbs of the 
strong form correspond to the Sanscrit *first or fourth elms 
(p. 105), and that the i of &tilts, hattith, is a weakening of an 
older a, conformable to rule, and the result of a retro-active 
influence of the terminating s and th (I. 47.). 	The media- 
passive, however, found no occasion for a necessary avoid-
ance of the older a sound, and it therefore continues, in this 
particular, in the most beautiful harmony with the Asiatic 
sister idioms. 

467. The Sanscrit and Zend have lost in the first person 
singular, as well of the primary as the secondary forms, the 
pronominal consonant, and with it, in the first chief conjuga-
tion, the a of the class syllable (see §. 435.); hence IR 
We, "I know," for b4dh-d-mi or bddh-omd, in the case that 
the weightier personal ending in §.434. has impeded the 
lengthening of the clam vowel there mentioned. 	Compare— 

ZENO. 	 onErx 	GOTHIC. 

A bhnr-2, 	ems hair-h,0 	Op-want, 	. . . . 
oad bhar-a-se, 	Qesolatt bar-a-ht, 	(1,4P-t"-m ,). 564Ptt hair-w",,  
0f 	bhrts-a-td, 	11 p..,37ai bar-ai-te,' 	Ohp-e-ant, 	hair-a-eta. 
Ot* bhar-s-n12, 	 coa4,,,,,,,mt ber-ai-nte,' Pip-o-vsso 	Iwirawnda. 

u v 
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See §. 42. 	s In the passive the third person plural often appears 
as 	 (14,1-ho,wOoSOO, eiloonytinte (Vend. 8. p.136), with F fora, through 
the influence of the antecedent y (§.42.). 	For the middle I have no in- 
stance of this person; we might at hest be in doubt whether we might 
use GarentE after the analogy of the transitive barenti or &train. 	Both 
are possibly admissible, but barainte appears to me the safest, as in the 
active transitive, also, abuti is extant as well re  dote, especially afters, 
where Fad would, perhaps, not he allowed ; hence, JceAs.,ne jereai, 
"they live," =Sanscrit aflark.fimatt; -noV.m.mati ,oroinii, "day 
are," =arewr Malmo% We find, also, without  0  preceding, yosainti ..o,p-
janti ins passage cited from the Tashter-Yeah by Burnouf (Yarn Notes, 
p.74). 	Or should we here read yamaint,!,  as ye:: is specially used in the 
middle. 

408. In the secondary forms the terminating diphthong 
in Sanscrit and Zend weakens itself in the same manner 
as 	in Gothic already in the primary ; 	the i element, 
namely, vanishes, but the a remaining appears, in Greek, 
. o; hence, gs6.-e-ro, opposed to easier abhar-rpta, Atto.o7at  
bar-a-ta ; in the plural, ay64-o-,o, to IPTLW abhor-a-W. 
rocov.4.ts bar-a-Ida. 	The Sanscrit-Zend forms have a 
striking likeness to the Gothic bogy-o-da, Irair-a-nda. 	Yet 
I am not hence disposed, as formerly *  to accommodate the 
Gothic primary to the Smiscrit secondary forms, and to make 
the comparison between botir-n-dn, bale-a-ndo, and abhor-ado, 
rthhor-a-eta, instead of bhar-rt-ti, bltar-o-n1P. 	The ending au, 
in the Gothic conjunctive, is pestling; for instance, ltair-ot-
duo, opposed to the Sanscrit bhar-g-ta, Zend bar-argot, Greek 
yep-oevo; and thus, in the plural, bair-oi-adau opposed to 

954-ot-srro ;t and, in the second person singular, hair-oi,sun 

a Conjugation system, p.181. 
t In Bead the wave bar-ay-On would lead 'es to expect a medial 

bar-ag-nia (compare 5.461.). 	The Sanacrit, departing from the eider 
languages, has the ending ran, thus baar.,tmn, which seems to me a muti- 
lation of Idtar-e-ranen. 	The root ii, "sleep," "lie," inserts anomalously 
melt an r, as here precedes the proper personal ending, in the third 
person of all special tenses (b. 109..), suppressing, however, in the present 

imp, 
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to Op-a-1ov). 	It is not probable that this au has arisen out 
of a by the inorganic addition of a u, as the degenerations of 
a language usually proceed rather by a wearing off than au 
extending process. 	I think, therefore, that the ending au of 
the imperative, where it has already attained a legal founda-
tion (p. 597), has insinuated itself into the conjunctive ; that 
thus the speakers, seduced by the analogy of Bair-adan, 
bair-a-ndau, have used Bair-al-dau, kir-al-11day, also in the 
conjunctive ; and that thence the all has made its way into 
the second person singular, thus bair.ai-zatt for bair-ai-za. 
This ought not to surprise, as the medio-passive in the 
Gothic has got into confusion in this respect, that the first 
person, and, in the plural, the second also, has been entirely 
displaced by the third. 

469. In the second person singular of the secondary forms 
the Sanscrit diverges from the principle of the third and 
first. 	Just as to stands opposite to the primary tt and the 
secondary I of the transitive active, we should expect ad as a 
counterpart to ad and a. 	In its place, however, we find ihilt ; 
thus, for instance, abhddh-a-that, "thou knewest," bhddh.d- 
thtls, "thou mightest know." 	That, however, originally 
there was a form as co-existent with this aids is indicated, 
not only by the Greek, in which aito-rx, hiaot-aro accord 
exactly with aaa-TO, Saot-ro, but also by the Zend, which 
exhibits Aar ha in places where, in Sanscrit, A as is to be 
expected, the h being a regular correspondent to a (k. 53.), 

imperative and first augment preterite, according to §. 459., the nasal of 
plurality; hence, it-ra(n)t[ =v.:-vrn,; potential Say.i.mn, imperative 
ie-ro(n)telm, preterite sit-ra(n)ts -= &num,. 	We shall hereafter recog- 
nise such an r in the middle of the rednplicated preterite. Auto fie origin, 
however, I conjecture it to be the radical consonant of rho verb substan-
tive, with an anomalous exchange of e for r (comp. §. 22.), so that, for in-
stance, dad-iron, for dad-l-ranta, would ran parallel with the Greek active 
mass, to which would pertain a mediapassive d,dareem•ro or haoh,,,,,,. 

a u 2 
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and siv aka after such vowels as, in Sanscrit, requirt4 
the conversion of the a into oh (p. 20). 	The ending ha ,  
has, according to §. ad'., an a prefixed, and thus it occurs 
in my first Zend attempt (Berlin Annual. March 1831. 
p. 374), in the passive form, hitherto unique, stenyanha," thou 
want born" (Vend. S. p. 42). 	Anquetil translates the pas- 
sage, which cannot admit two interpretations, /,s  Lun 
A16.1.413.3ASJJO, he tans neurayanha, "to him thou west bore," 
by "Lai yvei a en an file celebre conune eons," and thus con-
ceals the true grammatical value of this remarkable capers. 
siou, which was perhaps not intelligible even to Anquetifs 
Parsi instructors. 	I have since been unable to find a second  
instance of this form ; but Burnouf (Vacua Notes, p. 53) has 
brought to light a middle aorist form of no less importance, 
namely, ..vepsalbdt urdrudhushu," thou grewest" to which 
we shall recur hereafter. 	At present we are concerned 
only with the substantiation of the ending oho, thee of which 
btands under the euphonic influence of an antecedent en 

470. We return to the Sanscrit ending tide. 	This stands 
in obvious connection with the active ending tins, described 
§. 453., which probably had, in its origin, an extension in the 
singular, and from which the form Mae arose, by elongation 
of the vowel and the addition of a; which e, as observed 
Gramm. Crit. 1. 301. d., probably stands also to designate the 
second person. 	If this be so, then either the first or the se- 
cond personal expression would designate the person, which 
sustains the operation of the action or its interest, which in 
all middle forms is forthcoming at least in the spirit if not in 
the body. 	Thus in adatdds, " thou gayest to thee" (tookest). 
either "thou" is designated by td, and "to thee" by a, or 
the converse. 	If this be so, and if in the Greek first person 
the v of the ending lop (Doric µsix) be organic, i. e. not a 
later nugatory addition, but intentional, and a legacy of the 
primeval period of our race of languages, then i8e86µgv also 
signifies "f gave to me," whether it he that kie (µ61) or, as 
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seems to me more probable, the v expresses the subjective 
relation: in either case, however, A-I,  (pa-r) stands, even 
with respect to the length of the vowel, in perfect analogy 
to the Sanscrit that. 	To this we must add, as an analogy 
for the third person, the ending Irk I& of the Veda dia-
lect, where the expression of the third person stands dou- 
bled. 	I therefore hold this 	remarkable ending for a 
middle, although Panini (VII. 1.35.) gives it out as a sub-
stitute for the transitive imperative endings to and hi s  
which precede blessings; for instance, bharoda finable, "May 
your honour live !" (respectful for " mayest thou live!"). 
It is true the root jio, and perhaps many others with the 
ending Mb is not used in the ordinary language in the 
middle voice, but the ending may be a remnant of a period 
in which all verbs had still a middle voice. 	The middle 
is, moreover, in its place in blessings, ht which some good 
or advantage is always imprecated for some one. 	Finally, 
Mb in a formal respect, is much nearer to the usual me-
dial imperative ending Men than the transitive In; yet I do 
not believe that Mt has arisen out of Mm, but rather that 
the converse has taken place, perhaps by the interven- 
tion of an intermediate al (compare I.444.). 	However 
this may be, the ending lelt, which Burnout's acuteness 
has detected also in Zend,t is of importance, because it 
affords an ancient foundation for the Oscan imperative in 

a Possibly the representation of the ending hi by tat may be so under-
stood, as that in sentences like bhavanflusalt," Mayyour honour live" six 
person addressed is always meant. Examples are not adduced in which the 
actual second person is expressed by tat. 	Should such exist, we should 
he obliged here to bring hack the two es to the hose Na of the second 
parson, while in the Mt of the third person both belong to the demons., 
tire base to (§.343.). 

t Only in one instance of value, tr.tutarOasnsj nominal. 	(Paco•, 
p.603, Note). 
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tad,' preserved to us in the table of Bantia, as lic4fo4 for 
lioetth ertu-d for retch storm.} 	To the Greek imperative end- 
ing 110 a middle origin is otherwise ascribable; for in the 
plural, vapyr-4-mor accords perfectly with the Sanscrit middle 
tarp-a-115bn, and is related to it as reps-e-iter to the purely 
active dual turp-o-hlm. 	Should, however, remr-O-vrow he 
identical with the transitive larp-a-ntth this would be a soli-
tary instance in the entire grammar of the Greek language, 
in which so corresponded to a Sanscrit a, with, moreover, an 
inorganic accession of a nasal. 	We should be more inclined 
in TEprETW—if we accommodate it to the medial tarp-a-Wm—
to admit the abrasion of a nasal sound, as in IIS'eifio, opposed 
to arkyks( adikshom. 	I now, however, prefer to identify 
remrdroi with the Vhda word tarpattth for the abandonment .1 
of thee- were compulsory, that of the nasal an accidental 
caprice. 	The relation of repro-4-rw to tarp-a-Mt would be 
similar to that of eaato, aot to adaddh add& 	If, however, 
Teplf4T41 be identical with tarpaldt and Oscan forme like 
licitud Mod, the view we have mentioned above, that the 
Veda ending US belongs properly to the middle, acquires a - 
new support; for if ropedvrter supports itself on tarpantant . , 
and so far is of middle origin, then its singular counter- 
part, also, can belong to no other verbal genus, and bas 
asserted to itself a similar origin to that of its Asiatic pro-
totype tarpaldt. 

471. The first person singular of the secondary forms ought, 

a Compare the ablative in ed to the Banscrit-Zend in 85,85, sod the 
Old Latin in od.  

f It deserves remark, that Dr. Kuhn, in his work "Conjugatio in g, 
lingua, Sans. rations habits" (p.20, obs.), has ascribed to this Oscan form, 	. 
without recognising its Vida analogue, a passive origin. 	The Oscan 
affects a concluding d for 5, but has maintained the old tennis under the 
protection of a preceding e; hence the conjunctive forms such as fad, op. 
posed to fitid (see Miller's Etrusker, p 57). 	Compam, in this pardeuhnr, 
the Gothic id (5. 4154 with brtinith, Mirada. 
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in Sanscrit, after the analogy of the third in to, to be em. 
so that bliarenta would be the counterpart of the Greek 
skpoiiiixv (-pp). 	This form must also, if not the oldest, 
have been of long standing in Sanscrit. 	In the condition, 
however, of the language as preserved, the m, as every-
where in the singular of the middle, has given way, and 
for blairtl(m)a we find blifird-y-n, with an euphonic y, which 
is inserted before all personal endings 	beginning with 
vowels, in both active forms of the potential (compare 
6.43.). 	In the forms burthened with an augment, the 
ending a, already much mutilated, has experienced a further 
weakening by the transition of a to i ; hence astrilv-i, 
" sierneliam," for astri-tm-a, and this from astrixtrina, or a 
still older astrino-ritain, which would answer to the Doric 
eo-rop-ini-iieiv. 

472. We return to the primary forms, in order to 
remark, that, in Sanserit, not merely those forms end in 4 
which, in the transitive active, end in i, and above have 
been classed opposite the Greek middle forms in at; but also 
those which, in the transitive active, exhibit no i, and, in 
the Greek middle, no m. The collective primary forms mel— 

anin 	 UAL. 	YLUDAL. 
0104.-µco, 	nah4, 	maht = fielki. 
ad =ow, 	4156 	illrud. 
Id, —, 	414 	old or std= vreci, arca (6. 459.) 

The Zend follows, as far as evidence exists, the analogy 
of the 	Sanserit, 	yet 	the 	first 	person 	plural 	is 	not 
t25.6 ma, as would be expected from 4 mah4, but 

C maidhA (6. 41.);* 	from which it is clear, that as, 
ore I studied Zend, I had inferred from the Greek 

„peen,  the Sanserit mated is it mutilation of tt 	madh4. 	The 
,Greek µelk, however, has on its side lost the terminating 

. Maidt, else, occurs with the aspiration dropped. 
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i, and thus ranks with the Gothic forms, mentioned S. 4fffi, 
In the secondary forms, srl maid weakens itself by the loss 	, 
of the initial element of the diphthong P to mahi ;  on the 	: 
other hand it extends itself, in a manner which argues a  
propensity to the greatest fullness of form, in the first 
person imperative to wilt dmandi ; and analogous to this 
the dual exhibits together with *saki the forms raid and I 
dvahtli. 	The Zend contains, also, in the special forms, the 	', 
full ending maidh0 i 	at least there is evidence of this last 	'.., 
in 	the 	potential 	murecJI,sse,ip_s 6iIidhyOintaidid, "we 
might see." (Vend. S., p. 45) repeatedly. 

473. If, in Smiscrit, all the endings of the middle primary 
forms resolve themselves into L I am not of opinion, therefore, 
that all thew rest on the same principle: 	as to those to 
which, in the transitive active, i, and, in the Greek middle, 
at, corresponds. I am much inclined to assume the dropping 	i 
of a pronominal consonant between the two elements of 
the diphthong,• and, indeed, to explain (st)d, yas out of mend; 
sI, eat, out of sasi ; Id, sae, out of tali; as we have before seen 
stistset arise out of Timms, and, in the Prakrit, bhayai out of 
bhanadi ; and as, also, in the Greek, the medial I-dm-ream has 
mutilated itself further into warp, and, in Sanscria and into 6 	i 
In this I the expression of the first person is thus contained in 
a twofold manner, once out of a for ma, and then out of i for mi; 
and thus, also, the reduplicated preterite in the third person 	:i 
exhibits 0 opposite the Greek rat for ram, and the Veda din- 	tl 
feet gives us, even in the third person for shed@ = setrat of the 	y 
ordinary language, the form shay-0 (euphonic for she-P,) and 
other similar mutilations of the endings of the middle voice, as 
rash, " they milked," for adsh-ala; &Mats, " he should milk," 
for day-dhtint, and this last euphonic for dah-tdm (Phnini Vil. 
I. 41.) 	If we now refer (m)e = pal, s@ .oat, and t@—rat, to 

s So, also, Kuhn in his Tract (p.2,), mentioned MP. dad. 
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the probably pre-existing forms mama, sash tuti, perhaps, 
also, tudmi, salt, tdfi,• the question arises which of the two 
pronouns expressed the subjective, and which the objective 
relation. 	Does dat-sa(s)i, h'illoaratah signify "give thee 
thou," or "give thou thee "? 	If we assume the former, we 
obtain the same order as in 8iSsa0e, Mateo% &c., of which 
more hereafter; and the remarkable case would occur, that, 
after the suppression of the second pronominal consonant, 
the first which, with its vowel, expressed the pronoun 
standing in the relation of the oblique case, has obtained the 
appearance of designating the subjective, or of belonging 
to the proper personal ending; for, in atao-µa(µ)t, the feeling 
of the language would better dispense with the expression 
of the "to me" or "me" (accusative) than with that of 
"I." 	I believe, 	whichever of the two explanations be 
the true, that we recognise in &3o- at the same la, as in 
atom. 	That this should so appear is, however, no proof of 
the real state of the ease; for if, as much resembles the case 
in question, and as has often occurred in the history of 
language, reduplicated forms undergo interior mutilation, 
by extrusion of the consonant of the second syllable, the 
first syllable then acquires the appearance of belonging 
to the root itself. 	No one mimes, from the point of sight 
of our current language, from preterites like Melt the 
initial consonant of the root: every one holds the li of 
hid! as  identical with that of halls; 	and yet, as Grimm's 
acuteness has discovered (L in 104.), the syllable hi of 
hie& has gained this place by reduplication. 	The Old 
Nigh German form is Malt, hi(h)all, and the Gothic haihakh 
whose second, and thus radical h, has escaped from the 
younger dialects. 	I now hold, contrary to my earlier 
opinion, 	the 	initial 	consonants 	of Sanscrit 	forms like 

a Compare §.470. this, NA ,a-.,. 
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Mpista, " we expiated," for reduplicative, and I assume an 
extrusion 	of the 	base 	letter 	I of talapinia, 	producing 
tdpintri.taapimo, 	and 	hence, by weakening of the d 
( =a + a) to d (= a 4- i). tepima. 	In the Selavonic demy, 
" I give." also, and in the Lithuanian Alai, the first syl-
lable has sprung from n reduplication, and the radical 
syllable has entirely vanished. 	More of this hereafter. 

474. Let us now turn to those middle endings in I, to 
which, in Greek, no ai corresponds, and we believe, that we 
recognise in the plural Ay@ a pronominal nominative 
form in the sense of h. 22B.; thus dhoe out of dhra-i, of the 
base diem for No. 	The dual endings 11211, 49, accord, 
on the other hand, with neutral dual forms; 	such, for 
instance, as II, "these two." 	In the secondary forms 
dhason, 	distributed into dhu-am, may, in regard of its 
ending, be compared with yd-y-am, " you," coy-am, " we ;" 
but the dual expressions &Mrs, &dm, are related, in regard 
of their finals, to 	Aram, as, by 8. 206.. du (out of &) is 
to ea, and accord with &aim, " we two," yams, " ye two." 
For the rest, tfa QUA !fa WA, erruok dthilon, tam &dm, 
appear to me mutilations of MIA &e. 	(see Kuhn, I. e., 
p.31); just as we have found above in the Veda dialect, in 
the third person singular imperative am for Ulna (p. 684 
The syllables (6hd, (1)d, which express the pronoun residing 
in the relations of the objective cases, are represented in 
Greek by the w in alao-o-Boe, Z818o-a-Oov, ZS tao-a- f hi, which tr. 
after 8. 99.. explains itself very satisfactorily as out of r, as 6 
with a preceding aspirate, or cr, is a very favourite Union. 	If 
we oppose dao-a-Oor, &c., to the Sanserit &WS-0' h)at-ild, we 
perceive that the two languages, in dealing with their 
aboriginal form, so divide themselves, that the one has 
preserved only the consonant, the other only the vowel of 
the pronominal expression of the oblique case relation. 
In the second person plural the Sanscrit has dropped the 
vowel as well as the consonantal element of the inter- 
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medialy pronoun; but I believe that dhuS, dhvam, in the 
condition 	of the 	language immediately anterior, 	were 
d-dhrt., d-direatre ; 	thus bhar-a-d-dhvg, abhar-a-d-dhram--. 
ddp-e-a-8o, 44-ea-Os; for T sounds are easily suppressed 
before to and day: 	hence we find in the gerund for dot- 
ted, "after giving," Mit-ted, ` after clearing," more com-
monly da-tni, bhi-ttal; and in the second aorist form the 
second person plural of the middle exhibits both id-dhusen 
(out of is-davani) and i-dhvata; 	finally, before the ending 
dhi of the second person imperative singular, a radical s 
is converted into d t this d may, however, also be sup-
pressed; hence id-dhi,  as well as idd-dld, " reign thou," for 
ids-di. 	The root as forms merely Adhe for ad-dhi, out 
of as-di. 	As, then, this i-di is to the Greek id-0t, so is 
bharadhvg for bharaddhug to d.gpstrOs, only that in the latter 
place the Greek 0 represents, not the Sanscrit dh (§. la), but 
the Greek , through the influence of the antecedent s. 
Hence, also, in the imperative, Itep4crets, as a medial after 
growth. 	For after •sperm, a medial itself by origin, hod 
been applied in practice with a purely active signification, 
the necessity arose of forming from it a new medio-passive 
on the old principle. 	Even the infinitives in adds appear 
to me, by a misdirected feeling, to bane proceeded out of 
this 	principle; 	for 	after the true signification 	of the 
a extant in speech was extinguished, the spirit of the lan-
guage found it adapted, everywhere by its insertion before a 
To and the conversion of the latter into 8, to call forth a 
medio-passive signification. 	If, however, we disrobe the 
form ataasecti of its s, and bring back the 8 to v, we arrive 
at 818arco, which admits of comparison with the Sclavonic- 
Lithuanian infinitive in ti, just as this last may itself be 
brought back by other channels to.abstract substantives in Ii 

o As I think, immediately from 6.4t with a weakening of the 4 to F. 
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in Sanscrit. 	The Vida dialect also supplies us with infini- 
tives in it dhydi, as dative feminine abstractions in fit iiii, 
in which I can only recognise a transposition of the ordi-
nary stiff. firti (Gramm. Crit. 0.640. Obs. a). 

475. If we cast a glance back over the attempts we have 
made to explain the origin of the endings of the middle voice, 
the theory, that they depend on the doubling of each personal 
designation as it occurs, will be found to rest principally 
en the fact, that, in the Greek i9Scp4ori, the Sanscrit abhamtds, 
and Vida dialect bharaldl, one and the 	same personal 
expression is doubled, as also on the principle that it is 
most natural so to express ideas like " I give to me," "I 
rejoice me"; in such a manner that the " I," as well as the 
" me," or " to me"—the subjective as well as the objective 
ease relation—should find a formal representative in one 
and the same pronominal base. 	Apart, however, from 
ichspdpus, forms like Oipecrre, and the supposed Sanscrit 
bharaddhod for the existing bharadhvd, would admit yet ano-
ther exposition, namely, that the Greek o; did not stand ea- 
phonically for v, but on its own account, and as the base con- 	1 
sonant of the reflective (0. 341.); which, although belonging 
to the third person, yet willingly undertook the functions of 
both the others. 	In Sanserit, the s of the reflective bees 	' 
before the personal endings dhid and dhvam, by the univ 
laws of sound, would either become d, or be dropped ; 
far in this way, also, the Greek Mdpeatle, hilidpeole, would go 
along with a Sanscrit bhara(d)dkrit, abliara(d)dhuans ; for the 
above supposed forms, such as bharatilthd opposed to dilpm 
adds, we should have to assume bharasdthe, out of bhasavvalhl 
Were this assumption founded, as probably a similar prin-
ciple would have prevailed in all the medial products, the 
finals (m)d, Ii, pm, Tao would have to be explained as not 
from mami, tali, but from masi, tali, or hiasvi, Maui. 	The 

t Influence of Pronouns in the Formation of Words, 
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second person would remain Rai, bat the second s would 
pertain, not to the second person, but to the reflective, and 
we should 	then refer, also, the s of abharatatis to the 
reflective, and necessarily suffer the pen of eaaeplaap to stand 
totally isolated, without sympathy with the old principle. 

476, With respect to the Latin, it was in the "Annals 
of Oriental Literature" (London, 1620. p. 60), that it was first 
observed that the passive r might owe its origin to the 
reflective. 	I am now the more decided in giving a pre- 
ference to this hypothesis over that which resorts to the 
verb substantive that I have since 	recognised in the 
Lithuanian and Sclavonic, which I had not then drawn 
within the circle of my inquiries into comparative lan-
guage, a similar, and, in truth, universally recognised 
procedure ; 	not, however, necessarily that aboriginal one 
which, in the remotest tura of the formation of the lan- 
guage, must have governed those medial 	forms 	which 
are common to the Greek and Asiatic sisterhood, but 
I rather assume a gradual inroad of the reflective of the 
third person into the second and first, as a substitute for 
some older and more decided expression of each person, on 
whom the action works retro-actively. The Old Sclavonic 
appends the accusative of the reflective to the transitive 
verb, in order to give it a reflective or passive signification ; 
for instance, wee chta "legs," becomes chat76, "ixgsx".; 
and 	thus 	in 	the 	second 	and 	third 	person ,ITLIIIIICA 

chteshiaya, uvrrata Ate/ ysya, plural 9•11112C/11 °Remy% &c. 
(Dobrowsky, p. 544. Kopitar's Glag. p. 69. xvii.) 	In the 
Bohemian, Sr is not so much as graphically connected 
with the verb, and may stand as well before as after it, 
but is used by preference for the expression of the passive 
only in the third person (Door. BOhm. Lehrg. p. I82), 
which may also be the case with the Old Sclavonic. 	In 
the _Lithuanian such verbal expressions have merely a 
reflective signification, but bear more the appearance of a 
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grammatical 	unity, 	and 	therefore more 	resemble the 
Latin passive, because it is not a positive case of the 
reflective pronoun, whose accusative is seam (p. 477l 	but 
only its initial consonant, which is appended to the verb, 
either immediately, 	or with an e prefixed. 	The latter 
occurs in the persons which end in e or i, the former of 
which, before the appended es, becomes i. 	Compare, is 
this toupee, the Old Latin onnori-er from amore- 	with 
forms like usalinnati-es for gemlinnale-es. 	The dual endings 
tea and to convert their a into o, and a simple a of the 
first person becomes d. 	I annex here the present of 
isailinnies, " I name myself," t opposite the simple transitive. 

SINGULAR. 

1. enadirents, 	tuadinnil s. 
2. iteadimni, 	esaclinnies. 
3. sexidenno, 	gadinnas. 

DUAL. 

I. soadinnenteri, 	gadinstmos. 
2. iseadinegetrt, 	wadi:mins. 
3. like sing. 	like sing. 

PLURAL. 

1. soaelinnenne, 	eradinnamies. 
2. snadinseate, 	inaelinsgeless. 
a like sing. 	like sing. 

• 

	

e It would appear, that, together with this amen, or, in the dative, esta 	II 
a kindred form ei co.existed, as, in Old Schwenk; ei with sebye, and from 

	

this el it is plain that the suffix of the verbs reflexive proceeded; and in 	' 
the third person, instead of a simple s the full Si may stand; for instance, 
toadinnae or tendhleash "he names himself." 	With verbs, also, begin- 
ning with fa, ap, and some other preponites, or the negation yie, the reflec-
tive is interposed in the shape of ei, but may ahn be appended to the end; 
for internee, iseilaikahe (is-ei-laikeue), "I sustain mc." 

t Compare &merit end, "speak.' 
4:41 
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477. To these forms the Latin passive is strikingly 
similar, only that here the composition is already ob- 
scured, as the sense 	of independence of the reflective 
pronoun is not here maintained by its mobility, as in the 
Lithuanian, where, under the above-cited conditions, it is 
placed before the verb. 	By the favourite interchange, 
also, between s and e, a mission has occurred between the 
passive suffix and the simple reflective; 	for the persons 
ending with consonants, a connecting vowel was necessary 
towards the adjunction of the r, as such stands in antalar, 

-  anoinfur, as seems to me through the influence of the 
liquids. 	The imperative forms amoto-r and 	tomato-7 
required no auxiliary vowel. 	In amamur the a of amamus 
has given way before the reflective, which is not surprising, 

1 	as the s does not belong to the personal designation, and, 
; 	in Sanscrit, is given up also in the simple verb, in the 

secondary forms, and occasionally even in the primary. 
In amen, on the other hand, the personal character is itself 
sacrificed to the suffix, for amemr was not possible, and 
mammy was forestalled for the plural (instead of amermar). 
In marls, =aria, the., there is either a conversion from 
ammar, or the personal character a has been unable to 
withstand the inclination to become r when placed between 

IF
two vowels (I. 22.); 	and the reflective has protected 	its 
original a, like as the 	comparative sulfix in the neuter 
exhibits is,, opposed to for (I.298.), and i instead of r comes 
before as a connecting vowel.* 	In the 	singular im- 

0 	r That the i of otnoris belongs to the original ending al,  as Pott conjec- 
tures (Etym. Permit. p.130), I cannot admit, hemmer I hold this kind of 
passive formation fur younger than the period when the i of the active 
expression in Latin was still extant, as it has Mao vanished in Greek 
without a tome, except in 4ao-r. 	le the secondary forms, however, it had 
diaappeared before the individualisation of the langunges here compared, 
and yet we find amakra, coterie. 
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perative person ama-re, the reflective, in preference to the 
other passive forms, has protected its vowel; and if we 
commute this re for se, we obtain the perfect accusative 
of the simple pronoun. 	We hove already attended to the 
old infinitive form emari-er. produced by transposition for 
amare-re (p. 664. 	If we prefer, however, which I do not, 
to exempt the imperative amare from the universal prin-
ciple of the Latin passive, we might recognise in it a 
remnant of the Hellene-Sanscrit and Zead construction. 
and accommodate re as a personal ending to am, iff nn, AIIV 

ha, of which more hereafter. 
478. That the second person plural amantini steps out of 

all analogy with the other 	passive persons is easy to 
observe, and nothing but the circumstance, that the earlier 
procedure of grammar did not trouble itself atoll with the 
foundation of lingual phenomena, and that the relationship 
between the Greek and Latin was not systematically and 	i 
scientifically traced out, can amount for the fact, that the 
form ammnini had so long found its place in the para-
digms, without raising the question bow and whence it 
came there. 	I believe I was the first to bring this under 	' 
discussion in my Conjugation System (FrankE a. M. Iola 
p. 105, ff.); 	and 	I repeat with confidence the explanation 
there given, namely, that amentini is a passive participle 
in the masculine nominative plural ; 	thus renamed for 
amentini mils, as, in Greek, rereNtgem elm'. The Latin raffia 
is minues and corresponds to the Greek µepos and Sanscrit 
mcln-es. 	From the fact, however, that these participles 
in Latin are thrust aside in ordinary practice, mini boa 
in the second person plural—where it has continued as if 
embalmed, as far as the practice of the language is con-
cerned—assumed the existence of a verbal termination, and 
has thus also, having lost the consciousness of its nominal 
nature, 	renounced 	its 	distinction 	of gender, 	and 	its 	, 
appendage relic. 	If we found entantime for the feminine 	1 
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and amamina for the neuter, we should be spared the 
trouble of seeking an explanation for antanani, inasmuch 
as it would partly be afforded by the language itself. 	It 
may be suitable here to bring to remembrance a similar 
procedure in Sanserit: 	this assumes for ddld (from the 
base dollar, §.144.) properly &duns, the sense of daturas eat, 
without reference to gender; 	thus, also, of dahlia and 
Marina eat, although this form of word, which is also a 
representative of the Latin nom en 	agentis in tor. 	has 
a 	feminine in 	trf at 	its command 	(see 	tri-e. §. I19.), 
and the giveress is as little called died as the giver in 
Latin dator. 	In the plural, also, &Vilna, used as a sub- 
stantive, stands for "the givers," and in the character of 
a verbal person, "they will give ;" 	this in all genders; 
likewise in the dual, 	ddldrda. 	The procedure of the 
Sanscrit is thus still more remarkable than that of the 
Latin, because its data, (Mara, &Writs, has maintained 
itself in the ordinary nominal usage of the language. 	It 
is therefore due merely to the circumstance, that the 
language, in its condition as handed down to us, could no 
longer deal ad libitum with the forms in the sense of future 
participles, that MK deitgrilu, &lairds, where they signify 
debit, ciabunt, have lost all consciousness of their adjectival 
nature, and their capacity for distinction of gender, and 
have assumed altogether the character of personal termi- 
nations. 	To return, however, to the Latin amaminis  ,  the 
Reviewer of my Conjugation System, in the " Jena 
Literatureeitung (if I mistake not, Grotefend), supports 
the explanation given 	by the forms alumnus, vertansaus, 
which evidently belong to these participial formations, but 
have lost the i. 	This, however, has been preserved in ter- 
minus, if, as Lisch, correctly and beyond dispute, lays down, 
we consider it as expressing "that which is overstepped," 
and identify its root with the Sanscrit tar (tp).* 	Fe-mina 

.i. Vo,aliemus, p.174. 
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(as giving birth, and therefore middle) I had before recog-
nised as a formation belonging to the same category: the root 
is fe, from which also fetus, fesnro, and fecundus. 	Gemini, 
moreover, as "the born together," (of the root gen) may 
be considered as a mutilation of genmini or genimini. 

470. How stands the case now with the imperative 
amenninor? 	Are we to consider its r as identical with 
that of anion, amator, smolder 5' 	I think 	not; 	for it was 
not necessary to express here the passive or reflective 
meaning by an appended pronoun. as the medic-passive 
participial suffix was fully sufficient for this purpose. 	At 
most, then, we seek in amananor for a plural ease-ending as 
in amamini ; and this is afforded us, as I have observed in 
my Conjugation System (p. 100, by the Eugubian Tables, 
where, for instance, we find sander for the Latin saboeti, 
screhitor 	for seripti." 	The singulars, 	however, of the 
second masculine declension in the Umbrian end in a : we 
find 	cola for atlas subato 	for =beet.. 	Now it is re- 
markable that, in accordance with this singular form hi 
o, there are extant also, in Latin, singular imperatives in 
mine, namely, famine in Festus, and prafamino in Cato 
de R. R. 	To these forms, before described, we can add 
fruimino, which Struve (Lot Decl. and Conj. p. 143) cites 
from an inscription in Grater, "is ens. arum nei habefo nei 
fruimino," where the form in question plainly belongs to 
the• third person, 	by which it still more conclusively 
proclaims itself to be a participle, in which character it may 
with equal right be applied to one as to the other person. 

" Remark.—Grafe, in his work, ' The Sanscrit verb 
compared with the Greek and Latin from the point of 
view of Classical Philology,' remarks, p.120. that he once 
considered, as I do, the form in mini as a participle in the 

. The ending or accords perfectly with the Sanscrit au (etas) and 
Gothic, tie 0.217.1: while the Latin i has obtruded itself from the pro. 
nominal declension (§.22n.). 
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'  category of the Greek pee°, but now considers it, with con- 
fidence, as a remnant of an old 	analogy of the Greek 
infinitive in cuevat, which, having been originally passive, 
had first been applied to the imperative in Latin, and 
thence had been further diffused. 	How near the impera- 
tive and infinitive come together, and how their forms 
are interchanged, Grate thinks he has shown. 1. c. p. 58. ff., 
where, namely. the Greek second person in ov (rtilkov) is do- 
&teed from the:Sanscrit first person singular in did; but 
which is followed by the remark, that however testkini 

T I should stand') is manifestly and strikingly like the 
infinitive 1071iVat, if we, moreover, consider that ai in San-
scrit is only the diphthong nearest to i (in Greek, however, 
the rarest, see Vocalism. p. 193). 	We have, however, to re- 
member, that, in icrwisces, the a belongs to the root, and that. 
therefore, for comparison with the Sanscrit imperative, if 
such be admitted. we can retain nothing but Ka, as opposed 

, to def. 	Grate goes on : 	' It would be easy to imagine 
that the first person plural fine tish#ima had its counter-
part in the other infinitive form isrsigs., properly lorcipe* 
i.e. stars. 	Finally, it may not be left unobserved, that 

-  the Greek and Sanserit imperative in Bt, dhi, is again the 
_  form of the infinitive in the Sclavonic dialects,' and that 

custom admits the frequent use of the infinitive for the 
imperative in Greek.' 	I could hardly have expected that 
the personal endings of the Sanscrit imperative could lead 
to so many and various comparisons. 	It appears, however, 

,  to me ill suited to the spirit of classical philology, without 
'necessity to attribute to the Greek, among others, that it 
"has borrowed its second person imperative in ov from any 

r I conaider the r very essential, RIM because I deduce ars and assa 
from the medial participial sans eon. 

t I explain their if as identical with the abstract substantive suffix 
fa,  

x X 2 
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Sanscrit first person. 	I find it still less congenial to the 
spirit of a more universal comparative philology, that 
Grfife, who has before overlooked, in his comparisons, many 
laws of sound incontrovertibly established, should give too 
willing an ear to mere similitudes of sound; for instance, 
when he explains the root 'char, 'to go,' by the periphrasis, 
'to move scraping along on the ground,' and, p. 32, places 
together TR lap,' speak,' laypen,' to patch,' schlabbern, 'to slab-
ber.' and halm. I was not aware that a German sch anywhere 
corresponded to a Sanscrit ch, but I knew that it did so 
to f (or e), in observance of the law of displacement (4.87), 
and of the favourite practice of exchange between gut- 
turals and labials. 	Remark the relation of chalvdras to 
the Gothic fidobr and our vier, as also that of ponchos to 
filuF, and you will be satisfied with the identification of 
the Sanscrit char, ' go, and Gothic forgo (preterite for). 
'go," wander,' fahren. 	If, however, we are to admit that 
any infinitive has arisen out of any imperative person, it 
would be the least far-fetched supposition which derived 
the Sanscrit infinitive and the Latin supine in Men from 
the third person imperative / lo, with the addition of es ; 
for instance, blillum,' to shine,' from MEIN,' let him shine; 
pines, ' to rule,' from pals, 'let him rule.' 	In kartum,' to 
make.' from kardtu, 'let him make,' the class vowel only 
would be thrust aside. 	As, however, Grafe (L c. p. 50) has 
found a jest in what I have elsewhere said, and mean to 
repeat, of the first person imperfect, I must take care that 
he does not take for earnest what I mean as a jest. 	We 
do not, in truth, go so far in deriving bluituns from blunt 
as in deducing !arrival from ftirtfq tishOlini (Zend hist,Ini), 
' I should stand'; 	but I can find no other relationship be- 
tween bad-lo and bled-tutu than this, that in the infinitive, as 
an abstract substantive, the action is personified through a 
form which comes near the expression of the third person 
in the imperative. 	I recognise in the suffix In, as also in 6 
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(another class of abstracts, with which the Selavonic and 
Lithuanian infinitive is connected), various gradations of 
one and the same pronoun of the third person—as in the 
interrogative we find the forms ka, Id, inn—and so far a 
relationship between the nominal classes in question and the 
endings ti and to of bhati, 'he shines,' and bhdhn ' he 
may shine.' 	The coincidence is thus in any case not 
quite so fortuitous as that between lirrii•Pca and tishgaini. 
Whosoever derives the former from the latter cannot 
escape from bringing into this family the Gothic infinitive 
in an, especially as the e of stand-an does not, like that of 
teed-voi, belong to the root. 	Historically, however, as I 
doubt not, the German infinitive belongs to the class of 
the Sanscrit abstracts in awn es bandh-ana, ' the binding' 
=Gothic bind-an." 

zarbusamt OP TH. WEIGHT OF THE PERSONAL TERMINATIONS. 

480. The weight of the personal terminations exercises, 
in Sanscrit and Greek, and, as far as we have evidence, 
also in Zend, an influence on the antecedent radical or 
class syllable, obvious and comprehensive, though till lately 
unobserved.* 	Before light terminations extensions are 
frequent, which, before the heavier, are withdrawn; so that 
in many anomalous verbs the entire body of the root can 
only be 	maintained before the light terminations, but, 
before the heavy, mutilation. occurs 	For instance, the 
root it 	as,  " be," retains 	its 	a 	before 	the 	one, but 
rejects it before the other, as if it had been overgrown 
by the augment; hence, san,  " I am," but Ma. " we 
are," arks, "you are," sanii, " they are." 	We see, how- 
ever, that this mutilation had not yet established itself 

a I was first led to the ohoervation of this interesting phenomenon in 
my investigation of the origin of the German Ablaut (Berlin Julia. Feb. 
1827, p.  261),  and Viateliemes, p.13). 
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at the period of the unity of the language ; for the Greek 
protects, in the verb substantive, the radical vowel de-
generated to e, even before the heavier terminations, and 1 
opposes Soaks, ease, Levis, to the Simscrit max, slim, ethos, 
stay. 	The Lithuanian and Selavonie, also, testify to the 
comparatively recent loss of the Sanserit 	a before the 
weightier terminations. 	Compare 

SINGULAR. 

SANSCRIT. 	GREML 	LIM. 	 SCLAVONN. 

Wag asani, 	eµ-µt!es-mi, 	Rana   yes-my. 
`ego-at:I. 	ea-at, 	es-si, 	 His ye-si. 
We as-li, 	ea-ri, 	es-ti, 	 NITS yes-ty. 

Ent 3,(18, 	• . • 	co-tia, 	 ISMS yes-va. 
iglt s-thee, 	ea-sia, 	es-ta, 	NITA yes-ta. 
are s-toy, 	ho-riv, 	like the Sing. 	Kora yes-ta. 

PLURAL. 
/ 

atrg s-mas, 	kl.s, 	es-me, 	NMI 61 yes-my. 
ttst .s-the., 	i.'-',4 	es-te, 	 ISMS yes-te. 
arfat s-anti, 	(')-","1, 	like the Sing. 	ma, s-ilty. 

"Remark.—It is possible that the suppression of the 
radical vowel may have begun with the third 	person , 
plural, whose termination anti is also the heaviest of all, 	.i. 
and it may have existed in 	his position even before the 	t 
migration of the language, and its manifold individualisso 
lions ; at least, all the languages under comparison exhibit 
in this case a wonderful harmony scarcely attributable to 
chance : and, in addition to these, the Latin sane, as opposed 

n By assimilation out of Se .e„ .., before, Loss, ,loott, out of e'seri 
Lees,. 	Vida dialed acme, !Askew. 

1' Irregular for as.si, as whisk rear the Greek and Lithuanian forms. 
The 8clavonie, however, km likewise dropped one of the sibilants. 
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to estis. as well as the Gothic sited, are in accordance. 	On 	1 
the other hand, the dropping of the e in status first appears 
on Roman ground, and, in the singular likewise, sum for 
awn is quite solitary. 	After the falling away of the 

	

initial and terminating vowels of tuna in the Latin, the  	-I 

	

appendage of an auxiliary vowel became necessary, and 	j 
the influence of the liquids prevailed in favour of t. 	This 
u remained,  also, in the plural, where maw was possible, 
but not favoured, as the Latin has generally gone out of 
its way to avoid the immediate connection of the ending 
mus with roots ending in consonants; whence we have 
sal-u-mm opposed to lulus; ferimus to fee-tis, free, fell, 
(Sanscrit bibkri-mm, bitthri-the, bi-bhar-si, bibhar-Ii from bhri 
class 3); edi-mus opposed to eslis. is, es-I (Sanscrit ad-mos, 
ed-Vto, of-si, rd-ti). 	To the Greek, 	in 	the case 	of the 
third person plural, ire) if, as I scarcely doubt, it stands for 	/ 
a-errt (=Zend h-fnli). nothing has remained but the ter-  
mination, as in the Sanscrit, in the second medial person, 	9 
sO for a(t)-s@. 	The Gothic we have excluded from the 
above comparison, although l-na, i-s, is-t, rest upon ae-mi, 
a-si, as-ti; 	but, in the plural, stud alone is organic, for  
siy-um, siruth Dual siy-yd, (see 4. 441,) sirth have the 
ending of the preterite, and belong to a secondary root 
sly, which proceeds from a Sanscrit potential sydm, in 
which sy (=si) has changed itself to siy. 

481. All &merit roots of the third class in 8 (4. 109'. 3.) 
depend, on account of the anterior burthen created in the 
reduplication syllable, on the influence of the weight of the 
personal endings, so that they retain their d only before 	, 
the light endings, but before the heavier either altogether 	I 
suppress or shorten it, or transpose the length of the d 
sound into that of the lighter i ; and this is one of the 	I 
evidences, from which I deduce the maxim—very important 
for the history of language 	that the organism of the lin- 	.4 
goal body sustains a greater weight in the a than in the I 
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sounds, the Longd being heavier than the long i, and the short 
a heavier than the short i (see Voeslismus, Obser. 12, p. 2l4). 
The roots cid," give," and dhd, "place," suppress their d be-
fore heavy terminations, with exception of the third person 
plural, if, as I prefer, we make the division dada-21, not dad-oli 
(compare I. 458.); for originally dadd-nti certainly stood, 
out of which we never could obtain dad-nti, but well might 
dada-nti, and, out of this, a new sacrifice to the reduplica- 
tion syllable, dada-ti. 	The Greek only shortens the long 
vowel before the increasing terminations, and makes his 
nee, loan, out of Ms, tugs, taxa. 	In the Latin, &lawn* 
and Lithuanian, the influence of the personal endings on 
the antecedent syllable has utterly vanished, and da has 
also lost the original length of its vowel and the redupli- 
cation syllable. 	The Lithuanian and Sclavonic have, on 
the other hand, saved their reduplication, but have abso-
lutely suppressed the root vowel, which the Samara only 
does before heavy terminations. 	As, however, the d also 
vanishes before endings which commence with m and s—
in Lithuanian also with so—but before t passes into a 
(I. 457.), the reduplication in these verbs is almost totally 
overlooked, and in Wont, sans, damp, which are mutila-
tions of da-dh-nii, da-dh-my, the reduplication has, by thrust-
ing out the most essential element of the entire form, 
acquired the appearance of a radical syllable. 	It is, how- 
ever, certain, that in Asia, classy, the syllables da, da, are 
identical with those of da'-a-ti, da-s-ty, for dud-ti, da-d-ty, 
thus merely reduplicators.*  

• We here confirm the observations of §.442., Obs. 7. 	In dada, ac- 
cording to the usual conjugation, dad has constituted itself as root, and 
the a of dial.a-tou, ,hid-a-me, has thus nothing more to do.with the U of the 
Sanserit Budded, or the .,,, u of the Greek Slaws.,, difloner, but belongs to s 
clans with the a of wei-a-turz, wt.-a-nth. 
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SINGULAR. 

PiNSORIT. 	'SEND. 	ORDER. 	LITH. 	OLD SOLAV. 	LATIN. 

dadtt-inh dad/WI-oh 	Saw-iii, dil(d).ini, an(d)-my, do. 
d'.14-,,,, 	dand-  hi. 	alaw-t, 	d8(c1)-i, 	da(d)-ii, 	dwa 
d,add-ti, 	dadhdi-ti, 	alSowv, 	dfis-ii, 	das-ly, 	dolt. 

OVAL. 

... . 	dikd)-wn, dad-e-un, 	. . . 
dot-thee, dei .44 p h 	818o—rov, chteta, 	des-ta, 	• • • 
dolt-tae. 	dad-td ?a 	Side-roe, like Sing. darts, 	. . . 

PLURAL. 

dud-mole, dad-e-n aht,. alacettes, du(d)-ma, 	da(d)-my. da-mus. 

	

- dat-the, 	des-tap. 	850-se, dae-te, 	dame, 	dwiii. 	. 

	

dada-ti, 	dads—nii,. 	fl t34-1.-n, like Sing. dad-yaty, da-ni. 

In the Greek the influence of the weight of the personal end-
ing over the root syllable has penetrated further than in 
Sarncrit, in this respect, that even the aorist forms, set free 
from reduplication, Ass and atop, have shortened their vowel 
before the increasing ending, while &tree (--eIniiv), in ac-
cordance with similar Sanscrit aorist forms, allows no influ- 
ence to tlae weight of the endings. 	In Sanscrit, from the 
first augmented preterite adadd-nt comes the plural tided-Inca 
as. in Greek, e8/Polies from ealaw-v; but from edam comes 
not adnia, but the root remains undiminished. 	It may be 
convenient to give here in full the two augmented preterites, 
which are distinguished in the two languages by retaining 
and laying aside the reduplication syllable. 

. If, also, the second deal person in Zend is not yet identified, it eau 
I 	nevertheless be deduced With tolerable certainty from the third person, 

which is extant in Id (§.484.), for which, in the second person of the pri-
mary form, wepay expect 146, the aspirate of -which, however, law been 
forced to vanish in 	 ,,,,13.1.9 daefii  (we §.4153.). 	Upon and fol., d  see 
§. 102. 	' See §.102. 	' §.30. 	' §.102. and §.453. 
° P.959. 
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SINUULAR. 	 DUAL. 	 PLURAL. 

adada-m, V818ca-v, 	adad-va, 	. . . . 	adad-ma, Zhao-yes. 
adadd-s, dam,-T, 	adat-tang, h8l4o-vov, 	adat-la, 	ettiao-re, 
adadd-t, 	ka2w-(r), 	adai-Edm, ad'd-rev, 	adad-us," adv., 	• 

add-m, 	asre, 	add-va, 	. . . . 	odd-ma, 	Ibises, 
odd-s, 	gars, 	odd-tam, lbo-roe, 	add-ta. 	hlo-re, 
add-I, 	laws 	add-Ides, Z44-rvs, 	ad-us," 	no-v. 

482. The Sauscrit roots ha, "leave,"i ha, "go," and red. 
"measure" (compare n&rpor, p.adoisca, &e.)—the two last 
have the medial, the first only the pure active form—
weaken, before most of the heavy endings, their 4 to I and 
the two last substitute also, in their reduplication syllable, 
a short i for short a; for instance, jahi-mss, "we leave." 
opposed to jand-usi, "I leave"; mind (from mini-m@), "I 
measure," mini-mah4 " we measure." 	The roots sat sthd, 
"stand,' and wrghrd, "smell,' follow a peculiar path, inas-
much as a vowel shortening, which probably at its origin, 
as in the Greek rarant, tares/Am', only obtained before heavy 
endings, has extended itself to the other persons through 
which the radical a, thus shortened, would be treated just 
like the unradical of the first and sixth class (109..1.). 	The 
Indian grammarians thence reckon these roots as under the 
first class, although they assume a reduplication syllable, 	', 
which, however, substitutes an i for a, as I doubt not, on 
the ground that the reduplication syllable, which is seek-
ing generally for relief from weight, and therefore, con- j 
verting long into short vowels, may not mix up the heaviest 
among the short vowels with the length derived from po- 
sition ; hence, tishthdlni, tishglasi, tishthate. &c., 	Miami, 

•

Zend 

e See §. 462. 
t Compare, with Pott, wepa, "widow," as the "abandoned" or "left." 

In Sanserit ei-ditavii is " the nssailese" 
_magi 
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hisfash hislati; jighrdmi, jighrash jighreii, &c. 	The Greek 
follows this principle of the weakening of the vowel, also, 
where there is not, as in the cases of Fa-npu, sixprpa, any im- 
mediate reason for it by the doubling of consonants. 	Dip- 
tOtpu and 'Mamma are, however, striking and peculiar in 
appending a nasal, a stranger to the root, to the reduplicating 
syllable. 	These forms, however, accord with the Sanscrit in- 
tensive verbs, which love a great impression in the repeated 
syllable, and hence change to the Guna letters the vowels sus-
ceptible of Gunn, but double the whole root in roots ending 
with nasals, and, in some eases, also represent the liquids r 
and I by the nasal liquids which accord with the organ of the 
chief consonants; 	for instance, jangam,• from gam, "go"; 
chanchah from chal," totter"; chanchur (for ehanchar), from 
char, "go." 	In this sense I mum° wharprg e. rripsiume, for 
utpumpu, rihranpo. that, also, gappahar, with the kindred 
form Raptly. (compare fialbur). 

483. The roots of the second class (k 1098. 3.), in San-
scrit do not load themselves with reduplication, neither do 
they subject a concluding d to the influence of the weight of 
the personal endings. 	The Greek, however, has here also 
again permitted a wider range to that influence, inasmuch as 
ipcni (('8,41), in this respect, follows the analogy of forma. 
Compare-- 	 . 	. 

sisdin.sa. 	DUAL 
hhibmi, ('a-µi, 	bb-see, 	. .. . 	bhibmas, 0-pis. 
hhd-sh 	("p-s, 	hhel-fhas, 	¢d-r '  K 	bhel-tha, 	Oft-M. 
bhd-ii, 	('a-,t, 	bhtl-fat, 	Oft-r4v, 	bhti-nti, 	Oft-vrl. 

abhibon, Isfit-e, 	abhd-vo, 	. . . . 	ablut-ma, go-psb 
ahhd-s, 	&Pit, 	ablut-lanu eyhb-rov, 	abhd-lo, 	.14aii-re.  sod 
abhd-t, 	/chair), 	abhd-Idea, adni--rryv, 	ablul-n, 	(IA-v. 	S 

a Compare with this the Gothic gag, (=paape,),"1 m," Where the 
chief syllsbie has Let the basal. 
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This analogy is followed in Sanserit, among other roots, by yd, 
" go," on which the Greek Sim, properly " make to go," rests, 
to which the syllable of reduplication has lent a causative 
signification, as to the Latin siito opposed to do, while the 
Greek foram (=eiecepo) unites the primitive with the mum- 
tive signification. 	While in toram the apiritus aspor, as it 
so often does, stands for d, in rant it is the representative of 
the lost semi-vowel y, as among others in gy for IR yaa "who" 
(§. 38 2.); finis, r-sigs for yrylni.; on the other hand, compare 
the future discharged of the reduplication host with the 
Sanserit yd-sydani. 	This Lyn still bends to the weight of the 
endings; thus km, rere opposed to yd-max, yd-Ilan. 	To the 
root yd, I think with Pott (Etym. Fonsch. p. 201). we must 
refer the middle of 4., which itself belongs to the root ‘ I 
"go," which in Greek, by analogy to flies, should form rim, 
rent, 

	
as, opposed to the Sanserit i-yd (from i-oil), i-ahl, He. 

The form re-nu, however, explains itself out of yd by a vowel- 
ization of the semi-vowel, and thinning of the a to e. 	In 
duly considering, what I think I have proved, that the perso-
nal endings exercise a more comprehensive influence on the 
preceding syllable in Greek than in Sanserit, and that roots 
ending in vowels shorten one originally long before heavy 
endings, the verbs ;nag and sei-µaf might surprise us, since 
in these the heavy medial endings have not shortened the 
antecedent vowel. 	Of Keipste we shall treat hereafter; but 
Ty-lint owes the retention of the length of its vowel to the 
circumstance that its root was originally terminated by a 
consonant, and I have already, in my glossary, identified it 
with the Sanserit da, " nit," the a of-which has remained in 
the Greek only before r ; hence $o-rat =en* chid, 7; P-TO -. 
MIST da-ta.' 	It accords, however, with the system of 

h On the other hand, siloo, &e, belong to the root wan (a, a), Samorit 
rod (compare Vott, Etym. Forsch. p. 270, and Kith/ma p. 242). 	The 

visitor 
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equilibrium that s4844a, canna bear the e of rle`re,  together 
with the burthen of the augment; hence scteicr-ro; but 
ateolOT-To. 

484. The 	Sanscrit root 	Inv as, " rule," exhibits 	a 
peculiar capability for the weight of the personal endings, 
inasmuch as its long A remains undisturbed before those 
heavy endings which begin with the weakest consonants 
(semi-vowels and nasals); thus ids-vex, " we two 	rule.' 
idn-mas, " we rule;" but, before the strong consonants of 
heavy endings, weakens itself to the 	shortness of the 
lightest vowel, namely, to i, whence, for instance, slab-the, 
"regitir," opposed to ids-ab"regiw" :L-ti,"regd:' 	We may 
recognise in this a forerunner of the German conjugation 
forms, such as binds, binder. bundum, opposed to the 
monosyllabic singular preterite bond, bans-i, p. 10S. 

485. The roots of the ninth class (h. 109'. h.) are so far 
in accordance with the principle of the roots ha and sod, 
mentioned in 4.482., in that they weaken to i the A of the 
class syllable ad, in the same places in which those roots 
experience the same relief in their radical syllable. 	The 
Greek, on the other hand, shortens the long Doric 4 (n) to 
4. 	Compare— 

SIVOULAR. 	 DUAL 

kri-nn-mb' 14p-riblu. 	kr-tit-raw  
1,+'1,awb 	,4-wil , 	kritbtrhar, 	rrlFard-ror. 
kri-bddb 	rapnabrb 	kreiridar, 	1r4p-va-rov. 

ohreliii-m„ 	gmep-td-vs 	rani-Id-ea, 
aka-n4-a, i' ,4P-.1-S, 	akrtni-tam, 	brp-,,ei-s.o. 
akrtidd, 	brhp-vci-(r), 	akriof-tilm, 	gnep-ra-rna 

spiritas of 4,,, is Inorganic, i. e. not from a; os, for Inatome, in Ctoto 
opposed to TT mho, coda. 
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LUs4L. 

kre-tamtas, 	nilecci-gw. 
kri-ty-lha, 	asp-vd -re. 
kreita-nli, 	(R.p-.4-,,,,). 

akai-q-Ina, 	ZIr4-vii-pes, 
akrer of-ta, 	i7elp-va-re 
alertiza-n,' 	(snap-vil-v). 

' *MTN Inimsmi," I purchase," has n for n in the middle syllable 

	

through the euphonic influence of the antecedent 	r. 	The relationship to 
,e4,e, rests on the favourite exchange between gutturals and labials, 
through which the Creek verb has assumed an apparent relationship to 
tfOottO, "to mil through" ( .-Sanscrit piroyanti, where the v is primitive. 
, If we make the divisions/al-Pi-anti, akri-a'-aa (§.468.), we must assume 
that the middle syllable suppresses its vowel before all those heavy endings 
which themselves begin with a vowel; thus, also, in the middle, k.4-o=f 
from krtini-rut. 	For the special purposes of Sanscrit Grammar this rule 
may hold good; but in ceniddering the historical developement or decay of 
the language, I am more inclined to the belief that the syllable of has 
shortened itself before nti and n (older nt) instead of converting itself into 
the long form of the lighter i sound, in order to avoid combining length of 
vowel and position. 	The middle-dual endings tithe, dee', alhdra, alto did 
not require the weakening of the nd to nl, since without this, by the or-
dinary rule of sound, two homogeneous vowels melt into one long one; so 
that rid +SW gives a lighter form than at + Uhl, which latter would 
give ny.d11, while from 'la + am we get merely mitt. 

486. With Sanscrit verbs of the second and third class, 
with a radical vowel capable of Guns," the influence of 
the weight of the personal endings is shewn in this, that 	' 
Glum takes place before the light (b. 26.), but before the 	. 
heavy the pure radical vowel reappear. 	The same law 

a The &merit conjegation system only allows the Gunn to short vowels 
before simple consonants, and to long at the end of mote. 	On the other 
hand, Gunn never takes place in the middle of the roots, where there is 
length by nature and position. 

steal 
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is respected by the Greek, which, however, affords no 
example, except that of 41 (I. 26.), of a verb with a radical 
vowel 	capable 	of Gunn, 	which, in 	the 	special 	tenses 
(6. Inf..", 	connects 	the 	personal 	sign directly 	with 	the 
root. 	Compare— 

ING. 	DOAL. 	PUMA, 
e-mi, ei-ps. 	i-vas, 	 .. . 	i-noss, 	Nies, 
&she, et-, 	Whoa, troy, Who. 	I-re. 
kti, 	c7-rt. 	Was, 	r.,,,,, 	y-anti, i-dos (from f-ores). 

That the middle (snag belongs to another root has been 
already remarked (p.676). 

487. An exception from the law of gravity is found in 
the root shi, class 2 	("lie," "sleep,") in 	that, although 
only used in the middle, despite the weight of the medial 
endings, it everywhere exhibits Gunn; in which respect the 
Greek eetuat runs pretty parallel to the Sanscrit: hence 

=it-she, uei--rae=id-fe, plural cei-peOes=0-nauhk 	We 
might also present if, as the root for the Sanscrit verb, 
as the pure vowel f nowhere appears, and the construction, 
also, of the word exhibits no expression, which made a 
root it necessary, rather than if, unless, perhaps, we 
assumed kilo, " cold," in the sense of resting, motionless 
and hence chose to derive it from ii. 	The Old Sclavonic 
exhibits the old diphthong in the shape presented by the 
Greek ovens, uoutei4e, in nokoii poke', "requies," "paee 
On the other hand, smo chijeu "quiesco," has undergone a 
double weakening; first, that of K to 6 oh, and next the 
thinning out of the diphthong to its concluding element. 
It must not be overlooked that pal, i is not the primitive 
shape of the base, but po-kor, out of which, in the unin-
flected nominative and accusative, after suppression of the 
final vowel of the base 0. 257.1 po-koi necessarily came: 

. Kopitar's Glegolita, r. 843. 
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the theme poknyo, however, accords excellently with Sanse 
;or; as the adjective "lying,' " sleeping;" 	or as the 
substantive "sleep." 

408. The roots of the fifth and eighth clam admit the 
Guna form of the vf ti of the class syllable nu or a before the 
light terminations, and, before the heavy, reject the same 
vowel : the Greek sanctions the same principle, only, in- 
stead of extending a into ey it lengthens the la 	Compre— 

SINGULAR. 	 DUAL. 

stri-no-mi,* 	ordp-vi-ja. 	stri-&-vas, 	. . . . 
stii-no-shi, 	a-nip-nu-a. 	sift-nu-than, 	crrOp-vii-rov. 
stmt-n4-ti, 	ermtp-v1-Te. 	slyi-nu-tar, 	onytp-virTor 	.. 
astri-nau-am, 	&Top-141,m 	astrimumns, 	. • . . 	I 

antri-nd-s, 	no-rttp-vv-s. 	esstriint-tam, 	&Top-verror. 
nstrt-nd-t, 	ncrrop-m7-(T). 	astriias-trina, 	&Top-any, 

FLORAL. 

stri-nu-mss, 	&tip-sit-pat. 
stri-nu-tha, 	orim-vu ,re. 
stri-nr-anti, 	smop-mi-ms. 

astri-nu-ma, 	hamtp-ml-pec. 
antyi-pa-ta, 	Ztriaip-ifi-ve. 
part-un-an, 	(go-rip-YU-v.) 

409. The Sanscrit reduplicated preterite receives guna 
before the light endings, and restores the pure root vowel 
again before the heavy. 	In this the German, and most 
evidently in the Gothic, stands in closest accordance with 
the Sanscrit, inasmuch as all verbs, with a root vowel 

a The grammarians assume a root 9 ctrl and another 11 seri, both of 
which signify "strew, and have, properly, for their root syllable ahem 
=Greek ITOP, Latin STER, tie a of which is subject to suppression 
(Vocalism, Ohs. I. p.111, and on the root in question, especially, I. c. 
p.170. 
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susceptible of Gone (i.e. with i or v), insert before this, in 
the singular of the simple (strong) preterite, the original 
Guns vowel a ; 	but before the increasing endings of the 
plurals, as also in the entire conjunctive, which is bur-
thened by the exponeht of the mood, and also in the sin-
gular polysyllabic, again reject the foreign strengthening 
vowel. 	Compare-- 

ANSCRIT. 	GOTRIC. 	SANSCRI, 	GOTHIC. 
ROO, 

bilid, "to split." bit,"to bite." bituf," to bend." buy, "to bend." 

	

SINGULAR. 	• 	SINGULAR. 	SINGULA.  . 	SINGULAR. 

	

biblilda, 	boil, 	bubhiha, 	bong 

	

bibliltlitha, 	hoist, 	bubh.Vitha, 	baugh 

	

biblihda, 	bail, 	bubhilia, 	bang. 

	

DUAL. 

	

L. 	 DUAL. 

bibbidien, 	bi I el, 	bubloYiva, 	&gel 
bibbidathus. 	bituls, 	bublnyathue, 	kepis, 
bibhichilus, 	. . . 	imbhujatus, 	. . . 

PLURS4 	PLURAL. 	PLURAL. 	PLURAL. 

bilhidimm 	bitum, 	bubhujima, 	&tulle!. 
bibilida(Ehn), 	bililh, 	bubleugtha), 	buguth. 
bibhidue. 	bitne, 	bubhujus, 	begun. 

490. On the law of gravity rests also the phenomenon, 
that those Gothic roots ending in two consonants, which, 
without protecting the reduplication, have preserved 	a 
radical a in the singular of the preterite, weaken this 
down to u before the heavy plural and dual endings, and 
those of the whole conjunctive (Vocalismus, Obs. 16. p. 227) 
The Sanserit exhibits R remarkable counterpart to this 
phenomenon, which had not come under my notice in my 
earlier treatment of the theory of gravity, and is here for 
the first time considered in this point of view ;-1 mean 
the root kar, "  make," which—not indeed in the redupli- 

V Y 
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sated preterite, but still in the special tenses before heavy 
endings, and in the whole potential, which answers to the 
Gothic conjunctive--weakens its a to o, and only before 
light endings retains the heavy a sound. 	Hence kardmi, 
"I make," stands in equal relation to barium's or kerma, 
" we make," and to kurydoi, 	" I might make," as, in 

	

Gothic, band to bundum, and bundyau. 	We plane here the 

	

hie preterite band in the same 	category with the 
sent babhandha, which everywhere leaves its vowel 
Herod, and with kardmi as 	regards the change of 
el. 

SPRIULAR. 

RANSOM, 	00T11. P
.
ANRORIT. 	SANEIORIT. 	OOTIOc. 	SANBCRIT. 

andha, 	bond, kurdmi, 	babandhivro 	bundtt 	ktimons. 
andhilha, band, karikhi, 	babandhathus, hunduld ktirothae 
andha, 	band, kardti. 	babandhatus, 	. . . 	lamulae 

PLURAL. 

babandhima, 	Inindurn, bur-ulnas. 
&Mend/100,ml bunduth, lorrutha. 
babandhus, 	blind., 	kureanii. 

POTENTIAL 

UAL. 	 LURAL. am 
 Gothic. Gothic. 	Santcrit. 	Gothic. 	&merit. 	Gothic. 

dm, bundyau, kurydria, 	bundeium kurrIma, bundeima. 
ryds, 	&leads, 	kurmItam, dawdled 	kurydia, 	bundeith. 

di, 	bundi, 	kuryablm, 	. . . . 	kurylis, 	bundeina. 

"Remark 1.—As all verbs which follow the analogy of 
have a liquid for their penultimate consonant, and 

liquids have a preference for the vowel u, we may attri-
bute to them here an influence on the generation of the 
u : 	it remains, however, not the less true, that the con-
ditions under which, in the foregoing scheme, a and a are 
interchanged, rest only on the laws of gravity, and on a 
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maxim sufficiently, as I 	believe, demonstrated in 	my 
Vocalism. (p. 227), that the weight of the u is more easily 
supported by thew languages than that of a. 	For were 
this not so, it were difficult to see why exactly, in the 
monosyllabic singular, the old a was protected; and why 
the condition of monosyllabism is so enforced in the pre-
servation of the a, that, in Old High German, where the 
second person singular is designated by i instead of t*  and 
also, in the form which becomes dissyllabic, the lighter u 
should give way to the heavier a; 	and thus bundi of the 
first and third person stands in contrast to band, and to 
the Gothic second beast. 	In like sense may, in the 
Sanscrit form kar, exchanged for bar, a certain share be 
attributed to the liquid in the generation of the s, while 
the distribution between the a and .11 forms depends on 
the weight of the endings alone. 	Beyond the range, 
however, of the special tenses, the root kar, in the forms 
which seek for alleviation, dispenses entirely with the a, 
so that the r becomes the vowel it 	The mutilated form 
kri thus produced—as, for 	instant*, in kri-fa, 	'made.' 
opposed to kar-bun, '  make'—is considered by the gram-
marians as the original, and this holds good in analogous 
cases ;—a view which I have, in my Vocalism., endea-
voured to demonstrate as historically unsustainable, in the 
first Observation of that work. 	In special ...merit gram- 
mars, this system may be maintained ; a  kar may still pass 
for a Gunn form of kri; as also we may be compelled 
to treat the a of the Gothic band as the Guna form of i 
in binds, as we must, if, reversing the real historical eaurse 
of the language, we recognise, in the singular a of the 
preterite, a first, and, 	in the plural, a conjunctive u of 
the preterite, a 	second.  ablaut of the 	i of the present 
binda." 

. For the origin of this i I refer to my Vocalismes, p.23. 
Y Y 2 
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"Remark 2.—It may 	appear surprising that these 
Gothic verbs with a radical a, which, in the preterite, 
have 	protected 	the 	old 	reduplication, 	do not equally 
weaken their a to u before the heavy endings; that, for 
instance, haihold, in the plural, should form, not hailufklum, 
but haihakluma, although the root has equally a liquid for 
its penultimate; 	and we might imagine that the hue. 
thening of the root by reduplication would occasion still 
more susceptibility for the weight of the endings; as we 
have seen, in Sanscrit, that the reduplicating roots of the 
third 	class in a either weaken or totally remove that 
vowel before the heavy endings (4. ISO, but the non- 
reduplicators experience no diminution. 	With the Gothic 
reduplication of the preterite we find in this a peculiar 
relation: it can only be borne by the strongest radical 
structure, and has hence only been perpetuated, first, by 
verbs with 	a 	long or diphthongal 	radical 	vowel ; 	as 
haihaii, 'I was named,' present haita ; hloikup, ' I ran,' 
present hlauprt ; secondly, by roots with the heaviest of the 
abort vowels (a), united with length by position; 	for 
instance, =kaki, '  I directed,' present voids.• 	Under these 
conditions, it was a necessity of the language to retain 
the reduplication of the root in all its strength, and by 
this 	the 	weakening 	of the a to 	u 	was 	provided 
against.,,  

491. The Greek exhibits the Gana modification of the t in 
two forms, namely, where the original a sound is represented 
either by c or e, but as never becomes the counterpart of the 
Sanscrit 0 in roots in which diphthongs are exchanged with a 
pure st 	Where, however, es and as, next to s are exchanged 

• Faffah, from the base job," to seize," and &Auk from heh," whims," 
make an exception, but appear, on the evidence of cognate dialects, to 
have lost a newt 

1' Vocalismus, Ob. 2. p. 183. 
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• with each other in one and the same root, then os as the Hea- 
vier of the two Ganes, takes its place in the perfect, where also 
'frequently the simple a is opposed to the simple e; hence, for 
instance, ?Aetna opposed to helms, shorn; limas to caw, 
Islam, no Te7paibot to Ap4ba,. 	Thus of answers to the Gothic 
'Gunn through a, and el to that through i (§. 25.); and sacs 
and whonect are related to each other, as beige (i.e. b€to from 
Aida, p. 102) to bait from the root bi I ; then, also, :Ake to 
e•brpoq,c, saline toles from the root LAS (p. 100). 	It appears, 
also, thus, that the Greek bears more willingly the burthen of a 
stronger than of a weaker root syllable. 	The susceptibility 
-of the weight of endings 	has, however, almost entirely 
vanished from the Greek perfect. 	A remnant of it is still 
found in Ala, opposed to the Sanscrit Oda, " I know," and 
the Gothic ca.— in all three languages a present as to 
sense, with the terminations of the reduplicated preterite. 
Yet the Sanscrit verb, be this signification, dispenses with 
the reduplication, and so does the Greek'; for dibh for Falba 
is merely the Gunn of the root (F),5. 	Compare- 

11.80RIT. 	 GOTHIC. 	prtEEtt. 

ced-a, 
	

mu old-a. 
'-es vfittlia 	 ois-t, 	ale-ea (see §.423).,  

hs et-da, 	 veil, 	off-e. 

WI'S vid-i-va, 
fur pt aid-a-thus, 	vit-u-ts, 	ta-the - 
ftrAmvid-a-tus, 

fttkhi vid-i-saa, 	vit-uAn, 	rd-µec, 
fsg(v)vid-a-tha, 	vit-u-th, ra-re. 
Ayr aid-us (see §. 462), oil-u-n, 	bo•-a-m. 

* In the case of this verb our present language has preserved the ope-
ration of the influence of the endings; hence, 'eleven, wince, :vino, 
against mein, testes; actor, while elsewhere the plural has everywhere 
made itself equal in weight to the singular. 
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."Remark.—The Sanscrit base rid is not withontilla 
proper present— War admi, the plural of which, oid-mas, 
wit-lba, rid-anti, might have equally given, in Greek, fauus 
yer-we, rer-acrt (from Iaavrt, p.640); as also out of the duals 
rif-thas, oil-tas, we could hardly obtain in Greek any thing 
other than fo-row. The present forms resemble the Greekmuch 
more than those of the preterite. 	Nevertheless, I am not of 
opinion that the Greek plural and dual endings can belong 
to the present in their origin, for the intermediate vowel a, 
whose rejection gives to tau. the appearance of a present 
(compare da-hie), is no essential element of the perfect, and 
is wanting, among other instances, in tite-Toe ; which, more-
over, through the restoration of the pure radical vowel, bears 
the same relation to tOIKE, as ro;rov to olds. 	We shall recur 
to this subject."  

492. After what we have hitherto remarked on the laws of 
gravity, it becomes scarcely necessary to quote instances 
to chew which are the light termination% and which the 
heavy. 	It is self-evident that the dual and plural endings 
have more body and compass than the singular of the transi-
tive active form, and that in the middle voice the weight of . 
endings communicates itself also to the singular; for hat, sac  4  
TR, are obviously richer in sound than /At, a(,), TI: in the 
same manner, in the secondary forms, pee, am, ro, are heavier 
than , e, (r). 	We have, however, to observe, that several 
terminations, originally heavy, but which have, in the course 
of time, become abbreviated, have nevertheless left behind 
them the effect of their former state. 	This is the case espe- 
cially in the Sanscrit, in which the middle abibhr-i (see 
p.461) is much weaker in its termination than the transitive 
abibhar-am ; so that, according to the present state of the 
language, we should rather expect abibhr-am mattering  to 
abMhar-1 than the reverse. 	The second person plural of the 
transitive reduplicate preterite, like the first and third of the 

'.- 	....- 
singular, has lost the true personal sign, and  retain:dcallLLA 
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intermediate vowel. 	Nevertheless, see find above vida,. ye 
know," answering to the singular vide, " I know," " he knows." 
In the second person plural of the primary forms, the is, in 
its present state, heavier than the singular si,  as a is heavier 
than h and the Sanscrit aspirates are evident combinations 
of an h with the full tenues or media (6. 12.). 	In Greek, all 
the terminations (if we except, perhaps, the relation of re IO 

Oa, as in fa-re contrasted with do-Oa), which I reckon 
heavy have still, in their actual state, more weight than 
those which, according to the theory which has been brought 
forward, belong to the light class. 	Compare— 

oNATV ENDING. LIMIT ISN•

P I.', 

	

1. 	V.. mss, 6, cold, mahO, 	.S, P.. P.O... P.O. 
0(5). Mae, the, se, elthO, dye, 	rev, a., eas, alloy, atle 

ti, 	Th 	km, nth IP, ate, aid, 	Toe  ,  yr., aeov, vrah 

m(am), v. 	ea, ma, a, h°  ea/d, mald, 	Par, Pl.. P.O... P.O. 
T. 	S. 	ham, la, dais, &ham, dhaam, eel, re, ID,  TO. .9. 

t, 	(r). tdm, '(an), In, &Ma, nia, (eta), rev (Tay), v, TO, aOryv (13-00,v), 
. 

DIVISION Or CONIUGAIIONS. 

.493. Sanscrit verbs admit of an easy distribution into 
two conjugations ; the first—which, if not the oldest, misted 
before the separation of languages, and is almost alone re-
presented in the European cognate languages—comprehends 
the great majority of all the verbs, viz. classes 1, 4, 6, 10 
(6. 106'.), which, in the special tenses, annex to the root a 
simple a (cl. I and 6), or syllables which terminate with a, 
viz. ya and aya (el. 4 and 10). 	This conjugation is fol- 
lowed also, as will hereafter appear, by nearly all deriva- 
tive verbs and by all denominatives. 	In Greek, the con- 
jugation in to corresponds to it, in which too much stress 
must not be laid on the so answering to the Sanscrit tai, for 

a Sec (.471. 
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if the in is restored to the s4pino, compared above (h. 436 
with tarp-11-mi ; and if rdpireis, Tinos., are carried back to the 
forms Tgpsr-e-at, 	reps-cm, which, in 	all probability, once 
existed; still this verb, and all of similar construction, re-
main sufficiently distinguished from all classes of the so-called 
in Conjugation, which does not contain any verbs that insert 
between the root and the personal terminations an e which 
is interchanged with o, or larger syllables terminating with 
this vowel. 	The second ganarrit conjugation separates, 
like the Greek, into three divisions. 	It takes first, those verbs 	I 
which append the personal terminations direct to the base 
(Cl. 2, 3, 7), 	as 	2-tai ---_ iilit ; 	dodil-mi =-51flioni; yonoj-tai, 
...Pingo," plural pun;-mar, "jungimus" (§. 109•. 3.), to which 
there is no analogy in Greek; secondly, verbs with no or u, in 
Greek on, is as the intermediate syllable; thirdly, those with n9 
(weakened ni), in Greek vii (m), vis (see pp. 109, 677). 	All these 
divisions are, in Sanserit as in Greek, subjected to the in-
fluence of the weight of the personal terminations, while the 
first conjugation is free from it. 	Other peculiarities will 
be presented hereafter, in which the Sanscrit and Greek 
second conjugation coincide with one another, end ore 
distinguished from the first conjugation. 

994. The Greek first conjugation contains a greater va-
riety of subdivisions than the Sanscrit, which consists of 
only four classes. 	This, however, has no influence on the 
inflection, since Tgpir-o-nee* is inflected just like rise-co-pee, 	1 
Scis-vo-neu, IC-deo-nee, Toµ(3-doo-nev, wpda-cro-peo, flaii-ciCo. 
nee, didstonueo ; as it is the same, with regard to the conjuga-
tion, whether the formation, which is added to the base, con-
sists simply of one e, which, before nasals, is replaced by o. 
or of syllables which terminate with this vowel, as, in San- 	I 

• I give the plural, as the abbreviation of the singable primary termi- 
nation readers the character of formation not easily perceptible. 	

„iiii 
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writ, the formations a, ya, and aya are inflected similarly, for 
this very reason, that they all end in a. 	It appears to me, 
however, wrong to separate, in Greek, the consonants from 
their vowels, and in Tiara:ev to add, first a T and then a 
conjunctive vowel o; while, according to the course of the 
development of the language. the base TVA, in the special 
tenses, combines with the syllable re or TO, Sao with ve or 
vo, and Ta/3 with ace or ave. 	The addition of a bare conso- 
nant, or of a syllable terminating with a consonant, would 
have been too cumbrous for the conjugation: a Iva,- ;Lev 
or awry-nes can never have existed. 	But if we are right 
in dividing thus, Unto-an-per, and do not regard the v merely 
as the element of formation, and the u as the conjunctive 
vowel, there is no reason to distribute .rUIrroµev according to 
a different principle. 	What the syllable TO is in the latter 
verb, the syllable wit in the former. 	For this reason !cannot 
admit that mode of distinguishing the conjugation in a from 
that in la, which consists in terming the latter "with a con-
junctive vowel"; as the Fa  conjugation also, though not in all 
the classes of which it consists, has syllables of conjunction, 
if they are to be so called, that ore inserted in Seta-vv-µev, 
acin-va-µi, between the base and the personal termina-
tion. 

495. It is hardly possible to state any thing satisfactory 
regarding the origin of these syllables. 	It appears to 
me mast probable that the majority of them are pronouns, 
through which the action or quality, which is expressed 
in the root in abstract°, becomes something concrete; e.g. 
the expression of the idea "to love" becomes the expres- 
sion of the person, " who loves." 	This person, however, 
is 	more closely defined 	by the 	personal 	termination, 
whether it be " I," " thou," or "he." 	Proceeding fnim 
this point of view, we may regard the character of the 
Sanscrit ninth class no (9.169". 5.)= Greek pat, Pv, va, as 
the lengthening of the pronominal base, If nee (9. 369.) and 
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on =Greek vu, as the weakening of this na, as, in the Inter* 
gative, together with ka the forms ku and ki occur. 	The 
u of the eighth class is easily perceived to be the abbre-
viation of the syllable nu, which arises from the circum-
stance that the few roots of this class terminate with n; 
thus tan-u-mss for tan-mk-mss. 	The sole exception is kri, 
" to make," which, however, as may be deduced from the 
Zend 	kfirii-ndo-nai, 	likewise 	had 	a originally before the 
appended u. 	From nd it seems that do has arisen by 
transposition, which is further combined with the ch. 
meter a of the first or sixth class, and belongs to the first 
conjugation ; 	but it occurs only in the second person 
imperative singular of the transitive active form of the 
ninth class, in which the first conjugation is without the 

rsonal 	termination; 	hence, 	as-dna, 	"eat," 	answering 
the first person akindni, and the third ai.noirs. 	This 

clot; would lead us to expect a present ad-tbal-mi, ad- 
-si, ad-dna-ti, 	for ad-ad-mi, &e. 	The 	circumstance 
t the Vida dialect has not preserved forms of that 

' d, affords no certainty that they have never existed; 
although several other ancient forms of speech have 

I

r  
n preserved 	irk the Veda dialect, still it is very for 
m having retained, 	in their 	perfect 	state, all that 

' existed at the period of the unity of language; e.g. there 
are no middle forms in m8 for the abbreviated d 	Bat if 

e &merit, in its formations in dna, actually took its 
parture from the second person imperative, where it 

remained, the Greek has completed the formation 
us commenced; for I have scarce any doubt that forms 

ai-dna are the prototypes of the Greek rg'ave,kkpe-coe, 
. 	Both languages agree in their 	conjugational ad- 

I

e  

on.  ti 	almost as exactly as possible ; for a Greek ii refers 
rather to a Sauscrit long d that, to a short one, as v a ts 
more frequently represented by e than by o. 	For the rest, 
the original length 	of quantity is still left in kapok. 	In 
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Lithuanian, verbs in eau and inn, and also those with 
doubled n, inn. belong to this class, though they retain 
the 	nasal, also, in the future and infinitive, which verbs 
in nu, of which hereafter, do not, e.g. ,gab-eau. "I bring," 
god-inft, 	" I destroy," future gaben su, gadifi en (4. 10.), 
infinitive yoblnii, gadina 

	

496. If, in the 	Sanserit seventh class 0.109..4 that 
form, which appears before light terminations, is older 
than that which occurs before heavy ones, e.g. bhi-ni-el 
from 	bhi-nod-na, " I cleave," older 	than 	bhi-a-d from 
bhi-nd-inos, "we cleave," then it might be assumed, as I 
am much inclined to do, that this syllable na is nothing 
else than the syllable nd of the ninth class, which has 
been transposed into the interior of the root, and abbre- 
viated ; 	thus, bhinodna for bhidnanti, as bhid would form 
according 	to 	the 	ninth class. 	In Greek 	verbs, 	like 
ltapficiys, paydays, both forms occur together; and in them 
the nasal of derivation has a second time been reflected 
into the middle of the root, just as, in Zend, an i or y 
imparts to the preceding syllable also an i (3.41.) 	It 
has been already remarked (9. 10%5), that verbs. like 
&in-vs-Fey, vfp-yo-pevi by weakening the syllable of deriva-
tion, i.e. by changing the organic a of 84µ-vie-ner for the 
unorganic core, have entered into the a conjugation. 	Here 

thelongs, also, the Latin formation ni (before r: no) of der- 
minims, eer-ni-ninsi sper-ni-musi Ii-ni-mus, si-ni-ntus. 	Corn- 
pare, for instance, sten-id-mils with is stri-of-inas ; but 

e resemblance must not be rated too high, for the Latin 
is not a shortened form of the Sanserit of (see 3. 485), 

at a weakened as foga-gals for leg-a-' inns (9. 109".1.). 	In 
Old &laconic, correspond verbs In ea, ndshi, which reject 
'this appended syllable in the preterite, e.g. rounts gyb-nit, 
D  perm," second person gyb-ne-shi, preterite gy-boch (Dobr. 
.  355.); 	in Lithuanian, correspond verbs in 	nu, plural 

na-na, which, though sparingly, are retained in roots in 
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an (Welke, p. 101, 25.); 	e.g. gau-nu, 	"I uvuxtil 
griu-no-nte, preterite gateau, future gnu.. 	Comps 

	

DRIDs. 	OLD SCLAV. 	MOODS, 	LAM. 	.. 

	

aa.-.., 	yyb-ndl,' 	geitz-nu,2 	ster-no: 	stri.  
Ms-ew-s, 	gyb-ne-ehi, griu-n'-i, 	ster-ni-s, 	sfrioubsi. 
aciu-re-(r)t, gyb-ne-ty, 	gstu-na-' 	ster-ni-t, 	sire-O-ti. 

gyb-ne-na, 	grin na-mth  	strili-nes. 
aeie-ve-rae, gyb-ne-ta, 	grin-ma-to, 	stri-niethas. 
aise-ve-rot,, gyb-meets, 	gens-na-.  	stri-at-los. 

kin-voisev, gyb-ne-.m 	g duetta-me, ster.ni-mus, elre.trinnas. 
actits-ve-re, 	gyb-ne-te, 	griu-na-te, 	ster-ni-tie, 	stri-ut-tha. 
Site-vo-vrt, 	gyb-nu-ty,' gritz-no-' 	ster-nn-n1, 	strilte-nti. 

Here an entirely legitimate division is impossible, SLIM the permed 
termination has likewise a share in the 11 of derivation, its nasal being 
contained in it: see §. M. g. 	' See p. 609. 

497. The addition re, TO (vint-vo-pter, rt'or-re-v4 .PPvars 
peculiar to Greek, which, however, except xi new, rims 
occurs only after labials. 	Its T is, perhaps, a corruption 
of v, as elsewhere, also, we have seen mutes proceed from 
nasals of corresponding organ; e.g. Apo,* from µporde; 
in Lithuanian and Sclavonie detryni. A.HAT. elergaty (P. 27.), 
from netoyni, nevyatyt and (which comes tolerably near to 
the ease in question) the Greek suffix pa, used in the 
formation of words, corresponds to a formation in n in the 
kindred languages; 	e. g. d-vostav answers to the Sanscrit 
name, Latin nomen, to the Gothic motel, 	stanza,* and 
Selavonie mix itnyo, genitive mucus insen-e (P. 269.). 	In 
Sanscrit, also, we must ;remark that the n is replaced by 
the tennis of its organ, since, for instance. from hen, "to 
slay," comes the causal glall-nya-mi for httn-ogel-tai. 	If, 	' 
then, the 7 of 76r-ro-µev, emir-solar, &e., stands in this 	.1  
manner for . then these verbs, just as those in voisee, re-re 	',I 
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(9. lee. O.), lead back to the Sanscrit ninth class. 	But if 
the T is organic, which is less probable, then, according to 
thepriheipie laid down in 9.495., the syllable re, cc, leads to 
tbe pronominal base co 	Sanserit F to (9. 343.). 

498. In Lithuanian there are some verbs which re-
semble Greek verbs like n'arrio in this point, that they insert 
between the root and the personal termination an addi-
tional syllable beginning with t and terminating with a 
vowel, though they reject it again in the preterite, which 
answers to the Greek imperfect, and in which the class 
syllables are still retained. 	Thus klys-ht (euphonic for 
ktycl,„64 compare 9.457.), plural klys-hente, preterite lelyd-au, 
future kly-se, as hpai-crta for apeiWaros ;  phis..tu (for pldd-ht), 
"I swim" (compare plu, p. 114), plural pills-lame, preterite 
pled-au; Mazda, " I am petulant" plural Idsz-ta-me, prete-
rite !three; ntirsz-tu, "I forget'''.  plural mirss-fa-nie, pre- 
terite tar 	au; plysa-te, "I tear to pieces," plural plysa- 
fa-me, preterite plysa-au. 	Some verbs prefix to the t a 
renradical  a  also, for which the way is perhaps prepared by 
cases in which a sibilant, or a d which changes into e, is 
already in the root, or because st is in general a favourite 
termination (compare 9. 94.); 	as, rim-stu, "I am quiet" 
(Sanscrit eiram, "to rest"), plural 	rim-de-me, .preterite 
rhem-au, future rim-on. 

499. I believe a pronominal origin must be ascribed, 
also, to the a o of verbs like Tiproytev, rdpra-e-re, which is 
usually called a conjunctive vowel; for the w a, which an-
swers to it in Sanserit, is deducible from a pronominal 
base more easily than any other conjugational adjunct, and 
it proceeds, in fact, from the base from which we have 
above seen a-smdi, "to this," a-ernah " from this," a-sya, 
" of this," and a-erne, " in this," proceed. 	For a mere 
conjunctive vowel a, as the heaviest of the three primary 

* Compare Samara tear (MOM, " to remember," Vocalisome, p.1134. 
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vowels, appears to me least of all adapted; and I think 
that the origin of conjunctive vowels, which are hnerted 
between two consonants th facilitate pronunciation, belongs 
to a later period of the language; than that to which the 
coincidences of the Sanscrit with its European cognate 
languages contain us back.: 4The to a in question, how-
ever, coincides with the. Gothic a which is interchanged 
with i, with the Greek a interchangeable with o, Old &la-
conic E e, Lithuanian a, and Latin i, (b. 109..1.); e.g. hrthe 
second person dual, urusk sah-a-tifas, answering to the 
Gothic sig-a-te, Greek era-TOY; Old &laconic. eurra eq-c-ta. 
Lithuanian treZ-n-a; 	second pel•son plural trot seh4-ths, 
answering to the Greek E'rE-74 Old 	Sclavonie augers 
re?-e-te, Lithuanian esei-n-ti, Latin seh-i-tic, Gothic sigddh. 
The ease is different with .the lightest of the primary 
vowels, i, with which we shall hereafter become acquainted 
in considering the Sanscrit auxiliary future. No analogous 
vowel can he assigned to this i in the kindred languages, 
and we must therefore fix its origin 	in the period sue. 
ceeding the division of languages. 	In Zend, we see some 
conjunctive vowels arise, as it were, under our eyes, i.e. 
vowels which enter between two consonants that were 
formerly combined: this never occurs, however, with an 
a, but with the inorganic Y  i (Las.), for which i is some- 
times found ; 	e.g. n44-hista, " stand up," in which an i is 
insesyed between the preposition and the verb, which 
never happens in Sanscrit. 

500. The adjuncts of the fourth and tenth classes, a yo 
and are aya, must, 	I believe, be regarded as auxiliary 
verbs: 	u ya is, at the same time, the character of the, 
passive, and we shall recur to it in treating of that voice. 
In Gothic, we have already found a representative of the 
Sanscrit fourth class (k. Me. P.): in Latin, verbs in is of 
the third conjugation, correspond to it. 	These, in disad- 
vantageous comparison with the Gothic, have permitted the 
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vowel of the syllable ya to disappear almost everywhere; 
e.g. in ell' the eases in which the a of the first and sixth 
class has been weakened to i, before r to I; hence, spec-i-o, 
epee-runt, Contrasted 'with the 	Sanserit poryti-nii, pot- 
ya-nit, but spec-i, spec-I-4 aree-i-mvs, spec-i-lie, contrasted 
with pere-ya-si, pai-yez-li, line-yd-mss, pilika-tha. 	In the 
participle present, the a of the 'syllable ya has been re- 
tained under the protection of two consonants; 	hence, 
epee-lea., ciemie-idem, essntrasted with pai-ya-n, pasLya-niam. 
Facie, according to its origin, should follow the fourth con- 
jugation, as it is 	based 	on 	dm' Sanscrit causal form, 
bllivmdmi, "I make to be" (I. is.): on account, however, of 
the trifling difference in form between -ydmi and -aydmi, it 
cannot surprise us that the said Latin verb has deserted its 
original glass, and migrated to that next adjoining. 	Thus, 
vice 

 
torsi, cupio=- kup-yd-mi, 	"I am angry," has partly 

changed into the fourth conjugation, which corresponds to 
the Sanserit tenth class; 	and to this conjugation belong 
capita cupilum, while the present has remained in the class 
to which this verb originally belongs. 	In Lithuanian, cor- 
respond verbs 	in 	iv, 	yu, of Mielke's 	first 	conjugation 
(p.96, &a.); e.g. liepyu, "I order," which, like similar verbs 
with a labial termination to the root, rejects indeed the y 
before the i of the second person, but otherwise retains the 
class syllable inviolate throughout the whole present. 	In 
Moronic, Dobrowsky's first conjugation belongs here, which, 
in the present, with the exception of the first person sin-
gular, and third person plural, exhibits the syllable ‘r ya 
in the form of is ye, but only after vowels : after consonants, 
only the  e  of the is ye is left, as in other parts, also, of gram-
mar, e e in very frequently the remnant of the syllable is ye, 
as the euphonic product of yo (k. 255.e. and 25a.). 	In the 
first person singular and third person plural, we find, both 
after vowels and consonants, yd, ydty, from yo-m, go-sly 
(§.255. g.), and, 	in 	the gerund (participle) present ye, 
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feminine mishchi, answering to the Sanscrit yen, yonif. 
tramples are . ' pi-pi, "I drink,'.  second person pi-ye-thi,"t 
third .person pi-ye-ty ; •Cno-yd, "I know" (Sauscrit Psi, "to 
know ") ?na-ye-shi, Seto-ye-ty ; or-0, " I plough," or,shi, or- 
e.ty. 	Compare — 

OANSORIT. 	tril. 	MD NIA V. 	GOT= 	LATIN. 

lubh-0-mi,' 	liep-mt, 	?ea- ye 	haftya-' 	cope:. 
lath-ya-si, 	lisp-i, 	?na-ye-shi, 	haf-yi..e, 	met. 
lehh-ya-ti, 	lisp-012 	'net-ye-ty, 	haf-yi-th, 	cap-i.1 

111M-0-vas, 	liep-ya-ma. 	 fee-ye-oa, 	haf-y6-.1 	. • • . . 
lubh-ya-thas, 	leep-ya-to, 	'tel-ye-tet, 	Myr- ytets, 	. • • • 
tubh-yo-tas, 	liep-0-. 	?mt.  y6.-ta  

. 1 
labh-0-mas, 	lisp-ya-me, 	ena-ye-m, 	haf-ya-m, 	carimmt. i 
labh-ya-tha, 	lit71-0-te. 	Ota-yete, 	Imf-yi-th, 	cap-i-ta. 	... 
lubh-0-nti, 	liep-ya-' 	Out-01-ty,2 	haf -ya-nd, capiteht 

,97
9 

' "I desire," compare !Wei, Tibet, Gothic that, "deer.' 	' See . 
p. 692, Rom.'. 	tt The Gothic hal:yr,, our hellen, "to raise,' is relli. 	7

1 
 

tally identical with the Latin capio, the law of transposition being ft' 
leveed (§. K.). 	' A completely legitimate division is impossible is' 
this word (tee §. 256. 9.). 

501, As the Lithuanian readily assimilates the semi-towel 1  
y to a stronger consonant preceding it (compare p. 353), it 
need not surprise us if this ease occasionally occurs in the 
class of verbs also under discussion. To this we refer verbs in 
same (acconitinito Mielke, p. 101. 23.), which, in the pre, 	! 
rite, again restore their second wr to the y, whence it more, 

• 

a The &merit root pi is used only in the middle, but belongs, in like • 
maTner, to the fourth class; hence, p,-ye, pi.yose, &c. 

1-  Dobrowsky writes, p.021, Medd, 14,4, from the root bi, "to cat'; 
but Kopiter, whom 1 follow, gives Diyerki, &c. 	If the first rending were 
comet, it most be assumed that after I the y of the class syllable would 
be dropped before e. ., 
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but, in the future and infinitive, according to the old pri 
ple, entirely withdraw the class syllable; as, finsiu," I,tak0 	_ 
preterite &wen, future brim, infinitive indf. 	Gentnno4.1 em 
born," has, in the preterite, together with gimyces also the 	, 
assimilated form Orman. 	The root OM agrees with the 

ar
1,  

Sanserit 	- jan, which, in the sense of " to'be born," is like- 	' 
wise included in the fourth class, but which regularly sup-
press. the n before the character II ye. and, in compensation, 
lengthens the vowel. 	As, however, jnn, "nand," is used 
only in the middle, and the passive, on account of its elm-
meter yo, is identical with the middle of the fourth class, 
nothing prevents us from regarding kfr4jayg, " ease.," as 
passive; and thus, in Lithuanian, gernmt is recognised as a 	, 
remnant of the Sanscrit passive, with the loss only of the 	I 
middle terminations. 	We should alto remark the admirable 	' 
agreement between the Lithuanian loppu, "f peel," '• skin," 
and which is hased on assimilation, and the Sanserit btryd-rni, 
from the root lop, "to cleave," " destroy," " trouble." 	Hence 
the transition is close to Greek verbs with double consonants, 
in the special tenses; for the form Altar, as contrasted with 
the Gothic AL Y.4, has furnished us with the first proof, that, 
in Greek, the semi-vowel y still exists in the form of a retro-
acting assimilation,' for comparatives like speicromv, ehaseme, 

-are traced back to this principle (b. 900.), to which, also, verbs 
with Er or A doubled in the special tenses are subjected; 
thus Alfr001.11 from Atryorno, as vela-may from nperryon, or 
nparyon; OpArctot from ib,ossyce, as ..yAinraws ifrom ?baryon,  
(7banion,); rfrnacrot from wrexyw, as whim. 4181....x,,,,, 
0,,,,I.o. 	According to this principle, .1, also bi;comes a; 
e.g. Tricrata from recyyco, to which the comparakives do not 
Supply any analogy, as might have been expected in Ftf-raf. 
As, however, ttriCon, is used for payiew from neyywv, so afin 
in the C of .me verbs the retroactive influence of an earlier 

* Demonstrative Bates, p.20. 
7. % 
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y might be conjectured; thus AleI.  (with' griirit7;'-fideriP 
irk yaj, " to adore," "to sacrifice,") from leyyto; tiopeCti from 
Imaaym; iris from layre; BieriCta with 13siciame from peep, 
or Bpaxyce. 

502. Most verbs in C-041 are denominatives; and it is here 
important to remark, that, in Sanscrit also, the syllable a ya 
forms denominatives, as ehfra-yd-mi," I hesitate," from shim, 
" slow'; iabild-yd-tai, "I tune." from eabda, "sound"; alb 
yd-tai, " I curse," from asa, " life"; noses-yd-mi," I adore," 
from names, " adoration." 	Thus, in Greek, amongst others, 
altuiacrie from etipavyst from `AlitIAT; mopiiirais from eopuOye 
from KOPTO; eap&erato from rapax,yea from TAPAXII; 
wrep,:avroetat 	from twemsyyottsu from EITEPYI'; ersibamo 
from Frypiryre from KEPT!). 	The numerous denominatives, 
also, in atle and it-ro might be referred to this chow, the semi- 
vowel q y being represented by C.* 	The question is, whe- 
ther the a and / of forms like etimiCio, &aegis, SteciCsi, ay& 
lwiCat eirpreCre, woitattiCia, depoiCia, excimiCot belong to the pri- 
mitive noun, or to the verbal derivative. 	It must be consi- 
dered an important argument in favonr of the former vice, 
that cglit in that kind of denominatives, for the most part. 
occurs only where an a or a is already contained in the:,  
base 	noun, but 	, 	according to its origin -.= d (I. 4.). 	If, 
therefore, IrstriCr., comes from diet (area), then the final vowel 
of the base word has only been weakened in the most natural 
manner, and it would therefore be also only a weakening of 
the 'vowel, if o, springing from short a, should become / (§. 6.), 
and e. y. web:mil-Cm should stand for wohetsIeCte. And it need not 
surprise us if n  (a) were at times weakened a stage further 
than to d, viz. to s, and en/M-Conar were derived from silo), 
by changing the a into I. 	Bases ending with a consonant 

e See §.10. 	From this interchange an affinity of the Greek Yet 1.4, 
to the &merit raysert "barley," may be deduced; thus c.a, for A. 	, 
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observe, if this opinion be just, a double course of procedure: 
either the final consonant is suppressed, or an i added to it as, 
a conjunctive vowel. 	The former occurs principally in words 
which have already become accustomed, through the nomi-
native (accusative), to the loss of their final consonant; the 
latter principally in those words that retain their final con- 
sonant, or the former of two in the nominative; 	hence, 
xeqvIrca from XEIMAT; (wopitt'ai from 'ONOMAT ; rails 
from HAM; cecrakopai from 'AZIIIA ; but dr ap-i-Cto, warp- 
I-Ga, ccUrv-i-Ga, &Karr-I-Ga. ci-ywv-I-Cui, Ahox-i-C 	Deviations 
from the prevailing principle are cdµcer-i-N, ippen-r-rw 

elva, doper-1-(O, avepw,-I-Co,,,roa-I-Co3; and, on grapa 	cer-1-63 
the other hand, unavi-Go, crewri-Go, crupi-Cau, for µcurvy (-Co, 
&c. 	The 2 of words like veixog belongs, indeed, as has been 

'before shewn (§. 128.), to the base; notwithstanding, no de-
rivations exist like Teixerr-I-Cie, since the recollection that the 
2, which had been dislodged from the oblique cases, belonged 
In the base at the time when these verbs originated was 
-already extinct 

503. If we proceed on the opinion, that then and i of de- 
nominatives in aGa and ifai belong to the verbal derivative, 

.  then they correspond to the Sanscrit tenth class (I. 109%6.), 
- which likewise forms denominatives; and thus, in the second 
person plural, aCe-re would = Sanscrit aye-the. 	The $ of 
trui would consequently be. in wohepiCcu, not the weakening of 
the  o of 110AEMO, and in yettrrpiCco, parcey1Coh eidaeportrw, 
and others, not a conjunctive vowel, but the weakened form 
of the old a of murfa ay:1-mi, area aye-st the, ; but the 
vowels of the nominal bases would be rejected, as in San-
sera, in which language, in polysyllabic bases, not only the 
final vowels are withdrawn, but final consonants also, toge-
ther with the vowel preceding them; e.g. prff-a-ydaii from 
priii, "joy," 	mm-aydnii from unman, "armour." 	We 
might consider in this light the isolated word ciexcetificevor in 
Greek, and, moreover, forms like dvapcitti, ciavrolio; thus pro- 

x x 2 
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ly, 	aea(ov)-artlitevor, 	amr(18)-(Cco, 	dimp(ter 	et,  the 
er hand, the majority of bases terminating with a coned-
, t, in advantageous contrast with the Sapserit, preserve 

primary word unabbreviated, or only weakened, as be- 
the oblique 	case terminations: 	thus, yee-rp-iCte like 

erg-A-. 	If this second view of the matter is, as I no 
h inclined to think it is, the correct one, then the oppo-

on between forms like cirp'-estoi, 8m°-d(, yeai-tiCia, on 

	

e one hand, and such as miheit'-ice. clipp'-it'co, d8e74-iCit 	• 
-(Cot. thk'-iCie, on the other, is to be settled thus, that the 
derivation is preserved by a or n(=a) of the primitive 

rd, in order that the base and derivative part may not 
rienee too much weakening. 	For the rest, in bases 

o, the forms in cit.), without i 'preceding, are not rare, 
ugh they are kept in the back-ground by the over- 
elmiug majority of those in (Cm; 	as ruir-d;, h,9-eiCia, 

ciNtae, hr-citio, yoeue4to, Kok-6t-to, aomn-ItCet, irom-aCm, 
-elCte, eyes-riCo,, mentor-40a (together with ator-ttml, Mt' 
'VC-14.01MM 	Hence, also, the form in /Cm is not en- 

ly foreign to the a declension (hopiCto from 74a); and 
t is of more importance, both dCoi and itlo occur be-
d the nominal formations, as iliirt-ate from Alarm,  o-ref-
from crrevo,,t as SanziCia together with Samlia, dyairaCti 

th 4am:ha arooreAkie with nattiot, 	obriCto with alrro. 
CUJ with (cOAt. 	Such forms are certainly connected with 
character Mg aye of the tenth class. 
4. To this class I refer, also, verbs in am and emt whose 

Not from the nominative dada,  but from the base 'AnAgY (compare 
PM). 

• -f,t,e from :ono appears to have been formed by weakening the a 

Of course with the exception of those the e or n of which is radical, 
initiatives in en, likewise, probably belong here, though the a has the 
ammo of belonging to the primitive noun. 	The question appears to 

have 
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relation to the Sanscrit eye must be this, that (as in the 
Latin first conjugation and the Gothic second weaker form), 
after dropping the semi-vowel, the two tes of eV aye have 
combined into a corresponding long vowel (ii or 0. 	This 
shows itself elsewhere besides in the special tenses, e.g 
in tta-tj-am, TrecpiT-v-as., with which the .Folic present dot/i-
s-pi agrees; whence, by adding the conjunctive vowel of the 
vi conjugation, through which the n is abbreviated, come 
cbdam, gStbeopev. 	The case is similar to the formation of 
viliCch for Taw, from the root OIL' 	For main we should 
expect via-a-m, and such forms must have formerly existed ;  
the via-ry-pat however, which has been transmitted to us, as 
mrs(-eco for yin-a-en,, need not surprise nO,  as c, according to 
its origin, stands everywhere for cl, and even the Doric, dis-
posed as it is to adopt the A, has not preserved every ri from 
being corrupted to t. 	In this point, verbs in an maintain a 
superiority over those in en (for ac,), that they have pre-
served the length of the a under the protection of a preced- 
ing long voweL 	The Prakrit, as has been already observed, 
has, for the most part, contracted the character aye into P— 

han one issue with that, whether the e or , of arur, tr. belong to the 
verbal derivation or to the nominal I.e. 

b From the point of view of the Greek it might appear doubtful whe-
ther Ilthi,a, *teem. afacqa, should be regarded so lengthened forms, or 
twin, mbar., ata.p.,, as ehortened ones. 	But the history of languages 
is in favour of the latter opinion (compare §.401.). 

t I formerly thought it probable., that in ,..aew the &merit preposition 
tii might he concealed, then ,a would he the root, and might be compared 
with weirjay Simi, " I conquer," from ji, Cl. I., the medial being irre- 
gularly raised ton tennis. 	But if, which I now prefer, ,i,, is regarded as 
the root, and do =agarni, is the class character; then .,,,,... leads as to 
the Sanscrit causative use-ay..1-tai," to annihilate," "to slay." 	The rein. 
lion of .1, to nos resembles that of kri.,,,mas to Irni-ithmi in Sthserit 
(.4115.). Then the conquering would take its name from the annihilation 
of the foe combined with it, and ,,onh,, would also to akin to ,..i,,,,, te.p4. 
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by suppressing the final a, vocalizing the y to 
ing it, according to rule, with the preceding a to 1.—and 
thus it agrees with the weak form of the Latin second, and 
Gothic third conjugation (p. 110, passim). But in Prakrit the y 
of aya may also be abandoned, as jag-ad-di miSanscritjan-
aga-li, which serves as countertype to the Latin first and 
Gothic second weak conjugation (with 6 ford, according to 
§. 69.), and to Greek verbs with the derivative I or a. 

505. The relation of the Latin f of the fourth conjuga-
tion to the Sanscrit aya is to be viewed thus, that the 
first a has been weakened to i, and has then combined with 
the y dissolved to i, and has thus formed i. which £ before 
a vowel following-sound is again subject to abbreviation. 
The final a of swat ay: has been lost or preserved under 
the same circumstances as those under which the syllable 
W ya of the fourth class; e.g. in pia ; is retained or lost 
(compare §. 500.). 	Thus the in, Mot, of audio, oadiesst, cor- 
respond with the Sanscrit ayd-eui, aya-nti i e.g. in Ade-
aythnii, "I steal" (compare jiffs, according to §. 14), chdr- 
aya-nii; 	the ids, ids of audiM, maids, with the Sanscrit 
wir‘ agds in elate-aye-a," thou mayest steal "; on the other 
band, the is, it. Anus, ilis. of midis, 	audit, atallines, caddis, 
with the aya-si, aya-ti, ayd-mas, aya-tha, of char-aya-si, &c. 
In 	Sclavonic, Dobrowsky's third conjugation 	is to be 
referred here, which, in the present, contrasts yd (from 
yo-rn, I. 255'. g.), ya-ly, with the Sanscrit ayd-rni, aya-nli, 
and Latin in, in-sr, but in the other persons has preserved r 
only the semi-vowel of the Sanscrit aya, resolved to i. 
Exclusive of the special tenses, these verbs separate into 
two classes (E and F, according to Dobrowsky), since the 
Sanscrit ant ay,t shows itself either in the form of a ye, or 
as  i. 	The 	former, according 	to 	0. 255. e, 	corresponds 

o Compare Vocalism., p.202. 
t The final a of ism aya remain/. only In the special tenses(§. log'. (1.) ,. 
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exactly with the Prakrit Y d, and therefore with the Latin 
O. of the second conjugation, and nvith the Gothic ai, Old 
High German 5, of the third weak conjugation (p. Da. 
passim); e.g. iniAmen rid-yeti, " to see,"" answering to the 
Prakrit std-5-tan (r5e1-5-rni), Latin vid-f-re, Sanserit red-ay. 
i-tun, (ofd-ayd-sni). 	On the other hand, 	bad-i-li, 	"to 
waken," in analogy with bad-i-old, " thou wakenest," &c. 

506. In Lithuanian we recognise the Sanscrit tenth 
class, and therefore the German 	weak conjugation, in' 
Mielke's second and third conjugation. 	The second, with 
regard to the present, distributes itself into two classes, of 
which the one, and the more numerous, has preserved 
only the a of the character aya—probably the latter,—and 
hence appears identical with the first, which corresponds 
to the Sanscrit first or sixth class; 	e.g. akin-a-me, " sve 
groan," .den-a-te, "ye groan "—.Sanscrit elan-apt-menet 
stan-aye-the, as rei-a-mi. rel-a-td = vals-dweas, wah-a-the. 
The other, and less numerous class, has, like Dobrowsky's 
third conjugation, an i in the present as a remnant of the 
Sanscrit aye, e.g. ntyl-iwne, " we love." 	In the preterite 
bath classes have gyo throughout the dual and plural; 
thus, e.g. second person plural, sterneEgo-le, anyl-Ago- fe, an- 
swering to the Sanscrit astan-aye-ta. 	The singular has, 
in the first 	person, @yen from gya-nt (4.435.); 	second 
person, eyei from dye-si ; third person, gyo, without an ex- 
pression for the person. 	Thus we see here the class 
character 4V aye retained more exactly than in any other 

• In Sclavonic and Latin the canal in question has the meaning "to 
see," which is a means of making to know of s particular kind, as, in San-
mrit, the eye, as the organ of guiding, is termed nt-tra and wo.ona. 

l' The Sanserit verb expresses a louder groaning than the Lithuanian, 
and signifies " to thunder"; compare tonere and Greek crew in the sense 
at the ioaring of the waves of the sea. 
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uropean cognate language. 	The d,*  andswering to the ` 
a, is perhaps produced by the re-active influence of the 
while, 	in 	Zend, that semi-vowel, by its assimilative 

ree, changes into 4 the following a sound; 	uo. inle-ay& 
a, iran-aye-shi, .irau-nygi-ti, "I speak " (" make to hear"). 
c. 	There are some verbs in Lithuanian which, in the 

sent also, have preserved the character wrap in the 
oat perfect form ; e.g. klyd-eph' "I wander about," plural 
yd-kya-me, preterite singular kiyd-@you. 	Verbs, also, in 
I, ii gm and iya—plural oya-me, slya-me, iya-me—furnish 
exact counterpart to the Sanscrit tenth class, Or causal 

rue; 	e.g. darn-ogre, 	"I 	think," plural 	duns-oyaome, pre- 
rite dam-nyau ; 	sear& ya, "I drive;" plural soni-itylome= 

Sanscrit causal 1:4ln-4a-suns. 	Verbs in ips are, as it 
pears, all denominatives ;1. e.g. thieradign, "I bring into 
er," from &marks, "order." 	Mielke's third conjn- 
ion, like the preponderating class of the second conju-
ion, has, in the present, preserved only the last vowel 
the character ern aya, and that in the form of an o, 
h the exception of the first and second person singular, 
which the old a remains 	Compare penis, "I nourish," 	.. 
the second conjugation, with &ikon (laik-a-u), "I stop," 

third, 

Lithuanian grammarians do not write the s with a 	es, 
a different mark to denote the length of quantity. 

	

1 Lithuanian y =7; and thus from the root of this verb comes the sub- 	I 
rive klaiiiiiinia, "false believer," with Vriddhi (f. N.), for Lithuanian 

' the i being slightly pronounced; so  bonne," fear," answering to the 
sent 	0, "to fear," whence Mime, "fearful," and hence the deri- 

jive AhOilna. 	The derivation suffix ?Ina, in klai-dana -a, corresponds to 
' Ponscrit middle participial suffix lino (compare §.255. /..). 

Alielke refers verbs in ere, ogii, 4., and iyu to his first conjugation, 
at, is, in general, composed of very heterogeneous parts. 	' 
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SINOULAFt. 	 OIL. 

pen-4, 	laik-aht, 	phea-wa, 	laik-o-toa. 
pen-1, 	laik-a-i. 	pen-a-ta, 	laek-o-la, 
pen-o, 	laik.o. 	p8n-a. 	laik-o. 

UnAL. 
pin-a-me, 	laik-o-mo, 
pen-a-te, 	laik-o-te, 
pen-a, 	laik-o. 

In the two plural numbers, and in the third person sin-
gular of the preterite, laikau has lost the syllable yo of 
the gym which, in the second conjugation, corresponds to 
the Sanscrit aya, and. in the first and second person sin- 
gular, it has lost the syllable 8: 	it uses iwo for Cyst, and 
ipi for eyoi. 	Hence we see clearly enough that this con- 
jug,ation, though more corrupted, likewise belongs to the 
Sanserit tenth class. 	Compare— 

,v'... 

	 DUAL. 

pen-tya-a, 	laik-ia-u, 	pon-eyo-loa, 	loik-g-pa. 
pen-eye-i, 	laik-ie-i, 	pon-eyo-ta, 	kik-84a, 
pen-gya 	laik-e. 	pen-eyo, 	laile.6. 

PLURAL. 
pon-eporne, 	laik-e-tno, 
pen-eyo-le, 	kid-44e. 
pen-eye, 	laik-e. 

It has been already observed with regard to the Sanserd 
tenth class, that its characteristic wII aya is not restricted 
to the special tenses (3. I09".6.), 	but that, with few excep- 
tions, it extends to all the other formations of the root, 
only laying aside the final a of aye. 	Thus, in Lithuanian, 
a part of the corresponding lye. iyo. &e., is transposed to 
the general tenses and the other formations of the word. 
Of Cr, the 11 remains ; 	of iyo, i; 	and of nye. tya, 6: the 
third conjugation, however, uses y (--i); 6.g. future pea-
l-so, deouad61-sa, unte-d-so, kik-y-su. 
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FORMATION OF TILE T 

PREPENT. 	 • 

507. The Present requires no formal designation, but 
is sufficiently pointed out by this, that no other relation 

The following Note formed the Preface to the Fourth Port of the Owner 
Edition, end, being too inijiortont to be omitted, is inserted in the prima 

form, in order to ovoid an interruption of tbe !val. 

THIS Part contains a section of the Comparative Grammar, the men 
important fundamental principles of which were published twenty. 
six years ago in my Conjugation System of the &outwit, Greek, Lan, 
Persian, and Gorman, and have, since then, been almost universally ac 
knowledged as just. 	No one, perhaps, now doubts any longer regrading 
the original identity of the abovementioned languages, with which, in the 
present Work, are associated also the Lithuanian and Sclavonic ; while, 
since the appearance of the Third Part, I ham devoted a distinct Treatise 
to the Celtic language,+ and have endeavoured, in a Work which has re-
cently appeared, to prove en original relationship between the Malay-Po. 
lyneston idioms, also, and the Sanserit stem. 	But even n early as in 
my System.of Conjugation, the establishment of a connection of languages 
was not so much a final object with me, as the means of penetrating 
into the secrets of lingual development, since languages, which were origi-
flatly one, but during thousands of years have been guided bytheir own in-
dividual destiny, mutually clear up and complete one another, inasmuch as 
one in this place, another in that, hoe preserved the original ommiss- 
tion in a more healthy and sound condition. 	A principal result of the 
inquiry instituted in my System of Conjugation was tin following:—that 	1 
many grammatical forma, in the construction of verbs, are explained by 
auxiliary verbs, which are supposed to have attached themselves to 	I 
them, and which, in some measure, give to the individual languages 	1 
a peculiar appearance, and seem to confirm the idea, that new gram- 
matical forms were developed, in the later periods of the history 	!., 
of language, from newly-created matter; while,' on closer inspection, 

;., 
• G the abonsamions of the Phil. Historical Cl. of the Academy of Delka Lefties for 

the year IPSO. 	The separate 	of of my Treat,. is eat of prim
t

and a new Edition 
will be struck tiff Mem., to complete this Comparative Grammar. 
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of time, past 	or 	future, has a tenant representative. 
Hence, in Sanscrit and its cognate languages, there occurs, 

ws find nothing in their 	possession but what they had from the 
first, though at times its application is new. 	Thus the Latin, in com- 
parison with the Greek, which is so closely allied to it, chews, in the 
forms of its tonnes and moods in dam, bo, vi, rem, and rim,  an aspect which
is completely strange. 	These terminations, however, as has boon long 
since shown, aro nothing else than the primitive roots of the verb "to he," 
common to all the members of the Indo European family of languages, 
and of which one hoe for its radical consonant a labial, the other a sibilant 
which is easily converted into r: it is, therefore, not surprising, that dam 
presents a great resemblance to the Sanscrit damn', and Lithuanian 
butond,"I was" (see §. 022.); while forms like ameba, through their final 
portion, stand in remarkable agreement with the AnglaSaxon bee and 
Cannel. born, "  I shall be" (see §. 662., he.), and border on tine Irish 
dialect of the Celtic in this respect, that here also the labial root of "to 
be," forms  an elementary part of verbs implying futurity (see §.266.). 

In the Latin conjunctives, as anent, omen, and futnres, as !span, legee, 
I have already, through the medium of the Sanscrit, perceived an analogy 
with the Greek optatives and German conjunctives, and dmignated, as ex-
ponent of the relation of mood or time, an auxiliary verb, which signifies 
"to wish," "to will," and the root of which is, in Sanscrit, 0, which here, 
as in Latin and Old High German, is contracted with a preceding a to 0, 
hat in Greek, with the a which is corrupted to a, forme the diphthong  on 
Thus we meet with the Sanscrit charts, the Old High German karea, the 
Latin farts, the Gothic Marais, the Zond !antis, and the Greek ,gpo,5,  as 
forms radically and inflexionally connected, which excite real surprise by 
the wonderful fidelity with which tho original type has been preserved in 
so many language. which have been, from time immemorial, distinct from 
one another. 	In particular, the mood, which, in §§. (72. 713., I have 
largely discussed, may be regarded as one of the lustroue points of the com- 
mon grammar of the members of the Indo.European languages. 	All the 
idioms of this giant family of language, att far as they are collected in this 
hook, share therein under different names, 	In Selavonic, Lithuanian, Let - 

tish, and Old Prussian, it 6 the imperative in which we rediscover the 
mood called, in Sanscrit grammar, the potential and precative; and it is 
most remarkable how closely the Carniolan, as spoken at this day, ap-
proximates, in this point, to the Sanscrit, which has so long been a dead 
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in. the present, only the combination of Personal termina-
tions, and, indeed, of the primary ones, with the root, or, 

language. 	lo order to wt this in a clear point of view, I have, at §.71I. 
(last example), contrasted two verbs of the same signification in the two 
languages, and in them written the Sanscrit diphthong t from at accord. 
ing to its etymological value. 

Where differences exist in the I.guages here discussed, they freqaently 
rest on universal euphonic laws, and therefore cease to be differences. 
Thus, in the paradigm just mentioned, the Candela,. has lost, in the dove 
pens,m singular of the imperative, the personal termination, while the 
dual and plural stand in the most perfect amonlance with the &merit. 
The abbreviation in the singular, however, reels on the euphonic law 
which has compelled the Selavonic languages, of least in polysyllabic 
words, to drop all original final consonants (we §. 055.). 	According to 
this principle, in Carniolan, ddj (=ddi), thrice repeated, corresponds to 
the Latin deco, dee, del (from date, dale, dale), while iu the present (Limb 
more full than do, and ddoh as full as dos, because, that is to my, in the 
present the pronominal consonants originally heel an i after them, 

The German language have renounced the association of the toots of 
the verb "to he." 	They are wanting in futurim like the Sanscrit da- 
sod., Gmek dal as, and Lithuanian di-en, and also thane with the labial 
root of "to be," which furnish the Latin dohs, and Irish futures like real-
fa-mar, 0 we will deceive," and Lithuanian conjunctivea so dl,flan,-lime, 
(formes (aee 1.681.). 	Germ. is wanting, too, in preterites like the tan. 
emit ada...ilgam, Greek eauw-en, and Latin dic.si (see §.055.); to which 
belong the Mayonic tenses like da-ch, " I gave,. &whom, "we gave," dm 
guttural of which we have derived from a sibilant.t 	On the other hand, 
the German idioms, by .nexing an auxiliary verb signifying "to do," 
Lam gained the appearance of a new initetS012. 	In this souse I have 
already, in my System of Conjugation, taken the Gothic plurals like 
saridedum and conjunctives as adkidedyou ("I would make to seek"); and 
subsequently, in agreement with F. Grimm, I have extended the =Atha.' 
verb just mentioned also to the singidar indicative solaria, and our fonms 
like mate. (See §§.620. &c.) I think, too, I have discovered the same 
auxiliary in the Sammie future Ihida,.. I will be" ("Imake to be"), and 

• .,writ dadirni, d.deal, &Weal, on chid, the Canticle° den (Ibr dam), dal-et, 
de, is bawl, see ,I. 073. 

t See .t.. 253. et.. etc. 
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instead of the 	root, such an extension of it, as, in the 
special tenses, falls to the class of conjugation, to which 

in the imperative Initti (properly "make to he"); moreover, in frifi," I 
go" ("make to go," coo (.633); and finally, in the Greek passive aorists 
in as. (see §.630.); for the auxiliary verb to which our than answers, 
which hoe been treated of minutely at §.420., &o., signifies, both in Sun-
aorit and Zend, " to Awe," and "to make"; and the Old Saxon dide," I 
mad," reeembles surprisingly the Zend reduplicated preterite dadha (see 
(.639.). 	It is, however, remarkable, that those &merit classes of verbs, 
to which, as I think, I have proved our weak conjugation answer, always 
paraphrase that preterite which to the foundation of our German tense 
(the reduplicated or perfect), either by an auxiliary verb signifying 0  to 
do," " to mak," or by a verb substantive. 	Here, therefore, no In so 
many other things, the apparently peculiar direction which the German 
languages have hsken, wee in a great measure pointed out to them by 
their old Asiatic eider. 	 • 

I cannot, however, express myself with suffieiont strength in guarding 
against the misapprehension of supposing that I wish to accord to the 
Sanscrit universally the distinction of having preserved its original charac-
ter: I have, on the contrary, often noticed, in the earlier portions of this 
work, and also in my System of Conjugation, and in the Annals of Orien-
tal Literature for the year 0020, that the Sanacrit has, in many points, 
experienced alterations where one or other of the European sister idioms 
boo more truly transmitted to us the original form. 	Thus it is undoub, 
wily in accordance with a true retention of the original condition of the 
language that the Lithuanian diewas,"God," and MI similar forms, keep 
their nominative sign a before all following initial letters, while the Sanscrit 
dims, which answers to the above/mentioned Nemo*, becomes either &Ueda, 
or dtto6, or ddrw, according to the initial sound which follow, ore pause ; 
and this phenomenon occurs in all other forms in es. 	The modern Lithe- 
anima i, morcoVer, more primitive and perfect than the Saoserit in this 
point also, thet in its mei," thou art," it has, in common with the Doric 
roe;, preserved the necessary double a.of which one belongs to the mot, the 
other to the personal termination, while the Sanserit oat has lost one: also 
in this point, that the forms same, "we are," sets, "ye are;' in common 
with the Greek iwe ..iww.", have retained the radical vowel, which has been 
softened in the Sanseritemes, What (see §.480.). The Latin crane and Sant, 
of ...unbent, tie., surpass the Sanscrit dean and obhavon, "they wore," tut 
also the Greek ;day and do,,,,,, by retaining the 0, which belongs to the 
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it belongs (fi. 109°. 493, &t,.) 	Compare, for the first eonje; , 
getion 	(§. 493.), 	the 	Sonserit 	weft; .hami, 	"I 	drive,".  

third person; and farms and the Zend Loran, are in admen's( the One. 
scrit Moron and Greek isi'ses, by their keeping the nominative sign; as 
also the Lithuanian anemone (tesSos), in common with the Zeodpumar and - 
Latin whew. put to shame, in this respect, the Sanserit edam 	It is, in 
fact,. remarkable that several languages which are Mill spoken, retain 
here and there the forms of the prhnitive world of bylaw., which sere. 
eel of their older sisters have lost thousands of years ago.' The superiority 
of the Carniolan dim to the Latin do hes been mentioned before, but all 
other Candolan verbs have the same superiority over all other Latin node 
with the exception of sum and ingots's,  as also over the Greek rens, as 
the Cathay, and, in common with it, the Irish, have in all forms of the 
present preserved the chief element of the original termination mi. 	It is 
too, a phenomenon in the hiltory of language, which should be specially . 
noticed, that among the Indian daughters of the &merit, as in general 
among its living Asiatic and Polynesian relations, not one language no, 
in respect of grammatical Sanscrit analogies, compare with the more per. 
feet idioms of our quarter of the globe. 	The Persian has, indeed, retaitad 
the old personal terminations with tolerable accuracy, but, in disadvan-
tageous comparison with the Lithuanian end Carniolm, has lost the dud, 
and preserved scarce any thing of the ancient manner of formation 
tonnes and mewls; and the old case torminations, which remain 
entire in the Lithuanian, and of which the Classical and G 
guages retain a great part, the Celtic somewhat, have completely dud 
in Persian, only that its plurals in an bear the same nmemblance to the 
Sanscrit plural accusatives, that the Spanish in es and as do to the Latin; 
and also the neuter plurala in ha, as I believe I have Mean, stand con- 
nected with the old system of declension (we §.24l.). 	And in the correct 
retention of individual words the Persian is often far behind the Eu-
ropean sisters of the Sanscrit ; for while in expressing the number  h  
"three" the European languages, as far as they belong to the Sanserit,  .4 
have all preserved both the T sound (as t, th, or d) and also the r, the 
Persian ails is farther removed from the ancient form than the Tahiti° ,. 
Lora (euphonic for tra). 	The Persian delis-is or Mar, "four," also, is' 
ferior to the Lithuanian ketari, Russian ohelyre, Gothic .fide,, 1Velch 
palms', and even to tine Nig. of Madagascar. 

No one will dispute the relation of the ➢engdli to the Sans-nit ;  but it 
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rarry," ' wills the verbs which correspond to it in the 
cognate idioms. 	(Regarding gra, and the Lithuanian taz,4, 
see §. 442. Rem. 3 and 4.). 

bat completely altered the grammatical system, and thus, in this respect, 
resembles the Sansorit infinitely less than the majority of European lan-
guages. ,And as regards the lexicon, too, the BengAli resembles the above-
mentioned language far lees than its European sisters, in such words, for 
insMnee, as have gone through the process of fermentation in a language 
which has newly arisen from the ruins of an old one, and have not been 
re-drawn from the Sanacrit at a comparatively recent period, without the 
slightest alteration, or only with & trifling modification in their pronunci- 
ation. 	We will take as an example the word echweeter," ester": this 
German word resembles the Sanserit masaer far more than the BengAli 
hohing;t our breeder, also, is more like the Sanscrit Mrdlor than the 
effeminate Bengali bode, and our locker is infinitely closer to the Sanscrit 
&data,. than the BengAli jht. 	Our expressions eater and mutter cor- 
respond far better to the Sanserit pitar (from pater) and miler than 
the Bengiti bap or baba! and tad. 	Our drei, aeht, and leers, are more 
similar to the Sanscrit tri, aehOn (from akt,in), nay., than the Parody 
tin, de, nap. 	Our eieben has retained only the labial of the pt of the San- 
Knit eq.'s' the Bengali set only the T sound, and dropped entirely the 
termination an. 	In general it appears fleet in warm regions languages, 
when they have once burst the old grammatical chain, hasten to their 
downfall with a for more rapid step than under our milder European sun. 
But if the BengAli and other new Indian idioms have really laid aside their 
old grammatical dress, and partly put on a new one, and in their forms of 
words experienced mutilation almost everywhere, in the beginning, or in the 
middle, or at the end, no one need object if I assert the same of the Malay- 
Polynesian languages, and refer them to the Sanserit funnily, because I 

" Ohio, and eel sua.,i, is the erne theme; 	the lea mimtive A  mud,  the accusative 
sensdram. 	This word, as Pott also conjeetures, has lost after the ammo, s,  a t, wAch 
has been retained in amoral European languages. 

t The Initial a is minded, and the second templet A It. 	The Same. v is, A Ben- 
gali, twilled, promanced sa  h, and a like o. 	As regards the termination he, I Iwo 
upon Me i as an interpoted oonjunctIve vowel, sod the n as tt. commotion mfr. as in the 
numeral as "throe." 	Properly apitaiting Poliini presupposes  a Senverit steal (front 
ava-dr1). 

1 In my opinion, a reduplication of the initial syllable pa, 
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SINGULAR. 
SANS/311T. 	the. 	nse. 	LATIN. 	owItIle. 	min. 	°Levu., 

nod-d-nal,, 	eaff.R.W.I., 	h.c.e., 	ochu-',
g 

vig-o-', 	mei ,I,, 	ve{.6.+ 
vah-a-si, 	vass-a-hi, 	to-wc.e,? 	veh-t.e,4 	vig..1.*,,  lop..?,' 	ree.e.wg 
eah:a.li, 	vox.ai.ti, 	1,-e-(eh, aeli-i-t,' 	vig..1.t.M1,4e,i-c", 	se,  Y. 

OVAL. 
ma fi-vos,'  	 . .. 	rig.t1s,^ 	teei.a.toor(Ca m. 	. 
vah.o.elges, 	voa-mth 	64 	ke-,,,,,  	vig.a.tw, wasal..o.ro, "{-eta. 
soh-a.kle, 	cam-0.16, 	h.......,,,,,7 	 

	

. 	PLURAL 	 
enh-a-roue,' vost.d-rnahi,"11x.o-der, veh-i-vme,' vig.a vs, mell-e-m,r4.6.ate. 
voh.a-tha, 	vos.a.tho, 	to-w-re, 	veh-i-ties 	vig i.th,,teeni a te, ear4 k. 
vah-a-n11,,o vast,nti, 	ko-ng, vels.u.ve,' 	vig-a.nd, . . . .a 	inpity.e 

have found in theme pervading relationship in numerals and pronoun, 
and, moreover, in a considerable number of otheecomtoon wonlme 

Philology would ill perform its office if it accorded an original identity 
only to those idioms in which the mutual points of resemblance appear 
everywhere palpable and striking, as, for instance, between the Smack 
daddrni, the Greek glint,, Lithuanian anal, and Old Sclavonic dams. 
Moat European languages, in fact, do not need proof of their relationship 
to the Sanscrit; for they themselves chew it by their forms, which, in 
part, are hat very little 	changed. 	Bet that 	which reinaintd for 
philology to do, and which I have endeavoured to the utmost of my 
ability to effect, was to trace, on one hand, the resemblances into the mos,  
retired corner of tho construction of language, and, on the other hand, na 
far as possible, to refer the greater or less discrepancies to laws thethell 
which they became poesible or necessary. 	It is, however, of itself evident, 
that there may "vet languages, which, in the interval of thousands of 
years in which they have been separated from the sources whence they 
arose, have, in a great measure, ea shored the forms of words, that it is no 
longer practicable to refer them to the mother dialect, if it be still existing 
and known. 	Such languages may be regarded as independent, and the 
people who speak thorn may be considend Autochthones. 	But where, in 
two languages, or families of languages, resemblances, which are perfectly 

a see my remptent .0n Ole Commoilon of Me Malay-Polynonion Language. web ,be 
Inclo.Surosean;" en tho my own omit, of R.; same in the Ann. of Lit. CHI adaren 
184 2)1 and compare I, niereobach,,hendousleview, i.e. May 1841. 
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Respecting the lengthening of the class vowel see §. 434. 	.  Wan 
from toszo-in for toui-a-nt, min Old Schwenk 003e eel-6 from re f-odn: • 
see §§. 255. g. and 436. 	The full Lithuanian termination is mi, and:the - 
Old Sclaronic my (§.426.). 	. See §. 448. 	4  In Latin the weak- 
ening of the a of the middle syllable to i pervades nearly throughout; 
but, in Gothic, occurs only before a and al final : see §§. W.109. 1. 
,  Weed for nefi-o-i from ono-o-si, compare esdi, " thou art": see §. 448., 
where we should read Ined-diovueate for mend, weenie. 	The Old Prussian 
has everywhere retained the sibilant, and employs se or soi, and ad  au the 
personal termination; as  druts.c-re, "thou believest" (compare Sanserit 
Arum, "firm," " certain"), 	dads, "thou givest," toadd)-sei, "thou 
knowest," yits-a-asi (for gho-ade)," thou livegt,"-= Sans. ,finciai. 	'From 
eig.ed-vas, see §.441. 	+ From 40..TO, see §.07. 	' la supplied 
by the singular. 	'  VasAmehi is founded on the Veda form vahanutel, 
me (.439. 	w See §. 408. 	n From vez.anfy, see §. 2E5. g. 

evident, or may he recognised through the known laws by which corrup. 
bons arise, crowd together into the narrow and confined space of particular 
classes of winds, as is the ma, in tho Malay-Polynesian languages in 
relation to the Indo.European, in the numerals and pronouns; mod where, 
moreover, we find, in all spheres of ideas, words which resemble one 
another in the degree that the Madagascar naafi, .'friends," does the 
Sunsuit mk/nii; the filadagase. mini, "cloud," the Sanacrit 'Woke; the 
New Zealand ninon, "tree," the Prakrit rokkha , the New Zealand paint, 
"wing;' the Sansmit yoke& 2; 	the Tagalia pas, "foot," the Sanscrit 
pada; the Tahitian rug, "night," the Prakrit roll the Tongian alio, 
"day," the Sanscrit 006; the Tongien mike, " ship," the Sanscritpkinaka; 
the Tongianfekiti, "to sail in a ship," the SanacrR plum, " ship"; the 
Tongim Nide, " to wash," the Sanscrit plu (d-plu) ; the Tonkin hatnn 
" wish," the Sanscrit Ininta; the Malay pain and Madagasc. fatai, 
"white," the Samicrit mite, "pore ;s—there, certainly, we have ground 
for being convinced of a historical connection between the two,families 
of languages.  

If it were desired, in settling the 'relation of languages, to stave from a 
negative point of view, and to declare such languages, or groups of Ian-
pages, not related, which, when compared with one another, present a 

* Mame the frequent coincidence In hladagnae. sad Tenglan with the German 
lave antiphony. of which more ie to be found in my Pamphlet no the Idalay.Polynnies 
Lewin, p.5 and Rem. 13. 

3a 
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50B. 	In 	the 	Sanscrit 	first 	conjugation 	the 	verb 

filliffsI tishOdniaa " I stand," deseikes particular notice. 	It 
proceeds from phe root aihd, and belongs properly to the 
third class, which 	receives 	reduplication (§. 109°. a); but 
is distinguished from it by this anomalous character, fiat 
it shortens its radical d in the special tenses.* and also 

w Whew naturally, in the fit person, this shortened  a  is, according. 
§. 494., again lengthened. 

Inge number of words and forms, which appear to be peculiar, then 
we must not only detach the Malay-Polynesian languages from the 
&merit stem, but also separate them from one another—the Mod& 
pacer and South-Sea languages from the acknowledged affinity with 
the Teplia, Malay, and Javanese, which has been so methodically 
and skilfully demonstrated by W. von Ilumboldt; and in like nmener 
divide the Latin from the Greek and Banserit ; and the Greek, Semen, 
&Leven', Lettish Lithllffiliall, Celtic, must be allowed to be so many 
independent, unconnected potentates of the lingual world; and the coin-
cidences, which the many members of the Indo-European lingual chain 
mutually offer, must be declared to have originated castudly or by subs, 
guent commixture. 

I believe, however, that the apparent verbal resemblances of kindred 
idioms, excluaive of the influences of strange 	language, 'trim either 
from this, that each individual member, or each more confined circle of a 
great stem of languages, has, from the period of identity, preserved words 
and forms which have been last by the others; or from this, that where, 
ha a word, both form and signification have undergone considerable 
alteration, a men agreement with the sinter words of the kindred lan- 
guages to no longer possible. 	That, 	however, the 	signification, as 
well as the fonn, alters in the course of time, we learn even from the 
comparison of the new G¢1113811 Pith the earlier conditions of our mother-
language. Why should not far more considerable changes in idea bare 
arisen in the far-longer period Of time which divides the European lan- 
guages from the Sanserit I 	I believe that every genuine radical won, 
whether German, Greek, or Roman, proceeds from the original matrix, 
although the threads by which it is retraced are found by us at times cut 
off or invisible. 	For instance, in the so-called strong conjugation of the 
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in the syllable of reduplication, where a short a should 	1 

	

stand, it weakens this, the gmvest of the vowels, to that 	11 
which is the lightest, i; hence, e.g. in the second and third 

	

person singular, tialiflia-si, iishihn-fi, for taalliti-si, tanthel-ti, 	1 

	

as might be expected accomling to the analogy of dackl-si, 	1 
dodd-ti. 	As the shortened a of add in the conjugation is 	I 
treated exactly like the class vowel of the first conjugation, 

	

this verb, therefore, and pled, " to smell," which follows 	1 

	

its analogy, is included by the native grammarians in the 	'1, 
. 	 i 

t 

German one would expect nothing exclusively German, but only what 
lute been handed down and transmitted from the primitive source. 	We 
are able, however, to connect with certainty but very few roots of the 	.. 
strong verbs with the Indian. 	While, e. g., the Senscrit, Zend, Greek, 	: 
Latin, Lithuanian, Lettish, and Slavonic agree in the idea of "giving" 	,, 
in a root, of which the original form, preserved in the &writ and Zend, 
is dd, the German gab throws us into perplexity as regards its comparison 
with its sisters. 	tint if we would assume that 	this verb' originally 
signified "to take," and has received the sound meaning (" to make to 
take," i. e. "to give"), as the Sanscrit tighthdini and Zend hist.inti, in 
Greek li,,,,,, has arrived, from the meaning of "standing," 	at that of 	i 
"taking", we might then trace gab to the Vi•da grabh, and assume that 
the r has been lost, although this mot has remained in German also, in a 	E 
truer form and meaning, only that the a has been weakened to i (Gothic 
YrciPs, Omits, Orig..). 

	

I have altered the plan proposed in the Preface to the First Part 	,, 
(p. xvii.), of devoting a separate work to the formation of words and eon, 
parietal of them, and to refer thither also the participles, conjunctions, 
and prepositions, for this reason, that I intend to treat in the present work, 

	

with all possible conciseness, the comparative doctrine of the formation of 	: 
words, and will also discuss the coincidences of the various members of the 
Indo-European stern of languages, which appear in the conjunctions and 	:. 
preposition. 	For this object a Fifth Number will be requisite. 	The 
preerut Fourth Number will conclude the formation of the tenses and 	: 
moods; but a little remains to be added regarding the mood which is called 
Le! in the Zond and Veda dialects, as also the imperative, which, for the 
rest, is distinguished only by its personal terminations, which have been 
already discussed in the Third Part. 

3 N  2 	 AMA 
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first class ; so 	that, according to them, we should have to 
divide Gehl:a-a-A iish;li-a-ti, and regard Eishet as a substitute 
for Atha. 	I consider the occasion of the double weakening, 
which the roots dna and ph/4 undergo in the syllable of repe-
tition and of the base, to be in the two consonants conjoined 
with it, which give to the syllable of repetition a length by 
position; for which reason, in order that the whole should 
not appear too unwieldly, the vowel weight of the syllable 
of reduplication is lessened, and the length of the base 
syllable is shortened. 	The Zend histaki, " thou standest," 
bigot& "he stands," &c., follow the same principle; and 
it is important to remark, that the Latin gallu, sialit. ni-
nnies, eistitia, on account of the root being incumbered 
with the 	syllable 	of reduplication, 	has 	weakened the 
radical 4 	of std-re to i, and apparently introduced the 
verb into 	the 	third 	conjugation. 	I 	say 	apparently, 
because the essence of the third conjugation consists in 
this, that an r, which is not radical, is inserted between 
the root and the personal termination; but the i of sistrs, 
&c., like the a of the Sanscrit tistho-si, belongs to the 
root. 	The Greek rirrri-µs has so far maintained itself upon 
an older footing, that it has not given to the syllable of 
reduplication, or to the consonants 	which unite it, an 
influence on - the long vowel of the radical syllable, but 
admits of the shortening of this vowel only through the 
operation of the gravity of the personal terminations; 
thus, before the grave terminations of the plural numbers, 
and of the entire middle, according to the analogy of 
didoim, &c. (see §. 480. &c.)., 	With respect to the kind of 
reduplication which occurs in the Sanscrit lialqadmi, and 
of which more hereafter, I must notice preliminarily the 
Latin testis, which is the reverse case of deli, as I believe 
testis is 	to 	be 	regarded as one who stands for any 
thing. 

509. The Sanscrit, and all its cognate dialects, have two 
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roots for the verb substantive, of which the one, which is, 	i 

	

in Sanscrit, /MEd, in Zend, ,Lt bii, belongs to the first con- 	E 
jagation, and, indeed, to the first class, and assumes, there- 
fore, in the special tenses, a class-vowel a, and augments 
the 	radical vowel by gams ; while the other, viz. "sax at, 	i 

	

falls to the second conjugation, and, in fact, to the second 	1 
class. 	These two roots, in all the Indo-European Ian- 
gimps, except in the Greek, where dzi(2  has entirely lost 

	

the signification "to be," are so far mutually complete, 	.,' 

	

that 6/4 ba, haver  emained perfect in the Sanscrit and 	1 
Zend (as far as the latter can he quoted); 	but as, on the  
contrary, in its isolated condition, is used only in the 
special tenses. 	In Lithuanian, the root which answers 
to as is only used in the present indicative, and in the 
participle present; 	just as in the Solavonic, where the 	,S, 
present of the gerund is, according to its origin, identical 	E 
with the participle present. 	The Gothic forms from as, 	; 
the a of which it weakens to i, its whole present indica- 
tive 	

.2 

	

and conjunctive, only that there is attached to it a 	; 
further apparent root Sly, which, however, in like manger, 	.„ 
proceeds from ;risk as. 	The root bhil, in Gothic, does not 
refer at all to the idea of "to be"; 	but from it proceeds, 	..; 
I have no doubt, the causal verb lama, " I build" (second 
person bawls), which I derive, like the Latin facto, from 
mum* bhdvaydnii, " I make to be" (6. 19). 	The High 	'f.  
German has also preserved remains of the root bla1 in 	2 
the sense of " to be ": hence proceed, in the Old High 
German, the first and second person of the singular and 	-, 
plural, while the third persons id and Wed (which latter 	.,. 
form is now, in the shape of shut erroneously transferred 	S. 
to the first person) answer to sifts.  anti, 	for suuii. 	For 
the rest, from unk as also proceeds the 	conjugation re 
(Sanserit MR syam," I may be"), and the infinitive sin. 
Moreover, also, the Sanscrit root vas, "to dwell," has 
raised itself, in German, to the dignity of the verb sub- 
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ntive, since, indeed, in Gothic, the present rise (weak-
ed from masa, see S. 109'. I.) signifies only "to remain;" 
t the preterite Iva, and its conjugation thyou (oar mar, 
're), the infinitive clears, and the participle present thumda 
place the forms which have been, from ancient time, lost 

the 	roots expressing the idea "to be." 	It may le 
per to mention here, that in 	Sanscrit, the root did, 

to stand," occasionally receives the abstract meaning " to 
and so, in a measure, has served as an example to 

- 	e Roman languages, which, for their verb substantive, 
.  employ, besides the Latin roots, ES and FU, also STA 
- And ds, " to sit,"' also occurs in Sanscrit, in the sense of 

e 	verb 	substantive ; 	e.g. Nal. 10. 30. rtilitTIT TM& gate- 
fold (a) rearlsatO, 	"like senseless are they ;" 	}fillip. 44. IL 

11

l
,trwp( 

 

wisnIgT4 v gin nc.( @shim mdriasalushiayl sakeithabn, 
et it be (your good behaviour) to gratify the spirit of 

the virtuous ;" !Irv. 02. 8. urrylsi7 vnawk erwk tlyeslanda 
&Mtn agate, "long-lived may this moss be." 	It is not 
improbable that the verb substantive is only an abbre-
viation of the root ds, and that generally the abstract 
notion of " being " is in no language the original idea of 
any verb whatever. 	The abbreviation of ds to as, and 
from that to a simple s, before grave terminations (see 
4..480.), is explained, however, in the verb substantive, very 
easily; as, from its being worn out by the extremely 

. 	frequent use made of it, and from the necessity for a 
.  rb, which is so much employed, and universally intro- 
need, obtaining a light and facile construction. 	Frequent 

may, however, have a double influence on the form of 
verb;—in the first place, to wear it out and simplify it 

I

re 

 

us much as possible; 	and, secondly, to maintain in con- 
stant 	recollection 	its primitive forms 	of inflexion, by 
calling them perpetually into remembrance, and securing 
them from destruction. 	Both these results are seen in 

libthe verb substantive; 	for iu Latin, sum, together with 

.6 
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inseam are the only verbs, which have preserved the old 
personal sign in the present i 	in the Gothic and English 
of the present day, im and ran are the only forms of this 
kind; 	and in our new German, bin (from him) and sind- 
are the only forms which have preserved the character of 
the first person singular and third person plural. 

510. As the &merit root bhi's belongs to the first conju-
gation, we shall next examine its conjugation in the 
present 	As belonging to the first class, it requires Gana 
and the insertion of the class vowel a between the root 
and the, personal termination (§. 109'. 1.). 	This insertion 
of the a occasions the bbd (-=bhau), for euphonic reasons, 

become him, in which form the root appears ill all the 
rsons of the special tenses. 	By this bhav, in Zend bath 

Old High German bir (or pie), in the plural bir-usings, 
-a-f, 	obtains 	very satisfactory explanation, since, 	as 

I

e 

 

rked at §. 20., and as has since been confirmed, in 
case before us, by Graff (IL 325.), the semi-vowels are 

_ 	often interchanged; 	and, for example, v readily becomes 
r or 1.° 	The a of bir-u-ends, bir-u-t, is a weakening of the 
old a (Vocalismus, p.227. 16); 	and the I of the radical 
syllable bir rests on the weakening of that vowel, which 
occurs very often elsewhere (§ a.). 	The singular should, 
according to the analogy of the plural, be binish biros, 
bieat, but has rejected the second syllable ; 	so that him 
has nearly the same relation to the Sanserit b/aavdmi, that, 
in Latin, malo has to the ',tavola, which was to have been 
looked for. 	The obsolete conjunctive forms foam, lass, 
fool. forint presuppose 	an indicative faa lids, fail, Rve., 
which has certainly at one time existed, and, in essentials, 
has the same relation to the Sanacrit bhassimi, bhavasi, 
Wadi, that cello. raids, veldt, has to eahthici, vabash satin . 

s See, also, 9. 409, Rom. t, and 9. 447, Rem. S. 
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The obsolete form flood of the perfect, which is found with 
the common fui, lands us. from fun to fuvo, in as far 1113 the 
syllable 0/ of furl is not declared identical with the vi of 

mart. according to my opinion, but its v regarded as 
eveloped from et, just as, in the Sanacrit 	reduplicated 

terite Iry babhin5a, in the aorist yrs( &Adana, and 
the Lithuanian preterite butraii . 
The full conjugation of the present of the root under 

scansion, 	in Sanscrit„ Zend, 	Old High German, and 
reek, is as follows:— 

stuomm. 
RANSOMS. 	ZEND. 	 OLD SCLAV. 	ORITX. 

bhav-8-ini, 	ban-d-ini, 	bi-m, 	06,2 
blnio-a-si, 	ban-a-hi. 	bi-s,* 	0-6-s. 
bhay.a-ti, 	ban:ai-ii, 

OVAL. 

Mao-4mi, 	 . 
bhann-thas. 	ban-a-ildi 7 	. . . . 	ifni-i-rof 
bhav-a-ion 	hoe-a-Id, 	. . . . 	06-e-ri 

PLVRAL.  

Man-8-man, 	ban-ii.inahi, 	bir-u-mks, 	ig-o- 
bhav-a-thn 	ban-a-tha, 	air -n-t, 	O'‘')-e-re. 
Mnv-a-nti, 	ban-ai-nti. 	• • •  t 	00.-e-."5  

, 511. I hold 	it to be 	unnecessary to further annex 
example of the second conjugation (that in io in Greek), 
several examples have been given already, in the.. 

Also but. 
I The forms Uri., Street, birnt, and Dinh which mew in Notker in 

second person plural, I consider as unorganic intruders from the third 	I 
n, whero biriat would answer admirably to bhanont i. 	The form 	i 

I corresponds in its abbreviation to the singular Dim, bia. 	With te- 
• to the mutation of the person, notice our eind of the first poison. 

r 
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paragraphs, which treat of the influence of the gravity of 
personal terminations on the preceding root or class syl- 
lable, to which we here refer the reader (1.480. &c.). 	We 
will only adduce from the Gothic the verb substantive (as 
it is the only one which belongs to this conjugation), and 
cOntrast its present with the Sanscrit and Zend (compare 
p. 6;0):— 

SINGULAR. 	 PLURAL. 

as-tai, 	ah-rni, 	i-ni. 	s-mas, 	h-mahi, 	siy-a-m. 
a-si, 	a-hi, 	i-s. 	s-tha, 	s'-tha, 	siy-u-th. 
as-ti, 	ai-ti, 	i-st. 	s-a-nti., 	h4nti, 	s-i-nd. 

" Remark 1.—It is evident that the plural forms siy-u-m, 
siyu-th, if strictly taken, do not belong to this place, as 
the personal terminations are not co joined direct with the 
root; 	but by means of a u which might be expected, 
also, in the second dual person, siy-a-ts, if it occurred, and 
in which respect those forms follow the analogy of the 
present. 	The first dual person which actually occurs is 
siyel." 	As regards the syllable sip, which forms, as root, 
the base of all these forms, and of the conjunctive siy-au, 
siy-ais, &c., I do not think, that, according to its origin, it 
is to be distinguished from int (of which the radical s has 
been lost) and rind. 	To shad answers siy, in so far as it 
likewise has lost the radical vowel, and commences with 
the sibilant, which in 	Zend, 	according 	to 	fl. 53., 	has 
become h. 	With regard to the iy, which is added, I think 
that siy stands connected with the Sanserit potential sydsib 
so that to 	the 	semi-vowel there 	has 	been 	further 
prefixed its corresponding vowel i ; 	for the Gothic, as it 
appears, does not admit of a y after an initial consonant; 
hence siyan for arm =volt sydm, according to the principle 

i. Regarding the derivation of this form from siy-it-no, and the ground 
clay giving the long n, Fien $.441. 

• 
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by which, from the numeral base thri, " three,' comes the 
genitive 	thriy7 	for 	they! (f. 310). 	If, therefore, in the 
form siy, properly only the s is radical, and the iy ex-
presses a mood-relation, still the language, in its pretest 
state, is no longer conscious of this, and erroneously treat-
ing the whole sip as root, adds to it, in the conjunctive, 
the class vowel a (4. Me. t.), with which a new i is united 
as the representative of the mood relation, and, in the in-
dicative, the vowel A, which otherwise, in the preterite, 
regularly enters between the root and personal termina-
tion." 

"Remark 2.—That in the Roman languages, also, the 
weight of the personal terminations exerts an influence 
on 	the 	preceding radical syllable, and 	that, in French, 
the relation of tenons 'to liens rests on the same principle 
on which, iu Greek, that of aaoner to 8tRapa does, is already 
remarked elsewhere." 	The third person plural, in respect 
to the form of the radical vowel, ranks with the singular, 
since it, like the latter, has a lighter termination than the 
first and second person plural, and indeed, as pronounced 
in French, none at all; hence, tiennent, answering to team, 
tenet. 	Dies, however, differing from my view of the Ro- 
man terminating sound (ablaut), has, in his Grammar of the 
Roman languages (I. p. MO, based the vowel difference be-
tween tints and tenons on the difference of the accent which 
exists, in Latin, between Mew and tea& tus. 	But it is not 
to 	be overlooked, 	that, 	in 	the 	third 	conjugation 	also, 
although, 	pant, 	and 	queerimus have 	the same Accent, 
still, in Spanish, yttarintos is used, answering to posies and, 
in French, aryttirons, answering to acyttient, as has bees 
already remarked by Fuchs, in his very valuable pamphlet, 
"Contributions to the Examination of the Roman Lan- 

" Berlin ann., Fab.5027, r. 261. 	Vocaltinnus, p.16. 
410 
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pages," p. 18. 	It may be, that the i of the French soh, 
is identical with the i of the Latin sapid; 	but, even then, 
the dislodgement of this i in mans rests on the some law 
as that which dislodged, in teams, the i prefixed in tiers; 
as, e.g., in 	Sanserit, 	the root wad rejects, 	in the same 
places, its radical a, where regular verbs of the same class 
lay aside the Gann vowel which is introduced into the 
root before light terminations; 	thus, astm aims, " we 
will," answering to wfszt aaffiti, "I will," es, in 	French, 
moons to sais." 

"Remark 3.-1 cannot ascribe to the Gunn in the conjuga-
tion of the Sanserit and its cognate languages a grammatical 
meaning, but explain it as proceeding simply from a disposi-
tion to fulness of form, which occasions the strengthening of 
the lighter vowels i and a, by, as it were, taking them under 
the ern: by prefixing an a, while the a itself, as it is the 
heaviest vowel, does not require extraneous help. 	If it were 
desired, with Pott (Etym. Inq. I. 80.), to find, in. the Gunn 
of the present and imperfect an expression of the continuance 
of an action, we should be placed in the same difficulty with 
him, by the circumstance that the Guna is not restricted to 
these two tenses, but in verbs with the lighter base-vowels, i 
and u accompanies the base through nearly all the tenses and 
moods, not only in Sanscrit but also in its European cognate 
languages, in as far as these have in general preserved this 
kind of diplithongization ; as the Greek heti...3 and Oder,, 
cannot any more be divested of the e taken into the roots 
MG, OM only that the e in TAtuiro is replaced by a;' and 
that the aorists 'Amoy, 4c7.oe, exhibit the pure root, which I 
cannot attribute to the signification of this aorist (as the se-
cond aorist has the same meaning as the first but the latter 
firmly retains the Guns, if it is in general the property of 
the verb), but to the circumstance that the second aorist is 

t E end o, never a, are, with the vowel I, the representatives of the 84111. 

writ Gunn vowel a, see Voenlitous, pp. 7, hr., 103, he. 
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for the most past prone to retain the original form dale 
base, and hence at one time exhibits a lighter vocalisation 
than the other tenses; at another, a heavier one, as I'vparror 
compared with trpc4re and (repro. 	In this disposition, 
therefore, of the second aorist to retain the true state oldie 
base, the difference between forms like Amov, harm, gerxos, 
and the imperfects of the corresponding verbs, cannot he 
sought in the circumstance, that the action in the assist is 
not represented m one of duration; and that, on the con-
trary, in the imperfect and present the continuance is sym- 
bolically represented by the Guns. 	In general, I do not 
think tlmt the language feels a necessity to express formally 	., 
the continuance of an action, because it is self-evident that 	' 
every action and every sort of repose requires time. and that 
it is not the business of a moment, if I say that any one eats 
or drinks, sleeps or sits, or that he ate or drank, slept or sat 
at the time that this or that action occurred regrading which 
I affirm the past time. 	I cannot, therefore, assume, with 
Pots, that the circumstance that the class-characteristics oc-
cur only in the special tenses (i. e. in the present and imper- 
feet indicative, and in the moods thereto belonging), is to 	'',' 
be thence explained, that here a continuance is to be ex- 
pressed. 	Why should the Sauscrit have invented nine dif- 
ferent forms as symbols of continuance, and, among its ten 
classes of conjugations, exhibit one, also, which is devoid 
of all foreign addition ? 	I believe, rather, that the class 
augment originally extended over all tenses, but subsea 
quently, yet still before the separation of languages, was 
dislodged from certain tenses, the construction of which in- 
duced the semi-vowel. 	This inducement occurred in the 
norist (the first, which is most frequently used) and future, 
owing to the annexation of the verb substantive; where- 
fore, drisydini and 	&Sem were used for deddryrimi and 
Siaciaria ; and in the perfect, owing to the reduplication cha- 
racterising 	this 	tense, 	whence, in Greek, the form ai- 
aceynat must have gained the preference over the 	' 
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iets may have existed. 	Observe that, in Sanscrit the 
loading the root, by reduplication, in the tenses mentioned, 
has occasioned, even in the second person plural active, 
,the loss of the personal sign; so that. cif  dadrda corre-
sponds to the Greek EndOpe-m-•re." 

512. For the description of the present middle, which, in 
the Greek, appears also as the passive, and in Gothic as 
passive alone, it is sufficient to refer back to the disquisition 
of the middle terminations given at §§. 466. &c. 	It might, 
however, not be superfluous to contrast here, as an example of 
the first conjugation, the Sanscrit blunt (for bhar-d-md) with 
the corresponding forms of the cognate languages; and, for 

I
II  the second, to annex the forms of the Sanscrit ton-e-if (from 

fen-wst4, from tun, CL 8., "to extend," see §. 109.. 4.). 

SINGULAR. 	. 
SAN.R1i. 	• 	ZENO. 

blier-4(fmmbharnintid.),Gair-e,' 	95.P-oltan 	• • • .' 
Idler-a-se, 	 ter-e-h(1, 	(04p-e-sat), bair-a-za.' 
bhar.•¢4, 	bar-of-td' 	Op-e-rat, 	baireeda.' 

DU... 
bhar-d•valte, 	. . . . 	pep-Olieton, . . . . 
liher-ght," 	 4,p-e-trBov," . . . . 
bhernithe 	 pep-e-creov," . . . . 

PLURAL. 
'Aar-a-mane 	bag-4-rnaidhe, pep-6-tie0a, 	. 	.' 

	

. 	. 
:Mar-a-dime 	 -a bar-WIWI" Op-e-o-Oe," 	. . . .. 

' 	 tar-ai-ntd, 	pep-o,rras, huh-a-nda.°  

I
, 

 
Mar-a-00, 

 
Bee §§. 407. 475. 	Regarding the ni of the root see §. 41.; and 

regarding the Gothic di of Pedrosa, Sm., see §. 82. 	. This is replaced 
by the third person. 	^ The terminations us, do, ado, am abbrevis.- 
tiers of zai,  dui, ndoi, see §. 466. 	Observe, in hair-a-me, &dr u-da, that 
the conjunctive vowel is preserved in its original form (see 5.466. close). 
3  Bharillit and  Ithan'le  from  edums,111,1, bilar-a-Sa,  Whence Mar,ithl, 
bkoratl,  would be regular; but in this plane, throughout the whole conju-
gation, the a has been weakened toe (=o+i), or the a of the terming- 
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n has become i or l, and been melted down with the clam vowel a to e. 
riling the terminations Site, dtt,  as conjectural abbreviations of  MA!, 
or edthe,  aUE, see §§. 474. 475. 	° See §§. 474.475. 	'From 

ar-ii-madht, see §.472. 	To the Rend termination mouths corresponds
kably the Irish termination  maai d , e. g. in dagh-a-nmakl,"we 
=  Sanserit dah.a-maht, from dah-a-madhi. 	.  Probably from 

r-a-ddhnt, see §§ 474. 475. 	5  The termination dh= cm be de. 
ced with tolerably certainty from the secondary form dhtreni; see 
mouf's Yacried  Notes, p. xxxviii. 

SINGULAR. 
SA NSCRIT. 	 GREEK. 

ton-1,-4 (from totru-rod), 	 rciv-trians 
- 	 au-a-slal, 	 rets-u-o.m. 

ton-s-id, 	 iniv-o-rat. 
DUAL. 

taneu-rand, 	 esiv-ieitsOov. 
tan-u-5174, 	 1-civ-u-moor. 
tamv-da, 	 lair-me-8os. 

PLURAL. 
tan-temand from tan-u-madhO, 	Tas-6-tisea. 
ten-e-dhat 	 mim-mole. 
tan-b.-aid from ran-v-antd,* 	edv-v-vrei. 

"Remark.—In Zend, we expect, if tan is here employed, 
according to the same class of conjugation, for the second 
and third person singular, and first and second person 
plural, 	the 	forms 	ton-di-0 	(see §7. 41. 52.), 	ten-iii-te 
(according to the lidee-mii-td, '  ht 	makes,' which actually 
occurs), 	tanm7aeidlid, 	tan-u-dhise. 	The 	third 	person 
plural might be ton-o-aitg, or tan-o-ainid according as the 
nasal is rejected or not; 	for that the Zend, also, admits 
of the rejection of the nasal in places where this is the 
case 	in Sanscrit, 	is 	proved 	by 	the 	forms 	.nolariesi 

ait7,'they teach,' medial 	4uto.wse5fao s'eahaite, corre- 

m See §7.458. 459. 	See an example of the active of the corresponding 
clam of conjugation, or one nearly akin to it, at p.000. 
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spending to the Sanscrit Wel Audi, vivi idInlI (Burnout, 
Yatna, p. 480). 	In the Sanscrit, also, we sometimes find 
the nasal retained in the middle of the second conjugation, 
e.g, achinennta for the more common richbarnia. 	In the 
first person singular is formed, in Zend, from 5.43., the 
form iiin-uy-d, with euphonic y. 

TIIE PRERERITE. 

513. The Sanscrit has for the expression of past time 
the forms of the Greek imperfect, aorist, and perfect, with-
out, however, like the Greek, connecting with these diffe- 
rent forms degrees of meaning. 	They are, in Sanscrit, 
all, without distinction, used in the sense of the Greek 
aorist or imperfect; but the reduplicated preterite, which 
corresponds in form to the Greek perfect, most frequently 
represents the aorist. 	The Sanscrit is entirely deficient 
in a tense exclusively intended to express the completion of 
an action : none of the three forms mentioned is used chiefly 
for this object; and I do not remember that I have anywhere 
found the reduplicated preterite as representitive of the 
perfect. 	When the completion of an action is to be ex- 
pressed, we most commonly find the active 	expression 
changed into a passive one; and, in fact, so that a participle 
which, in form and signifieution, corresponds to the Latin in 
his, is combined with the present of the verb substantive, or 
the latter is to be supplied, as in general the verb substan-
tive, in Sanscrit, is omitted almost everywhere, where it eon 
possibly he done. 	Some examples may appear not impro- 
perly annexed here. 	In the episode of the Savitri • it should 
be mid V.19. "Thou hest gone as far as thou hadst to go." 
where the latter words are expressed by yofan held (galari 

• i have published it ion collection of episodes entitled " Diluvinm," 
&a, in the original text, and in the Gerinan translation under the title 
“ Siindflut." (Berlin, by F. Dammler.) 
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euphonic for gate's.), "gone by thee": in the Nalus, XII 
29., for " Host thou seen Nala"? we read in the original 
hachchit dyisIdas tvoyd Neld, i. c. " an rinse a to Naha"? in 
$filirldna's Urvasi (by Lens, p. 66) "Host thou stolen her 
step"? is expressed by gatir asyds feuyd Inifd ("the way of 
her taken by thee"). 	It happens, too, not unfrequently, that 
the completion of an action is denoted in such a mamer that 
he who has performed an action is designated as the pos-
sessor of what has beet done; since, rpnaff-/.  'era sktuode 
asset, literally "ditto preeditus sum," signifies "dictum is- 
bee." "I have said." 	Thus in Urvasi (I. c. p.73) the question, 
" Hast thou seen my beloved"? is expressed by dpi drishhurin 
asi mama priyam, ie. "art thou having seen m. b."?* 	The 
modern mode, therefore, of expressing the completion of 
an action was, in a measure, prepared by the Sanscrit; 
for the suffix vat (in 	the strong cases rant) forms pos- 
sessives; and I consider it superfluous to assume, with the 
Indian grammarians, a primitive suffix tarot for active 
perfect participles. 	It admits of no doubt whatever, that 
TauR uktoval, "having said," has arisen from ate; in 
the same may, nrnank dhanauet, "having riches," " rich," 
proceeds from dhana, " riches."? 	The form in toed, 

The fourth eat of Urvesi affords very frequent occasion for the use 
of the perfect, as the King Pommes on all sides dimets the question 
whether any one has seen his beloved? 	This question, however, is never 
put by using an augmented or even a reduplicated preterite,bot always  by 
the passive participle, or the formation in tad derived from it. 	So, elm 
in Nalus, when Damayanti asks if any one has seen her spouse? 

f The Latin di,* may be regarded as identical with &mamma tho mid- 
De syllable being dropped and compensated for by lengthening the pre- 
ceding vowel. 	A similar rejection of a syllable has at one time occurred 
in ditior, diUminum, just as in male, from ',amok, from mogiavolo. 	Pcat, 
on the contrary, divides thus, die-it, and thus brings "the rich" to the 
Indian " heaven" die, to which also VPITO.8 derivation of diem in a cer-
tain degree, alludes, as  dins* and dam are akin to the Samara dem, 
"God"; and the latter like die, "heaven," springs from die, "  to shine." 
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although 	apparently 	created 	expressly 	for 	the perfect, 
occurs sometimes, also, as an action in transition. 	On 
the other hand, in neuter verbs the Snnscrit has the 
advantage of being able to use the participles in Inn, which 
are properly passive, with active, and, indeed, with 	a 
perfect meaning; and this power is very often employed, 
while 	the passive signification in the said 	participle of 
verbs neuter is limited, as in the above example, to the 
singular neuter in the impersonal coastructions. 	As ex- 
ample of the active perfect meaning, the following may 
serve, Nalus XII. 13, 	lax nu qua gal@ ii (euphonic for 
gator ea), " pane, rex! profedus es?" 

514. The Sanserit is entirely devoid of a form for the 
plusquam perfect, and it employs, where that tense might 
be expected, either a gerund 	expressive of the relation, 
" after *—which, where allusion is made to a future time, 
is replaced, also, by the future absolutet—or the locative 
absolute, in sentences like apakrdele sal@ riljan &learnt@ 
.. . . abudhyala, "after Nalas had departed, 0 king! (pro-
feeto Nolo) Damayanti awoke." 

515. But if it is asked, whether the Sanserit has, from 
:he oldest antiquity, employed three past tenses without 
syntactical distinction, and uselessly expended its formative 
power in producing them ; or whether the usage of the lan-
guage has, in the course of time, dropped the finer degrees 
of signification, by which they might, as in Greek, have 
been originally distinguished ; 	I think I must decide for 
the latter opinion: for as the forms of language gradually 
wear out and become abraded, so, also, are meanings 
subjected to corruption and mutilation. 	Thus, the San- 

a NeL XI. 26.: arrant:m.1mM ennirulya ifibitta 'Mi./warn, "'Mena 
poequarn audiverat (.after hearing the weeping') won telocitale admit." 

t Nal. X.22.: kalhena tuddlini Matiehrti,"how will she feel in spirit, 
after she has been awakened (after awaking) I" 

3 s 
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serit has on 	immense number of verbs, 	which si,, 
" to go," and " to be," the employment of which must have 
been originally distinguished by the difference in the kind 
of motion which each was intended to express, and which 
are still, he part, so distinguished. 	I have already noticed 
elsewhere, that the Sanscrit sarpdmi, " I go," must have 
had the same meaning as serpo and gperte, because the 
Indians, like the Romans, name the snake from this verb 
(uo 	..p.-. "Nve.")." 	If, then, the nicer signification of 
each one of the three forms by which, in Sanscrit, the past 
is expressed, gradually, through the misuse of language, 
became one, so that each merely expressed time past, I am 
of opinion, that it was originally the intention of the redu-
plicated p;eterite, like its cognate form in Greek, to express 
an action completed. 	The syllable of reduplication only im- 
plies an intensity of the idea, and gives the root an emphasis, 
which is regarded by the spirit of the language as the type 
of that which is done, completed, in contradistinction to that 
which is conceived to be in being, and which has not yet 
arrived at an end. Both in sound and in meaning the perfect 
is connected with the Sanscrit intensive, which likewise has 
a reduplication, that here, for greater emphasis, further re- 
ceives a vowel augment by Gunn. 	According to significa- 
tion, the Sunwerit intensive is, in a measure, a superlative 
of the 	verbal idea; 	for, 	didipya-nillna 	means 	"very 
shining." 	In respect of form, this intensive is important 

x I believe I may include here the German root clip, all (adileVen); 
Old High Getman Of, &if, dijklaw; English "I slip." 	We should 
expect in Gothic gape, skip,  annum, preserving the old tennis, as in elipa 
=avipind, " I sleep." 	The form clip is founded on a transposition of mrp 
to my,. The transition of r into !, and the weakening of the a tot, cannot 
surprise us, considering the very usual exchange of semi-vowels with one 
another, and the by no means unusual phenomenon, that a root is divided 
into several, by different comptions of form. 	We may include here, too, 
die root Nap, NW (awe Vera); Middle High German eel/, oveir, riaVen. 
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for comparison with the European cognate languages, be-
cause the moods which spring from its present indicative 
affonl, as it were, the prototype of the imperative aml 
the optative of the Greek perfect, and of the German con-
junctive of the preterite; compare preliminarily Mho, 
dhystm, " I much wish to bind," with the Gothic bundyou 
(from Gaibundyent), ' , I may bind,"and the imperfect vauogdhi 
(from reek "to speak "), with the Greek Kismet, which is 
connected with it in formation, though not radically. 	The 
first augmented preterite of this intensive comes, in respect 
to form, very close to the Greek plusquam perfect; compare 
uldtdpnm, plural atOupsno, with Sren1Itvw, irertirpeniev. 	As 
every completed action is also past, the transiion of the 
vocal symbol of completion approaches very closely to that 
of the past, and the gradual withdrawal of the primary 
meaning is not surprising, as we must, in German also, 
describe the completion of an action in a manner already 
pointed out by the Senscrit, while our simple preterite, which 
is akin to the Greek perfect, and which, in Gothic also, in a 
certain number of verbs, has preserved the reduplication, 
corresponds in meaning to the Greek imperfect and aorist. 

Olt. As regards the two augmented preterites, which ap-
pear, in Greek, as imperfect and wrist, there is no occasion, in 
the form by which they are distinguished from one another, 
to assume a primitive intention in the language to apply 
them to different objects, unless such aorists as—in Greek, 
Amor, gal/or, contrasted 	with 	gbetirev, edam', in Sunsuit, 
olipam,' ocflos, opposed to alimpam, odaddlo—ore considered 
original, and, in their brevity and succintness, contrasted 
with the cumbersomeness of the imperfect, a hint be found, 

o The &merit root Ep is not connected with the Greek mn, but means 
"to smear,' sad to it belongs the Greek 2a,,,,,,d,fq.o. 	But alipom stands 
so far M the same relation to olimpom that Yarn, does to An', that it 
has divested itself of the kneeled nasal, as Amos has of the Gone vowel. 

3 n 0 
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that through them the language is desirous of expressing 
such actions or conditions of the past, as appear to us 
momentary, from their ranking with other events, or for 
other reasons. 	It might then be said that the language 
unburthens itself in 	the 	aorist 	only of the Gunn and 
other class characteristics, because, in the press of the 
circumstances to be announced, it has no time to express 
them; just as, in Sanserit, in the second person singular 
imperative, the lighter verbal form is employed, on amount 
of the haste with which the command is expressed, and, e.g. 
rid-dhi, " know," yong-dhi, " bind," stands opposed to the first 
person rithluf, "let me know," yarmittni, "let me bind." 
But the hind of aorist just mentioned is, both in San. 
emit and 	in Greek, proportionably rarer, and the with- 
drawing of the class characteristics extends, in both lan-
guages, not to the aorist alone, and in both this tense 
appears, for the moat part, in a form more full in sound than 
the imperfect. 	Compare, in &merit, adiksham = nwEa 
with the imperfect adisham, which bears the complete form 
of the aorist abovementioned. 	In the sibilant of the first 
aorist, however, I cannot recognise that element of sound, 
which might have given to this tense its peculiar mean-
ing; for this sibilant, as will he skews hereafter, belongs 
to the verb substantive, which might be expected in all 
tenses, and actually occurs in several, that, in their signi- 
fication, present no point of coincidence. 	But if, notwith- ' 
standing, in Sanscrit, or at the time of the identity of the 
Sanscrit with its cognate languages, a difference of meaning 
existed between the two augmented preterites, we are com-
pelled to adopt the opinion, that the language began very 
early to employ, for different ends, two forms which, at the 
period of formation, had the same signification, and to at-
tach finer degrees of meaning to trifling, immaterial dill's- 
renees of form. 	It is requisite to observe here, that, in the 
history of languages, the case not unfrequently occurs, that 
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one and the same form is, in the lapse of time, split into 
several, and then the different forms are applied by the spirit 
of the language to different ends. 	Thus, in &merit, data., 
from the base ddldr ($.144.), means both "the giver" and 
"he that will give"; but, in Latin, this one form, bearing 
two different meanings, hoe been parted into two ; of which 
the one, which is modern in form, and has arisen from the old 
by the addition of an a (daldrus), has assumed to itself alone 
the task of representing a future participle ; while the other, 
which has remained more true to the original type, appears, 
like the kindred Greek awrip, only as a noun agent. 

THE IMPERFECT. 

517. We proceed M a more particular description of the 
different kinds of expression for pant time, and consider next 
the tense, which I call in Saneerit, according to its form, the 
monoform augmented preterite, in contradistinction to that 
which corresponds in form to the Greek aorist, and which I 
term the multiform preterite, sinew in it seven different for-
mations may be perceived, of which four correspond, more 
or lees, to the Greek first aorist, and three to the second. 
Here, for the sake of brevity and uniformity, the appellations 
imperfect and aorist may be retained for the Sanscrit also, 
although both tenses may in &merit, with equal propriety, 
be named imperfect and aorist, since they both in common, 
and together with the reduplicaMd preterite, represent at 
one time the aorist, at another the imperfect. 	That, which 
answers in form to the Greek imperfect receives, like the 
wrist, the prefix of an a to express the past: the class cha-
racteristics are retained, and the personal terminations are 
the more obtuse or secondary (4.430.), probably on account 
of the root being loaded with the augment. 	This exponent 
of the past may bear the same name in Sanserit also. In Greek 
it is easily recognised in the e. 	Thns, in the first conjugation, 
we may compare aferp-a-m, " I delighted," with greprou; in 
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the second, ridudil-es, "I gave," with C818cav; astri-bau.ani 
'(see I. 437. Rem.), "I strewed," with camp-re-v; and all.-  

tpd-III, .. I bought," with irip-a&-e. 	As the conjugation of the 
imperfect of the three last mentioned verbs has been already 
given (§§. 481, 485. 488.), where the weight of the personal 
terminations is considered, I shall annex here the complete 
one of //tarp-0-m and crepe-o-v only. 

SINGULAAL 	 DUAL. 

AABIIK. 	sAX8Clui. 	0118...A 
aterp-a-m,. grarr-o-v, 	surf -al ba, 
atarp-a-8, 	'e.repar-e-s., 	sharp-a-tam, 	ir4par-erov. 
idurp-a-1, 	grepx--c(r)t atorp-d-tilln, 	er4par.e.ripi. 

sAnsclux. 	AIMEE. 

oforp-d-mo, 	brIparoiiev. 
darp-a-ki, 	irtpar-e-re. 
rdarp-a-mt 	;Tab.-a-3,f 

"Remark.—In the Veda dialect the I, which, according 
to §. 461., has been lost in tampon for uturpant, has been 
retained under the protection of an e, which begins the 
following word; thus, in the Rig-Veda (p. 99), sift ''s( orpcsk 

"es 	 "ilium so o ifsf, abld 	obanuant suabhiskini, 	eukbant fame 
aggredientem." 	According to the same principle, in the 
accusative plural, instead of the is, to he expected in ac-
cordance with §§. 236. 239., of which, according to a uni-
versal law of sound, only n has remained, we find in the 
Veda dialect nt, in case the word following begins with a; 
e.g. warrakItirit *cal amitint au Mira addaya, "non bene ibi 
dirige" (Rosen, I. c. p. 13). 	I do  not hesitate to consider 
the / of clamant as the euphonic mutation of an 2, as also, 
under other ciremnstances, one 8 before another s, in order 
to snake itself more perceptible in pronunciation, becomes 

v  See §.4.37. Rem. 	. 	t Soo 5.401. 
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I; as from ray," to dwell," comes the future tint-ayilnii and 
the aorist 41AI-cam. 	The original accusative termination 
in iv appears in the Vedas also as er, and indeed in bases 
in i and th in case the word following begins with a vowel 
or y, as, in general, a final s, after vowels other than a, ti 
becomes r before all sonant letters. 	Examples of plural 
accusatives in sir (for n must become Anusvara before r, as 
before s)are fite9 eilvualn 4 giriar achuchyarttana,"nubes end-
tale" (I. c. p. 20); atst ter-4 Ifth Tfi Vfif artkati Tat vim /cam 
viol caviar iha rudral dditydit ula  I pia, " tu Amis! Vu-

es hie, Itudvas rape Aditiv filial aortic cote" (I. e. p. 90. 
Bases is a have lost the r in the accusative plural. 	The 
circumstance, however, that they replace the n of the com-
mon accusative terminations with Anusvara GO, as in wsrl 
ntelniti, wif-snri tidityari, just mentioned, appears to me to 
evince that they likewise terminated originally in fir: the r 
has been dropped, but its effect—the change of n into ti—has 
remained. 	At least it is not the practice in the Rig Vdds, 
particularly after a long d, to replace a final n with Anusvam ; 
for we read, 1. c. 1.219., fastRoadtsin, "skilful," not file 
siteshi, although a v follows, before which, according to 
Panini, as before y, r, and vowels in the Veda dialect, the 
termination an should be replaced by. an (compare Rosen, 
p. IV. 2.); a rule which is probably taken too universally, 
and should properly be limited to the accusative plural 
(the principal case where do occurs), where the Zend also 
employs an ti, and not n (I. 239.). 	The accusative termi- 
nation sir for is is, however, explained in a manner but 
little satisfactory, by Rosen, in his very valuable edition 
of a part of the Rig-Veda, p. XXXIX, 5.; 	and the  t  men- 
tioned above is considered by the Indian grammarians as 
an euphonic insertion (Smaller Sanscrit Grammar. 9. Se. 
520.  Rem.). 	If, however, an initial s, from a disposition 
towards a I preceding, has such influence as to annex that 
letter, it appears to me far more natural for it to have had 
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the power to preserve a I, which actually exists in the 
primitive grammar, or to change an a into that letter. 

518. The Zend, as found in the Zend Avesta, appears 
to have almost entirely given up the augment, at least 
with the exception of the aorist mentioned in 1. 469., and 
which is remarkable in more than one respect, sicete17,1, 
oreeradhusha,*  " thou growest," and the form mentioned by 
Burnouf .taco ds, "he was," 1,....9E... aophq, " he would 
be ";I' 	I have found no instances, which can he relied 	' 
upon, of its retention, unless, perhaps, fE44.td.watswpothuyia,1  
"they went" (Vend. 8. p. 43, Z. 4.), must pass as such; 
and we are not to read, as might be conjectured:in place 
of it jE,msidsiaLti arathrtiith and the 	initial vowel is the 
preposition a, which, perhaps, is contained in some other 
forms also, which might be explained by the augment 
Thus, perhaps, in the first Fargard of the Vendidad, the 
frequently-recurring forms cestE7EnamSlfrdthwererisn (or 
follhware 3'7,0, :' I made," "I formed," 	.r.covE7E,...,S fed- 
kerento(, may be distributed into fro and alhzrin%ihm and 

. glee 40,4. 	I, however, now think it more proixthle that 
their first syllable is compounded of the prepositions fat 

it The initial u wears to have been formed from a by the asaholia. 
ling influence of the 0 of the amend syllable. 	I shall remit- to this wrist 
hereof.,  

I Burnonf (Yarns, p. 434) proposes to road man di for AR A; de. 	But 
this form, also, I'm something uncommon, since the Veda  RIB tie (of 
which hereafter) would lead us to expect, in Zend, do,  as a final Sanscrit 
at e, with a preceding ft, regularly becomes do; but tank as becomes 6 (see. 
§.16°.). Without the augment we find, in the Zend Avesta, both the reed-
ing as., ad and ...taro as, although otherwise this form actually belongs 
to the verb substantive. 

1 Thus we should road instead of /Emeass)a, apathal,n; compare the 
Bari chit epantheyan, "they went," With an inserted nasal. 	•Farareel. cor- 
responds in Rivets. 	But should we read apathaen for apothey., Oolong 
a would not be the augment, but the preposition 0. 
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and d. 	The combination of these two prepositions is very 
generally 	used 	in 	the 	Zend; 	as, 	sktstsijauSI frddayo, 
"value" (Vend. S. p. 1241 muvupw ftlimS1  .fram.in 
lonazha, "prize me" (Vend. S. p. 39), where the prepo- 
sitions 	are separated from the verb,*  as in 	the pas- 
sage, 	its,33..ndSt 	si7a14 	...u,S1 	irisid 	,ta.si‘s 	..a)) frA 
sari elatin lot lissom urayann," ayes tweed arbores cres-
cent" ,  (Vend. S. p. 257), and in asuisisb.syst airastsis swg 
fed sada enayazahn " wash the hands" (I. e. p.457). 	A 
form which, if the lithographed codex of the Vend. S. is 
correct, might appear best adapted to testify to the exis-
tence of the augment in Zend, is sinii.us3sis..sit ugarayotthn, 
"thou wart born," a word Winch is remarkable in other 
respects also (see 7. 469.). 	But as long as the correctness 
of the rending is not confirmed by other MSS., or gene-
nilly as long ns the augment is not more fully established 
in Zend, I am disposed to consider the vowel which stands 
between the preposition and the root as simply a means of 
conjunction; and for a I should prefer reading i or 'ii, just 
as in al-is/lista, "  stand up" (Vend. S. p.418), ni-i-histata, 
"stand ye up" (I. e. p. 459), oi-e-histaiti, "he stands up." 

a The comparison of other MSS. most decide whether the accusative 
of the pronoun is rightly conjoined with this. 	Anquetil renders this im- 
perative with the word following, 	Et,7.,,,4, kliaritii'd,  on account' of the 

, 	eating, "of the nourishing," strangely enough by "qui  me  mange en 
i, 	rilinceoront awe ardor'," m  he also translates the following 	word, 
!. 	JeOral Jp.56(0.0 	Shag 4),J),1 e.diei (=. Wm WO snow 
(5  idoinietni (itcbmaini?)inliethi, " extol me in praise," by "qui a wirers° 

haniblement so priers." 	Tho form hummidta is the imperative middle, 
where, as often occurs, the character of the first class is added to that of 
the  fifth. 

t Peta;oz.ozon° and ziesynnn,"eresennt," with which the Greek 
'rho,a, and our Feder and =theca are to be compared, are home-feels of 
the conjunctive mood, which, with this tense, always combined a macs! 
signification. 
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But a also occurs in this verb, inserted as a 
vowel between the preposition and the root; for, p. 456, 
I. 18., we read ta-a-histata, " stand up." 	I woald there- 
fore, if the reading ui-a-zo-ytha, " thou wart born," should 
prove itself from the majority of MSS. to be genuine, pre-
fer, nevertheless, regarding the a as a conjunctive vowel, 
rather than as the augment. 

519. The following examples may throw sufficient light 
on the conjugation for the first class of the Zend imper- 
fect active, which 	admits of tolerably copious citation: 

Wag./ tabar-il-es, "1 brought forward" (Vend. S. p.493); 
9E...0e7ade.tuSlfrithtuarii-t-nt or frathtriired-le-m, "I created" 
(I. c. 117, Sic.); 	osidamAtvislfrdilaffinem, " I chewed," from 
fraologi-ayg-us -=  Sanscrit fitklinikpcdddi-aya-m, "1 caused 
to show" (see §. 42.); fradade-ayo, "  thou shewest" (1. c. 
p. 123); 	 »igEI bled-ned, "thou didst 	make";. 13.1E7E0 
jodred-a-f, "he asked," = yttiaT6 aprichohh-a-t (1. c. p.123); 
longx bae-al,  " he was," =107‘1( abliao-a-f (p. Its); raw& 
joi-a-4, "  he came," 	= wars agachchlt-a-t, "  he weet;" 
Asc,.....,,s, dgedattil paiii arwth-d-ran," we spoke" 7  (pp. 493,494, 
repeatedly)=7ffilffirm protyadaristIma; imp, cothgn, "they 	'li 
were" (p,1,3 erroneously myth?) --,anw-  dean. 	I am not 	!I 
able to quote the seemed person plural, but there eon be 
no uncertainty regarding its form, and from aihistola, 
"stand ye up," we may infer, 	also, u;ihistatet, "  ye stood 
up," since, in Sanserit as in Greek, the imperatbie in the 
second person plural is only distinguished from the im- 	i 
perfect by the omission of the augment. 	Examples of  
the second conjugation are, 6weg.6 daditai-m, " I placed" 
"I made" (Vend. S. p. 116) =argank adadhil-m, ZriOtre ; 

. For khena6s: there is, that ft to say, as often happens, the character 
of the lee class added to the ekes character, which is already present i se 
though, in Greek,  nada-re-a.<  were said for erehete.c. 

t Anquetil renders this  "ja view do unus,arirr." 
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f,eo7f sneak,*  "I spoke" 	(p. 123); Ausl.ok ntruslw, "thou 
spokest" (p. 2W), lels.,70 taradat " he spoke"; occurs very 
often; TI../E/E) kara-teed-4 "he made" (p. task 	In the 
plural I conjecture the forms entrdeme, amrd-laaaSanserit 
abet'elatt cord-te; and &Wenn-rata teed-nu-to, like such Greek 
forms as acrrOp-tarnea acrnip-rtere = Sanaerit edri-ntenta, 
astriint-ta. 	The third 	person pluml does not admit of 
being traced with the same certainty. 

520. With respect to the use of the imperfect it deserves 
to be remarked, that, in Zend, this tense is very frequently 
employed as the conjunctive of the present, and that the 
reduplicated preterite also occasionally occurs in the same 
sense. In such cases, Else past appears to be regarded from its 
negative side as denying the actual present, and to be thus 
adapted to denote the conjunctive, which is likewise devoid 
of reality. 	Hem belongs the phenomenon, that, its Zend, 
the conjunctive, even where it is actually formally ex-
pressed, far more frequently expresses the present by the 
imperfect than by the present; and that, in Sanscrit, the 
conditional is furnished with the augment; and that, also, 
in German and Latin, the conditional relation is expressed 
by pant tenses. 	Examples of the Zend imperfect indica- 
tive with the sense of the present conjunctive are, setessS1 
fEts,wEle) fracho kareatin, " they may cut to pieces,"=San-

it entssrs, akriatan (Vend. S. p. 430 ; /Env3.ti Ai2u, mt.? .i.12.0 
4 MOVA dna ad nova anhen pendia vet, " there may be 
either two persons or five"; sumss7dso 1,,,,,,,,,,, .5,,,c..  ydri 

• This feria is Well on the Sanserii aroma, for which abruvom: the 
contraction in Zena is similar to that of ilfgrtionnon,"oryzant," to clAt43 
!W.. 	Regarding the exchange of 6 with tr. in niroan see 1.63. 
_ I Thee two persons re-suppose, in Petwerin done, abrep-f, for which 

ere used, .with iorgidar insertion of a conjunctive vowel i, abrav44, 
ethrov.i-S, 
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asshaf tIthraoil, " if it is a priest";* parapnustudas7trarp 	le.c. 
ytri Isola, f rathaOstelo, " if it is a warrior (standee in a nar)"; 

4331tetusul.? friatm)ar .51e,~ yisi 	aohaf odstryd, "if it is a 
cultivator"; ndsa reerio .5.3.C. yeri ached ipd, "if it is a 
dog" (I. c. p. 230, 230 ; 	Ems atiatu36.145.6 ip.4 1..c., 
5.4.43.,..el.0 yki rosin mazdayaines rains raddhayalm,' "if 
the worshippers of Ormuzd would 	cultivate the earth 
(make to grow)" (p. 198). 	It is clear, that in most of the 
examples the conjunction yin' has introduced the imper-
fect in the sense of a conjunctive present, for this conjunc-
tion loves to use a mood which is not indicative, whether 
it be the potential, the conjunctive, or, as in the passages 
quoted, the imperfect of the indicative, as the representative 
of the conjunctive present 	However, the indicative present 
often occurs after yOsi (Vend. S. pp. 263, &c. yfei peiti-
jatiaili); where, however. the reduplicated preterite stands 
beside this conditional particle, there it is clear that the 
past is regarded, as in- the imilerfect, as the symbol of 
non-actuality, and invested with a modal application. 	Thus 
we read in the second Fargard of the Vendidad (by Ols- 
hausen, p. 12), 	..v.srtilp .rAv ..5.,,c, 46 .3.•,C. yezi mOi 
yima ndil violist, " if thou, Yima 1 obeyest me not"; and 

• 
in the sixth Fargard, si»sinto .sys.C.,„ yfri IsItam, " if he 
can," or "if they can," "if it is possible"—neeonling to 
Anquetil, 	"si on le peed"; 	Vend. S. p. 12, aupd -rt. 
aisesimay• yEsi thud didvalsa," if he hates thee," according 
to Anquetil "si I' hansom eons irrite." 

521. If we now tuna to the European cognate languages. 
it 	is 	remarkable 	that 	the Lithuanian, 	Selavonie, 	and 
German, which 'appear, in a measure, as twins in the 

v Regarding the termination of anbae more will be said hereafter. 
t Thus 1 read for 6v.).34.•57 rae,dhrilsol, for which, p. 170. oecurs 

with two other faults, ipsssjAasletniriosn. 
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great family of languages, which occupies our attention, 
diverge from one another in respect to the past, and have 
so 	divided the store of Sanscrit-Zend past forms, that 
that of the imperfect has fallen to the lot of the Lithu-
anian, and the Selavordc has taken the aorist, and, in fact, 
the firer aorist, while the German has rceived the form 
of the Greek perfect. 	The augment, however, has been 
dropped by the Lithuanian and Selavonic, and the Gothic 
has retained the reduplication only in a small number of 
verbs, while in German it lies concealed in forms like 
Mess, lief fret, of which hereafter. 

522. As the imperfect now engages our attention, we 
must, for the present, leave the Sclavonic and German 
mmotieed, and first bestow our notice on that Lithuanian 
preterite, which is called, 	by Ruhig, the 	perfect. 	It 
might, with equal 	propriety, 	be termed 	imperfect or 
aorist, as it, at the same time, simultaneously  represents 
these two tenses; and its 'use as a perfect is properly a 
misuse ; as, also, in the Lettish, which is so nearly allied, 
this tense is actually called the imperfect, and the perfect 
is denoted by a participle perfect, with the present of 
the verb substantive; 	e.g. es signpte, "I did know," es 

esnut sinsayis "I have known (been having knowledge)." 
That the Lithuanian preterite answers to the imperfect, 
and not to the second wrist, is clear from this, that it 
retains the class characteristics given up by the aorist; 
for Waal. "I was," or "have been," answers 	to 	the 
Sanscrit annul, abhgegm and 	Greek 	1‘91vor, and, 	in the 
plural, hire-s-me, to the Zend ban-4-ms, Sanscrit abhor-Q-1/m, 
Greek i'l,ri/-o-Fier, not to the aorist girt althil-gto, ti5O-per; 
although, 	if necessary, the first person singular bussais 

might be compared with litruk ablairron, to which, on 
amount of the a of the first syllable, it appears to approach 
more closely than to the imperfect ablugyon. 	I believe, 
however, that the Lithuanian u of laced 	is a weakening 
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of a; 	and 	I 	recognise 	in this form one of the fairest 
and truest transmissions from the mythic age of our 
history of languages; 	for which reason it may be proper 
to annea the full conjugation 	of this tense of the verb, 
and to contrast with it the corresponding forms of the 
cognate languages, to which I also add the Latin tom, as 
I consider forms like atnabant, dorebrem &e.,  as compounded, 
and their barn to be identical with the Sahscrit abhamm. 
to which it has just the relation which mats has to mouula 
or that the Old High German him, "I am," has to its 
plural birombs, from bivemis (see I. to.). 

BINGULAIL 

	

BANDORIT. 	REND. 	 LIT. 	LATIN. 	ORION. 

	

abhavmmt, 	boom from bav-i-nr? buto-a-fs,k  -ba-ve 4sv-a-v. 

	

abhama-a, 	hamd,' 	bon 	a-1, 	-Ittl-a, 	the-mt. 

	

abherma-1, 	brevq-c, 	ban-m 	-1.-1, 	g Ito-,-(T),  
DUAL. 

abhan-d-ea, 	. . . . 
abhamet-tam, bau-a-torn P 	blow-o-la, 	. . . 	em‘o-e-mv. 
oblate-a-tam, bar-a-taim ? 	like Sing. . . . 	4wd,rw. 

PLURAL. 

abhav-cl-ma, haves-ma, 	bthma-me, -MI-Inas, 4Z-.1.r. 
abhama-tha, bro-a-ra, 	bam-a-te, 	-MI-1 is, 	46-e-m. 
abhav-a-n, 	• . • . 	 like Sing. -ba-nt, 	tams-v. 

From buto-a-m, see  §.4321 	2  See b. 520. 	2  Baoaf-aia, 
" erangue." 

523. For the regular verb, compare, further, billet. "I 
struck," "I cue' (kirtao =erten, literally "I mowed," "rein 
hay"), with the Sanscrit ant—qmakrinfam, "I cleft,"*  Zend 

s 'rho root is kris, properly kart, and Limp, to those mots of the sixth 
cities which, In the special term, nweivo it  nasal. 	Here belongs, among 
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6soRE7E, kerentiis, and Greek t uopor, which has lost the / 
of the root. 

SINOULAR. 
SANSCRIT. 	MM. 	 LITHUANIAN. 	PIM., 

I/kTilli.le/11, 	kirant-e-m, 	kiritsti (see I. 438.), gamp-o-v. 
okriutts-a, 	kgrinted, 	kirt-a-i (see fi. 499.), trcelp-e-c. 
rikrint-o-t, 	kirent-a-t, 	kirE-o-' 	ii eiceip-e-(r). 

MAL. 

ilk/int-4-on, 	 kirt-o-u,  
akrint-astion, ken deo-tem? lett -0-fil, 	 aei'p-e-rov. 
okrint-a-tilnularent-ustasimPlike Sing. 	iacip-a-rtph 

PLURAL. 
okrint-a-nut, kerenl-t-ine, 	leirtso-ine, 	aceip-o- µcr. 
okrint-a-ta, 	kerettso-la, 	lairt-o-te, 	aueip-c-re. 
iikrial,pe, 	lered-C-n, 	like Sing. 	ereip-ots, 

521 Many Lithuanian verbs, which follow, in the pre-
sent, the analogy of the Sanscrit of the first class, change, 
in the preterite, into the tenth, and, in fact, so that they 
terminate in the first person singular, in ia-n ( --Sanscrit 
aga-m), but, in the other persons, instead of is employ an 
l, which unites with i of the second person singular to ei. 

others, lip," to besmear," whence (impact olinapeun (second aorist alipam), 
with which the Lithuanian limed, "I paste on" (preterite lippoo, future 
Beau, infinitive firth appears to be connected. 	Pot acutely compares 
the Gothic entb6 so that ea would be an obscured preposition grown up 
with the root. 	The present of kirton is kerni, and there are several verbs 
in Lithuanian which contrast an e in the preset with the i of the prate. 
rite, future, and infmitivo. 	This e either springs direct from the original 
a of the root kart—as, among others, tho permanent e of deg,"  I burn," 
a-.Sanserit delnina-=or the original a has first been weakened to 1, and, 
this has been comma, in the present, to e; so that kern) has nearly the 
some relation to the preterite ktetou, future atoms (for kici-au), and infini-
tive kire.t: (from kirt.ti), as, in Old High Getman, oho plural Impish, 

we read," to the Gothic Users and its own singular lieu. 
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This analogy is 	followed, 	by adios. 	"t led," sekiau,"I 
followed," whence weitii, sekei ; ineiii, sela,; ireiMea, sekins; 
weieta, seta:la; toderne, sehime; Indite, sekete. 	Observe the 
analogy with Mielke's third conjugation (see I. MO, and 
compare the preterite !elide', fi. 506. 

525. In the Lithuanian tense which is called the irajer-
feet of habit, we find demon; ns sidadamaii,"1 am wont to 
turn," which is easily recognised as an appended auxi- 
liary verb. 	It answers tolerably 	well to daisy. (from 
ditini), "I gave," "have given," from 	which it is distin- 
guished only in this point, that it is inflected like Mead 
and kirkm, while the simple denim, dawei, dant; dads. 
&e., follows the conjugation of iodine, sekiag which has 
just (4. 524.) been presented, with this single trifling point 
of difference, that, in the first person singular, instead of i, 
it employs a y; thus, dowyou for damion. 	As in Samerit 
together with do, "to give," on which is loaned the Lithu-
anian Arai, a root nt WA, "to place" (with the preposition 
Al oi, " to make ") occurs, which is similarly represented 
in 	Lithuanian, and is written in the present demi ("I 
place "); so might also the auxiliary verb which is con-
tained in auk-damnu, be ascribed to this root, although the 
simple preterite of deed (from &aid—Senn:Mt dadhdnii, 
Greek rffbau), is not denim, or &indet, but derv. 	Bat 
according to its origin, demi has the same claim as Asti 
upon the vowel a, and the addition of an unorganic win 
the preterite, and the adjunction of the auxiliary verb in 
auk-dawan might proceed from a period when diani, "I 
give," and demi, "I place," agreed as exactly in their con-
jugation as the corresponding old Indian forms darkInd 
and dadhansi, which are distinguished frilin one another 
'only by the aspirate, which is abandoned by the Lithu- 
anian. 	As ciadhdini, through the preposition ri, obtains 
the meaning "to make," and, in Zeud, the simple verb 
also signifies "to make," demi would, in this sense, be 
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more proper as an auxiliary verb to enter into combination 
with other verbs; and then sidc-daim, "I was wont to 
turn," would, in its final portion, coincide with that of the 
Gothic adk-i-do, "I sought," adk-i-d@dien, 	"we 	sought," 
which last I have already, in my System of Conjugation, 
explained in the sense of " we sought to do," and compared 
with Akin " deed." 	I shall return hereafter to the Gothic 
adk-i-din sdk-i-dedien. 	It may, however, be here further 
remarked, that, exclusive of the Sanscrit, the Lithuanian 
diecau of auk-donne might also be contrasted with the 
Gothic tauya, "I do" (with which our than is no way 
connected); but then the Lithuanian auxiliary verb would 
belong rather to the root of "to give," than to that of 
" to place"; 	for the Gothic requires teazles for primitive 
medials, but not for such as the Lithuanian, wick!, pos- 
sesses no aspirates, opposes 	to 	the 	Sanserit aspirated 
medials, which, in Gothic, appear likewise as 	mediums. 
But if the Gothic lauye, "I do," proceeds from the San-
tent root, dd, "to give," it then furnish°s the only ex-
ample I know of, where the Gothic au corresponds with a 
Sanscrit d; but in Sanscrit itself, du for a is found in the 
first and third person singular of the reduplicated pre- 
terite, where gO Adds, 	"I" or "he 	gave," 	is used 
for dadd (from dadd-a). 	The relation, however, of ton to 
dd (and this appears to me better) might be thus regarded, 
that the d has been weakened to u, and an unradical a 
prefixed to the latter letter;. 	for that which takes place 
regularly before h and r (see 1.82.) may also for once have 
occurred without such an occasion. 

526. The idea that the Latin imperfects in ham, as also 
the futures in be, contain the verb substantive, and, in fact, 
the root, from which arise fai, fore, and the obsolete con-
junctive /nom, has been expressed for the first time in my 
System of Conjugation. 	If it is in general admitted, that 
grammatical forms may possibly arise through comyosi- 

3 c 
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Lion, then 	certainly nothing is more natural than, in the 
conjugation of attributive verbs, to expect the introduction 
of the verb substantive, in order to express the copula, or 
the conjunction of the subject which is expressed by the 
personal sign with the predicate which is represented by 
the root,. 	While the Sanserit and Greek, in that past 
tense which we term oorist, conjoin the other roots of the 
verb substantive, vie. .48, ES, with the. attributive roots, 
the Latin betakes itself, so early as the imperfect, to the 
root EU; 	and I was glad to find, what I was not aware 
of on my first attempt at explaining the forms in tom sad 
bo, that this root also plays an important part in gnus 
mar in another kindred branch of language, viz. in Celtic, 
and exhibits to us, in the Irish dialect of the Gaelic, feces 
like mead-fa-at or meal-fa-mar, or mealfa-nroid, "we will 
deceive," meal-fai-dhe, or meal-fa-laar, 	"ye will deceit," 
meal-fai-d, 	"they will 	deceive," meal-fa-A me, "I will 
deceive " (literally " I am who will deceive "), meal-faim 
"thou wilt deceive," meal-fisi-dh, "he will deceive." 	The 
abbreviated form fans of the first person plural, as it is 
wanting in the plural affix, answers remarkably to the 
Latin bans, while the full form fa-mur (r for s) comes very 
near the plural ba-mum 	The circumstance, that the Latin 
bans has n past meaning, while that of the Irish fang is 
future, need not hinder us from considering the two forma 
in respect to their origin, as identical, partly as  balm since 
it has lost the augment, bears in itself no formal express 
sion of the past, nor fans any formal sign of the future. 
The Irish form should be properly written fiam or Nora 
for by itself biad me signifies "I will be" (properly "1 net 
what will be ", biodh-mood, "  we will be," where the ch, 
rooter of the third person singular has grown up with the 
root, while the conditional expression ma bhiam, " if I shell 
be," is free from this incumbranee. 	In these forms, the 
exponent of the future relation is the i, with which, there- 
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fore, the Latin i of amts-bis, man-bit, &c., and that of eris, 
mil. Ittc., is 	to 	be 	compared. 	This characteristic 	i is, 
however, dislodged in crmposition, in order to lessen the 
weight of the whole form, and at the same time the I is 
weakened to f; so that, while in Latin, according to the 
form of the isolated fid, fore. foam, in the compound forma-
tion& fora, ja, might be expected, but in Irish bans the rela- 
tion is exactly reversed. 	The reason is, however, in the Ro- 
man language, also an euphonic one ; for it has been before 
remarked (4134, that the Latin, in the interior of a word, 
prefers the labial medial to the aspirates ; so that, while the 
Sanscrit bh, in the corresponding Latin forms, always appears 
as j in the initial sound, in the interior, I is almost as eon- 

1 	stonily found: 	hence, 	Ii-bi for rat tiebliym n ; 	ori-bus, 
' 	for nrflswm ari-bhyas ; ambo for Greek cromks, Sanscrit TA 

Wide; ashes for 'pis  nabhas, silo;; rabies from 4.4 roll. 
whence 	itrx woirobdha, 	"enraged," "furious -; 	label for 
gnrfir tubhyali, "he wishes"; saber for SpeOpOr, with which 
it has been already rightly compared by Voss, the labial 
being exchanged for a labial, and the e dropped, which letter 
eVineee itself, from the kindred languages, to be an unor- 
genie prefix. 	The 	Sanserit furnishes for comparison 
midhira, "blood." and, with respect to the root, also rdhila 
for While, "  red." 	In refs& on the contrary, the aspirate 

I 	has remained; 	and if this had also been the ease in the 
auxiliary 	verb 	under discussion, 	perhaps 	then, 	in 	the 
final portion of antaiaim amnia, derivatives from the root, 
whence proceed fid, fham, fore, jo, facia, he., would have 
been recognised without the aid of the light thrown upon 
the subject by the kindred languages. 	From the Gaelic 
dialects I will here further cite the form ba. " he was," 
which wants only the personal sign to be the same as the 
Latin bat, and, like the latter, ranks under the Sanscrit- 
Zend imperfect obliard. beret. 	The Gaelic ba is, however, 
deficient in the other persons; 	and in order to say " I 

3 c 2 
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was," for which, in Irish. bona might be expected, irs me 
is used, i.e. " it was I." 

527. 	The 	length 	of the class-vowel in 	the Latin 
third conjugation is surprising: 	as in leg-2-bani, for the 
third 	conjugation, 	is 	based, 	as 	has 	been 	remarked 
(4. 109'. l.) on the Sanscrit first or sixth class, the short  a 
of which it has corrupted to i, before r to 'A 	Ag. &nary 
believes this length must be explained by the concretion 
of the class vowel with the augment.* 	It would, in bet, 
be very well, if, in this manner, the augment could be 
attributed to the Latin . the expression of the past. I 
cannot, however, so decidedly assent to this opinion, as I 
have before done,t partly as the Zend also, to which I 
then appealed as having occasionally preserved the aug-
ment only under the protection of preceding prepositions 
has since appeared to me in a different light 0.5184 
There are, it cannot be denied, in the languages, unorganic 
or inflective lengthenings or diphthongiwations of vowels 
originally short; as, in Sanscrit, the class vowel just under 
discussion 	before In and v, if a vowel 	follows next, is 
lengthened (rah-8-M, rah-4-ms, Ooh-11-nias); 	and as the 
Gothic does not admit a simple i and  u  before r and 11, 
but prefixes to thorn, in this position, an a. 	The Latin 
lengthens the short final vowel of the base-words of the 
second declension (which corresponds to the Sanscrit a 
and Greek o) before the termination rum of the genitive 
plural /upd-runt), just as before bus in ambd-bua, dail.bat ; 
and it might be said that the auxiliary verb tem also 
felt the necessity of being supported by a long vowel, and 

l. System of Latin sounds, p. 29. 	It being them stated that the 
coincidence of the Latin horn with the &wait abharvon bad not as yet 
been noticed, I must remark that this had been dime in my Conjugational 
System, p. 97. 

I Berlin Jain*. January 1988. p.53. 
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that, therefore, 	leg-0-bam, not leg-Cdram, 	or 	leg-i-barn, 	is 
employed. 

528. In the fourth conjugation, the @ of andi@bam corre-
sponds to the final a of the Sanscrit character of the tenth 
class, eye,  which a has been dropped in the present, with 
the exception of the first person singular and third person 
plural; 	but in the conjunctive and in the future, which, 
acconling to its origin, is likewise to be regarded as .a 
conjunctive (sadism, audids, audits), has been retained in 
concretion with the mood exponent (see 9. 505). 	As the 
Latin @ frequently coincides with the Sanscrit diphthong I, 
(=a + i), and, the future tunas, tund@raus, tundetis, an-
swers to the Sanscrit potential tud@s, tudgma, trid@la (from 
turban, &c.), so might also the 0 of land-e-bron, and-id-bam, 
be divided into the elements a + i: thus, trimaran might 
be explained from tundaibarn, where the a would be the 
class vowel, which in the present, as remarked above 
(§. too'. 1.), has been weakened to i ; so 	that, turd-i-a, 
turd-ii, answers to the Sanscrit tad-a-si, tud-adi, 	The i 
contained in the @ of fund-i-bam would then be regarded as 
the conjunctive vowel for uniting the auxiliary verb; thus, 
tundibarn  would be to be divided into tunda-i-barn. 	This 
view of the matter might appear the more satisfactory, as 
the Sanscrit also much favours the practice of uniting the 
verb substantive in certain tenses with the principal verb, 
by means of an i, and, indeed, not only in roots ending in 
a consonant, where the i might be regarded as a means 
of facilitating the conjunction of opposite sounds, but also 
in roots which terminate in a vowel, and have no need 
at all of any such means; 	e.g. dh-i-shydari, ''' I will ar 
move," 	and adhlio-i-sham, " I moved "; dltd-shydmi and 
adbdu-sham  might be used, and would not be inconvenient 
to pronounce. 

529. In favour of the opinion that the augment is con- 
tained in the e of araldbam, the 	obsolete futures of the 
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fourth conjugation in ibo might be adduced (eospiliin nibs, 
aperibo, and others in Plautus), and the want of a preceding 
0 in these forms might be explained by the circumstance, 
that the future has no augment. 	But imperfects in Mw 
also rimer, and thence it is clear that both the i of flu 
and that of -flm, should be regarded as a contraction of 
id, and that the difference between the future and imps, 
feet is only in this, that in the latter the full form (id) has 
prevailed, but in 	the former has been utterly lost. 	In 
the common dialect floant, ibo from an, answer to those 
obsolete imperfects and futures, only that here the ii9 

radical. 	From the third person plural rant (for loot), and 
from the conjunctive cam (for him), one would expert an 
imperfect Mom. 

530. Let us now consider the temporal augment, in 
which the Sanscrit agrees with the Greek, just as it does 
in the syllabic augment. 	It is an universal principle in 
Sanscrit, that when two vowels came together they melt 
into one. 	When, therefore, the augment stands before a 
root beginning with a, from the two short a a long el is 
formed, as in Greek, from e, by prefixing the augment for 
the most part, an ; is formed. 	In this manner, from the 
root of the verb substantive vs( as, El, arise souk as, HI, 
whence, in the clearest accordance, the third person plural 
111TIri dean, ;crass; the second 	vim data, 	7,,,a; 	the first 
arm lama, ;ye, the latter for ;ape, as might be expected 
from the present dayiev. 	In the dual, ;arov, rjarvv, answer 
admirably to ems( ris-fain, emfrrs do-Mm. 	The first per- 
son singular is, in Sanscrit, dram, for which, in Greek 
;sass might be expected, to which we are also directed by 
the third person plural, which generally is the same as the 
first person singular (where, however, v stands for ter). 	The 
form ;v has passed over a whole syllable, and is exceeded by 
the Latin arum (from exam, see 4.08.) in true preservation 
of the original form, as tun general the Latin has, in the 
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. 	verb substantive, nowhere permitted itself to be robbed of 
the radical cionsonant, with the exception of the second 
person present, but, according to its usual inclination, hos 
weakened the original a between two vowels to r. 	It is 
highly probable that iron, was originally from with the 

. 	augment 	The abandonment of the augment rests, there- 
fore, simply on the shortening of the initial vowel. 

531. In the second and third person singular the Summit in, 
traduces between the root and the personal sign a and t an i as 
the conjunctive vowel; hence dais, /sit. 	Without this auxiliary 
vowel these two persons would necessarily have lost their cha-
racteristic, no two consonants are not admissible at the end of 
a word, as also in the Veda dialect, in the third person, there 
really exists a form ampls, with which theDorie ijr agrees very 
welt 	But the Doric 4, also, might with Kruger (p. 23.1), be 
deduced from 71r. so that r would be the character of the third 

- 	person, the original 7 of which, as it cannot stand at the end 
of a word, would have been changed into the cognate c, which 
is admissible for the termination. 	According to this princi- 
ple, I have deduced neuters like renwpds, repot, from TERKAIY, 

. 	riper, as wads from 'Teri --- Sanscrit pica (see S. 152. end). 
, 	If ;it has arisen in a similar manner from ?pi, this form 

would be the more remarkable, because it would then be a 
solitary example of the retention of the sign of the third per- 
son in secondary forms. 	Be this how it may, still the form 
it is important for this reason. as it explains to us the com-
mon form 7n, the external identity of which with the ija of 
the first person must appear surprising. 	In this person it, 
stands for in., (middle ;Ay); but in the third, 7,,,  has the same 
relation to the Doric h that r6irropw has to "€orroper, or that 
in the dual, irIpacrov, TgrONTOY have to the Sanscrit terpolhat, 
negates 0.974; and I doubt not, also, that the a of 7n, "he 
was," is a corruption of g. 

"Remark.—In Sanserit it is a rule, that roots in s, when 
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they belong, like as, to a class of conjugation which, is the 
special tenses, interposes no middle syllable between the rod 
and personal termination, changes the radical  s  in the third 
person into t; and at will in the second person also, shoe, 
nevertheless, the placing an  s and its euphonic permutations 
is prevalent (see my smaller Sanserit Grammar, 1. mid 
gra ids, "to govern," 	forms, in the third person, solely 
midi; in the second dills (anon ecielh), or likewise oidt. 	As 
regards the third person aid!, I believe that it is better to 
regard its l as the character of the third person than as a 
permutation of the radical s. 	For why else should the I 
have been retained principally in the third person, while 
the second person prefers the form aids? 	At the period 
when the Sanserit, like its sister languages, still admitted 
two consonants at the end of a word, the third person sill 
have been odds-t, and the second aidt-s, as s before another 
a freely passes into t (see I. 517. Rem.): iu the preset 
state of the language, however, the last letter but one of 
olds-t has been lost, and sill-s has, at will, either in like 
manner dropped the last but one, which it has generally 
done—hence. a.lid(Os—or the last, hence aM/60." 

53E. With %tight dst-s, "thou mist," simit 	tisk "he 
was," the forms dead, deal, may also have existed, as severs! 
other verbs of the same class, in the persons mentioned, as-
sume at will a or i; as aredis, arddit, "thou didst weep," "he 
did weep"; or arddas, rerOdat, from rad (the Old High Germas 
tiara, "I weep," pre-supposes the Gothic riuta, Latin redo). 
I believe that the forms in as, al, are the elder, and that tie 
forms in is, It, have found their way from the aorist (third 
formation), where the long I of abddhis, abddhit is to he ex-
plained as a compensation for the sibilant which has been 
dropped, whisk, in the other persons, is united with the root 
by a short i (abddh-i-sham, abdelh-i-shra, abildlei-denta). 	The 
pre-supposed forms dies, dec! are confirmed by the Zeal, 
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also, where, ho the third person, the form rinIrr algid f" 
occu rs, with suppression of the augment (otherwise it 
would be &Oaf) and the insertion of a nasal, according to 
§. 56'. 	I am not able to quote the second person, but it 
admits of no doubt that it is atthd (with cha, " and; anha i- 
rho) 	The originality of the conjunctive vowel a is con-
firmed also by the Latin, which nevertheless lengthens the 
mime unorganically (but again, through the influence of a 
final m and 1, shortens it), and which extends that letter, 
also, to those persons in which the Sanscrit and Greek, 
and probably, also, the Zend, although wanting in the 
examples which could be desired, unite the terminations 
to the root direct. 	Compare— 

SINGULAR. 
BANSCRIT. 	 GREEK.

, 	cr 
L 

 ono, loam, 4 
dad 	 71f , 	erds. 
la (Zend aqui', do," Veda ds), 	73, rtv, 	eat. 

DUAL. 

dawn, 	 • • • • 	• 	• 	• 
ddion, 
addl. 	 imit, 	• • , 

. I  cannot, with Burnout (Yee., Notes, p. CXIV.), explain this 
onha!, and its plural enhen,  as a conjunctive (Let) or aa an aorist ; for a 
LIt always requiem a long conjunctive vowel, and, in the third person 
plural, ann for de. 	And Burned actually introduce. as  Lilt the form 
foam (Vagne, p. CXVIII.), which is superior to codar in that it retains 
the augment. 	But it need not surprise na, from what hue been remarked 
in §.110., that an0M and anhfa occur with a conjunctive signification. 
And Earned gives to the form nipdrayanta, mentioned in §. AM. Rem., 

conjunctive meaning, without recognising in it a formal conjunctive. 
The difference of the Zond aphat from the Sanserit net, with regard to the 
conjunctive vowel, should surpriseus the leases the Lend not unfrequently 
differs from the &merit in more important points, as in the preservation 
of the nominative sign in bases ending with a consonant (dfr, duce, see 
§. IX). 	 t See §.518. 
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PAN..1111, 	0111EVII. 	 LAU, 
thill. 

	

7(e)P., 	Wit.. 
dole, 	;07E, 	Milts. 
dsan, 	;Mar, 	eras(. 

"Remark.—The analogy with bow, beds, may have one. 
sioned 	the lengthening unorganically of the conjunctive 
vowel in Latin, where the length of quantity appears man 
unconscious result of contraction, since, as has here shorn 
above (see §. 365), bon, GIs, .Ste., corresponds to the Sanwa. 
bharam, a.blumas. 	After dropping thee, the two short vowels 
coalesced and melted down into a long one, inn similar man-
ner to that in which, in the Latin first conjugation, the San-
scrit character aya (of the tenth class), after rejecting the 
y has become it (§.504.); 	and hence, awls, south. corre-
sponds to the Sanscrit lalmayasi, "thou lovest," klmoyetths, 
„ye love." 	The necessity of adjusting the forms room, Mt 
&e., to those in barn, Ms, and of placing throughout a long cl, 
where the final consonant does not exert its shortening influ-
ence, must appear so much the greater, as in the future, 
also, etis, evil, erimus, erilis, stand in the fullest agreement 
with bin, bit, titans, bilis ; and for the practical use of the 
language the difference of the two tenses rests on the diffe-
rence of the vowel preceding the personal termination. A 
contrast so strong as that between the length of the graven 
and the shortness of the lightest vowel makes its appearance, 
therefore, here very desirably. 	That the i of the future is 
not simply a conjunctive vowel, but an actual expression of 
the future, and that it answers to the Sanscrit ya of -rat 
-yeti, &e.; or, reversing the ease, that the d of the imperfect 
is simply a vowel of conjunction, and has nothing to do with 
the expression of the relation of time, this can be felt no 
longer from the particular point of view of the Latin, 

533. In 	roots which 	begin with i, i', 	o, 4, or ri, the 
Sanserit augment clods not follow the common rules or 
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sound, according to which a with i or i is contracted into 
0 (=a + i), and with to or 4 to i (=a ÷ IA and with ri 
(from or) becomes or, but for Ed i di is employed ; for eft 4 
*du; and for ar‘ a., vIrT ir , as from ichh, "to wish" (as 
substitute of ish), comes dichhant, " I wished"; from uksh, 
"to sprinkle," 	comes 	dukkhant, 	"I sprinkle." 	It 	can- 
not be ascertained with certainty what the reason for this 
deviation from the common path is. 	Perhaps the higher 
augment of the vowel is to be ascribed to the importance of 
the augment for the modification of the relation of time, and 
to the endeavour to make the augment more perceptible to 
the ear, in roots beginning with a vowel, than it would 
be if it were contracted with i, 4 to 4 or with so, 51, to d,  
thereby giving up its individuality. 	Perhaps, too, the pre- 
ponderating example of the roots of the first class, which re-
quire Gunn before simple radical consonants, has operated 
upon the roots which possess no Gana, so that dichhaut and 
dukshant would be. to be regarded as regular contractions of 
a-Ochham, todlaham, although ichh, as it belongs to the sixth 
class, and uksh to class one, on amount of its length by posi-
tion, admits of no other Gana. 

1 	534. In roots which begin with a, the augment and redupli- 
cation produce, in Sanscrit, an effect exactly the same as if to 
the root an K as ("to be") a was prefixed as the augment or 
the syllable of reduplication; so in both cases from o-as only ds 

s As e consists of a+ i, and 6 of te+a, so the first element of these 
diphthongs naturally melts down with a preceding a to 0, and the product 
of the whole is ai, in. 	In roots which begin with ri, we might mond 
the form a., which vitas through the augment, as proceeding originally not 
from ri, but from the original or, of which ei is an abbreviation, us, also, 
the reduplication syllable of bib/awed has been developed not from tori, 
whirls the grammarians assume as the tent, but from the proper root blew 
(see Vocalionms, p. I 48, 8m.), by weakening the a to i, while in the redu-
plicated preterite Olds weakening "vases, and Whore or babhdra means" I 
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can arise, and ilea is the first and third person of the perfect 
In roots, however, which  begin  with i or u the operation of 
the augment and of reduplication are different; for id, 'a 
wish," and etch, "to burn" (Latin aro), form, through the mtg. 
meat, dish,. dash, and, by reduplication,  bah, ash, sa the regu- 
lar contraction of i-ish, to-ush. 	In the persons of the singular, 
however, with Guna, the i and u of the reduplication syllable 
before the vowel of the root, which is extended by Gum, 
passes into by and no; hence, by-Oahe, "I wished," uu-455e,- I 
burned," corresponding to the plural  &dine, eshima, withal 
Guna. 

535. In roots beginning with a vowel the tenses which 
have the augment or reduplication are placed, by the Greek, 
exactly on the same footing. 	The reduplication, however, 
cannot be so much disregarded, as to he overlooked where it 
is as evidently present as in the just-mentioned (§.534.) 
Sanmrit abash iishisna (, bishima, ienshima). 	When from 
an originally short 4 and u a long i and 5 arise, as Mixt 
Teaeta, tidieuaa, Ei3i4or, ii &iciest, I regard this, as I hare 
already done elsewhere,[ as the effect of the reduplication, 

v AMA arahirmon ; the imperfect is formed from the substitute itik. 
t Annals of Oriental Literature (London, 1820. p. 41). When, thaefors, 

Kruger (Crit. Gramm. §. 99.) makes the temporal augment consist in thig 
that the vowel of the verb is doubled, this corresponds, in regard to idgow, 
4,,,Cog, be,,,,,a, elviiheo, .10,o, with the opinion expressed, L a hymn; 
but Al. Krager's explanation of the matter seems to me too general, 
in that, according to it, verbs beginning with a vowel never hod en sue 
meat; end that therefore, while the Smooth darn, " they were,' is con, 
potmtled of a-aeon, Or. of the augment and the root, the Greek gnu 
would indeed have been melted down from g.,,,,,, but the first e would not 
only be to the root a foreign element accidentally agreeing with its initial 
sound, but the repetition or reduplication of the radical vowel. 	Thar 
new, in spite of its exact agreement with the Somerit there would have to 
h.reg.ra,d, not ss one of the most remarkable transmissions from the pd. 
mitive period of the language, but the agreement would be mainly for. 
tuitous, sta dean contained the augment, gg,,,, however, a syllable of redu- 

plication 
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end look upon the long vowel ns proceeding from the repeti- 
i 	tion of the short one, as, in the Sanscrit, Winne, &lama. 

I For why should an I or 5 arise out of e + / or a, when this 

C 	mntivetion moors nowhere else, and besides when a is so 
favourite a diphthong in Greek, that even e+a, although of 
rare occurrence in the augment, is rather contracted to an 
than to n, and the diphthong no also accords well with that 
language? 	As too becoming i a in the augmented tenses, 
one might, if required, recognise therein the augment, since 

and o are originally one, and both are corruptions from a. 
Nevertheless, I prefer seeing in elachtaoe the reduplication. 
rather than the augment, Mime we elsewhere find e + o 
always contracted to nu, not to on, although, in dialects, the an 

i.occurs as a compensation for no (Doric rcli mime, 7111c cdpaa). 
536. The middle, the imperfect of which is distinguished 

from the regular active only by the personal terminations, 
described in §§. 463. &c., exhibits only in the third person 
singular and plural a resemblance between the Sanscrit, Zend, 
and Greek, which strikes the eye at the first glance: compare 
Wp.e..ro, 1.44p-o-m, with the Sans, abhar-a-to, ahem-a-tan, 
and the Zend bor-a-to, bur-c-nta. 	In the second person singu- 
lar, forms like nete-vo-cro answer very well to the Zend, like 
In-nuesha, "thou didst praise" (5.469.) while in the first con-
jugation the agreement of the Greek and Zend is somewhat 
disturbed, in that the Zend, according to a universal law of 
sound, has changed the original termination sa after a pre-
ceding a to ha (see 5. 56%), and attached to it a nasal sound 
(s), but the Greek has contracted e+ro to or; thus, eliepor from 
ifip-e-et, answering to the Zend bar-tinelia, for which, in 
Sanserit, n-bbar-o-thda (see 5. 469.). 	In the first person sin- 

pliestion. 	I should certainly, however, prefer recognising, in all Greek 
verbs beginning with a vowel, the reduplication alone rather than the 
augment alone; and from the Greek point of view, without reference to 
the Sanacrii this view would appear more correct, 
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gular mnaahhard from abhor-a-i for alpine-a-Inn (see 1.471.), 
appears very disadvantageously compared with 4ep4pn. 
In the first person plural, eifrep-d-pnea answers, in respect is 
the personal termination, better to the Zend ber-11.-ninidli4 

. 	than to the Sunscrit abhur-el 	the ending of which, 	' 
i, is clearly abbreviated from inadhi (see 4.472.), 	Is ,  Huai,  

the second person plural, nip4p-e-crik u corresponds to the 
Sauserit abhor-a-dheinm,*  and Zend bar -a-dherenti.  in the 

np-inOnv (from 4 ,mq- dual, for the Greek e9liep-r-o-Oon, 4g- 
:troy, nitinp-g-,vv, see 8. 474.), stand, in Sanscrit, abharaids. 
.abhareltbn from abhor-a-dtdm, abhara-d-tam (according to 
the third class abibhr-illhelni, abibhr-ditina), and this, accord- 

I

,  

:fug to the conjecture expressed above (8. 474.), from Winn 
a-thathilm, aban-a-tlittairn. 

"Remark.-1 eon quote in Zend only the third person 
singular and plural, the 	latter instanced in nirdmpanirt,  , 

'  which occurs in the Vend. S. p. 984 in the sense of a con- 
junctive 	presentt 	(niparayanta 	ifdpi'm 	' tranagrediankr 
°quern) which, according to what has been remarked et 
I. 520., need not surprise us. 	The third person singular 
can be copiously cited. 	I will here notice only the fee- 

. quently recurring aseselai odder, ' he spoke,' aspaiko.xossid 
paiti-adcto, ' he answered,' the a of which I do not regard 
as the augment, as in general the augment has almost dis-
appeared in Zend (see 8. 518.), but as the phonetic prefix 
mentioned in 8. 28. 	But how is the remaining dete re- 
lated to the &merit P 	The root Ilk nanh is not used in 

. 	the middle; but if it were, it would, in the third person, 

v From dOep-f-ree, adhor-tuldhown, Morn-ddhorem I' see §. 474. 
t Compare Burnout; Yuma, p 618. 	In Sanserit the verb pdraydmi, 

mid. parayt, corresponds, which 1 do not derive with tho Indian groan 
marl.. from the root y pri, " to fulfil," but regard as the denominative 
of pdra, "the farther shore": this pin, however, is best derived from 
para, "the other." 
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singular 	of the 	imperfect, 	form 	evoke, 	without 	the 
augment rekia j and hence, by changing oo to a Wet (for 
a + 0, the Zend moue(, Sda might he deduced, with the 
regular contraction of the a i- 14 to le 	As, in Saustrit, 
the root each, in many irregular forms, bun laid aside o, 
and vocalized the v to 	int 	we 	might, also, for  it-ratio, 

. On the value of I  as long m see §. 447. Note. 
I as regards my explanation of the a which takes the place of to in the 

root ouch, and many others, in certain forms devoid of Gum, Profmner 
fliifer (Contributions to Etymology, p.384), finds it remarkable that we 
so often overlook what is just at hood, and thinks that in the now under 
discussion the a is not to be deduced from the o of ea, but that from ea 
nu has been formed , and of thin, after rejecting the e, only the  a  has re- 
mained. 	In this, however, M. Hilfer has, on his part, overlooked, that 
the derivation of  a  from ra cannot he separated from the phenomena 
which eon  parallel thereto, according to which i proceeds from ye and yi 
from ra. 	It is impossible to deduce griAyok, "capihr," for prahydi, in 
such  a manner that from en rri can be derived, no from ea vu, and thus 
pre-suppose for yrihyale a pray° W, and hence drop the r. 	But what is 
mom natural than that the semi-vowels should at times reject the von-el 
which accompanies them, as they themselves non become a vowel? 	Is 
not the relation of the Old High German le, "yr,-  to the Gothic yes 
founded on this? and even that of the Gothic genitive i-arare to the to be 
expected ye-xeora ? 	Or may not from pte be next formed yir, and 
hence it by rejecting the y?' 	Can it be that the Gothic nominative aim, 
"the servant," has arisen from the theme Mita, not., which is the readiest 
way of deriving it. by the o becomhig a after the o has been jested, 
hat by forming from Mien first aim and then, by dropping the 1,, 
in the nominative Mies, and in the accusative Wu? 	I fully nano. 
ledge li.11Ofer's valuable labours with regard to the Prakrit, but believe 
that, in the ease  before us, he has suffertql himself to be misled by this in- 
teresting and instructive dialect 	It is tree that the Prakrit is more fre- 
quently founded on forme older than those which come before on in ohmic 
&merit 	I have shown this, among other places, in the instrumental 
plural (¢.220.), where, however, as usual, the Prskrit, in spite of having 
an older form before it, has nevertheless been guilty of Admitting, at the 
same time, a strong corruption. 	This is Om case with the Prakrit 
sodded, " dieitur." 	I willingly concede to M. Illifer, that this form is 

based 
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suppose a form a-ulda (without the en,  Yet -.. 
led  bine% in 'Lend, deduce, recording to the eomom 
illistraation, the form elda, to which Mtn theh, 
Ike ft. VI., tun a 	would 	be farther 	prefixed; 	so 

. secoakme ettdo an augment would in reality lie 
without 	being 	contained 	in the initial rt. 	This special 
ease is here, however, of no great importance to us; but 
this alone is so, that adds, in 	its termination, is identical 
with the Sanscrit, and comes very near the Greek red 
iOgs-ctro, Mes-vu-ro. 	To the latter answers the often re- 
curring hu-nd-la, 'he praised' (compare Greek iCieret), will(  
an unorganic lengthening of the a. 	From the latter may, 
with 	certainty, 	be derived the abovementioned second 	• 
person 	lin-nu-sho, 	after 	the 	analogy 	of 	the 	wrist 
urdrodhusho (see h. 469.)! 	In the 	first 	person plural I 
have contrasted the form tor-a-maidhg, which is not din 
tinguislmble from the present, with the Greek aiMp-laafkl; 
for it is clear, from the abovementioned (1. 472.) potential 

m.-tmcxase.4,9_1 Irdidhydimaidhe, that the secondary forms 
are not distinguished, in the first person plural, from the 
primary ones ; 	after dropping the augment, therefore, no 
difference from the present mu exist. 	The form Ine-a- 
Alarm% of the second person plural follows from the im-
perative quoted by Burnout' (Yacna, Notes, p. XXXV111.), 
as 	6fadamtaxs royadintivm, 	' live ye,' and the premtive 
6psda.2.133. 	dayadinam, '  may he give.' 	n  

based on some other older one than the present &merit uchyall, but I 
not thence deduce a  vaehyatt, but merely wag.; for which the Pmkrit is 
not at all required. 	The Prakrit, like many other languages, hos is 
very many places, weakened an original a to u (see p.363.): why, thee, 
should it not have occasionally done eo after the e, which is homogenem 
to the u, 1S9 the Zend, according to Bumoure conjecture, has sometimes 
through the influence of a e, changed a following a to o? 

" In my opinion, this form (of which more hereafter) must be taken 
fora preeative, not for an imperative. 
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ORIGIN OF TOE AUGMENT. 

537. I hold the augment to be identical in its origil „'nth 
the a privative, and regard it, therefore, as the expressio. 
of the negation of the present. 	This opinion. width has 
been already brought forward in the "Annals of Oriental 
Literature," has, since then, been supported IT Ag. Benary 
and Hartung (Greek Particles, II. tie.), but opposed by 
Lassen. 	As, however, Professor Lassen will allow of no ex- 
planation whatever of grammatical forms by. annemtion, 
and bestows no credit on the verb substantive, clearly as it 
manifests itself in many tenses of attributive verbs, treating 
it like tine old "everywhere' and "nowhere," 	I am not 
surprised that he sees, in the explanation of tine augment just 
given, the culminating point of the agglutination system, and 
is astonished that the first ancestors of the human race, in-
stead of saying& I saw," should be supposed to have said "I 
see not." 	This, however, they did not do, since, by the 
negative particle, they did not wish to remove the action 
itself, but only the present time of the same. 	The San- 
scrit, in general, uses its negative particles in certain com-
pounds in a way which, at the first glance and without 
knowing the true object of the language, appears very ex- 
traordinary. 	Thus, Orme, "the highest," does not lose 
its signification by having the negative particle a pre-
fixed to it (which, as in Greek before vowels, receives the 
addition of a nasal): 	an-Winn:an is not "the not highest," 
or "the low," but in 	like manner "the highest," nay, 
even emphatically "the highest," or "the highest of all." 
And yet it cannot be denied that, in anuitanta-s, the par-
ticle an has really its negative force, but anuttamas is a 
possessive compound, and abaltes (from a and WO, " not 
having strength," means, therefore, "weak'; thus, enact-
nues signifies properly " qui albahmom non ;label," and 

,, Berlin Jahr', July 1833, PP.,,,, he. 
3n 
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hence, "quo noon alibi. est." 	It might be expected, that 
every superlative or comparative would be used similarly, 
that also aputiyakima-s or aponyalarcos would Signify "the 
purest"; 	but the language makes no further use of this 
capability; 	it does not a second time repeat this jest, if 
we would so call it; at least I am unacquainted with any 
other examples of this kind. 	But what comes much 
nearer this use of the augment, as a negative particle, 
than the just cited an of anuttaina, is this, that Ika, "  one," 
by the prefixing negative particles, just as little receives 
the meaning not one (oaric), "none," as VP re'd-mi, "I 
know," through the a of a-old-usn, gets that of " I know 
not" 	By the negative power of the augment, r(dmi 
loses only a portion of its meaning, a secondary idea, that 
of present time, and thus Ike-s, " one," by the prefix a. 
or WI Gingko, aillikah does not lose its exisignee or its per-
sonality (for tka' is properly a pronoun, see I. 309.), nor 
even the idea of unity, inasmuch as in 6. 7, 8, Ste., the 
idea of " one " is also contained, but only the limitation 
to unity, as it were the secondary idea, " simply." 	It 
would not be surprising if angka and naika expressed, in 
the dual, " two," or, in the plural, " three," or any other 
higher number, or also," a few," " some"; but it signifies, 
such is the decision of the use of language, " many."' 	It 
cannot, therefore, he matter of astonishment, that =Man 
through its negative a, receives the signification " I knew." 

. When Vorlander, in his Treatise, which I have just seen, entitled 
"Basis of an organic acquaintance with the human aoul," p.317, soya, 
"Negation of the present is not peat," he is in the right; but it may 
be said with equal right, "negation of one is not plurality" (it might, 
in fact, be two, three, or nothing), and yet the idea ', many" is clearly to' 
premed by the negation of unity, or limitation to unity; and in defence of 
the language it may be said, that though the negation of permit time h 
not past time, and that of unity not plurality, still the past is really 
a negation of the present, plurality a negation, an overleaping delay; 
and hence both idea. 	are adapted to be expressed with the aid of 

negative 
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and not that of "I shall know." 	For the rest, also, the 
past, which is irrevocably lost, forms a far more decided 
contrast to the present, than the future does, to which we 
approach in the same degree the farther we depart from 
the past. 	And in form, too, the future is often no way 
distinguished from the present. 

538. From the circumstance that the proper a privative, 
which clearly manifests a negative force, assumes, both in 
Sanserit and Greelc, an euphonic n before a vowel initial 
sound, while the a of the augment, in both languages, is con-
densed with the following vowel (3.530.), we cannot infer a 
different origin for the two particles. 	Observe, that nazi, 
'  sweet," as feminine, forms, in the instrumental, avadv41, 
while in the masculine and neuter it avoids the hiatus, 
not by changing u into c, but by the insertion of an 
euphonic n (winner° 5. 159.). 	And the augment and the 
common a privative are distinguished in the name way, 
since they both apply different means to avoid the hiatus. 

negative particles. 	Vine narea, in certain macs negation mu also he ex- 
premed by an expression for the past 

"Been, Deem, 
Seid'a geometer 

where gasmen means the same as "no morn" 	Langoage never exprmses 
my thin perfectly, bat everywhere only brings forward the most con. 
vinous mark, or that which appears so. 	To discover this mark is 
the business of etymology. 	A " toothdmver" is not m e elephant," a 
"hair-haver.  does not fully express a "lion"; and yet the Sanscrit calls 
the elephant dentin, the lion Rain. 	If, then, a tooth, dome, is derived 
from ad, "to eat" (dropping the a). or from daid,"to bite" (dreppiog 
the sibilant), we may again say, "an eater or biter is not exclusively a 
tooth (it might oleo he &dog or a mouth)," and thus the bingvage revolves 
in a circle of incomplete expressions, and denotes things imperfectly, by 
any quality whatever which is itself imperfectly pointed owe. 	It is, how- 
ever, certain that the most prominent quality of the past is what may be 
termed the e non.present," by which the former is denoted more correctly 
Men the elephant is expressed by "tooth-haver." 

3 n 2 
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'11; division may have arisen at a period ielt 	, 
rly (so enrly, in fact, as when the Greek and Sargent 
ere one), the augment was no longer conscious of its 

, gative power, and was no more thag the exponent of 
t time; 	but the 	reason why was forgotten, as, in 

neral, the portions of words which express grammatibil 
lations then first become g,rammatieal forms, when the 

' . son of their becoming so is no longer felt, and the a 
hich expresses the nominative, would pass as the ex. 
nent of a certain ease relation only when the perception 
its identity with the pronominal base sa was extinguished 
539. From the Latin privative prefix in, and our Ger-

. an sr, I should not infer—even if, as is highly probable, 

. ey are connected with the a privative—that the nasal 
riginally belonged to the word ; 	for here three witnesses 
three languages in fact—which, in most respects, exceed 
e Latin and German in the true preservation of their 
iginal state, speak in favour of the common opinion. 
at the nasal, in the negative particle under disbussion, in 

&merit, Zend, and Greek, is not a radical. 	It cannot, 
- - . 	
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for 
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sake 
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 i
e
f
. 

 ap 
euphony, 

more of the cognate dialects, sine the language has 
degrees, become so accustomed to it that it can no 

Inger dispense with it. 	We may observe, moreover, as  use 
the German languages, the great disposition of these 

guages, even without euphonic occasion, to introduce an 
norganic n, whereby so many words have been trans-
anted from the vowel declension into one terminating 
'th a consonant, viz. into that in to, Be, as Grimm terms 
, 	into the weak declension; 	and 	the Sanserit vidhard. 

..widow," Latin vidierz, 	SelavOnic cedars (at 	once theme 
d 	nominative), 	in 	Gothic 	is 	in 	the theme 	redindo 	. 
nitive vithendme.), whence is formed, in the nominative, 
ording to §. 140., by rejecting the s, tidily& 	If an were.  
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in Sanscrit, the original form of the prefix under discus-
sion, its n would still be dropped, not only before conso- 
nants, but also before vowels; 	for it is a general rule in 
Sanserit, that words in n drop this sound in the beginning 
of composites; 	hence, raj., "king,' forms, with putra, 
raja-pare, "king's son," and, with 	indra, "prince," rii- 
jdndra, " prince of kings," since the a of rdjan, after strop-
ping the n, is contracted with a following i to d (=a + i). 
The inseparable prefixes, however, in respect to the laws 
of .sound, follow the same principles as the words which 
occur also in an isolated state. 	If on, therefore, were the 
original form of the above negative particle, and of the 
augment identical with it, then the two would have become 
separated in the course of time, for this reason, that the 
latter, 	following strictly the universal fundamental law, 
would have rejected its n before vowels as before conso-
nants; the former only before consonants. 

540. In 0. 317. we have deduced the Sanscrit negative 
particles a and na from the demonstrative bases of the same 
sound, since the latter, when taken in the sense of "that," 
are very well adopted for the putting off of a thing or quality 
or the removing it to a distance. 	If an were the original 
form of the a privative and of the augment, then the demon-
strative base ww tne, whence the Lithuanian ona-s or an-s, 
and the Sclavonic on, "Mud," would aid in its explanation. 	The 
identity of the augment with the privative a might, however, 
he also explained, which, indeed, in essentials would be the 
same, by assuming that the language, in prefixing an a to 
the verbs, did not intend the a negative, nor to deny the 
presence of the action, but, under the o, meant the actual pro-
noun in the sense of "that," and thereby wished to transfer 
the action to the other side, to the distant time already past; 
and that it therefore only once more repeated the same course 
of ideas as it followed in the creation of negative expres- 
sions. 	According to this explanation, the augment and the a 
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privative would rather stand in a fraternal relation than in 
that of offspring and progenitor. 	The way to both would 
lead directly from the pronoun, while in the first method of 
explanation we arrive, from the demonstrative of distance, 
first to the negation, and thence to the expression of past 
time, as contrary to present. 	According to the last expos1 
tion. the designation of the past through the augment would 
be in principle identical with that in which, through the 
isolated particle an sma, the present receives a past significa- 
tion. 	I hold, that is to say, this ems for a pronoun of the 
third person, which occurs declined only in certain cases in 
composition with other pronouns of the third person (11.161. 
&c.), and in the plural of the two first persons, where tame 
means (in the Veda dialect) properly "I and she" ("thy 
that woman"), yu-shme, " thou and she" (§.333.).' 	As m 
expression of post time, emu, which also often occurs without 
a perceptible meaning, must be taken in the sense of "that 
person," "that side," " there," as W. von Humboldt regards 
the Tagalish and Tongian expression for past time no, which 
I have compared with the Sansmit demonetratWe base 
na, and thus indirectly with the negative particle na ;t where 
I will further remark that I have endeavoured to carry heck 
the expression for the future also, in Tongian and Madge. 
carian, to demonstrative bases; viz. the Tongian to to the 
Sanscrit base w la (which the language? of New Zealand end 
Tahiti use in the form to as article), and the Madagascar 
ho to the base St ea (5.345.), which appears in the Tocgiss 
he, as in the Greek 6, as the article.; 

o To the derivation of ma, given at p.464, Rem. t, it may be further 
added, that it may also he identified with the pronominal base ma (see 
5.341.), either by considering its m as a hardened form of n (soup. p.114), 
or vies +wad the o  of SIY1 a weakening of them of gma. 

0 See rny Treatise "On the Connection of the Malay-Polynesian La. 
guages with the Indo-European," pp.100, &e. 

f L. c. pp. 101, 104. 
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541. No one would consider the circumstance that, in 
Greek, the augment appears in the form e, but the ne-
gative particle in the form a, which is identical with the 
Sanserit, as a valid objection against the original identity 
or relationship of the two particles; 	for it is extremely 
common in Greek for one and the same a to maintain 
itself in doe place, and be corrupted in another to e; as 
rimapa and okroMe both lead to the Sanscrit tui6pa, which 
stands both in the fast and in the third person, as the true 
personal termination has been lost, and only the conjime-
live vowel has remained ; which in Greek, except in the 
third person singular, appears everywhere else as a. 	It is, 
however, certain, that, from the point of view of the Greek, 
we should hazily have supposed the augment and the a 
privative to be related, as the spiritual points of contact of 
the two Feltes lie much too concealed. 	Buttniann derives 
the augment from the reduplication, so that harrier would 
be an abbreviation of scree 	v. 	To this, however, the San- 
suit opposes the most forcible objection, in that it contrasts 
with the imperfect trinrror its at9pam, but with the really 
reduplicated rfriga its Mope. 	The Sanscrit augmented 
tenses have not the smallest connection with the reduplicated 
perfect, which, in the repeated syllable, always receives the 
radical vowel (shortened, if long), while the augment pays no 
regard to the root, and always uses a. 	If i were the vowel 
of the augment, then in the want of a more satisfactory ex-
planation, we might recognise in it a syllable of reduplim-
non, because the syllables of reduplication have a tendency 
to weakening, to a lightening of their weight; and i, as the 
lightest vowel, is adapted to supply the place of the heaviest 
a and does, also, actually represent this, as well as its long 
vowel, in the reduplication-syllable of desideratives.. and, 

• Hence FiPas. "to wish to &mak," for papas or )44 from pa; 
pipoid., 	to wish to cleave," for papatish, from pat; so, also, 1,16Aormi, 

" I carry," 
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in a certain ease, supplies the place of the vowel a too, whist 
is of middling weight. viz, where, in the second aorist in 
verbs beginning with a vowel, the whole root is twice given; 
e.g. nilfTtrtt Ituninam for tsilvm7 dunienam. from an, "to di. 
minish." 	I cannot, however, see the slightest probability in 
Potts opinion (Etym. Forsch. II. 73.), that the a of the nag s 
meat may be regarded as a vowel absolutely, and as the re-
presentative of all vowels, and thus as a variety of the reds. . 
plication. 	This explanation would be highly suitable for 
such verbs as have weakened a radical a to u or i, and of 
which it might be said, that their augment descends from the 
time when their radical vowel was not as yet a or  i  beta. 
But if, at all hazards, the Sanscrit augment should be consi-
dered to be the reduplication, I should prefer saying that a t 
radical i, i, a, el has received Gana in the syllable of repeti-
tion, but the Guna vowel alone has remained; and thus , 
avedam for &Manz (--airaidam), this from reOdam; obtkilona . 
for AbOdhant (--attbaudham), and this from brIbildham. 

"Remark.—According to a conjecture expressed by Iiiifer 
(Contributions, p. 398), the augment would be a preposition , 
expressing • with,' and so far identical with our ge of parti-
ciples like gesayl, gemachi, as the German preposition, which.. 
in Gothic, sounds ga and signifies • with; is, ammrding b, 
Grimm's hypothesis, connected with the Sanscrit it se, l 	•• 
sans (Greek at!, Latin cum). 	Of the two forms m sa, Imam 
the latter occurs only in combination with verbs, the former li 
only with substantives." 	In order, therefore, to arrive from  4  
MT to the augment a, we must assume that, from the earliest  

"1 carrn" for bahharmi, from bhar (6hri); tiaNhan, " I stand," for 
lashani, see §. 508. ; in Greek, aid,/ for a6coe, (emnSorit Athimi);.,  ' 
others. 	 t 

a This seems to require qualification. 	Sam is found constantly M  
combination with substantives, at in qinTRI, *Wm we , hc. 	ha 	: 
some cases the form may he considered as derived through a compound 
Verb, but not in all, as in the instance of aa;rne.-11. II. W. 	. 
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period, that of the identity of the Sanserit and Greek, the 
said preposition, where used to express time, has laid aside 
its initial and terminating sound, like its body, and only 
preserved the soul, that is, the vowel; while, in the common 
combination with verbs the s and as of sam has lived as long 

A  as the language itself, and while, in German, we make no 
5  formal distinction between the ge which, merely by an error, 
( attaches itself to our passive particles, and that which acconp 

E. panics the whole verbs and its derivatives, as in gebeiren, Ge- 
t 

	
tart. genies... Genus. 	If, for the explanation of the 'mtg- . 

'  meat, so trifling a similarity of form is satisfactory, as that 
' between a and sam, then other inseparable prepositions pre- 
4 sent themselves which have equal or greater claim to be 

identified with the expression of post time; for instance, 
1m apa, " from,' "away,' and VT are, "from," "down," 

i 	"at"; wPs ati, "over" (atilerain. "to go over," also "to 
pass," -to elapse," used of time). 	We might also refer to 
the particle au saw, mentioned above, which gives past 
meaning to the present, and assume the rejection of its dou- 
ble consonant. 	It is certain, however, that that explanation 

'r , .is most to the purpose, by which the past prefix has suffered 
, 	either no loss at all, or, if an is assumed to be the original 

form of the negative particle, only such ea according to 
what Ims been remarked above (5.539.), takes place regu- 
larly at the beginning of compounds. 	It is also certain that 

4, .  the post stands much nearer to the idea of negation than to 
' ghat of combination, partly as the augmented preterites in 

o Greek stand so far in contrast to the perfect, as their original 
destination is, to point to past time and not to express the 

- completion of an action. 	We will not here decide how far, 
in Gothic and Old High German, an especial preference for 
the use of the particle go, ge, is to be ascribed to the prete-
rite; hut F. Grimm, who was the first to refer this circum-
stance to the language (II. 843, 844), adds to the examples 
given this remark: • A number of passages in Gothic, Old 
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igh German, and Middle High German, will exhibit it (the 
.eposition under discussion) as well before the present as 
anting before the preterite, even where the action might 
, taken as perfect. 	I maintain only h remarkable predi- 
ction of the particle for the preterite, and for the rest I 
slieve that, for the oldest state of the language, as in New 
[igh German, the ge became independent of temporal fife- 
mem. 	It had then still its more subtle meaning, which 
mid not be separated from any tense.' 	This observation 
Lys little in favour of Hofer's opinion, according to which, 
early as the period of lingual identity, we should reeog. 

ise in the expression of the past the preposition sam,which, 
hypothetically akin to our preposition ge. 	Here we hare 

I remark, also, that though, in Gothic and Old High German, 
predominant inclination for the use of the preposition ga 
h must he ascribed to the preterite, it never possessed per 
the power of expressing past time alone; for in govasido,'be 
reseed,' gavosidedun, ' they dressed' (made to dress), the re 
tion of time is expressed in the appended auxiliary verb, 
id the preposition ga, if not here, as I think it is, entirely 
ithout meaning, and a mechanical accompaniment or prop 
' the root, which, through constant use, has become insepa-
ible, can only at most give an emphasis to the idea of the 
srb. 	At all events, in garasida the signification which the 
reposition originally had, and which, however, in verbal 
ombiastions appears but seldom (as in ga-gri-rrion,' to come 
gether'), can no longer be thought of." 

TUE AORIST. 

542. The second Sanserit augmented-preterite, which, on 
.count of its seven different formations, I term the multi• 
em, corresponds in form to the Greek aorist, in such wise, 
at four formations coincide more or less exactly with the 
st aorist, and three with the second. 	The forms which 
hod& with the first aorist all add s 	Sc . the root, either 
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directly, or by means of a conjunctive vowel i. 	I recognise 
in this s, which, under certain conditions, becomes ts sit (see 
§. di. and Sanscrit Grammar, 5. int..), the verb substantive, 
with the imperfect of which the first formation agrees quite 
exactly, only that the d of damn, dec., is lost, and in the third 
person plural the termination us stands for an, thus sue for 
dann. 	The loss of the d need not surprise us, for in it the aug- 
ment is contained, which, in the compound tense under dis-
cussion, is prefixed to the root of the principal verb: the 
short a which remains after stripping off the augment might 
be dropped on account of the incumbrance caused by com-
position, so much the easier, as in the present, also, in its 
isolated state before the heavy terminations of the dual and 
plural, it is suppressed (see p.670). Thus the ma of akshelip-
ma, " we did cast," is distinguished from maw " we are," 
only by the weakened termination of the secondary forms 
belonging to the aorist. 	In the third person plural, when us 
stands for an, this happens because an passes for a lighter ter-
mination than an; and hence, in the imperfect also, in the. 
roots encumbered with reduplication, regularly takes the place 
of an; hence, tibiae-to, " they bore," for abibhr-an; and, ac-
cording to the same principle, akshdip-sus for akshairsen, on 
account of the encumbering of the root of the verb substan-
tive by the preceding attributive root. 

543. Before the personal terminations beginning with t, 
th, and dh, roots which end with a consonant other than 
e, reject the s of the verb substantive in order to avoid the 
harsh combination of three consonants; hence, akaluiip-tth 
"ye did cast," for akaltdip-sta, as in Greek, from a similar 
euphonic reason, the roots terminating with a consonant ab• 
breviate, in the perfect passive, the terminations ado, wee, to 
Inv, Os; Tirockfts, reuses, for vdroqbatte ; TiTstE0s : 	and in 
Sanscrit, from a similar reason, the root nthet, " to stand," 
loses its sibilant, if it would come directly in contact with 
the preposition ad; hence ut-thite, " up-stood," for ul-athita. 
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544. For a view of the middle voice, we 
imperfect middle of the verb substantive, which is scarce! 
to be found in isolated use-- 

SINGULAR. 	DUAL. 

tisi, 	liavolii, 	&mold. 
d.rthda, 	[Witham, 	addhrom or daimon. 
Ado, 	tisattim, 	dada. 

545. As an example of the aorist formation under dia. 
cession, we select, 	for roots terminating with a vowel: 
Avt oi, " to lead ;" and, for roots ending with a consonant) 
hitt kship, " to cast." 	The radical vosvel receives, in thd 
former, in the active, Vriddhi; 	in the middle, only Gnus; 
on account of the personal terminations being, on thg 
average, 	heavier; 	in the 	latter, 	in the active, in likd 
manner, Vpiddhi ; in the middle, no increase at all, 

. 	
CTIVE. 

/DEOULAR. 	 ME 

andishont,akshdipsatit, andishoo, 	akshrtipano, 	ondishosze, 	aksha 
andiskis, okandipses, 	andistitom, okshaiptcon,' (waist*, 	nkshdipli 
andishit, 	okshilipset, 	andislitant, okshaiptdm,' coulislow, 	akandips 

11111,01.E. 

onashe 	nksh [psi, 	ontshwhi, 	okshipsvohi, 	onasktnohi, akshipon 
otteshthils,okshipthas,' ondshilthainwkshipsiltheim,onadd knew,' okshiltaki 
nneslito, 	okshipto,' 	anashatain, okshipsdalin, attashoto,' 	okshipsot 

, Regarding the loss of the e see §.543. 	2  thz for e, see §. 21. 
2  Or a/damn, also onettivan 1, fore before the dh of the personal termi• 
nations either passes into 1, or is rejected; and for [Thom, in this and the. 
third formation, Yhvom also may be used, probably from the earlier #ocan,  ,. 
fm..024'am• 	' Regarding the loss of the n, which belongs to the 
personal termination. see §.459. 

546. The similarity of the middle akshipsi to Latin per- 
fects 	like stripsi is very surprising; 	foe only the  mai 
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melt is wanting to complete a perfect couutertype of the 
Sanscrit form. 	The third person scrapoit answers better 
to the 	active 	form 	akshilipoit, which, without Vriddhi, 
would sound akshipott : 	the Latin  era (yea 40 answers to 
the 	Sanscrit egrerl- 	avelksha of the as 	import; and 
again, taxi corresponds to the middle aoakshi. 	The two 
languages have, from a regard to euphony, changed their 
71 before the a of the verb substantive into the guttural 
tenuis, and k requires, in Sanscrit, n  sh for It a (see p. 21). 
The comparison of oat with aoakda may appear the 
better substantiated, as the second person also vatisti can 
be traced back to a middle termination; viz. to thda of 
alahip-tials (for akshipsthda); an that the final a would have 
been dropped, and d have been weakened to i. 	I now 
prefer this explanation to that according to which I have 
formerly identified the termination sti with the Sanscrit 
perfect termination tha ; 	and in general I consider the 
Latin perfect, which, according to its meaning, might just 
as well have been called aorist, entirely independent of 
the Greek and Sanserit perfect, in order that, in all its 
forms, I may refer it to the aorist. 	In this no great 
obstacles stand in our way; 	for while perfects in ai, at 
the first glance, thew themselves to he aorists, although not . 
so readily by comparison with the Greek as with the 
Sanscrit, even cacurri, momordi, cooka, and similar forms. 
in spite of their reduplication, do not oppagn the theory 
of the aorist formation, and very well admit of being 
placed beside forms like achitchuram middle achikhord (from 
achtichurai), from char, "to steal," and Grecian forms, as 
takkpaEov, &afro, of which more hereafter. 	They would, 
therefore, like the imperfect and the aorists, as  soap& 
nai, mansi, have merely lost the augment, and have thus 
been associated with the Sanscrit and Greek perfect. 

oat Perfects like *MU vidi, (dpi, fiki. :Ali, exclusive of 
the lengthening of their vowel, might be compared with 
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Sanscrit aorists 	like 	sew" alipnvn. middle 	ubpd (from 
alipai), and Greek as 	'ttitrov. 	On 	account of the length. 
ening of the vowel, 	however, this comparison appears 
inadmissible; 	and I 	believe that, in their origin, they 
agree with forms like scalpel, taxi, or with such as =Int 
tuludi. 	In the first 	case, the lengthening of the vowel 
must pass as compensation for the .s of the verb substan-
tive, which has been dropped, on the same principle as 
that on which diviki, from disidei, on account of the loss 
of the d, has lengthened its short radical vowel, or as in 
Greek, forms like gdititc, loss, Siadus, amxr6f, !also T,Mo 
in 	compensation for the loss of a consonant, have re- 
ceived an indemnification in preceding vowel. 	Still closer 
lies the comparison with aorists 	like Akira, II'kuka, ed- 
ibpliva, 	garedte. 	gpetva. 	It 	is' certain that the liquids, 
also, must, in the aorist, have originally admitted the com-
bination with e, and that forms like tegavos (as in Sanscrit, 
nmansi, in Latin, mansi), tclredicra, ecrthera, have existed, and 
that in these aorists the 	length of the vowel is in conse- 
quence of the suppression of the a. 	But if Latin perfects 
like ldgi, fugi, according to their origin, should fall to the 	tl 
Sanscrit seventh aorist formation (nehilehternen, askew, 
or echlatnn from ill), they then contain a concealed redupli-
cation, as, according to Grimm, do our preterites, as hiefe, 
Old High German hies, (=Gothic haihnil), and ldgi, mlii, 
fligi, fddi, le-egi, sea-abi, fu-sgi, fo-odi, for klegi, seaenbi, &c., 
with suppression of the consonant of the second syllable, 
by which that of the first loses the appearance of a con-
sonant affixed by reduplication, as is the case in the Greek 
leisopal from ldrogn. (for yi-yes-o-aci), where, after re-
moving the 7 of the base syllable, the syllable yiv receives 
the appearance of a radical syllable, while in fact only the r 
represents the root.. 

* A Bolan, oleo (System of Roman Sounds, pp.., 8m.), eldains 
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548. I must decidedly pronounce forms like 41, frigi, 
lid, to be reduplicated, and 	I hove already done this, 
when I recognised in them true perfects.* 	As perfects, 
they would be analogous to Sanscrit forms like ifqa 
opine, 	"we 	atoned," 	of which hereafter. 	As wrists, 
they have eroNflik engem, "I was ruined," for their proto-
type, which I deduce from ananiiam, by dropping the n 
of the second syllable; and I refer it to the seventh aorist 
formation, while the Indian grammarians regard it as an 
anomaly of the sixth. 	Therefore, like TAIK andiarn from 
ana(li)isam, I regard cdpi as a contraction of eatipi, as the 
Latin i as a colliquidation of a + i frequently answers to 
the Sanscrit d; e.g. in Moir, corresponding to the Sanscrit 
akar (dori). 	With regard to the second syllable of the 
pre-supposed forms like eacipi, Mei, we may compare such 
perfects as eerini, tetigi, which in like manner, on account 
of the root being loaded with the reduplication, have 
weakened the radical a to i. 	The forms eOpi, feel, &v., 
must, however, have arisen at a period where the law had 
not as yet been prescribed to the syllables of reduplication 
of replacing the heaviest vowel a by e, but when as yet 
the weakening of the radical vowel in the syllable of the base 
was sufficient. 	But if the previous existence of forms 
like 	earipi, fafiei, is not admitted, and ceeigi, fefici, 	are 
made to precede the present dpi, ffni, we must then 

forms likefidi,fidi, from reduplication, but assumes the dropping of the 
syllahle of reduplication and the lengthening of the radical syllable in 
compensation for its loss, against which I have expressed my opinion in 
the Berlin Jahrb. (Jan. 1838, p.10); since this explanation, unlike the 
reactive effect of a suppresaion, by compensation in the preceding sylla-
ble, has lie other analogous ease to corroborate it. 

In my Review of Benary's System of Roman Sounds (Berlin Jahrb. 
I. c. p.10). 	Since then, Pott, also, in his Review of the same book (in the 
Hall. Jahrb.) has mentioned this case, but declared himself, without suffi-
cient grounds in my opinion, against my view of the matter. 
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deduce dpi from chipi, Pei frofir7fiai, in such 
the first vowel absorbs the second, and thereby becomes  
long, just as I have already, in my System of Conjugation. 

 I deduced 	conjunctives 	like 	k,gde legtimers," from 	(Isis, 
legainias. 	The form dgi has this advantage over other 	'.; 
perfects of the kind, 	that it harlot lost a consonant 
between the two elements of which its 0 is composed, be 
between the syllable of repetition and that of the base: it 	I 
is the contraction of ce.igi or e-,igi, and therefore, together 	'J 
with Ali, dad, if the latter are likewise regarded as reds- 	ti,  
plicated forms (from e-edi,e-erni), deserves particular maim 

	

As we ascribe an aoristic origin to the Latin perfects, we 	., 
might also see in dpi, Atli, hhci, a remnant of the augment. 

540. I return to the 	second person singular in di. 	If 	;1 
in ti, of serpsisti, vexisti, eueurristi, Opisti, we recognise the 
Sanscrit medial termination ads, and in the whole an  ,  1  
aorist, then serpsisti does not answer so exactly to akship- 
Ads for akshipstols as to the fourth aorist formation, which, 
indeed, is not used in the middle, and in roots ending with 
a consonant, not in the active also, but which originally 	i 
can scarcely have had so confined a use as in the pm- 
sent state of the language; and, together with the active 
aydsishant (from yd, "to go"), we might expect the precious 	:. 
existence of a middle, whence the second person would be 
ayd-sishOths, in which forms like serpsisti are, as it were, 	,. 
reflected. 	The Sanscrit IR ceip (from carp), would, ac- 
cording to this formation, if it were used in the middle, pro- 
duce ttrip-sish(h&t. 	We may notice, also, with regard to 	: 
the a which precedes the tin *gloms serpsisti, serpsistis, 
which, in 5.454., has been explained as an euphonic addi- 
tion, that the Sanscrit preeative, which in the middle like- 	4  
wise unites the s of the verb substantive with the root 
(either directly, or through a conjunctive vowel 0, pre-
fixes another s, which is, perhaps, merely euphonic, to the 
personal 	terminations beginning 	with 	1 or Oh, which s, 
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through the influence-dam preceding i, becomes sh. 	The 
second person singular of the root nip, if it were used in - 
the middle, would be wipsialdhils, to which the .Latin 
serpsisti approaches closely, 	where, however, it is to he 
observed, that the i of the Latin seepw-i-sti is only a con-
junctive vowel, while tAlo f of rem syipsesittladis expresses 
the relation 	of mood. 	The third 	person 	singular 	is 
wipes/11o, the second and third person dual, FipeirlalhAnh 

skim;F11,81'0 	but the second sibilant does 	not extend 
farther; 	e.g. the first person plural is no more siipsieh- 
',mkt, than, in Latin, serpeistnew but eripeinothi, like serp- 
sinus. 	Yet the Sauscht readily admits the combination 
elm; for it uses, according to the third aorist formation, 
aleldllishma, " we knew." middle, alekihishnuthi. 

550. In support of the opinion, that, in the second 
person singular of the Latin aorists, which are called 
perfects, a middle termination is contained, which, however, 
has lost sight of this origin, and passes as a common 
active, I will call attention to the fact, that even in Greek. 
in spite of its possessing a perfect middle voice, an original 
middle form has, in a particular case, taken its position in 
the active voice; for, in the third person plural imperfect, 
eeraweow corresponds almost as exactly as possible 	to 
the Sanscrit middle torpontehn. 	In languages in which 
the middle, as a voice, is wanting, individual formal rem-
nants of that voice can have been only maintained, where 
they fill up the place of any hiatus, which has arisen in 
the active, Or stand beside an active termination, which 
has been likewise retrecl, bearing the same meaning as 
it dues, and being, as it were, a variation of it ; as in Irish, 
in the first person plural, together with the form mar 
--Sanscrit seas, Latin MU. Greek pee), a t000id exists, 
which at will assumes its place, and which I have already 
elsewhere compared with the Zend tnaidhd, and Greek 

9 n, 
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jscea, for which the Sanscrit gives mated,  as an abbreviation 
of 'wind (4.472). 

551. As regards the Latin first person singular in si, 
in spite of the striking resemblance of forms like arakald, 
anunisi, the coincidence may so far be said to be mei. 
dental, as their i may be explained as n weakening of a, 
so that the termination si of Latin perfects would corre- 
spond to the Greek as of e'Atecra, e'whar-ou. 	I  am really of 
opinion, that the Latin forms in si do not correspond to 
the Sanscrit first aorist formation, but, at least for the 
majority of persons, to the second, which, like the Grecian 
first aorist, inserts an a between the a of the verb sub- 
stantive and the personal terminations. 	This a is  treated 
nearly as, in the special tenses, the a of the first and sixth 
class (see I. los'. 1.), 	ViZ. lengthened, in 	the first person 
dual and plural, before tia and ens. 	As, then, the a of  ode 
ami, oaf -a-ti, rah-a-lho, appears in the Latin ash-ba, valid-4 
esh-i-tis, as i, in like manner the 8 of rah-al-mss appears 
as i in ashoi-mus ; so that we soon arrive at the conjecture 
that the 	i of die-si-sa, die-si-t, die-ai-rays, dic-si-alia, is  a 
weakening of a, and that therefore si corresponds to the 
Greek era, the Sanscrit an, ail (euphonic sho, alai); thus, die 
si-revs--theact-iser, 	adik-shd-ma; 	die-si-slia.Zaloosa-rs, 
adik-sha-ta. 	The connection, therefore, between ore-sit 
and the Sanscrit avdk-ahi-t would not be so dose, as I 
before assumed, and for ova-she-a we should have to 
imagine a form of the second formation—thus swab-she-f-
in order to compare with it see-si-1, as die-si-t actually 
answers to aciik-sha-f (Greek I'Scsieers from 8eis-swv, com- 
pare ads-ammo). 	In the second person, die-si-ati answers 
to the Sanscrit middle arlik-sha-thda, "thou shewmt," if 
the s, which precedes the f, is only of a euphonic nature, 
and introduced by the inclination of the I to a preceding s. 

55R But even if the Latin perfect forms in si are 
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allotted to the Sanscrit second and Greek first aorist for-
mation, still it remains most highly probable that the 
(first person singular belongs to the middle voice; 	for the 
vowel a of the aorist formation under discussion is rejected 
in Sanscrit before 	the termination i of the first person 
muddle; and while, according to the analogy of the imper-
fect, odikald (=adik-sha-i) might be expected, instead of 
it is found odik-sIsi in most exact accordance with the 
Latin die-si. 	From the active form arlikshom it is a dif- 
ficult step to the Latin dis i ; 	for although, in Greek, a 
final m is sometimes entirely lost, and, for example, Claes< 
corresponds to the Sanscrit adilesham, and, in the accusative 
singular of bases ending with a consonant, a answers to 
the Sanscrit am (milts, padom, pedem); 	yet, in Latin, the 
final m of the Sanscrit has, in similar eases, always been 
retained; 	for example, in the first person the blunt ter- 
mination of the secondary forms has been, without excep-
tion, maintained, in preference to the more full mi of the 
primary forms; that, dieebom, dieom, Acme, diserim: and 
so it is highly probable that, in the perfect also, dieim 
would be said, if the first person was based on the Sanscrit 
active adikshom, and not on the middle. 	It is certain that, 
at the period of the unity of the languages, the abbreviated 
forms odilchi could not as yet have existed, but for it, per-
haps, adikshomia or odikshomdst(=aesecitirys, see 9.471.). But 
even these forms conduct us more readily than odiksham 
to the Latin diri, since the first person singular in Latin 
has lost its termination exactly where another vowel stood 
after the m. 

553. In the third person plural, the Latin distract ap-
parently corresponds to the Sanscrit and Greek edikshon, 
artEas. 	It scarcely admits of any doubt, that the r has pro- 
ceeded from s (as is common between two vowels), and 
that, therefore, in dius4runt for die-shunt (as eras, ern, for 
exam, 	eso), the auxiliary verb is twice contained, or is 

3 0 2 
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reduplicated, 	whether 	this form 	belongs to the San- 
scrit fourth formation, where a-y11-sishas has proceeded 
from a-ydwishant, or, as is more probable, the third persodi 
first on Roman ground, and after the aim and origin 
of the s of die-si had been forgotten, felt the necessity for 
being clearly invested with the verb substantive. 	This 
distinctness, 	however, 	subsequently 	became 	indistinct. 
As regards this superiority of the third person plural 
to the other persons, it is in accordance with the phe-
nomenon, that, in Greek, iri0e-cra-v, Me-cra-r, are nand, but 
not 'Sr:fig-ea-per : Iraq-en-re, not 060-waiter, Off-as-re. The 
short termination not forming a syllable may have favoured 
the annexation of the auxiliary verb: 	this reason, how- 
ever, did not exist in the middle passive ; 	hence, i-riew.two, 
not Zrtee-ca-vro. 	The Prakrit regularly annexes, in the first 
person plural of the present and imperative, the verb sub-
stantive, without extending it to the second and third 
person, an, slWa¢gerchchhamha (mho from 1st rasa), " we go."" 

554. To return to the Latin diArunt, we might, instead 
of it, expect dire runt, with short b", as i before r is readily 
replaced by e : the long e, however, is just as surprising 

. See p.110; and comp. Lassen .Thwitwiwwe Ling. Preen, pp IN, 
301; Bend sunk Pali, p.181; Hofer De Pram Dian, p.184. 	As Pm 
feesor Lunen has, in this place, recognised the verb substantive, and hem 
the first to remark it, although it is in like manner represented only by 
a single letter, it is difficult to conceive why ho prefers to recognise in the 

which, in several Sanscrit, Greek, and Latin tenses, extends to all the 
persons of the three numbers, rather the old "everywhere" and "no- 
where," than the verb substantive (Ind. Biblioth. Ill. p. 76). 	Suchen. 
Oa:alien must appear to me more flattering than to hear that the red, 
substantive was so palpable in the places mentioned, especially in San. 
writ, that it could not escape even the most short.sighMd eye. 	I must 
certainly consider it honourable to me to have perceived m long ago 0 
the year 1816 that which astonishes Professor Leeson in 1830, whose 
acuteness has been so abundantly testified in other departments of Sam 
crit philology. 
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as that of die-g-bam for die-i-boa; and it may be added to 
what was remarked in §. 027., that the 2 of lege-barn and 
that of 1so1-runt probably rest 	on 	the 	same principle, 
that in both forms the originally short vowel has been 
lengthened, that the whole might gain more power, to 
bear the appended auxiliary verb. 	From this principle 
may also be explained the Vriddhi increase of ertest 
ukaht1iphhn, which does not prevent the assumption, that 
on 	account of the preponderating weight of the middle 
terminations, this vowel increase bus been withdrawn, in 
order not to make the whole too unwieldy. 	Remark the 
ease already mentioned, that the imperative termination 
f dhi, has preserved its full form only under the pro-
tection of a preceding consonant; and in the Gothic pre-
terite oil verbs which have a long vowel or diphthong 
in the root, and a part of those with a before a doubled 
consonant, on account of this powerful formation can bear 
the syllable of reduplication. 	But if only powerful forms 
call bear certain burtliens, it need not surmise us, if the 
language, in order to extend to its vocables the requisite 
capacity, introduces a lengthening of vowels, or diphthongi- 
zations, which have this object alone. 	It is probable 
that, in Sanscrit, a middle also, with di for i, corresponded 
to the abovementioned akshdipsam (h. 544 and the abbre-
viation may have commenced, through the re-acting in-
fluence of the personal terminations of the middle, which 
were heavy at the time when no abbreviation existed--at 
a period when the language was no longer conscious that 
the great vowel fulness of akshdipourn was occasioned for 
this very reason, in order to afford a more powerful sup-
port for the burthen of the auxiliary verb. 

555. The formation of the wrist, under discussion, in 
spite of its wide diffusion in Greek and Latin, is, in San- 
scrit, 	of only limited 	use, and has been retained 	only 
in roots in 	4 oh, and h, without, however, 	necessarily 
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onging to those letters, or extending to all roots with 
ese terminations, as before  s  they all pass into k. 	On 

unt of the k, according to 5.21., the a of the auxiliary 
e b is changed into oh a and thus ksh of a.dikshash adikshi, 

showed," corresponds to the Greek and Latin x (= ke) 
'Seise, disk.. 	I annex a general view of the complete 
"ugation of the two active forms— 

/SUMMAR. 
PANSORIT. 	 LATIP. 

adik-sha-m, 	adik-shi, 	gksas-aa, 	8am-chi-pay, 	die-sh 
adik-sha-a, 	adik-sha-thds, 	aeortra-r, 	hads-ots, 	dic-sksik 
adik-shad, 	oda-shad. 	 gdeiK-ae, 	Stein-ea-re, 	dic-ei-t. 

DUAL. 

ad ikand-va, 	adik-sha-vahi, 	. . . . 	kaals-aci-isseas 	 
adik-shadanz,adik-shadhdra,' 	kasha-era-Toy, Idels-ara-atiov, 	. . . 
adik-shaddon, adds-shad-S(117,2 	kasis-aak-ran, kaas-cal-crerya, 	. 
. 

PLURAL. 

adik-andana, adik-sha-maki, 	Shlkea-iass, eSsar-sal-asek, dia-ganas 
adik-shada, 	adisk-sha-dhstam, eSsis-ea-re, kasha-am-a& 	die-s;,-die 
adik-sha-n, 	adik-sha-da, 	ISels-ea-v, 	kkals-cra-sso, 	di-s2-rust. 

From adiluehtcatham. 	=  From aclilusaiudalm 

555. As the Sanscrit, in its periphrastic formation of 
reduplicated preterite, of which we will speak more in 

hereafter, together with krk " to make," applies the 
o roots of "to be," since chdraydln-daa, like choraydn, 
have, signifies " I " and " he stole ;" so the Latin, also, 

its aorist perfects, has called in the aid both of ES 
d FU 	From FU  I have already, in my System of 
jugation, derived the syllable vi, ni, of amt-vi, aucli-vi, 

d mon-tit. 	I think, however, I have been wrong in corn- 

s The connection of dice with actsitug is unacknowledged :  remark the 
ode of exeression die& arum 
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paring the v and u of vi, ui, with the f of lid. 	It appears 
better, instead of rejecting the u of fui, to assume that the 
f has been dropped; just as in duo the if, in stein, bes 
bi (bi-pes). has been lost, or as, in Tongian, as corresponds 
to the New Zeeland duo," two" (.- Sanscrit don). 

557. The u of (f)ui, according to the prevailing principle, 
has been changed between two vowels into r, but with a con-
sonant preceding it is remind; hence anuivi, eudisd, con- 
trasted with mown: 	Fut found occasion for abbreviation in 
the incumbrance of the preceding principal verb, according 
to the same principle as that by which the first syllable of 
the Latin docem, dories (undosim, durdecim), has escaped the 
French contractions like douse, Iroise or as the d of the num-
ber 'ten," in several Asiatic and European-Sanscrit dialects, 
is weakened to r or L. 

550. The most convincing proof that in marl, assdioi, 
moon, is contained the verb substantive, is furnished by 
polui; for this form belongs to a verb, throughout which the 
combination with the verb substantive prevails. 	The tenses 
from ES, which are in use, select this root; thus, poraum 
(from pot-sum), .pot-cram, puboro, porgies, porsom; but the 
perfect must betake itself to FU, fist; hence pot-ni, for pot- 
fui, which would be inadmissible. 	Pof-fui might have been 
expected, but the language preferred abandoning one of the 
irreconcileable consonants; and it would be difficult for any 
one, on account of the loss of the f, to declare the form potui, 
contrary to the analogy of all the other tenses, to be simple. 
But if pot-td is compounded, then the application of this un-
mistakeable hint of the language with regard to mon-td, ame- 
vi, audi-vi, a&-vi, et-vi, rod-vi, is apparent of itself. 	We may 
observe, that this vi, also, just as lam and runt (lotit.bans, log& 

o E.ini, ho. 	From the none mom the Md. and Javan. in and Mal- 
divian in of forma like dia-b-h. (Mal.), ro-lae (Jay.), ,,,,40,  (Madly.), 
"twelve." 
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runt, seripakaing), feels the necessity of being 
a long vowel; and hence, in place of the short vowel of si=ro, 
sdlxm, also, glum, micro, motion, exhibits a long one (com-
pare §1. 527. 554.). 

559. In order that the perfects in ui, vi, may. from their 
origin, appear as aorists, we must carry back the simplefui . 
itself to an aorist, and this is easily done. 	It is only necessary 
to observe the close connection between fait and the Sanscrit 
and Greek norist a-blitlf, go'ii.(v). 	On account of its personal 
sign t, fait answers less to babhdea, arapiUce, if the loss of the 
syllable of reduplication is admitted as readily as that of 
the augment, 	I shall return hereafter to this subject 

560. The third Sanserit aorist formation is distinguished 
from the second in this, that the auxiliary verb is connected 
with the root of the attributive verb by means of a conjuc- 
live vowel i. 	Through the influence of this i the s is changed 
into eh, but is, at the same time, preserved from suppression 
in those cases where the first formation, to avoid the accu-
mulation of three consonants, drops the sibilant (see I. 543.) 
While kehip, in the second person plural, exhibits okshrliple 
for akshdipsta, from budh. "to know," comes, in the same 
person, abodh-i-stlim 	On the other band, in the third forma-
tion in the second and third person singular active, the sibi-
lant is lost, and the conjunctive vowel is lengthened in com-
pensation, as it appears to me, for this loss; hence, abddlobs, 
"thou knewest," abddh-id, "he knew," in contrast with 
abOdh-i-sham, and all the other persons. 	I believe I per- 
ceive the ground of this isolation in this, that, as the smund 
and third person singular have a simple a and I for their ter- 	1 
minations, the retention of the sibilant would occasion the 
forma ulaidhiksh (euphonic for abadhish-s), abOdhiskt; whence, 
according to a universal law of sound (see 8. 94.), the last 
consonant would have to be rejected, 	In the case before us, 
however, the language preferred, for the sake of perspicuity. 
rather to give up the auxiliary verb than the personal sign, 
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although, in the imperfect, the case frequently occurs that the 
second and third person singular are of the same sound, be- 
cause they have lost their distinguishing mark; 	hence, 
ahibhar, avid; signify both " thou didst carry," "thou didst 
speak," and "he did carry," "he did anemic"; in the first ease 
for abiblam-sh, arak-sh (s after r and k becomes sh), in the 
second for abihhard, avak-r. 	I annea the full formation of 
algid lid-sham and its middle, with the remark, that the radical 
vowel in roots ending with a consonant receives Gana in the 
two active forms; while roots ending with a vowel, as in the 
first formation, have in the active, Vriddhi, in the midd I, 
Gunn; e. g. antivisham, anavishi, from nu, "to praise:* 

ACME. 

	

BINOULAR. 	 DUSK. 	 PLURAL. 

abddh-bshain, 	abddh-i-shva, 	abodh-i-shma. 

	

obi-e-r, 	abodhd-shgen, 	abddh-halda, 

	

abddlel-I, 	abddh-i-shglia, 	abtldh-i-shas, 

MIDDLE. 

aishlh-i-shi, 	abildh-i-shvahi, 	abOdh-i-shinahi. 
anddh-i-shthas, 	abldh-i-shdihdm, 	ahodlei-ddlivam: 
alskIlt-i-slitha, 	ablIdh-i-shdt4m, 	abildh-i-shots.' 

According to the law of sound for alm,irdhoom. 	2  Regarding the 
rejection of n, sec 5.460., and compare Ionic forms like w.....6,,,,,a. 

561. The contrdst of abldhis, abddhP, with abddhishain 
and all other forms combined with the verb substitntis;e is 
very remarkably in accordance with the phenomenon, that 
the Old Selavonic preterite, in which we have recognised 
the Indo-Greek aortal (see 5.255. m.), has likewise, in the 
second end third person singular, dropped the verb substan- 
tive, but retained it in all the other persons. 	But from forms 
like srglibk abridhis, NOMITR aliklAil, 	the 	final consonant 
also, in Selavonie, must he dropped, because the Slavonic ge-
nerally, according to the conjecture expressed in 5. 255.1., has 
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lost all the original final consonants; hence nests badb"tboa 
didst wake." answers to arg1101k anddh 4-e, " thou didst know," 
or "didst awake"; neso badb " be did awake," to walk 
alsIdlat."he did know," "he did awake"; and on the other 
hand, asonme, bad-i-ste,  "  ye did awake," to grh)finf dad!, 
i-shta, "ye did know," "ye did awake." 	I annex the whole 
for comparison, in which, however, the remarks of the fat 
lowing paragraph are not to be overlooked. 

SMULAR. 	 DUAL. 

SANSCRIT. 	OLD SOLAV. 	SAMORIT. 	ein user. 
abildh-i-sham, 	bad-ikk° 	ablkilt-i-shva, 	bad-khous.' 
abbdh-t-s, 	bitd-i-% 	abadh-i-shtass, 	bild-i-da. 
abddh-i-t, 	bad-i.... 	nbadh-i-shtdm. 	bad-i-da. 

PLURAL. 

BANSORIT. 	OLD SCLAVON1O. 

abddh-i-shnerb 	budd-khose 
abddh-i-sIda, 	bad-i-ste. 
abedh-i-shus. 	bad-i-sho. 

. 	,  See §.280. oe. 	. See §§. 255. o. 500. 

562. The preceding comparison furnishes one of the 
fairest parallels which can be anywhere drawn between 
the Sanserit and its European sister idioms. 	The agree-
ment of the two languages, however, if we go back to their 
original forms. is not quite so perfect As might be at first 	' 
ghinee believed. 	The i of the Sclavonic bad-i-leh is, for 
instance, in its derivation, different from the i of the Sanserit 
rtheldhei-shats; for bffol-i-ti, "to wake," does not correspond 
to the Sanscrit primitive verbs, whence proceeds abldh-i-
sham, but to the causal blidhayansi, "I make to k.ow," 
" bring to consciousness," " wake " ; on which account we 
have above compared (§.447.) the second person present 
bud-i-s-i with badh-ayeth-si, and in §. 505. identified the middle 
i of bud-i-ti with the character aye of the Sanscrit tenth 
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elms, with which the causal forms agree. 	In spite of this, 
the circumstance that the Sclavonic verbs in general retain 
their class syllables in the tense under discussion, produces, 
in the preterite, a remarkable similarity between such verbs 
as have i as the derivation vowel and the Sanscrit third for-
mation of the aorist, although, in feet, the Selavonie preterite 
belongs to the first Sanscrit aorist formation. 	Compare 
aq do-kh, "I gave," mime da-sfe, " ye gave," with San-
twit forms like andi-sham, andi-sh!a: r cid, "to give," fol-
lows the fourth formation, but would form sultisam, caste, 
according to the first. 

563. In the first person dual and plural the Old Sclavonie 
inserts between the auxiliary verb and the personal character 
an o, as a conjunctive vowel, so that in this respect do-kh-own, 
do-kh-o-en, agree more with the Sanscrit second and Greek 
first aorist formation (udiksh-ikuo, adiksh-d-ma, /84-a-psv) 
than with mulish., achishmu i but the o is not an old heredi-
tary possession brought from the East, but a subsequent in-
sertion to avoid the combination khe, khm. The Servian, also, 
which has in its preterites (in the imperfect and in the so-
called simple preterite) left the sibilant of the verb substan-
tive (where it has not been entirely dropped) in its original 
form, km kept free from the conjunctive vowel ; as, irasmo, 
" we played." 	For the most part, the aorist, in Old &la- 
conic, is corrupted by the gutturalisation of the sibilant in 
the first person of the three numbers. 	The relation to 
the Sanscrit in this manner becomes similar to that of the 
plural locative in kh 	to the Sanscrit in sun or eh, as in 
rdora-kh =MT% vidharti-su, "in the widows"; snokha-kh 
=711 anand-au, " in the daughters-in-law": also similar 
to that of the pronominal plural genitives in kh to the 
Sanscrit in silo or sham, so that srkx iye-kh, has the same 
relation to *31k-shun, in respect of its mutation and abbre-
viation, as bikl-i-kh has to anddh-i-sham. 

564. In the third person plural, in Old Selavonic, instead 
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of eke, kht2 also is used, but only in the case where the pre. 
ceding vowel is an a or t ye; and then both she and an (re-
garding fl from on see §. 463.) are used at pleasure; e.g. 
ma3atus maCasha, or nia3axs ringokbil, "they anointed"; 
ntzti byekhg or intim), byesha, " they were.,  

565. In the second and third person singular, according to 
Dobrowsky, instead of the forms without termination, ending 
with the class or root vowel, those in nil she also mom 
He gives, indeed, in his first conjugation (p. 524) from slags-
lakh, "I spoke," glagola as second and third person; but from 
ma3az n1.4akh, "I anointed," he gives mA3Anill nn4ashe as 
second and third person, for which, in both persons, we find 
in Kopitar nta3a nu4a. 	From the special point of view of 
the Sclavonic we might easily fancy we saw the personal 
sign in the me she of siA3Alus ntaCashe, " thou didst anoint," 
compared with the present madams 	maskheshi, "thou 
anointest," with the slight alteration of ski to she; and then 
assume an unorganie transfer from the second to the third 
person, as our German rind has made its way, from its pro-
per place, into the first person, or, in Old and Anglo-Saxon, 
the termination of the eecond person plural has been im-
parted both to the first and third, and in the Gothic passive 
the third person plural has replaced both the second and first 
But if, in the Old Selavonic preterite, we have recognised the 
Sanscrit aorist and the euphonic law, which has destroyed all 
original final consonants (8. 255. I.), we easily perceive that 
the she of oneame tna?ashe, " tlZu didst anoint," stands for 	• 
rhea, and that of NA3AUIE ra4ashe, " he anointed," for shet; and 

• The difference of writing the third person plural between &miler 
and Dobrowsky had exaped me in §§.463. and 465.; the former (Glago- 
Ma, pp.61, 62) writes IIIA cote,, the latter, whom I have followed, tea 
shn. 	Though Kopitar, as l doubt not, is right, still tho form oho, if it 
never occurs even, or very rarely, is so far the elder, as  they of ehya is to 
be considered an unorganic prefix, as in many other furor (see §. M. n.). 
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that this she(s), she(f), of the second and third person rests on 
the Sans. siti, oft, of the abovementioned akshdipsgs, akslalipsit 
(h. 544). 	I do not say on silos, shah of adik-shos, edit-chat 
--eaeisocresc, tlets-ac (p. 782); for although the termination 

of st,t3auts sno?,she is nearly identical with that of tacx-cre, 
still the second person plural  II  A3APP. rnqaste (not 1.3111111711 

mo(oshete) teaches us that the Sclavonie florist formation be-

longs to the Sanscrit first, not toile second (=Greek first). 
566. I believe, too, that forms like the abovementioned 

(al, "thou didst wake," "he did wake," originally had ano-
ther syllable she; thus bddi from lldishe; nese, "  thou didst 

bear," "he bore." from nesethe ; as in Servian all imperfects 
in the second and third person singular actually terminate 
in she. 	But in the said dialect the Sanserit aorist has split 
into two tenses. of which one is called in Wuk's Grammar 

(translated by F. Grimm) "imperfect," the other "simple 
preterite." 	The former carries the sibilant of the verb sub- 
stantive, in the form of  in eh or t a, through all the persons, 
with the exception of the first person singular and third plu-
ral; the latter hoe entirely lost it in the singular, but exhibits 
it in the plural also, in the third person. 	I annex for com- 
parison the two tenses of nrgan (gram, "I play," in full. 

IMPERFECT. 	 SIMPLE PRIETERPIT. 

EttOULAR. 	PLURAL. 	131... 	PLURAL.. 

	

, . 	t% 	" 

	

Igra, 	grasmo, 	ipeoS 	lyrotote. 
Igrashe, 	hir'r;sle, * 	(gra 	(ryes& 
igrashe, 	igrain 	igro, 	(gnash. 

587. The Bohemian has a remnant of the preterite 

. The sign ^ occurs, according to Wok, in syllables "in which the 
tone terminal. roondly." 	Remark that in the first person singniar and 
snood person plural the simple preterite is distinguished from the Imre, 
feet simply Icy the absence of this tone. 
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corresponding to the Sonscrit aorist, in the tense desig-
nated by Dobrowaky as the imperfect of the optative, in 
which bykh, which is distinguished from the Old Sclavonis 
stx, byekb, 	"I was," only 	by n different form of the 
radical vowel, in combination with the past participle 41;  
thus, byi-bykh 	expresses the idea "I were," or " wsuld 
be." 	If the participle preterite follow a second time this 
byl-bykh, this forms the pluperfect of this mood, and byllrykh 
by/ signifies "I hod been," or "would have been." 	Com- 
-pare the conjugation of byl-bykh(feminine byln-bykh, neuter 
bylo-bykh), or rather that of bykh alone, with that chile 
Old Sclavonic ,fix byekh, "I was." 

BOHEMIAN. 	 OLD SCLAVONIC. 

SING. 	PLURAL. 

h, 	bykhom, 	byskh, 	byskhom. 
-bys, 	byste. 	bye, 	byeste. 

by 	by, 	bye, 	kiosks (hyeshyo). 

"Remark.—The second person singular bys has the 
vantage over the Old Sclavonie bye of retaining the 

*bilant of the auxiliary verb, while in the third person 
sal, same byesha has, in this respect, the advantage over 

From the Bohemian, as our point of view, the e of 
can only mark a personal termination, partly as a in 

ohemian actually expresses the second person. 	Accord- 
g to that, however, which 'was previously remarked 
gardin' g the she which occurs in Servian, and occe- 
°natty, also, in Old Sclavonie, in the second and third 
rson singular, it can admit of no doubt that the  s  of bps 
identical with that of the second person plural, and that 
has preserved the first, and not the second sibilant of 
nscrit singular persons, 	The root 1 bkli, 'to be,' no- 
rding to the first norist formation, would, in the second 

n 	singular, 	form 	abhdushis, 	and, without Vriddhi, 
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abhiislits, the middle part of which is contained in the 
Bohemian bye." 

568. The Old Scheronie dakh, " I gave," and analogous 
formations, remind us, through their guttural, which takes 
the place of a sibilant, of the Greek aorists arum, €O on, 
;Ka, That which, in Old Sclavonic, has become a rule in the 
first person of the three numbers, viz. the gutturalization 
of an original a, may have occasionally taken place in 
Greek, but carried throughout all the numbers. 	No con- 
jecture lies closer at hand, than that of regarding Av. es a 
corruption of (Swag, whether it be that the a has with one 
step passed into is, or that a a has placed itself beside the 
sibilant of the verb substantive, as in the imperfect (Taos. 
gaKe, in the old Latin future eseil, and in the imperfects and 
aorists in &rimy, ieccpoe, dame, acmes.), as awe:ie.. KaAg-
emu, KakiaKero, shoos(, 8eseitaKeso, in which the accession 
of the verb substantive is not to be overlooked, which there-
fore is doubly contained in the forms in aaarKos, ca-:moors. 
But is esSiessa, (Anon, ;Ka, it being pre-supposed that they 
were formerly &swan, SLc., only the euphonic accompani-
ment of the a would have remained, and thus an original 
Awn would have next become tawasa and then ;Soya. 
Perhaps, also, a s may have originally been prefixed to the' 
a of the pre-supposed (Lau, as  in eim from atm =Sanscrit 
sum, "with"; so that thus (Stage would bean abbreviation of 
(84a, as perhaps a form cum preceded the Latin cum if it 
is akin to ;tiv, ails, Kass  ease. 

559. The Lithuanian also presents a 	form which 	is 
akin to the Greek and Sanscrit aorist, in which, as it 

	

appears to me, k assumes the place of an original n ; 	I 
mean the imperative, in which I recognise that Sanscrit 
mood which agrees with the Greek optative wrist, and 
through which, therefore, the k of dilk, "give," diskile, 
"give ye" (Sansorit skisid' ham., "ye may give," precative 
medial), is connected with the K of the Greek (Soon. 	But 
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if, then, the K of lama, Am, ;an, has either, as I prefer 
to assume, directly, or through the medium of as or t 
proceeded from er," then there is no difficulty in deducing 
also the a of perfects like 868weet from et and therefore from 
the verb saliptantive, although the Sanscrit in this sense 
refrains from combining with the root as. 	Bet funda- 
mentally all tenses have an eqnal claim to this root to 
express 	the 	copula, 	and 	if, 	in Greek, imperfects like 
affim, and aorists like 'awe, in the third person plural, 
combine with the verb substantive, while the Sanuerh 
forms adadam, adds, remain simple; and if, further, the 
Greek dialectically combines the imperfect ;TROY with the 
imperfects of attributive verbs, and the Latin here uses 
its bum, while the Sanscrit imperfects nowhere receive 
the verb substantive, it cannot surprise us if the Greek 
restores that in the perfect which the Sanserit has neg- 
lected. 	The incumbrance of the root, which ocean in 
the perfect through reduplication, is not favourable to the 
reception of the verb substantive; and the Greek also 
admits the addition of the K only there where the least 
difficulty exists, viz. after vowels and the lightest rem-
nants, the liquids; thus, damn, indeed trepiTuan, itt.Oapeo, 
imrahan, sr&parro, but not rirmrsot, arkhonna : but in order 
to avoid the harshness of this combination, the K of the 
auxiliary verb is changed to h, somewhat in the spirit of the 
German law for the mutation of sound,t and this, with the 
preceding tennis or medial, is changed 	to an aspirate; 

a Regarding the reverse ease, the transition of gutturals into , see 
§.601. 

t See §.137. 	In the Maley-Polynesian languages, also, mutations of 
tonnes into aspirates occur; for example, 0 for k and f for a. 	In the 
Madagascar, also, cc for c,  as in German  a  instead of the aspirate of t; as 
Atri,  " white," corresponding to the MalayMitih and Senscritpf to," pm," 
of the some meaning. 	Bee my Treatise on Me Connection of the Malay- 	1 
Polynesian Languages with ass Indo.Emopean, Remark. M. 
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date, TATO for chubs from rhviecoh trisTexa for It(wkeku 
from sikhecca. 	On the other bond, in T-sormds the lan- 
guage has preferred dropping these entirely before a, and 
leaving the s in its full right and possession; thus, i'skevest, 
chews for gliresSea, vivant. 	The passive,A account of 
its heavy terminations, is 'gas favourable to the reception of 
the auxiliary verb. 	And as, together with Caeca, awes, 
no forms eihkotravvo, adearre, exist, so to the active perfects 
in as ao passives in Kelpie (or maps% with the original sound 
preserved) correspond. 	It might, however, he assumed, that 
thee, which has remained in forms like 7e7(Teapat, Imre, 
pat ilsociial, especially after short vowels, sometimes also 
after long ones (4eovapur), is not euphonic, but belongs to the 
verb substantive; for it is assuredly treated precisely like 
the a which takes the place of a radical T-sound (Breve-µur, 
717te.a-pat), and is only dropped before another a (serer 
ovis ;icor-oat). 	In verbs in v the v and a, in a certain mea- 
sure, contend for the honour of being retained: w4glavapat 
would be an impossibility in the present state of the lan-
guage, but irectsceciiai has obtained currency in preference to 
srVdmil-µm (as kepappur and others); 	while in the third 
person ItIyhaverm has carried off the victory from seta-trrat, 
perhaps under the protection of tretpav-oar, which must gain 
the preference over 7relex-nom, which would have been con-
trary to all custom, and over tre0a-am, in which the v would 
have been unnecessarily abandoned. 	The circumstance that 
verbs of this kind exhibit the a also in the formation of 
words, before suffixes which begin with it or T (7ihearfa, 
veXcirri( ), is no argument against the opinion that the a in 
the perfect passive has more than a euphonic foundation; 
for without deriving such words from the perfect passive, 
still the custom of writing ep, we, which might have good 
foundation in die perfect passive, may have exerted an influ-
ence on such forms, in which the cr before µ and 7 can only 
appear as an idle or euphonic accompaniment 

3 r 
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570. That aorist formation, to which, in my Sanscrit 
grammar, I have assigned the fourth place, is of less im-
portance for comparison with the European cognate lan-
guages, but deserves notice on this account, that it makes 
the verb substantive so broad that it cannot be overlooked; 
for in forms like ayd-sisham, "I went" it receives the 
word in its broadest extent, and exhibits its radical conso-
nants in a double form; and so in the other persons, with 
the exception of the second and third singular, in which 
we have ayd-sis, agd-e4, for arisik-s, syd.risht, on the same 
ground on which, in the third formation, are used WAS, 
abdolhit, completely passing over the auxiliary verb (Ice 
4.55o.). 	The full conjugation of ayaishoin is as follows: 

SINGULAR. 	 DUAL. 	 PLURAL. 

syd-sisham, 	ayd-sishon, 	ayd-sislima. 
syd-eis, 	oyd-sishOins 	ayd-aiihM. 
syd-set, 	ayd-siaNdm, 	omd-sishos. 

571. This aorist formation is not used in the middle, 
has fallen into disuse; 	probably because the broad 

rm of the auxiliary verb accorded just as little with the 
envier middle terminations, as in 	Greek the 	syllable 
a of Ziliao-osev, elo-osev, with the passive iSiao-roo, tdo-wa 
he active also, in Sanscrit, avoids this formation in roots 

which are encumbered with a final consonant, with the 
ception of three roots in en: 	ram "to play," nom, "to 
d," yom,", to restrain." 	As, however, m before a must 

into the very weak nasal sound of Anusvfira (0, 
hich, in comparison with other consonants, is almost 
othing, the 	forms, 	therefore, arati-sishom, anati-sishans 

ri-sisham, come, in respect to the weight of the root. 
ery near to forms like aydaisham. 

"Remark.—If it is asked, in what way the language 
arrived at the form *idiom, two modes of deriving it 

t themselves. 	Either, as I have before assumed, ci 
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is a syllable of reduplication, and than. (properly rant, the 
s of which, through the influence of a preceding k becomes 
A) the principal syllable; or Ashton cons originally mom; 
Ashy. soma or triton; and oishniro myna or An, Soc.; 
and these forms have been developed from the second 
wrist 	formation, 	corresponding 	to 	the 	Greek 	first 
(see 9.555.); so that the verb substantive, which already 
existed accompanied by a, attached itself a second time, 
preceding the personal terminations (probably at a time 
when the auxiliary verb was no longer recognised as 
such); just as in Latin third persons plural, as serpterunl 
from sermesunt. 	From vim Ana (aolilothdon, arlikandAni 
SadEacev), would consequently next be formed wises, Anna ; 
from sate, soda (adikshatam, noliksharro aqui... antearc), 
saga,. Arta. 	But subsequently, after the d and a of the 
first syllable had, in order to lighten the weight, become 
i, the following s must have become oh; 	thus, dual AAA), 
eith fain  ,  dalifdin, from edevo, Aslant, sastdin ; 	and, in the 
first and second person plural, sienna, sisIgn. from sdaina, 
Asia. 	The root ItiRk ids, 'to rule,' in 	some 	persons 
affords as an excellent prototype or counterpart of this 
process of corruption. 	It weakens, viz. before the heavy 
personal terminations beginning with mutes (not, however, 
before the weak I, and m) its d to i, and most also change 
its 	final s into A, 	and a following I, 15, into r, Pi; and 
exhibits, therefore, in the dual, 	 fisekon, iiskflnim, instead 
of kitten) ideal, in the plural, sishOn for .M210. 	In the 
third person plural the appended auxiliary verb under dis-
cussion exhibits the termination as for an; thus, nytisishus 
for andrishan, as might be expected according 	to 	the 
analogy of adikshan, AefEay. 	The replacing of the termi- 
nation us by an is easily explained by considering that on 
passes as a lighter termination than an (4.462.), and that, 
on account of the doubling of the auxiliary verb, occasion 
arises for lighteningthe word in everyother manner possible. 

S F  2 
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The root Ids, too, which is so liableto be weakened, selects, 
in the third person plural of the imperfect, the termination 
as for an ; 	thus 	a S dams, 	corresponding to the second 
person sash-ta. 	If, then, 	as I 	scarce doubt, the aorist 
form in sisham, &c., 	has 	arisen in 	this 	way, that the 
auxiliary verb has been re-attached to itselt, being first 
simply combined with the root; then this form in principle 
corresponds with the Ionic 'wrist forms like Skieetase (for 
117tacre from ilietaces.), 8ourderacro for Weans. 	The dropping 
of the augment in these aorists and similar imperfeets is 
clearly occasioned by the new burthen which has been 
attached; 	and we might therefore, in Latin, also ascribe 
the dislodgement of the augment to the circumstance (or 
find it promoted thereby), that all imperfects and perfects 
(aorists) of attributive verbs, according to what has been 
before 	remarked, 	are or were encumbered with 	an 
auxiliary verb (bans, oi, ei, ui), or a syllable of reduplica. 
tion, either visible or concealed by subsequent contraction 
(cucurri, dpi). 	In the isolated and unsupported gram for 
drain ---wiensk dsam, 	the augment was 	laid aside by the 
simple abbreviation of the vowel." 

572. In Zend, those aorist forms which unite the verb 
substantive with the root, are of rare use, but are not 
entirely wanting. 	The only instance which I can cite is, 
however, the form mress9a5 manita, " he spoke" (Vend. b 
p. 132), a middle of the first formation, corresponding, to 
the Sanscrit ssslee mintage, "he thought," from the root 
man, which, 	ho 	Zend, has assumed the 	meaning "to 
speak," and has also produced the substantive ..ogns5 read- , 
thra, " speech." 	The frequently occurring mlomy clan. 
"he gave," is not, as might be imagined, an aorist, but is 
based as the imperfect on the Sanscrit ww adatta (from 
adad-ta for adadd-ta -ZaitToro), since, according to I. 102 	• 
(end), the first t must be changed into I  

573. We now pass on to those formations of the  s.lhid 
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sent trial, which are known, in Greek under the name 
of the second. 	Here belong, according to the arrange- 
ment of my Sanscrit grammar, the fifth, sixth, and seventh 
formations 	The fifth annexes the personal terminations 
direct to the root, and is distinguished from the imperfect 
only by the removal of class characteristics; 	thus as, in 
Greek, ddsn,  in distinguished from know; so, in Sanscrit, 
aides is distinguished from adathim (see p. 670 ; 	and in 
Zeal, where, too, this kind of aorist formation is in like 
manner found, c v., doles 	from 	cveg.$ deile/rim (re- 
garding dh for d, see I. 39.). 	To the Greek ea-niv, darns, 
daro, correspond Shah( ottltdin, !MTV( wild, VEgfrk, aathdl, 
in 	opposition 	to 	the 	reduplicated 	atiolithom, 	atislithos, 
onsinhol (see §. 508.). 	The relation of the Greek dass to 
&lap corresponds to that of odliam to adodhilm (from d/td, 
"to lay," "to place." 	The relation of the Greek gdiii-r, 
;0-r,  40,-(r), to dOs-o-r, 4ho-e-c, dl,o-e, answers to that of 

• the Sanscrit obhiki-am, "I was" (not obkii-m, see I. 437. 
Rem.); abhd, obhikt, to tam-a-irk obhama, ablitto-o, 
since bhd, as belonging to the first class, assumes, in the 
special tenses, an a, but withdraws it in the acrid, as the 
Greek does its o, e. 

574. The Latin fai, which, like all perfects, according 
to what I have before remarked (see §§. 546. &r.), I re-
gard as originally an aorist, is removed from the cor-
responding form of the Sanscrit and Greek, by the as-
sumption of a conjunctive vowel I, and thus corresponds 
to the sixth formation; 	hence fui-sti.  for abh4-8, i'-‘155-c, 

- 	or rattier for the Sanscrit middle form o-bhil-thtta ; 	for 
although the fifth formation is not used in the middle, 
and no odd-fa, os-thd-to, odhd-ta, correspond to the Greek no..., ears-ro, IBS-ro, still it may be presupposed that they 
were originally in use. 	In the third person, ftebt stands for 

* Respecting the a of fic-i-of i, A-Late, see §.040. 
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ablil-t, Alio ; in the plural, fu-i-miss for abhil-ma, tps-µev; fie 
i-ntie for ablrel-ta. env-re. 	If this aorist formation were em- 
ployed in Sanserit in the middle also, the first person 
singular would be abhav-h" and, without euphonic permu- 
tation of sound, abhti-i. 	To the former corresponds the 
obsolete furi ; 	to the latter, fu-i. 	I 	do not, however, 
place any weight 	on 	this 	surprising 	accordance; for 
although fui is based on a middle form (the m of aloha.= 
would probably have been retained, see I. 431.), still it is 
certain 	that, 	in 	Sanscrit, the termination of the first 
person singular middle, before the division of languages, 
had not yet fallen into the abbreviated condition in which 
we now see it ; and, according to the analogy of the pre-
supposed third person, abha-trh abhif-ma (from abhthnem or 
-Wien, see k. 552.), must have existed in place of abhik-i. 
I do not, therefore, regard the i of frri as identical with 
the Sanscrit i of the pre-supposed abhavi, but as identical 
with the conjunktive vowel i of fu-i-sti, fu-i-1, the. 	Conse- 
quently, the form fu-i is entirely deficient in a personal 
termination, just as present forms like veh-o —rah-d-mi. 

575. The sixth Sanscrit aorist formation is distinguished 
from the fifth simply by this, that the personal terminations 
are united with the root by a conjunctive vowel a, and this a 
is treated in conjugation exactly like the class vowel of the 
first mid sixth class G. 109.. 1.} 	This aorist, therefore, is 
distinguished from the imperfect of the first class simply by 
the withdrawal of the Guna; e. g. the imperfect of rich, "to 
injure," class 1, is arfsh-a-m (="arrisham), and the aorist 
ariehm-m. 	We have, therefore, here the relation of the 
Greek thear-o-s to the aorist thar-o-v, which is without 

u The common rule would require anhaui (with a short a), but Mg has 
this property, that before vowels it becomes Ain: hence, in the first per-
son singular, abAge-net, and in the third plural abner,on, in the fire! and 
third person singular of the reduplicated preterite babheen stands irregu-
larly for beebnee-o. 
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Guns. 	From budh," to know," Owls I, comes the imperfect 
abddli-aws (= abandh-a-m), and the aorist obutih-a-m, just as, 
in Greek, from *Yr. CtSewy-o-y opposed to 4yr°, 

576. In the Sanscrit sixth class, which has a as its class 
vowel in common with the first, but does not admit of Guna 
in the special tenses, which would have to be withdrawn in 
the florist, the formation under discussion is possible only in 
a small number of irregular verbs, which, in the special 
tenses (see §. Ms". I.) insert a nasal, and again reject it in 
the aorist, as generally in the common tenses. 	Thus lip, 
which has been repeatedly mentioned, "to smear" (compare 
dheittio), forms, in the imperfect, atimpani, and in the aorist 
clipam. 	Another form of this kind is nispam, "I did cut 
off," in contradistinction to alumpam (compare the Latin 
rump, rupi, 'whim). 	The same is the relation of Greek 
sorists like Td/few (Sanserit lath, "to take"), dxaSey, 'Anew, 
to their imperfeets Aiiingssov, hrivhavor, Chiivessov, only 
that these, besides the inserted nasal, have also another exter-
nal addition, which is likewise rejected. as, in Sanscrit, the 
fifth and ninth classes reject their intermediate syllable so, 
nd. 	As to the imperfect aide-nay-am and the aorist oink-n-m, 
which, in Sanserit, come from lab, "to be able," class five, 
these two forms stand in a relation to one another similar to 
that in which the Greek passive aorists 	Cerysv, 41/7,,,,, 
iskyryr, stand to their imperfect actives CCetirtiv, Clibpsw, 
dinhyyy ; and as for the imperfect aklii-sibm, and the aorist 
skid-erin, which come from kid, class nine, this corresponds 
exactly to the relation of the Greek C86tt-wry to ffota-o-o. 
From wild, "to sweat," class four, come the imperfect mad-
yawn, and the aorist assid-ri-m: here the relation is similar 
to the correspondence of an aorist OAT., in Greek, to the 
imperfect I'Pahhov, it being pre-supposed that the gemina-
tion of Salt/we* is the consequence of an assimilation (see 

. It we assume in #6Natii the mutation of an original Mnuis to its 
mithlk 
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8. 501.), and that therefore WA/e has arisen from Rama, 
as Afoot from 'Ayes. 

577. In roots which end with vowels this aorist forma. 
tion 	is, in Sanscrit, little used, and 	where it occurs the 
radical vowel is rejected before the vowel of conjunction, 
with the exception of sir/ and tit ii, of which the former 
becomes 	ar, the latter Or ; e.g. ass -u-m, air-a-m, from 
1 eri (originally 	sar), "to 	go," 	/ .ifi 	(properly jor, jf,), 
"to grow old," alv-a-m, from foi, "to grow." 	Roots in 
u and ti.  do not oecur in this aorist formation; otherwise 
from bhil, "to be," if it followed this formation, and in 
like manner rejected its vowel, would come abliani. &has, 
°Mal, which would approach the Latin &Ina of oma-tvant 
very closely; or, if the 12 were not rejected, but, according 
to 4. 574, was changed into no, or, according to the general 
law of sound, into sin, then, in respect to the conjunctive 
vowel, in the third person singular the Latin fu-it, and, 
in the first person plural, .f°-sine,  would have the same 
relation to abhazna-t, abhuu-d-ma, or abhtni-a-t, abhii.-4-ma, 
that, as above (8. 507.), orh-W, sch-i-mue have to valem-li, 
ash-d-rnas. 

578. In Zend it 'is hardly possible to distinguish every-
where with certainty the aorist formation under discus-
sion from the imperfect, at least not in examples of the 
kind 	like 	the 	frequently-occurring rovta 	"he struck." 
This form may be regarded as an aorist, because the root 
Igq. 

 
hen, to which the Zend pus run (for which also /mg jos) 

corresponds, belongs to the second class; and therefore, in 
the second and third person singular, the imperfect forms 

medial, ttat, vice versa, in are .=Inzdit," to know,' a tennis stands in plate 
of a medial, then ASA,. would be referable to the Sanserit root pad, whence 
padyE, " I go" (middle), assuming a causal meaning. 	As regards the 
weakening of the d tot 00,0 answers, in this respect, to the Prakritped. The 
name may be said of as- AA., where the initial sound presents no difficulty. 
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ahan for aloha, °hart, according to §.90. 	In Zend, also, 
this root prevails chiefly in the second class. 	We find in 
the Vend. S. p. 158. &c. repeatedly juin& "he beats," also 
mink,  (p. 127, perhaps erroneously for zainti, or it is a 
middle); but at p.177 we find JNJ.viNE,janditi, according 
to the first class, and therefore ropes zonal also may be 
allotted to the first alas. and regarded as the imperfect. 
But although meta; should be explained as belonging to 
the class to which this verb is principally referable, it 
may he still regarded as the imperfect, and, in fact, as 
following the analogy of the Sanscrit wittpt ar8dat," he 
wept," and the Zend Tama.° mthet, " he was" (see 5.532.). 

579. The Sanscrit seventh aorist 	formation is distin- 
guished from the sixth by a syllable of reduplication pre-
ceding the root, and therefore answers to the Greek 
eorists, as grchSvon, indOpadon, banhero, and such as have 
dropped the augment, as TAUKOK crhatkv. 	We have already 
adduced above ($. 546) Latin perfects like munch tutudi, 
cecini, and remarked, that such as cgpi, fregi, fki, and pro- 
bably also such as Spi, fddh actibi, deli, fagi, (if in the 
latter the length of the vowel is not to be regarded as 
compensation for an a, which has been dropped after the 
final consonant of the root) contain a concealed redupli- 
cation (see §5.517, 518). 	The Sanscrit apaplam, "I fell" (*), 
for apapalam, from pat, " to fall," corresponds exactly to 
the above-mentioned Greek &Over in its entire structure, 
and therefore, also, in the rejection of the radical vowel. 
While the Greek reduplicates this root in the present and 
imperfect, and withdraws the reduplication in the aorist, 
so that the Doric &cow (commonly bream) has the same 
relation to gammon, that (Pam (Bah trrrnv, have to Wawa, 

in'elhr,rne,  the Sanserit with this verb, adopts the reverse 
method, and opposes to the imperfect °palm an aorist 

* See my Weer tsssseit Grammar, §.302., Remark. 
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apaplant. 	The Greek imperfect, therefore, &arra, cont. 
sponds most surprisingly with this aorist epoptam, and the 
Greek aorist 'II/crop with the Sanscrit imperfect "aim. 

580. In Sanscrit all verbs of the tenth class follow this 
seventh aorist formation, and, what is the same, all canal 
forms, for these are in their formation identical with the 
tenth class. 	And here the rhythmical law is valid, that 
either the 	syllable of reduplication, or the base-syllable, 
must be long, whether by natural length of the vowel or 
by position, as in apaptato. 	Both kinds are often at will 
admissible in one and the same root, but in most eases the 
use of language has exclusively decided for one or the 
other kind, and, in fact, most frequently for the length of 
the syllable of reduplication; e.g. from 82 "to  maim" 
comes aiigilana or niiiilam : from char, "to steal," ere.. 
ochelehoram. 

581. Besides the verbs of the tenth class and causal 
forms, as the above-mentioned apaptato, .and some others 
to be given in the following paragraphs, only four other 
roots ending with a vowel belong here, viz. eri, "to go," 
Jai, "to grow," " to go,"` dro, "to run," ‘rts, "to hear," 
mu, "to flow," whence aiirriyam oitioiyam, advdrutam, 
auirovenn, nsuanuront. 

582. I 	have already 	remarked (8. 548) that aetise, 
"I went to ruin," from sad 	in my opinion contains a 
concealed syllable of reduplication, and has arisen from 
c000sicos (for anonet.¢-a-m) by rejection of the second a; 
and, moreover, that Latin perfects like cep/ rest on the 
same principle. 	In 	aoaastk etelehanz, 	also, "I spoke," I 

d,  These two roots may be originally identical, as semi-vowels ere easily 
interchanged (see §.20.), and the Latta ooe-ee may be reform!. one or 
she other. 

t This is vonneeted with am "to flow" by the affinity of the liquids: 
compare the creek of at-coos,;  go. *Ego.... 
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recognise a reduplication, though it appears that the 0 is 
only an alteration of the a of the root. 	The root cork 
has, however, a tendency to suppress its radical vowel and 
vocalize 	its 	u: 	hence, 	in 	the 	participle 	present, aide, 
and in the plural of the reduplicated preterite delt-i-ma, 
from wuchima. 	If, then, it is unturned that in the aorist 
formation under discussion the root inch has been con-
tracted to uch, then cdrA may very satisfactorily he de- 
duced from ca-uch for ranach. 	The syllable of redupli- 
cation, therefore, has in this form, with regard to gravity, 
carried 	off the 	superiority 	over 	the 	base-syllable, 	in 
forms like ucluichuram, "I stole." 	Whether the Zend 
6Erk4 rosdchem, " I spoke," the third person of which, 
tudrhaf, occurs very frequently, is identical with the San-
scrit ardehani, and therefore, in like manner, reduplicated, 
cannot be decided with certainty, for this reason, that, as 
Burnout has shewn, the Zend has a tendency to change 
an a, through the influence of a preceding r, into 1 C. and 
thus to make it more homogeneous to the nature of the g; 
but, according to I. 28., an a is prefixed to the Is A. A pre-
sent middle, also, vIzzycz raochE, occurs in Zend*, and a 
potential (optative) 	ri441.4 walchtlij (Vend. S. p. MI 
which might, however, also be regarded as aorist of the 
potential, from the root radh. 

583. In orandhanz also, " I injured," " I slew," I think 
I discover a reduplieation,t assuming an exchange of the 

• Vend. S. p.83. let vach6 uabeld,"this speech. I speak." 	Or should 
PstrAl be wondered a reduplicated preterite 1 	It is certain that Anquetil 
is wrong in regarding it as the imperative, and translating the passage by 
`' prem.'', Um can parole" 

t This root may be akin to vadh, "to beat," " to slay" (see 420.), to 
which A. Benny has referred the Latin tido, which, therefore, would be 
also connected with rodh, and stands nearer to the latter, as r and I are 
almost identical. 
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liquids; thus, arandhans for arardham, from crarodhom, as 
apaphon from apapalam. 	With regard to the exchange of 

T for n, it may be proper to advert to the Tongian 
'Jaime, 	 ts 'Jaime, "five;' in opposition to lima, lima, of the dialec 
?near akin. 	Observe, also, that in the intensive forms 
VIM., chanchal and sm chanchur," the nasal of the syllable 
of reduplication is the representative of the I and e of the 

-- root, just as of the ttof the Greek witarToi,nipxphynntere, 
therefore, p for 7, stands 	in the 	reverse relation of the 
Latin flare for the Sanserit on dlinaht 

584. In verbs which begin with a vowel in Sanserit, 
, 	in this aorist formation, the whole root is twice employed, 

and the first time, indeed, uniting the radical vowel with 
that of the augment, according to the principle of I. Oh 
in accordance, therefore, with the Greek aorists with Attic 
reduplication, as 'hart', iSpapon. 	The Sanscrit, however, 
requires, in the second position of the root, the lightest 
vowel of all, 4 as the representative of all the rest. 	Not 
only, therefore, are i and the diphthong 0 (a +0 shortened 
Jo i, and from fikey (eoosul from 44" to preise,") llhlidam 
.formed, but a and d also are weakened to i, after the 
principle of Latin forms like teligi, endings, where the 

;encumbrance of the root by the syllable of reduplication or 
:the preceding preposition is the occasion of the vowel 
being weakened. 	Hence, in Sanscrit, from slay (causal 

`from ax, "to go,") comes the aorist ogtstra, and from dpsy 
(camel from dp, 	"to reach,") dpi pane, with which the 
Latin odipiscor for adaphicor may be compared, and the 

From del, char; see loafer Samorit Grammar, §§.506. 607. 
t Pott (Etym. Forach. 11.690.) properly derives the Lett. danderis, 

"'hornet," from dor-t, "to stick"; it has, therefore, in the repeated sylle-
e likewise On euhange of liquids: thus, also, the Greek d: ,le,, is to be 

derived from Mop, and is skis to dear and the &merit Aroma," bee" 
eempare Poll, If. 230.). 
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Greek reduplicated forme ecartikka,, dohe0o, &arras. for 
avardlats, &Omen brotrretits (compare Pott. IL 690). 	And 
w u, also, and so el and the diphthongs in which a is con- 
tained, are changed into i; 	hence dundidem from unday 
(cons, of and, "to make 	wet," compare 	Latin undo), 
duninant from eln, class ten, "to abate." 	It was first from 
these formations, and the analogous forms of desideratives, 
that I perceived that the weight of the a is borne less 
readily by the language than that of the i ; for otherwise 
it would not be replaced by i in syllables, where the whole 
attention of the language is directed to make them as 
light as possible. 	But in the whole of Sanserit Grammar 
no other case exists where a, to lighten the syllabic weight, 
becomes i: for while in roots beginning with a consonant 
desideratives in the syllable of reduplication weaken a 
mdiad a to i (e.g. pipqrsh from pat, "to cleave,"), u remains 
unaltered (guyed*, from yudh, "to struggle,"), which serves 
as a proof that  a  is lighter than e, because, were it hea-
vier than a it would have a better right to be changed 
into i. 

585. In roots which end with two consonants, of which the 
first is tt liquid, this is rejected, in order the more to relieve 
the weight in the base syllable, but it is retained in the syl-
lable of repetition; hence above (§. 184), dundidant for dun-
dundam; so, also, drjijam for drjarjam, from arj, class ten, 
"to earn." 	According to this principle, in Latin also, peeve, 
if encumbered by reduplication, loses its nasal; thus, puptegi, 
not pupungi. 	The loss of the nasal in tetigi, !Wadi, sur- 
prises us less, because in these verbs it in general belongs 
less strictly to the root, and is dropped also in the supine 
and analogous formation. 	But if, in Sanscrit the first of 
two final consonants is a mute, and the second a sibilant, then 
the syllable of repetition receives only the first of the two 
consonants, and the base-syllable retains them both; as from 
Valley (causal from flesh, " to see"), comes diehikaltam, for 
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elikikshom or dikshiksham.. 	This principle is -' 
the Greek ii/oz2azott for which, according to the principle of 
the abovementioned elundidam, Amor, or, with the aug. 
ment, iihtccucco,  would be used. 

686. In the few verbal bases which, exclusive of the cau-
sative affix ay, contain more than one syllable, the &merit 
receives, in the syllable of repetition, only as much as can be 
contained in one syllable; as from onadhir, class ten, "to de- 
spise," t comes dc-auadhiram. 	The Greek follows the same 
principle in forms like d).-47,195ct, ley-i-yepKtc, Op-4ptoxa. 

587. The Zend supplies us with nu excellent aorist form 
of the seventh formation, which has been already several 
times mentioned, and which was first brought to light by 
Burnout, viz. sivjjgc; urilrudusha, "thou growest" (see 
§. 486.), from the root rudh," to grow," which, in the Sanwa 

nth, has preserved of the elk only the aspiration. With 
respect to the length of the syllable of reduplication this 
form answers to those in 	Sanscrit like achilchurom (see 
fl. 580.). 	The initial u of .;0_9,797, uraruthisha is regarded 
above (h. 518.) as the representative of the a of the augment 
through the assimilating influeuce of the el of the following 
syllable. 	But it now appears to me more correct tir receg- 
nise, in the initial vowel of the form spoken of, only the ori-
ginal accompaniment of the augment, which has been dropped, 
and that, therefore, from ortfrzedhusho, by the retro-active influ-
ence of the 4 of the second syllable, next arose our:Wm/hi/Asa& 
in I. 46., I have endeavoured to derive oo7tutv haurva from 
the Sanserit salvo, through the euphonic influence of the 0; 
and as the base word dtharran, " priest" in the weak cases, 
in which the final syllable van is contracted to un, adds 

a Gutturals in the syllables of repetition aro always replaced by pa- 
latals. 	 . • 

t I explain am as  the preposition which has grown up with the base, 
and regard the termination an akin to dAySi. "to think," riltiow," wipe 
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through the influence of the u of this syllable, a u to the pre-
ceding a, time ailanurun,. from which, by dislodging the a, is 
formed the more common ailturtm,1 as for the Sanscrit 
tam?. "young," we find in Zend both tattrtma and furuna. 
The u of the penultimate of urdruhdh-u-she corresponds to 
the conjunctive vowel a of Sanscrit forms like achfIchura-s, 
achitchur-a-thrts, and may have proceeded from a by an assi- 
milating influence of the n of the preceding syllable. 	If the 
older a had been retained, we should then find, according to 
0.565.), urdradhasha. 

THE PERFECT. 

598. It has been already remarked, that that Sanscrit 
preterite which agrees in form with the Greek perfect is, 
according to its signification, not a perfect, but is most fre-
quently used in the sense of the Greek aorist (5. 5134 

• I find the initial a of the strong cases abbreviated in the examples I 
have before me of the weak cases. 	The strong eases change the proper 
theme &Aargau to gthraron; hence the nominative ashram (Vend. S. 
p.85). 	Without renumosition, m 0, or some other auxiliary vowel, must 
have been inserted between the r and ',because r can neither stand at the 
end, nor in combination with a consonant. 

11  Thus Vend. S. p. 85, the genitive athurund, end p.234 twice, the, 
dative atkurnnt, on the other hand, p.65, Z.13, the accusative plural 
athauns-rani-oho. 	The view I now take of the phenomenon ender dis- 
cussion differs from that in §.46. in this, that I them represented the u of 
the second syllable of oduirtnt  so proceeding directly from the a of the 
original form, in consequence of m sasimilatioN while I now regard it as 
a remnant of am, and look upon the a no longer as a prefixed vowel, but 
as the original one, by the side of which a u has been placed through the 
influence of then of the following syllable, as frequently happens with an 
I, through the influence of a following i or y (see ¢. 41.). 	I folly 118rce 
in this point with the opinion expressed by Burned in his review of the 
First Part of this book (Jane al des Soros, 1833, Mike separate impres-
sion, p.8), where, also, the Zend owl.," hone," is in this way compared 
with the remscrit arras. 
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Our German unpamphrased preterite, which, in its origin, 
coincides with the Greek perfect and Sanscrit reduplicated 
preterite, has likewise 	renounced 	the perfect meaning, 
but in Gothic represents both the Greek imperfect and 
the aorist, as well as the perfect, and, in the earliest Old 
High German authorities, besides these tenses, the plu- 
perfect. 	In the ninth, and, as Grimm remarks, perhaps 
so early as the eighth century, begin the circamlocutory 
forms of the perfect by the 	passive participle with the 
auxiliary verb haben, and, in neuter verbs, with the verb 
substantive, 	in which respect 	we must advert to the 
practice 	of the 	Sanscrit 	language, 	in 	expressions like 
gala irni (for gatas asmi), " kit bin gegangen," "I went" 
(see 5. 513.); as also to the circumstance, that, in the forms 
in RIR Meat (Meant), the idea of possession is contained, 
and that uktavan anni, " &xi," properly means, "I am 
gifted with having said " (therefore " having said") (see 
5. 513.). 	The Old High German 	uses, beside the verb 
corresponding to our haben, also eigan, which has the same 
import, for its paraphrase of the perfect; in the indica-
tive, only in the plural; but, in the conjunctive, in the 
singular also (see Grimm, IV. 140). 

589. As regards the formation of the German unpara. 
phrased preterite, the Gothic has, in the strong conjuga-
tion, under certain circumstances, regularly preserved the 
reduplication, which, from the earliest period, belongs to 
this tense;. via first, in all verbs (their number is, it must 
be allowed, but small) which have a long vowel in the 
root (not, perhaps, merely in consequence of a Guna in 
the present, and the forms thereto belonging); secondly, 
in those verbs which exhibit unchanged, in the present 
an a long by position ; as, from the roots al@p," to sleep" 
ed, "to blow" (Sanscrit ed), hail, "to he called," ask, "to 
increase," fold, "to fold" (present faker), the first and 
third 	person 	singular are taialdp, faded, 	haihait, "daub 
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faifallh (for faifold, see §. 93'.) 	The form so)efSp (regarding 
x for a, see §. 80. 5.) stands 	so far 	isolated, as all other 
verbs, which exhibit an  0 in the present, 	replace this 
in the preterite by 4. 	They are the following: 	tgka, 
"I touch," raga, " I touched," grata, "I weep" (Sanscrit 
brand, "to weep"), 	gaigrat, "I wept," 	Eta, " I leave," 
lailot, "I left," fEka, 	"I lament" (Latin plango), faifidk: 
"I 	lamented," 	rldo, 	"I 	advise," 	rairdth, 	"I advised." 
This change of the vowel cannot surprise us, as S and 4 
are the common representatives of the original long d 
(see I. t9.), as. in Greek, e and o are the usual representa-
tives of the short a: taibik, therefore, has the slime relation 
to Oka, that, in Greek, Teapoqia has to xpdqko, Mtwara to 
Kelm..., wevoida to :saw; 	or, more strictly, as Iliiiisria to 
a,lynsa ;  for in Greek, both /and a are representatives of the 
long a. 	I believe that the reason of this exchange of 
vowels in both languages is to be found in this, 	that 
the quality of 0 is heavier than that of E, and that the 
tense under discussion, on account of its being encumbered 
with redupliattion, feels a necessity to appear heavier in 
its root than the unencumbered present; as also, is Gothic, 
the reduplication has in general maintained itself only in 
roots of strong construction.*  

590. Fakir, "I grow" (Zend audio nor, "to u0.1 
from the root eats, with the character of the Sanserit 
fourth class (see §.109'. 2.), and elands, "I stand," are the 
only verbs which, notwithstanding that they exhibit in 
the present an a long by position, have nevertheless per- 
mitted the reduplication to disappear. 	They form, in the 
first and third person singular preterite, wits, skill, 	The 
dropping of the class syllable ya of inhsya is regular, as 
this syllable belongs only to the special tenses (see §.109'.1. 

x I hereby reelect the conjecture I formerly made that the a which 
follows the root of the Greek perfects exercises an Mumee in changing 
the a of the root (Vocalism., p. do). 

3a 
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In this respect, therefore, tolbs has the same relation to 
velar, that, in Sanscrit, nandia has to neirlmi, "I go to 
ruin"; 	and the d of eats and stath corresponds as the 
regular long vowel of the a (see I.69.) to the Sanserit d of 
forms like nandiu. 	While the Old High German con- 
trasts 	with 	its 	present 	oluntu 	n 	preterite shoot (see 
I. 109°. 1. p. 112) WM, which has abandoned the unorgank 
nasal of delude, presents, moreover the irregularity flat 
the fil, which, according to I. 93"., has assumed the phee 
of the d, is preserved also in the terminations which are 
annexed; thus, first person plural, othdththe for stbdum, as 
the analogy of baulk bathos., from the root bud, would 
lead us to expect. 

591. The difficulty that, in Gothic, there are two verbs 
with n radical 	a in the present, which, in spite of their 
length by position, have nevertheless lost the reduplication 
of the preterite, is again, in a certain degree, obviated by 
the existence of two preterites, which have preserved the 
reduplication without their vowels being long naturally or 
by position; viz. &Ault, "I hanged," foifeh, "I seized" 
(present huhu, falls). 	But if it is considered that these 
verbs, in the other German dialects, have really length by 
position, and probably originally had it in Gothic also, 
the violation -of the proposition eipressed above, that the 
reduplication is borne in Gothic only by roots with long 
syllables, appears, through this 	consideration, 	less im- 
portant.*  

w In Old High Germanibe preterite ia Mang, long (arena, fame), which 
— 	would lead us to expect a present hang, feta" foe which, however, war 

hay, 'Shy, infinitive &Marg./attn. 	Graff gives only to the former along 
a, to tho latter a short one; but the quoted examples confirm also the 
length of the former, not by circumflex or doubling of the a. 	It is hkqbly 
probable, however, that the same quantity belongs to both verbs: it,,  
they sre either hahan and fahan, or &then am Jah.n. 	Au they h.,e  os 
preterit, if the length of the a is not proved, it cannot ho decided from the 

point 
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se% J. Grimm first acutely remarked, that the other 
German dialects, in those classes of verbs which ha Gothic 
clearly 	exhibit the 	reduplication, 	continue 	it 	in 	like 
manner, although scarcely perceptibly. 	The 	syllables of 
reduplication lose the appearance of a syllable of redupli-
cation, when the following syllable is either quite passed 
over, or only loses its consonant, and unites its vowel with 
that of the syllable of reduplication. 	The former is the 
case in some Sanscrit desiderative forms, as lips, pits (Lat. 
Sanscrit, Greek, 5.490.), for which, according to rule, we 
should have /gaps, pipets:*  wherefore it appears to me 
far more proper to assume the suppression of the second 
syllable. than that of reduplication, together 	with the 
change of n into i, for which no reason at all could exist, 
because the form would have been already sufficiently 
weakened by the suppression of the syllable of reduplica- 
tion. 	A simple consonant is suppressed in 	the Greek 
yivoitag from yr-venni, which is, however, itself an abbrevi- 
ation 	of yertvotun : 	moreover, 	in 	the 	Sanscrit 	!wrist, 
engem (= anagam) from ananikon, and, in the Latin 
perfects analogous with it, as apt (see 8. 540 : 	finally, in 
the Old High German preterites, as hid! (our hied!) from 
It Malt, for which, in Gothic, hathekl. 

SI It must, perhaps, be regarded as a dialectic peculia-
rity in Gothic, that the syllable of reduplication has always' 
au 	ft was the custom, perhaps, at the time when all Ger- 

point of vkw of the Old High German, whether Meyer. to be allotted to 
Gdmitis fourth class (with long din the present), or to the seventh (with 
short a in the present). 	The Middle High German hahr, alhe, &Meat, 
rmYsi ,  preterite hie, rie (for hieh, vial), speaks in favour of the fourth 
clans  to which they am ascribed by Grimm also, who writes hill% fain. 
In Gothic, them indeed of the existing hake, Mho, we should expect htha, 

f Ma, as War, Ilia, answering to the Old Sigh German eldfli, Giza. 
• 1 maiden elm, dAGsh, "to kindle,' which is held to boa primitive 

root, as a desiderativc of this kind. and I derive it from di(dhoymh from 
doh, " to loom." 

3 a 1 
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man languages were still one, that the heaviest vowel, a, was 
weakened in the syllable of repetition to the lightest, i,  as 
is the case 	in 	Sanscrit in 	the syllable of repetition of 
desideratives, where from flat, " to burn," comes didhaksh, 
not dadhaksh ; 	and as in Latin reduplicated foetus like 
eeeini, the a in the syllable of repetition becomes a and 
in the base i, while a radical o and sc in both places remain 
unchanged Onecnoreli, !dud°. 	For the diphthong ai of 
HALT, 	" to he called," i would be, in the syllable of 
repetition, quite as much in its place, as, in Sanscrit, of the 
diphthong .g 4 (=a + i); and generally of diphthongs only 
the last element enters the syllable of repetition; wherefore 
the reduplicated preterite of HI (=/coif), "to invite," is 
child& (first and third person singular). 	If an infringe- 
ment of the law for the mutation of sounds, by preserving 
the old tennis in the initial sound(as insteps =x4fnkscapish 
"I sleep"), be assumed, it might be said that the Gothic 
BAIT would correspond to this Sanscrit kdt, and there-
fore haihait (for Wait) with the abovementioned feb 
ehik@ta. 	But if au also is, in Gothic syllables of reduplica- 
tion, represented by ai, as ai-auk, "I increased," while, in 
&merit, il (=a +u) becomes cc, as, pispreltha from pall, 
"  to satisfy;" then the i of this ai may be regarded as o 
weakening of ca as we have seen above, in Sanscrit, from 
w, and proceeds 	the reduplicated aorist dundidan for 
dundudant (§. 584.). 	We might also regard the i of ai-auk 
as a weakening of the a of the base syllable, which, how-
ever, appears to me less probable, as in diphthongs the 
second element always 	has the etymological preponde- 
rance, and the first is a mere phonetic prefix; on which 
account I prefer recognising in the syllable of repetition 
of the Latin eec-Idi, of mete (=coido), the second element 
of the diphthong to, rather than the first, although a in 
the Latin syllables of repetition is regularly replaced by e. 
Be this as it may, I consider this, however, as certain, 
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that the ai in Gothic syllables of reduplication was for. 
tnerly a simple i, and that this at is a dialectic peculiarity 
limited to the Gothic, like that which, according to §.82., 
the Gothic employs instead of a simple i before h and r; 
which latter, in the other dialects also, is alone repre- 
sented. 	We miss, therefore, in the Old High German 
hilt for Gothic haihald (from hihald), only the h of the 
second syllable; and in the old Northern ilk, "I" or "he 
increased," nothing is wanting of the Gothic ai-auk, as far 
as the latter is all unorganic extension of i-auk; 	but as 
has, according to the Sanscrit principle, been contracted 
to (I, while in the participle passive aukina it has remained 
open, and in the present, by a doubled umlaut,. become ey. 

594. The old Northern rednplicated preterites of verbs 
with a radical a (Grimm's first conjugation) appear tome to 
stand upon a different footing from the- Gothic like hai-hold, 
in so far as the latter have weakened the a in the syllable of 
repetition to i, and have prefixed to the latter an a, while the 
former (the old Northern), quite in accordance with the San-
writ principle, have left the a of the syllable of reduplication 
unaltered and without addition, but., on the other hand, (like the 
Latin perfects tetigi, cecini)have weakened the a of the base to 
i, and, in agreement with the Sanserit law of sound, have 
contracted the latter with the a of the syllable of repetition 
to 5. 	In this way only, in my opinion, can we explain it, that 
as, in old Northern, from the root HALD, "to hold," (whence 
the present is, by the umlaut, held, and the participle passive 
haldinn), comes the preterite hilt (the tennis for the medial 
at the end of the word, as in Middle High German, see §. NO), 
plural hadust ; therefore hill from hahilt for halm%  as the 
reverse case of the Old High German hi-o.lt from hihalt for 
halal!. 	So also in roots with a long (1, for which the Gothic 

r 	By the umlaut the a becomes 5=e, and the s., ii=t=y.—Tranekt- 
ler's Note. 
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uses 4 (0. 69); 	e.g. from GR21T, "to, weep," and BL2S, 
"to blow," come gr4t, bles, as the contraction of gra(gUil, 
ble(hOis,• in contradistinction to the Old High German 
IA= (lilies) from (+tildes. 	The Old Saxon stands on the same 
ground as the Old Northern; hence, from /OW, "1 fall,' fill, 
"I fell," from fafill ; and from dolga, "I sleep," step, "1 slept," 
from shislip ; just as, in Sanscrit, plurals like Wiliam, from 
nanimima, correspond to singulars like nautilus, "I bent 
myself." of which more hereafter. 

595. Verbs which, in Gothic, have the diphthong ai as the 
radical vowel, lay aside, io Old High German, in the hese 
syllable, the last element of the mid diphthong, and remio 
only the, first, either unaltered, or corrupted to e, which, 
indeed, happens in most of the received authorities; hence, 
to the Gothic preterite hothoit."I was called," in Otfrid hint 
(for hihez from hiheizOcorresponds, io the other authorities 
quoted by Graff, hiez ; which latter, in respect to its e, answers 
better to the present deice (=-Gothic hula), where, how-
ever, the ie is not yet to be regarded or one sound (= I), 
as in our New German hies. 	Of the Gothic diphthong an, 
we find, according as authorities vary, either the first or 
the 	second element preserved, and the former, indeed, 
either unaltered or changed to e, and also the latter either 
unchanged or corrupted to o (see 0.77); e.g. from Ideupa 
comes, in Gothic, 	the preterite haihkom (see I. 598), for 
which, in Old High German, we find in Graff the forms 
lief (from lig for hlihlety"), lief, lief, lief. 

596. In Sanscrit the syllable of reduplication always 
has the redid' vowel, only shortened, if long; and, as has 
been already remarked, of diphthongs only the last ele-

. 

e Prefient, with umlaut, rem, Uwe, participle pantie° aratino, Matins. 
With respect to the rejection of a double consonant in the reduplicated 
preterite, compare the relation of the Old High German War, "four," 
for Gothic facie. 
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meat (see h. 593); hence, babandh," from bandh, " to bind"; 
leads, from 	Mote, 	"to strive"; 	bilikid, from Mid, "to 
cleave"; didip, from dip, "to shine"; /stud, from lad, "to 
Mat, push"; pupdr, from pilr, "to fill." 	If for the vowel 
r the syllable of reduplication contains an a, this proceeds 
from the primitive form ar; e.g. inarnarda, "1 and he 
crushed,"' comes not from rwriek but from march which in 

1 
	the dual and plural is contracted to mad; hence first 

person plum! mom'dima. 	Roots which begin with vowels 
we have already discussed (see §. 530; only this may be 
hem further mentioned, that roots which begin with a 
and end with two consonants proceed in a very peculiar 
and remarkable way, since they first contract the vowel of 
repetition with that of the root to a long a, then add pn 
euphonic a, and then annex the whole root a second time, 
so that thus the radical vowel occurs three times; as, 
itierog, from asn-ant From ant " to anoint" (Latin sago). 

597. The Greek pays no regard, in its syllables of redu-
plication in roots beginning with a vowel, to the vowel of 
the base, but always replaces it by e, which the Latin does 
in its perfects, which am reduplicated and carried back to 
the Sanscrit seventh aorist formation only in the ease, in 
which the root exhibits the heaviest of all vowels, As- a, 
which appears too heavy for the syllable of reduplication, 
as it is found inadmissible in Sanscrit, in the syllables of re-
duplication of desideratives, and is replaced by the lightest 
vowel, i. 	Thus in Greek the perfect vivenfei corresponds 
to the Sanscrit taiga or Midge, "I burned," just as thugs 
to the Sanserit totopa (pl. tutu/tiara --rettichauce) " 1 beat, 

tt I give the theme without any personal termination whatever. 
t Compare the Latin momordi, althongh this is based on the moist of 

the seventh formation, where ammurdam, middle arnamnrde,  might have 
been expected. 
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wounded, Slew." tre4i7olta" to the Sanserit pipette or pi. 
prdya, from yr., " to rejoice, to love " (compare the Gothic 
friyd, "I love "). 	It is certain, that originally the Greek 
also, must, in the syllable of reduplication, have had regard 
to the radical vowel ; that however, in the course of time, 
all vowels in this place were weakened to s, as is the case 
in 	New 	German in the 	final 	syllables of polysylIbbie 
words ;  as we contrast Node, salbe, grebes, with the Gothic 
binds, salbil, gabum, and Glide, Giishen, with the Gothic 
gasteis, pectin. 	A similar weakness 	or vitiation to that 
which has overtaken our final syllables might easily have 
befallen a Greek initial syllable not belonging to the 
base itself.  

598. As regards the laws to which the consonants is 
the syllables of reduplication are subjected, the &merit 
replaces the gutturals by corresponding palatals, and, in 
agreement with the Greek, the aspirated consonants by 
corresponding non-aspirates; 	e.g. ehalrls, from kilt, "to 
give light' ;t jagarn, from gash, " to go"; daelhd, from dhd, 
"to set lay"; 	as, in Greek, TEO* from the corresponding 
root OtI. 	Of two consonants combined in the initial sound 
in Sanscrit, the first is usually repeated; 	hence dakrand, 
from krand, " to weep"; 	chilesh, from kthip, "to east" 
The Gothic follows the same principle, if the second of the 
combined consonants is a liquid; hence gaigrdt," I wept," 
corresponds to the Sanscrit word of the same import, else 
hands; and saislep (see 5. 86. S.), "I slept," to the Sanwa 
anshrope.I 	We 	might hence infer 	that the preterite 

s Regarding the origin of the k and the aspirate of mf,-4,,, see 5.668. ho. 
9 1 refer the Gothic hairs," torch "(m a softened s, see §.136. 6.) to this 

root. 
t The root amp is irregular in this, that it is contracted before the 

heavy terminations into sap (shop); and on this form is founded the syl-
lable of reduplication, through the n of which the c following becomes sh. 
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which nowhere seesaw, of hlamia is haililaup, not litaihlaup. 
But if, in Gothic, the second of the combined consonants 
is a mote, this finds its way into the syllable of redupli- 
cation 	also; hence 	skoiskoith, "I separated," the 	third 
person plural of which, skis/within, occurs in Loke ix. 33: 
hence might be deduced, also, :fallout, from ST407. 
The other German dialects have, unrestrictedly, left two 
combined consonants together in the syllable of repetition; 
hence, in Old High German, stta f, " I slept," spialt, " 1 
deft," from dislig., spispall ; unless in the second syllable 
one of the two consonants be rejected, as in the Latin 
epopiedi, stet;, for spospondi, strsti. 	But the Gothic skai- 
akeith speaks against the latter. 

ISO It remains to be remarked, with respect to the 
Sanscrit syllables of reduplication, that if a root begins 
with a sibilant before a mute, the syllable of repetition, 
according to the general law, does not contain the first 
consonant but the second, respect being had to the rules 
of sound before mentioned; e.g. from stha comes tallida, 
"I, he stood;" from apcid (sporB; posparin, "I or he 
touched," in opposition to the Latin std;, spopondi. 	The 

• 'Lend, closely as it is allied to the Sanscrit, does not 
recognise this rule. 	I cannot, indeed, quote the perfect 
of Alm aid, nor any other perfect of roots with an initial 
sibilant before a mute, but as stint in Sanscrit has a syl-
lable of reduplication in the special tenses also, and forms, 
in the present, tisthMni, we see, from the Zend i5xsoliwy 
histilmi, that the law of reduplication under discussion, at 
the time of the identity of the Zend with the Sanscrit, 
was not yet in force, or at least not in its full extent. 
Of the Latin it deserves further remark, that in its side, 
which is properly the cmmterpart of the Sanserit listlitImi, 
Gr. ;Imam, and Zend hisfenni (see 5. 508), it 	follows 	the 
general law for syllables of reduplication, while analo-

iiirly with stele a present stile might have been expected. 
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600. With respect to the Greek, as soon as we 
in the I of re-nnat, an in the Zend hi of hishlmi, a syl 
reduplication, to which we are compelled, by its 
with &Um, riOnsti, lliRstu, the., and by the circumstance that 
a in the initial sound is easily weakened to the rough breath- 
ing, it must be allowed, that in the perfect gernre the rough 
breathing stands for sr, and that, therefore, we hove in this 
form a more perfect syllable of reduplication than is usually 
the case in roots which have in the initial sound a heaviercon- 
sonant combination than that of a mute before a liquid We 
cannot place gr171K6 on the same footing with if/lariat which 
we would suffer to rest on itself; for the latter has just as 
much right to the rough breathing as the Latin aisle to its 8: 
and when Buttmnno says (Gr. Res. I. 83. Item 6.), "The 
often -occurring agbiaralasa (pre-supposing garaAsa) in the 
Milesian inscription given by Chishull, p. 67, furnishes a 
proof that the rough breathing instead of the reduplication 
of the perfect went further in the old dialects than the two 
cases to be met with in the current language lie-rare, ihntp- 
Tat)," it is important to observe, that here, also, the root be- 
gins with a, which has been preserved in the syllable of 
repetition as the rough breathing. 	In &Tara this phenome- 
non has been preserved in the language as commonly used, 
because, in my opinion, the analogy of the present and im- 
perfect has protected the breathing which belongs to the 
perfect reduplication. p

i 
 

601. For the rest, if, in otherconsonmt combinations than 
that of a mute before a liquid, the syllable of repetition 
has usually dropped the consonant to be repeated, this clearly 

_ 	happened because a greater weight of sound in the base 
syllable rendered a lightening of the syllable of repetition 
desirable ; hence, 4-c7asc, 48opa, from ardskeasa, rhOeoptt 

1

-  

In these and similar forms the' coincidence of the initial syl- 
lable with the augment is only casual; and if in the e a real- 
naut of a syllable of reduplication is recognised, we  ;a  I 
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thereby compelled to explain the e of tkahhoh golkome, 
also as the syllable of reduplication, as in the imperfect and 
florist (and this appears from the Sanscrit), a simple vowel, 
independent of the root, has just as much a primitive founda-
tion, as in the perfect, in roots beginning with a consonant, a 
syllable beginning with the radical conmnant or its represen- 
tative has. 	It cannot, however, be denied, that in some cases, 
through an error in the use of language, the example of the 
augmented preterites has operated on the perfect. 	It may 
he, that the e of ear, her)pnact is just as much the augment 
as that of km* hotipoto m but it also admits of being re-
garded in the perfect as the reduplication, since c and o are 
originally identical with a, and have proceeded from it by 
corruption (see §. 3.); and since both a and o easily become 

as the final e of eleta (mertg adikshat) is, according to 
its origin, identical with the a of l2c4a, actEcti, fe„ and 
the e of the vocative, as Adno (= xi* vrika), is only a weaken-
ing of the o concluding the base-word, and corrupted from 
the older a (see §. 204.). 

602. To pass over, then, to the alterations, to which the 
radical vowel in the &merit reduplicated preterite is sub- 
jected, we will consider first the roots with a. 	Thin is 
lengthened before a simple consonant in the third person 
singular active, and at pleasure, also, in the first; hence, 
from char," to go," to which the Gothic root FAR, "to wan-
der," corresponds; chachclra or chachara," I went," elmehdra, 
"he went" 	This analogy is followed by those Gothic verbs 
which have preserved a radical a before simple consonants 
in the present, hut replace it in the preterite with d; asfara, 
the preterite of which, ftlr, in respect to its vowel, corre-
sponds as exactly as possible to the Sanserit chile of Mecham, 

it The digamma, which belongs to this verb, which rests on the Sen. 
scrit bli of Map," to break," leads us* to expect an wrist, fade, and in 
the most meient time a perfect  FOFese for the Sanserit babkanja. 
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ford is, in Gothic, the regular representative of the long d, 
and takes the place of the short a, where the latter is to be 
lengthened, as, rice vend, 0, in case of abbreviation, becomes 
a; on which account feminine bases in 0 ( -= Sauserit d) exbi-
hit in the uninflected nominative an a, since long vowels at 
the end of a word are the easiest subjected to abbreviation 
(see §.137.). 	The relation, therefore, of for to fare is based 
originally not on an alteration of quality, but only on that of 
quantity; and the vowel difference has here just as little in-
fluence in the designation of the relation of time, as, in the 
noun, on that of the case relation. 	As, however, in far the 
true expression of past time, viz. the reduplication, has dis-
appeared, and for stands for faVdr, the function performed by 
the difference of the vowel of the root, in common with that of 
the personal terminations (or of the absence of terminations, 
as infer as first and third person singular), is, for the prac- 
tical use of language, the designation of time. 	Thus, in one 
German conjunctive preterite in the plural, the umlaut is the 
only sign by which we recognise the relation of mood, and 
which, therefore, is to be held as the exponent of the modal 
relation, since the true expression of the same, viz. the vowel 
e (e. g. of Wires, laird), which was formerly an i (Old High 
German mdrimds, warn), and, as such, has produced the am- 
/aid by its assimilative power, is no longer, in its corrupted 
form, distinguishable from the termination of the indicative. 

603. The Gothic fdr is distinguished from the Sanserit chiir 
of chachdra by this, that it retains its long vowel through all 
persons and numbers, while in Sanscrit it is necessary only 
in the third person singular, and is found or not, at will, in 
the first person singular. 	To the Gothic, however, astern 
the Greek second perfect in the case where a radicals is length- 
ened to a, or its representative, v. 	The relation of einiCa 
(g epaleov) to neepeeya, of 047thoi (04iTi,i) to raivAa, corresponds 
exactly to the relation of tie Sanscrit ch ardmi and Gothic 
faro to chachdra, far. 	In Greek verbs which have changed 
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a radical a, in the present, to e, the change of this e into the 
heavier  o  compensates for its being lengthened (see 9.589.). 

604. In verbs which end with two consonants the length-
ening of the a to 4 is, in Sanserit, quite omitted, and so, in 

,Gothic, that of a to d; as, in Sanscrit, matnantho, "I or he 
;shook," mainanthinia, "we shook," from month; so, in Go-
thic, vaivald, "1 or he ruled," vaivaldum, "we ruled." from 
said. 	Those Gothic verbs which weaken, in the present, a 
radical a before a double consonant to i (see §. lie.), replace 
the same in the plural numbers of the preterite, and in the 
whole conjunctive preterite, by a; hence, BAND, "to bind" 
(from which the present binds), forms in the singular of the 
preterite band, bans-t (see 9. 102.), band, answering to the 
&merit babundha, babandh-i-thd, babandhem in the second 
person dual, however, bund-u-ts for Sanserit baband-a-thus ; 
and in the plural, bund-u-,o, bond-u-t, band-u-n, for San- 
serit babandh-bma, babandh-a-(tha), babandh-us. 	The con- 
junctive is bundyau, the. 	The Old High German, which 
has an i for its termination in the second person singular 

f finstead of the Gothic t, which, in my opinion, corresponds to 
the &insult conjunctive vowel i, exhibits, before this i, also 
the alteration of the a to u; hence, in the first and third per- 
son singular ban} corresponding to the Sanserit babandha and 
Gothic band;.but in the second person bunt-i, answering to 
the Sanserit babandh-i-tha and Gothic bans-t. 	Hence we 
perceive that the change of the a into u depends on the ex-
tent of the word, since only the monosyllabic forms have 
preserved the original el. 	We perceive further, that the 
weight of the ti appears to the German idioms lighter than 
that of the a, otherwise the u would not unbind the a in the 
same way as we saw above ai and au replaced by i in the 
polysyllabic forms, or before heavy terminations (see 9. 489.); 
and as, in Latin, the a of calm and sahrus, under the encum-
brance of a preceding preposition, is represented by it (eon-
mike, insulsus). 
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605. Where, in Gothic, a radical a is weakened before 
simple consonants, in the present, to 4 but retained in the 
singular of the preterite, we find instead of it, in both the 
plural numbers and in the whole conjunctive preterite, 
in all the polysyllabic past forms, an I, and for that in 
the Old and Middle High German an d, which here, how-
ever, occurs as soon as in the second person singular in-
dicative, because it is polysyllabic : in Middle High Ger- 
man, however, it is changed to a. 	The present of the root 
LAS, "to read," is, in Gothic, lisa, in Old High German lint 
in Middle High German Ilse; the preterite in Gothic is /at, 
las-t, las, arum, leant, Mann; conjunctive ltsytur, &c.: in Old 
High Germ. /as, last, las, 1dr/oda, had, hewn; conjunctive 
list, &e.: in Middle High German las, lase, las, Id., heel, 
Men; conjunctive lase. 	This phenomenon stands in con- 
tradiction to all other strong verbs, because here the poly-
syllabic forms have a heavier vowel than the monosyllabic; 
but the reverse naturally appears everywhere else. 	Even 
in the Sanscrit we find this apparent contradiction to the 
law of gravity, and the surprising, although, perhaps, acci-
dental, coincidence with the Gothic, that in both languages 
in similar places—viz. before the heavy terminations of the 
dual and plural—a radical a is changed into I, in both lan-
guages only in roots which terminate in a simple consonant; 
to which is further added, in S.scrit, the limitation, that the 
initial consonant, also, must generally he simple, and cannot 
be v or the like, which, in the syllable of repetition, according 
to §. 598., experiences a change. 	The syllable of repetition, 
however, is suppressed in the cases in which the a is changed 
into I. 	This is the practical view of the rule, which we shall 
subsequently endeavour to elucidate theoretically. 	Let the 
root tart, "to stretch out," serve as example. 
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ACTIVE. 

SO:MA. 	 PLURAL. 

Islas or talons, 	lesiva for Waldo. 	anima for lidaninto, 
laulha, 1  Meal/tea for tatanalhes,ldna for !ahem. or MeiVia for talanilha, I 

'Mu°, 	 idnalus for hdanatus, Moss for talcums. 

MIDDLE.  

(fob for Wand, 	ittnisand for talanieshd, tenintahA for latanistand 
tilitishg for totanishd, 	Ignalldi for latuntithd, 	tguidkod for hilanidlitie. 
tht0 for ratan/. 	lgultl4 for tatand14, 	Moir@ for talsuird. 

It appears, therefore, from this paradigm, that the form Mu 
used for talon, though far the most common, is adopted 
only before heavy terminations, or in such persons as, in 
their full form, would appear to consist of four syllables; for 
although, in the second person plural, lens stands for lakes, 
and in the third person plural, Mous for Salamis, still  us  in this 
place is an abbreviation of soli (compare §. 462.), and a is 
clearly only the remnant of an original termination alba: 

a of Oboe, for ign-a-tha, corresponds merely to the con- 
notive vowel of the Greek werimfra-ra and of the Gothic 

'exiinald-tea, fdr-u-th, ldest-th.• 	The reason of the abbrevia- 

*  I have already, in my System of Conjugation, and in the Annals of 
Oriental Literature (London, 1020) called attention to the fact, that the 
transmit nava in the second proton plural is an abbreviated form, and in 
the former parte of this book the fact has often boon alluded to, that the 
laanscrit, in particular eases, appears in disadvantageous contrast with its Eu- 
topean sister idioms. 	It hoe therefore surprised me that Professor Refer, 
In his Treatise "Contributions," de., p. 40, has made ea general on ...-
the, that meat investigators have not been desirous "of keeping per-
fectly free from the unfortunate error of believing in the imaginary invio- 
lability and pristine fidelity and perfection of the Sanserit." 	For my part 
I hare never conceded to the &merit such pristine Oddity; and it has 
always given me pleasure to notice the cases in which the European sister 
bnguages surpass it, as tho Lithuanian does in this day, in everywhere 
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tion is clearly apparent in the second person singular; foe if 
here the termination the is joined 4irectly to the Poet, the. 
tau reduplication remains; but if the number of syllables is 
increased by a conjunctive vowel, then tdn, .is used for Wen; 
thus tdnitho (from latanitha) answering to Manilla. 	I recog- 
nise, as has been already observed (see §. 540.),  in forms like 
Ida a concealed reduplication; thus Ma from rotaries is Latin 

sr ceeini for cacani), and this from talon, whence, by rejecting:I 
the second t, lap (for to-on) may have been formed, and so, in 
earlier times, have been used for Ida; and I think that the; 
Gothic d, in forms like Mem, is not found there because awl 
Sanscrit, in analogous forms, has an A but for this ream i 
that the Sanscrit 4 was formerly an d, but the Gothic d re-!  
presents the d (§. BO.) 	The Old High Gorman has preserved; 
the original sound, and exhibits Idsuraa (from lalasuma), 
which, in contrast with the Gothic ldsurnds, appears like a 
Doric form contrasted with an Ionic one.* 	While, in the' 
second person singular, the Gothic las-t, on account of its; 
monosyllabic nature, is based on Sanscrit forms like &Iloilo,. 
the Old High German lag answers to the contracted form M- 
urtha. 	It must be assumed that the Gothic las, last was for- 
merly lailas, lailast ; and then, too, the plural /hum stood in 
the proper 	relation to tailors (lalas), i.e. in the relation of 
the weaker to the stronger radical form. 	We give, for a 
complete general view of the analogies existing between 
the Sannerit and the German in the case before us, the 

expreming the idea "who r by ken, while the &merit kae, according id 
faxed laws of sound becomes at one time lath, at another ki, st mother 
ko, and appears in its original form only before t and at. 

o Regarding the Latin films like Op( (see §. 048.), it may he hew 
further remarked, that Ag. Benary, also (Doctrine of Latin Sounds, p. 010. 
he.), traces back the Latin perfect in all its formations to the &merit 
aortal. 
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reduplicated preterite of %Ft:  sad, "to sit,-  "to place one- 	0  
self," 	corresponding to the Gothic 	sat- nod 	Old 	High 	I 
German ear, "1 sate," connected with it in -form and 
scone. 	 ,... 

SINGULAR. 

SASSORIT. 	 anemic. 	 OLD RION nano.

1 	sankl-a or-  sasad-a, 	(saOsat, 	 (si)secr. 

moan[-lna or sild.i-tha, 	(saOsaed 

snood-a, 	 (sai)eet, 	 .(sOcar. 

DUAL 

nkl-i-on, 	 Ail? (see k.441.) 	. 
i 	old-a-then, 	 sit-u-te, 

. 	sAd-mtus, 	 . . . . 

PLURAL 

1 	I'M-Mina, 	 Al-u-m, 	 elte-tisnalk. 

1 

	sed-a-'. 	 sit-n-th, 	 setz-ze-t.  

add-us, 	 sit-u-n, 	 sils-u-n. 

I " Remark I.—That in the example here given, an gene- 	fi  
rally in Grimm's tenth, eleventh, and twelfth conjugation% 
the a of the preterite is the real radical vowel—that in 

, the present it is weakened to i, and that the i of the pre-
sent has not, rice erred, been strengthened in the preterite 

:to a—I infer, not only from this, that the Sanserit, where 
it admits of comparison, everywhere exhibits a as the 
unmistakeable 	radical 	vowel, 	but 	especially from 	the 
circumstance that the Gothic 	causal verb 	where 	any 
such corresponds to the primitive verb, everywhere uses 
the a in the present even, which the primitive verb Iris 
retained merely in the preterite; for instance, from SAT. 	.i 

" to sit,-  comes the causal eatja. " I set —Sanserit sddaydmi. 	i 
If it were merely the object of the language to gain in 
the causal a vowel connected with the primitive verb, but 

3. 
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strengthened, then if SIT were the root, from it would 
perhaps. have proceeded wily(' (=Inky') or sailya ; and M 
reality the verbs, to which I ascribe i as the radical vowel 
exhibit, in the causal, ai, as those with a radical u employ.; 
in exact agreement with the Sanscrit, where i and a 
ceive Guna in the causal, i.e. prefix a. 	Thus in 
from ur-BIS, 'to stand up,' (ameba, or-rail, u 
conies ur-raisya, ' I raise up'... from DRUS,' to fall' ( 
dram, 	drachm), ga-dratuya,  ' I 	plunge; 	as, in 
front 	rid and budh, 'to know,' 	Adaydmi (= ma 
lAdhayllmi (=-Lanclhaycni), ' I make to know.' 
cumstance, that Sanscrit verbs with a radical a co 
to the Gothic 	sal, 	'  I sate,' band, 'I bound,' wo 
alone furnish any sufficient ground for assuming t 
said and analogous Gothic verbs exhibit the root ' 
singular of 	the 	preterite ; 	for it might 	eerts' 
allowed that binds proceeds from the Sanscrit ba 
from sad, and that an original a has here been co 
to i ; but it might still be maintained that the a of 
noun band, out, is not a transmission from the period 
tity with the Sanscrit, but that it has been newly de 
from the i of the present, because the change of sound 
i to a is the symbol of the past. 	I object to this view, 
however, first, because not only does sat answer to tondo 
or sacdda, but also the plural RNLI 7 lb from sdhcm, Old High 
German sflehmes, to sildhna frets cddima (sa(s)adima),ad it 
is impossible to consider this double and surprising coinci- 
dence as fortuitous ; 	secondly, because, as has been above 
remarked, the camas too recognise the a of the verbs 
under 	discussion as a 	radical vowel; 	thirdly, 	because 
substantives also, like band, salt, which have nothing to 
do with the expression of past time, or any other temporal 
relation, conform to the vowel of the preterite; fourthly, 
because generally, in the whole Indo-European family of 
languages, no case occurs of grammatical relations being 
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expressed 	by the change of the 	radical vowel; 	fifthly, 
because the reduplication, which is the real expression of 
the past, is still clearly retained in Gothic, in the verbs 
mentioned above, and is therefore adequate ground for 
assuming that sot is an abbreviation of miss!, but that 

' .  Aim for Wien is a contraction of so(s)lion." 
"Remark 2—The loosens roots which begin with a 

;consonant which must be replaced by another cognate 
one, refrain from the contraction described above; 	for if 

e g of the base syllable of foetus dropped out, and the 
two a were melted down to 8, then pm would assume 
an appearance too much estranged from the root; and this 

certainly the reason why the contraction is avoided. 	It 
is omitted, also, in roots which begin with two consonants, 
and, indeed, for the same reason; 	for if the at of the 
second syllable of toston was dropped, the contracted form 
would be tin, in which the root stan would no longer be 

rcognised. 	There are, however, a few exceptions from 
e restriction specified ; 	as, bobbsd from bhaj, 	'to pay 

homage,' is always contracted to 41T, LhO, as far as is yet 
- known, though *if be) might be expected; but the aspi-

ration of the base-consonant, which has been dropped, has 
been carried back to the syllable of repetition, according 
to the principle of the above mentioned fate( dhiksh for 
didhaksh, from doh, ' to burn' (see k 593). 	It is more 
difficult to account for the fact of some roots, which begin 
with two consonants having permitted themselves to be 
contracted, and having retained both consonants in the - 
'syllable syllable 	of repetition, 	since to the reduplicated perfect 
theme tetras a contracted 	form Iris corresponds, while 
from antra. by rejecting the tr of the second syllable, 
should come Ms. 	Either, then, in Ns the r, which is sup- 

1  pressed in the full reduplicated form (latraa for trotros), is 
again restored, in order to comply with the requirement 
thaethe form of the root be not too much disfigured, or 

3 n 2 
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the forms like Iris 	proceed from a period when the syl- 
lable of repetition still combined the two consonants, as in 
the Latin spopondi, strti, and in the Gothic skoiskoith ; or, 
lastly, and this is most probable, forms like ha proceed 
from a period when the language had completely forgotten 
the ground of their origin in contraction, and when in 
forms like sedima reduplication was no longer perceived, 
but 	only the change of a radical a into 8, and it was 
believed that the true exponent of the relation of time was 
therein 	recognised. 	Thus, in a measure, 	the Gothic 
frehunt, ' we asked' (Sanscrit paRrichchlamo, not predthima, 
from peachh, 'to ask'), was prepared by Sanscrit forms 
like traitor, 	' we 	trembled,' blaimimos 	' we 	wandered,' 	" 
and some similar ones. 	The Sanscrit and German in this 
agree most admirably, that roots which end with two eon-
swains have not permitted the combination to make its 
way;.certainly because, through their stronger construc-
tion, they had more power to bear the full reduplication 
(compare k. 589.), which has at last disappeared in Gothic 
in those verbs with a radical a, which weaken that vowel, 
in the present, to i ; 	so that bond, &adorn, correspond to 
the Sanscrit bobondha, babondhimo. 	To a Gothic present 
bands', would correspond a preterite boibo718/." 

606. It 	is 	not requisite 	to 	assume that forms like 
*fga sgdimo, "we sate," which has been compared above 
(p. 620 to the Gothic Ahem and Old High German close. 
existed so early as the 	period of the unity of language. 
I rather hold the Sanscrit Whoa and Gothic slam, besides 
being identical in their root, to be connected only in 
this point, that they both, independently of each other, 
have, in consequence of a contraction, lost the semblance 
of a reduplicated form; that in both the g stands for an 
older d, which is preserved in the Old High German 
sdrumes; that the Sanscrit odd for sad has sprung from 
Bawd, as the Gothic set for sot from scoot, the latter DAN' 
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rally at a time when the syllable of repetition was still 
faithful to the radical syllable as regards the vowel. 	The 
contraction of polysyllabic forms into monosyllabic, by 
rejecting the consonant of the second syllable, or the con-
sonant together with its vowel (as above in lips for limps, 
8.592.) is so natural, that different 	languages may easily 
chance to coincide in this point; but such an omission 
might most easily occur in reduplicated forms, because 
the expression of the same syllable twice running might 
be fatiguing, and therefore there would be a direct occa-
sion for the suppression of the second syllable or its con- 

nant. 	In verbs with a. radical a the occasion is the more 
urgent, because a is the heaviest vowel, and hence there 

the more reason to seek for a diminution of weight. 
Latin 	forms like 	cesini, tetigi (compared with such as 
tntadi, womardi), comply with the requisition after being 

eakmed by reducing the a to i in the base-syllable, and 
e in the syllable of repetition, while perfects (aorists) 

dike dpi, fesi, in their process of diminishing the weight, 
oincide with the Sanscrit sPdima and Gothic seium, which 
not not prevent the assumption that each of the three 

languages has arrived at the contracted form in its own 
way, as the Persian mu and English am (=em), "I am," 
approach so closely, because they both, but quite inde-
pendently of each other, have abbreviated the primitive 

rm omit in the same way, while in the third person 
Persian and Latin est coincide, through a similar eor-

ption of the old form sale; or as the Old High German 
~fioe, vier, stands in the same relation to the Gothic fit/19r that 

e Latin guar of guar-las does to the to-be-presupposed 
pat/tor-tut 	In conclusion, I shall further observe that the 
Gothic man, " I mean," though II form according to the pre-
terite, and based on the Sanscrit mamma or watnana. still 

The root man, " to think," is indeed, in the present condition of the 
dengunge, used only in the middle (thus onOld, d I, he thought"), which, 

hm,r,rr, 
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in the plural forms not memum, after the analogy of rehires, 
but munum, which leads us to conjecture an older mainitinue 
for Inamenum, as bundem for beibundent bubundem. 	Simi- 
larly, shame, "  we should," not skslent (singular aka!). From 
may, " I can," comes fervent, without weakening the a to U. 
In respect to this and similar verbs it may, however. he ob-
served, that in the Sanscrit vdda, "I know," and Greek elk 
( =Gothic rail, see 8.491.), the reduplication is lost, and per-
haps, also, all German verbs, which associate the sense of the 
present with the terminations of the preterite, have never 
had reduplication, on which account there would be no reason 
to expect a menurn for monism from menu/nem. 

607. Verbs with a radical i or u before a simple final conso-
nant have Guna, in Sanscrit, before the light terminations of 
the reduplicated preterite, and, therefore, only in the singular 
of the active. This Gana, is the insertion of an a before the ra-
dical vowel, just as in Gothic (Grimm's eighth and ninth con- 
jugations). 	As, however, with the exception of the few verbs 
which belong to the Sanscrit fourth class (see I. 109°. 0.), all 
strong verbs belong only to the Sanscrit fourth class, which, in 
the special tenses, has Guna pervading it; so also, in the Gery 
man verbs with a radical i and a, Gana must be looked for in 
the  present and the moods dependent thereon. 	The Guna 
vowel a has, however, in the present, been weakened to i, and 
is only retained as a in the monosyllabic preterite singular. 
While, therefore, the Sanscrit root budh, e1.1, " to know," forms, 
in the present, bodhanti, pl. &Id/Owls (=beedlelmi, betudett. 
mem), and, in the reduplicated preterite, beltddho (=-Mdunidha), 
plural bubudhinta, the corresponding Gothic root BUD ("to 
offer," "to order,") forms, in the present, Ueda,* plural 

however, does not pmvent the astamption that orighutlly an aetive also 
has existed. 

tt Graff, Who Ito in general supported with his assent my theory of the 
Gorman ablaut (change of sound), which I Mg submit.' in my Racier of 

Grimm's 
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biadaw, and in the preterite booth (see §. 93'9, plural beldam. 
In verbs with a radical i the Gana vowel i in melted down in 
German with the radical vowel to a long i, which, in Gothic, 
is written ei:" hence the Gothic root BIT," to bite," forms, 
in the present, beita (=bit. Old High German Sias), and in 

`..the singular of the preterite ball, plural edam answering to 
the Sauscrit bibh&la (from bibhaida), "1 and he cleft," bilohi- 
dime, "we cleft." 	In the present, firgbhid, if it belonged to 
•the first class, would form blieldeleni, to which the Gothic bola 
(from bide) bas the same relation as above Ueda to boldliami. 
The relation of the Gothic beita from Meta to the Stusscrit 
bladdini from bhairldird, is like that of the plural nominative 
fadei-s (from the base FADI) to the Summit patay-as from 
pati, "lord," only that in patsy-as the 0, -.- a + i, is resolved 
into ay on account of the following vowel.  

608. We give here, once more, the Gothic bait, "1 bit," 
and bang, "I bowed," over against the corresponding San-
serit forms, but so that, varying from §. 489. and our usual 
method, we express the &merit diphthongs w e and eft 4 
according to their etymological value, by ai and, au, in order 

Grimm's German Grammar, differs in this point from the view above taken, 
that he does not recognise intim i of Nadu and in the first i of tel. (=N., 
from total the weakening of the Sanscrit Gana vowel a, bet endeavours in 
three different ways to gain from the radical i and u, in the present 1 
(written ri in Gothic) and to (Old High Germ. Thesaurus I. pp. 21, 22), 
of which males, however, none is so near and concise m that, aoconling 
to which the i of biudt, is the weakening of then of the Sanserit baudiaimi 
(contracted, bodllanti), to which MA< hoe the same relation that the Old 
High German dative sunk, "to the son," has to the Gothic gun. and 
&merit einav-t, from the base sdnu, the final a of which Teceives Guna 
in the dative singular and nominative plural. 	In the former place the 
Gothic ton retained the old Gum a; and it is not till several .aturies 
later that we first see this in Old High German weakened to i: in the 
latter place (m the nominative plural) the Gothic even has admitted the 
weakening to i„ but changed it toy; hence sungg.,, for Sanserit ggago-og, 

. Sec §.10., and Vocalismus, p. 224, Remark 13. 
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to make the really astonishing agreement of the two lan-
guages more apparent. We also annex the Old High German, 
which replaces the Gothic diphthong ai by ei, and cm by ou 
(before 7' sounds, a and h by 0. 	lathe Old High German 
it is especially important to remark, that it replaces by the 
pure vowel of the root the "diphthong in the second person 
singular, on account of the dissyllabic form, which here cor-
responds to the Gothic monosyllabic one, as a clear proof 
that the vowel opposition between singular and plural de-
pends on the extent of the word or the weight of tlw termi-
nations, as we have already perceived by the opposition 
between a in monosyllabic and the lighter u in polysyllabic 

• ones (bunt, bunt, bunturads, see §. 601.). 

&merit. 	Coale. 	a H. Germ. &merit. 	Cottle. 	a ItGere. 
1100, 

bhid, "split," bit, "bite," biz," id." 	bhuj," bend," 	bug,"id." bug," id ." 
SINGULAR. 

bibhaid-a, 	bait, 	beie. 	bubleauj-n, 	bang, 	bong. 
bibhaid-i-tha, baiwt,' 	bio-i. 	bubhauj-i-tlia. bang-t, 	bug-i. 
bibhaid-a, 	bait, 	heir. 	bubhattj-n, 	bang, 	bong. 

bibhid-i-co, 	bit-t1,. 	. . . . 	bubhuj-i-va, 	bug-ii,' 
bibhid-n-thus, bit-u-ts, 	- . . . 	bubhuf-a-lhus, bug-u4s, 	. . .. 
bibhid-adits, 	. . . . 	. . . . 	bubhuj-a-tus, 	. . . . 	. . . . 

PLURAL. 

bibhid-i-ma, 	bit-wrn, 	biz-u-ands. bubhuj-i-ma, 	bug-win, bug-u-mb. 
bibhid-a-', 	bil-u-th, 	bie-u-t. 	bubliaj-a-', 	bug-u-th, bug-ud, 
bibhid-us, 	bit-u-n,; 	bizu-n. 	bubhig-us, 	bug-ii-n, bugw-n. 

1  See §.102. 	.  See §.441. 

609. The Greek second perfects like nerodla, hdhonta, tome, 
dcrdldetryo in respect to their Gana answer to the Sonscrit 
word just discussed, bibhaida (bibhdda), bubhauja (beibhdja), 
and Gothic bail, bang. 	The circumstance, however, that the 
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Greek retains the Guna in the dual and plural, and uses not 
ereniareser, wetfifileanev, but weiroathev, worfietlyauev, raises a 
suspicion against the originality of the principle followed by 
the Sanscrit and German. 	We will therefore leave it unde- 
cided whether the Greek has extended unorganically to the 
plural numbers the Gana, which was created only for the 
singular, or whether the vowel strengthening of the redu-
plicated preterite was originally intended for the three num-
bers of the active; and the coincidence of the &merit and 
German in this point is only accidental, that they have, in the 
tense under discussion, accorded to the weight of the termi-
nations, or extent of the word, an influence in shortening the 
base-syllable. 	This influence is so natural, that it need not 
surprise us if two languages, in the course of time, had 
admitted it independently of each other, and then, in the 
operation of this influence, coincided; 	as, on one side, the 
Gothic bits's, baron, answering to bail, bang, and, on the 
other side, the Sanscrit bibhidinia, bubhujinia, answering to 
bibhaida bubhauja. 	The German obtains a separate indi- 
viduality in that the Old High German, in the second person 
singular, employs bizi, haul, and not beisi, bough on account of 
their being dissyllabic; while the Sanserit, in spite of their 
being of three syllables, uses biblusidilha, Whew:lithe. 	It is 
certain that the Sanscrit, in its present state, has given to 
the weight of the personal 	terminations a far 	greater 
influence than could have 	existed at the period of the 
unity of language; 	and that the Greek Selhipsener, with 
reference to the singular hgopiee, stands nearer to the 
primitive condition of the language than the Senora 
dadyieima, which hall abbreviated the syllable ar of the 
singular dada4a to ri. 	Observe, also, what has been re- 
marked above regarding the retention of the Gothic d and 
Greek a or e ha the dual and plural, while the Sanserit exhi-
bits the lengthening of a radical a to d only hi the first and 
third persons singular (8.003.) 
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610. As to the personal terminations of the reduplimted 
preterite, they deserve especial consideration, as they do not 
answer exactly to the primary endings, nor to the secondary. 
The ground of their varying from the primary terminations, 
to which they most incline (in Greek more clearly- than in 
Sanscrit), lies palpably in the root being encumbered with 
the syllable of reduplication, which in various places has.  
produced an abbreviation or entire 'extinction of the personal 
terminations. 	The first and third person singular have the 
same sound in Sanscrit, and terminate with the vowel, which 
should properly be only the bearer of the personal termi- 
nation. 	The Gothic has even lost this vowel ; hence, above, 
beteg, bait, answering to bubhauja (6abhdja), bibhaida (bibhida). 
The Greek, however, has, in the third person, corrupted the 
old a to e, just as in the aorist, where we saw ebetEe answer 
to the Sanserit adikshat. 	In the same way, in the perfect. 
T ET 146, Mopes, &e. answer to the Sanscrit taibpa (=Move) 
dadarea ; while in the first person, rgemba, Sgaspea, stood on 
the same footing with the Sanserit tublpa, dadarL (from 
dadarka). 	As three languages, the Sanscrit, Greek, and 
Gothic, and a fourth the Zend (where dadaria appears in 
the form ihnel.30i2.1 dadarga), agree with one another in this, 
that in the first and third person of the sense under discus-
sion they have lost the personal designation, it might he 
inferred that this loss occurred as early as the period of the 
unity of language. 	But this inference is not necessary; for 
in the in cumbrance of the root by the syllable of reduplication 
there lies so natural an occasion for weakening the termi-
nation, that the different cognate languages might well have 
followed this impulse independently of each other. 	And the 
three languages (the Zend, whose long sojourn with the 
Sanscrit is evident, may remain unnoticed) do not stand 
quite on the same footing with respect to the disturbing 
influence which they have permitted to the syllable of redu-
plication : the Sanscrit has yielded more to this influence than 
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its Greek and German sisters; and our forms like ihr bleed, 
"you bit," ihr hopes, " you bent," are more perfect in their 
termination at this day than what we can draw from the San-
serit, in contrast to them, from the oldest period of its litera- 
ture. 	The Sanserit reduplicated preterite has, for instance, 
loatthetermination of the second personplural from the oldest 
time; and this person is therefore either completely the same 
with the first and third person singular, or disting,uished from 
it only by the removal of the Gunn, or by an abbreviation in 
the interior of the root from which the singular has remained 
free; e.g. the first and third person singular and second person 
plural of krand, "to weep," are ehokranda : in the two former 
places the Gothic gaigrat corresponds to it, and, indeed, chews 
to disadvantage through its loss of the final vowel: in the 
second person plural, hOwever, gairlit-u-th surpasses the 
Sanserit ehokrand-a, wisich has evidently been preceded by a 
form cholerand-o-tha or chnkrand-aga. 	To the Greek Tordp- 
a-re, SaKtpu-a-re, correspond, in Sanscrit, tutup-a, Jaded-n, 
for tutuy-a-tho, dactrii-a-tha. 

SU. The Sanscrit reduplicated preterite stands in disad-
vantageous comparison with the Greek perfect in this point 
also, that in the middle and passive it has not only, like the 
present, lost the en of the first person, but also the I of the 
third; thus, tutupe stands for Cutup-m2 and tolup-11, and in the 
former cane in surpass.' by Ten/wpm, in the latter by Term-
rah as respects the correct preservation of the termination. 
From ri-rtat-itat, re'rtur-rat, it may be inferred dent the active 
was formerly rani/ram, verintart, or reviktfiant, -rerii,p-a-ei, and 
in Sanserit tutop-a-tni (or tutep-4-mi, see k. 434.), tutdp-a-ti. 
The conjunctive vowel is suppressed in Greek before the 
weightier terminations of the middle passive, according to 
the principle by which the I of the optative, and the corre-
sponding el of the Sanscrit potential, is dropped in the middle, 
and e.g. thhahte0a, oloolimahi, correspond to the active 5- 
Sehgaor, drolyarna. 	The Sanscrit, in the middle and the 
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passive, which in this tense is fully identical with the middle, 
prefixes to the personal terminations beginning with a con-
sonant a conjunctive vowel i (see §. 605.); hence hilep-1-81.1 
answering to the Greek versa-am. 	Yet in the Veda dialect 
the form tutup-se might be expected, as this dialect often 
suppresses the conjunctive vowel of the common language, 
and, in the Rig Veda (XXXII. 4.), from vir4 class 6, "to find," 
occurs the form visit-se. "thou didst find," for the common 
vivid-i-sh& 

612. The third person plural of the middle passive exhibits 
in Sanscrit the termination re, which, in the common lan-
guage, always precedes the conjunctive vowel i, which, 
however, may be withdrawn in the Veda dialect, where, 
dasIrg-r& " they were seen," occurs for dadeihirS (Rig Veda, 
XXXIV. 10.). 	It is hardly possible to give a satisfactory 
explanation of this termination. 	I (lave elsewhere (Lesser 
Sanscrit Grammar, §. 372. Rem. 4.) remarked, that its r is 
perhaps a corruption of an original s, which otherwise, in 
Sanscrit, occurs only in the initial sound, and regularly, in-
deed, before sonant letters, in case a vowel other than a or d 
precedes the a. 	This being the ease, this r would belong to 
the verb substantive; and we should remark, that in Greek, 
also, this verb, in certain tenses, is found only in the third 
person plural, while the rest are simple (earents, aisal.). 
The Sanscrit intended probably, in the ease before us—if the 
r really stands for a—by this change to lighten the sound, as 
occurs is the Old High German, where, 113 all roots in It and 
W. and in part of the roots in as, the radical sibilant in the 
preterite is retained only in the monosyllabic forms, but 
in the lielysyllabie is weakened to r; 	hence, from RIS, 
"to full " (Sanscrit a/ wettis), rein, riri, rein, rirumm, &e.; from 
LUS, "to lose," las, luri (see ,I. 600.), 14s, hernias, Sce.; from 
was, "I was," "he was," comes the second person wdri, the 

	

plural iteirunids, &e. 	. 
613. With 	the 	r 	of the 	Sanscrit 	termination rd is 
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clearly connected that of the termination ran of the third 
person plural, middle, potential, and precative, where ran, in 
my opinion, is an abbreviation of >ante ; 	and also the , 
which the root H. "to lie" (Greek seigai), adds, in the 
third person plural of all special tenses (aerate, "  they lie," 
aigrata, 	" they 	lay," 	igraldm, 	" let 	them he"). 	The 
root vid, "to know," Class 2, in 	combination with the 

',preposition sans, admits at will the addition of such an 
in the present, imperfect, and imperative; 	hence, mild- 
,drat4.  or sanuidita " they know" (Parini VII. 1.7.). 	The 
_Veda dialect gives to the adiition of thin enigmatical r, in 
the middle and passive, a still wider extension (Penini 

I

I  
VII. I. 8.), 	and 	exhibits 	milder°, 	"they 	milked," 	for 
aduhrata, instead of the common aduliata. 	Remarkable, 
also, are the forms trerstadriiran and enrt asrigrari,*  from 
artsm arkirrania %MINI aspigranla, for adTiianta, atrijanta. 
The Amisver2 of this Veda termination mi, which may 

i
-ll  have been formerly retie (with  a  from I, compare p. 754.), 

passes into  en  before vowels; hence, Rig. Veda IX. 4., wisp( 
Tv 8. fnu astigrant Indra le yiroli " effuei surd, indra ! tibi 
hyinni"; L. 3. •11,0k IRA tall fir wrzh Ind 2.3 adritirarn 

'  °rya Otero ei rainiarl jam% anu " conspiciunfas tins coll.- 
trantes radii inter liontines."I 

. The former is an aorist of the' sixth formation, from the root grid, 
which is not used in the special tenses; but curl/rah, in which the reten-

n of the original guttural instead of the palatal of the common langoage 

[ 

Js to be noticed, does not, in my opinion, admit of being explained as an 
wrist, as Westergaard makes it, but appears to me as an imperfect; as the 
roots of the sixth class, when they do not insert a nasal in the special 
tenses, are incapable of the sixth Florist formation, because they could not 
be distinguishable from the imperfect. Why should not the imperfect, as 
well as the wrist, be capable of replacing the termination ante by ran? 0 	8 Compare Westemaard, Radices, p.200. 	Rosen takes ',draysi ac- 
tively, and, in the first passage, neriurain,  as the first person singular active, 
which, however, will not do. 	Preterites with  It  present signification are 
very common in the Vedas. 
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614. The conjunctive vowel i, which the middle uses is 
almost all persons, may formerly have been an a; and it 
is still more probable that the active, as in Greek, every-
where had an a as conjunctive vowel; that therefore the 
form 	i atup-i-ma 	was preceded by 	a form hthip-a-ms 
(or !Map-el-ma. see 	4. 434.), as analogous 	to the Greek 
rert4-ctiam;,,an opinion which is also corroborated by the 
Gothic  u-m„ as iu gaiprot-u-m, "we wept," which leads us 
to expect a Sanscritrhakrand-a-ma or si-ma for shakrandd- 
Mt, as the Gothic u very often occurs as the weakening 
of a 	original a, but not ne the 	increase of an ori n-
ginal i. 

615. In the second and third person dual the Sanserit 
has firmly retained the old conjunctive vowel a ; hut the 
a of the primary terminations that, Ms, has been weakened 
to a, probably on account of the root being encumbered by 
the syllable of reduplication ; 	hence, Miura:thus, tally-a- 
rse, 	correspond 	to 	the 	Greek 	 aer60-a-ros, rcrisp-a-rc 
from -TM, Tat, 	see 4. 97.); and chakrand-a-thes, " ye two 
wept," to the Gothic gaigrtit-u-ts of the same import. 	The 
xi a of these dual forms is never suppressed, and hence 
is regarded by grammarians as belonging to the termina-
tion itself, while the terminations na and ma of the first 
person dual and plural occasionally occur also, in direct 
combination with the root; as from sislh, " to stop," come 
both sishidhiva, stshidhima, and siskidhroa, sishidhma. 	Thus 
we find in Greek, also, the a occasionally suppressed before 
the heavier terminations of the dual and plural. 	Here 
belong, besides, Yap. for Manny (see 4.491.), gOryiltY, tirrOe. 

a Igrryile. aidtpcv. 	But on these forms no special rela- 
tionship is to be based, but only a coincidence of prin- 
ciple; 	for in the operation of the laW of gravity it is so 
natural that two languages should, independently of one 
another, free themselves before heavy terminations of a 
semi-vowel, not indispensable for the idea to be conveyed, 
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that it is quite unnecessary to assume here an old trans-
mission. 

616. With regard to the termination tu the of the second 
person singular, we direct attention to 5. 403. 	It may be 
here additionally remarked, that if the Greek ;nr-On—which is 
there referred to erffnat dc-i-Ilm, for which would stand, with-
out the vowel of conjunction, de-the—is not a remnant of the 

but actually belongs to the imperfect, the Sanserit 
middle imperfect armarm dandle would admit of comparison 
with it. 	But I prefer referring this icrtice to the perfect, and 

. rplacing it on the same footing with oto-Ba, which, with re-
spect to its termination, corresponds well with imoet-tho 
and the Gothic vole-f. 	The Old High German also, which, 
in its strong preterites, -has preserved only the conjunctive 
vowel of the Sanserit i-the, and hence opposes to the Saty-

r: 
 

seat bubauj-i-tha (buodj-i-tha) and Gothic bang-t," thou didst 
bow," the form beg-i, has in preterites, which, like the San-
serit vdd,e, Greek tact, and Gothic mat, have present signi-
fication, retained the old tin direct combination with the 

.":  toot-; as, weis-t (euphonic for weiz-t) corresponds to the 
'Gothic vais-t, Greek olir-Se, and Sanscrit u4t-tha (edit-thn). 
'Here belong also moos-I, " thou must," trth-t, " thou art fit," • 
mah-t, "thou coma," seal-t, "thou shouldst," on-s-t, "thou 
art inclined," "doss not grudge" (with euphonic a, a, see 9. 95.: 
the form cannot be cited, but cannot be doubted), eltan-s-t. 
"thou must," "thou Soonest," gelars-I, " thou venturest," t 
derf-t, "thou didet require." 

. Does not occur, but can be safely deduced from the third person talk k..H 
1.end the preterite tdh-to. 

t Thes is not, an I formerly assumed, euphonic (1.04.), but belongs 
to the root, which, before vowels, assimilates its a to the preceding e (es 
Greek thig.a.04,64,), rejected when in the terminating sound, bat preserved 
before t: hence, in the first and third poson singular ge-tar, third person 
plural 0-tumuli, ge-barren. 	In the Sanserit correspondn dharsA (dhrish), 
" lo venture," in Lithuanian, drys-ti; comp. Pod, I. 270, Graff, V. 441. 
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617. It deserves further to be remarked with respect to 
the Gothic, that the roots terminating with a vowel prefix an 
s to the t of the second person: at least the second person 
of seas& "I sowed," is saise-st (Luc. xix, 21.); from which we 
may also infer vaive-st, from the root YO, 	to blow" 
(Sanserit sat), and taild-at, from Li), "to laugh." 	As to the 
relation of the ai of the present (vaia, lain, sake) to the d of 
the preterite and of the root, it resembles that of binds. 
"  I bind,. to BAND; i.e. as the a of this and similar roots 
has weakened itself in the present to / the same has been 
done by the latter half of the 6=d, or a -fa. 	In the some 
way, in Sanserit, a long 4 is sometimes weakened to 0 =et ; 
e.g. in the vocative of the feminine bases in 4 (see I. too.). 
But to return to the Gothic root SO, I am not inclined to 
infer from the third person present saiy-i-th, which actually 
occurs (Mark iv. 14.), a first person astir, but believe, that 
only before i a y is added to the diphthong ai, and that the 
third person singular and second person plural of rata and 
late also must be vat yith, laiyith, and the second person sin- 
gular lady/a, laiyis. 	But if the root SO had, in the first 
person-singular, formed saiya, then the third person plural 
would certainly have been saiyand, the infinitive saiyan, and 
the present participle saiyands ; on the other hand, at Math/ 
iv. 26. occurs saiand, "they sow ;" 	I. e. 4, 5, saiands, "the 
sower," and mean, " to sow." 

618. The &merit roots in 4 (the analogy of which is fol-
lowed by those also with a final diphthong, which are, for 
the mast part, dealt with in the general tenses as if they 
ended with d) employ in the first and third persons au for d 
or a, for the 4 of the root should be melted down with the a 
of the termination to A, or be dropped as before the other 
terminations beginning with a vowel. 	Instead of this, how- 
ever, att is used; e.g. 0 eindett, "I gave," "he gave," from 
ad ; 101 tasthtiv, " I stood," "he stood," from slid. 	If du 
was found only in the first person, 	I should not hesitate 
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recognising in the u the vocalization of the personal character 
ni, as in the Gothic siyau, "I may be," answering to the 
Sanscrit Tidal sydrn. and in Lithuanian forms in au (3.139.) 
This view of the matter, however, appears less satisfactory, 
if we are compelled to assume that the termination du, after 
its meaning had been forgotten, and the language had lost 
sight of its derivation, had found its way inorganically into 
the third person, though such changes of person are not 
unheard of in the history of language; as, in the Gothic 
passive, where the first and third persons have likewise 
the same termination, but reversed through the transpo-
sition of the ending of the third person to the first, and, 
in the plural, 	also 	into the second (3.466,). 	But if the 
termination du of daddy, deli, dedil, stands with the same 
right in the third person that it does in the first, and no 
personal ending is contained in it, then the u of the diph-
thong du may be regarded as the weakening of the 
common termination, or conjunctive vowel a; so that the u, 
according to the principle of Vriddhi, would have united 
with the 	preceding I into du (see I. 29.); while in the 
ordinary contractions an d is shortened before its combi-
nation with a or i to e, and then, with tt, becomes El--au, 
and with i, 2= rd. 

619. The Sanscrit verbs of the tenth class, and all deri-
vative verbs, periphrastically express the reduplicated pre-
terite by one of the auxiliary verbs—kri, "to make," cc 
and blal," to be"—the reduplicated preterites of which are 
referable to the accusative of an abstract substantive in 
d, which is not used in the other cases, before which the 
character dy of the tenth class and of the causal forms is 
retained; e.g. cherrayanchalaira (euphonic for chdruydm-ch-), 
"he made stealing," or cluhayilmilsa, or elairayantbabhava,*  

tt The root 540 hTemlarly contains in the syllable of repetition m 
a instead of the shortened radical vowel, omits in the find and thinl 

3  i 	 person 
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"he was to steal." 	The 	opinion expressed in the first 
edition of my Sanscrit Grammar, that the form in dre 
must be regarded es the accusative of an abstract sub- 
stantive, I have 	since found is supported by the gaud, 
where the corresponding occurs as an infinitive in the am-
native relation, as I have already shown by citing the 
following lucid passage (Vend. S. p. las.): R.4 .gs,C, 

6trOOsnIss7  cntS -.1......13.6 ycei mien Inazdayaina min: 
raddhayaint,*  " If the worshippers of Mazda wish to make 
the earth grow (cultivate)" 	The Sanscrit, instead of Iri, 
occasionally uses another word of similar import, to pa- 
raphrase 	the 	reduplicated preterite. 	Thus we read in 
the Mahabhfirat (I. I509.): slmtisisk SRAM, n's11111: thipaSh- 
?anal-HI/am vorayant praahakranmh, " they solicited Vapush-
tami ;" literally, " they made solicitation on account of 
Vapushtamfi," or "they went to a solicitation" for pra-
krarn means, properly, "to go ;" but verbs of motion fre-
quently take the place of those of making, since the com-
pletion of an action is represented as the going to it. 

person singular the Gem or Vriddhi augment, and changes irregularly its 
d before vowel. into fir instead of or. 

t Thus I read for the 1. c. occurring melt/Arthur, for which, p.290, sc. 
curs  nilxtbsyris : the two forms guided me in restoring the right reading 
which has since been confirmed by Burner!, by comparing MSS. 	Anger- 
til translates tin., "lorsque lee Moddaesnans veulent creaser des rahhond 
',edam et natear dune terra;" in accordance with which I before reran,' 
the-exprowion reodhayaiun by "perforare.' 	It is, however, probably the 
causal form of ra6dh, "to grow" (compare Buroonf's Veers, Note, 
p. zxxv.), which is based on the &merit ruh from cud/ (see §.23.), and 
wid, which the Gothic LCD, "to grow," looite, laudh," rasa" (am 
166d6), is connected. 	It is possible tlmt this causal form may have w- 
armed, in Zond, the meaning "to bury," as one of the means of growth. 
This, however, is of not much importance to us here: it suffices to know, 
what is very important, that raditayaiim supplies the place of an infini-
tive, has nn accusative termination, and confirms my explanation of the 
&merit tbrm under discussion. 
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620. It is very important to observe, that it is the 
verbs of the tenth class, causal forms, and other derivative 
verbe,ewhieh particularly employ this periphrastic forma-
tion of the reduplicated preterite, and do not admit the 
simple formation; for hereby the way is, in a manner, 
prepared for the German idioms, which, without excep- 
tion, paraphrase their 	preterite 	by an 	auxiliary verb 
signifying " to do," precisely in that conjugation in which 
we have 	recognised 	the Sanserit tenth class in three 
different forms (see §§. 1094. 6. 504.). 	I have asserted this, 
as regards the Gothic, already in my System of Conjuga- 
tion (p. 151. Scie.), where I have shewn, in 	plurals like 
sdkifl&lum, " we sought," (made to seek), and in the con-
junctive in the singular also (8.91eidedyme " I would make 
to seek ") an auxiliary verb signifying "to do," and a 
word related to defOe, "the act,"°  (Theme d4di). 	Since 
then, Grimm, with whom I fully coincide, has extended 
the existence of the auxiliary verb also to the singular 
said% and therefore to the other dialects; for if in Aida 
the verb "to do" is contained, it is self-evident that it 
exists also in our sedate. 	I had before derived the sin- 
gular rihida from the passive participle sokiths (theme 
saido). 	But 	since I 	now recognise the verb (then) 

." to do" also in adlekla, "I sought," I believe—in which I 
differ from Grimm—that we must, in respect to their 
origin, fully separate from one another the passive parti-
ciple and the indicative preterite,# great as the agreement 
of the two forms is, which, in Gothic, amounts to complete 
identity; for the theme of sekillas. "the sought," is Weida 
(see 8. 135.), thus fully the same 	as sokida, 	"I Sought;" 
and eallAdo, the theme of sal/Atha, 	" the anointed," is in 

0 It is preserved only in mirso-deth,t, "misdeed," but la etymologically 
ntical with our that, Old High German hit, Old Saxon did. 

Compare my Vocaliemus, pp. 01, litc. 
3 1 2 
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form identical with mita:Ida, "I anointed." 	This circum- 
stance, too, was' likely to 	mislead, that participles in da 
(nominative the) occur only in verbs which font? their 
preterites iu da, while in strong verbs the passive parti-
ciple terminates in na (nominative res), and, e.g. bug-mn, 
"bent" (theme 	bug-a-na), corresponds 	to the Sanserit 
bhug-na-e. 	In Sanscrit, however, passive participles in no 
are comparatively rare, and the vast majority of verbs 
form them by the suffix ta,*  on which the Latin to-a, 
Greek "Iv (arheareit, inintait,) Little. ta-a (auk-ta, " tamed") 
are based. 	This suffix has, however, nothing in common 
with the verb than, " to do," under discussion ; and there-
fore, also, the Gothic suffix da of SOIC-1-1,21, Ada,  can 
leave nothing to do with the :da of saida, "I sought," 
when elsewhere 	this 	da signifies "I did," just as dethan 
in saidedunt means " we did," and c12-the, " the decd." 

621. The just mentioned 	d2-ths,1  to which the Old 
Saxon dild and Old High German Mt correspond, is, in 
the: theme, &lath the i of which is suppressed in the nomi-
native (see §. lab.): the genitive is dAdai-s, the accusative 
plural dffdi-na. 	The final syllable of the base aid& corre- 
sponds to the Summit suffix ti, which forms abstract sub-
stantives, and, in the Gothic, occurs under the form of ti, 
thi, or di, according to the measure of the letter preeeding 

5  Compare teak-to-e, "forsaken," kfi-to-s, "made," bthta-s," borne." 
I remark, m gamut, that the Latin ta-tua might become connected with 
'AM., from Mort., in the same way as lotus," broad," with prithu.s, 
w/k074,: thus, the labial being lost, r being exchanged with i, and at toms-
posed to kt =re, as, in the Greek, gammv for &men. 

1-  I write the non-occurring nominative dahs, not Bede, since d after 
vowels, before a final e, and at the end of words, generally becomes a; 
hence, also, satithr, "sought," from the base edkida, and mamma:Mr. 
" world," literally "human-seed," from the base at-,ii and the root s.,,," to 
sow" (soh, mho; see §.617). 	Se& has thy same relation to *4, in regard 
to its radical vowel, diet Woo, " I easel,;' has to the preterite WA*. 
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it (see 8.21.). 	There remains, therefore, dd, in Old Saxon 
dd, in Old High German Si. as the root, and this regularly 
corresponds to the Sanscrit Zend ndhd .oiy di, " to set," 
" to make " (see p. 112); from which might be expected an 
abstract substantive intim, dhd-ti-s, A.P0...2.1 dd-ti-s, which 
would answer to the Greek Katt (from (Heir). 	It is a ques- 
tion, then, whether, in the Gothic Ahoy, of solcidddum, the 
first syllable is fully identical with that of DE-Dl, "the 
deed''? 	I think it is not; and consider &khan, and the 
conjunctive dgdyou, plural dddeimu, as reduplicated forms; 
so that thus the second syllable of adorn, dddyou, would 
be to be compared with the first of DED/, "deed" 	The 
di of ddthon, " we did," dd-dyau, "I would do," considered 
as the syllable of reduplication, is distinguished from the 
common reduplicated preterites like =Soul-urn, " we blew," 
sai-sd-um, "we sowed," laddkum, " we , touched," by its I 
for at 	It may be, then, that this 0, which has proceeded 
from 	is the contraction of a + i to a mixed sound, 
according 	to 	the Sanscrit principle (see 3.2.); or that, 
acuarding to an older principle of reduplication, the 0 of 
dd-duo, just like that of DEDI, represents the original 
long d of the Sanscrit root dha (see 3.69.), which is re-
tained unchanged in the Old High German MI, and Old 
Saxon did. 	In the last syllable of dd-dum, dd-dyou, We 
miss the radical vowel : 	according to the analogy of vai- 
vd-unt, eta-ad-um, we should expect dddl-ton. 	The abbre- 
viation may be a consequence of the incumbrance owing 
to composition with the principal verb: however, it occurs 
in Sanscrit even in the simple word ; since, in the redupli-
cated preterite, da-dh-i-ma, "we did set," da-dh-us, " they 
did set," are correctly said 	for da-d,hd-i-ma, dadhd-us. 
Even in the present, the root dhd, which, as a verb of the 
third class, has reduplication in the special tenses also, 
with dd, class 3, " to give," irregularly reject the radical 
vowel 	before 	the 	heavy terminations of the dual and 
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Pplural ; 	thus, 	dadh-mns for thiltd-mas ; 	hut so, in tire 
hole potential mood, where dadh-On (for deal-prim\ 

porton, answers remarkably to the Gothic did-yent (from 
ankidgd-yaze), "I would do," for dgdd-ynur 

622. The singular of stlicidOdunt, said2chdh, sokidedun, is 
aikido, 	sdkidis, 	sit/rides, 	with 	the 	loss 	of the 	syllable 	of 
`reduplication. 	Yet Ns is perhaps an abbreviation of die, 
as, in the preterite, h answering to the Saincrit w iha, is 

'properly the character of the second 'person (see §.453.) 
',before which a radical T sound passes, according to 4.102, 
into s; 	as, 	hail-t, 	bans-t, for bail-t, band-t. 	So, also, des 
might have proceeded from dis-t, and this from did-f. 	lit 

;the simple state, the auxiliary verb under discussion is 
wanting in Gothic; 	at least, it does not occur in Mks; 

;lint in Old Saxon. &-m, del-. dil-1 (or do-d), correspond 
.'  adminibly to the 	Sanserit dadhel-me, 	dadhdwi, dadhkii, 

with it for a, according to the Gothic principle (see 4.69), 
and with the suppression of the syllable of reduplication, 

- 	which, as has been already remarked, the Sanscrit verb, 
;according to the principle of the third class, exhibits, like 
,the Greek rithau, in the present also. 	The Preterite in 
cOld Saxon, as in all the other German dialects, has pre- 
?:served the reduplication, and is, &Win, dWdd-s, dada, plural 
didn't, also (Wan,. properly the third person, which, in 

B the Old Saxon preterite, as in the Gothic passive (Jr MAX 
1  represents both the first 	and second person. 	In this 

i rek,d-u-n or did-u-n, therefore, the radical vowel, as in the 
)''Gothic sdkidtidan (for sdkedgdd-u-n), is dropped before the 
.  conjunctive vowel. 	The e of did. &c., bas arisen from 
4i, which has been actually retained in Anglo-Saxon. 	Here 
'tire preterite under discussion has dide, didest, dide, plural 
:i.didon, in the three persons. 	These forms, therefore, la 
pispect to their reduplication syllable, answer to the pm- 

9' 
V 	*  Sec tichmeller'i Olosearium Saxonionn, p. 2:',. 
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terites with concealed reduplication, as Old High German 
hi-alt for hilialt (see 4.592.). 	The Old Saxon deidun, which 
occurs in the plural, together with &dun, as also in the se-
cond person singular dddi is found together with dada, (see 
Schmeller's Gloss.), is unorgania and follows the analogy of 
Grimm's tenth and eleventh conjugations ;  i.e. it is produced 
in the feeling, as if dad was the root and first and third 
person in the singular preterite, and the present dirk. 	Thus, 
also, in the conjunfitive, with dadi exists the form &Wt. 
In Old High German, also, the forms which have a long 4 
in the conjugations named, employ this letter in the auxi-
liary verb under discussion, and, indeed, without a dissen-
tient authority,*  without, however, in a single one, the first 
and third person singular being tat, as might have been 
expected from the second person tdti (like Mx/ answering 
to rem, see the second table in CEO.). 	I annex the preterite 
in full, according to Grimm; 101a, tilli, tele i Idtlima., Mint, 
i-lout conjunctive ma, mae, tan; tan..., lam, ma.. 	The 
present is too-rn, tuo-e, tuod.tuo-rnes, too-t, tuo-nt ; which, in 
its way, answers to the Sanscrit da-dhdari, just as well as the 
Old Saxon ausn, for,; as no, in Old High German, is the 
most common representative of the Gothic and Old Saxon 
4, and therefore of the Sanscrit d; as, in from, answering 
to the Gothic fdr and Sanserit elide, from chochare, " I went," 
"he went." 	The Middle High German is, in the present, 
teen, too-et, hurt; too-n, tua-t, Mond : in the preterite, fete, 
tale, tele it plural Idten, Mkt, Wen: 	conjunctive recta &c. 
Our German that, Male, follows exactly the analogy of 
forms like teat, trate, Ica, Nee (Grimm's tenth conjugation). 
and would lead us to expect a present thele from thite ; the 

u  Bee Graff, V. 287, where, however, remark that vary few authorities 
distinguish graphically the long a from the short. 

f Also  tet  and tete, the latter unorganic, and or if the first  e  hnd not been 
produced from I, but, through umlaut, from m 	Soo Grimm, I. p 000. 
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recollection of a reduplication which is contained in Mel 
is completely destoyed, but just as much so the possibility 
of connection with the weak preterites like suehte, to which 
recourse must be had, if we wish to reject the opinion first 
given by Grimm (I. p. 1044 but not firmly held by him, 
that the Old Saxon tied., Anglo-Saxon dide, Old High :Ger-
man Idle. Middle High German tee, rest on reduplication! 
The passive participle gi-td-nds., ge-The-ner, answers to the 
Sanscrit like call-na, "withered," from.  midi (add), or 4.4-no, 
" gift" (properly "that given "), from dd, of which the 
common partidiple is delta (from &data), the reduplication 
being 	irregularly 	retained. 	The• Sanscrit tenth elm 
agrees with the German weak conjugation (the prototype 
of which it is) in this point, that it never forms its pas-
sive participles in cut, but always in ta ; on which is based. 
the Gothic da of SO-KIVA, nominative masculine sank 

sought." 	 . 	 . 
623. To return to the Gothic sdkida, "I sought," „ made to 

seek," after acknowledging in the ya of slikya, "I seek," the 
character of the Sanscrit tenth class we pa, and in sdri-drt, 
" I make to seek," a copy of the Sanscrit chdraydis-chakdra 
(or ohakara), "I made to steal," we now consider the i of 
&Jidda  as the contraction of the syllable ye, in which we agree 
with Grimm. 	The i of sdkida, therefore, represents the San- 
scrit oydes of chdrayom-chakerm (s( n euphonic for in), "I 
made to steal"; or, in order to select kindred verbs, the i of 
the Gothic anti or sati-de, "I made to place," corresponds to 

o The substantive dt-Ike (theme dE-41), td-t, cannot stand in our way, 
since its formation has nought to do with the redoplication, nor with the 
weak conjugation; but hem de, la, is the root, and di, ti, the derimtion- 
suffix mentioned in §.91. 	Nor can the participle el-lii-ner, ki-ta,mer,,,e- 
t114,-ner, induce us to look for passive participles in the weak conjugations 
1 Ike gi-aallt-tdrier instead of gi-yabd Er, ye-tordber, bevause we make this 
participle independent of the auxiliary verb (Alm (compare Vocalism., 
p.77). 
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the Sanserit ayins (or rather, only its y) of oldaysin-chaledra, 
"I made to sit"; the Gothic thani, of thani-da, "I extended," 
corresponds to the Sanscrit llinayam of hthartn-chakdra, "I 
made to make extend"; the Gothic vast, of cast-da, "I made 
to clothe," corresponds to the Sanscrit edwayclus of I/4.yd, 
cholajra, "I made to muse to be clothed" (veisaydmi, .1 cause 
to clothe." as causal of net "to clothe"). 	It might be con- 
jectured that the first member of the Gothic compounds 
under discussion originally, in like manner, carried an accu- 
sative-termination, just as in idea it is an accusative. 	As, 
that is to say, in the present state of the language, Gothic 
substantives have entirely lost the aecusative sign, it would 

. not surprise us to find it wanting in these compositions also. 

- 

At an earlier period of the language, satin-da, thanin-da, 
rasin-da, may have corresponded to the Sanscrit seldayino, 
ldnaydre-, brisarlon-, the  711  of which before the eh of the aux- 
iliary verb must become sk a. 	The selection of another aux- 

' iliary verb in German, but which has the same meaning, 
cannot surprise us, as the Sanscrit also, occasionally, as has 
been already shown, employs another verb for the idea of 
. doing" (see p. 842), or sets in its place the verb substantive 
as as bh4. 

624. Grimm's second conjugation of the weak form, of 
which salted is given as example, has,  as has already been ob- 

. served, cast out, like the Latin first conjugation, the semi-
vowel  which holds the middle place in the Sanscrit nye of the 

'tenth class, and the two short a then coalesce, in Gothic, into 
=a  + a, as, in Latin, into  d. 	Hence, in the preterite, Gothic 

onus like salted-da, .1 made to anoint," correspond to the 
nscrit like ch9royflu-choledro, "I made to steal"; as  klig9, 
m  leivd-da, " I  made to lick," answers to the Sanscrit 
orlta (=-/aihayiltn) from 	lehaydn-chakdra, "I made 	to 
use to lick." 	It count not be forgotten that the Sanscrit 

tenth class is at the same time the form of causal verbs, 
hid; admit of being formed from all roots; hence, also, in 
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Grimm's third class of the weak conjugation (which has pre. 
served the two first syllables of the Gothic 'aye in the form of 

in accordance with the Latin 2 of the second conjugation, 
and the analogous Prakrit forms"), the Gothic preterites 
faunal-de, " I thought," banal-de, " I built," ge-jukoi-da,"I 
subjected to the yoke," correspond to the Sanserit causal 
preterites tudneydn-che &Ira, "I caused to make to think," 
belveyeln-chakdra, "I caused to make to be," "I produced, 
created." t . 

625. In &merit, besides the tenth class and derivative 
verbs, there are verbs which paraphrase the reduplicate 
preterite by forming directly from the root an abstract sub-
stantive in d, and combining with its accusative one of the 
abovementioned auxiliary verbs. 	All roots, for instance, do 
this, which begin with vowels which are long either natu-
rally or by position, with the emeption of and long by po-
sition and the root dp, "to resell"; as •Eidarehokaro, "I made 
to rule," from t 	-to role." 	Compare with this the Gothic 
bralado, "I brought," answering to the strong present briggo 
(brings). 	Moreover, the paraphrased preterites, to which, 
instead of the present, a simple preterite with present mean-
hg corresponds (see 5. 616), and which, in the preterite, just 
like brah-le, combine the auxiliary verb than direct with the 
root, is which junction its 7' sound is governed by the final 
consonants of the principal verb; and in Gothic appears at one 
time as 4 at another as th, at another as d (compare §.91.), 
and after the t of VII', " to know," as s (see 5. 102.): home, 
rods-to, "I must," preterite (nult, " I must," present); mune 
the, " I meant" (man, "I mean"); sked-de, "I should" ("kd, 
"I should," present); 	vie-Sa for vis-to, "I knew" (taia s I 

. See p.110. 
I' The Gothic verb, also, is, according to its meaning, a causal from a 

lost primitive, which, in OM high German, in the first person resent, i., 
Una see f. ele. 
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know," see I. 491). 	A few weak verbs, also, with the deri- 
vation ya, suppress its representative i, and annex the auxili- 
ary verb direct to the root. 	They are, in Gothic, but four, viz. 
thah-ta, "I thought" (present, thogbia); bauh-ta, "1 bought" 
(with au for u, according to §.82., present bugya); evarrh-ta, 
"1 made" (present eaurkya); thuh-ta, "it appeared" (thug!, 
"it appears"). 	The Old High German, however, usually 
suppresses the derivative i after a long radical syllable, and 
with the cause disappears also the effect, viz. the umlaut pro-
duced by the i (see §. 73.), in as far as the original vowel is 
an a: hence, non-ta,.  " 1 named "; roan-ra,t '. 1 turned "; ldr-ta, 
"1 taught;" answering to the Gothic uamni-da, nandi-da, 
lairi-eta. 	These, and similar verbs, have also, in the present 
and the forms depending on it, lost they or i of the deriva-
tion ya,7 but have preserved the umlaut, whence it is clear, 
that the y or i must have here adhered much longer than in 
the preterite (Henna, wends, lern). 

626. The passive participle in Gothic, with respect to the 
suppression or retention of the derivative i, and with regard 
to the euphonic change of the final consonant of the root, 
always keeps equal pace with the preterite active: hence 
may be inferred from the Gothic Oh-ta,"1 feared," a partici-
pial base of similar sound, Oh-ta, " feared," nominative ohts, 
though this participle cannot he cited as occurring. 	Toge- 

s For ne.-ea, see 1,102. 
4 For coed-k, see  1.101 	I consider this verb as identical with the 

&merit tort (nit), "to go," "to be" (with the preposition ni, " to re- 
turn"), sad the Latin reeks with exchange of the liquids r and n. 	This 
does not prevent our teerden being retorted to the root oars, as it often 
happens that a root separates into different forma with distinct meanings. 

; As the Old High German does net distinguish the g from  i  it cannot 
be knoan whether the harm, 9-gainsay, which corresponds to the Gothic 
owys, "I save," nesyana, "we save," should be pronounced ramp, ney- 
0.1458 or nerft, neriarnee, though tit the oldest period y would certainly 
l9991  bee. used. 
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ther with enoth-to, " I made," from taurkyo, exists a partici-
ple worlds." the made" (theme vourhlo), Mark xiv. ht.; and 
with fra-bout -to, "I sold," from frabugya, is found fra-bauffit 
"the sold," John xii. 5. 	From such euphonic coincidences, 
however, we cannot deduce an historical descent of the pas-
sive participle from the preterite active, or rice weft; just as 
little se it could he said, that, in Latin, the participles it les 
and turns, and the nouns of agency in tor, really proceed from 
the supine, because from dertnin, =milieu, may be inferred 
dacha, monitus,doctorue, nioriturns, doctor, monitor. 	It is me 
tural that suffixes which begin with one and the same syllable, 
even if they have nothing in common in their origin, should 
still. in external analogy, approach one another, and combine 
similarly with the root, 	In German, indeed, the auxiliary 
verb than, and the suffix of the passive participle, if we recur 
to their origin, have different initial sounds, as the former 
rests on the Sansclit in dhik, the latter on the suffix Ma: 
but inasmuch as the latter, in Gothic, instead of becoming 
the, according to the law for the changing of sounds, has, 
'with the preceding derivative vowel, assumed the form &it 
is placed on the same footing with the auxiliary verb, which* 
regularly commences with d, and is consequently subject 
to the same fate. 	The same is the case with the suffix of 
abstract substantives, which is, in Sanscrit, ti, but in Gothic. 

er vowels, di, and after consonants, according to their 
nature, either ti, Ili, or di; and thus may also, from the 
preterite mah-to, "I could," he deduced a substantive mah-ls 
theme nuth-ti), "might," without the latter proceeding from 
e former. 
607. We 	must therefore reject the opinion, that, in 

talkie, elkida, "I sought," and MIAs (theme siikida), " the 
ught," tdkida (theme silkidtl), "the sought" (fem.) stand 

The &merit A loads us to export the creek 0 and Gothic d. 
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to one another in the relation of descent; and I still per-
sist in my assertion. already made in my System of Conju-
gation, and in my Review of Grimm's German Grammar 
(Vocelismus, p. 72), that in Persian, preterites like bur-d., 
" I bore," benters, " I bound," pure-Mena "I asked," are 
derived from their corresponding participles, which hove 
both an active and a passive signification. 	While, in San- 
writ, (mks (nominative masculine brit.) has merely 11 

passive meaning, and only verbs neuter use the forms in 
to with an active signification,*  in Persian, bundeh means 
both borne and, actively, having borne; and the perfect is 
expressed in Persian by using the verb substantive with 
the participle just mentioned; thus bled& ent, "I have 
borne," or, literally, "I am having borne." 	I consider, 
however, the aorist bunters as a contraction of burdeh ens, 
which need not surprise us, as the Persian very generally 
combings its verb substantive with both substantives and 
adjectives; e.g. merdem, " I am a man," burrs yens, "  I am 
great." 	In the third person singular herd, or berdeh stands 
without the addition of the auxiliary verb, as, in Sanscrit, 
bung" !uterus" is used in the sense of (stunts, a, um, eel; 
while the first and second persons of the three nmnbers 
combine the singular nominative masculine with the verb 
substantive, bhortrismi, " I shall carry," &e. 	If we choose 
to recognise the verb substantive in the Persian aorist 
burdens, because in the present, with the exception of the 
third 	person est, it is so much compressed that it 	is 
nowise distinguished from the terminations of other verbst 
we must conclude that the simple annexation of the perso-
nal terminations to the participle, which is robbed of its end- 

. Comp. pate-a, "qua Mit"; a., Uita-, " the havingbeen" (mescaline). 
S Compare an," I am," i," thou art," int " we am," id, "ye are," 

ea, "they an," with harem ("-I hear"), bent,
, 
 bairn, bend, terend. 	To 

end common& the Doric int for caret; to em the English am  (=eni). 
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ing eh forms the tense under discussion. 	This, however, is 
not my opinion ; and it seems to me far more natural to ex-
plain bard'-em as literally meaning " having borne arar 
than to raise hued to the rank of a secondary verbal root, and, 
as such, to invest it with the personal terminations, as they 
appear in the present. 

028. The Sclavonic language% with the exception of the 
Old Selavonic and gervian (see §§. 561. &c.), present, in the 
formation or paraphrasing of the preterite, a remarkable co- 
incidence with the Persian. 	The participle, which, in Pero- 
sian, terminates in deft or feb, and in Sanscrit, in the masculine 
and neuter theme, in to, in the feminine in id, ends, in Old 
Sclavonic, in the masculine-neuter base in to, in the feminine 
in It ; and.f consider the 1 of this participial suffix as a weak-
ening of 4; AS, in Latin, laoryma, levir, from dacryma, dera 
(see §.17.), and, in Lithuanian, like, " ten," at the end of coon-
pounds,for dike (see §.310. Rem.). And I am hence of ?pinion. 
that, both with reference to their root and their formation, by!, 
byla, hylo, "the having been" (masculine, feminine, and 
neuter), may be compared with the Sanserit words of the same 
import, lalla-s, bald, bite-ra, and Persian bildeh. 	In Polish.byl 
means "he was," byte. " she was," byte, "it wan," by/i, byty, 
"they were,"5  without the addition of an auxiliary verb, or a 
personal termination: and as in general the forms in 1, la, to 
li. /y, do not occur at all as proper participles, but only repre-
sent the preterite indicative, they have assumed the complete 
character of personal terminatione.t 	They resemble, there- 
fore, only with the advantage of the distinction of gender 
like nouns, the Latin ontamini, aviabimini, in which words the 

a The masculine form byti belongs only to the musedinepersons : ball 
the other substantive. of the three genders belongs the feminine hem 
('etc. 

t And no notice is taken in Grammars, that, according to the gender 
alluded to, they are  the nominativas of  a former participle. 
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language is no longer conscious that they are masculine plural 
nominatives, see §. 478. 	Still more do the above Polish forms 
resemble the persons of the Sanscrit participial future, which 
uses for all genders the masculine nominatives of the three 
umbers of a participle corresponding to the Latin in turns ; 

so that annalist "fugue." stands instead of futures, a, um. 
est, and bhavildras, "futuri," instead of futuri, m, a, suet. 	But 	• 
Opt "he was," corresponds most exactly to the Persian word 
of the same meaning, bud or baden," the having been," in the 
sense of "he was." 	In the first person singular masculine, 
bytem (by-tern) answers admirably to the Persian bbdent 
which I render in Sanscrit by bhill0 'sun (euphonic for 
birdies semi) i.e. " the man having been am I" 	In the 
feminine and neuter, the Polish bytaur (byte-In) corresponds 
to the Sanscrit bki'da 'sort "the woman having been am 
l," and in the neuter, bytom (bynem) to the Sanscrit bhritarn 
aunt " the thing having been am I." 	In the second per- 
sona in the three genders, the Polish bytei (byte!) corre-
sponds to the Sanscrit masculine bhiltds'ar (for bhillas asi); 
byta.4 (bytn-Oto the Sanserit feminine bhifid 'ai; byto;(byte-C) 
to the Sanserit neuter bhiltam eat 	In the plural, the mas- 
culine byte-ony, and feminine byty-emy,*  correspond to the 
Sanserit feminine and masculine Ishillas sm.; and so, in the 
second person, bytykie, bytykie,t to the Sanserit Millers Art 

"Remark 1.—I have no doubt that the syllable ern of 
the Polish byt-em, and the simple  at  of the feminine byte-es 
and neuter byte-1n belong to the verb substantive, which, 
therefore, in byta-m, bytn-nr, and so in the feminine and 
neuter second person bytasch, byto-el, has left merely its 

0  See p.064, Remark n. 
'I' The Polish  c is like oar n, and has the same etymological video as I; 

for instance, in the wend person plural the termination de corresponds 
to the Old Sclavonic TB se; and, in the infinitive, the termination  e to 
the Old Sammie TN Si. 
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personal termination, just-as in our contractions, in, rum 
am, beim, from in, dew, &c., the article is represented only 
by its ease termination. 	In the first and second person 
plural, however, the radical consonant bas remained; so 
that 	(my, 	Mde, are but little different from the Sanscrit 
mem An, and Latin samus (for minis). 	Bat if limy, fiir, 
be compared with the form exhibited by the Polish verb 
substantive in its isolated state, some scruple might. per-
haps, arise in assenting to the opinion, that bybem, '1(a 
man) Wnti,' bytism in '  we (men) were,' or the present of the 
verb substrultive is contained in czylat-em, ' I read,' erylati- 
amy,  ' we read'; 	for ' I am' is yeatem, and ' we are; yes- 
teinly. 	It•would, 	in fact, be a violent mutilation, if we 
assumed that byt-en, byh-(my, have proceeded from bet. 
yestem, bybi-yerleinny. 	I do not, however, believe this to 
he 	the 	case, 	but 	maintain that 	yes?eni, ' I am, yeatiany, 
'we are; yesta, ' thou 'art,' and yeateMie, '  ye are,' have 
been developed from the third person singular yen. 	For 
this yest*  answers to the language nearest akin to our 
own, the Old Sclavonie peaty, Russian esty, Bohemian got 
(9, -.;y), Karniolan ye (where the st has been lost), as, to the 
old sister languages, the Snnscrit oath Greek ETA Lithu- 
anian esti, and Latin eat. 	But palm, yestermy, hr., do 
not admit of an organic comparison with the 'correspond-
ing forms of the languages more or less nearly connected. 
On the other hand, the last portion of yesleimy, '  we are: 
answers exactly to the Russian en4; 	and it must be 
assumed. that the concluding part of yell-em, 'I am,' has 
lost an 	0 before 	the 	m, just as the no of byt-em, 'the 
having been . am I.' 	It cannot 	be, surprising that the 
superfluous yet is not conjointly introduced in the coin- 
pound with the participle. 	At the period of the origin of 
this periphrastic preterite it did 	not, perhaps, exist in the 

- 	0 Regarding the initial yam 8. 260. n. 
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isolated present, or the language!may still have been coo-
scions of the meaning of the vest of vest-em, and that the 
whole properly expressed,' it is I; ' c'est mei.' 	Time, in 
Irish-Gmlic, is me properly means 'I am '—according to 
O'Reilly, ' it is I'—and ba me or booth me is literally ' it 
was I' (budh, '  he was,'...Stinscrit abhiit, see §. 573., be, 'he 
was '  =a5havat, 8. 502); and in the future, in my opinion, 
the character of the third person regularly enters into the 
first person, and, in the verb substantive, may also grow 
up with the theme in such a manner that the terminations 
of the other persons may attach themselves tole 	More- 
over, the Irish ficilim,  '  I am,' feilir, '  thou art, fail, 'he is,' 
fuilmid '  we are,' Re., deserve especial remark; 	Here, in 
my opinion, the third person has again become a theme for 
the others; but the 1 of fail, '  he is; appears to me to be 
a weakening of an original d, like the Polish byt, '  he was': 
the difference of the two forms is, however, that the 1 of 
the Irish form is a personal termination, and that of the 
Polish a participial suffix; and therefore byt-em signifies. 
not ' it was I,' as fsilim, '  it is I, but clearly ' the person 
having been am I.' 	But from the procedure of the Irish 
language this objection arises, that the Persian bad,  ' he 
was,' just like the previously mentioned Irish Lodi', might 
be identified with the Sanscrit aorist abliiit ; and it might 
he assumed that this third person has been raised into a 
theme for the rest, and has thus produced blidem, ' I was; 
ball, 'thou west,' Yee., like the Irish fulliin, '1 am,'Ibilir. 
'thou art.' 	But this view of the matter is opposed by 
the circumstance, that together with Wit exists also the 
full participial form  bildeh,  which serves, in some degree, 
as a guide to the understanding of the former form. 	If 

4,  Btad or  bout, "I shell be," hiudhair or bEidbir,. " thou wilt be," WA, 
"Ile will be"; biina  or bfidla-naur or  Widirmid  or  biodA.mmoid. "we shell 
be." 	See my Treatise" On the Celtic Lanyweges,"  pp. 44.40. 

3a 
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it were wished to regard the d of bard, '  he bore,' as the 
sign of the person, the whole would be to be referred to 
the Sanscrit imperfect abharat. 	But in very many cases 
objections arise to the referring of the Persian aorist to the 
Sanscrit imperfect, or first augmented preterite, since the 
latter has always a common thenie with the present, while 
the Persian lamed, '  he makes,' which is based on the 
Veda krindti (from keratin, with loss of the r), does not 
answer to the theme of ken!,  ' he made.' 	On the other 
hand, 	this 	herd, 	like 	the participle kerdah, admits very 
easily 	of being 	compared 	with 	Iciita-s (from karts-a), 
' inacle: 	Just so bast, bastah, '  he bound,' hastah, 'bound,' 
and' having homed; does not answer to the present  Mend, 
' he 	binds,' 	but 	to the Zend passive 	participle  bade 
' hound'; for which, in Sanscrit, stands baddha, euphonic 
for badh-ta, the dh of which, in Zend and Persian, has 
become  s  (see P. 102.)." 

"Rem. 2.—In Persian exists, together with em, 'I sold 
a verb hasten. of themme signification, which exhibits a 
surprising resemblance to the Polish peel em, as the third 
person 	'....b..—ii hest does 	to 	the Polish  pest. 	If it were 
wished to assume that the third person C..',....te had is akin 
to C.'...aal set, and has arisen from it by prefixipg an b, as 
the y of the Polish vest and Old Sclavonic yesty, is only 
an unorganic addition (see /. 255. n.1 I should then derive 
the Persian hastem, Pesti; &c., also, just as the Polish yens. 
rated, from the third person. 	With regard to the prefixed  h, 
we may consider as another instance the term used for the 
number 'Eight.' hasht, contrasted with the forms beginning 
with a vowel in the kindred languages. 	It appears to me, 
however, better to compare hasten; with the Zend hisedini, 
'I stand' (from sistdini); 	as, so early as the Sanscrit, the 
root of 'to stand' frequently supplies the place of the verb 
substantive, as also in the Roman dialect it aids in com- 
pleting the conjugation of the old verb. 	compare, therefore, 
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eraµ,• 	hieldini, 	hestem. 
*rat, 	hislehi. 	beatt, 
reran, 	iiialattb 	hoot. 
Tare/ten 	hisithaeld. 	Imam. 
iirrare, 	histellith 	haoled. 
terdert, 	Matadi, 	beatend. 

Observe, that the third person singular heat is devoid of 
the personal sign ; 	otherwise we should have in its place 
heated, according to the analogy of bared. ' he bears,' parsed. 
' he asks,' Jibed, '  he givm,I and others.' 	With respbet 
to the suppression of the personal terminations, the form 
host resembles' our tried, halt, for toirded. lailtet. 	Pott's 
opinion—who, in the derivation of the forms under discus-
sion, has likewise referred to the root of ' to stand' (Etym. 
Forsch. I. 224), 	but prefers recognising in the t of the 
Polish yeatenn as of the Persian lyistanb the t of the passive 
participle—is opposed by the consideration, that neither in 
Summit hos the root as, nor in any other cognate language 
-has the kindred root, produced or contained the participle 
mentioned. 	There is, in Sanserit, no participle asta-a, hut 
for it bleittto ; in Persian no =tub, but biideh t in  Solavonic 
no pal, but byt ; in Lithuanian no eats-s, in Latin no eaten 
in Gothic no iota. 	Hence there is every reason for 
assuming, that. if there ever existed a participle of the 

• Sanserit tiebtkina,eee §.005. 
7 The h of damn,"  I give," appears to me a remnant of the Zend as 

pirated dh of dadhana ().39.); and as I have already traced back else-
where the A of ?Adder, "to place" (present Wham), to the Sanscrit dh of 
&"1, and recognised in the syllable ni, en obscured preposition (the San- 

. scrit tri, "down," Wiener Jahrh.1820, B.92, p. 2M1). 	The form di .,. 
resembles the Old Selavonic deung for de-dray (:. 4:M.1 and our preterites 
like hiefs, hid, (7.002.) herein, that the reduplicate syllable has gained 
the semblance of the principal syllable, 

3 a 2 
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other 	roots 	of ' to be,' analogous to Ord Naio, 'been; 
it must have been lost at so early a period, that it could 
not have rendered any service to the Polish and Per- 
sian in the formation of a preterite and present of the 
indicative." 

629. The Bohemian, in its preterites, places the present 
of the auxiliary verb' after the past participle, and reps. 
rated from it; the Carniolan prefixes it; and the Russian 
leaves it entirely out, and distinguishes the persons by the 
pronouns, which are placed 	before the participle. 	"I 
was," 	in 	Bohemian, 	is, according to the difference of 
genders, byl sent, byte sem, hylo sem.; 	in Carniolan, sins NI, 
sins bito, aim bibs; 	in Russian, 	ya IV, go bib,  99  b219. 
But the present of the Carniolan verb subitantive is very 
remarkable, on account of the almost perfect identity of 
the three persons of the dual, and of the two first of the 
plural, with the Sanserit ; where, according to a general 
law of sound, the forms sups, "we two ore," skis, " ye two 
are," reject their final  s  before vowels (short a excepted), 
and hereby coincide entirely with the Carniolan, in which 
era signifies "we two are," eta, " they two are." 	In Son- 
writ, era iha means " we two are here," eta ihn," they two 
are here." 	In the plural, the Caradolan solo answers to 
the Sanscrit gm,  snots (before vowels eon), ste to en slim, em 
to sells sand. 	It is, however, to be observed, that the two 
languages 	have, 	independently of 	each .other, lost the 
initial vowel, which belongs to the root, which has re-
mined in the Old Sclavortic with the prefix of a y, ex-
cepting in the shied person plural (see 6. 490.). 

630. If our auxiliary verb then Is contrasted, as above 
(I.621.), with the Sanscrit root dhs2, " to place," "make," 
then 	preterites 	like the Gothic glade 	and our mats 
appear, in respect to their composition, like cognate forms . 
to the Greek passive and aorists and futures; as, &60-thip. 
rulrehisoyab in which I recognise the aorist and the figure 
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middle of Tifhyti=-Sanscrit dadhami.. 	The concluding por- 
tion of eo4-Oii, augolkatv,agip-Wionlica, is completely identical 

- thiv is distinguished from aim by this only, and, in fact, ad-
vantageously, that it gives the heavier personal terminations 

1 

 with the simple ea, Bekv, *roma', ill conjugation ; and Mds6- 

of the dual and plural no power of shortening the vowel of 
the root, which the Sanscrit swim adhelni --i'flitv, in its 
simple state, does not; since, in this language, adhd-sea an-
swers to the Greek teepee for tlhiges, as the Greek gawp, 
elan, does not admit of the length of its root being shortened 
in the dual or plural. 	Thus the imperative n'e4,-OsTi, also, is 
distinguished from gs by preserving the length of the root, 

10  as also by its more full personal termination. 	From the 
future at,0-0,5crolial should an aorist aawslittillariv be looked for? 
or, rite tarsi,  should we suppose that the future would be 
contented with active terminations, as well as the aorist? 
Perhaps originally Zalitpthp,  and rag5-8,jan, simultaneously 

&wallah as periphrastic active and passive tenses. 	to the 

.1 

 .  existed, and thus also a-ragl-Orj-gav (or Zaa,9186µav) and nil, 

present slate of the language, however, the aorist has lost 
the passive form, and the future the active ; and when the 
Syllable Sq was no longer recognised as an auxiliary verb, it 
received the meaning of a passive character; just as our lan-
gunge no longer perceives an auxiliary verb in the Sr of 

ceased to recognise in the to of haute the word tag, and in 
here (Old High German hire)  a demonstrative, but regard the 

1 

 Imelda, but only an expression for the past; or as we have 

'whole m a simple adverb formed to express the present day. 
631. As to the form of the Greek second aorist and future 

passive, I consider iiirinn,  and avinjaagar as abbreviations of 
glioahetp, reddldascsai. 	The loss of the 0 resembles, there- 
fore, that of the a in the active aorists of verbs with liquids 

« Compare Jahrb. for Lit. Crit.1027, Fob., pp. 286, &e.; Vocalism., 
pp. 83, &c.; and Pates Etym. Forech. 1.1c. 
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(§. 547.): it need not, however, surprise us, that, as the 0 of 
6r64,09v, from regard to the 8 following, assumes the plain 
of the radical If, after this 0 is dropped the original sound again 
makes its appearance, and therefore kri4One, mealtdopat, are 
not used. The case is similar to that of our vowel Rick-untlaut 
(restored derivative sound), since we use the form Jere as eon 
responding to the Middle High German genitive and dative 
kref le, because, after the dissolution of the vowel which bid 
generated the umlaut, the original vowel also recurs, while we, 
in the plural, say kills, like the Middle High German Imp. 
Various objections oppose the opinion that the verb substantive 
is contained in artlirse, much as the appended auxiliary verb 
agrees in its conjugation with that of ire. 	But the donbk 
expression of post time in horse, once in the principal verb 
and once in the auxiliary, if the verb substantive be con-
tained in it, cannot fail of surprising us; while the Sanserit, 
in combining its &am, "I was," with attributive verbs, with-
draws the augment, and, with it, also the radical vowel a of 
the auxiliary verb (S. 542.). 	Still more objectionable most 
appear the augment in the future rumjaspan and in the im- 
perative n'trorrh. 	Why not marlivottat, vs'nritr01, or, perhaps, 
the w being dislodged, rtintei, and, in the third person, -recd.., 
or vowerra ? 	The termination my in the participle reads has 
no hold whatever in the conjugation of the verb substantive. 

632. The Latin nuncio, if we do not refer the auxiliary 
verb contained in it to do =Wham, mfar duckbill, but to 
vitiqm, Kw* dadhanti, must be regarded as a cognate form 
to the German formations like sada, sokidgduen," I sought," 
" we sought," and the Greek like ire's/56ga, mun64troyat. The 
Sanscrit dd, "to give," and d114," to place," are distinguished 
only by the aspiration of the latter; and in Zend these verbs 
are scarce to be distinguished at all from one...other, bemuse 
d. according to 6. 39., in the inner sound frequently becomes 
dh, but dh even lays aside the aspiration in the initial sound. 
In Latin, also, r  dii and or dhh might easily be combined in 
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one form, since that language generally presents its d se an-
swering to the Sanscrit A and Greek 8, especially in the in- 

sound, as b to the Sanscrit bh.• 	But the circumstance that 
the root in dhd, Olt in Latin, has not remained in its simple 
form, does not prevent us from recognising it in the com-
pounds credo, perdo, ado, condo, and vends, just as in res- 
ounds, pesswindat 	The form mimed° answers, in respect to 
the accusative form of the primary word, to Sanscrit com-
pounds like tion-chaketre (§§. 619. 605.). 

633. In order to trace out in its full extent the influence 
that the Sauscrit root dhil has obtained in the European 
cognate languages in the formation of grammatical forms. I 
must further remark, that I believe I may here refer also the 
last portion of the future and imperative of the Selavonic 
verb substantive. 	In Old Solavonie bdthi means "I will be," 
literally, as it appears to me, - I make to be: 	The first por- 
tion of this compound answers very well to the Sanserit root 
(Ad, and is identical with the Zend i_t Li. 	As, however, the 
&laconic il usually answers to the Sanserit diphthong ‘h 8 
(=u+s, see L 455.f.). so must we in the &laconic bd re- 
cognise the Sanserit Guna form bbd. 	And ,/bail itself re- 
ceives Gunn in the future, and exhibits here, in combination 
with the other root of "to be," the form ohms-i-shydnii, of 

c L la, and compote medium with the &merit otorthyven, medieuri 
e hit elide., “ untlenitending," fido with wrier. 

t A. Mr. von Schlegel has been the first to recognise in Latin the San-
emit emit, "beliafi"and has found in credo a similar compound to that 
of the await iraddodAdmi, which signifies the mute (literally "I place 
faith"), without, however, identifying the Latin expression also, in regard 
to its concluding portion, with the &merit comp. (11hognvad-Giro, p.108). 
Credo might certainly also menu .1 give faith," but il it mom natural to 
place this verb both in its second and in its first portion on the some foot-
ing with its Indian prototype, as I Imre already dons in the Vienna Jahr-, 
buck (1828, B. 42v p.250), where I have also compared the do of  doh 
and condo with the Sansccit root MO . 
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which we shall treat hereafter. 	The second portion of the 
Old Sclavouie usAu beu-d4 (from hil-do-m, see §. 255. c.) cor-
responds in its conjugation exactly to the present ro0t10,  tins 
second person ba-deshi, third, !Addy; only the e and a of 
BE3EUM MC-,Shi, 1153556 ue?-e-t y, 55300 sec-ow, &e.. is the 
class vowel, or vowel of conjunction, while that of de-thi, 
de-1y, do-tit, is the abbreviation of the el of the &merit root 
afoot ; for e and o are the usual representatives, in Old Sok- 
verde, of the Sanscrit short a (see §. 255. a.). 	We must here 
direct attention to the Sanscrit root shod, the it of which is 
irregularly shortened as though it were the conjunctive 
vowel of the first class (§. SOS.). 	Hence, also, in the impera- 
tive the Old Selavonic t ye of nsAtat tote-dye-m," we should 
be" ("should make to be"), nexirrn bu-dye-te," he ye," to 
the Sansmit 0 of tish!hd-nta, ' we may stand," tishyd-to," ye 
may stand" (§. 255. e.). 	- 

634. There is, in Old Sclavonic and Russian, also .a verb 
which occurs in an isolated state, which signifies "to do," 
"to make," and which is distinguished from that Fbich is 
contained in ba-d4 only by the circumstance tint it exhibits 
At dye instead of cos de as root, which does not prevent me 
from declaring it to be originally identical with it. 	Its pre- 
sent is Atm dyeyd,t and it is rightly compared by Kopitar 
with our thun and the English do. 	From it comes the neuter 
substantive dyelo," deed," as thing done, which, in its form, 
tion, answers to the participles mentioned above (§ 628.), and 
has, in advantageous contrast with them, preserved the ori-
ginal passive meaning, while they have erroneously been 
assigned to the active voice. 

e See §.507. where, however, in the first person plural, we should read 
og-o-ot instead of osC-o-nte. 

2 Analogous with eye-ye, "I sow"; as, in Gothic, 00-ths, "deed," and 
c£-Me, "seed," rest on a like formation, and mote which terminate simi-
larly. 
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635. Analogous with Vida, 	"I shall be," is the Old 
Sclavonie idii, "  I go," which is placed by Dobrowsky also 
(p. 350) in the same class with Isiidel. 	Ida, therefore means 
literally "I make to go," and springs from the widely- 
diffused 	root 	i (infinitive 	i-li), 	whence, 	in Gothic, 	the 
anomalous i-ddyo, "I went," plural i-ddyeduni, "we went" 
I believe that these forms have proceeded from i-da, 
i-dtichim, simply by doubling the d and annexing en i; and 
I regard them, therefore, in the sense of "I made to go," 
_we Wade to go " ; and I compare with them the &la- 

vonie i-dii  as present. 	The d of shedii, however, which is 
used in completing the conjugation of idd, I consider as 
belonging to 	the 	root, and 	look 	upon 	the 	whole 	as 
akin to the Sanserit my sad "to go," to which belong 
also chodili, and the Greek otalis. 	The forms mwtatAs 
o-dyeshdil, "I put on," "dress," na-dyesh-deina, "I hope," 
Ca-dyeshdd, "ongario, onus impono," which Dobrowsky, 1. c., 
likewise compares with bildd, remarking that they stand 
for odyeya, &c., I consider us reduplicate forms of the root 
dye," to make," mentioned above; for d gladly assumes, 
and under certain circumstances regularly, the prefix of 
,l 	sh, for 	which reason 	davhdy, "give," and 	yasandy, 
"eat" (for dady, yady), correspond to the Sanscrit dadyds, 
"'thou maye-st give," odyds," thou mayest eat" (see Kopitar's 

- Glagolita, pp. 53 and 63). 	The conjecture, however, that 
o-tiyeslolt2, no-dgeshritt, Ca-dyealahl, are reduplicate forms, 
is strongly supported by the circumstance that the corre-
sponding Sanserit and Greek verbs also (dadlulmi, 710ryto) 
are reduplicated in the special tenses, as daddini,Mhau ; and 
to the two last forms a reduplicate verb corresponds in &la-
conic likewise (me 6. 436.). 

636. The Lettish possesses some verbs which are com-
bined, throughout their whole conjugation, with the auxiliary 
verb under discussion. 	Of this class is dim-deh-t," to ring" 
(debt =-deq), together with dim-t, id. nea-deli.t, "to mew," 
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with nan-6 id. 	In bed-deh-t,  .• to make afraid," with V', 
" to fear" (Sanserit A Me), fskum-deh-t," to disturb," i. e..' to 
make mournful," with fekum-t, " to be mournful," the mean-
ing of the auxiliary verb makes itself clearly perceptibleond 
replaces the causal formation. 	In other cases the appended 
ddh-t may be rendered by than (compare Pott L 107). Re-
garding the Lithuanian imperfect of custom, in which we 
have recognised the same auxiliary verb, see §. 525. 

637. It deserves to be noticed, that, in Laid also, the 
verb under discussion of "placing," "making." "doing,;' 
occurs as an appended auxiliary verb. 	Thus, ..tblet. 
yudsh-dd, "to purify," literally "to make purify," from 
which the present middle ecovpd2._tedelee,C, yrelth-dalliente, 
"they make to purify" (regarding the extended form Ball, 
me p. Ilk), the precative middle eno:16geb&m4.0.ted pain-
yath-ridthile, "they may -purify" (Vend. S. p. too), the 
imperative .j...45$ttaLe,C,. yoAsh-dathdei, "let me make to 
purify" (I.c. p. 500). 	The form ddiii of rash-d&iti, " the 
purification " 0. e. pp. 300, 301), corresponds, in radical and 
derivative suffix, to the abovementioned Gothic Ake (theme 
didi). 	For the frequent expression iptep.o tekta.219..101.0.~ 
yatIsh-dayatin utthe. " they are purified," we ought perhaps 
to 	read yallandayaim aphin, in which case the former 
might be regarded as the locative of yeashdth so that the 
whole would signify "they are in purification."' 	But if' 

. I  formerly thought, that in this and similar expressions the root dii, 
"to gke,".was contained (Gramm. Crit. p.322), which might very well 
he the case, and is also Bumonf's opinion, who, however, assents, at YK0.7 
p.356, Item. 217, to Or, Windischmamik explanation, who was the fin, 
to recognise in this and similar compounds the Sanscrit root dal instead 
of dd. 	To the remark made by Burnout' (I. c. Note E. p. xi.), that the 
initial sound dh in Zend is not permissible, it may he added, that is the 
middle also, after a consonant, d is necessarily used for the original dh: 
hence, the Sanscrit imperative termination Ai, which in Zeid, after vowels, 
appears as  did, is, after a consonant, din thou dros-di, "give," oppmed to 
is fii-dhi, 'lose," ke,,ird-dili, "make." 
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the reading yeehlteleartin is correct, then it may be taken 
as the accusative plural in the sense of purifiedos; so that 
the verb substantive would be construed as in Arabic with 
the accusative. 

638. We return to the reduplicated preterite, in order to 
consider its formation in Zend. 	Examples have heel given 
in A 500., which, in their principle of formation, correspond, 
far the most part, with the Sanserit. 	Thus. ....1.1.02.41$ 
didra0sa answers to the Sanserit didashet," he hated," with 
the prefix of an a before the Gana vowel 8, according to 
I.20. 	The 	forms 	Q.1,4».14 otaiie 	and 	zimiroppi Mitava 
skew that the 	Zend, in departure 	from the Sanserit, 
admits long vowels in the syllable of repetition. 	Viri.3-0, 
from the root roil, "to obey," is the second person singular 
middle, and wants the personal sign; 	thus, 	8 for the 
Sanserit s0, and Greek axe, 	Here, from want of adequate 
examples, we must leave it undecided whether this sup-
pression, whisk makes the second person the same as the 
first and third, takes place merely after sibilants, or prin- 
cipally after consonants. 	The form asoatvs,ato tiltava, "he 
could," from the root tan," should be, according to the 
Sanserit principle, team, as a radical a, in the third person 
singular, is necessarily lengthened; but the Zend form above 
has transferred the long quantity to the syllable of redupli-
onion, and, as it appears, through the influence of the v of 
the root, has replaced the  a  sound by ti. 	On the other hand, 
the. root VICh, " to speak," which, in Sanserit, in the syl-
lable of repetition suppresses the a, and vocalizes the e to u 
(unacha or norfthd), in Zend regularly forms earache, which, 
Vend. S. p. 83., occurs as the first person, and is rendered 
by Anquetil. "jai prononce." 	That the Zend does not par- 

. Compare /4a».uto ..yo,rs  !gel taveitn,"i0 they con," Vea fk. 
pp. 209 and 332,  as  third person plural of the imperfoet subjunctive in the 
sense of the present. 
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ticipate in lengthening the a, which, 
simple consonants enters at will into the first person sin-
gular, and of necessity into the third person, is proved 
also by the form ..osestio.op latest', "lie formed" (see Bur- 
nout Yocum p. 104), the 	root 	of which is referred by 
Burninff, and with justice, to the Sanscrit way fake, and, 
as it appears to me, fitly compared with the Greek siren 

639. The passage of the Vend. S. (p. 3), which has fur 
niched us with the form sastssitoioto lateen (in the litho-
graphed Codex erroneously tales), supplies us also with two 
other reduplicate preterites, which have, too, (and this de-
serves notice,) a perfect meaning, while the corresponding 
Sanscrit tense refuses the function of a perfect G. tta.( 
We read I. ci 	.13./761,01 	.C.... ...0-.1.Irri 	 .C....04,9 Ivp k, 
yd nd dadha ye taloa ye inilireye, "who has rondo (us) 
who has formed (us), who has sustained (us)." 	The form 
.e.g., dad/,a, 	which Nerioseugh 	renders by 	gia dadda, 
"derlii," instead of cladhilie* is, in 	my opinion, of special 
importance, en account of the remarkable manner in which 
it coincides in root and formation with the abovemem 	i  
tioned (li. 622.) Old Saxon dada, "I did," "he did." 	The Zeal 
dadha stands for dadh4 from dadhe-a (§. 610), the long d 
having been shortened, as commonly happens at the end 
of polysyllabic words (§. 137.). 	It does not admit of doubt 
that the first person is likewise &dim; as we have seen 
from the abovementioned inieelaakvavaeha," I spoke," that 
in Zend, as in Sanscrit and German, it is the same as the 
third person, i.e. it has a personal termination as little as 
the latter. 	In the second person I conjecture the form 
dadlidiha (8.453.). 

n The root data give," might likewise form &mike (§. BP.); but in 
the pew° above, se everywhere where mention is made of creating, 
making, it is clear iv e must uncle's...I the verb corresponding to the 
&merit to Ad, "Sc place" (with el. " to make"). 
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610. I am unable to quote the Zend perfect active m 
the dual and plural, unless the form ..19wer99su cloykenti, 
which has been already mentioned elsewhere, 	is the plu- 
ral of doyha, "fait." which latter regularly corresponds to 
the Sanscrit dos (9. 56". and 56°.), and occurs in the fol- 
lowing passage of the Vend. S. (p. 401): 	6soLr if,4/  
60p/am /9.4/ meryy-so ndif diem dayho ndit ghardto 

"there was neither cold nor heat." 	We find the form 
doykiati L e. p. 45, where are the words remusiv 	 9+..in. 
s/onohv 	-tp,vE73psto 	4ev9ExuaastS1 	,....0.,d, 	33. ,̀89-69 	-l .C.... 
Au...4as 	.u06.iriai0a6 	hadm0 	idehil 	ydi 	katayd nasko 
fraidayhd doy.Unti Spihal maidimeha bacsaili, "Hbm assigns 
to 	those, 	whoever 	recite 	the 	Nnsks, 	excellence 	and 
grandeur."I 	Perhaps, 	too, 	doagati, 	if it really is 	a 
perfect, is more correctly translated 	by " have ,been"; 
but we cannot 	be 	surprised 	at 	its having a present 
meaning also, 	as a real 	present 	is 	not intended, ac- 
cording to what has been remarked in 9. 020. 	We must 
not attach too great weight to the circumstance that 
in Neriosengh's 	Sanserit translation the form doWnti 
is rendered by 4.1,144 nishidanti. "sedent";: 	for Nerio- 
sengh interchanges with one another the roots dd, " to 
give," and dd, "to set," "place," "make," which belongs 
to the Sanscrit dad; and why should he not have fallen 

. Jahrb. tar Wiss. Crit. Dear. 18.11, p.010. 	. 
t 'Anquetil, who seldom renders all the forms in a sentence amonling 

to their real grammatical value, here mak,x the third person plural the 
second of the imperative, and changes the assertion into a recta., by 
translating thus: "0 /16M, aceorelese l'esrellenee el leg grandeur ez celui qui 
lit thou la enaieon les Nake l" 

I See Burnouf's valuable Review of the First Part of this Rook, 
Journal des &vans, 1933, in the separate impression, p.47. 	There is an 
error in it, however, in the remark, that  I have represented the form 
donl.tei  as the imperative of the verb substantive. I meant the reduplicate 
preterite or perfect. 
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into a 	similar error 	with the 	roots wart na, "to be," and 
Miftk do, " to sit,' which both exist in Zend, particularly as 
-the form donhimti, taken as the perfect, stands, perhaps, 
quite isolated 	in the remains of Zend literature ouch 
have been preserved to us, but, as the present, has oust. 
rout analogous forms? 	But if doFhenti really belongs to 
the root eillk do, " to sit," then we cannot, in my opinion, 
take it, with Neriosengh, in this sense, but as representing 
the verb substantive, which, as has been she. (It 509.), 
occasionally, in Sanscrit also, supplies the place of the verb 
substantive. 	Two of the Paris MSS. give, as has been 
remarked 	by 	Burnouf, 	for. derahinti 	the middle fors 

co,vpatlE.us denhatniP; and if this is the correct reading, 
it speaks in favour of the root of "to sit"; for this, like 
the kindred Greek verb (a°(e)-prat, 90-ral), is used only in 
the middle. 	But if dorthenli is the right reading, and be- 
longs, as perfect, to the verb substantive, it is, in respect to 
its termination, 	more 'ancient 	than 	the 	Smscrit has 
(§. 46-2.). 

641. In the middle we find as the third person plural of 
the verb substantive the form eueripu  dcFliari  (Vend. S. 
p. 222), with which, in regard to termination, the form 
0.447,0s iririthare, "they are dead," agrees (Vend. S. p.  tot) 
If the reading of the two mutually corroborative forms is 
correct, we then have the termination  are  for the San-
scrit ire; and it would be a circumstance of much impor-
tance that the Zend should have left the old conjunctive 
vowel a in its original form, in a position where, in San- 
merit, it has bees weakened to i. 	The final I of the San- 
writ termination is suppressed in Zend ; but as r cannot 
stand (4.44.) at the end of a word, the addition of an I be-
came necessary, as in vocatives like ELco.o_2, &loci% " crea- 
tor," answering to the Sauscrit space,, dlullor. 	If the.? of 
the forms 	p7a.witipat! ilopharS E26'.4,2 &I'd/drug, 	was  no 
error in writing, for which d ought to stand, then an i 
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would necessarily stand beside 	the a of the preceding 
syllable. 	But 	as 	this is 	not 	the nose we 	find some 
evidence of the correctness of the final P. at least for the 
fact, that this form among others is admissible; for beside 
the pluerlpas &Flare which has been mentioned, we find, 
in another passage of the Vend. S. (p. 45), the form x,osteppas 
dorthairi, in which the final i, seconding to 8. 41., has intro- 
duced an  i also in, the syllable preceding. 	The form 
tio,hairi, for which, perhaps, one or two MSS. may read 
doFhairi, assures us. however, in like manner, of the pro-
position, which is of most importance, viz. that the con-
junctive vowel is properly an a, and not, as in Sanscrit, 
an  

642. The form entGiVitirieitharg is remarkable, also, 
with regard to its syllable of reduplication: 	it springs 
from the root G'JZ irite from which a verb of the fourth 
clam frequently occurs; 	in "iefitilh," therefore, it is the 
syllable of reduplication, after which the short initial i has 
been lengthened, in order, as it were, to gain strength for 
bearing the reduplication (compare the Gothic in 8.000.). In 
irlrithare, however, the countertype of the Greek forms with 
Attic reduplication is easily recognised. We most not, how-
ever, seek for the reason of this lengthening of the vowel of 
the second syllable of forms like ibiTvea, i Flyleaf, Sp4prxce, 
in the temporal augment, which I also avoid doing. 	For, 
though, by concretion with the augment, an a might become 
'7, an  o become en this gives no reason for supposing the 
augment to exist everywhere where an initial vowel of a 

. Probably a secondary coot, ,dirk the addition of a th,  as in data for 
dal (see p.112). 	Irith, therefore, might, stand for warith, the initial fa 
baying been lost, and might be connected with the Sanscrit root mri (mar), 
whence, as Burnoof has shewn in his frequently-mentioned Review (p.37), 
has arisen the form naWneh, "kill," with another affix, from which 
ocean the noun agent, in the plural 'Oriented, "the murders." 
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verb 	is 	lengthened. 	I 	content 	myself, 	in forms like 
7,47tv0a, with the reduplication; and in the vowel following 

I find only a phonetic lengthening for the sake of the 
rhythm, or to support the weight of the syllable of redupli- 
cation ; 	as in the Zend &frith, or as (to keep to Greek) in 
cleyoryik, rbroyek, rbyoryfl, in which the an as is commonly 
the case, is only the representative 	of the long a (..4.). 
and whom there is no ground for searching for the aug- 
ment. 	In general it would be unnatural that the aug- 
ment, being an element foreign to the root, should inter-
pose itself in the middle of the word between the syllable 
of reduplication and the proper root; and unless a necessity 
exists, one must not suppose the existence of such a phe-
nomenon in a language. 

643. In 	a passage 	of the 	Iwesbne 	(Vend. S. p.65.1 
which I understand too little to ground on it, with confi-
dence, any inference, while I am without the light which 
might perhaps be thrown on it by Neriosenglis Sooserit 
translation, 	I 	find 	the 	expressions 	(0.11.135Afc MI.{ 

mainyg manartnite. 	It does not, however, admit of any 
doubt that naeinya is the nominative 	dual Of the base 
mainyu, " spirit " (see I. 210.); 	and hence, even without 
understanding the whole meaning of the passage alluded 
to, it appears to me in the highest 	degree probable, that 
cnomanii0 is the third person dual of the perfect. 	Perhaps 
we ought to read momandil0, so that, through the influence 
of the final 0, the Sanscrit termination cdtP would have 
become dite. 	But if the reading momanild is correct, and 
the form is really a perfect, an original 8 would have 
been weakened to i. 	The whole form would, however, in 
my opinion, be of great 	importance, 	because it might 
furnish ground for the inference, that the contraction of 
the reduplication, in Sanscrit forms like landIP (from name 
calld for mamen410), did not exist before the Zend, became 
separate from the Sanserit (compare 4.603.). 
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PLUPERFECT. 

644. ft has been already remarked (§.514.), that the 
Sanscrit 	possesses 	no 	pluperfect, and 	the substitute 	it 
uses for it has been noticed. 	The 	Zend, also, is 	un- 
doubtedly deficient in this tense. 	In the Zend Avesta, 
however, no occasion occurs for making use of it, or sup- 
plying its place in another way. 	The Latin pluperfect is 
easily perceived to be a form compounded of the perfect 
base with the imperfect of the verb substantive. 	The 
only point which can admit of doubt is, whether the whole 
eras is to be considered as existing in fume, arnaveram, 
rte I have done in my System of Conjugation (p.93.), so 
that the perfect base, to which the i of foe., lei-di, 8m., 
belongs, would hive lost its vowel; 	or whether we'should 
assume the loss of the e of worn, and therefore divide thus, 
fue-ram ametue-ram. 	Now, contrary to my former opinion. 
I believe the latter to be the case, and I deduce fueras 
from fue-rani, through the frequently-mentioned tendency 
of the i to he corrupted before r to e, whence the con-
junctive vowel i of the third conjugation appears in the 
second person of the passive, as also in the imperfect sub-
junctive and in the infinitive, as e (kg-e-ris opposed to (j- 
i-fur, leg-i-mur). 	For this reason fue-ram also is opposed 
to the subjunctive fai-seem, in which, as r does not follow 
the 6 that letter remains in its original form. 	It would 
seem much more difficult to discover a reason why is-mem 
should have 	become fu-iesen, than why fice-ram 	should 
become fue-rom. 	In general, in Latin, there exists, with- 
out reference to a following r, many an e which has 
arisen from an older i : 	I am not acquainted, however, 
with any I used for an older e, as in general the g is an un-
organic and comparatively more recent vowel, but the i is 
as old as the language itself: 	for though i as well as  a 
has very frequently arisen from the weakening of the 

3c 

   
  



most weighty vowel a, still no epoeh of the language ran 
be imagined when there existed no vowel but a. 	If, 

. 	
how- 

. ever, the auxiliary verb in floe-ram foi-reem, has lost its 

II

. 
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.  vowel, it shares in this respect the same fate as the 
Sanscrit sam 	and 	Greek 	as contained in the aorist. 
Where the verb substantive enters into composition with 

. 	attributive verbs, sufficient reason exists for its mutilation. 
645. As the Greek pluperfect is formed from the base 

of the perfect. as the imperfect is from that of the present 
by prefixing the augment, by which the completion of the 
action is in this sense transferred to past time, We should 
expect in it the terminations ov, ec, e, &c.; thus, ivrrtiSav, 
which would come very near the Sanscrit imperfect of the 
intensive--ofdtdpant. 	But whence is the termination or of 

'._  erer.74mtvP 	Landvoigt and Pott recognise in it the infer- 
; feet of the verb substantive, so that ereriulmv would stand 
: for em,t'apnv. 	There would, therefore, be a pleonasm in this , 
, form, as crew,), already of itself combines the idea of the im- 
-  perfect with that of the perfect. 	If, then, the verb substantive 

be added, it must serve merely as the copula, and not itself 
. express a relation of time, and therefore lays aside the aug- 

meat, as the Sanscrit dram in aorists like okshdip-ram. 	But 
it being premised that the verb substantive is contained in 
ireviapetv, it is not requisite to derive its et from the 1 of ;iv. 
Advert to the analogy of oar with did, which latter would 
become air, if its primary personal termination were replaced 
by the more obtuse secondary one. 	It may be said that the 
radical c is contained in the ‘ of did, which sibilant, having 
first become, by assimilation, # (Doric dµµ°, has then, as 
often happens to v (as vtee(s for videvr), been vocalised to I. 
The analogy of els! is followed in the compound form (if 

.  creriylteav is really compounded as has been stated) by the 
,  dual and plural; thus, STerStfteows for the more cumbrous 

er44.evitev. 	Here let the Ionic form ety6 for dem& be 
third person plural erenlekeeenv fimorgasie 
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ererdlieicrov) the composition with the auxiliary verb is evi-
dent; but this person cannot be adduced as evidence for the 
composition of the other persons, since in general a kind of 
privilege is accorded to the third person plural active in re-
spect to the appending of the verb substantive, which also 
extends to the imperfect and aorist of the conjugation in in 
(d5llo-irrs-s, au-o- -e, opposed to ehlko-ttew elo-pev); and in 
like manner in the Latin perfects (fuerunt from feast). 
But if the syllable m of a:rer60-es-v is identical with the et of 
el-ph still I am not shaken by this in my opinion that the K 

of ?Avoca and the aspiration of 74./1/4141 belong to the conso-
nant of the auxiliary root, and that the K is an intension of 
the e, the aspiration a weakening of the a (§.569.); that, 
therefore, in eXaTMceiv, arertfapen, the verb substantive is twice 
contained, as is the case in Sanserit forms like oydalthom 
(5. ale.). 	I believe, however, that at the time when the 
forms Achim-el-e, a-rer‘li-ei-v,  developed themselves from the 
to-be-presupposed forms erdrodev. &Pumas, the remem-
branCe of the origin of the a and of the aspiration had been 
long lost, and that these forms were generated by the neces-
sity for restoring the missing verb substantive; just as in 
Old Saxon the form rind-on, "they are,"• may first have 
arisen, when, in the more simple and likewise employable 
aim!, the expression of the relation of time and person was no 
longer perceivable; and hence another personal termina- 
tion, and, in fact, that of the preterite, was nnnexceLf 	The 
Greek media-passive has admitted neither the first nor the 
second annexation of the verb substantive: from elte7td-xeen 
we might expect ehaTo-treipar, but eke-Ad-me has arisen 

• At the same time with unorgonic transfer to the first sad second pe, 
son, tole sad, ihr  8eid. 

T With the preterite coincide also the forms of recent origin,'",.4-a-.. 
ore,' siy-era," ye are": and eied,"tlay are" (from e.ont), is alone 

o transmission from the period of the unity of language. 
3 f 2 
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directly from the reduplicate root, by prefixing the augment 
and descends from a period when the active was not as yet 
bleb/wen, but probably ;Acker. 

TUE FUTURE. 

646. The Sanscrit has two tenses to express the future, 
of which one, which is more rarely employed, consists of 
the combination of a future participle with the present of 
the 	verb 	substantive, the root as, in such a manner, 
however, 	that 	(and 	this has 	been 	already noticed as 
remarkable) the masculine nominative of the three num-
bers of the participle has assumed the complete nature of 
a third person of a verb, and this per an without annexa-
tion of the verb substantive, and without regard to the 
gender of the subject; 	e.g. 	••FR' r dal& "daturas," is used in 
the sense of "he, she, or it will give," and thus Tram 
&Wires, "daturi," in the sense of " they will give." 	Observe 
here what has 	been said above of the Latin amomini 
instead 	of amtenini, -re, -a, cubs (f. 470.); 	and remark also 
the 	third 	person 	of the Polish and Persian preterite 
(§.626.). 	In the other persons the Sanserit combines the 
masculine nominative sing,alar of the participle mentioned 
with the said person of the present of the auxiliary verb; 
thus, dttialsi (from dfltd-asi)-=daturus, datum, &durum est. 
I annex the full conjugation of the two active forms of 
the adduced example, with the remark, that in the third 
person no difference can exist between the active and 
middle, since the participle which is employed makes no 
distinction between the two forms. 

IIMBITLAR. 	• 	 DUAL 
ItaTiv. 	RED., 	ACTIVII. 
deltileni, 	dahlia,. 	&Wows, 	&II 
&MU. 	daldst 	ddldsthas, 	dill 	t 
dant, 	ddid. 	&Nuke, 
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PUMA, 
ACTIVE. 	11110:11... 

dfltd.ancs, 	dllItlenelhe. 
ddldslho, 	dateldhed. 
ddlitras. 	&Arcs. 

"Remark.—It is very surprising, that, although the 
compound nature of this tense is 	so distinctly evident 
none of the grammarians, my predecessors, have remarked 
it; 	and the first mention of it that has been made was in 
my System of Conjugation, where it was noticed, without 
meeting with any opposition from the strongest opponents 
of my System of Agglutination. 	As regards the first 
person singular middle, it must be remarked, that the root, 
as in this person, changes its s into h, although in Sanscrit 
this exchange is to be met with nowhere else, but it occurs 
frequently in Prakrit, and before m and a regularly takes 
place in the middle of a word, where mh,.ah, are commonly 
used by transposition for len, hn ; 	hence, amid or 'lila 
(resting on a preceding vowel) "I am" (see Lassen, p. 267, 
&a., Hofer, p.77.). 	As 	the Sanscrit h (ugh not et) is 
usually represented in Greek by jc, sometimes also by 7, and 
even by a," in &MU, therefore, may be found a confirmation 
of the opinion expressed in 1. 569., that the x of forms like 
ghonta, Moms, belongs to the verb substantive as a thick-
ening of the at" 

647. In the third person singular, also, the verb sub-
stantive sometimes °emirs combined with the participle, as 
nakldsti, " be will speak," for ockled ;0 	on the other hand, 
we occasionally find, in the other persons also, the verb 
substantive omitted, and the person expressed by a separate 

u Compare e, pie., sip ..01., with alx a nl, wahat, hrid, Arida,. 	• 
t See my collection of the Spittedes of the Mandhluimta (Droupedi, 

III. 2), published under the title of " Diluvium." 
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pronoun., as is done 	in 	Russian 	in 	the preterite (see 
§. 620). 	Sometimes the participle is separated from the 
auxiliary verb belonging to it by one or more words; as 
kart(' tad went le, " factures hoc sum tibi" (Mahabb.) 	I 
do not, however, think that 	such departures from the 
usual practice of the language could occur where the sub- 
ject was not a masculine singular; 	at least it is probable. 
if kartd referred to a feminine, that kartre would be used 
instead 	of it. 	Except in these constructions, however. 
formations in tdr (in the weak cases tri, k 144.) very seldom 
occur as future participles;* 	but their usual function is 
that of a noun agent, like the corresponding forms in 
Greek and Latin in ryp, rwp, tor; as, &rep, dolor, detW4t, 
answer to the Sanscrit dd/dr (Tr/ ddlri, nominative  OA 
8. 144.). 	The Latin, however, as has been already ob- 
served (8. 576.), formed from the shorter form in tor a 
longer one in (Oro, and has allotted to this exclusively the 
functions of the future participle. 	In Zend,-the formations 
in tdr, in my opinion, occur only as nouns of agency; 
as, 	doldr, 	" creator" 	(=Sanscrit 	Adieu) 	nominative 
mensal ale 	(see §. 144.), 	accusative 	6 esuors2.J., dOldrtte 
vocative eZdta.t.r.g  ddturF (§. ad.). 	To this class belong in 
Selavonie the formations in tely (theme telyp I.  259), the r 
being exchanged for 1, and the syllable 	yo added; 	as, 
dyetely, "factor," corresponds to the just-mentioned Zend 
ddtdr and Sanserit dhtlidr (compare I.634.). 	This dyetely, 
however, does not occur in its simple form, but only in 
combination with the preposition s, and with &Oro, "good." 
a-dyelly," coeditor," dploro-dyetely, "  benefactor." 	For other 

. Compare I. e. p.114, SL 31, Mavitd 'nose tram for Movitary onto, 
"thou wake be the end."  

t An example mews in the Raghn-Vonsa, VI. 62, by Slender,  +trims 
ton . . . . vgalseagfla onyondhar Manitri, "room aeon proderiii oho 
ri.roo. flaw,. 
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examples in tely, see 8. 259.. 	From the Gothic we may 
here adduce the word bldg-freis (theme bhh-taya), which is 
quite isolated in its formation, and is connected with blikan, 
"  to honor," the t of which, according to 8.102., has passed 
into a before the t of the suffix. 	With respect to the 
Sanscrit suffix tdr (led), it remains to be remarked, that in 
vowels capable of Gulls it requires Guna, and that it is not 
always united with the root direct, but frequently by a 
conjunctive vowel i  ; 	in the latter respect, jen-i-td, jam-a- 
ttire,m, correspond to the Latin yen-i-tor, gerAi-letreni, while 
palatal, paktdram, answer to coder, coetalrem. 

EIS. In my Sanscrit Grammar I term the future tense 
just considered, and which is peculiar to the Sanscrit, the 
participial future, in accordance with its formation, to dis-
tinguish it from that which belongs to the Sanscrit, in 
common with the Zend, Greek, Lithuanian, and 	Latin, 
and which I call the auxiliary future, because, in its cha-
racter Tit aye, I recognise the obsolete future of the root 
as, "to be." 	I imagine, therefore, that in cht-ayeth " he 
will give," only the syllable ya expresses the future, but 
that the  a  is the root of the verb "to be," with loss of its 
vowel, which it not surprising,as,even when uncompounded, 
the a of the root. as is frequently lost 0.4804 	The final 
part of dd-sydmi resembles very closely the potential sydm, 
"I may be," which actually exists in isolated use. 	Com- 
pare— 

v With regard to the formations in erg, mentioned at 4.259., it is re-
quisite to observe, that the preceding t does not belong to the suffix under 
discussion, but to the primary word: Odom "  goldsmith" (in Russian, 
also, to/dory), comes from {atom, "gold," end braetey, "porter," from 
Drain, " door." 	Mytory,  " toll-gatherer," is related in its primary word, 
which does not appear to occur, with 002 mouth: compare the Gothic 
nalarate (theme ethearya)," tolllatherer," Indio, "mouth," " toll." 
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SINGULAR. 	 IVAL. 	 PLUM. 
FUTURE. 	POT.. 	PIMA. 	POZEN. 	VVILIPIS. 	PORm. 

sydnii, 	sydni. 	sylluas, 	sydra. 	trims, 	sydvie. 
syast . yds. 	syathas, 	sydlam. 	ryalha, 	Oa. 
syati, 	ay& 	sysans, 	sydlant, 	span, 	njus 

649. We see that the principal difference of the forms 
here compared is, that the potential has a long d pervading 
it, but the future a short a, which, according to the prin-
ciple of the alma syllables of the first conjugation (I. 4s4.) 
is lengthened before an and r of the first person. 	And 
besides this, the future has the full primary terminations, 
but the potential has the snore obtuse secondary endings, 
with that of 118 in the third person plural, which mots 
oceasionally also in the imperfect 

610. The 	Latin has this great 	superiority over the 
Sanscrit, 	that 	its 	ere, eris, &e., 	has 	been preserved in 
isolated use, and in fact retaining the initial vowel of the 
root, in which respect eris, exit, &o. (from esis, evil, I. 42), 
is 	as 	advantageously distinguished from syasi. synth as 
es-tis from sthn, or as, in Greek, dobic from saws, lords 
from alias, alas (3. 480.). 

651. The i 	of aria, 	erit, &e., I have 	already, in my 

. System of Conjugation. represented (p.91) as a contraction 
e of the true future character ya ; 	and I have since been 
' supported in this opinion by the Prakrit, where,. for the 

. 

1

,  Sanscrit sya or yd, we occasionally find hi; for instant, 
in the first person, hind for sydosi, and 	in the second 

. person Nisi for syasi (Latin eris). 	Some examples have 
. been already given above (p. 401 Rem).* 	It may he 

further remarked, that the Sanserit, also, sometimes abbre-
viates the syllable ya, as also va and ca, by suppressing 
the vowel and changing the semi-vowel into ib corre- 

iL, 

. Compare Mier "De rrek,.. Dial." p. IN. 
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sponding vowel (see p. 759); 	and moreover (which, in the 
case before us, is still more important to observe with 
regard to the formal connection of the future and poten-
tial), the syllable yd of the mood just mentioned is con-
tracted m the middle to i,' by which sy41, " he may be," 
becomes, in the middle, site. 

652. The Lithuanian has likewise contracted the future 
character yo to i in the persons most correctly preserved ; 
thus the sine, site, of da-si-me, du-si-te (dabimus, &kills), 
eri-mus, eridis, and the whole word, to the Sanscrit del-syd-
runs, dd-sya-tha ; and in the dual da -si-ra,a, da -si-la, corre- 
spond to the Sanserit dd-syd-cue, kl-sya-thas. 	But in its 
simple state si has been no more retained in Lithuanian 
than sya has in Sanserit, but the verb substantive, in the 
future, in the two cognate idioms, combines the two roots 
of "to be" with one another: 	hence, in Lithuanian, 
oil-xi-troe, ba-si-ta, bil-si-me, 66-si-te, answering to the San-
scrit bhav-i-shyd-vas, bhav-i-sbya-thaw, bhav-i-shyd-mar, Mao-
i-shya-tha, which are furnished with Guna and a conjunctive 
vowel i. 	Compare, in regard to the combination of the 
two roots of "to be," the Latin fue-runt, for which a simple 
fui-td 	might be expected; 	or (which is here more in 
point) the future perfect, fuer°, which I distribute, not into 
fu-ero, but into fiie-ro for jui-ro (compare 8.644.). 

653. In the singular, the Lithuanian has almost entirely 
lost the future character i, and only the a of the auxiliary 
verb has remained ; 	at least, I believe that in the second 
person dh-si, " thou willst give," the personal termination, 
which, in the second person singular, terminates in all 
tenses in i, has more claim to the i than the expression 
of the future has. 	In the third person, &es stands for all 
numbers (4.957.); and to the form Eks of the verb sub-
stantive corresponds remarkably a word Shoe, in Irish, of 
the same signification, but which is quite isolated (see 
O'Reilly's Lex., s. v. bhus). 	The Sanscrit bhav-i-shyrdi and 
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Teed bii-sygili, however, form the medium between the 
Lithuanian kilo and Irish bhus. 

654. In the 	first person. singular I regard then of 
forms like du-sti, "I will give," as in all the first persons 
singular, as the vocalization of the personal character ci 
(see §§, 436. 430.) : in the Latin ero, however, for which soil 
ought to stand, the second element of the Sanscrit yd of 
ityilini has been preserved in preference to the first; and in 
this era has the same relation to sy,lmi that aria above. 
mentioned, has to Welarld (4.733.). 	The same is the ease 
with the third person plural, in which error for octal cor-
responds to the Sanscrit syanti from aryonli, and in respect 
to its u for a answers to vaunt =yahoo& 

655. To the Latin ero, erush from em, count, correspond, 
exclusive of their middle terminations, the Greek 07011.61, 
&roma, the active of which is lost, as far as its simple use. 
'Emilia, from airanerict answers to the Sanscrit -sped for 
usyantd and in the singular gdexai to the Sanscrit -syafd 
(-- sytitai) from asyat4. 	The form garai is originally nothing 
else than the middle of earl; and girredmi also appears. from 
the point of view of the Greek, like a present, with the con-
junctive vowel of the conjugation in at (larre-var). The epic 
forms with double cr (tornatut, a)iiiraw) can scarcely hove 
been formed from a consideration of metre, but have been 
need in the construction of verse only because they were 
already in existence, and had a grammatical claim to that 
existence. 	I derive torriagu, Oiaverai, by assimilation, hold 
&Topaz, bhtieme as pgawar from Aecryor for payor(Sanserit 
pordhyn, Latin medium), and as Altar from eliTyor =dim 
Prakrit aetna, Sanscrit anya. 	The Prakrit regularly nisi- 

* 	. The Doric form do.,,,,,,7,,,, from io,,i0,,,,, for go.,,-1,,,,,, cousepeatly 
remains the character of the future doubled ($.656.) ; which maw be 
tmrptisiug, as, when these woods were produced, the mason of the dophea-
tiou of the 0. was no longer percoired by tho language. 
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milates, as has been already remarked (8. 300.), the weaker 
consonant to the stronger, whether this precedes or follows 
it ; and according to this principle it produces also futures in 
sada,. swish, andi, Ste.; e.g. korissadi, answering to the Sanscrit 
kasishyati, "he will make." 	Forms of this kind, which are 
the countertypes of the Greek l&roolate, are in far more fre-
quent use than those abovementioned in hinii. 

656. In composition the Greek loses the vowel of the root 
of the auxiliary verb; hence, 8,5-o,s, 86-moisev, SsIK-cres, afill-
ooisse, as in Sanscrit rid-sy,bni, ‘14-syrimas, dAk-syboi (8. 21.), 
dek-shyrimas, only with the loss of the y. for which i might 
be expected, and which, too, it is very remarkable, has re-
mained in some Doric forms, which Keen compares at Greg. 
Cor. p. 230. 	They are the following: viotsVoi,ev, xap4e:lyeeet, 
ouv&achuMEtopelice, ,Oon8scrico, xpokeekkot 	To this class be- 
long the common Doric futures in ea, 01,0•11E1, from ogcs, 
o-lopee, for oleo, srialsev, since the / has been first corrupted 
to e, and then contracted with the following vowel, as in 
the declension of bases in t, as wires proceeded from u6Teee, 
w6Aeae, and this from rOkiee, wAute x as to the Old High 
German genitives like bulge-s(palkes) correspond the Gothic 
like bolgt-s, or as, in the feminine i bases, the Old High 
German form krefii precedes the Middle High German like 
krefte. 	In the genitive plural we have, in Old High German 
even, in different authorities, together with kreflio, which 
must originally have been kreftyo, the form krefteo, and, sup- 
pressing the e or i, kreflo (ehreo). 	These genitives, there- 
fore, in their gradual process of corruption, coincide exactly 
with that of the Greek future; for from yo we arrive first at 

), The first person, in this formation, loses the i of the termination, 
which the forms in hind have retained. 

t I agree with Pott (I. p. 116) in thinking  )3,m0,6,,  and xpaActlfriw 
should be written for 0ug0,:, wpoXerlev7. .  as the form in .1 has arisen 
fist by contraction from ,s for la, the , would he twice. represented in a1. 
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in, thence at eo, and in the farthest corruption at o; just as 
from the Sanscrit future in srlmi sydmos, in Greek at first 
we come too-tie, elapse; thence to c-&,, o4opeo, which we must 
suppose to have existed before era, croDioev ; finally to the 
common future forms like 8d,-000, acto-ow, in which the semi-
vowel of the Sanscrit drforlmi, dele-shrloti. has entirely dies 
appeared. 	In the Greek second future, however, the second 
element of the Sanscrit shya has been retained in preference 
to the sibilant; and as the liquids have expelled the cr of the 
first aorist, and gareace is said for goothoa, so also comes 
erreha from aoeVo., for ooehleo, and this from rracks, ac-
cording to the analogy of the abovemeotioned poctOry-crice, 
orpohear-criox 

657. It is not probable that the Ranwrit future-character 
ya Should have originally occurred only in the root as of the 
verb substantive; 	but I have scarce any doubt that, at a 
very early epoch, extending back beyond the period of the 
separation 	of languages, the attributive verbs likewise 
might form their future by annexing directly the syllable 
ya ; that therefore forms like d,1-yati have existed before 
or contemporaneously with suck as dti-syati --Urn), " he 
will give." 	In the present state of the language, however, 
the attributive verbs always require the verb substantive 
in order to denote the future, as the Selavonie languages 
also apply the newly constructed future of the verb sub-
stantive ($. 633) to paraphrase the future, without, how-
ever (the &raisin language excepted), forming with it a 
compound. 	The Carniolan and Polish employ with the 
future of the auxiliary verb that 	participle in 4 as, la 
which we have seen 	above 	used 	to express the past 
($.625 &c.): the Russian, however, and Bohemian, and 
sometimes, 	also, 	the 	Old 	Sclavonic, 	use 	the 	infinitive. 
Thus, in Carniolan we find, in the various genders, hilm,. 

o The more complete form of Mot is bofkot, ', I make to be." ello.e 
the 
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igrid, Um igraa, bdm igrdlo, "I will play," literally, "I will 
be he that plays," "she that plays," "it that plays." .In 
Polish, b148  czylat caylafa,• czytafo, 	means " I will be 
reading "), "I will read " ; 	in Russian, 6yay asurame 
&Ai' duigrdy, "1 will move," literally, " I will be moving"; 
so, in Bohemian, bade loradi (from kmariti), "I will steal." 
The Servian, however, has this advantage over the other 
Sclavonic dialects, that it does not require a periphrasis 
of the future by the verb substantive, but combines the 
auxiliary verb signifying " to do" with the themes of the 
attribative verbs, just as with that of the verb substantive : 
thus, igradyu means "I will play," as 	birlyu 	does 	"I 
will be." 

650. Several Sclavbnic languages may or must, under cer-
tain circumstances, express the future by a preposition pre-
fixed to the present, which signifies "after," and is pro- 
nounced po. 	We refer the reader to Dobrowsky's Bohemian 
Instructions, pp. 160, &a, respecting the difference in signi-
fication of the Bohemian futures which are expressed with 
po, from those which are conveyed by a periphrasis, where 
both are used simultaneously, as po-kradu and Luau krusii, 
In Caraiolan there ere not more than ten verbs which ex-
press the future by prefixing po; as po-rtzhem,"I will say."'" 

the analogy of the Old Sclavonie bii.dd (§.033.). 	The contraction of 
Wen to 06,x is like that of gleclay," behold" (glidon, "I behold "), to 
eVy (see Kopitar's Cr. Gr. p.334). 	The contracted form 1,60, resembles 
fortuitously, but in a surprising degree, the Prakrit present lara:,"I 

m abbreviation of Mimi, and contraction of the Sanscrit bhavang. 
In the kindred langaages, however, a hictorical fact Ilea for the most part 
at the bottom of fortuitous coincidence. which, in the case before us, con-
sists in this, that b6m and Una, like our am, Old High Carmen aim, have 
the same root and the same personal termination. 

. Brig =bendeh, from bendern,§. 205. g. 
t Compare the Old Sclavonic rek,), reolmilli, and Banscrit mai (see 

p.027, Rem. 0.). 
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The rest all express an emotion, as  pabeshim, "I will fly," 
pojklim, "I will ride" (Kopitar, p.332). 	The Old Selavonie 
employs other prepositions besides pa, in order to give a 
future meaning to the present. 	After po the most in use are 
oy (d), "by," and u.3 (e4), "outwards"; as 11-vidit,"videbit," 
11-boyd-sya, "Gumbo" (Sanserit bid, " to fear," bhaya,"fear"), 
vo?-rastg," creseam" (llobr. p. 377). 

659. The periphrasis by hada, "I will be," is rare in Old 
Sclavonic : on the other hand, imam, "I have," frequently. 
curs in the translation of the Evangelists as a future auxiliary 
verb in combination with the infinitive; as  inlyeti sushi 
"habebis" ("thou haat to have"); ?Hifi imaty eye, "mad 
fillas"; 	ne imaty byti, "71012 erit"; ne imaty piti,"nan Idol" 
(Dobrowsky, p. 379). 	Observe the coincidence of idea with 
the Roman languages, the future of which, though it has 
completely the character of a simple inflexion form, is nothing 
else than the combination of the infinitive with the present 
of the auxiliary verb. 	This would perhaps have been with 
difficulty discovered, or not at all, on account of the contrac-
tion which the auxiliary verb experiences in the plural, bat 
for the clear indication of it we receive from the language 
of Provence, which at times separates the auxiliary verb 
from the infinitive by a pronoun; as, dor vas lid "je ram 
en donnerai"; die vol al, "je was dirai"; dir lid, eta "noun 

as direst"; gitar m'etz, "cons me jeterea." 	It is remark- 
able that the Old Selavonie occasionally paraphrases the 
future of the verb "to have" itself by "to have," which the 
Roman languages are always compelled to do, because they 
possess no other means of expressing the future: thus the 
French tes auras (from .avoiras) corresponds to the above-
mentioned Sclavonic imyati imashi. 

660. The Gothic, also, sometimes paraphrases the future 
by the auxiliary verb "to have"; thus, 2 Cor. xi. 12, Mayan 
haba for xol4cro.,; John xii. 26, visas habuilh for gora, (see 
Grimm IV. 03). 	The Gorman languages have, that is to 
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say, like their &laconic cognate idioms, from the earliest anti-
quity lost their primitive future inflexion, which the Lithua-
nian and Lettish share to this day with the Sanserit and Greek. 
As, however, the Sanscrit future syilini is almost identical With 
the potential sydin. " I may be," and the future character 
n yo springs from the same source with the potential m yd. 
it deserves notice that Ulfilas frequently expresses the Greek 
future by the Gothic conjunctive present, which is in form 
identical with the Sanserit potential and Greek optative. 
Examples are, Mark ix. 19, siyan and thulau for &moat and 
cliv4ostai ; Mark is. 35, siyai for gam/ ; 	a. 1, bileithed for 
zazahefilmi ; x. 8, siyaina for &ram... 	In the reverse case 
the Persian uses the only ancient future that it has preserved, 
viz. r4l1.; bdshem (=Sanscrit bhasishydmi) also in the sense of 
the present subjunctive. 	The attributive verbs in Persian, 
to denote the fiture, prefix to the present a particle beginning 
with b, which, with regard to its vowel, is guided by that of 
the initial syllable of the verb; so that for a .(dhamma) the 
prefix also contains an  a, but for other vowels an e;* as 
be-herem, "1 will carry," be-basens, "I will play," but bit- 
purser's, "I will ask." 	These futures stand in an external 
analogy with those of the Sclavonic languages, which are 
formed from the present by prefixing the preposition pa 
(H. Ms. &e.). We must, however, leave it undecided whether 
the Persian prefix of the future, which may also precede the 
imperative, is identical with the inseparable preposition be, 
or whether, as appears to me far more probable, it is con- 
nected with ..,.? 	belyed, "oporlet," and has, 	therefore, our 
ideal relationship with the periphrasis of the future, which 
is formed by the auxiliary verb sollen, and which still re-
mains in several more ancient and more recent German 

. Xeera, properly i, which, however, is venally pronounced like fatha, 
i.e. originally a, commonly e. 
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dialects (Grimm IV. 179, firc.). 	If this is the cam, it may le 
here further reMarked, that. in Zend, the imperative is occa- 
sionally mad in the eonse of the future. 	Thus we real in 
V. t. p.82, 	i,n33.7nyx,1 coerws ceitn)...31,1 cu....7, r  
he uroiluent vahistrm shim frah,lraOne, "whose soul 1 will 
make to go to the best world." 	Anquetil translates, "p 
feral oiler libremont son are our demeures celestes". 

661. We return to the Gothic, in order to remark that it 
employs most commonly the present indicative instead of 
the future, in which it is deficient, as is the ease also in Old 
High German very frequently. 	The periphrasis, however, 
begins gradually by sollen and molten, the latter only in the 
first person . that by means of warden is peculiar to the New 
German; in a certain degree, however, the Gothic paves the 
way for it, as in this language mairlha sometimes occurs is 
the sense of the future of the verb substattive. 	Grimm 
(IV.199. 178.) quotes the following passages: Matt. viii. 12 
Luke i. 14. 2 Cor. xi. IS., where ear al is rendered by raio 
thigh ; moreover, 2 Car. vi. 16, where rairthavairthandanswer 
to the Greek gamut', go-oroma. 	In fact, Irerrlen, "to become," 
is the most natural and surest expression. of future being,  
and far better adapted to represent it than the auxiliary 
verbs " to will" and "to owe;" for he who is becoming will 
certainly arrive at being, and is one who will be hereafter; 
the willing and the owing, however, may be incapable or 
be prevented from doing what he would or should 	The 

* Laren,eoe is clearly the tramlation of the preposition contained in 
fra-parayene, as Anquetil elm; in the page preceding, renders fivir.6. 
(thus I read it for friavokinti by "je park cloirement ;" while in bah ex-
pressions, and especially very often in Zend, min &Intern, the preposi-
tions have no perceptible meaning, which admits of translation, though 
the Indian Scholiasts also, in the derivation of verbs compounded with 
prepositions, lay too much stress on the prepositions. 	We will treat here- 
after of the middle imperative termination in M. 	As the causal Row 
the verb under discussion corresponde to the Semiotic pre-area...C. 
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Filing  person may also alter his will, and hence not do what 
intended 	The Old Northern language, in paraphrasing ' 
'future, uses the 	anomalous 	teen, 	"I think," which 
Toys the preterite form as the present; e.g. must vers. 

aria," man shine, "rumple," Ponta main, "cement." To this 
head belongs the circumstance, shut occasionally the Gothic 
weak verb 	adman 	repreients, 	not, 	indeed, 	the 	proper 
future, but the Greek construction with µ887us, for which, 
however, haban is also applied•(Grimm. IV. 93,178); thus 
John xiv. 22, munch gabairhiyan µ487seit 491avi8eir. 	Ultilas, 
however,-could scarcely have imagined that his mutton and the 
Greek pAhco are radically akin, which is the case if I mistake 
not. 	I believe that ti(kkei stands in the same relation to the 
Sauserit many! (only that the 	latter is a middle verb), 
"I think," "I mean," as clATov does to anya-s, "the other" 
)h. 655.). 	The circumstance that we have the Sanserit root 
in Greek also, in a truer form, and one. which retains the 
original n (e.g. µIvor 	iiiianas), does not prevent the easump- 
tion that besides this the favourite exchange of liquids takes 
place, and consequently laglato might become estranged from 
the forms with v. 

662. Latin futures like ameba, doeebo, have already, in my 
System of Conjugation, as compounds with the root fu (the f 
of which in the interior of a word becomes 6, see 5.18.), and be, 
his, bit, &c., been compared with the Anglo-Saxon bee, " I will 
be," bys," thou willst be," bydli," he will be." 	Bo, a sister form 
of the bun of ameba., deeebam, mentioned before (§3.526, 
&e.),answers in conjugation exactly to ero; 5o,therefore, stands 
for bin, hunt for Muni, and the i of his, hit, bimus, bilis, is a con-
traction of the Sanscrit future character yu (5.6514 From the 
root bid would come the forms bh ayilmi, blitlynsi,bhilyati, &e., 
or with Gunn, bhOythni, bluiyasi, 8u., if the said root were not 
combined in the future with the root as, but annexed the syl- 
lable yo direct (before m and v, yd). 	To this would correspond 
in Latin, in its isolated state, fuyo,fuis, foil, in which, however, 

Ills 	
3w 
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fait would be distinguished from the perfect (aorist) fit io 
, that the i in the latter form is nothing but a conjunctive 

vowel and the weakening of an original a, bat in the future 
..the contraction of ya and expression of the relation of time. 
...in bo, Ns, bit, the u of the root fa is passed over, as infix ft., 

, which is properly the passive of fu, and corresponds to the 
Sanscrit passive bist1-yd, badva-80, bhu-ya-td, only with alin e 
terminations like the Prakrit, which preserves the charac-
teristic syllable pa of the ganscrit passive (of which we will 

,, speak hereafter), but has replaced the middle terminations by 
:active ones. 

663. The question may be raised, whether the Latin to 
1, •' is 	really based on n presupposed Sanscrit bhdythni or 

iltilyarni ; 	and thus, whether this form existed at the time 
of the division of languages, and if alone, or, together with 
that, compounded with the other root of " to be." on which 
the Zend basybni, the Greek 0-0.41, the Lithuanian hi-n, 
and the Irish bitus, " erit," mentioned above, are founded; 
or whether the Latin bo likewise, at an earlier period, was 
combined with the other auxiliary verb ; whether, therefore, 
in an isolated state, a faro from an' earlier fuso, for fuses, 
existed, Wee the Greek ¢b-am from ¢o-vim? 	This question 
cannot be decided with certainty; but the latter, according 
to which antabo, antabis, &c., would appear as contractions 
of antaboro, ranaboria, appears to me the more probable 
particularly as the forms, which are incumbered by the 
composition, have most muse to be weakened. 	It may be 
observed, that, even without any external occasion for being 

.  weakened, the Old High German, in the very same root, 
contrasts with its 	plural lamas, "we are" (=Sanserit 
handsmas, b. 20.), a singular bins for birom. 	The Carniolan 

1

4  
,.. exhibits, as we have seen (b.657.), together with Wan, "I 

will be " (" make to be "), corresponding to the Sclavonie 
cognate idioms, a contracted form bihn, to which the Latin 
bo approaches very closely, though with a different kind of 
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contraction. 	The Anglo-Saxon boo, mentioned above (also 
beam), "I will be," is properly not a formal future, but a 
present, answering to our bin, Old High German bit, and 
to the Sanscrit bhortinti, which is principally used with a 
future 	meaning, 	while 	eon.-- astni, Gothic 	in., remains 
devoted- to 	the 	present. 	It 	might, 	also, 	he 	disputed 
whether the Latin bo of ambit is actually a future, for then 
it would be necessary to identify the i of bin, bit, &c., with 
the conjunctive vowel a of the Sanscrit Mar-o-si, bhatt-a-ti, 
and to place it on the same footing with the i of tub-i-s, 
reh-i4=rah-a-si, valua-it (see 1.507.). 	Remark the obsolete 
subjunctive lean, which presupposes a present indicative fun, 
fain (9. 510.). 	However, that opinion appears to be most 
probably the true one, that bo, bin, rest on the same prin-
ciple of formation with ero, erie, and that, therefore, there 
is a reason why aniabo, inonebo, have a future, and not a 
present signification. 	It appears certain, that the third 
and 	fourth conjugation.% did all form their futures in 
bo (compare 9. 529); futures in em, however, are, according 
to their origin, of the subjunctive mood,*  and we shall 
return to them 	hereafter. 	We have already (9. 520.) 
noticed the remarkable coincidence which exists between 
the Latin and the Irish, in the circumstance that the latter 
combines an attributive verbs in the future with the labial 
root of the verb substantive. 	The 	Irish, however, is 
superior to the Latin in this, that, in the simple state 
of the verb substantive, it forms the future not from 
the root, which is, in Sal:merit, as, but from that which 
has the labial initial' sound (see 9. 524 

664. It remains to be remarked with regard to the 
Sanscrit future, that the 	syllable 	rya, which 	Proceeds 
from 	the verb substantive, is combined with the root 
either directly or by means of a conjunctive vowel i, 

5 Compare System of Conjugation, p. m. 
3 At 2 
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after the manner of the thin' aorist formation (§. 
that the a through the influence of this i, again 
eh; as in ton-i-shydmi, "extendam." 	Radical vowels, 
of Gana, receive it;" hence, ddk-shydmi=.5stsrow 
"to show"; 	10k-ohy,boi..ltehc-no from lih, "to lick*  
shydoti=fedx-oo) from yuj, "to combine" (§. 19.); 
shythai from bhil, "to be." 	The Greek has 
where the present, also, has a Gana vowel, as 
examples adduced; 	it contrasts, however, Throw, 
id A-0.), with the Sanscrit loo-hohydmi from hi, "to 
bhav-i-shydoti from bh4, "to be," kshdp-sylimi from 
"to cast." 	The Zend, also, in respect to the Gu 
not agree exactly with the Sanscrit; hence, basyki; 
(§. 665.), both in not employing the Gunn, and also 
direct annexation of the auxiliary verb, corresponds 
to the Greek 4,u-ow and Lithuanian hii-ou than to 
emit bhav-i-shydnei. 	We subjoin the full conj 
this future, and append to it the Latin joc-so, which ' 
isolated, and which agrees with 05-ow, boar;, not 
the formation, but is also radically akin to it (§.19.). 

81.1/LAIL 

RANSOM, 	ZHND. 	MTH. 	LATIN. 	on as 

bhar-i-shydoti, 	bi'o-ayihni,' 	bei-su, 	fac-so, 	0 
• bhav-i-ohyati, 	bb-tyghe 	bahoe 	for-sio, 	0 

bhau-i-ohyati, 	bil-sy0iti,' 	ho-o, 	f.0-oit 	it' 

DUAL. 

bhav-i-ohydras,  	Inhoitua, 	 
.bhav-i-shyalhas, ba-syatha 9 	bd-sita, 	. . .  	956-aeror. 
bhav-i-ohyaloo, 	14-orttd, 	like Sing, 	, . .  	sbzi-ersroo. 

a Where Guna is prescribed in Sanscrit Grammar we are to understmal 
that in the middle of roots only short vowels receive Guns before simp/a 
consonants, hat at Ito end of mote long vowels also. 
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PLURAL. 
SANSURIS. 	RENO. 	 LIT/V. 	LATIN. 	OGREN. 

bbae-i-shydwas, ba-sytheahi, let-sane 	 fee-shoes, 06,011EK 
bhav-i-shyalhas 	bit-syalha, 	bit-site, 	 jae-siths, 	Obarers, 
bhav-i-shyanth 	ba-syanth 	like Sing, fac-sant. . dyearotsrh 

, b 42. 	.  From Net..., §.650. 	• The i is the personal ter- 
mination: see §.416. 

On account of the perfect agreement between 41Mlit del-
nyami, a‘lxrw, and the Lithuanian dm (duro-su), this future, 
also, may be here fully conjugated, and the Latin dabo 
subjoined, as it agrees with the Lithuanian i and Sanscrit 
ye, though not in the auxiliary verb, still in respect to 
the future characteristic i of delis, 8‘.. 

ACME. 
FON... 

,unseen. 	Greek. 	Lithuanian. 	Latin. 	• 
del-swami, 	az-0.4 	diteh 	do-bo. 
dd-syash 	asiaray, 	db-el, 	dee-lie. 
dd-syath 	a‘s-aeh 	du-c, 	da-bit. 

OVAL. 

dd-sytivar. 	 dt-siwet. 	. • • • 
da-syathas, 	86-astos, 	du-situ, 	. . . . 
ricl-ryra., 	84-crexav, 	like Sing. 	... . 

PLUaAL. 

dd-eytiosos, 	§d-weeee, 	dii-saae, 	de-baaas. 
dd-syatha, 	StS-wore, 	dresile 	de-bilis. 
dd-syanth 	84-averh 	like Sing. 	da-lord. 

MIDDLE. 	'. 
SINGULAR. 	 ”,,,, 

&merit. 	Greek. 	Sunny*. 	Greek. 
dd-syd, 	86-aoyah 	dd.sytherbe, 	86-croados. 
da-syash 	(ddwowca). 	del-syNIA 	ad-asator. 
dd-sysd4, 	lab-aeroa. 	das-yibh 	Uerreator. 
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MIDDLE. 

PLURAL. 

Sanessit. 	Greet. 
dd-sydrnalig, 	Otbratotego. 

' 	dtl-syadheg, 	Otb-ovirge. 
thl-syanig, 	Poi-mosso,. 

665. The Zend future agrees, in essentials, with the 
Sanscrit, as we have already seen from the relation of 
bilsylmi to bhavishydmi. 	Still this example sheen that 
the Zend, in respect to the Gana and introduction of 
a conjunctive vowel i, does not everywhere keep pace 
with the Sanscrit, and in the case before us resembles 
more closely the Greek Obsivi and Lithuanian Miss than 
affronfor bharoishydmi. 	I cannot, however, adduce the form 
balsybei even from the 	Zend-Avesta, but from the fre- 
quently occurring participle behrintibn, " the about to be" 
(Vend. S. p. SO; 	we may, with the more certainty, infer 
basytimi, biisydhi, &c., than we can, in Greek, toonal from 
faelnerer, and, 	in 	Sanscrit, bhavishydnii from 	bhaeishyee. 

;the form in Omi, ghi, giti, in apparent from 8.42.; 	for the 
y invariably exerts an assimilating influence upon the d or 
a, 	which precedes the terminations esi, hi, lb through 
which those vowels become O. 	That, however, the y of 
the futare makes no exception to this rule is proved, if 
proof be 	required, 	among 	other 	proofs, 	by that of 
..0,0655.01C34 roacsygin (Vend. S. p. 90. " he will say," an- 

	

swering to the Sanscrit eakshyali from each. 	In the dual 
and plural, the y abstains from its assimilating influence, 
and, in the third person plural, as generally before .II., it 
protects the a following from being weakened to E I, as 
occurs elsewhere. 

	

660 The third person dual would give the 	 io.ai9.5095C0vb 

. Auquelil (p.139), " raid CE rid dit sisistenant." 
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vacsayatd, mentioned at 9.464, Rem.., if it corresponded to 
the Sanserit :maim roakshyatas from rah, "to carry," "to 
bear." I now, however, prefer regarding it as the causal of 
the Sanscrit root vaksh, " acenmulare," which may perhaps 
also signify " to grow," and with which the Gothic root 
VeIHS regularly agrees; whence, voksya, "I grow," vibe, 
" I  grew," with h for .k, according to a general law for the 
change of sounds. 	The Zend stesyhni, " I  grow," appears 
to be a contraction of varsyrkst (compare 9. 536. Rem.), as. 

i in Sanserit, such contractions occur only in forms devoid of 
. Guna ; and from each, "to speak," the gerund, indeed, 
is aided, but the infinitive, which requires Guns, is not 
Wawa, but vakturn. 	As, then, in the causal verb the 
vowels capable of Guna receive it, it need not surprise 
us if, in Zead, the root vacs, as a verb of the fourth class, 

"  to which Guns does not belong, were contracted to us, 
but, in the causal, retained the fall form vacs, as, in San-
writ, the root orals of the fourth class forms, in the 

' present, 	vidhydmi 	 for 	vyadhydrni, 	but, 	in 	the 	causal. 
-,  syddhoydmi. 

667. That the Zend, also, occasionally uses the conjoortive 
vowel i in its future is proved by the form JoigoopsiAralig 
..slosibisyanti, "they will disturb," from the root dab, which 

porresponds to the Sanscrit dambh, " to deceive," and in the 
'  preceding mid several other forms, which occur in the Vend. 
8., has, through the influence of the i of the following syllable, 
received an  i in the root (9. 41.). 	It is translated by Anque- 
til in various passages by afiliger and blesser. 	The future 
form mentioned occurs Veadidad Sade, p. 215, Fut? 4.c., 
A*RaiWatirra2,9 ydi vile daibisyanti," " which will disturb you 

:'both" 	Anquetil renders this strangely enough "voles dens, 
origex coax qui me tiennent dans l'oppressiom" 	In another 
passage (p.223) we find the third person plural of the future 

.i 1 believe it is to be written thus instead of —n. 
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middle of the same verb, viz dolt 
likewise regards as the second person imperative, 
dery by hleatien. 

66S. In the Zend future forms hitherto confide 
sibilant of the verb substantive appears in the fo 
AO s. because it follows letters which, in Sanscrit 
to S. 21., require the change of the a into oh, for wIF 
Zend, ..o s or cl) A is regularly written. 	After such 
however, as, in Sanscrit, leave the a unaltered, an h 
expected in the Zend future, according to §. 53, i 
the sibilant; and this we find, also, in the passive 
vs/Orman°, "the man about to be born" (Vend. S 
from which we may safely infer an indicative acshyd, 
about to be born." 	Anquetil, indeed, renders the 

"V6eirP.6..".3..5 .1.6SV.1°-.5 .1011°A1 '''''''''''"h' 
taneurneha zaqhyamanaiummeha, "and to the person born and 
about to be born,". by "lea &mines qui nuissent et engen-
drenh" according to which .okucussolas zauhrinana must 
be considered as a middle present participle; bat it is impos-
sible that the root non, ---Sanserit Ism jan, can arrive at no 
h without thereby expressing the future. 	At most we might 
be in doubt, whether rouhyamune should be regarded as of 
the middle or of the passive voice, as these voices in the 
general tenses, as also in the special tenses of the fourth 
class, are not distinguished from each other. 	The Indian 
grammarians take friyA "I am horn," as a middle, so that 
pa passes as the characteristic of the fourth class (see 
§. 109°. 2.); but as the passive, also, in the special tenses, 
annexes the syllable ya and may reject the n in the root jam 
by which the a is lengthened, so there is nothing to prevent 
us from regarding the verb jilye, also, as a formal passive 
on account of its passive meaning. 	Thus I consider the 
Tend participle eauhrinzana as passive. 	An regards the 

• Compare Buryoufs Vacua, Nato O., p. 71. 
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i n, however, I do not believe it to be the trunsferred radical 
i n of the root iiis zoo, but I assume that the radical n is 
dropped, and I explain the n as euphonic, as in toaxayaltha, 
"thou west born" (8. 60'.), where the n of the root can has 
likewise been lost. 	But if we are to suppose that this root 
retained its nasal in the future, then we should expect either 
the fere:. 	 4,1...q.us zonisyg, with a conjunctive vowel, or 

sai.vois zani ye, without the vowel, as the Sanscrit sound 
attf sic regularly makes its appearance in Zend in the form 
..ons coif. 

669. From the roots dd, "to give," and dd, "to place," 
might, according to 5. 56 °., be expected the future form 
dilonhygini: as, however, in Zend, sometimes also khy occurs 
as the representative of the Sanserit ay (see p. 980), we must 
be prepared fora form till khyboi ; and the passive participle of 
this we Snd in Vend. S., p. 89, where, in like manner, the pas-
sive participle, liz-dotanatim," of these held up," precedes the 
genitive plural of the future participle tezdakhyarononorint 
( — Sanscrit addhdayumilndmint), "of those about to be held 
up," . as above we have seen mitanoinv-cha and zarthyontan- 
rinorim-c00, "close together." 	As we have, therefore, the 
sibilant of the verb substantive here before us in the shape 
of a guttural, we will again draw attention to what has been 
said above of the probable origin of the n of (Sane, 868oma, 
from a (88. 508. Sze.). 	As the Zend root di], "to place," 
"lay," " make," t corresponds to the Greek Tifhige, conse-
quently the thlkh of the dilkhyomnonmim, which has been 
mentioned, would be identical with the Greek Bryn of '13rytcce, 
.reeoput. 

670. As respects, however, the origin of the exponent of 

a With a perhaps erroneous rejection of the a of the participial suffix. 
Ammetil's tranelation, also, "golUant toujours •tenir Neva," ie evidence 
that this may he regarded as expressing the future. 

t The corresponding Samoa  dad  means allel " to hold." 
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the future, ya, with which that of the potential and preeative 
yd is to be ranked, I am still of the opinion already expressed 
in my System of Conjugation, that these syllables proceed 
from the root t i, "to wish." 	Consequently the Greek opta- 
tive, which is founded on the Sanscrit potential nod prom-
tive, would, according to its signification, have its none from 
the same verb to which it owes its formal origin. 	If the con- 
junctive vowel of the first and sixth class be added to the root 
t i, it would make ya, according to the same phonetic prin-
ciple by which the root i, "toga." forms, in the third person 
plural, yenti. 	From this yonti, therefore, the termination of 
dil-s-yanti, "they will give," cannot be distinguished. 	It 
cannot be denied, too, that the root i, "to go," to which 
Wagner (Origin of Lingual Forms, Mk 46, 47.) has betaken 
himself in explaining the future, is, in respect of form, just 
as suitable as f 	But the meaning "to wish," "to will," is 
certainly more adapted to express the future and the opta- 
tive thou that of "to go." 	This is also confirmed by the 
use of language. as several idioms, quite independent of 
one another, have simply, through internal impulse, come 
to the decision of expressing the future by "to will." 	It is 
certain that the New Grecian and Old High German (I.661.). 
nay, even the various German dialects, have, in this respect 
borrowed nothing from one another nor imitated each other. 
The Old Sclavonic, also, sometimes employs an auxiliary 
verb, signifying "to will," to express the future. 	It is not, 
however, to be overlooked, that the examples which Do-
browsky (p. 380.) adduces from the translation of the Bible 
are all preceded by yakbr in the Greek text; for which 
reason, unless other instances occur where this is not the 
case, we must conjecture that the wish of keeping as close as 
possible to the Greek text must have suggested to the Sae 
ironic 	translator his zoiye choshchil ; 	thus Luke xxi. 7, 
Y cgda chotyai Rya byth Peas nettle, .rait'sa trevesrean Matt.xi.14. 
cholyai priiti, 4 ta7t7tior.  h'execieni. 	Respecting the conjectural 
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relationship of the Greek jieNtai with the Indian inanyE, 
"  I think," see p. 889. 

67t. The Sanscrit sometimes uses its desiderative form to 
denote the future, as in the episode of the Draupadi Ino-
marshu, "  wishing to die," occurs in the sense of "about to 
die ;" and, conversely, in different languages, the expression 
of the future is occasionally used to denote that of "to will :" 
and the Latin forms its desideratives from the future parti-
ciple in Mean abbreviating the is, and adding the character-
istic of the fourth conjugation, the (of which, however, has 
nothing to do with the Sanscrit future suffix ye, but, as has 
been shewn, is founded on the characteristic of the tenth 
class aya, which is frequently need in Sanscrit to form deno- 
minatives. 	The Greek forms desideratives from the future 
in ace, or perhaps from the older form in eh e ; so that in 
forms like wapaasiereist yehaireke, the i would be strength-
ened only by an e, which would give the Guns augment. 
These desideratives, however, and the future, may be re-
garded as cognate forms, so that both, independently of each 
other, but by a similar formation, would have proceeded from 
the verbal theme, as there are in Sanscrit also desideratives, 
which have the form of the future but have not proceeded 
from it, but, following its analogy, have sprung from a 
nominal base; e. g. syisha-sydmi, " to desire the bull," inadho- 
neychni, "to ask for honey." 	In the latter example the a of 
the root of the verb substantive is perhaps contained. 	But 
usually in denominative desideratives the verb substantive 
is quite omitted, or has become obsolete, and they only con-
tain the syllable ya, i.e. the auxiliary verb "to wish," which 
is characteristic of the future; e.g. pat(-ydnii, "I wish for a 
spouse," from pafi, "spouse." 	It is not improbable that the 
desideratives which have been formed from primitive roots 
by the addition of a sibilant, and which are furnished with a 
syllable of reduplication, had originally a y after the sibilant, 
and therefore, likewise, the root of "to wish" alluded to; 
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thus, ay. pipd-silmi, "1 wish to drink," from pipil.rmlei 
agreeing with pd-eyilmis  "1 will drink." 	If this is the case, 
then pipihohni has the same relation to the pre-supposed 
pipilsytimi that the Greek flai-crie, from &oda, has to the 
Sanscrit desydmi. 	The root being burthened with the redu- 
plication might, perhaps, produce a weakening in the final 
portion of the word, similar to that through which the redu-
plicated verbs in the third person plural have lost the nasal 
belonging to this person; 	and bibhreti "they carry," is 
said for bibhrenti (f. 459.). 	We shall recur hereafter to the 
desideratives. 

FORMATION OF THE MOODS. 

POTENTIAL, OPTATIVE, AND SUBJUNCTIVE 

672. The Sanscrit potential, which, with several peculia-
rities of use, combines in itself the Greek subjunctive and 
optative, but in form adheres to the latter, is, in that conju-
gation which corresponds to the Greek in m, formed by the 
syllable yd, which is prefixed to the personal terminations., 
The class peculiarities are retained; e.g. nidydni crane," from 
rid, class 2 ;  Libhriyern "ferries," from bari, class 3 ; strautyMe 
"sternum," from stri, class 5; Why for oeydm "aim," from at 
class 2. 	We easily recognise the modal exponent yd in the 
Greek ty, in which the semi-vowel has become a vowel, 
according to the Greek system of sounds; the ,, however, 
always forms a diphthong with the preceding radical vowel, 
as there are no present forms like 'am (Sanscrit admi, Lithu-
anian edger), and therefore no optatives also like aim which 
would resemble the Sanscrit edgily's. 	But &deep corresponds 
tolerably well to the Sanscrit dedydry, especially if its radical 
vowel is restored, which, through a particular irregularity, it 
has lost. 	According to rule, dedilytim would correspond to 
the Greek &deism ; but the root dal, under the retro-active 
influence of the heavy personal terminations and of the 
modal characteristic under discussion, suppresses its radical 
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vowel according to the same principle by which the Greek verb 
shortens its as; thus dadyr1m=818otriv, as dadmas=ndoonv 
(see §. 481. Table). 	The Sanscrit root as, " to be," loses, by 
a special anomaly (which is, nevertheless, founded on the law 
of gravity, which pets with such astonishing consequence.), 
its initial a in those places where dd drops its final vowel; 
hence sydm, "I may be," answering to the Greek elks. be-
muse a between two vowels very easily admits of being 
dislodged, but the mot El firmly protects its vowel; hence, 
also, in the present indicative, fierisrs, leaf, are more full than 
theSanserit cognate forms emus, "we are," elks, "ye are:' 

673. The agreement of the Greek and Sanscrit is very 
remarkable in this point, that both languages have, in the 
middle, entirely lost the long vowel of the modal exponent 
yd, It; hence, aksizo, adloismOn, for 8,8olgro, Seaollymea, as 
in Sanscrit dadtta, dadimahi, for dadyflta, dadydmahi. 	The 
cause clearly lies in the weightier personal terminations of 
the middle; but I would not maintain, that the wound in-
flicted by them, in both languages, in one and the same place, 
on the preceding modal exponent took place so early as the 
period when Greek and Sanscrit were still one. 	The prin- 
ciple of the form-weakening retroactive influence of the 
Weight of the personal terminations must, however, have 
existed at that time; and several circumstances in our Euro-
pean circle of languages point to this, that at the time of the 
identity of the languages, which are now separated, several 
convulsions took place in the organization of each family of 
languages. 	In the Preceding case, however, the Greek 
fldioivo by its accent skews itself to be a comparatively recent 
contraction; for if the rejection of the , was primitive, and 
had taken place before the separation of languages, flacivi 
would be accented like 74-yorro. 	The Greek skews itself. 
too, in the suppression of the tz independent of the Sanscrit, 
in this, that it admits this vowel in the two plural numbers 
of the active, and for Staoivev also Shackles, while the'San- 
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writ together, with dodyeltua has not a form dadima,but both 
in this and in all verbs of the second conjugation the modal 
syllable yd is left unweakened in both the plural numbers of 
the active voice, although in other respects these two num-
bers follow the analogy of the middle, as their terminations 
are heavier than those of the singular. 	' 

674. The Latin subjunctive coincides in form with the 
Greek 	optative and Sanscrit potential. 	Its agreement 
with the former might have been perceived, without the 
intervention of the Sanscrit, from sins, retro, edim, and 
skim, the modal i of which coincides with the Greek t of 
&Was. 	But these Latin forms resemble the Sanscrit still 
more closely than the Greek; 	for instance, edim answers 
admirably to the Sanscrit adydm, the yd of which, in the 
middle, if ad were used in that voice, must be contfacted 
to 1 	so 	that adi-mahi would correspond to the Latin 
edemas. 	Thus aim, for dm, answers to vein, and dmus still 
more exactly to the middle simahi. 	The obsolete form 
aim,' Mee, cid, 	corresponding to the Sanscrit syilm, smis, 
sydi, is so far a grammatical jewel, that the full modal 
characteristic an yd, Greek tn, is contained in it, and it 
may thence be inferred, that edim, also, &c., was preceded 
by an older edient, ediee, ediet---adytim, adyds, adydt, and 
to dim, duim, 8r.c., by a more full seliesn, duyent (from dayeat). 
The snore weighty terminations of the pluml have, by 
their retro-active shortening influence, effected the suppres-
sion of the e before them earlier than before the more 
light terminations of the singular. 	It may, however, be 
reasonably assumed, that the forms sidinue, sidlis, dent= 
sylima, sydta, syess (from sydat), have existed in some other 
more early epoch of the language; 	and to them, sdnuo, 
&c., has the same relation that, in Greek, the abbreviated 
dtaohies ban to Sid'odyies. 

675. The German, in which the subjunctive is likewise 
based on the Sanscrit potential and Greek optative, forms 
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the preterite of this mood according to the principle of 
the Sanserit second conjugation of the second, third, and 
seventh class, and of the Greek conjugation in a, i.e. by 
attaching the modal element to the root direct; and, in 
fact, in Gothic, the first person in you resembles very 
strikingly the Sanscrit ydni, only that the d has been 
shortened, and the so vocalized to u (0. 431.). 	Compare, 
after removing what belongs to the relation of time, Ptymi, 
"1 ate,"" with the Sanscrit adydin, "I may eat." 	In the 
other persons, the Gothic follows the analogy of the San- 
writ and Greek middle; 	i.e. in suppressing the a of ya, 
while the y. as in Sanscrit, becomes long f, for which, in 
Gothic, ei is written ; 	hence, Pt-ei-ma, Old High German 
dzirads, resembles the Sanscrit ad-f-inahi and Latin ed-i-

tt-ei-th, Old High German dzit, the Sanscrit ad-i-
dhow's, and Latin ed-e-tie; in the second person singular, 
et-ehe (el-i-a) is almost identical with the Latin ed-t-s. 	In the 
third person, however, the personal sign has been lost (0.4320, 
and in consequence of this loss the long i sound, which comes 
to stand at the end, is shortened ; thus Ili answering to the 
Sauscrit adita and Latin edit. 

676. It scarcely requires to be remarked, that I do not 
understand the resemblance between the Gothic eit-ei-ina and 
Sanscrit ad-i-mahi. as though the Gothic subjunctive pre-
terite, with exception of the first person singular, was really 
referable to the Sanscrit middle; the contraction of ya to 
ei=f is rather a pure Gothicism, which was probably pre-
ceded by a weakening of ya to yi, according to the principle 

s fai, "I eat" from the root at, is so far the most remarkable verb of 
its class, bemuse Alum," we ate" (for fittOrt from u-anan, Old High Ger-
man azurnts), contains a reduplication without having experienced abbre- 
viation like sawn and sinoilar forms (I. 605.). 	The Old High German 
dmanes corresponds almost exactly to the &Merit reduplicated ad-t-row 
from a-udima. 
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by which nominal bases in ya exhibit in the nominative 
singular yi-s for ye-sr  in case this syllable is preceded by 
only one syllable, and, in fact, a short one. 	But if a vowel 
long by nature or by position, or more than one syllable 
precedes, the syllable ye is not only weakened to ph but is 
contracted to long i' (ei), and at the end of a word to short is 
hence, andeis "end," for andyis from andyaa accusative 
andi for andya. 	Before a final nasal or ns the syllable ya 
remains in its original state; 	hence, in the dative plural, 
andya-m, accusative andya-ns. 	On the same phonetic law is 
based the phenomenon that the a of the first person singular 
of our modal-form, which has arisen from FR, has preserved 
the syllable ya in its complete form ; and hence, inyan from 
etyma, "I ate," may be compared with the dative plural 
andyarn ; &xis," thou atest," with the nominative and genitive 
singular andets ; and the third person singular dd, which ter-
minates with short i, with the accusative andi. 

677. In Old Sclavonic there are some remains of the 
Greek conjugation in pi, or the Sanscrit second conjugation. 
These have preserved the personal termination in the first 
person singular of the present, and in the imperative (which 
I believe I must in its formation identify with the Sanscrit- 
Zend potential, the Latin-German subjunctive, and Greek 
optative) annex the exponent of the modal relation direct to 
the root. 	The modal characteristic, however, has preserved 
only the semi-vowel of the Sanscrit yd, and as in the second 
person singular the sof gels, since from the oldest period it has 
stood at the end, must, according to a universal law of sound, 
disappear, so malted, yashdy (euphonic for yady), " eat," cor-
responds to the Sanscrit adyels," thou mnyest eat," and Latin 
edis ; IMMAh nyeshdy (for nyedy) "know," to the Sanscrit 
ridyds ; and AA211.66 daskiy (for dady), " give," to the Greek 
Mottle, and still more to the Sanscrit dorlyde, since, like it, 
it has lost the radical vowel. 	Th'e Sclavonie forms-chicle 
have been cited pass also as third persons; for Tim yds and 
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7716,' 8/1/ cannot be distinguished in Slavonic, bemuse the 
rule for the extirpation of Seal consonants hoe spared the t 
as little as the 3, while the Greek admits the I at the end, 	..1 
there also, whore, in the lingual epoch preceding that of the 
Greek, it stood as the last pillar of the word ; and thus Moly, 	! 
can he distinguished from Watt, which is deprived of the 
personal sign.  

678. In 	the 	first 	person plural, I.R.3,1,311,1 	yashdymy, 	1 

	

ettkAmem tweshdyety, .ii.A*Abmm dashdymy, answer to 	i'': 
gamut adrimas, edema% ftrarteidyilmas, Terintk dadytimas, 
8g8oittev, &Aimee ; 	and 	in 	the second, ra,l,bre yashtlyte, 
BSA:Awe eyeahtlyte, 	....2k11,1VrE dashdyte, 	to 	It91W ady4ta, 
Mitts, faun vidmita, Om dadyata, &Sate, duitia. 	The se- 
cond person plural represents, in the Old &laconic impera-
tive, also the third person; a misuse which may have been 
favour.] by the fact, that iu the singular the thin/ person is 
not distinguished from the second, from reasons connected 
with the law of sounds; and in die dual, also, the terminations 
NR, lam, pm( tdm, for which the Greek uses rue, rim Lave 
both become ta; for though the &laconic isigeuentlly repre-
sents the long Sanscrit 5, still it sometimes stands for the 
short a also; and therefore to has as good a foundation in the 
second person dual as in the third; but through the else-
where very common corruption of a to e the dual second 
person has become like that of the plural. 	For the rest, the 
second person is most used in the imperative, and this may 
have been an additional cause why, in the plural, the third per- 
on has been entirely removed from lingual existence, which 

is therefore less surprising than that, in Old and Anglo-  
Saxon, the second person plural should represent the other 
two in the present indimtive also. 	But if, in the Old Scla- 
conic imperative, the genuine third person plural had re-
mained in use, it would, in my opinion, be the same as the 
second and third of the singular; for the final consonant 
sounds of the Greek-tend sr, Lin, or On, and Latin ni, would 

3 N 	
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, yd has, in general, disappeared, only duskily could have roe. 

li

.
have given way, and as the vowel of the modal expression 

' responded to the Zend daidliyatin, Greek ma., and Old 
Latin daieet. 	This apparent identity with two persons of the 
singular might have accorded less with the language than 
the actual exchange for one of the same number. 

679. I 	refer, 	also, 	the 	Lithuanian imperative, in i 
origin, 	to 	the 	department 	of 	the 	mood 	here 
cussed; for in all verbs, without exception, the vo 
its characteristic, which admits of no other com 

. than with the Selavonic y, just mentioned, the G 
of all optatives, the Latin I of sin, edini, velini, 
the Sanserit-Zend yd, or f. 	The Lithuanian mi 
however, gains a peculiar appearance, and one 
from the corresponding sound of the cognate long 
that it conceals the true exponent of the modal 
behind a k, which is always prefixed to the I; only 

' 	the root itself ends with k, for two k's only one 
. 	As in the second person singular, in which the i o 

conclude the forin, this final vowel is generally su 1 

 

• but the k is ext9nded to all persons of the imperati 
the exception of the third, of which hereafter, we 
easily tempted to regard this k as the true im 
suffix, and thus quite disengage the Lithuanian . 
mood from its otherwise close 	union with the 
cognate languages. 	From the root bu, " to he," 
the forms bilki, or MU-, "be," White, " be ye,"Iniki 
ns be," Witco, "let us two be," SOY. "let them two,  
So dftki, or dilk, 	"give thou," dbkife, 	"give ye," Ric. 	Is 
most cases it happens, that the k appears between two 
vowels: 	for, in the preceding examples, the root, and in 
Mielke's three last conjugations, the class syllable, corre-
sponding to the Sanserit aye (0. 506.), end with a vowel: 
and as the verb sakdr, "I turn," given as example of the 

conjugation, on account of the 0, which terminates 
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the root, abstains from the affix Under discussion, Mielke's 	i 
Grammar, therefore, is utterly deficient in an instance 
exhibiting the combination of the k of the imperative with 
a consonant. 	But Ruhig gives, from faupsiaa, "I praise," 	3 
the 	imperative 	Inupsinr 	(7ttopsinki), 	and, 	according 	to 
Mielke's rule, given at p.18, we must expect from infini- 	k 
Ries like rasdi, " to find " (euphonic for rod-ti), imperatives 
like vos-k', or ras-ki, since a k should take the place of the 
infinitive suffix. 

680. As respects the origin of the k, which is peculiar 
to the Lithuanian imperative, it is probably, as has been 	. 
already observed, a corruption of the s of the verb sub- 
stantive, and consequently diki, "give thou," is doubly 
related to the Old Sclavonic &A, "I gave," and to the 	;,, 
Greek 'b'oost, natssa (see §§. MS. 569.), as also to the Zend 
Jca.Selaj delkhyemi, 	"I will give "_Sanscrit d4sydrot), 
which I am unable to quote, but I believe I may safely 
deduce it from the above mentioned participle of the root 	...1 
dd, " to lay," which has the same sound with dd "to give" 
(see §. 669.). 	The same relation that the Zend future 
&a/10mi has to the Sanscrit ditayanti is. held, as respects 
the employing a guttural instead of an original sibilant, by 	', 
the Lithmmian driki to the Sanscrit precative middle eldstyo. 
In the dual, the Lithunnitui dkkito“ answers to the Sanscrit 	j 
dastooki, and, in the plural, &dots to &shoat. 	The San- 
serif precative is, however, in fact, nothing else than a 
modification of the potential, and has, 	in essentials, the 	..! 
same relation to it that the Greek waist optative has to 
the present optative; i.e. the class differences are removed. 
Compare dtyds, ddydt for ddyds, ddydt in  Zend dAydo, ddydt, 
with 8oils, adv. 	In all the other persons, the Sauscrit adds 

c A radical d paws into e, in most roots, through the oesimilating in. 
&ten. of they following, but not in lend. 

3 tt 2 	
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an s, i.e. the verb substantive, to the modal exponent yd, and 
thus degilstun resembles the Greek third person plural 8obssus 
This dissimilar introduction of the verb substantive may 
be regarded as a phenomenon, which first made its appear- 
ance after 	the 	separation of the languages; 	for which 	1 
reason the Zend, though it continued with the Sanserit 
much longer than the European cognate idioms, does not 
share in it, and in the plural contrasts ascanaw3 &tyke, 
.oestsako3 delyabn toto3olg dAyaion," with the Greek 6ohnas 
&ire, Poles, and Sanserit dkydsma, &yenta, deyants. 	In 
the first person singular I find 6154,4 drain (probably . 
erroneously for ddyanna) in a pasanpe already cited with a 
different object (see p. 211), a form in good analogy with 
the Greek Solos, for which in Sanserit Nyelsant. 

681. In the middle, the Sanscrit, in the preeative, =- 
Mita to the verb substantive the function of denoting the 
modal relation, exactly as, in the future of the two active 
forms, the relation of time. 	As, therefore, in da-syke 
data, the last portion is the future of the verb substantive, 
so in del-si-ya,1 	" I may give," its precative or potential 
aorist is 	contained, and the Lithuanian ea-ki, "give" 
(without any personal termination), is rightly analogous 
to ddst, the sibilant being hardened to k, which alone dis- 
tinguishes the imperative from the future. 	Compare 
dk-kite, " give ye," with decode, " ye will give." 	In spite, 
however, of the great agreement between 4 -Id and d41-16 
it is still 	requisite to assume that the Lithuanian has 
brought with it from its Asiatic place of origin the pre-
ceding form of its imperative, and that dicki-te, " give ye," 
is the transmission of the Sanscrit del-si-elltsam, delis, with 
the substitution only of an active personal termination for 
a middle one; 	but the very natural accession of the verb 

a Compare Barnours Yam, Note, pp. cl. clii. 
fThe y Pt a euphonic insertion, and a, for ma, the termination. 	jai 
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substantive may be admitted in both languages indepen- 
dently of one another. 	The firm adherence to the ancient 
modal character, the original yd of which has been con-
tracted in the Sanscrit middle, precative, and potential, to 
4 in the Lithuanian imperfect to i, has, in the preceding 
case, effected 	a 	surprising similarity in 	the 	languages, 
which have been from time immemorial distinct, and sub- 
ject to their own separate destiny. 	The conjecture, how- 
ever, that the k of the Lithuanian imperfect has arisen 
from a, is supported by the Old Prussian, which is most 
intimately connected with the Lithuanian, and which fur-
nishes us with an optative or subjunctive, in which a is 
contrasted with 	the Lithuanian le; 	at least, 	I have no 
doubt that forms like dtose, " he may give,"" gait-se, " he 
may help," bon-se, "he may be," ton-sei, " they may be," 
totti-se, 	"he 	may 	be silent" (Sanscrit 	tilthnini, 	"still," 
"silent "), are to be looked upon as cognate forms of the 
Lithuanian imperative and Sanscrit precative ; and thus 
do-se (without a personal termination, like the Greek dad) 
may be contrasted with the &merit dal-at-Aka "he may 
give." 

682. In support of my assertion that the Lithuanian 
imperative is based on the Sanscrit precative, not on the 
potential, may be specially adduced the circumstance that, 
in Ihe latter ease, in those verbs which correspond to the 
Sanserit first class, it would necessarily retain the vowel 
inserted between the root and the personal termination; 
e.g. the inserted a of trei-a-m4 "  we carry," ieri-a-/d, "ye 
carry," would not be lost, but most probably we should 
have in their place tnek-ni-m4 toek-ni-t4 which would be 
analogous to the Gothic vig-ai-too, rig-ni-th, to the Greek 
"ix-co-per, 'Zx-n,-re, 	and Sanscrit cab-k-ma, vah-tka 	(from 

a See Vater's Language of the Old Pmealans, pp. IN .d 107. 
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wham, 	vabaitn). 	But 	according to the view 	just 
developed, mcfr-ki-me, trafa-ki-ti, is fotmded, not ou  ooh-l-ma, 
valt-e-la, 	but on uak-shi-nuthi. yak. shi'-dhvain, apart from 
the middle terminations. 	The Lettish, however, in its 
imperatives, has retained, of the two modifications of the 
Sauscrit 	mood under discussion, the first, i.e. the form 
called 	potential, 	corresponding 	to 	the Greek 	optative 
present; and, in the second person plural, always uses ai 
or ee in the place of the indicative ra ; 	and Bins darrait, 
" do ye " (faciatis), corresponds, in its relation to dared, 
"  ye 	do,"* 	admirably to 	the Gothic 	subjunctives like 
lie-ai-fs, "ye two may read," as contrasted with the in- 
dicative lira-ta. 	I give 	the dual, as 	this has the ad- 
vantage of having, in the indicative, retained the old a in 
its original form ; 	while in the plural lisilb, as  in general 
before a final it, that letter has become i. 	The two twin 
sisters, therefore, the Lithuanian 	and Lettish, complete 
one atiother's deficiencies in the imperative admirably, since 
the one supplies us with the Sanscrit potential, and the 
other with its aorist form, or the precative, and, in fact, fur-
nishes us with the same method of formation (which is 
the more important) that is to be assigned peculiarly to 
the middle, and does not occur elsewhere in any other 
European cognate idiom; while, as has been said, the 

• 
w Though the form in nit ne wt Decors in the indicative also, still how 

that in at is the prevailing and general one: in the imperative, however, 
that in owl or ail is the only one, and therefore characteristic of the mood. 
The true pronunciation of thy Lettish diphthong tv is hard to be perceived 
from the description given by Rosenberger, p.6: it is sufficient, however, 
far our purpose here, that this diphthong is etymologically only a corrup-
tion of ai, and, like this, corresponds to the &work g ( .-a +0; as, is 
decow, "God," =Opkdeil.e, from fq.n.,  die, "to shine"; eet," he goes," 
=ex ea, from 4 i; en,edV, "to laugh," in the root answers to the Sou-
serit ma, whence by Guns, through insertion of an a, am,. 
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active process of formation in the Greek second aorist 
optative is reflected, where, in the third person plural, 
folveoe is contrasted with the Stinscrit dtydatis for ditydsant, 
and felon with the Zend ini3j.t...i$ dtlyenn. 

633. The second person singular of the Lettish imperative 
is always identical with the corresponding person of the indi- 
cative, and here requires no further discussion; 	and thus, 
that which in Lithuanian, was adduced as the third person 
imperative, is nothing else than the third person of the 
indicative present, which receives its modal function, cor- 
responding 	more 	with the subjunctive than the im- 
perative, by the prefix of the conjunction te. 	There are, 
however, some anomalous verbs, which have a form dif-
fering from the indicative, and this is in reality an un-
mistakeable brother of the Sanscrit potential of the second 
conjugation, or of the Greek optative present of the conju- 
gation in gi. 	The 	personal character has (as usually 
happens in -  all tenses of the indicative) been dropped; 
and thus ie .corresponds to the Greek op Latin Lei from 
siet, and the Sanscrit-Zend yilt, ydf. 	For example, essie 
corresponds to the Greek erg (from ieiq), to the Latin siet, 
and Sanserit sydt, but exceeds the Latin and Sanserit in 
preserving the radical vowel (as in es md,- contrasted with 
s-mas, modal and the Greek 4. in retaining the consonant 
of the root, which is, however, doubled, as 	 curs 	in 
Lettish, also, in several persons of the indicative; 	e.g. in 
essant, " we are," escat, " ye are." 

684. The Lithuanian &Wye, "he may give," answers 
to the Greek Moll, Sanserit &dila, and Zend daidhydt. 
The agreement with the two last forms, however, is the 
greater, as the radical vowel is lost in the base itself; 
thus du-die for dadrye, as in Sanscrit da-dydt for cladtlyat, 
and in Zend tkadhyt14 for dadlitlydt. 	The relation of dadie 
to the other unreduplicated 	persona of the imperative, 
as Aid, tlfiltime, &e., is exactly that of the potential in 
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Sanscrit and Zend to the preeative, and in Greek that of tie 
resent optative to the norist of that mood ; 	thus,  as 

darlytit is related to tras 	cid-yd./ (for dilyd/, middle 
1-sish/o), or as in Zend 13.....330_,,...9 doiolhyd4 to rro335 
/94/, and in Greek aatoi, to Solo, so is &die. "he may 
've," to aki, "give." 	In this lies a new, and, in fact, 
ery strong proof, that the Lithuanian imperative in the 
'rd person of anomalous verbs belongs to the potential 

r optative present, but in the other persona to the Fen- 
've or optative aorist ; 	and that the 1r of dkki is identimil 

with the K of /Lisa and the  s  of &lair. 	It is proper 
here to recall attention to the division of the Sanscrit 

nses and moods into special and general. 	The latter, to 
which belongs the precative, as, in Greek, the aorist, have 

e class-sign removed, which, in dothlosi. ?Ado', and the 
ithuanian iiiido, consists in the reduplication : this, there-

fore, is minting in derksant, dil-siya, aoirts, d%ki, according 
to the same principle by which the verb under discussion 
forms, in the three languages, the future dd-syelm, adeirei. 
du-so, 	The Lithuanian root bu, " to be " ( =Sanserit bhdl 
in consonance with this principle, forms, in the plural of 

I

the future, bai..si-me, and in that of the imperative, Int-kilns; 
with which latter We would compare the corresponding 

nscrit precative 	form 	bhau-i-shi-ntahi : 	on 	the other 
ndr  iiont-ii, 	" I 	was," 	belongs to the special theme 
&mon (9. 522). 	With regard, 	however, to Mielke's 

second, third, and fourth conjugations'presereing the class 
haracter in the imperative, this proceeds from their lie-

longing to the finnserit tenth class, which extends its ay 
also to the general tenses; 	Ind 	from r,  dam "to 
steal," 	the 	pm-cativo 	middle 	is 	eItetrtftsi shOr-ayi-sliiyo, 
plural 	elo3o.nyi-shintold. 	The i of oyi is a conjunctive 
owel, which in other classes, also frequently enters be-
een the attributive root and the verb substantive. 	After 
jesting this conjunctive vowel, ay would be of necessity 
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contracted 	to 	/, 	and 	then chtly-teshivalti, 	char-t-shimahl 
would be identical with Lithuanian forms like yen-e-kitoo. 
"let us two nourish," yen-e-kime, "let us nourish," as 
regards the class-syllable. 

685. The Lithuanian offers, beside the imperative, another 
mood, which we must bring into comparison with the 
Sanserit preeative ;-1 mean the subjunctive, which has 
only an imperfect to exhibit, which we append 	in full 
from the root 	dis 	"to give," with the addition of the 
corresponding form of the Lettish, which is requisite in 
this place, in order to understand the Lithuanian. 

SINGULAR. 	 PLURAL. 	 DUAL. 
Miff lin!, 	Licrnsn. 	LIVIVAN. 	LEMAN. 	LnAlunff. 

dheldou , 	es doldu. 	dettumbinte, melts datum. 	d8turnbitra. 
tlatumbei, to dohtu. 	datumbite, 	pubs dohlut. 	dhlundilia. 
didu, 	minsch' dohlu. 	Abu, 	minynyi 	dohlu. Ate. 

. Feminine tumult,. 	+  Feminine toinynyas. 

The third person singular, which, as is universally the 
ease in Lithuanian and Lettish, represents, at the same 
time., the plural, and, in Lithuanian, also the dual, would, 
considered of itself, lead us to the Sanscrit imperative, in 
which &rah, " let him give," is identical in termination 
with datu, dohlu; and the phenomenon, that the Lettish 
doh& also passes as second and first person, might be 
regarded as the consequence of an erroneous use of lan-
guage; like that, by which, in Old and Anglo-Saxon, the 
Second person plural of the present, and the third of the 
preterite, have made their way into the other persons also. 
Still 1 hold the to under discussion, not as a personal ter- 
mination, 	but 	as 	identical with the 	tam of the other 
persons, and I regard dEtu  as an abbreviation of thihsmbi, 
particularly as, in the first person plural, Aim may be 
need for dfilumbinie (Mielke, p. 143, 5), in which tame the  en 
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is to be regarded as the character of the first person, and 
is not to be confounded with that which precedes the 6 in 
the full form dfdssmbime. 	I deduce this from the Lettish, 
which has everywhere dislodged the syllable bi, together 
with the m preceding, but which combines the to, which 
remains in the plural with the personal sign, but in the 
singular, as this number has in general lost the consonants 
of the terminations, leaves it without any addition; thus, 
es, tu, winch delta. 	A clear intimation is thus given as, 
that also in the Lithuanian first person singular the form 
dfichism, and such as resemble it, must be regarded as 
strongly mutilated; and I have no doubt that AAA 
has arisen from dattorddas, by suppressing the zeirra. 	Thus 
the t came into direct contact with 	several 	combined 
vowels, and therefore was necessarily changed into of, 
according to a universal law of sound. 	The abbreviation 
of &Arabian to eichion (for dil lion) is not greater than 
that before mentioned of datu(mbi)rne to &hem, for &ham 
In both eases three letters have been omitted; 	in the 
first, mb, with the preceding vowel; in the second, with the 
o vwel following. 

686. The Lithuanian subjunctive is very important to 
me, as I recognise in the 	syllable fii the true exponent of 
the modal' relation, and in this a more than casual coinci-
dence with the expression of the Latin future of the first 
and second conjugation, which is in form completely the 
same. 	Compare do-binnis with diltum-bime, do-bilis with 
draini-bite, da-bis with dittion-bei, from d&uin-bi-i, da-bo for 
dabio, with the Alum-bian presupposed above, and Alai 
with the datum-bi abbreviated to ciftta, likewise only sup- 
posed. 	The identification, however, of a Latin future 
form with the subjunctive of a cognate language will 
surprise us. the less, as the Latin itself, within its own 
lingual province, places the 	future and 	subjunctive 01 

the same footing in this point, that futures like !eggs, bpd, 
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/comas, 554fis, coincide in 	form with the suitjunctives of 
the first conjugation. 

687. The i of the Lithuanian hi corresponds, there is 
scarce any doubt, to the Sanscrit-Zend modal character y4, 
which, in combination with Ma," to be," forms, in the third 
person of the precative, 1/11‘ Lhiirlt, rfAu43), burl!. 	The 
Lithuanian has dropped the u of its root ha, whether on 
account of its appearing in a contraction, or because the u 
stood before a vowel, while everywhere else it appeared 
before consonants: 	the syllable 511, however, is retained 
pretty perfectly in the first person singular in iau, and in the 
other persdns, on the contrary, it is contracted to i. 	Com- 
pare Lica (from blunt, see 9. 438.) with the Zend 6,1332.1 
huyatinn (from Inikint), and Lime, bile, from beeyenne, Layette, 
with .ob.w43t, barium, .Ko.ubbh Iniyutu. 	As regards 	the 
first port of the Lithuanian compound dfitunmbei, &c., we 
easily recognise in it the Sanserit infinitive and the accusa- 
tive of the Latin supine-4131k deltaic, datum. 	In its isolated 
state the Lithuanian supine ends in tu, but the lost sign of 
the accusative has in the contraction been preserved in its 
orig,innl form under the protection of the auxiliary verb fol-
lowing, and principally of the'labial initial sound answering 
to m, while everywhere else, in Lithuanian, the accusative 
et has become Si (9. 149.). 

688. The Sanscrit first conjugation suppresses the it of the 
potential character y4 both in the active and in the middle,. 

* This suppression would be favoured by the facility with which the y 
vocalised to i, becomes a diphthong with a premain,g M. 	The prime 
inducement for it, however, was the Olinrt to lighten the modal element 
in combination with a verbal theme, which, without that, woe of two, or, 
in the tenth clues, of three syllables; than, hledhee," thou rouest know," 
for Iddli..y11, kansayes," thou mayest 	ve," for kino-aye-yas. 	In the 
second conjugation the combination of the modal syllable yd with nulled 
a (there are no roots in ;Mort a) omen only is monosyllabic sorbet 
themes; e.g. NW-saint. 	Route of the third class, however, as they become 

polysyllabic 
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and they vocalized to i is contracted, with the preceding a of 
the class syllable, to 4; e. g. tftIf ,  ithar0s, " thou mayest bear," 	.„ 
for bhar-a-yds, as, in Greek, Opole for apepolut (9tep-o-Au).  :f 
1 am not, however, of opinion, that the diphthong, which is 	•,; 
expressed, in &merit by m and now spoken as 0, had in the 	1 
earliest time, before the separation of languages, a prom. 	' 
elation in which neither a nor i was perceptible; but it is 
most probable that the two elements were heard in combina-
tion, and spoken as al, which 0i may have been distinguished 
from the Vriddhi diphthong i di by this, that the same 	.; 
breadth was not given to the pronunciation of the a sound 
that it has in di. 	The same must have been the case with 
the d: it was pronounced like au, and its Vriddhi (§. 59.), 
like du. 	For to keep to the v 0, if this diphthong was from 
the early period of the language taken as 6 then the i sound, 
which had become utterly extinct as a whole, would scarcely, 	- 
after the separation of languages, have again been restored 
to life in single members, and thus the whole make its ap- 	• 
pearanee in Greek, at one time as at, at another as et or w 	. 
(see Vocalismds. pp. 193, &O.); in ZemI at one time as 0(or 

polysyllabic by reduplication, lighten the roots by suppressing the .1, as 
dad yam for dadlyat, jah-yant for johdiaint (compare §.465.). 	The 
ninth class weakens its class syllable tad to at, as before heavy personal 
terminations (§. OM.); thus, yuni-stins for yu-ad-yam; and therefore 
the combination of the full modal exponent ya with the heaviest kind of 
vowel is, in polysyllabic themes, entirely avoided. 	The roots which annex 	. 
nu or a de not suffer any weakening either in the base or in the modal 
character, for the d of yd cannot here be lost, since the i cannot become a 
diphthong with then preceding: the le of the class syllable, however, ig 
not nt:cessarily weakened, since u is itself one of the lighter rowels; 
hence, ay.nu-ydru, " I may reach." 	To this would correspond, in 
Greek, forms like atvot,f, which, however, as it appears, are avoided 
on account of the difficulty of pronouncing them, and carried into the o 
conjugation; while the remains of forme, which have remained true to 
their own conjugation, have suppressed the ,, and, in compensation, length-
ened the v; thus irideoram for iridginviplv. 
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ad 1. 28.), at another as di; in Lithuanian in one place as ai, 
in another as 0; in Lettish now as ai, now as 2 or ee (see 
1.682., Rem.); in Latin sometimes as ar, as the nest descent 
from air sometimes as O. 	But if before the separation of 
languages the diphthong still had its right *pronunciation, 
then each particular individual of the family of languages 
which arose after the separation may have either always or 
occasionally preserved in its full value the of which had been 
brought with it from the land of its origin; or invariably or 
occasionally contracted it to d; and as it is natural to derive 
2 from ai many of the cognate languages coincide in this 
process of melting down. 	While, however, the Sanacrit, 
according to the pronunciation which has been received 
by us. causes the diphthong ai, when in a position before 
consonants, to be invariably taken as 2, the Greek exhibits 
the opposite extreme, and displays to us the &merit diph-
thong as at, et. or et, and, in fact, as at in the preceding ease, 
since the class vowel, which, in the indicative, appears as a 
only before nasals, in combination with the modal exponent 

invariably assumes the o quality. 	The s, however, of the 
full modal exponent ,a, as in Sanscrit the d, is suppresstl ; 
thus -r4iroc-c, reps-og-(e), answering to tarp-2-0, tarp-2-f; 
iipir-in-Top; repro-of--rriv, to tarp-2-tam,tarp-2401m; repirmliev. 
r0p-irvi--re, to larp-d-ma, tarp-4-1a. 

689. It has been already remarked (§. 430.) that the first 
person singular in and is an unorganie form, and that reirr l- 
pp. points to an active form riarrom 	When I first advanced 
this conjecture I was not aware that the form arrived at by 
theory has been actually transmitted to us, though but in the 
single cllse of vp&kolv. 	Besides this, Matthias (I. 198. 2.) 
proposes to read 4.4p-roni instead of ductp-rsiv in &tides. We 
will leave it undecided here, whether the forms oily, 01,71, 
&c., which occur in contracted verbs, have preserved the 
original form, and are thus more genuine than those in San-
emit like tarp-d-s for tarp-a-yds, or whether, as is more pro- 
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ble, they are carried back by the apology of them maim 
Bon. 	The Sanscrit interposes a euphonic y between the 
plithong I, and, in the second conjugation, between the i 
ortened from yd, and the personal terminations commene-
g with a vowel (h. 43.); hence, tarpd-ram, answering to 
e Greek virroght for veprotv. 	Regarding the termination 
I for simple m, which would make the euphonic y super- 
Ions, and attest a form tarp& for tarp4yarn, see §.437. 
690. The Latin, in its subjunctives of the first conjugation, 
hibits, like the Sanscrit in the form of 0, the .diplithong 
hick has arisen from the class syllable and the modal vowel 
but in the first and third person singular, through the in-

ienee of the final in and t, this is shortened; thus, ernem, 
net, in opposition to antes, ormhnos, anzetis. 	The kindred 
rmation of these words with the Greek, like qpIrolitt, sips- 
;., v4ptrotitev, v4proivo, would perhaps never be discovered 
iffiest the medium of the Sanscrit. 	But if rune, erne,, 
nem., am4tis, be compared with the Sanscrit forms of the 
me meaning, kdmoyfs, latmay01, latntoyOmrt, kihnoyOta, it 
ust be assumed that the last a of the class character as 
Fa (whence we have  deduced the Latin 4 ( ma +a) of 
zebra (h. 109.. 6.), by the dislodgement of the y), hoc corn-
ned with the modal i, while in the 4 of owls, anulmus, 
rultis, the two a of lelm-rdy)n-si, katn-fdy)4-mns, 141,n-o(04-  
o, are united. 	The I, therefore, of ands, Rte., corresponds 

the Greek no in 	forms like vtkolotv, 	InVotc, 	377kOon 
109.. 6.), and the preceding short vowel is passed over. 
the obsolete forms verberit, temperint (Struve, p. HO, 

to, the first part of the diphthong 0 ( = a +i) has be. lost, 
A only the pure modal element has been left. 	They may 
ve arisen from the consciousness that an i was bound up 
the e of rerberet, temperent, or they may have followed the 
ineiple of sit, edit, edit (5. 679.). 	On the other hood, do 
Illy belongs to the Sanscrit second conjugation and to the 
illiin  ku, and therefore claim, preduiln, are regular forms, 
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the i of which corresponds to the Sanscrit y of dad-ydra and 
to the Greek i of. Motes. 	The weakening of the a to n in 
doem rests, perhaps, on the circumstance, that ui is a more 
favourite combination than at. 

691. In mallets, monedaes, &o., is contained the whole of 
the Sanscrit causal theme min-aye, "to make to think " (see 
p. 110), only that the properly long 4 (from a 4- i —Sanscrit ay) 
is, on account of its position, shortened before a vowel, the 
i of the modal expression has disappeared, and, in compensa-
tion, the preceding vowel is lengthened, according to the 
principle of Greek optatiyes with 5 for or. 	As, therefore, 
5.655c/xviooni for eagasoandmv, &taro, Irrisi-oso for &cal's°, 
xlyvviso, so meads for mane/tun. 	On the other hand, the 
case is the same with racist (Struve, p. 146), for coreclot from 
eareainh as with the beforementfoned verberit, &eyelet. 

690. The same relation that monads hss to enoade is held by 
nada, from audirds, to aide's (If. 190'. 6, 503.). 	The future, 
however, which in the third and fourth conjugation is, in 
fact, nothing else than a subjunctive, as was first remarked 
in my System of Conjugation (p. 98), with which Struve 
agrees (pp. 145, 146), has preserved the modal element, and 
has been contracted with the a of the class character to 4, 
with the exception of the first person singular, in which 
hyena, anthem, should stand for legate, asthma. 	In the older 
language dam, facia, are actually transmitted to us by 
Quintino% as forms used by Cato Censor (compare Struve, 
p. 147); and time, in the fourth conjugation, forms like 
anthem may well have existed. 	As, however, in the proper 
subjunctive the last element of the diphthong ai has cast 
itself upon the a, and lengthened that letter, but in the future 
has been contracted with the  a to 0, two forms have arisen 
from that which wan originally one, of which each has re-
ceived a portion of that meaning, to represent which properly 
belongs to the two together; as, in the history of language, 
similar cases have often arisen, and da/fIri and dares (I use 
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the plural intentionally) both conduct us to the &merit 
&Idyls, which unites the meaning of the two Latin forms 
in itself. 	The use of the subjunctive in the sense of a future 
reminds us of the periphrasis for the future by means of 
auxiliary verbs which signify " to be requisite," or "to will," 
as also of the occasional use of the Zend imperative in the 
sense of the future (see §. 660.). ' It is clear, however, that 
the expression of the future, from the most ancient period, 
has bordered with surprising closeness on the relation de-
noted by the Latin subjunctive, since the two are distin-
guished, in Sanscrit, only by the quantity of the vowel—ye 
in the future, and yd in the potential. 

693. The future and subjunctive of the Latin third conjuga-
tion may perhaps require a little further consideration, though 
what is most important to be observed respecting them is 
already deducible from what has been remarked regarding 
the second and fourth conjugations. 	Future forms like tvhee, 
cehentar, have already appeared in my System of Conjuga-
tion as akin to the Sanserit potentials like tah0s, wham, and 
Latin subjunctives as amts, amennts. 	But in the first conju- 
gation the 0 was firmly planted; for even if in its d a con-
traction of the Sanscrit art of the tenth class were not 
recognised, still the d is clear to every on 	eyes, and also 
the possibility of melting it down with the i of the subjunc- 
tive expression which follows to 0. 	But the 0 of telu1 /4  
tell Ames, appeared incomprehensible, or as a transmission 
from the third conjugation to the first, as long as the i of 
veh-bs, teh-i-mett passed as the original form of the class 
vowel of the third conjugation. 	Through the observation, 
however, made above (p. 104): according to which the inter-
mediate vowel of the third conjugation is only a secondary i 
weakened from a, forms like reties, whemus, must now appear 
in a totally different light 	Their e contains the primitive s, 
which has become weakened in the incliuttive, as it occurs 
elsewhere also, that a word in: composition bas maintained 
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itself in a form more close to its original state than when iso- 
lated and unprotected.• 	Before the forms neh-d-s, veh-A- ma, 
had become corrupted to neh-i-s, neh-i-anus, in the indicative, 
neh-2-s, velt-e-nms, had arisen from them, and, in the sub-
junctive, setals, velalmus ; and the corruption of the clam 
vowel of the indicative could have had no influence over that 
which was melted down with the modal cbaracter.t 

694. The Latin third conjugation leads us to the Gothic. 
in which all the twelve classes of Grimm's strong conju- 
gation coincide with 	the Latin third (ll. 109.. t.). 	The 
Gothic has, however, this advantage over the Latin, that 
it has not admitted the corruption of the old a of the indica-
tive, throughout, but only before a final s and th i otherwise 
it has retained the •n. 	We must, therefore, carefully avoid 
deriving the forms bairais "ferns," bairai, "feral," haired& 
"feratis," from the indicative ltairis, beierith, bairith, by the 
insertion of an n, which would imply a principle of forma-
tion quite unknown in the Indo-European family of lan- 
guages; 	but the mid subjunctive forms must he regarded 
As the creations of a period in which their indicative pro-
totypes were still balsas, Wrath, to which also the passive 
forms Bair-a-m, 	hair-o-da, . regards the intermediate 
vowel, refer us (9.486.). 	In the second person of the dual 
and the first of the plural hair-ai-ts, Bair-ai-ma have the 
same relation to the indicative Bair-a-ts, bair-a-m, that in 
Sanscrit 	bhar-l-tans 	bhar-thnna (from 	bhar-al-lam, 	Sher- 
ai-sna), have to bhar-a-rhos, bhar-tt mss; in the third person 

s Thus the guttural of the Latin facia has been retained in the French 
mannifisw, while in feu, foisons, it has been corrupted toe, or, according 
to the pronunciation, hoe been lost entirely in feu. 
t I have brought forward this theory for the first time in the Berl. 

Jahrb., Jan. 1804, pp. 07, 98 (ace Vomlismus, p. 200), to which A. Benary 
assents (Doctrine of Roman Scoots, pp. 27, 28), who, however, derives 
the modal vowel i from 4 "to go." 	(C.mPar. 9.070.) 

30 
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plural bair-ai-na (transposed from bale-ai-an), " ferant," has 
the same relation to hair-a-nd, " ferant," that the Zeal 
jp3.i.lati bar-ay-en hes to bar-anti, and the Greek 0Ip-ol-su 
to Op-o-ere. 	In the first person dual the relation of bair-
ai-vo to bair-ds, from bair-a-vas (I. 441), rests on the same 
principle on which, in Sanscrit, that of bhar-l-va to Mar- 
11-ras is founded. 	In the first person singular bairau, "I 
may bear," the model vowel i is wanting, but the /4 is the 
vocalisation of the personal character m; 	/air., therefore 
(from bairaint), has the same relation to Minds, Garai, &e,, 
that, in Latin, the future foam (for form) has to ferfs, fent., 
from feruis, feraie 	The Old High German exhibits the 
Gothic diphthong ai (-=1, see I. 78.) graphically in the 
form I, but shortens it at the end of a word; 	hence, here 
(for berg), "lama," " feral," has the same relation to beets 
(=Sanscrit bhor@s, 	"feras," berOmas, 	"feramus") that, m 
Latin, amens, amst, bear to antes, ambrms. 

691 The Old Prussian, a dialect which resembles the 
Lithuanian very closely, employs imperatives like immais, 
"take thou," immaiti, " take ye," which stand in a clearer 
relation to their indicative forms inam-a-se, imns-a-ti, than, 
in Gothic, aim-ai-s, "sums," nimai-th, " sumatis," to airs- 
i-s, aim-i-tb. 	Compare, on the other hand, the Lettish 
imperatives like darraif, "do ye," contrasted with darrat. 
" ye do " (I. 862.). 	Dais, " give," daiti, "give ye" (in 
Old Prussian), contrasted with dose, "thou givest," doll, 

. Respecting the length of the 3, no $.434. 
t With regard to the suppression of the i of bairns, compare, in Gothic, 

Grimm's third class of the weak conjugation, in which the C of the COD-

jogational character ai (--Sanserit wrtI ogn, Lai. 0)  in  everywhere IA 
where a final meal, or one standing before a consonant, follows, or ought 
to follow; thus, first person singular, hate for total, Old High German 
babe,: plural, Warn foe habaitn, Old High German habgtna ; third per-
son plural, haband for habgind, Old High German habent, in opposi- , 
tion to Wait, &Milk tge. 
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"ye give," which furnish a commentary on the relation of 
the Latin dgs, &SW, to dos, dans, as the contraction of 
a + i to the A which is not perceived in Latin, is evident 
in Old Prussian. 	More usually, however, the Old Prus- 
sian exhibits, in the indicative, an e or i as the conjunctive 
vowel, and in the imperative the diphthong ei ; 	e.g. dereis 
"see -=84yeare, idedi, " asset ".--_taorre, eddis, mwrw adytka. 
The two moods, however, do not everywhere agree, since 
lickinnaiti, "  make ye " (Katech. p. 54), does not answer to 
liekinnintai, " we make" (1. e. p. 5), but leads us to expect 
instead of it tiekiwnamai. 	The simple I. also, or, in its 
place, y, is found in Old Prussian imperatives, as, reyfie, 
"love thou," sadists, " regard thou." 

696. The 	Old Sclavonie has retained only the 	last 
element of the original diphthong ai in the second and 
third person singular in its imperative in the regular con-
jugation, which, as has been before shown, corresponds 
partly to the Sanserit first class with a annexed (fi. 499.), 
partly to the fourth in It ya (I.500), partly to the tenth in 
etO aya (A 505.); 	 as, 	ne3ri egi, "carry," and "let him 
carry," corresponds to the Sauscrit lathes, tialnk (I.433.), 
Latin rads, eshst, and reltds, rehat, Gothic stain, rigai, Greek 
ixote, t xot. 	In the dual and plural, however, where the 
diphthong is protected by the following personal termination, 
t ye (from A with y prefixed, 4. 255. rt.) corresponds to the 
Indo-Roman A Gothic ai, and Greek a; thus, ne3tram 
sqyamy -.11.014 relegate, nehemits, rehtimus, vigaitaa, gxonses; 
ne3tTE vgyet et -. Wit vandla, velattin vehd14, vigaith;  'X"‘T'i; 
dual ne3tra egyetn=.101‘randtent, WWintlinditiaw, 6Cw",  
eViylv,  ,,Vite. 

697. Among the other Sclavonic languages, the Car-
niolan especially deserves, with respect to the mood under 

. fet,"he eats," euphonic for idt, corresponds to the Latin est. 
7 This represents the third person also, see 9.470. 

3 0 2 
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discussion, a closer consideration, as its imperative in those 
verbs which have a as the class syllable is distinguished from 
the present indicative by the placing a y (=i) beside the 
a ; so that thus ay is opposed to the Sanscrit g=a+  i of 
the potential, to the Gothic ai of the subjunctive, and to 
the Latin @ of the subjunctive and future. 	The singular, 
which, in Carniolan also, in advantageous contrast with 
the other Selavonic dialects, has a first person, ends in the 
three persons 	in ai, since the pronominal consonants, 
which, from the most ancient period, have stood at the 
end of words, must give place according to the rule for 
the extirpation of final consonants, which extends to all 
the Sclavonic idioms (5, 255. /.); 	hence, del-ay. " I may,- 

." thou mayest," "he may work," for d@l-ay-m, del-ay-s, 
d@l-ay-t, opposed to the indicative d@l-a-nt (from del-e-mi), 
d@l-a-sh (from del-a-shi), d@l-a (from d@l-a-ti), and, in accord-
ance with Gothic forms like Lair-ai-s, hair-ai, Sanscrit like 
Marts, 	Ithar@ti Latin like mem, ands, amet, veh@s, seheh 
Greek like qh@pcapt, opipoit, Oepot. 	In the dual, thil-ay-tue 
answers to the indicative del-a-tra, in the most perfect 
accordance with the Gothic bairaica and Sanscrit Marks ; 
in the second person dual, del-ayda has the same relation 
to the indicative da-a-Ia, that, in Gothic, bair-ai-ts,"feralis," 
has to bair-a-is " fertis ;" and, in the plural, del-ay-tno is to 
dil-a-noi:as, in Gothic, bair-ai-ma to bair-a-m, or, in Greek, 
Op-oilier to yep-arre; in the second person, dil-ety-te bears 
the same relation 	to del-a-le that, in Gothic, bair-ai-th to 
that which we must presuppose as the original form of 
the indicative bair-a-th, whence the corruption beir4-th , 
hence the Old High German ber.td (from ber-ald), con- 
trasted 	with its 	indicative 	her-ad, is 	better compared. 
The third person dual and plural is wanting in the Car-
niolan imperative, and is expressed by a periphrasis of the 
indicative 	with 	the conjunction nay; 	thus, nay dada, 
nay d@layo. 
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NS. The analogy, however, of the Carniolan forms like 
dil-ey-mo," we may work," with the Gothic like beir-ai- 
inn and Sanscrit like bliar-f-eta, must not be so far ex-
tended as to identify the vowel of derivation of verbs like 
del-a-ra  with the .njunctive vowel of the Sanscrit first 
and sixth class, and with that of the Gothic strong verbs. 
I rather see in del-a-m, as in the Polish first conjugation 
cepl.n-es, " I read," myt-ey, "  read thou," cryt-ay.lay, " we 
may read,"  the Sanscrit tenth class,*  the character of 
which,  oya, has separated into various forms in the Selo-
vonic idioms as in Latin and the German weak conjuga- 
tion. 	The Carniolan del-a-m. and Polish eryt-a-m are 	?. 
brought much ,nearer to the Sanscrit like ehint-ayd-nd,. 	. 
"I think," through the Russian sister forms: Alamo dyi- 
layd,  anima. 	shitriya (from dya-ayo-m, chit-aye-1n i see 
4.  255.  g.). 	In 	the third 	person plural the Carniolau 
delays  and Polish mytoya approaches nearer to the San- 
serit ehint-ayenti :  on the other hand the Carniolan yedo, 
"they eat," corresponds to the Sanscrit edeati, from the 

* I now, also, refer Dobrowsky's first Conjugation in Old &Livonia 
(contrary to 6. 600.), at least principally, to the Seeeorit tenth clam; 
so that I assume the suppression of the fit a of the character aya 	, 
vane, m in Grimm's first conjugation of tliweak form, which, by thin 
loss, hen become similar to the &await fourth class (am §.109. 0.). 	The 	. 
Old Selavonic, however, has also not suifivquently retained the first a of 
the character aye; en in padapi,"I fall," chitnyii, "I mad" (Dobr. 022). 
In some roots ending with a vowel they may be a euphonic addition, and 	'1 
(naps, „1 know" (Sunscrit jad, " to know"), pimi, " I drink" (Senserit 
pa, " to drink"), may belong neither to the Samcrit fourth nor to the 	I 
tenth class, but to the first, with the insertion of a y between the root and 	s  
the conjunctive vowel (compare 1. 43.). 	I inks this opportunity to SE- 
murk further, that In 1. 606. Welke's fourth conjugation in Lithuanian 
lion remained by mistake unnoticed. 	It Moludes but very few words, but 	r,1 
belongs, in like manner, to the Sanacrit tenth class, and exhibits the cha- 
rooter of that class,  aye, elmrly in Its preterites, en  yeelthyuge (yeak-bya-a). 
In the present, together with yeszkaa is found, also, the form  ygroilifiya.,.iii 
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root ad, the d of which in Carniolan is retained unchanged 
only in the third person plural, hut before t has hem 
changed to 5, and elsewhere is dropped : thus Ode," go 
eat," as in 	Latin ea-tia, for the Sanscrit at.dia : yle-la, 
"ye two eat," "they two eat," for eira‘ at-than, Mix, 
at-taa. 	In the imperative, yey for yddy answers to the 
Sanscrit adydrn, aelyds, ady i I 1 ; dual germ, gytu=edydre, 
odydtam ; plural yfyroo, ydyte for adycinta, odydlo. 

699. 	The Zend 	appears to us, in its potential and in 
the first conjugation, to use 	the expression, in a half 
Greek 	half Indo-Roman 	dress, 	since 	it 	exhibits the 
primitive diphthong ai at one time in the shape of di, at 

, another in that of 9 (/. 33.), to which latter, however, ac- 
cording to I. 28., another a is prefixed. 	Thus ot47at. 
bardia agrees admirably with Opoir, and fa.sPan bandit 
with iktpo(e): on the other hand, it, the middle voice the 
third person -uton.u2au bara@la agrees better with the San-
emit bhareta, and, after withdrawing the middle e, with the 
Latin jet, than with ipipoiro. 	The first and second per- 
sons plural active in the first conjugation I am unable to 
quote, but I have no doubt that here again 66a.u/an 
baradina, utoisallys lairadta, 	run 	parallel to the Sanserit 
bliar@ma, bhardia, and Latin fatly/um ferdtia, and that we 
should 	not 	look 	for the 	more 	Greek 	form bent:lima, 
bandits. 	For I imagine I have found that in selecting 
between di and ad the Zend is guided by what follows the 
diphthong, according as it is a final consonant, or one 
accompanied by a vowel. 	How snuck the selection falls 
upon di, in the former position, to the rejection of of, is 
seen from this, that bases in i in the genitive and ablative 
regularly exhibit the forms die and 04, answering to the 
Sanserit Es." 	Through this, therefore, we may explain 

^ Remark, also, the frequently-occurring le4/ melt, "not," .= &vomit 
aft. 
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the misrelation in 	form between the middle vq.noviki 
berate and the active bootht in the third person singular 
of the potential. 	But when we find in 	the first person 
plural middle the form 	,,e5433@„42_, bduidhydimaidhe 
"videantus"=Sanscrit /sAsult bhunlydrnahi, " sciannus," .  here 
the exceedingly broad termination, which in the litho-
graphed Codex is even separated from the preceding part 
of the word by a point, may have the effect of a distinct 
word ; and thus it may be observed, that in the final sound, 
also, the diphthong di in admissible, and in this position is 
especially favoured by a preceding y : hence 4r... ydh 
" which" (ge) = 	yg, 	4030.4,v3C 	nuaidhydi, " 	medio " 
(9.196.)=Rir Inadhyi; but also 45 stbi, "m me," .4, lid 
and 4vcrd thundi, " to thee," 40. hdi, "to him," with 	c 
ml, 	c.0 II,god 	thud, 	 coQ 	hi. 	I would, 	therefore, 	not 
deduce from baidhydinuaidhi forms like 	bardimaidhe, still 
less an active bardinua i for in both forms the y, which 
favours the di, is deficient, and in the latter, also, the 
breadth of termination giving the appearance of a sepa-
rate word, for which reason, in the third person singular, 
not baidhydita but beficillyagla answers to the baidhydimaidfie 
which has been mentioned (Vend. S. p. 45.). 

TOO. In the third person plural the old a of the ori-
ginal diphthong ai has been retained unaltered, but the i 
has, on account of the following vowel of the termination, 
passed 	into its corresponding semivowel y; and than, 
ihh5.3&1 barayin answers to the Greek Odpoleuu ; and than, 
for the one oi of the Greek optative in Zend, we have, 
according to the quality of the termination following, three 
forms, viz de, of, and ay. 	Frequently, however, as the third 
person plural in the mood under 	discussion of the first 
active form can be quoted, the first person singular is, 

v Vmd. S. IN 40, twine; once, erroneously, diiidlainaaidh[; end once, 
baidhy6imaddi. 
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on the contrary, of extremely rare occurrence, th 
ought properly 	to be our point of starting. 	It 
excite our curiosity to learn whether it resembles 
the ,gnon, which is to be pre-supposed in Ge  
which, 5. 689, we have 	found 	supported by ape  
rather Latin forms like amen, or Sanserit as 6h  
O. 43.1 	As in the third person plural Lorain an 
the Sanscrit bhort,y-as (from bharf-rant), so in the 
person singular bars-y-61a might be expected for bhogyam. 
As, however, in Zead, if a y precedes the termination ne, 
the 'S is regularly suppressed, after which the semivowel 
becomes a vowel, so might baraern*  or burden be antici-
pated : neither of these forms, however, occurs, but one 
with the personal character suppressed, and otherwise cor-
responding to the second person .4.1.47a1 bordia, and to the 
third liko473n bardit, if the 46e/ tientoi, which twice occurs 
Vendidad Sade p. 359. is the correct reading; and 
645 4cv 549  bane, n'anot ocarina (which .Anquetil 
lates "quelle 	terse 	invoquerail'e I 	really means li 
(in all probability) 	" caldera incorma terram?"± 
this follows spo3p3 4cv  ..,76',5  kuthrd n&ndi ayi 
according to Anquetil  " gatae pram ehoinirai*," 
literally, "whither shall I go (4.,w33.e ayeni w-vrtufg 
that I may adore ?" 	We look with eagerness fo 
light which may be thrown on this passage by the 
Neriosengh's Sanscrit translation. 	Among the other p0- 
tentinla of the first conjugation which occur in the Vend. S., 
we may here further mention the frequently-occurring 
ups-relit, " he may bent," from the root ran --Sanscrit rq 

it According to the analogy of oalln,"we," for the Snonorit w2c,u ; for 
after rejecting the a preceding the nt the preceding an moo be niched 
down to 4 and, according to §.2s,., no a most be prefixed to the P. 

I' Compare with am,» the &merit mains," adoration," from the ron 
WM. 
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hoe, which, after rejecting the n of the preceding radical 
vowel, is treated as though it were the annexed vowel of 
the first class; in which respect may be observed what has 
been 	before 	remarked 	regarding the Sanserit root MN 
elM 	(9. 50S.). 	And 	mtortAtieptAn 	ite'renadta, "he 	may 
strew" (Vend. S. p.377) deserves special notice, since in 
this word the class syllable nd (ninth class?, after abbre-
viating the d, follows the analogy of the short a of the 
four classes of the first conjugation ; 	and thus, in this 
respect, 	altos:Lon/sea 	Aterhadtm 	after 	withdrawing 	the 
middle final a, becomes similar to the Latin future &tenet 
(4.496.). 

701. In the second conjugation the Zend answers in its 
potential tolerably well to the Sanscrit, with the exception 
of the third person plural, in which the termination men-
tioned in 4.462. does not occur; and also in the middle the 
somewhat enigmatical termination ran (9. 613.) is re1lre-
seated by a form which corresponds better to the general 
principle •for 	the designation of the person, regarding 
which we shall treat hereafter. 	In the first person sin- 
gular of the active, according to 9.61., yams corresponds to 
the 	Sanscrit ydm and Greek op; 	i.e. the daidhyagm, 
"I may place, make," already mentioned above (9. 442. 3.) 
corresponds to the Sanscrit omit dadhydm and Greek 
vestry... 	In the second person, according to 9.26', is found 
p.suss ydo for sirs( yds, on; 	e.g. 	emloo7ih5S 	 fro-mroydo 
" dims'.  mripint pra-brieyds (Vend. S. p. 451) ; and in the 
third, rpAuss y4f =IMF ydt, m(+), e.g. 1.33,,,e2E9  lierSnityq 
"facial" (Vend. S. p. 457.).9arry( kriguydt of the Veda 
dialect (p. 117). 	I am unable to quote the plural in the 
proper 	potential, though 1 can do so in the precative, 
which has completely the same signification, and which 
ocean far more frequently in Zend than in Sanscrit, and 
is distinguished from the potential only by the removal of 
the class characteristics, so that the form of the potential 
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may be safely inferred from the precative. 	In the first 
person 	plural ydata stands for the Sanscrit ydema and 
Greek mite, e.g. 	xs6.i.u54)..t buyam,2*--Sanserit bltayttnne 
(Vend. S. p. 312); and hence I deduce the potential deidh- 

,,dma from the above-mentioned daidhyntint. In the second 
person, pasta (with 	the vowel of the 	modal character 

- shortened) stands for the Sanscrit ydata and Greek are; 
:..9.  .t0.31.s./1 burin, "Irina"' =-Ityst bhayasta ; 0900309 
ddyata " detia";=knni! de-ydste, 8ohrre. 	Hence I deduce, 
in the potential, the form daidhyata = &merit dadhydta, 
• Greek &Sohn.. 	Here the shortening of the syllable yd 

.  is remarkable in comparison with the length of quantity 
preserved before the termination ens of the first person; 
'.and as this contrast can hardly be fortuitous, we must 
,perhaps assume that the termination ta, on account of the 
mate with which it begins, is sustained with more diffi- 

'.eully by the language than the termination Ina, which 
gins with the lightest consonants; and hence occasion 

as arisen for weakening the preceding syllable, in the 
/sense of §.490. 

702. In the third person plural the combination of the modal 
liable pil with the personal termination in, originally an, 

roduces the form yain for ydn, according to the analogy of the 
person singular in yalim for ydni. 	Before the final nasal, 

blterefore, the latter half of the long d = a -F a has been 
ened 	to the nasal sound of the Sanscrit Anusvira. 

may take as an example int336'2.4.7 nidithyain, "they 
y lay down" (Vend. S. pp. 203, 204), for which I should 
e anticipated nirlaithyann, as, in the third person singular 

1,  The soot bit shortens its vowel in the preentive, compare %mod*. 
acne, Note S., p.152. 

't Vend. 8., pp. 116, 967, 469, and, according to Burnouf's Yaps, • 
on 9. 0.152, in the still unedited part, p.500. 
1 According to Burnout,  I. a., in the still unedited part of the Vend. 8., 

pp. 642, 243, 540. 
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of the middle, .00xidJliy.? *Awl puili ni-doithito, '.  he may 	i  

	

lay down" (Vend. S. p. 282, ZZ. 2, 7, 12, 17), is found from 	1 
the root doth, from dd extended by the addition of a th (see  
p. 112), which, through the influence of the y following, has 
received the addition of an i, which in ni-dithyann above has 
remained alone. 	From the root da, "to give," Ave should 
anticipate ilisaa 	chlyain, or perhaps, with the radical 
vowel shortened, doyotin, which comes very near to the Greek 
Sober, while the &merit deydrus (from deydrant) agrees more 
with loMmtv. 	The Sanserit annexes, as has been already 
remarked, in its precative the verb substantive to the root, 
with the exception of the second and third person singialar 
of the active, in which properly dnyttss, deyost, would be re-
quired, which, in the present state of the language, according 
to a strict law of sound (4.94.), is impossible, and the lan-
guage has therefore preferred rather to drop the auxiliary 
verb than the personal character; thus, dnydr, derlt, answer- 
ing to the Zeud dnyclo, tkly/lx 	It is, however, very worthy 
of remark, that the Zeud abstains entirely from employing 
the verb substantive, and thus sides completely with the 
Greek, only that the latter agrees in aolymtv with the San-
writ, and in hnier with the Zend. 

703. In the middle voice, also, the Zend precative abstains 
from annexing the verb substantive; and on the contrary, 
according to the principle which the Sauserit follows in the 
potential (§. 673.), contracts the syllable yd to il and in the 	• 
plural, at least in the third person, to short i. 	While, there- 
fore, the Sanscrit and Lithuanian make common cause 	' 
through forms like dtt-a-dhuatn, d8-ki-le ("delis," "date"), 	,,, 
the previously-mentioned Zend form paili-nidoithito ranks 
with the Greek 081‘1.0, since in both a simple i sound is com- 
bined with the root. 	I view the form yodsh-doithito,* which 

s The last portion of this verb is radically identical with the just-men- 
tioned paili ni-dailhi la : see §.037. 

_Ai 
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often occurs in the Eighth Fargard, as of more importance:', 
it is everywhere regarded by Anquetil as singular, and we 
should be the more easily led to suppose him in the right as 
the Sanserit gives us no direct information regarding this 
form; and, in fact, it has more the appearance of a singular 
than a plural, and if once recognised as a precative would 
rather lead us to the Greek Beira than to Biers°. 	The San- 
serif supplies us with no direct information regarding the 
form 	Aisi.id..islAm.t.  yothlidaithita ; for, according to the 
theory of Sauscrit, we must have expected, instead of the 
termination ilha, his. (from dean), and for the abovemen- 
tinned singular its, hide. 	But as the Zead prmative, in the 
active, renounces the verb substantive, we may he prepared 
for the like in the middle; and as, in the third person singu-
lar in the potential, de is formed from ydt, a similar de in 
the precative cannot surprise us. 	It is clear, however, that 
&Mita is a precative, and not a potential,• since the root 
dath, which is extended from dd, in its conjugation follows 
the first class, and not the second, and therefore, in the po- 
tential, forms dalhaela, and not dalthita. 	The third person 
plural, daithita, however, answers neither to the Sanserit 
potentials middle like dadhtran, es8siero, nor to the precatives 
like dhtlatran, Barra; but perhaps to the universal principle 
of formation of the third person plural middle, and, in par-
tkular, to that form which, according to 5. 459., rejects 
the 71, which belongs to the plural. 	Than, asto.d.i 	daithila, 
" they should lay," agrees with the Sanscrit forms like dad!, 
ale, " they lay," and Ionic like thihkerat, negate,. 	As this 
rejection of the n in the Sanscrit middle special tosses has 
become the rule of the whole class of the second conjugation, 
and the precative agrees with the potential of the second 

. I retain the terms derived from the Sanserit, though it is unsuitable 

different moods. 
to distinguish various forms of one and the same mood, as if they were  c.f

rii

i 
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class, we are the less surprised at finding the Zend daithila 
deficient in the n. 	This daithita, however, appears to me 
to be a contraction of dailk-yata. Am the modal element, 
which we hove seen above (§.702.), in the singular &Wide, 
in the form of an 4 must in the plural become y he-
fore the termination ale, which the Sanscrit requires in 
the secondary forms: from yak; however, by casting out 
the a, would easily be formed its (Compare p. 700.). 	But 
if the termination of the third person plural had always 
been its, we should be unable to perceive any reason why 
the modal vowel should be long in the singular and short 
in the plural before the same termination. 

"Remark.—It remains further to be shewn that the word 
arp.daa3tbla,C.  Wish-detaila, which has hitherto appeared 
isolated, but which occurs perhaps seven times in the Eighth 
Fargard of the Vendidad, is (in spite of Anquetifs or his 
Parsi teacher's opinion that it is a singular) actually a plural. 
We read in Vendidad Sado pp. 266, 	&e., sal l ...t° .r..9 
..,m(i 	 i,.. .13(0£7p wont MS./ Al.t.  /VW .0.1 /15433),2.1ta.,..C.  

7.1e..rur ,v &+,76 	Tx.. 	at  49 .,,..)arit.P.0 	Qw.vu.7., .0.0 

Allp0A5 .5 ..c.  AP. C... ..A.1) ,(01.../ p$0332,..fitb /A1,C.  z..eis.cf 
let?  6.4 	 7.,,,;:,..,,1 A , ..,I., 	 /,,,.. 	.uto,54.72ecdku ...7)45../ 

,d(o.4.2.1031.‘3,[.. JZAId c9/...V 5nDaS T... 	2%3...,,A£7F3 
pe33k2144.‘1,t_ AdAION *J..) AltAIJOAS Alp; .....; ...elks 
kat hI mad yadshdayarin ashen . . .  yd mid (wird?) are 
areta :sand nil paradristake marhy1lie ad flat ntradt chard 
mord& yadshdayatin ashen . . . kara (kmar) yha Oct Wm 
names dittighnicta ((no st1 kerYs-khard earl nd Ithqs-khard 
dot hvaim tandnd pairi-yaddtdaithiln °ens nurehaarga apdcha 
paili 	eyelike 	yattglutoryalin. 	According 	to 	Anquetil 	(II. 
p. 334  s  L'homme sue le quel on a porte quelque chose du 
cadavre d'an chien ou de celui d'un homme, est it pur ? 
Ormond repondit, it eat pur; comment ? 	Lorsque (le mort) 
a etc regarde par le chien qui mange lee corps, on par foiseau 
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qui mange les corps. 	II se lavers enmite le corps avec de 
Purina de bceuf, avec de l' eau, et it sera par." 	So much is 
certain, that mention is here made, not of one man, but of 
several (Id nom yd. "those men who," see §.231.), and that 
yadsh-dayarin afehen' 	signifies, 	not "he will be pure," but 
"they are purified," or "they become purified."* 	Hence, it 
is self-evident that yabslidnithila, also, must be a plural. 	I 
translate verbatim, "How do those men become (are) puri-
fied who ore touched by the carcase t either of a dead dog or 
of a man? 	To this Ormusd said, They become purified 
where, or how (by what means? so that Oa would stand 
for pd-vd = Sanscrit 	.s: of yew IA) ? 	If that carcase 
touches them (?), either that of a body-devouring dog or 
of a body-devouring bind, then they (those men) should pu-
rify their bodies with CO. urine and with water : so (amt ha) 

. It may here be added to what has been remarked in §.637. regard-
ing the expression gatishdayann, that it might also be the third person 
plural of the precativo, the d. of the root dd, "lo make," being shortened, 
and the analogy of buyann, " they may be," being followed (see §402. 
and Burnout's Yaps, Note S., p.152). 	The placing together of two verbs 
in the third person plural would consequently rest on a syntactical pen. 
fierily, and yadshdayann mina," they are purified," would literally sig- 
nify "they are (that) they purify." 	The passive signification would be 
expressed by a periphrasis, ice which the verb substantive would be com. 
hired with the active expression of the attributive verb. 	To this opinion 
I give the preference above that delivered in §. 637.; and I remind the 
reader, that, in Arabic, the imperfect is expressed bye circumlocution, in 
which the preterite of the verb substantive is prefixed to the present 
of the attributive verb, without 	the intervention 	of a conjunction; 

e. g. 	:pi.; wi Jana najlisii, "ho sate," properly "he was he sits," 
for "he Was that he sits.' 	At the end of the passage quoted above 
ro33a2.144..u.t.. .uashdayaian (to which the preposition paig --= San-
scrit pecan belongs) is indisputably the precative. 

I-  I will not affirm that ava.bensia (from Media, "borne," in combine. 
tion with the preposition ova) here signifies " touched"; but hitherto I 
hare not discovered any more suitable meaning hr the whole sense. 
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must they purify them. 	At pp. 268, L. 9, &c., we read 
14/ 4iii.in .uco.,40.40aLs3,C..  x7.mita 291siti 2rwr soon 
r... ms.e.,../..,,S1 	6474..) 	.v 	ssceissis 	sys.2sissic .. 
01paisi.,42 	,p.... 	A1,11 1110 ASS 	%. 	/ 	An.....s 	e,,, 	T...,,c...  
..c04/e/E) 	.v.,G',..2.0633. 	69/..c. 	5v»,r 	 flat /maim 
haulm pairi-yealshdaithila dpd 	(P) 	nth; 	',mammas 	sada 
he padishe franddhayen Oaf yat he sale edit festinates 
dot 	viipasim healing 	tenant 	ayatIshdaithila ke s' endita, 	i. e. 
"Then they 	should 	purify their 	bodies 	with . water, 
not with urine: they should first purify their hands, for 
if their hands are not purified, then they make impure 
their whole bodies?' 	Here it is plain, from the palpable 
plural frairnddhaYen, that yaeshdaithita also is no 	other 
than a plural, sito.4.2..,ItbLissi ardshdaithita is likewise 
the third person plural of the precative in combination 
with the negative particle a. 	But as above, in a peculiar 
construction (yadsh &rain ashen, see p. 944, Rem. 0) we 
saw 	the passive 	expressed by a circumlocution of an 
active expression in combination with the verb substan-
tive, so in sito.key) siti..idsbIssassi ayaoshdadhita Ishii-
ndita we see the active expressed by means of the auxi- 
liary verb 	"to make." 	..e/yadshdoithite ki2r0ndita, "they 
make impure, they make" (properly andananent faciant) 
should signify nothing else than " they make impure," and 
is the opposite to the abovementioned passive yadehtla-
rain embers, where ashen (— amp( &an, "they were,") 
has a modal function, and replaces the potential (see 0.520.). 
The 	present 	henti 	would 	scarcely be admissible here, 
though we could exchange anhin for the present indica- 
tive. 	In ayaoshdaithita kerh ash& both verbs are in the 

v From this la, "sui," we me that the Zona reflexive, like the kindred 
Latin, German, Lithuanian, and Selavonie, unites with the foes (tithe 
singular the meanings of the plural numbers. 
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same mood, as the precative mod potential have the same 
relation to one another, that, in Greek, the aorist and the 
present optative have. 	As regards the form let —rendita, if 
the reading is correct we should perhaps consider the 0 to 
be the Gunn of the class syllable ; then the remaining do 
would rest on the same principle as the termination of 
yaoshdaithita. 	We might, however, explain keresOita also 
in this way, that the u of the class syllable nu is replaced by 
a, and the verb in this way brought into the first conjugation, 
but I see less probability in this view of the matter; for then 
the frequently-occurring baray0n, " they may carry." must, 
in the middle, he &roils, which, as long as such forms am 
not traced back with certainty, I do not believe, as I should 
rather conjecture barayanta. 	In respect to syntax, the use of 
the precative and potential in the passage in question is to 
be noticed in a conditional conclusion; while, according to the 
method of other languages, the indicative would be looked 
for. 	With regard to syntax I will here further mention. 
that in another passage of the Vendidad (in Olshausen, p 1.) 
the potential follows OA/ if in the sense of the pluperfect 
of the subjunctive—Odhi edit daidhyaam, "If I had not 
made:' on the other hand, the present after phi is generally 
expressed by the mood called Let, which corresponds to the 
Greek subjunctive. -It need not surprise us that each,:ridivi-
dud language, in the syntactical application of its moods, 
follows its own course i➢  certain points: the grammatical 
identity of forms in the different languages is not, however, 
destroyed by such syntactical discrepancy. 

701. In a still 	unedited portion of the Zend-Avesta 
occurs the form cenfews32.0,1 dayadhm0m, "ye may give," 
which 	Burnouf (Magna, Note D. p. 30), 	as 	it appears. 
regards as an imperative, and renders by donne. 	In 
order, however, to regard dayadhwern as the imperative, 
we must he able to prove that the root dd, in Zend, is 
inflected according to the fourth class, of which I entertain 
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doubts. 	I look upon cv.(w4a,k29 damadludent as the second 
person plural of the preeative middle, and, as such, there 
is nothing surprising in it (after our having already seen 

	

that the Zend precative, in both active forms, abstains from 	I; 
annexing the 	verb substantive), except that the modal 
character yd is not contracted, as in the third person sin- 

	

gular 
 

middle, and in all persons in the Sanserit, to il, but 	- 
has merely shortened its d, as in the corresponding person 
of the active, to which Burnouf has ahewn the form ddyntes 
belongs. 	The 	middle 	dayadindem 	has 	shortened 	the 	4, 
vowel of the root, on account, as it appears, of the greater 
weight of the termination ; and in this respect, therefore, 
da-ya-dluid In has the same relation to diryada, that, in  
Greek, didopat has to Sasso. 	 i 

i 

	

705. In the Sanserit and Zend potential there is no 	N 
distinction of tenses, 	except 	that, as 	has 	been 	before 
observed, the preeative stands in the same relation to it  A 
that, in Greek. the optative of the second aorist does to 
that of the present. 	Dil-yele, di-yde, for dfl-yds, dd-ydl, has 
the same relation to adds. adds, that, in Greek, doily, dairy 
(for Siam, awls), have to Clod, aw. 	For precatives like 	.; 
budhyds, badlnydt, there are no 	corresponding indicative 	4; 
forms, as the fifth formation of the Sanserit oorist is limited 

	

to root terminating with a vowel (see P. 073.): it may, how- 	: 
ever, originally have occurred also in roots ending with a 	, 
consonant ; so that there would have existed multiform pre-  
Writes like abadh-am, abbot (for abhed-s), ablad (for abbot-1), 	., 

dthadhma, &c., to which belong preeatives like latdh-ydsaln.  '7'„;  
Veda 	forms 	like 	siddyans 	" scianz," 	daksVant, "passing,' 
ganseysan, " eam'' rdchema. " disamus -  (Panini, III. 1. NA 	, 
do not need to he regarded as potentials of the first class, 	 r! 
to which the roots of these forms do not belong; bat they 	'; 
are, as it were, 	the prototypes of Greek aorista of the 
optative 	mood, like sawmill, 	and 	must be regarded as 	''. 
derivatives of the soviets of the sixth formation (madam, 	,! 

3r 
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dokeni, agamatn, anilchum), the conjunctive vowel of which 
has combined with the modal vowel i ; 	just as the Greek 
o of rer'rtotps has united the conjunctive vowel of ensr-o-s 
(which is interchanged in the indicative with e) with the 
modal vowel. 	In proof of the correctness of this opinion 
may be particularly adduced the abovenlentioned rdchema, 
" &cams"; for there is no other root tech, which, if it 
existed, could 	be assigned to the first class, from which 
might he formed tslekdom, according to the analogy of 
tarpOnta, T4pxotiler ; 	there 	is, indeed, an aorist nodcham. 
which we have explained above as a reduplicate form 
from a—on-urham (for a-raroacham). 

706. In the Veda dialect also 	exist 	traces of modal 
forms, which exhibit the construction of the Greek optative 
of the first aorist. 	For example, turuslahnn, according to 
the sense =n'Itr tarema, "tnansgredianzur " (Panini, III. I. Soh 
but, according to form, a derivative from an indicative 
aorist like adik-sham, k'aetEa (h.555.), only not with the 
direct 	adjunction 	of the auxiliary verb, but 	with the 
insertion of a conjunctive vowel a. 	But this 'min fora- 
slthrio can hardly be an isolated attempt of the language 
at a modal formation, which now appears to us abnormal 
but it is probable, rather, that, in an earlier state of the lan-
guage, which has in this point been transmitteeto us 
more correctly by the Greek, these forms extended to all 
aorists of the second formation (L aal.). 	We may suppose. 
therefore, that, in an earlier period of the language, a 
precative of adikshom existed, dik-sheyam, plural die-shima 
-_deilatpl,Seitoupev, in which the modal element yd, con-
tracted to i, became a diphthong with the preceding vowel, 
in the same manner as above in bhar-e,y-nor, bhar-E-nza. 

164i,o,-idi 956/,.-/,..,  
707. In Latin, the inmerfects of the subjunctive admit 

of comparison with the principle of formation of Greek 
aorists like detZeones, and Sanscrit like the presagpoaal 
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dik-shohnit and the Veda Istrushihnn. 	In fact, sin-stimas is 
surprisingly similar to the Greek e•rsetuµev, in so fiir as 
its r, like that of cram, is a corruption of a, and its et Like 
that of magmas. Ingham, a contraction of ni. 	As,. however, 
slmlorm. is a new compound. I cannot but recognise in its 
subjunctive, also. n new formation; 	and in thin respect I 
adhere to the opinion, which I have already expressed in 
my System of Conjugation (p. to). 	A subjunctive ala-beta 
from eta-baba would be in conformity with the indicative 
stn-binn, and eta-ram from sta-cram would be analogous as 
an indicative to sln-rem. 	The language, however, divides 
the two snots of to be at ita disposal between the indicative 
and subjunctive, and than brings sin-brim and sia-rem into 
a certain degree of false relation, where it appears . if 
the r of stereos had a share in the expression of the modal 
relation, which is nevertheless confined to the i alone that 
is contained in the diphthong S. 	It will be readily ad- 
mitted that patrem (from plasm) contains the combination 
of the verb substantive with poi, just as much as pm-eats 
and pot-era m. 	But if pas-sea is a new and genuine Latin 	.;., 
formation, the es-se, "I ate,,' which is analogous to it, 
from ed-sein, is 	so also; and with this agrees. too, the 
obsolete fne-sem, which, in form at least, is on imperfect, 
as foe-sim is a present; for if these forms had arisen from 
the perfect feci, they would beferene . fetint. 	While, then, 
after consonants, the old s is either retained or assimilated 

	

to a preceding r or 1 ( fee-rem, vel-lem), between two vowels 	, 
it has passed into r; 	and this is usually the case, as the 
imperfect preserves the class-syllable ; thus, ley-e-rem, dic- 
e-rent (from kg-i-rem, die-I-rem see k. 554.). 	But if the 
imperfect subjunctive were, in its origin, connected with 
the Greek 	optative aorist, then for die-e-rem we should 
anticipate ditentascuito. 	The forms es-sent ("I ate") and 
fer-rern 	are established by the circumstance that 	these 
verbs, as is shewn by their affinity with the S.serit, dis- 

3 P 2 
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tinctly belong to the conjugation without the conjunctive 
vowel ; so that es-seen agrees with 4-a, es-t, eadis ---Sancern 
at-si, ed-ti. al-tha ; fer-ren with fer-a, fer-t. fer-fisc=Sancerit 
hithar-shi, bilhardi, Gibhri-thn. 	Hence we see that it is in 
no way admissible to derive fer-con from fer-e-seta, by 
rejecting an e. 	We should rather he compelled to explain 
fer-e-rem, if this form existed, by including it in the prin- 	

1 

eipol conjugation with the 	conjunctive vowel, as from 	i 
es-area has been developed ed-e-rem. 	 P 

Il 

	

708. But how stands it with es-sem, "I would be," for 	t 
which we should have conjectured erem, corresponding 
with the indicative mom P 	But mans stands for eama= 
Sanscrit steam (h. 032.); and from this primitive form coo 	. 
has arisen the form esem (from esfat), through tle c.7-
mixture of the modal i, which is colitracted with a to I, 
according to the same principle by which mem has been 
formed front the theme omit 	If mem had once been 
formed from exam, then, in the course of time, the indi-
cative parent form may have followed its disposition to 
change the s, 	on amount of its position between two  
vowels, into es without there being hence a necessity that 
the derivative form esem, also, should follow this impulse; 
for it is not a general rule in Latin that every a between 
two vowels must be changed into r. 	Through the firm 
retention, therefore, by the subjunctive, of the old, and 
subsequently doubled sibilant, eram and esem. esaem, stand 
in 	the 	same 	opposition as, 	conversely, 	in Old 	Higb 
German, 	(NIS, " I was," does to metri, "I would be," in 
which the weakening of the s to r has its foundation in 
the increase of syllables (see h. 612.). 	The doubling of the 
e in mem I believe may ho explained according to the 
same principle by which, in Greek, in the epic language, 
the weakest consonants (the liquids and o-)—occasionally, 
and under certain circumstances, p—nre, in the common 
dialect, regularly doubled. 	The Sanscrit double* ' 
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after a short vowel, in case the word following begins 
with a vowel. 	If, then, which I believe to be the ease, the 
doubling of the 8 in the Latin essem, and in the infinitive 
ease, is likewise purely of a euphonic nature, it may be 
compared especially with Greek aorists like I-rd7terca, sine 
the air of these tenses likewise belong to the verb sub-
stantive . observe, also, the Lithuanian essie, " he may be " 
(P. 474.). 	Regarding gorropar, see P. firi5. 	But should the 
double r in essem have its foundation in etymology, which 
I do not believe, then it must be assumed, that when the 
wens, which arose from mem, had firmly attached itself to 
attributive verbs in the abbreviated form of rem, or, more 
generally, rem, and in this position was recognised 	as 
nothing else than it really is, so that the whole se, rd. was 
considered as the modal exponent, then the root es combined 
with itself ; according to which, essem would properly mean 
"I would be," in analogy with es-sem, "I would eat," and 
pas-sem, "I would be able." 	Anal the analogy of es-sem, 

I ate," and genera, "I could," as also that of ferrem and 
mile, might have so far operated on essem, "I would be," 
that, according to their example, without the languages 
furnishing any particular reason for it, the consonant pre- 
ceding the e was doubled. 	Be this as it may, essem, and 
the esem preceding it, remain in so far a new formation, 
as in else Sanserit no mood whatever proceeds from the 
imperfect, any more than in Greek. 	The Latin sub- 
junctive, therefore, of the imperfect meets with its nearest 
point of comparison only in the Greek optative mutat ; 
since esens (cream) is produced from ream, just as rieltalpi 
from troira. 

709. No trace of the production of moods can be shewn 
to attach to the Sanserit reduplicate preterite or perfect.. 

v I do not agreo with Westergnard in regarding Veda forms like 
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As, however, the potential of the second imd sixth.  
formation in the Veda dialect is, as it were in its 
of 	extinction, 	still to be met with in its rem 
lartisidees gantOyam, volchOyam (§. 705.), it might he assumed 
that the extirpation of the moods, which have arisen 
the redupliatte preterite, only made its appearance 
what earlier, or that the relies of them, which 
mained to the period when the Vedas were co 
may be lost to us, together with the memorials i 
they occurred. 	Bat if there 	existed 	a potential: 
perfect, it is a question whether the conjunctive  ' 
(see §.619.) was retained 	before 	the 	m 
not? 	In the former case, forms like (ti- 

tatupd-t, would have arisen, to which would 
Greek rerinflow (from eerfifogo, see §. 689.), Testi 

(whence might be expected, also, rem'epano, &c.): in 
ease, forms like f dentist would have existed, as pro 
of the Gothic subjunctives of the preterite like heiheitysis 

" 1 might be milled," or with the loss of redupliut ' 
Wedges, " I might bind," which would lead us to 
Greek forms like rerceklev, which must afterwards ha 
introduced into the at conjugation. 	The close co' 
of the Greek and German forms makes the origin 
modal forms in the time of the unity of belga 

eceeijot m potentislo of the perfect, but of the intensive (comb 
which, in the Veda dialect, presents several deviations from the 
language, and in roots with middle ii (from ad) mhibits in the 
of mpetetition a, more frequently a, and else, in conformity with 

on dialect, ar : thus thivralltali (Rig V. 83.1.) is the Let of 
eve, and varridhaera (Rig V. at. In.) its imperfect middle. 	Si' 
also refers the participle pment middle allairidaryt, "thirsting 
Or. 7.), to the intensive, though it might bo ascribed to the in 
the same justieu as siisiWydt and rataidhasua. 
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probable; 	the Gothic forms, also, like haihaityau, are too 
classical in their appearance to allow of our ascribing to 
them a comparatively recent origin. 	But if, nevertheless, 
they are specially German, and the Greek, as is known of 
a few like rercaptauc specially Greek, then the two sister 
languages have, in fortuitous coincidence, only accorded a 
wider extension to a principle of modal production, which 
already existed 	in 	the period of their unity with the 
Sanscrit and Zend. 

710. Latin 	perfect subjunctives 	like avaave-rint, from 
ulna-Id-sin, 	are nevertheless 	new 	productions, 	viz. the 
combination of the base of the perfect with situ  " I may 
he," the a of which, in its position between two vowels, 
has been corrupted tor, and, on account of this r, the i of 
anturi, unaaof-ati, has been corrupted to e (compare p. 987.). 
We might also, if necessitated, divide thus, amou-erirrt,*  as 
smm stands for ash. like runt for men. 	But in compost- 
th n there was still more reason to withdraw the e of Luba, 
than in the uncompounded state; and the corruption of the 
i to e before an r is too much ha rule not to admit of 
it here. 

711. We here give a general view of the points of 
comparison, which have been obtained in treating of the 
Sanscrit and 	Zend potential and precative, and of the 
moods 	corresponding to 	them 	of the European 	sister 
languages. 

SINGULAR. 

ssissomo. 	ArNS. 	GRAINS. 	SALIM 	LIM 	OLD BOLAS. 

dadyllm% daddhyatite, Moll, 	chime, . . . . 
dadyils, 	daidhutio, 	&auks., 	dues, 	. . . . 	clushdy.4  
dadydt, 	daidhydt 	&auk, 	duit, 	diidie3  drathdy.' 
dadeta°, 	daiditu7 , 	attar°, 

o So in my System of Conjugmtion, p.100. 
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nu 
SANSCRIT. 	 D. 	DORRK. 	LATIN 	IT 	OLD 

dad/phAL  	• • • • 	• . . . 	don 
dad ydlam 	8iSoleiros, , 	. . . , 	. 	. 	dt,,,, 
dadydlelen 	a lamely's, 	, . . . 	. . 	do, 

PLURAL. 

nlydnio, daidhydeno, 	&Worms, dolma, . . . . dash 
dllaillikle 	daidleyola se 	8,3,61-le 	dales, 	. . . . 	dash 

	

iladytes°, daidliyone, &Wes, 	Ala 	. . . . 	like 
&Wean' daidito", 	&Sarre, 	. . . . 	. . . 

• ,  For dadilyam, eee §. 672. 	0  §. 442., Remark 5, and §'  
...* §.074. 	^ §. 077. 	0  §084. 	0  I give only the third person 
singular and plural of the middle, and for the red I refer the render to the 
doctrine of middle terminations, §§. 400. tke., and to the conjugation of 
ndlYe. 	' §.703. 	• §.70I. 	' §402. 	. §702. 
' §470. 	4  §.613. 	4  §. 703. 

SINGULAR. 

SANSORIT. 	 LATIN. 	GOTHIC. 	O. II. G. 	OLD ,CLAY. 

odydin, not. 	oileya, mid.' 	edim,2 	Pipit,' elsi, 	• • • • 
adyds, net. 	adelhds, mid. 	edis. 	Neis, 	Ma. 	 yoshdy.4  
Ody d I, net. 	coact, mid. 	edit, 	dli, 	tiri, 	ya.didy. 

DUAL. 

adyava, act. 	adevohi, mid. 	. . . 	&eine, 	. • , 	 yoshdyra. 
ekrly8lana, ant. adiyathdrn, mid. 	. . . 	Neils, 	. . . 	 yashdylo. 
eikdyelldm, eet. odeyetlidim mid. 	. . . 	. • • 	• • - 	9.4,11/,‘,  

PLURAL. 

yam, act. arrived/a, mid. 	edema, &elm, d.siniAs,yashelyeny. 
ydio, wet.' ad Wham, mid. edilis, 	Neilh, 	doll, 	 yashdyte. 

kselyees, act. 	adiron, mid. 	edisel, 	eteino, 	grin, 	like Rd p. 

,  The middle of ad le not need in the present state of the language, 
ithich, however, does not prevent no from annexing it here on accomit of 

*. ',e'er), 	0  §.074. 	. §§. 075. 670. 	' 7.077. 
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SINGULAR. 	 DUAL. 

,ANSCRIT. 	Minn. 	CREEK. 	SANsCRIT. 	GRESS. 

dayelsarn,' 	calyantia„ 	aoilv. 	chlydava, 	. . . . 
de yew,. 	d4940, 	Saw. 	dayastarn, 	Boilrov. 
cloyed,' 	c1,494.1, 	aotq, 	dayel.stam, 	aoivryv. 

PLURAL. 

SAPSCRIT. 	SEND. 	QRS.. 

itaytianza, 	daylma, 	Salvo,. 
ddyasta, 	&Veda,' 	Sabre. 
d ayttsus, 	detyann, 	a oiev, aoAr row. 

2  For &yam', see §.880. 
2  I believe I am right in giving this form instead of the dyonnt 

tioned in §.000. 
2  §. 703., conclusion. 
2  For &Valet, see §. 701. 

• 

men- 

SINGULAR. 	 GUAL. 

SANSCRIT. 	LIT 	SANSCIUT. 

dasty-a, 	
IL 	

daki-wa.n 
das1-8141dis,.° 	dftki. 	dclaisystisthant,2 	deeki-la. 
ddsi-.9/0“; 	. . . 	dasi-y-ttatam? 

PLURAL. 	
• 

SANSCRIT.  

deist-maid, 	daki-me. 
&1st-dawn?, 	daki-te. 
ddsi-me, 	. . . . 

' Soo §§. 889. 680. 	2  §.549. 
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SINGULAR. 
SANSORIT. MID. ORR.. 	LATIN. 00T3110. 0. H. 0. 

bhare-y-am,' &mil," (ibipot-15) 	ferron; barra-E; 	b'ew 

bbard-s, bardi-s; ISgpoi-i, 	{ frr4-'''  ferd-s, }brand-a, 	bdrr-s, 

Uwe-4 &trail, Odpsa-(r), I ffe:!;
, 
 I bairai, bare; 

bhard-la, 

bhard-usb 
bhard-tam, 	 
b bar &Una, 	 

brad-ta, 4•Spo, a, 	 

DUAL. 

sbSpoi-r,  or , 
sbepoi-sbv, 	 

PLURAL. 

bairai-daa; 

bairai-va, 
Wm/4s, 

. 	. 	. 	. 

. 	. 	. 	. 

bhard-ma, barae-ma," 040,y., { if  : 44::::} bairai-ma:  bard-mds, 

bhard-6a, bara}Ia; Opot-re, f if': 44:ttisi':  1 bairai-th, firre-t, 

bhard-y-us, 

&bar El-r an, 

bar ay-eln, 

baray-anta? 

sb4poi-e, Vf::::;
, 
 

silipot-i7o, 

1.,carai-na , 	bSrd-r, 

bairai-ndau; . 	. 	. 	. 
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SINGULAR. 
SANsoIDT. MIND. 	ORNS6. LATIN. 	00TD. 	OLD scLV. 

cala,- y-am,' casdi,2 	(gxot-r,Y vehant,4 	viva-w'• • • 
ralte-e, vandi-s,7 	eras, {'hg-*'4  I 	viyesi-e, 	ce?i,' nehd-s, 

vahtt-1, nandi-t, 	Era, 1::,...;,1 	.igai. 	,5c...4.1.0 

vaht,ta, vanad-ta, 	ilx.-70, . . . . 	vigai-date," . 	. 	. 	. 

DUAL. 

INd/g-VG. • • • 	• DigGi-VG, 	INlye-va. 
robe-lam, • • • . 	gra-roe. • . . . 	vigai-ta, veDe-la. 
rethe-Idrn, iVI-T2.4  • • 	• 	• .1r-N. 

PLURAL. 

,• 	reaRL.MG, INIzael-rroa,' 	1Xd1-tt., {vd'L"."'}cigatand, 	u`e0,.."  wild-taus. 

vaht-til, vanaeLto,' 	'xt't-,e,  t"he-Fi8' 	1  tayat-th, vehd-fir, i .Sy,",,,  

uahg-Y-..4 ....arem 	tXdt-2?, vehe-nt, 	utyot-na, 	like 2d p. 

• yand-ran, vandy-ants? ti'xot-no, . . . . 	viyain-dau," . 	• 	. 	• 

. Vy. ODD. OW. 2  §•700. 2  §. 68D. 	' V.I. WM. 002. 
003. ' 5.004. 	^ §. M. conclusion. 	,.§. MR 	. 4.468. 
° 5.706. ,° 5.000. .. 5.006., Is which we ought to read 
BeHg11 ve.yena for 0830111011e;yenty. 

SINGULAR. PLURAL. 
OANSORIT. 	LATIN. SANOCIIIT. 	LATIN. 

tish4rant, ste-ta, tialtthd-nat, 	std-ntus. 
tishtla,s, 814-s. 1 ishete-ta, 	att-lis. 
liehtlee-t, ate -I. tiyhthet-y-ta, 	rte-nt.    
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SINGULAR. 

PRISSEST. 	 VOTSNLIAL ISISIMPSOL 

	

Saa8c7i, . 	Carniokoz. 	. 	sanstvil. 	Camiohal. 

	

sntarl-nt?, 	smina-m, 

	

mays-si, 	sm.aya-sh, 	',:,:aYy",,ii  -- sY  ,'''''''' 	y':,'L''  raY;(,(7.).3  

	

smaya-ti, 	sla4a-(1), 	smayai-t, 	stnyay(f). 

DUAL. 

aural/a-mu, 	arQya-roe, 	smayai-vow 	Ya4yay-vu. 
smaya-than, 	swig ya-ta. 	smayai-Gent, 	stAyay-ta. 
antaya-toe, 	syn2ya-ta, 	sotoyai-towt,   ' 

MURAL. 
„ 	. 

maya-mas, 	anz4a-nto, 	smayai-Tu, 	.alneyay-ato. 	• 
omary-the, 	amytt-le, 	amayai-la, 	taneyay-te. 
smaya-nii, 	syneyay-o,' 	smayai-y-us, 

' The active demi, "to laugh," which, by Gunn, forms ems, and hence, 
with a the does vowel, *mays, il not used in the present state of the lan-
guage, and stands here only on account of the surprising resemblance be-
tween enlayiltni (=entaydnti) and the Carniolan word of the some mean-
ing, anY,yarn (see, however, N. 9, as also between the potential mayeyan, 
.=enlaiyaiyals and the Carniolan imperative endyay(m), 84c. 

2  I here express the Sansorit diphthong e, according to its etymological 
value, by ai, in order to exhibit the more clearly the remarkable analogy 
of the SauierIt potential to the Candela. imperative (see §.607.). 

. The diphthong et is expressed in Carniolan by ay. 	Regarding the 
loss of the personal terminations and the similarity of the three persons 
singular which proceeds from it, see §. 697. 

4  Is expressed by a periphrasis formed of the present indicative with 
the particle nay. 

O Regarding they preceding the termination o see §.668,; but if the y 
of sothyay-o is connected with aye, the characterstic of the Stoeoeit tenth 
class;as is usually the case in verbs he am, then arney.qm is properly based, 
not on mayanti of the first class, but on anylyaohni of the tenth ; accord-
ing to which smi, also, is inflected (also in the middle only), and nniyo.yo 
is theodom =emaynyanti. 	But if this is really the ease, as I believe it 
is, then for our present object—vis. in order to place in u clear light the 
analogy of the Camiolan imperative to the $mscrit potential in a verb of 
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, 	. 
kindred root, it would be better to contrast with the ComboIan soneyom  ' 
the word smashing, which is more similar to it than entityoyarni, though 
the affinity of the latter is greater. 	For the rest, the Carnielan in the 
third person plural' present extends the termination yo, by an abuse, even 
to verbs which have not the y; e. 0. most verbs of Kopitarb third 
example..rrespond to Dohrowsky'a tinted conjugation in Old Sclavonic, 
and therefore to the Sanacrit first class. 	The third person plural, there- 
fore, should not be grimy° but grim =Sanserit graii-o-nli , end, in fact, 
many verbs of this ekes may, in the third person plural, employ 4 in-
stead of eyo (Kopitar, p. 337); as nerd, "they 'carry" (for sesoyo or 
rrea,,) =Old Selavonic used!, from nse-o-iity (see §.285. g,). 	The y of 
forms like griseyo may also be regarded as a euphonic insertion to avoid 
a hiatus, as, in Sanserit, bhortLy-ton, "I may carry" (§.009.); but even 

,with this explanation, which I prefer, grisego," they bite," remains an on 
organic form, since then the conjunctive vowel of the &merit first class re- 

contained in it doubled, once as e, as in gri4e-te, " ye bite,"=graisa.. 
thy, and next as o, which, in Carniolan, app.,ms as the termination of the 
third person plural, but ought properly only to he the supporter of the 
dropped termination, and which corr.ponds to the Greek o of A 6- o- yrs, 
while the e °for/I-a-re .incides with the Greek e of ady.c..re. 	In both 
languages the mad of the termination, retained or dropped, exerts an in- 
fluence on the colouring of the conjunctive vowel (see §.205. g.). 	We 
must further notice hem the Carniolau verb dais, " I give," sines it is 
clear that in the third person plural day° (or day)) the y is a euphonic 
insertion, which is dropped in the more genuine dada (--Stmaseit donna for 
&Monti," they give"), Once, in this word, the d prevents the meeting of 
the a and o, and the the insertion of a foreign letter la rendered unneecs- 
awry. 	In doe-k, "ye give," doe-la," ye two give," "they two give," we 
have forms exactly coinciding with the Sanscrit dal ithei, dot-thus, nine-tae 
(see §. PO.). 	With the form des.te, "ye give," may be compared, in 
Zend, the form dad.", which perhaps dos not occur, but may be safely 
conjectured to have existed (see §.102.). 

712. It remains to be remarked, with respect to the 
Gothic subjunctive, that those 	weak verbs which have 
contracted the Sol-merit class character aye to 4 (--si- I -a) 

• (Moans "1 bite," is perhaps akin to the Sanscrit gins," to devour'; 
therefore get,o..er, tries-ob, = groo-4-ini, gray-o-ai. 
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(see 9. WO°. 6.), ore incapable of formally denoting the m 
relation, since i in Gothic does not combine with a 
preceding it, but where di would occur, the i is swallo 
up by the rt ; hence friyds means both amas and, rases, 
in the latter case, stands for friyais ',5  so in the plant 
.friyoth means both amatis and smells. 	In the third peAon 	. 
singular friya,"rtmet" (for friydith) is only onorganically dis-
tinguished from frithlth, since the subjunctive, according 
to 9. 432., has lost the personal character. 	The Old High 
German subjunctives like sal-Me, sallgPs, sallathmes,are Inor-
ganic, since the 0 of salbrths, &e. (which is shortened in the 
mutant) is a contraction of ai (see 9. as.), of which the 0 
must belong to the class character. 	But in the 6, there- . 
for, which is equivalent to 	a + fl• the whole of the prime 
tive form VIM aya is contained, with the exception of the 
rejection of the semi-vowel : there does not, therekr, 
remain 	any other a, which might, had 	it existed, litre 
been contracted 	with the modal-vowel i to 0. 	Biwa 
we 	must assume 	that the 0 has found 	its way Seto 
this class Of verbs only through a mal-introduction from 
those verbs where it has a legitimate ground for enteltogc 
at a time when the language was no longer conscious ihl4 
the last half of the El= ai belongs to the modal designatiOX 
but thq, former half to the derivation. 	Such is the etas.. 
for example, with forms like ha600s, "habeas," halsgann ' 
" halsrams," in which • the first 4 contains the two Or 
elements of the class syllable in aya (which are 4.,  
represented in the indicative halve-m, hah-d-s, see p. BO; 	• 

v I ern not of Opinion that la the indicative, also, we should derives14" 	: 
from ealbon and, ia the first pones, artilld from saMda ; for as in rii.-',  
vtg-i-a, vigrath (see §. 207., Table), the a and i belong, not to the pensgod ' , 
sign, but to the derivation or dos syllable, so in salt-G', salt-4-8, sal,e-t4,  
the 0 only represents then of the strong conjugation, which is interchanged  
with it the personal termination. however, are as complete no in tho . 
strong conjugation, 	,,. 
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but the 	second 0 contains the last a in contraction with 
: 	the modal vowel i ; so that, therefore, in our-ntantlde the 

L .. second I coincides with the Sanscrit e of nniwynle and the 
Latin d of mods (from tnonecis, see §. 691.), and the first, 

1 	4 with the Latin e and Sanscrit ay, which we have seen 
4 	above (p. 110) also, in the Prakrit nadminti, contracted to O. 

The Gothic does not admit the diphthong ai twice together 
,.., uninterruptedly; hence, hobais,"habeetestands in disadvan- 
.. tageous contrast with the Old High German hdbees, and is 

not distinguishable from its indicative. 
713. The 	Veda dialect possesses a 	mood which 	is 

wanting in the classic Sanscrit, and which occurs in the 
:: 	Vedas even only in a few scanty remnants : it is called. 
,' by the Indian Grammarians, LO, and is rightly identified 
,, by Lassen with the Greek subjunctive. 	For as Mra.-µer, 

T4-7-re, T4y-ed-pro, 7artpveu, h4rw-vrat, are distinguished 
from the corresponding indicative forms Agy-o-per,T4re-ve, 

, 	My-elm, Agre-ren, hey-o-vv, only by the lengthening of 
1 	the vowel of the class-syllable, 	so, in the Veda dialect, 
1 	pat-d-ti, "cadet," is in like manner distinguished 	fron: 

pot-n-ti," code; crthyd-nt-di,"copiantur," from prih-ye-add, 

I 	"copiontur"; 	only that in the latter form the tendency of 
i 	the mood under discussion to the utmost possible fulness 
1 	of form is manifested in this also, that the final diphthong 
1 	4 (=n0 is augmented to di, in agreement with the first 
I 	person imperative, which in general accords more with 
i 	the mood L." than with the other persons of the impera- 
1 	 five, since the person of the imperative which corresponds 
; 	to the first person plural middle bibhrintah4, " we carry," 

is bibhardstandi. 
i 	714. In Greek, neither the subjunctive nor any other 
. 	mood is derived from the imperfect, but in Vedic San- 
. 	serit the mom! Lit comes from it; as also in Zend, which 

uses this mood very commonly, and, indeed, principally 
in the imperfect tense, 	but with 	the meaning of the 
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subjunctive present; as, ohar-dq, "eat," from seeap char-
a-(, "Wt"; ran-ill, "destruat," from riiiii.iiij van-n-i," do 
struebot"; perms) pert-ein-n,"velent" (for paf-d-n, see I. 7U3.), 
/eta bar-an-n, "friend," from pat-i-n, ber-e-n, or rather 
from their primitive forms pat-a-n, bar-a-n. 	Thus in the 

Veda dialect, pat-d-on, " eadant," from apal-o-m," eadebent";' 
prachddaylit, " ineitet," from prdehod-aya-1, " ineitabal." 

715. 1 am of opinion that the Sanscrit potential and 
preeative, and the moods in the kindred languages whirl] 
may be classed with them, are connected with the prin-
ciple of formation of the Lit, or Greek subjunctive, in so far 
as the auxiliary verb contained therein, which these moods 
share -with the future (see §. 670.),. has a long d es the con-
junctive vowel, while the future has a short a. Consequently 
the Sanscrit dad-pit and de-yelt, the Zend daidh-ril and 
dd-r14,the Greek 8,8o-!p and 80-iy, would properly signify, 
"he would give," and thus this mood would be only a 
more polite form of the Lit, or subjunctive, as our expres-
sion, "Iiiii bitte, mir dies gestalten en seellal,” "I prey you 
to be willing to allow me this," is more polite than the 
abrupt "stir dies nu gestalten, " to allow me this." 	On the 
other hand, the future 	del-s-yedi signifies "lie will give," 
or, literally, " he will be giving;' and the " willing " is 
here not an expression of politeness, but the symbol of 
the time not being the present; or it denies the present 
in a less decided manner than is the case in the aug-
mented preterites by the a of negation. 
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